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Foreword

1 Dictionary of Spoken Russian differs somefwhat from

the average dictionary, for it is a dictionary of words only

secondarily. The basic unit of commimication is the phrase or

sentence. These phrases and sentences, the fundamentals of

language activity, are indexed by word entries. Some words

are not illustrated by sentences; the word April, for instance,

equating with, needs no special illustration for anyone

familiar with the basic patterns of the languages involved.

On the other hand, words Uke do, make, or, require

extensive illustration for any but native speakers.

The vast majority of the illustrative sentences in the-
ary of Spoken Russian are on the standard colloquial level; but

some slang is involved, and some purely formal or "literary"

expressions, if they are conunon in daily life, as in newspapers,

documents, signs, and correspondence. Proverbs are included

when they form part of everyday speech habits. Rare, archaic,

precious, or provincial expressions are left out simply because

there is no room for them in a dictionary of this scope. The

Russian is the colloquial speech of Moscow or Leningrad, with

D. M. Ushakov's ,
Moscow, 1935-1940, as the basic authority. The English is

general American colloquial. Usage in EngUsh and Russian

was determined by a consensus of a large nvunber of native

speakers in both languages. A conscious attempt has been

made not to be arbitrary in usage, and to be descriptive, not

prescriptive. A dictionary of a spoken language must always

catalog what is said, not what certain individuals think people

should say.

This dictionary has an English-Russian side consisting of

four thousand common word entries, together with subentries

(phrases and idioms) and illustrative sentences. The Russian-

IlngUsh side consists of 7,700 word entries, with subentries

and illustrative sentences. In addition, the dictionary contains

a grammatical summary of Russian to which irr^ularly

inflected Russian words are coded, and appendixes deaUng

with weights and measures, signs, proper names, foods,

holidays, and so forth.

A schema of the arrangement of material within a word

entry follows with examples. By "word translations" is

meant fairly close word-for-word correspondences, as April:. "Subentries" covers special uses of an entry word or

locutions, involving an entry word; accounts and on account of

are subentries under account. "Sentence translations" refers

to a group where no word-for-word correspondence exists; "I'm

ahead in my work" equates with Russian:", " (literally: "My work is going

faster than I expected"). This might be called a "situational"

translation. The plan for the English-Russian side is:

word entry

1. word translations

2. subentries

3. sentence translations

Example:

ahead. Look ahead of you.. •. Are there any detours up ahead?-?
go ahead. Go ahead and write your letter;

I'll wait. ^, .
— Go ahead and tell him if you want to.,^ 5, .

Who's ahead? ? • I'm ahead in my
work. , .

bullet (•) separates different glosses within the first two

sections, and pairs of sentences within the third; an open

square () separates the sections themselves. An asterisk (*)

before a Russian sentence indicates a rigid idiomatic expression.

For the Russian-English side, the plan is:

word entry

1. word translations

2. subentries

3. sentence translations

4. reflexives (in the case of verbs)

A. word translations

B. subentries

C. sentence translations

Example:

(^,) to hold. Ond. She held the baby in her arms the whole

trip, 'to keep. 5. Keep this medicine in a cold place, 'to stop., . You're free to go. Nobody's

stopping you. 'to carry. 5. This store doesn't carry haberdashery.& to proofread.^ . He's proofreading his speech

himself.

to bet.^! I'll bet you!

*C ^ ^o. You've got to watch

your step with that guy.- to hold on. . Hold on to the

banister. • to hold out. .
The fortress held out for two months, "to wear. 9. These old shoes are still

wearing well.& & to stand on one's feet., Hordx. He's so weak that he

can hardly stand on his feet.

— . They'll

make you work your head off over there.

In Russian verb entries where either { pet) or (no dur)

immediately precedes a sentence, the verb in that meaning is

used only in the aspect indicated.

The correspondence between pimctual and diutitive verbe is

not always reciprocal; when it is not, the following indications

ffi



FOREWORD

are made: (dur of) to pack;-
(dur of) to go to bed, to lie down.

Proverbs are translated as a unit, not as isolated words.", " happens to have a

word-for-word translation of "all's well that ends well", but

"Ha, " (literally: "For lack of fish, a

crawfish is a fish") is translated by "Any port in a storm."

The meaning of a word or phrase is always the sum of the

situations in which a word or phrase is used. Translations

therefore must have a situational correspondence, A word-

for-word translation is sometimes interesting, but generally

outlandish.

As this dictionary is the first of its kind in English-Russian

lexicography, it naturally has many faults and shortcomings,

but the pressure of time explains all this, and the gap it will fill

condones it.

It
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PART I

English-Russian

a (an).

Do you have a stamp, an envelope and some paper?

MdpKa, ? — These pencils are eighty

kopeks a dozen. 5. — I'm waiting for an answer. . —
These melons are three for a ruble.^. — Is there drugstore near here??

abandon. The captain gave commands to abandon

the ship. ^.
•. She abandoned her child..

ability. has the ability to do the job, but not

the desire. §, .
able. is very able assistant.. •. We need

three hundred able men immediately. ^. •(). Were you able to continue the work??
to be able. isn't able to understand it.. •. Will you be able to come??

about , . What's he talking about? ?—
They were talking about the war. .
•. Dinner is about ready. .
•. It will take you about ten minutes.

&^. •. I was about to go

when he came. ,. .
about to. The train is about to leave..

what about . Wbat about dinner??
above. How far above sea level are we? Ha^ ? •. Don't go

above five rubles. He ^.
•. is above average height..

above all cdMoe. Above all, remember to be on

time. CdMoe, ^' -.
abroad . He's been abroad for six years now.

Oh . •.
When do you expect to go abroad??

absence (to be absent). Have you a record of

her absences? , ,-? •. I was struck by the total absence of

sincerity in his speech.

.

absent. Three of the committee were

absent because of illness. -.
absolate. That's the absolute trutb.^. *. It's an absolute

fact that he made that statement. To, §
— .

absolute ruler. He's one of the few absolute

rulers left. .
absolutely. I'm absolutely certain of my facts..
abuse (as in juice)^. That child got more abuse than

affection. ,4. •. It's not the law so much as

the abuse of it which I object to. ^, .
•. You can't hold one person responsible for aU the

abuses in the coimtry., .
abuse (as in fiize). I advise you not to abuse

any of the privileges we have here.,. •. Do you really feel you were

abused? , ?
•. We heard her abuse her sister in no imo^tain

terms. , ^ coaih^.
accent. Where is the accent in this word?? • . Accent the

first syllable of this word.. •. speaks English with

Russian accent. -.
accept. accepted the money I ^ered him., ^. *.
Do you accept American money? -?

acceptable adj.
acceptance^. (to accept). Have you sent your ac-

ceptance of his invitation? ^, -?
accepted {See also accept). Her prommcia-

tion is not the accepted one..
accident . In case of accident, notify the

manager. ^1. •. Was the automobile acci-

dent serious? , §?



accidental ENGLISH-RUSSIAN

by accident. I met him by accident..
accidental. My meeting her was purely acci-

dental. .
accidentally. I dropped the plate accidentally..
accommodate. We can only accommodate three

more people.. •. The store made every effort to accom-

modate us..
accommodation. We'll have to wire ahead for

accommodations at the hotel.,.
accompany. May I accompany you home??
accomplish. accomplished his purpose quickly.. •.

is an accomplished musician. .
accomplishment. His mother was proud of the boy's

musical accomplishment.. •. Carrying out the

plan was a great accomplishment.. •.
was congratulated on the accomplishment of his assign-

ment. -, •. I still

don't like her in spite of all her accomplishments., - .
accord

of one's own accord no . He
wrote to me of his own accord. -.
to accord recognition. The government accorded

the new ambassador full recognition..
to be in accord. His ideas on politics are in

accord with mine..
accordance .
according. According to my orders I must leave to-. ,. •^. According to the latest rumor, there will

be a change in their policy. ^ no ^'^,.
accordingly. gave us instructions and we

acted accordingly. ,.
account. His account of the accident is different from

yours. . -.
accounts. The company's accounts were in

good order..
account of-. The game was postponed on account

of rain. -.
on no account . On account must you

mention the subject in his presence. .
to account for. How do you account for that?

Sto?

to take into account . One has to take all the

facts into account. .
• . didn't take into account the fact

that there might be difficulties with the passport.,.
Is everybody accounted for? ?

accuse. You have no right to accuse me of not

taking care of the house., ^ .
to be accused. was accused of murder..

accustom. I'm not accustomed to such treat-

ment. .
to accustom oneself. can't accustom him-

self to strict discipline..
ache. My headache is getting worse.. •. My tooth a6hes..

Have you got headache? ?
acid!1. The water here has a high acid content..

acid indigestion. She suffers from acid indiges-

tion. Ond .
acknowledge. Why don't you want to acknowledge

that you're wrong?^ ,? — The court acknowledged my claims.. •. They haven't

acknowledged the receipt of the letter..
acknowledgment . Have you sent

out acknowledgments of the gifts? -? •

(to acknowledge). was grateful for our acknowledgment

of his fine work. ,. •-
(to acknowledge) . Please send me an acknowledg-

ment of this letter.,,.
acquaint. She acquainted us with the new regu-

lation. .
• (acquainted). I couldn't invite him; we're not

well acquainted. ;.
acquaintance. I have acquaintance with court

procedure.. •. She is an old acquaintance of

mine. Ond .
G to make someone's acquaintance. I'm

very happy to make your acquaintance.-.
acquainted {See also acquaint). I know her, but

I'm not acquainted with the rest of the family. Fe ,.
acquire. We acquired the property when our uncle

died. i^TO .
•. After playing tennis all summer I've ac-

quired considerable skill..
acre. There are 640 acres in a square mile..



across ENGLISH-RUSSIAN advantage

across. Walk across the bridge. .
•. The restaurant is across the street from the

hotel. pecTopdH .
act. That was a very kind act.. •. I don't want to miss the first

act. . •.
Now is the time to act. . •-. acted on your suggestion. ,. •. It will take an

act of Congress to change that law.,^ . • .
Don't act like child. .

When will this be acted upon? ?
• Who is acting as head? ?

action. is man of action. -. •. proved that actions speak louder than

\yords. Oh , .
Has any action been taken on my case? -

Moeyif? Where did he see

action? ?
active leads an active life.. — Are you an active member of the union??

social activities. With all these social

activities, when do you get a chance to study?,?
G There's verv little activity around here Sundays..

actual. What's the actual cost??
actually . You don't actually believe that story?§? '-. She works here but her office is actually on

the second floor. , ,, .
add. Add it to my bill. ^. •. Add water to the soup..

to add up. Add up this list of figures..
addition. The addition is correct but there is an

error in your subtraction. ,. •. We need many
additions to our staff. -.

additional. This additional work will take

about two hours more. Ha.
in addition. In addition to my other worries,

this has to happen. ,. •. Do you need anything

in addition? -?
address. My address is. . . . . ... — Send

the package to this address.. —
- What is your address? ? •-. How shall I address this letter? -

Sto? •. Tonight we are going to hear an

address by our chairman.. • . The
president of the university addressed the students yesterday.

. •. How should he be addressed:

"citizen" or "comrade?" ^:-?
adjective.
adjust. Adjust your tie! !

•. I can't adjust myself to the climate here.

5^ .
•. The manager's business is to adjust all com-
plaints of the customers. Ha.

adjustment. The adjustment of the machinery

was taken care of by engineers..
to make adjustment. She made a quick

adjustment to her new job. Ond.
administration. They complained about the city

administration. -. — They sent us to the administration office of the

factory. .
• During his administration great

many new laws were passed. . •-. The administration is opposed to these new taxes.

•-. The administration of new drug curbed the epidemic..
admirable adj.
admiration n.
admire. I was admiring the view.. •. I admire his wit. -.
admission. How much is the admission?? — "No admission." "".

•. made frank admission..
admit. Ask for me and you will be admitted.. •. When
were you admitted to the university?? •. I admit that I was

wrong., .
adopt. This child has been adopted.. •. I can't adopt your view.^ .
adore.
adult. Adults only. . —

Children must be accompanied by adults..
adult education . There are

classes in foreign languages in our adult education project.^.
advance. Advance!! •. There

is an advance in price after six o'clock.. •. What advances have been

made in medicine recently?? • . Could you

advance me some money??
in advance. Let me know in advance if you are

coming. , sapdnee.

advantage'. You have an advantage over him.



advantageous ENGLISH-RUSSIAN against. •. This pro-

cedure has advantages and disadvantages.<.
Q to take advantage of. I wish to take

advantage of your offer. ^. •. Take advantage of every

opportunity. .
•. Don't let people take advantage of you.

He ^ .
advantageous. We did this under very ad-

vantag^us conditions. 5 -.
adventure,. Do you like

adventure stories? ?
•. It may prove to be risky adventure..

adverb .
advertise. The store is advertising a sale.. • .
They are advertising for a cook. ,. • . Where can

I advertise for a used car? -?
advertisement. Her clothes are the best advertise-

ment for her dressmaker. ". •. The play ran big advertise-

ment in the newspapers. 06.
advotising^. He's connected with advertising in

Los Angeles..
adv«tising firm . She

works for big advertising firm in New York.- .
advice. My advice to you is to leave immediately.

—,.
to be advisable. It may be advisable to go

later. , .
advise. What do you advise me to do??
adviser. I don't need advisers! ^! •. was appointed adviser to the

board. Oh .
aerial. The aerial on our radio needs fixing. Ha^ . •.
The town was subjected to an aerial attack. -^.

affair. handled the affairs of the company badly.

Oh . — Why don't you tend to your

own affairs? •^' ?
•. The dance was the most brilliant affair of the

season.. •. She had very unhappy affair.^.
affect. The damp weather affects his health.. •. always

affects indifference when you mention her.,^ .
•. Her husband's success hasn't affected her

attitude toward old friends. .̂ *. I wasn't bit affected by the news of his

death. .
She affects foreign accent. Ond.

affection. Everyone knows of his affection for

that dog. §.
shows warm affection for his children.,.

ffectionate. She smiled in response to his affectionate

glance. Ond .
•. He's very affectionate father..

affectionately adv.
afford . can't afford to have his reputation

hurt. Oh.
I really can't afford to buy this dress..

afraid

to be afraid. Don't be afraid! He!
— He's not afraid of anyone. . — I'm
afraid it's too late. , .

African; adj.
after. Come any time after nine. jno66e. — Can you see me after supper?

Mor^ ? •. What
happened after that? ? •. Will you
go after the mail? ?
Q after all . You are right, after all., . • . After all, he's

your boss. , .
day after tomorrow. I'll see you the day after

tomorrow. .
to look after). Is there anyone to look after

the children? -,?
What is the next street after this?^? • We tried store after store, but were unable to find

what we wanted. ,, . • Wait until after I

come back. , noKd . • The police are

after him. .
afternoon . I'm leaving in the afternoon.. — Can you come this afternoon or

tomorrow afternoon??
afterwards. Come and see me afterwards.. • . waited until ten and left

shortly afterwards. ,§.
again. I hope to see you again.. •. forgot it again.

§. •. Never again will I make that

mistake. .
•. Try once again. .
Q again and again . read the letter again

and again. .
time and time again . tried to talk to her time

and time again. .
against . Lean it against the wall. Sto. •. Are you for or against the proposal?()? — The boat is



age ENGLISH-RUSSIAN allowanoe

going against the current. .
— Is everyone against him? ?

We're fighting against time. * ,()-.
age. What is your age and profession?? — Excitement is not good for a man of my

age. . •. We are living in the age of invention., •. has aged great

deal lately. .
of age. wiU come of age next year..

agency.
agent. Your agent has already called on me.. •. is

an insurance agent for a New York company. drenT-<5.
ago . I was here two months ago.^4.

while ago. left while ago.

\.
How long ago did it happen? ?

agree . Do you agree with me?? •. We have agreed on everything.

BO . — He agreed to your terms... •. The two state-

ments don't agree. 9 .
agreeable. She has an agreeable disposition.. •. Is everyone agree-

able to the plan? Bee& ?
agreement. Two big powers have signed a secret

agreement..
to be in agreement ^. I'm in complete

agreement with everything he said., .
to come to an agreement. I hope my partner

can come to an agreement with you. ,^.
agricultural adj.
agriculture n .
ahead. Look ahead of you.. •. Go straight ahead.. •. Are there any detoiu"s up ahead?

EIcTb ?
Q go ahead. Go ahead and write your letter;

I'll wait. , ^.
•. Go ahead and tell him if you want to., 5, .

Who's ahead? ? • I'm ahead in my
work. , .

aid. I'd appreciate any aid.. •. Let me aid you..
Q first aid .

aim. Is your aim good? ? —
Aim higher. . •. What is your aim

in life? ? •. What do

you aim to be? ?
air. The air in this room is not good. 5. — I'm going out for some fresh air. ^. •. Would you

please air the room while I'm out? -, ^.
to go by air. I want to go by air, if possible., .
There was an air of mystery about the whole affair..

airplane .
Q to go by airplane ().

alarm. What was that alarm for? - £5? • (clock). Set the alarm for six.. •.
The noise alarmed the whole town. 9.

alarm clock. Do you sell alarm clocks??
to be alarmed. Don't be alarmed; he's not

hurt badly. He, ^.
alike. These houses are all alike, ^, •. We treat all

visitors alike..
alive. Is he still aUve? ?
Qto keep alive. I kept the alive &U

night. .
I feel more dead than alive. -. • I'm very much aUve to the danger.§^.

all. I've been waiting for you all day.. — The coffee is all gone. . •.
That's all. . — All I said was true. ,,. — Is it all avex? ?
•. Did you all go? ?
Q all alone. I can't do this all alone. ^§.
all at once. All at something happened.6-.
all the betto- . If that's so, all the better.

§TO, .
all the same . It's all the same to me..
at all. I'll be there before eight, if at aU. ^, ^.
in all. How many are there in all? ?
not at aU . "Thank you." "NotataU." "".
"He " • . I'm not at all tired.

^.
once and fw all . and for all, ld.'s get

this over with. .
All right. or.

allow. Allow me to help. .
•. How much will you allow me for this??
Q to allow for. How much should I allow for

traveUng expenses?? • or .
You have to allow for human weakness..

allowance() . I Uve on an allowanoe from

my family. .
to make allowance . Very wdl,

we'll make allowance in your case.,.



almost ENGLISH-RUSSIAN another

to make allowance for . Why does

he always make allowances for her conduct? §? •-. You make no allowance for his youth.4, .
The dealer gave us an allowance on our old truck..

almost adv.
alone. Do you live alone? ? — She

was at home alone. Ond .. — You alone

can help me. . •.
you do it alone? ?

to let alone . Let me alone..
along. fence runs along the road..

to take along . How much money should I

take along with me? ?
Come along with me. . • Get along, now.!

aloud. Read the story aloud..
alphabet n.
already . You've probably seen that already. ,, . — Have you finished already??
also. Give me some sugar also.

cdxapy. •. You may also come..
alter. The skirt didn't fit so I had to alter it..

•. I'm tired of altering my plans every time you

change your mind., -.
although. I'll be there, although I may be late.

5',, , .
altogether. This is altogether different.. •. I don't understand it

altogether, but I'll try to do what I can., , .
always. Are you always busy? ?

•. She's always smiling. Ond. • (each time). Must I always go

through this??
am See be.

ambition. He has no ambition. -.
My greatest ambition is to be an opera singer.

— .
ambitious adj.
ambulance . He's hurt! Call an

ambulance! , .
• . was an ambulance driver in

the. Bo
-. ^
amendment .
American. I am an American citizen.. • is an

American. . • / Is your wife

American or Russian??
among. You're among friends. . —
Look among the papers. . •.
They quarreled among themselves.. — Divide this among yourselves. 5.

among ourselves . Just among ourselves, I

don't think he's going to succeed. ,
;^, ^ .

amount. We need large amount of coal.^ , '^. What does

the bill amount to? Ha^^ Stot?
My knowledge of Russian doesn't amount to much..

ample. Why do you keep saying there's ample

time? ,?
amuse. That amuses me very much.. •. I saw an amusing comedy

last night. .
amusement. Are there any amusements here?

ExiTb -?
an See a.

ancient. I've become very interested in ancient art.

•.
Oh, that's ancient history!,!

and . The room had only a bed, a table, and a chair., .
Let's wait and see. —. • Try and find

out when the train leaves. ,.
angel n.
anger .
angle. Measure each angle of the triangle.. •^. Let's not discuss

that angle of the problem. ^-,
angry

to be angry. What are you angry about?? — Are you angry at him??
animal. Don't feed the animals.. •. Do you have any farm

animals? ?
ankle n,. '

announce. They just announced that on the radio.. •. Shall

I announce you? ? •. They

just announced their engagement., .
announcement.
annual. What's your annual income?? •. His annual visit is always

looked forward to..
another. I don't like this room; may I have another?§;^ ?•. Please give me another cup of coffee. -, ^ .



ENGLISH-RUSSIAN appreciate

one another . They hated one another..
answer. What is your answer? ? —

In answer to your letter of January first ...^ ... •. Please

answer by return mail.,. — I can't answer that queiition. -.
ant .
anticipate. There was larger crowd at the

concert than we had anticipated. Ha, . •. I

couldn't anticipate that that would happen., . • .
The attendants anticipated all our needs..

antiseptic ; adj.
anxious (to worry). I've been anxious about

you. .
I'm anxious to succeed..

any. take any job you can offer me. ^, .
•. Any policeman can direct you.. •.
may come at any time. .

any more. Do you have any more questions??
Do you have any money? ?

anybody-. Will anybody be at the station to meet

me?- ?
Everybody Avho was anybody was there. ,- .

anyhow-. It might rain but I'm going anyhow. 1
-^, -'.

anyone-. anyone calls, take the message.-,, .
anything-. Is there anything for me? -? — Can't anj-thing be done?-? •. Take anything you like., .
anyway-. It's raining, but we'll go anyway., .-. • . I didn't

want to go anj^vay. .
anywhere. I don't want to go tonight.

"^.
apart . The house stands apart from the others.. •. I keep

this bottle apart from all the others.. • . Take it apart if necessary.^, .
to set apart. Set this apart for me..

to tell apart. How do you tell them apart??
apartment. We want to rent an apartment in the

city. .
apparatus. What kind of apparatus do you have in

your gymnasium? -. ? •. Where do you keep your

gardening apparatus?? •. The physics laboratory has the Ijest

apparatus I've ever seen. 5, -.
apparent. It's quite apparent that you don't want to do

this for me. ,.
apparently adv.
appeal. The chairman made an appeal for con-

tributions. -.
•. That kind of story appeals to me.. •. The lawyer decided to appeal the case. -
. • . The defendant

was granted an appeal..
to have appeal. The novel has general appeal..

appealed to his friends for sympathy. ^.
appear. The paper appears every day.. •. appears to be very

sick. ,, . — It appears to be correct., . •. appeared suddenly..
appearance. Try to improve your appearance..

to make an appearance. At least make an

appearance for a few minutes., no, ^.
By all means, keep up appearances. Bo ,, .

appetite. After all that candy, I have no appetite left..
•. I have appetite for detective stories..

apple.
apple pie .

application. Your application has been received.. •. j'ou have

headache, cold applications will help j^ou., .
Fill out this application blank. .

applied {Sec also apply). He's working in the

field of applied chemistry..
apply. Apply hot compress every two hours..

•. This order applies to all citizens..
I'd to apply for the position. ^ -- .

appoint. was appointed to the position..
appointment. I have an appointment to meet him

at six o'clock. .
to get an appointment . She's been

very happy since she got her appointment as a teacher.,1.
appreciate .. I appreciate what you've

tloue for me. ^ ,..



appreciation ENGLISH-RUSSIAN arrival

appreciation. Everyone expressed appreciation

for what he had done. Bee ^
, . •. She has deep ap-

preciation of art. .
approach. The approaches to the bridge are under

repair. ^. — is using

the right approach. .
•. We are approaching the end.^. •. Is it all right to

approach him about this matter? ^-?
approval. I wouldn't like to do anj^hing without

my parents' approval. ^.
approve. I don't approve of his conduct.. • Has this plan been

approved? ?
approximate adj.
approximately adv.
April n .
apron n.
arch. The bridge has a tremendous arch. §. •. very beautiful arch

was erected at the entrance to the fair.

:! .
fallen arches . How did you get into

the army with fallen arches? ,?
She arched her eyebrows. .

are See be.

area. What's the area of the park?? •. What area is he

working in? ?
argue. I argued that taking the train would save

us a lot of time. , ,. •. No matter what we say

he finds some cause to argue. ,. — Let's not argue the point.. •. You can't argue

me into going there again..
argument. That's strong argument in his favor.. •. I don't

follow your argument. .
Let's not have an argument. He^.

arise (arose, arisen). The problem of how to

reach land arose. ,.
arisen See arise.

arm .. He broke his arm yesterday.

^'. "^. This chair has only one arm.^ ^. •. This is an arm

of the White Sea.— . •.
Were they armed? ? •.
Do you have any arms in the house??
Q you carry the package under your arm??

armor. The tanks are heavily armored.1 . — These shells can't penetrate

the heavy armor of a battleship..

arms. Our arms are far superior to the enemy's.

Hdme ^.
to bear arms . All men able to bear arms

were mobilized for defense. Bee,, .
to be up in arms. The students were up in

arms at the new restrictions. .
to carry arms (carrying). In this city you

need a license to carry arms. §.
under arms . All the able-bodied men were

under arms. Bee.
army. Did you serve in the army??
arose See arise.

around. How many kilometers is it around the lake?^ ? — Look

around you. (). •. I

have around twenty rubles.. •-. Are there any soldiers around

here? - ? •-. It's

somewhere around the house. - . •.
The store is around the corner. .
nto turn around, (of persons);

(of vehicles).

We'll have to make a detour around the town.. • I'll have to look around for

it. §.
arouse. I was aroused during the night by the

fire engines passing our house.. •. His

strange actions aroused my suspicion..
arrange. WKo arranged the books on the shelves?? •. Every-

thing has been arranged. . — Can you arrange

this for me? ?
arrangement. Have you completed all

arrangements for the trip? -? •. How do you like

the latest arrangement of that song?? • (to

arrange). The arrangement of the furnitiu-e was very

inconvenient. .
to make arrangements. They made arrange-

ments for his lecture at our college. ^
^.

arrest. The police made two arrests. -. •. Why have you been

arrested? ?
. under arrest . He's been under arrest for

three days. .
You are under arrest. .

arrival. The arrival of the ambassador was con-

sidered a hopeful sign. , -. •. There isn't

enough room for the new arrivals..



arrive ENGLISH-RUSSIAN associate

arrive. Whenw we arrive in Moscow?! ^? •. Don't wait until we
arrive. He, .

to arrive at {). Did they arrive at a decision?-?
arrow n.
art. This building contains many works of art.

§TOM . — came

here to study the history of art.. •. There's an art to it..
article. I have no articles of value to declare.. •. Article 3 is not clear to me..— There was an interesting article about

it in the newspaper. 06.
artificial. You could tell that the flowers she

was wearing were artificial. ,. — They had to use artificial

respiration to revive him., . •-. Her smile is so artificial that I don't trust her., .
artist .
artistic adj.
as. is late as usual. , ,. —
Do as you please. , . •, .
Leave it as it stands. § , .
• . I must go, as it is late. ,. •^. Did you see anyone as you

came in? -,^ ?
as. . .as . . .. My younger brother is as tall

as I am. ,
. •

. . .. She knows English as well as you.- , .
as far as . I'll go with you as far as the door.. •. As far as I know, they

haven't decided yet. ,.
as for that 5. As for that, I have nothing to

add. .
as if '. Act as if nothing happened.,.
as soon as . I'll tell you as soon as I know it., .
as to . As to that, I don't know., .
as yet noKd. Nothing has happened as yet. ^.
so as to. We must start early so as to be on time.

pdHo, 6-«.
I regard it as important. §. • Do

you have anything just as good? ->? • Things are bad enough as it is..
ascend.
ash. Will you help me carry the ashes out of the cellar?,, .

•. Don't drop ashes all over the rug. He^^.
ash tree. Is that an ash tree? 5?

ashamed.

to be ashamed. I was ashamed to ask for a

second helping. ^.
They were ashamed of him. .

aside . All joking aside, I intend to go. ^, ^.
aside from . Aside from the long hours, this

is a pleasant job. 4 ,.
to put aside. Let's put our work aside for a while

and go and get a drink.-. ^
to set aside. I think we have enough money set

aside for the trip. ^, -.
ask. Did you ask him his name? ,? •. Your friend is asking about

trains. .
•. asked for permission.. — Ask him in. .

to ask question . May I ask you
question? ?

asleep (to sleep). I must have been asleep. ,,.
to fall asleep. He has fallen asleep. .

aspect. Have you considered every aspect of the

problem? 5? •.
The house has gloomy aspect..

assemble. The boy scouts assembled around the

flagpole. - .•. He's an expert at assembUng airplane motors.

Oh no .
assembly. He spoke before an assembly of lawyers.

Oh <. •. W^e have assembly at ten o'clock in our school..
• (^). He's the delegate to the

assembly from our district..
assembly line. I worked on the assembly Une

in an automobile factory..
assign. I'll assign your lessons for tomorrow.. •. Who was assigned

to the job? ?
assignment. The editor gave me an interesting

assignment to cover.. •. Our teacher gave us a big assignment

for Monday.. •. I was surprised at his

assignment to such an important position. .
assist. Who assisted you? ?
assistance. Without your assistance I could never

have gotten the job done on time.-.
assistant .
associate . He's been an associate of mine for

many j^ears. .
associate v. His name has been associated with a

recent scandal. -



association ENGLISH-RUSSIAN attention

. • . Our two firms have always

been associated.. • . She never did associate

very closely with us..
association. My association with this group didn't last

long. § .
•. I don't think I'll join the association. ,^ . •-. This picture doesn't bring up any associations

for me. ^ -.
assume . I've always had to assume the family's

responsibilities.*. •. She assumed an air of innocence.. •. I assume that dinner

will be on time. , -.
•. Let's assume it's true.,.

assurance. works with complete assurance that he

will succeed. . •.
gave us his assurance that he would pay on time., -. •.

I wouldn't want to start this business without the assurance

that it'll be a success..
assure. That's not so, I assure you. ,

Sto . — assured us that he would be there.

Oh , .
astonish ;.
at . is at the office. . • . We were at

the Brown's yesterday. . .
• . Aim at that tree over there.. — I'm not good at that. § .
— In the morning, at noon, and at night.,. — Be there at ten o'clock.. • . We haven't yet arrived at a decision.

noKd . •. They were

laughing at him. . •. The

gloves soil at five rubles a pair..
at all. I haven't got any money at all..

at all costs . We must do it, at all

costs. .
at best . It will take three days at best.^' . — This car will go only

45 miles per hour, or at Ixjst, .50., ^' —.
at first. At first we didn't like the town..
at home. I will 1 at home. .
at last. At last the train has arrived.,.
at least no . There were at least a hundred

people present. , , .
at most . Give me dozen, or at most 20., , .
• . At most, it will take only three hours. Ha
5x0 .
at once . I'll leave at once for Mo.4cow.^.

at that . You know, it's been a very pleasant day
at that. , .

What are you laughing at? ? • I'm

only guessing at that. .
• I was surprised at the size of the book.. • At ease!! • Be ready to

leave at a moment's notice.. • They come and go at will., .
ate See eat.

athletic adj.
athletics n.
atmosphere. I can't work in such an unpleasant

atmosphere.. — The atmosphere is very thin on the top of the

mountain. Ha -.
attach. If you'd attached your belt securely to

your dress you wouldn't have lost it., .
•. He's been attached to the embassy

for many years.. • . When I was unable to

pay up, my creditors attached my salary.,. •. I've only known him a month,

but have become very much attached to him., ^ .
I'd like to give you this necklace, but I'm too attached to it.,.

attack. Our troops attacked the enemy.. •. was

attacked by two robbers. Ha ,•. I've had an attack of appendicitis.. •. There was

violent attack on him in the newspapers..
attain V.
attempt. made desperate attempt to save her.

. •.
An attempt was made on his life. Ha.

Don't attempt too much. He ,.
attend^/. didn't attend yesterday's meeting.. •-. What doctor attended you??

I have some things to attend to. -.
attendance. We've had very poor attendance

at these meetings.. •. My attendance will hardly

be necessary. .
attention. I can't get anyone's attention.^ .

at attention. The men stood at attention..
Q Please give me your complete attention.

/i !'1
10



attitude ENGUSH-RUSSIAN awful

attitude. His attitude toward the work has

changed lately.. •. What's his attitude on

politics? ?
attorney. The attorney prepared the case

thoroughly..
power of attorney. When he joined the

army he gave his mother power of attorney. ., .
attract. This offer doesn't attract me at all.. •.
She attracts lot of attention by the way she dresses. Ond.

attraction (to attract). Swimming in such cold

weather has no attraction for me.. •. Her

dancing is the big attraction in the show. —. • -. We got to the movies just in time for the main

attraction..
attractive. What an attractive smile she

has! !
They sell good shoes at attractive prices at that store..

audience. The moment the curtain fell, the audience

broke into applause. ,.
to grant an audience. If you go early enough

he may grant you an audience.,, , .
She's so vain she always has to have an audience., ,.

August .
aunt,. I'd hke you to meet my aunt and uncle..
author. has always wanted to be an author.. •. He's the author

of our new plan for increased production. —. — Who's

the author of that book? §?
authority. What authority have you to do this?? •.

is an authority in that field. .
authorities. I'll speak to the authorities..
Who has authority here? ?

authorize . Who authorized you to spend that

money? ?
•. The dictionary authorizes both spellings..

authorized. This was an authorized leave..
auto n,.
automatic adj.
automobile. Can one go there by automobile?, ? •. My

automobile broke down. .
•. She had an automobile accident on the

way over here..
autumn {See also fall). I hope to stay through the

autumn. . •.
The autumn leaves are falling. .

avail.

of no avail. AU the doctor's efforts to save

him were of no avail. Bee -.
to avail oneself of. Avail yourself of every

opportunity while you're at school..
available . Every available

was being used..
She's not available for any new work until she finishes

this job. E^ , noKd
5.

avenue. My address in New York is 240 Third Avenue.: ,.
average. The average of the class is lower than usual,, . •.
What is the average temperature here?? — is below average height.. •. It averages out in

the end. . •. Average this column of figures for me..
on the average . On the average I go to the

movies once a week. , ^^.
avoid. Avoid that at all costs.. — avoided her. .
await. We await your reply..
awake. I'm not wide awake yet.. —

- Is he awake yet? ?
I was awake most of last night..

awaken. I was awakened at five o'clock.. •. When is he

going to awaken to his responsibilities??
aware. He's well aware of what is going on

at the office. , -.
to be aware. He's aware of his shortcomings..

away. It is thirty kilometers away..
to be away^. How long have you been

away? ? •. Have
you been away? ?
to give away. We are giving this away free..
to take away. Please take this away.,.
to throw away. Don't throw anything away..

Go away!!
awful. An awful accident hapjxined yesterday.. • yjKdcHO. looks

647037 - 46 - 2 11
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bank ENGLISH-RUSSIAN battery

the book down on the table. ^ .
•. Stop banging on the piano!!

The party went over with a bang..
bank. The river overflowed its banks. ^. •. We should deposit this money in a bank.5 . —

I would like to open a bank account., •. There was bank of

snow near the door. .
•. Please remove this bank of sand.,5^ ^. •. banked the

airplane when he turned.. •. Please bank the fire at night., .
•. I wouldn't bank on it if I were you. Ha^ Sto.

banker .
banquet . That was some banquet she served!,! •. They gave banquet in his

honor. ^ .
bar. Where's that bar of soap? 5? •. bought bar of chocolate.. •. Put the bar across

the door. . • .
forgot to bar the gate.. • . was barred from entering

this restaurant. ^ .
•. The fallen tree barred our way. -. •. played

few bars of my favorite waltz.. •. was

standing at the bar when I walked into the club., . •. Meet me in

the bar. .
I knew he would pass his examination for the bar., ^.

• Anyone in the class could have answered the question, bar

none. Bee , ,.
barber. Where is there barber??

barber shop. Can you direct me to a

barber shop?, -.
bare. Don't touch the pot with bare hands. He. •. The apart-

ment was completely bare when we moved in. ^5,-^ .
•. When the flag passed, they bared their heads., .

bare truth . I'm telling you the bare

truth. .
won the race by a bare second..

bargain. I will make bargain with you.. •. You'll find many bargains there.. •. Ac-

cording to our bargain, you have to pay half.

, .
bargain day. Tomorrow is bargain day at

this store. ^.
D This book was great bargain. ..

bark. Don't scrape the bark off that tree. He. •. She barked her shins., . •. Try to make the dog
stop barking.,4.

That dog's bark wouldn't even scare off a baby.5 .
barn .
barrel. The truck was loaded with barrels of beer.. •. Clean

the barrel of this rifle. .
base. The statue is on a marble base.. •. The soldiers

were sent back to their base.. — got on base safely. -. •. based his; on the available statistics. .
You're not going to get to first base if you do it that way.} ,.

baseball. Who won the baseball game?? • .
They've gone to buy a baseball..

basin . You can wash your hands in the basin.^ ^.
basis. What's your basis for saying this. Ha?
basket ,.
basketball .
bat. hit the ball so hard he split the bat., '. •. batted the ball over the fence.. • . I'm

afraid of bats. .
n^Tio's at bat? ?

bath. Please fill the bath half full.,. •. Does

this room have a bath? 5?
steam baths. The steam baths are open on Satur-

day's. Bdnn no.
to take a bath. Where can I take a bath??

bathe. ^Vhat time do you usually bathe the baby?? •. We
went bathing in the lake. .

bathrobe .
bathroom .
bath towel n .
bathtub n .
battery. My radio needs a new battery.. — They silenced the

enemy battery. -. •. They charged him with assault

13



battle ENGLISH-RUSSIAN become

and battery. ^ -.
battle . The battle was fought by the river..

battled against heavy odds..
bay (big bay);^ (small bay).

be (am, are, is). He will be here tomorrow. ^
— Try to be on time.6-. — Be there at five o'clock.. — must be punished. .

— You may be right. , . — You
should have been here earlier.. — It would have been better if you had

waited yesterday. ^,. — Where have you been? ?
— We will have been here a year this coming Friday.^ , . —
By the time you arrive, all arrangements will have been

made. ^, , -^ .
for the time being . Let the matter rest for the

time being. , ^ .
Being stubborn won't help you.. • Who are you? ? — We are your

friends. . • Are you leaving today?? • They've been late every day.. • and I have been friends

for many years. . • I won't

be but minute. ^ . • If he

were older, he'd understand. ,. • They were afraid we wouldn't get there., . • They will be sur-

prised to sec you here. ,.
beach,. We built fire on the beach. -. •. Where did they

beach the canoe? ?
Were you at the beach all summer??

beam,. The barn is so old that the beams are

beginning to rot. , -. •. I was wakened by beam of

hght shining through my window., . '. The plane

came in on the team.

^^.

She l«ams every time he speaks to her. Ond, . • I'm off

the beam this morning..
bean. Do you have any beans in your garden??

kidney bean. Do you like kidney bean soup??
bear (bore, borne). This board will not lx;ar your

weight. . •.
men who could tear arms were called up. Bee, '. This tree tears

good 1»8. 1; . •--. bore the pain bravely. ^'-. •. I had to tear the blame for his

mistake. .
•. She has borne three children. Ond pod. •. There are bears in these woods.5 ecdx .

I can't tear to see her suffer. ^,
oHd cpade.

beard n opod.
bearing. His military bearing is excellent.

npcKpdcHan . •. I'm
taking the car to the garage because the bearings are worn out.^ apd, .

to have bearing . That has no bearing

on the matter. .
Let's get our bearings tefore we go any further.

de, do, .
beast. The children were frightened by the beasts in the

zoo. cydc ^.
He's Ixiast the way he treats his mother. Hdo, opadc MdTcpbro.

beat (beat, beaten). They were beaten in the game.. •. Please beat

this carpet. odyca, . •.
Beat the egg tefore putting it in the soup.. •. His heart was
beating regularly. . • OT6HBdTb.

beat time with his foot. OT6nBdji .
•. The teat of the music is not clear.. •. The night watchman is on his

beat. .
to beat back. They beat back the enemy..

beaten {See also beat). Add the beaten eggs to the

rest of the batter. IIpnedebTe .
•. The child has a teatcn look about him.. •ed. The vase is of

beaten silver. Bdsa 4eKdHHoro cepe6pd.

beaten path . He always sticks to

the teatcn path. .
beautiful pepdc. What Ix^autiful day!

npcKpdcHbitt! •. She is still a beautiful

woman. Ond .
beauty KpacoTd. The beauty of this spot just takes your

breath away. TaKdn KpacoTd, -. • Kpacdenna. She's real teauty. Ond-
KpacdBHua.

The fish we caught were beauties. od
—

• KpacoTd!

beaver n ,; adj.
became See become.

because . He didn't come because he got sick.

Oh , .
because of -. I postponed my trip because of the bad

weather. - .
become (became, become). His secret has become

generally known. —
Ixx'ame famous overnight. onuf -. — What's bQcomc of the original plan?

cdo ? — What became of

them? ? •. What became

of the book I lent you? ,? *

14



becoming ENGLISH-RUSSIAN believe

to become smaller. His income is be-

coming smaller. Er6 .
The red dress becomes her. Kpdcnoe .

•That color is very becoming to you.. • Her husband died, you know. What's to

become of her? , ? -?
becoming . That hat is very becoming. 9.

not becoming . Your conduct is not be-

coming to a man of your position..
bed. I want room with two beds.? •. When I came

he was still lying in bed. ,. — My bed has not been made.. — Please make my bed.,. •. Don't step in the flower

bed. He . •.
The machine is set in a bed of concrete. -. •. Follow the old

river bed for two kilometers..
to go to bed . I went to bed very late.() .
When was this bed last changed? .? • acts as though he

got up on the wrong side of the bed. *,.
bedbug .
bedding. Air the bedding, please.,,. •. We used straw for

bedding for the horses..
bedroom .
bee. I was stung by bee. ,.
•. There are beehives in that orchard.().

made bee-line for home. *0.
beef. The market has fresh beef today. Ha.

roast beef. I'll take roast beef. ^*".
beehive. The beehives are on the other side of the

orchard, ^ .
been See be.

beer. I don't care for beer. . —
- Three

beers, please. ,.
before ^^. The question before us is a hard one.. — I'll phone you before I

start. (). •.
The telegram should come before evening.. — Before that time she

lived alone. ond, . •. Do
this before anything else. (-
). — I had never been there before..

before long. 1'hey will come before long..

long before . We should have gone long before

that. .
was taken before the judge. ^.

• Let me know before you come to Moscow.. • Business before pleas-

ure. *, .
beg. They begged us to help them..

begging. Begging has been eliminated in our

country. .
I beg your pardon.,. • I beg

your pardon?, .
began See begin.

beggar n.
begin (began, begun). We must begin to work right

away. . — Haven't

you begun yet? ? — Let's begin with

soup. . — begin with, we haven't enough

money. , . —
The building was begun many years ago..—They began

the job a week ago. 5 ^. — The supplies began to run out.. •. The performance begins at

8:30 P.M. . — It

is beginning to rain. .
beginning n.
begun See begin.

behalf. His friends will act in his behalf.

;^ .
behave . Behave yourself! !

The little boy behaved beautifully during the whole trip..
behavior. Her behavior is very strange. -.

was on his best behavior for once. Ha§.
behind. The garden is behind the house. -. •. Their seats are behind ours.

MecTd. . •. There must be some

plan behind it. 3a -.
to be behind time. The train is behind

time. .
to fall behind. He has fallen behind in his work.

Oh .
to leave behind. We had to leave our trunk behind.. • (to for-

get). Have you left anything behind? -?
being (See also be).

human being. Treat him hke a human being. --.
belief. It's impossible for me to have any belief in

what she says.

^, . •. has very strong

political beliefs..
believe. Do you believe what he says?, ? •. I believe so.^.
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beU ENGLISH-RUSSIAN bid

to believe in . Do you believe in his sincerity??
bell. The bells of this church are famous. 5,. •,.
Do you hear their sleigh bells??

doorbell(). Our doorbell is out of order..
belong. Does this book belong to you? 9?— belongs to the older genera-

tion. Oh .
This old chair belongs in the kitchen.

^^^ ^. • Who does this belong to? ?
beloved n, adj.
below . Who has the room below me??— works below deck.. •. The temperature here seldom goes be-

low zero.^ .
— is below average height. .
— Try the floor below. .
•^. From the window they could watch the parade

below. 5 ,^.
belt. Do you wear belt or suspenders?? •. We need new belt for

the machine. ^ .
life belt . Have your life belts ready.

^.
bench. We sat down on a bench in the park.

ndpKe . •. The worker is at his

bench eight hours a day. ,.
bend (bent, bent). Bend this wire into a circle.§ . •. How much

will this bend without breaking? 5? •. These nails are bent

too much. 9 . •.
The house is beyond the bend in the road..

to bend down^^. You'll have to bend down to

get through here. ,.
Q In spite of our objections, he is bent on going there.,.

beneath . was buried beneath the tree..
Don't look on these people as beneath you. He.

benefit. The new law gave us very Uttle benefit..
benefited from the med'cine.^.

bent {See also bend),. He has a bent for painting..
berry n,
beside. Please put this trunk beside the other one.

odyca, 5^ .
beside (oneself) . was beside himself with

anger. .
Your answer is beside the point..

besides . We need all these chairs and two more
besides. , ,. • ^. I am not feeling well; besides, I haven't

time. ^^', ^ ,. •. Besides me there were ten people there..
I'm not able to do this; you'll have to get someone besides

me. ^ , -.
best . Out of those three projects, we tried to

choose the best one. ^§ , '. She
always picks out only the best. ^. • . I work best in the morning..

at best '. At best, we'll suffer no losses., .
We must be careful that he doesn't get the best of us., .

• It's for the best. . • We had few supplies,

but we made the best of what we had.

npnndcoB,^.
bet (bet, bet). When are you going to pay up that bet?, ?
•. I bet twenty-five rubles on the black.^.

This team is the best bet. 5.
betray. betrayed his country. ).
better {See also good, well)'. I want a better room.. •. I felt better

this morning. ^,
— We had better go before it rains. ^^,
., . •. We are trying to

better conditions here. -.
to get better. The doctor says she is

getting better. , ond.
to get the better of. He certainly will try to get the

better of you. *0,, .
We will be better off if we move. ^.

between. They walked between the buildings.. — I will meet you between six and

seven. .
between you and me . This is just between

you and me. .
lives five kilometers from the village, and there are no

houses between. ,.
beyond. They live beyond the river. ^ .

is so ill that he is beyond hope. ,. • She is living beyond her

means. , .
bible n.
bicycle. My bicycle needs repairs., ' . Let's

bicycle down to the lake and back..
bid (bade or bid, bidden or bid) (). She bid

twenty-five rubles for the rug.
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bidden ENGLISH-RUSSIAN blast

. •. I bid two hearts.. •. We must do as

he bids us. , .
bidden See bid.

big. They hve in a big house. ^. — They will play their big game on Satur-

day. 5 .
•. big man will talk at the meeting. Ha5^ .

bigger. We need bigger box..
to talk big. talks big; don't beheve everything

he says. , .
bill. They haven't yet sent their bill for the work.. — We must pay the bill

today. . •-. What's on the bill this evening?? •. We don't have enough votes

to pass the bill. ^, -. •. Post bills.. •. What long bill that bird

has! !
you change five-ruble bill??

bind (bound, bound). The robber left the night

watchman bound to the chair.^. •. You should

bind up this finger before it gets infected.-
cpdsy, a . •.

Both volumes of his poetry are bound into one book..
binding. This book has leather binding. 9.
How do they bind grain here? ?

• Here's ruble to bind the bargain. ,.
bird .
birth. They announced the birth of a child..

by birth . I am an American by birth..
to give birth. She has given birth to twins. Ond.

What is the date of your birth? ?
birthday n .
biscuit n.
bishop n.
bit {See also bite). He broke the chocolate bar into

bits. Oh. •. They arrived bit later than the

others. , .
•. This bridle doesn't have a bit.. •. I need bit to drill hole with.5^, ^.

bit by bit. We learned the story bit by bit.5.
took the bit between his teeth. *0 .

•The mirror was broken to bits.. • May I give you a bit of advice??
bite (bit, bitten). Does this dog bite?? •. I bit my lip by mistake.

^. •^. I have two mosquito

bites on my arm. ^.
•. I took just one bite of the sandwich.. •.
The fish are biting well today..

biting. She often makes biting remarks.^ .
I fished all day but didn't get a bite. ,. • It's biting cold day!!

bitten See bite.

bitter. This coffee is too bitter.. •. had bitter quarrel with his

brother. .
bitter wind . bitter wind was

blowing. .
to the bitter end ^. It was hard, but he

stayed to the bitter end. ,().
black. Do you have black dress?? — She has worn black since her husband

died. , ,. •. The night was very black.. •. Black clouds b^an to

come up. ^. — Their

future is black. . — He gave me a

black look. .
to black out. This Une should be blacked

out. .'1.
blackbird n .
blackboard n^.
blacksmith .
blade n,.
blame. blamed us for carelessness.. • . didn't blame

us for what we said. ^,.
to take the blame ^. took the

for their mistake. ^ .
Who is to blame? ? — The taxi driver is to

blame for our being late..
blank. Have you filled in your application blank?? •.
Does that blank expression mean he's bored? no,, ^,?

blank check . Here's blank check to

cover all your expenses..
Fill in the blanks with the missing words. .

• I drew blank that time. 5 .
blanket. At camp we only had one blanket apiece.^. •. I'm sending you blanket bill for

this month's suppUes.§. •. The ground was covered

with a heavy blanket of snow.. •. thick fog blanketed

the city. .
blast. blast of wind blew my hat off.
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blaze ENGLISH-RUSSIAN bluff. •. You could hear

the blast for kilometers.. •. From distance we watched

them blasting rocks. ,. •. That scandal blasted

her chances for success..
at full blast . The machine was working

at full blast. .
blaze . Isn't that fire giving off a good blaze?. •. The

fire's blazing nicely now. ,•. The Christmas tree was blazing with lights.. •. As soon as you
mentioned that incident to him his eyes blazed with anger.,.

The theater district is one blaae of lights tonight.

6\) .
• That doctor's experiments have blazed the way for new
discoveries..

bled See bleed.

bleed (bled, bled;. This cut is bleeding a lot.. • .
My heart bleeds for you..

bless. The priest blessed the children..
God bless you! ! • is blessed

with good disposition. -.
blessing. Go ahead and do it; you have my

blessings. . •.
Her coming to stay with us really was a blessing..

blew See blow.

blind. This is a home for the blind. .. — was almost blind. . — was
blind to the true facts. ,. •. The light-

ing blinded me for a while.. •. Please pull down the blinds.,.
blind alley. This was only a blind alley. 5.

to be blinded . He was blinded in a rail-

road accident. .
block. The child was playing with wooden blocks.. •.
That car is blocking traffic.. •. Walk three blocks and then turn

right. -. • . How soon can you get my hat

blocked? , 1?
blood. Blood flowed from the wound.. — I have high blood pressure.. — What is your blood type?1" Bduia?
D hot-blooded . He is a hot-blooded

individual. .
in cold blood. The crime was committed

in cold blood..
They are blood relatives. .

blossom. The blossoms are falling off the trees.. •. The apple trees will

probably start to blossom next week.,,. •. My,
she's certainly blossomed out the last few years.,.

blot. This library book is full of ink blots.. • .
Damn it! I blotted my signature. !. •. Don't forget it'll be a
blot on your record.,.

to blot out. The trees blot out the view
from here. .
•. After the raid the town was almost completely

blotted out. -.
The teacher scolded the little girl for blotting her notebook..

blotter .
blow (blew, blown). The wind blew hard all last night.. •. The factory

whistle has already blown. .
to blow away. The wind can blow away this tent..

to blow one's nose.
to blow out. Blow out the lamp before you go., . •. The old

tire blew out. <4 .
to blow over. This storm will blow over soon.. •. Wait until all this blows

over., .
to blow up. Please blow up this tire for me. -, . •. The
enemy tried to blow up the bridge.. — I blew up at his stupid remark..

It looks as though a storm will blow up tonight.,. • Blow the horn three times when
you come. , .4 ^,.

blown See blow,

blowtorch n .
blue. She always wears blue.. — Do you have blue ink? ?

to get the blues . I get the blues when
it rains. , .
Why are you so blue? ^ ? •

arrived out of the blue. "" .
blueberry n,.
bluefish .
blueprint. We've 1 looking over the blueprints ^

of our new house..
bluff. We climbed to the top of the bluff to get a good

view. ,^. • . Don't pay any at-

tention to him; he's just a big bluff. He, . •.
Her father seems very bluff, but he's nice when you get to
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blunder ENGLISH-RUSSIAN bone

know him., ,.
She put on good bluff, but he could see through it.

Ond^ , . •

bluffed his way through college.

^, -. • When we called his bluff he stopped boasting., ^ ,,.
blunder. I made an awful blunder.. •'. I blundered around the

front hall trying to find the light switch., . •-. His business was success until he

blundered. , uovA.
blunt. This knife is too blunt.. •. There's need for you to be so blunt

about it. . •-. If you use the scissors that way j'Ou'U blunt the

edge. 1,.
blush. Your blush gave you away. -, . •. She blushes

easily. .
board. We need some boards to make the top of the box.^ ,. — Do 3'ou have an ironing board?? •. Are you boarding

at your hotel? ^? — How
many people does she board?5'? •. The board decided against your

request. 4. •.
The board of health has made an investigation..

room with board . They rent

rooms with board. .
Is the board good there? A ? • Can

we board the train now? ?
• The whistle has blown to get on board., nopd.

boast. I get fed up hearing you boast about your

connections. ^,. •. Your're making some
pretty big boasts there. - -! •. Our town boasts the finest race

horses in the country. .
boat. Will this boat hold all five of us??

steamboat. The boat trip will take five days..
We're all in the same boat. .

bob. The child in front of me bobbed up and
down all through the picture. ,, noKd . •.
What kind of bob will those hairdressers think up next!^ !

to bob hair. When did she gpt her hair

bobbed? ?
to bob up. He's always bobbing up at my house

at the wrong time. -.
body. has healthy body. .
— They buried the two bodies in one grave.. •. His legs are

too short for his body.

• . The body of his speech

was highly technical..
in body . They all left the meeting

in a body. .
They couldn't keep body and soul together.. • The hotel stands

beside a body of water. .
boil. The water will boil in a few minutes.^. •. Please boil

the egg for two minutes.,. •. The radiator is boiling. -. •. His remarks made me
boil. . •. is

suffering from boils. .
to boil over. The coffee is boihng over..

boiled. Give me boiled potatoes with my steak..
What does all this boil down to??

bold. is always bold in the face of danger.^. •.
They followed bold poUcy. .
•. I can't stand bold people. ^.

bolt. The nut is loose on this bolt. Ha ^. •. Did you push the

bolt shut? ? •. Don't tell me you forgot to bolt the garage door

again!? •. The horse bolted across the

field. 6. •. She bought

half a bolt of linen. .
•, . Don't bolt your food. He,.

That bolt of lightning came pretty close..
bomb. bomb was dropped by an unidentified plane

this morning., . •. This factory was

bombed many times. .
bond. There's firm bond of friendship between those

two fellows. .
•. You can't invest too heavily in war bonds.,. •. His word is as good as his bond..

bone. cut his finger to the bone.. • . Has this fish been

boned? 5 ?
to the bone . I feel chilled to the bone.

* .
I have bone to pick with you.. • makes bones about what he wants.-, .
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bonfire ENGLISH-RUSSIAN box

bonfire n.
bonnet n Kdnop, .
book,. I want a book to read on the train.^^- .
•. Do you know of a good book store?? •. Have
you booked ticket on the boat yet?? •. The singer is booked

up two weeks in advance.() .
to keep books . Did he keep books

lor our business? A -?
booklet ,.
boot. You can't get rubber boots anjrwhere now.. •.

I failed all my exams and they booted me out of school.,.
to lick someone's boots. I don't care to

get ahead if I have to lick someone's boots for it. ;^, ^ -.
border. Tell me when we reach the border.,. ^ . — My home state borders

on Canada. — .
•. The border of this rug is getting worn.. •. His

argument borders on the absurd.5^.
bore (See also bear) ^. That speech bored me

to death. ^.
•. We'll have to bore a hole through the wall.. • .
Don't tell me you're going out again withthatbore?

Sthm ?
to be born. Were you bom in America??

borne See bear.

borrow, . I had to borrow five rubles

from a friend.. • () . May I borrow your

dictionary for a few days?? • () (formal). May
I borrow your fountain pen for a minute? -?

bosom .
both, . Both roads will take you to the town.^ . — We have asked both soldiers

to come. .— Both of

saw it happen. 5.
both . . • and ... . It is both good and cheap., .

bother. I'm bothered about what you told me
yesterday. ,. •. It'll be such bother to invite

them. ,^^. •-. You're big bother today..
bottle. The bottle broke in my suitcase.. — We drank the whole bottle

of vodka. . •-

. They bottle the wine and sell it..
to bottle up. bottled up his anger..

bottom . The potatoes in the bottom of the sack were
rotten. Ha , ^. — Set

the box on its bottom, not its side., .
to get to the bottom of . His actions

are so strange that we must get to the bottom of it.,.
The bottom of this chair is broken. ^. • Bottoms up! ! • seems cruel,

but at bottom he is very kind. ,
(, .

bough .
bought See buy.

bounce. The mother told the child to stop bouncing

around. .
•. I got bounced from my job today..

to bounce off. The ball bounced off the waU..
to bounce out. That drunk ought to be bounced

out of here. -.
This tennis ball still has a lot of bounce left in it..

bound {See also bind). He jumped to safety in one

bound. — ^.
•. The ball bounded from the wall.. •. Are you bound
for America? ?— Where are

you bound? ? •. The
ball fell out of bounds. . •.
When he was promoted, his pride knew no bounds., .
•. The United States is bounded on the north

by Canada. Ha.
She is bound to be late. Ond, .

• The valley was bounded by high mountains..
bow (as in snow) . Have you ever tried hunting with a

bow and arrow? -^ ? •. That's pretty bow you
have in your hair. .

bow (as in how). He bowed respectfully but

coolly. Oh , .
•. I generally bow to my father's wishes in

matters Uke this.

^. •. Who was that fellow that greeted you
with such a low bow? ,? •. It was fun to stand on
the steamer's bow and feel the spray.^ .

box (wooden). We need larger box for packing.^ ^ ().
• (paper or cardboard). Please put it in a box., Sto . — This candy is
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boy ENGLISH-RUSSIAN breath

more expensive by the box. §
>6. •. Our party took box at the

theater. . •.
Do you like boxing? ? •. Box up what is left of the dishes.. • . Box
up what is left of the candy. -.
QThe cheap candy is not boxed.. • boxes well..

boy. They have two boys and a ^1.. — That's boys' school. 9. •. Boy, please bring

me some ice water., .
boys. The boys are having a game of poker to-

night. .
Please send boy up for our baggage. -. • Boy, what beautiful night!, !

brain. She has tumor on the brain.

Mosrj'. • . If you do that again I'll

brain you. ' ,.
to rack one's brain . I racked my brain for

days, and still couldn't find the answer.,.
You haven't got brain in your head., ! • I've got that new tune on my brain.& .

brake .
branch. The wind blew several branches off the tree., '^ ().
This is only branch of the river. .
•. You can read the newspapers at the branch

Ubrary. .
•. Get the stamps at the nearest branch post office.,•. We branched off from the main road.. •. Wait for

us where the road branches to the right. ,.
brand. was branded as traitor., '. Have you tried that

new brand of coffee?? •. Whose brand is on that cow?5? • . We're going to brand

the new horses this afternoon. ^.
His whole attitude branded him as unfit for the job.,.

brass. Here's brass vase you can use for the flowers..
• . There's too much brass in the

orchestra. §). •. With all his brass, he

should get ahead..
brave. I never knew she was so brave. ,^,• (bravery). You cer-

tainly were brave to go there by yourself.^.
bread. Do you like black bread??

How does he earn his bread and butter? -?
break (broke, broken). Be careful not to break this

glass!, . •-. The cup didn't break when I dropped it., , '. How
did he break his leg? ?—
I've broken tooth on this candy.§. •. Does it break easily?? •. had to break his

trip because he got sick. -,^ . •. broke

with his family. . •^.
won't break his promise. -. •. Let's give him break. ^.
to break down. They broke down his argument.. •. The car did

not break down imtil yesterday.^.
to break into. thief may break into the house.

Bop .
to break off. Please break off a piece of chocolate

for me., .
•. They have broken off relations..
to break out. I was in Boston when war broke

out. , , . •-. The fire broke out about midnight.^. — What'U we do if an epidemic breaks

out? ^, ?
•. The child is breaking out with a rash.. •. Five prisoners

broke out of jail last week. Ha.
to break the ice . They were very formal until

a joke broke the ice. ,. .
to break up. The police have broken up the

meeting. . •.
Break it up!! •. The ice is breaking

up. .
The breaks were against us. * . — There

were three prisoners involved in the jail break. Tp6e apec-

TUHTOB .
breaidast. What time is breakfast served?? — What do you have for breakfast?? •. Have you had

breakfast yet? ?
breast n.
breath. Hold your breath to stop the hiccups., .

out of breath. She ran up the hill and was

out of breath. .
to catch one's breath . Let's stop here and

catch our breath..
might as well save your breath.
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breathe ENGLISH-RUSSIAN brush. • There isn't a breath of

air today. .
breathe. is breathing regularly..

breathing spell. When do we get a breathing

spell? ?
to breathe freely . Now that he has

gone we can breathe freely. ,.
Don't breathe word of this to anyone. 065^!

breeze . At night we get a nice breeze from

the lake..
to breeze in. Do you know the girl who just

breezed into the room? ,?
bribe. The manager was fired for taking bribes.. •. You

can't bribe him. .
brick. Their house is made of red brick.. •. Give me brick of

ice cream, any flavor., .
bride .
bridge. We can walk over the bridge in two minutes.. — The

dentist is making a new bridge for me.. • . They in-

tend to bridge this river.. •. Do you play bridge?? • () . you see

the captain on the bridge?? •. These books will bridge the gaps

in the library. , ^.
burned his bridges behind him. *0.

brief. Pleasemakeyour speech brief.,, . — I left him brief note.. •. The captain has already briefed the flyers..
in brief . In brief, our plan is this.

— .
bright. We had better wait for a bright day.^ . •. What's that

bright yellow flower? -? •^. wasn't bright enough jto catch the

idea. ,. •. It's bright idea.

(). •. Everyone was bright and cheer-

ful at the party. Ha -.
brilliant. You can tell his paintings by the brilliant

colors. .
•. He's the most brilliant man I know., .

bring (brought, brought). May I bring a friend

with me? ?
•. I have brought more clothes than I need., ^. •.

How many sandwiches should I bring?? •. This speaker

ought to bring a big crowd. -.
to bring about. We hope to bring about a

change soon. .
to bring around. At first they did not agree,

but we brought them around. ,.
to bring down. Do you think they will bring down
the prices soon? , ?
to bring forward. brought forward new pro-

posal at the meeting. ().
to bring in. Have they brought in a verdict yet??
to bring on. This order will bring on a lot of con-

fusion. .
to bring out. He brought out his point clearly.

Oh , •. They
are bringing out a new play. .
to bring over. We brought him over to our point

of view. .
•. Bring it over here. .
to bring to . Cold water will bring him
to. .
to bring up. I will bring the plan up at the

next meeting.. •. Who brought up this problem?5 ? •. Their

grandmother brought them up. .
How much will this bring in the market?? • His joke brought down the house.^ , .

British,, has British passport.. — Please give me the address

of the British Consul.,.
broad. He's almost as tall as he's broad., . •. has

very broad views on marriage.. •. Look at the matter in its

broad aspects. .
broke «See break.

broken See break.

brook .
broom n.
brother. Do you have any brothers or sisters?.? •. I bring

brother officer? ,?
brought *See bring.

brow n .
brown. The brown is too dark. -. — I like the brown bag

better than the black one. ^, . •. The chicken was

browned in the oven. ^^ .
brush. You may use this brush to clean your suit.5.—This sink has

to be scrubbed with a brush. i^^o-. • (). Please brush this
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bubble ENGUSH-RUSSIAN burst

coat for me., —
I must brush my teeth. ^ ^.
•. brushed away the fly. ^.
•. I brushed the plate off the table and broke it., . •-. brushed my protests aside.. •. The workmen are

cutting the brush. .
to brush up . I am brushing up on

my French.^'-.
My sleeve brushed against the paint.^. • She brushed past us without seeing us.

Oh^ , .
bubble .
bucket .
bud. The buds were killed by the late frost..

budding. He's budding author..
Everj-thing is beginning to bud now..

bug .
build (built, built). They are building a new house.. •. They built

bridge across the river. .
— The ship was well built. ..

built-in. The apartment has built-in book-

cases. 5.
to build fire . Please build fire in the

fireplace., .
to build nest . Some swallows are building

a nest under our roof. ^.
to build up. is trying to build up a reputation.

Oh .
has good build. .

building. What is that building? 5 ?
•. Behind the house are three small buildings.

3a . '.
There's been lot of building here recently. -.

built iSee build.

bulb(). The bulb in the kitchen

burned out. |1() -. •. I send you bulbs if you want to

plant tulips. ,.
bull .
bullet .
bulletin .
bump. bumped into the chair in the dark.

Oh , •.
You could hear the bump a block away as the two cars

collided. . . •. Where did

you got that bump on your head? 1? •.
Guess who I bumped into yesterday?,()?

bunch. I will take two bunches of flowers. ^

. •. How much is this bunch of

grapes? , •.
She has lost bunch of keys.. • . The children bunched together

in fright. .
bundle. Is that bundle too heavy to carry??

to bundle oflf. We bundled my mother-

in-law off to her sister..
to bundle up. It's cold today; you'd better

bundle up. , .
burden. This extra work is such a burden to me!

— ^ .
I wish I weren't burdened with so many responsibiUties..

bureau. The bottom drawer of the bureau is stuck.. •.
My brother got job in one of the government bureaus.}'.

burn. They burned their old papers.. •. This mustard bums my
tongue. . •. This

cook often burns the meat.. •. The acid burned hole in his coat.. •. This

burn hurts badly. .
Q to burn down . Their home burned down..
to burn oneself out . If he doesn't

get more sleep he will burn himself out., .
to burn out. This bulb has burned out.. •. The factory was
burned out. .
to burn up. His books were burned up in the fire.. • .
This barn burned up last year. 1)^^.
to get burned up. I got burned up when ho said

that to me. , .
Don't interfere or you'll get your fingers burned. He5, .

• was burning vith anger. .
• The sidewalk is burning hot. 1«1.

burst (burst, burst). In the winter these pipes often

freeze and burst.. •. The tire was old and soon burst.. •.
bomb had burst in the next block.. •. Last year the dam

burst. . •.
There was burst of applause after his speech..

to burst into. burst into the room..
to burst into flame. The airplane burst into

flame. .
to burst out. All the contents burst out of the

trunk. Bee .
to burst out laughing, to burst into laughter.
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bury ENGLISH-RUSSIAN by

His joke was so funny that everybody burst out laughing.^ , .
bury. They will bury him tomorrow. ^. •. Did they bury him at

sea? Oh ? •. Look,

our puppy is burying that bone again.,5. •. My
passport was buried under the other papers..

bus^. Where is the nearest bus stop?? — Where can I catch the bus?^ nondcTb ? — The bus driver will tell you
where to get off. () ,^.

bush. Go over and wait near that bush..
Stop beating around the bush and get to the point.;^ ,.

bushel ^.
business. gave us his business address., .
• . I sold my business in New York
last year. ^-. •. told us to mind
our own business. , -. — has business to ask such

questions. He . — It's

your business to keep the staff satisfied. Bume -, .
What is his business? ? • is in

business. . • Let's settle this business

right away. .
busy. This morning I was too busy to read the

newspaper. ^ ,. •. He's very

busy man. . •. The
operator says that the line is busy. ,..

They live on a busy street. Ha ^.
but. We can go with you but will have to come back early., ^ -
. •. The library is open every day but Sunday., ,•. was but child when his mother died. ,, .

but . was so nervous that he all but

wrecked the machine. ,.
It was short but sweet. .

.
• Lord, but it's cold! — !

butcher. That butcher sells meat at fair prices.. •. Everybody
in that village was butchered.. •. really butchers the music.^ . •. They butchered

some hogs yesterday..
butter. I want bread and butter with the tea. ^

— How much is butter per kilo-

gram? ? — They are serving

coffee and buttered rolls..'. Shall I butter your bread??
knows which side his bread is buttered on. *0, ^.

butterfly n.
button. This button has come off.. •. is wearing Red Cross button.. •. call

the elevator push the button. ,, . — When I pressed the button

the bell rang. , .
to button up. Button up your overcoat..

buy (bought, bought). I'll buy the tickets tomorrow.. • noK^inta. That's a good buy.

Sto ^.
to buy out. I bought out my partner and now the car is

mine. ,.
.to buy up. All the available trucks have been

bought up by the government. Bee.
You can't buy off the ,poUce here.

^!
buzz. The buzz of those fUes gets on my nerves.§ . •.
Through the door we could hear the low buzz of the guests

talking.. •. The mosquitos kept buzzing all night.^ . •. The
audience buzzed with excitement. -.

buzzer ,,.
by . we get there by rail?? — is not playing by the rules.. — By order of the poUce.. — I just know him by name.. — It is rented by the hour.. •. Do you sell this by the kilogram?? — The room is five by six meters.5 (). •. Please return these books by Saturday. -, . •.

passed by me. . — The bus went

by without stopping. , -. • . The hotel is by the sea..
by accident. This happened purely by accident..

by and large . The results were satisfactory by and

large. , .
by chance. We met by chance the other day.-.
by far. This is by far the best hotel in town.^,.
by himself. did that by himself. Sto.
by surprise. The rain caught me by surprise..
by the way. By the way, I met a friend of yours
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cabbage ENGLISH-RUSSIAN call

yesterday. , — . ^.
close by. Is there restaurant close by? ;?
day by day. Turn in your reports day by day..
one by one no. We will take these matters up one

by one. § .
This book was written by a Frenchman.. • to the country by

sea. ,. • I'm related to him by
marriage. . • What do you
mean by that? ? — What did

you understand by his remark?? • They passed me by. . • We
need a map to go by. ^ .
• should have been here by now..

cabbage .
cabin ,. There are many log cabins in these mountains.

ropdx . •. It's

so windy on deck I'm going to my cabin. Ha, ^ . •. The
cabin of that plane is quite small. Ha§.

cabinet. She keeps her best dishes in that cabinet..
•. The Cabinet met with the President yesterday..

cable. The bridge collapsed when one of the cables broke., . •.
They're working hard to get the cable laid in time.. •.
I want to send cable. ^ .
•. Cable me the minute you arrive..

cafe 5. The cafe is just around the comer. 5.
cage. They let the bird out of the cage..

We felt all caged in. ^^,.. I'd like piece of apple-cake with my coffee.

wae nnpord, ? •.
They serve tea and cakes at four o'clock. 4acd. •. Do you have fish

cakes today? ?
•. Could I have towel and cake of soap?,, . •-. Mud begins to cake as it dries.,(), •. The olive oil

caked in the cold weather. ^.
calendar. Do you have a calendar?? •,. What activities are there on

the calendar of our club this month?^ §?
calf. The calf was born this morning.. •. The boots are tight

around the calf. .
calfskin. Is that bag made of calfskin?^' ?

call. Would you call the porter for me?, . •. Please

call me at 7 o'clock.,

. • (). You call from the

pay station. ()^. — Your friend said he would call back., . •. The
insurance agent called to see you this morning.

dreHT . ^. •.
What do you call this in Russian? §-? •. They didn't hear his call for help.. •. The
doctor is out making calk. .

to call a blufif^, ^. He said

that he was out of money, but I called his bluff. ,, .
to call attention to . Please call his

attention to any errors that you find.,,.
to call away. I expect to be called away soon., .
to call for . Will you call for me at the hotel??
to call in ( ). .If your illness becomes worse,

call in a speciahst., (). •. All these notes are being called in. Bee5.
to call off. Has my name been called off yet?? •. The game has been

called off for the day. .
to call on . Someone called on you while you

were out. - , 4, .
• . Whenever you need help, feel free to call

on me. , -.
to call out. The fire department has to be called

out. .
to call up. I intended to call him up, but forgot.

^, .— Don't forget to

call me up tonight. He.
I was late and got called down for it. ,§. • Were there any calls for? -? • Please put the caU

through right away.,. • What does the plan call for? ^^^? 'The doctor will be

on call all evening.
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calm ENGLISH-RUSSIAN capture. • I don't call this cheap. ^,.
calm. The sea is calm after the. storm.

^, . •. Keep calm, every-

body! ! •. She tried

to calm the frightened child..
to calm down. It took her some time to

calm down. Ond .
There has been a calm all morning..
See come.

camel n.
camera. Don't forget to take along the camera.

He .
camp. The children left for camp this morning.. — Half the

camp went on a hike. .
• . The regiment camped just

outside town..
On our vacation we're going to camp in the woods. Ha^ .

campaign. The club is campaigning for funds.. — is

veteran of the 1916 campaign in Mexico. .—
1916-.

(could). you type?? — can't read or write., . •. you give me some help

here? ? — Who could have called

while I was out? -? — did everything he could. ,. — could get here if he wanted to., . — When could you start

working? ? —
You can go now if you wish. ,. • . Is this fruit out of a

can? Sth ? •. She does her own canning. -.
canned . Do you have any canned vege-

tables? ExjTb - ?
you speak English? -?

• I can't understand Russian. -.
• Could I look at that book?? • You can't mean that, can you? He ,! • Can't we have

these windows open? 5?
• You can't go swimming in this lake.. • can't see without his glasses.. • I don't see how that can be true., 5. • I don't know what the

trouble could be. :1, '. • I

couldn't think of doing anything like that..
canal. Freight traffic over this canal is heaviest in July..
cancel. I'm sorry, you'll have to cancel that trip., 5.

•. I'll cancel this check and give you

another. .
cancellation. We can't accept cancellation

of the order. -. •. That's the third cancellation

this week. Ha .
candle. The candles are on the top shelf..

to hold a candle to. When it comes to painting, he can't

hold a candle to my brother..
candy. Save me piece of candy..

That's like taking candy from a baby. , §.
can't See can.

canvas. I've never worn canvas shoes.. •. Who
painted that canvas? ?

cap,. was wearing cap on his head.

Ha . •. We saw the

mountain's snow cap from far off.. •. Put the cap back

onthebottle. ,•-
. The national anthem capped the performance. -.

capable. I want very capable person for the job..
•. Is the hall capable of holding so many people??

capacity. His capacity for learning is quite

limited. — -. •. In what capacity does she serve??
to capacity . The theater was filled to capacity..

cape. I greatly enjoyed my trip around the cape..
•. Wear your coat; the cape isn't warm enough.; ^.

capital. Have you ever visited the capital?- ? • . Do
you spell that word with a capital?? •. How much capital is in-

vested in this business. 5? •. lost all his capital in that

investment. Stom.
•. What's the country's capital industry??

captain. The soldier saluted the captain.. — Let's choose captain for our

team. .
capture. did everything to capture her at-

tention. Oh ,. •. They captured more prisoners

than was expected. ,. •. five hundred dollar reward

was offered for the capture of this criminal. 3a.
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ENGUSH-RUSSIAN case

car. Would you like to ride in my car?? •. They placed

at our disposal. £.
G dining -. This train has no dining

car. §TOM -^.
sleeping . Where is the sleeping car

on this train? § ?
trolley . Which trolley goes downtown?^ ?

card. Did you get the card I mailed you?
no>' ?

calling card . She wasn't home so I

left my calling card. ,.
Let's have game of cards. ^.

•It wasn't in the cards for us to win.. • He's quite card. ,,. I shall leave my valuables in your care.. •.
Where can I obtain immediate medical care? ^?

in of . My niece was left in my care.. •. Send the package to me in care of my hotel. -^.
in of general delivery. addressed
the letter in of general delivery.

.

to take. Take not to hurt his feelings.^, .
to take of. Take care of my bag while I'm
buying a ticket. ,, ^. •. can't take care of himself..
to take of oneself. Take of yourself and don't go
out too soon., pdno.
QThe children are well cared for. 3a. • Do you care for gravy on meat?

() ? • I don't care to hear- excuses.. • We could go to the
movies, but I don't care to. ,. • Do you thmk they'll care if we are

late? , ^,? •! don't what he thinks. -, . •

. . Smith/ Mr. D. Ivanov

27 Street, Apt. 3

Moscow

- .

^, 27,. 3.

careful. Be careful not to break this., 5.
QGive this matter your careful attention.&. • got into an
automobile accident only because he wasn't careful.5->-.

careless (carelessness). Bfe makes so many
careless mistakes. -. • (carelessly). I've never seen people so
careless about their clothes. ,- !

carpento'. We cannot complete the job unless we
get a good carpenter..

carpet. We took up the carpet for the summer. 1. • . They promised
to carpet the hall before we moved in..

The boss had him on the carpet again this morning.^.
carriage. Let's take ride in carriage.^. •. has the

carriage of a soldier. .
carrot n,.
carry. How much freight does this railroad carry

a month? ^ -
1^? •. The porter will carry

your bags. . •-. How much weight will the bridge carry? ^
Stot? •. His

motion was carried. .
•. His speech carried the crowd. ^).

to carry arms . Are you carrying

arms? ?
to carry away. She was carried away by the

music and forgot all her worries. ,.
to carry into effect . When will this ruling be

carried into effect? ^ ^ ?
to carry on. Carry on this work while I'm

gone. 5, ^.
•. The way they carry on you'd think they hated

each other. ^, , ,^. •. 0\ir neigh-

bors gave party and carried on all night., .
to carry oneself. In spite of his age, he carries

himself well. ,.
to carry out. We will try to cany out your
plan. .

His remarks carried great weight.

6^iHb^. • Do you carry men's shirts?? • His suggestion carried the day..
cart. He will bring the groceries in a cart..

to cart away. The sand has to be carted away. He^ .
carve. Those figiues were carved out of wood. 9. •. Will you carve

the turkey?,,.
case. Leave the bottles in the case.. — Th^ export this fruit by the case. ^-. *. There is big case of

ancient coins in the museum. Stom
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cash ENGLISH-RUSSIAN celebrate

. •. Were there many
cases of robbery in this city last year? ^? — If that's

the case, I'll have to change my plans. ,. •. presented

his case well. — has

lost his case . •. I using

the right case? ?
cigarette case. I lost my cigarette case..

in any case . In any case, I would follow

his advice. Bo , .
in case . Wait for me in case I'm late. ,, .
in case of . In case of fire walk, don't run.,, .

She's hopeless case. Ond — .
• I read about the case in the newspaper. §. • You will have no trouble in making out a case

for yourself. ;^^ ^.
• The doctor is out on a case. .

cash. I'll sell it only for cash.. — I am able to make a cash payment.^ , '. I haven't

enough cash with me; may I pay you tomorrow?,?
cash basis . All purchases are on a

cash basis..
to cash check . Will you cash this

check for me??
cashier .
cast. The fisherman cast his line far out.. •. This bust will be cast

in bronze. ^ . •.
They had to put his broken arm into a cast. (-) p^y . •.
The cast of the new play has not been chosen yet..

cast-off. bundle out of this cast4)ff

clothing. ^& .
to cast vote. I cast my vote yesterday..
to cast off . The captain says we are ready

to cast off. ,.
Who was cast in the leading role in the play?5?

castle .
cat,.
catalogue .
catch (caught, caught). The police are trying to

catch the criminal. -.— caught the ball. .— They
caught twelve fish. .
•. , catch this. ,. •.
good catch was brought to shore.. •. There is danger of catching the flu in

this weather. ^, .
•. I didn't catch his name.

. •. The catch on the door is broken..
to catch cold. Be careful not to catch cold.,.

to catch fire. The wood is so dry that it will

catch fire easily. ,.
to catch hold. Catch hold of the other end and we'll

move this trunk. ,5^.
to catch on. Catch on to this rope.. •. Do you catch on?? •. We told him how to do the

work and he caught on quickly. ^,, . •.
That fashion caught on very recently..
to catch one's eye . The necktie in

the window caught my eye..
to catch on fire. The car caught on fire when
it turned over. .
to catch sight of. If you catch sight of him, let us

know. ,^ .
to catch up. We are behind and are trying to

catch up. . •.
Go on ahead and I'll catch up with you. ,.
to play catch . Do you want to play catch??

I have to catch the 5:15 train.. — Hurry up if you want to

catch the bus.,.
cattle ,.
caught See catch.

cause. The cause of his death was heart failure.^ . •.
died for good cause. ^ .
What is the cause of the delay? - ?

• What caused the accident? -? • Sorry to cause you any inconvenience.!
caution n.
cave. We lived in caves to avoid the enemy., .

to cave in. Watch out! The roof's

caving in!! ! '^. I'm so tired I'm about to cave in. ,,, .
cease v ^.
cedar n .
ceiling. All these rooms have high ceiUngs. Bo. — The airplanes

took off in spite of the low ceiling. ,.
Q ceiling prices . This salesman is

asking more than ceiling prices. -.
celebrate&. What holidays do you celebrate?? •.

Let's celebrate it. Sto.
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ceU ENGLISH-RUSSIAN channel

cell K^epa. There were many prisoners in the cell.. •. Let's look at these

cells under the microscope. §.
cellar .
cement. Mix more sand into the cement.^ . •. The cement walk is

still soft. . •-. Don't worry about the cup; we can have it cemented.

He, 5 ,•. The cellar has just been cemented., •. The conference

cemented friendly relations between the two nations. 9.
cent .
center. Aim for the center of the target.. •. All his thoughts

were centered on her. Bee. •. Where is the shopping center?? — Who's playing center?.
Isn't this city an industrial center?45?

central. Does this buUding have central heating?5 ? •.
has left out the central point.. • . Central doesn't answer

the telephone signal. () .
This hotel has a central location near the store. 9,.

century .
ceremony. Were you present at that ceremony?5?

wedding . Where will their wedding

ceremony take place? ?
You don't have to stand on ceremony at our house..

certain. I'm certain that I can come. ^, . •. I'm not at

all certain that he'll be there. ' ,
5'.

for certain. It's good book, but I can't

say for certain that you'll Uke it. ,
5' , .

certainly. Certainly, I'U do it for you.,5 . •. She certainly has

lot of friends. .
certificate. has to sign that certificate..
chain. I need new chain for my bike.. — They drove along the

mountain chain. .
•. wears watch on gold chain.. • . The dog was
chained all night. . •.
I haven't kept up with the chain of events.. •. operates chain of restaurants.().

chair. This is more comfortable chair.. — The bedroom has four chairs and one bed.,. •. Pleaae

sit down in this (arm)chair.,, •. Will the chair overrule this

motion? ,^ §. •. holds the chair of anthro-

pology at the University of Leningrad..
chairman (chairmen) n.
chalk. Write with chalk. .

to chalk up You can chalk that up to experience. 3a^ .
chamb»*. I was a member of the chamber of com-

merce in my home town..— The Supreme Soviet of the USSR
consists of two chambers.. •. The program tonight con-

sists exclusively of chamber music. -.
chamber pot . The chamber pot is kept

under the wash stand. ^-^.
chance. Give me chance to explain it to you.^ 5. — Is there any

chance of catching the train? ^-? •. I believe j'ou

have good chance to succeed. ,() ^ . •.
may not be in, but we'll chance it.,, - .

by chance. I met him by chance..
to take chance. Shall we take a chance on

doing it ourselves? He §?
change. We had to change the right front tire..

•. We have to change at the next station.. •. We may
have to change our plans.,

ndniH. •. You have changed

lot since I last saw you. ,^ . •. you

change hundred-ruble bill for me?? •. Do you change

American money? ?
•. Here's your change. . •-. They're waiting for change in the weather..

to change clothes. She is changing her

clothes now. .
to change hands . This house has

changed hands several times..
to change one's mind. I had thought of staying

here, but I changed my mind. ,.
to change one's tune . used to

talk against me, but now he has changed his tune., .
channel. you name another channel besides the

English Channel? ,? •. Did you send that application through

the proper channels? A Sto -
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chapel ENGLISH-RUSSIAN che»*? •. We dug some channels in

the ground so the water would run off..
It takes two hours to cross the channel..

chapel. The chapel is always open.. •. We have chapel at col-

lege every Thursday..
chapter,. I have one more chapter to read in this book.^^ .
•. The women's chapter of the society meets today..

character. I was disappointed in his character.. — has strong

character. . •. Who is

the principal character in the novel?§?
in character ^. His plajring this trick is in character,

^.
out of character ^. His fits of anger were

out of character. .
That boy has character.. • He's famiUar character around here.. • He's quite character! !

charge. They're charging him with murder.. •. You're charging me
too much for it. Sto .
•. Charge this to my account.. •). Watch out, or the bull will charge

at us., . •-. Who took charge after he left??
to be charged. What crime is he charged

with? ?
to be in charge. Mr. is in charge of this

department. .

Who is in charge here? (manager) ?

•Is there any charge for it? 3a Sto h^ho?
• He pleaded guilty to the charge of speeding.. • Charge that

off to profit and loes. §.
charity. She wouldn't want to accept charity.. •-. He's always contributed lots of money to charity.

Oh , •-. She doesn't deserve to be shown any charity.. .
charm. We were charmed by the beautiful

sight. .
•. There is peculiar charm in her voice.. •. It has

charm of its own. CBolb .
Q charming. His sister is a charming
woman. — .

chase, I've got to chase down to the store before it

closes. ^ , ^.
•. I've been chasing you all morning.

^. •. We all joined in the chase

after the thief..

to chase out. Chase him out of here..
cheap: Do you have a cheap room for rent? He? — Are the rates at the

hotel cheap? ? •. Do
you have anything cheaper than this? -?— This is for sale cheap.. •. She looked cheap in those clothes.

4, .
His kindness made me feel cheap.. • played cheap trick on me.^.

cheat. Be careful you're not cheated.,. •. At that price they

certainly cheated you. , , [,. •^. They all know he's a cheat., ^.
check. Please check the oil in my automobile.,,. — They've already checked our passprts. ^. •. was about

to speak, but checked himself. ,. •. The car checked its speed

as it went around the comer. Ha -. •. I'll send you a check tomorrow morning.^. — Who shall I make the

check out to? Ha ?
•. Give your check to the porter. ^, • . Check

your hat and coat here.. — Where can I check my baggage?^ ? •. Check all

the points that are important.. •. Does this timetable check with the

new schedule? ^, ?
•. Just moment, until we check with the

manager. ,^.
Q checkup. Report to the doctor for

a checkup. .
to check in. Have you checked in at

the hotel yet? ?
• . At this office we have to check in

at nine o'clock..
to check out. I am checking out; have my bill

ready. , .
to check through . I want this trunk checked

through to Moscow. ^ § ^.
to check up. They are checking up on your

records now. Bdora.
Q There should be a check on this lawlessness.. • Put check

beside each new price on the bill..
cheek ^. His cheek is swollen, ^
D had his tongue in his cheek when he said it.5 . • She had lot of rouge on

her cheeks. & .
che^. We visit her often to cheer her., . •. Cheer
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che«"ful ENGLISH-RUSSIAN cigarette

up!! •. The crowd cheered

him like mad. .
•. She spreads cheer everywhere she goes., ^ . •-. We could hear the cheers from quite a

distance..
cheerful. The fireplace makes the room cozy

and cheerful. -.
QYou seem very cheerful today. ,,.

cheese . What kind of cheese do you have., ? — Put some cheese on my bread..
chemical ; adj.
chary .
chest. has pain in the chest. 7>.

•. You'll find the hammer in the tool chest..
chew V.
chicken ^. raises chickens. .
— Roast chicken is on the menu today.^. •. Give me chicken sand-

wich. .
chief. Where is the office of the chief of poUce?? *. What

aie the chief exports of the Soviet Union?? — What are the

chief points of interest in this town??
What is your chief complaint? Ha?

child. They took the child with them.. — is acting like child. ,. •. I am interested in child literature..
children. Are children allowed in here??

children's. Where is the children's clothes

department? ? — Where
is the children's playground around here?^?

chill. There's chill in the air tonight.. •. stewed

fruit before you serve it. ,. •. I'm chilled to the bone.. •. The news
chilled the enthusiasm of the crowd. 9. •. I caught chill out there..

chilly adj.
chimney &. Smoke is coming out of the..
chin. I cut my chin while shaving.. — The boxer was knocked

out by a blow on the chin..
china (chinaware) n.
chirp V.
chocolate. Is this chocolate sweet or bitto"?? — Do you have any

chocolate bars? ?— Would
you like cup of hot chocolate?? •. Do you want chocolate or

vanilla ice cream? ,-? • . I want
to buy box of chocolates. ^.

choice. Do you have choice of desserts?? — I had choice in the matter.^ . •.
These are choice cuts of beef. .

That's my first choice. ^.
choir .
choose (chose, chosen). They were to choose

between the candidates.. — Have you chosen hotel for the

night? () ?—
I have to choose the lesser of two evils.. — I chose few books in the Hbrary.. •.

doesn't know how to choose good assistants.. •.
I chose to remain in my room..

chop. Should I chop more wood?? •. That dead tree will have to be chopped

down. . •.
Chop the egg for the baby. .
•^ (chopped). I never eat chopped steak in a restau-

rant. .
• . This chop is aU bone..

The dog Ucked his chops. .
chorus. I sing in the school chorus. noio. •. Do you know the words of the chorus?^? •. She dances in

the chorus. .
chorus girl. He goes out with a lot of chorus

girls. Oh .
in chorus. They answered the questions in chorus..

chose See choose.

chosen See choose.

Christian m, /, pi. There

are more Moslems than Christians in this town., . •-. These monuments date from the first centvuy of the

Christian era.

^.
Christmas. Christmas falls on Wednesday

this year. 5^ .
•. We have put the Christmas presents

under the tree..
church. The roof of the church needs repairs..

Catholic church. Where ie the Catholic church??
Orthodox Church(.). Where is the

nearest Orthodox Chureh? ?
cigarette. Do you have a cigarette? Her
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circle ENGLISH-RUSSIAN clear? — Do you carry American cigarettes?? •. Have
cigarette. ?

cigarette case. I've lost my cigarette case..
circle. Draw a circle. . — I have a

small circle of friends here.. • . The plane circled around

the field several times.. • . Please circle the

words that are misspelled., -, .
We walked around in a circle until we found the way.,, .

circular. We reached the attic by means of a circular

staircase.. •. Airplanes dropped circulars telUng the

enemy to surrender. ,.
The local department store sends out a circular each month..

circumstance. The circumstances surrounding

that accident are still a mystery.,, -. — Under those circumstances I could hardly blame her.^ .
He's in very good circumstances. -.

circus .
citizen , /. I am citizen of the

. S.. -. or . — What
country are you a citizen of??

city. How far is the nearest city?? — The whole city was aroused

by the news. .
•. She is not accustomed to city Ufe..

civil. The civil authorities must be consulted

on this. 06 5tom. •. At least he was civil to us., .
civil service . Have you ever

been employed in civil service? -?
claim . claimed the property.. •. I wish

to file claim for damages. ^. •. They have no claim on us.. •. claims

that the traffic delayed him. , -^. • (statement). Can you
justify your claim??

Where do I claim my baggage? ^?
clap. The clap of thunder frightened us.. •. They clapped until the

pianist played an encore. ,. •. was clapped

into prison quicker than you could say "Jack Robinson."
*0h , ^.

clasp. The clasp on this necklace is broken..
shook my hand with a firm clasp.

^.
class. Our school organized a class in Russian.. •. Do you have first and second

class trains?? •. This case can be classed as finished.
We graduated in the same class. .

• You can get first-class accommodations in this hotel..
clause. There's mistake in grammar in that

clause. § .
•. Is there clause in the lease regarding that? A, ?

clay. coated the wall with clay.. •. The clay road is impassable

because of the rain. 9.
clean. This plate is not very clean. 9. •. The hotels here are kept un-

usually clean. -. — I washed the floors clean.. •. I have to clean my teeth.

^. — These fish were cleaned at the market.. •. Has she

cleaned the room yet? Ond. ? •.
I like the clean lines of this building..

to clean house . Have you cleaned

house this spring? ?
• . The new administra-

tion will begin by cleaning house..
to clean out. I'll look for it when I clean out my
trunk. ^, ^ ^.
to clean up . I'd like to clean up before

dinner. .
— The apartment needs cleaning up for the new tenants.. •. You may go home when
you clean up the work. ,.

Where can I have my suit cleaned?? • My hands are. clean in the

matter. 6 . • made clean

breast of the whole matter. . • The
prisoner doesn't have a clean record. 3a.

clear . The water in this brook is cool and clear.. •-. The sky is clear today. .
•. Look, the sky is clearing now.,! •. We have had clear weather all

week. . •. His

voice was clear over the radio.. — I don't have clear idea of what you mean., ^.•. Is the
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clerk ENGLISH-RUSSIAN cloth

road clear up ahead? no5 ?
•. Have they cleared the road yet?? •. We must wait until the checks are

cleared. , noKd ;^.
to clear away. Ask her to clear away the dishes.

().
to clear off. It may clear off this afternoon., ().
to clear one's throat. He cleared his throat

and continued to speak..
to clear out. Please clear out this closet., .
to clear the air . His joke cleared the

air. Er6^ .
to clear up'. We shall leave as soon as the

weather clears up. , (). •. Would you mind clearing up a

few points for me? , -. •. I want to clear up some

affairs before I leave for Moscow. ^ --.
got clear away. . • The prices

there were clear out of reach.. • The plane barely cleared the tree top.- ;^. • This

seat has clear view of the stage.. • Try to keep clear head..
clerk. I asked the clerk to show me the hst of new

prices. -. •. Leave the key with the clerk at the

desk. .
•. The clerk kept all the records of the court..

clerking . She hasn't had much ex-

perience in clerking..
dever. Your friend made clever play.

(). •. It was clever of you

to tell him that. ,^ .
cliff .
climate. The cUmate here is colder than I expected., . — I'd Uke to

live in a warmer climate..
nis the chmate her,' always so hot? ^,^?

climb. I prefer not to climb stairs. -. — The plane b^an
to climb rapidly. .
•. I haven't cUmbed this moimtain. -. •. The

will be steep and difficult. ^.
to climb down. CUmb down out of that tree

immediately. .
Is it still a long cUmb to the top of the moimtain??

clip. CUp your nails. . •.
Don't clip my hair too short. He. •. If you find the magazine, clip that

article out for me. 5, -5. •. She wore gold

clip on her dress. .
•. Do you have paper cUp? ;? •. I clipped my picture to the

application. .
cloak ; v.
clock {See also o'clock). I have checked the clock by the

radio. .
alarm clock. Before I went to bed, I set the

alarm clock for seven. ,.
to punch the clock .
Don't forget to punch the clock. He.

What time is it by your clock? ?
• We'll clock him while he makes his speech. ^, 5. • We clock in at eight-thirty. .

close (as in rose). Close the door...
— The museum is closed Sundays.. — Road closed. . — I

intend to close my bank account before I leave.. •-. The deal was closed this morning. ^^, ^. •. At the close

of the meeting everybody left., .
to close up. They close up the store at six..

close (as in dose). The hotel is close to the station.. •. They are

our close neighbors. . — Do
you have anj- close relatives here?? — I am staying with some close

friends. ^ . •. The

air is very close in this room..
The car didn't hit me, but it was a close call.^ . • I was almost hit by a car this

morning. It was a mighty close shave.: .
• Give this case your close attention. 5. 'The vote was very close..

closely. I examined the whole problem closely.5.
to be closely packed . The air-raid

shelter was closely packed. .
closet. Her closet is filled with new clothes..

She's been closeted in her room all morning.^ .
cloth. Do you have better quality of cloth? }? •. I'll take

one copy in the cloth binding. ^. •. Wipe off the car windows
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clothe ENGLISH-RUSSIAN cold

with a clean cloth..
table cloth ,. Please change the table cloth.,,.
He made the story up out of whole cloth..

clothe. She needs lot of money to feed and clothe her

six children. ^ ,. •. You have to keep

warmly clothed here. .
clothes. What clothes shall I take with me? ^? •. Evening clothes

must be worn to this party. Ha Stom. •. I found this in

the clothes closet. ^.
I want all these clothes cleaned. ^ 5.

clothing .
cloud. The plane is flying above clouds.. — The car left in a cloud of dust.. •^.

It got chilly when the sun went behind the clouds.^, . •-. Her face clouded when I mentioned his name., .
G in the clouds. One of the brothers is a practical

man, but the other has his head in the clouds. *, .
to cloud up . Just after we started

on the picnic, it began to cloud up., .
The facts are clouded in my memory.. — The manager left a year ago under a

cloud.. • Clouds of smoke are coming out of the chimney..
cloudy. It's quite cloudy out today.. •. Why is that Uquid in the bottle so

cloudy?^ ?
clover. She spent all day looking for a four-leaf

clover. . -.
in clover. Ever since he wrote that book,

he's been living in clover. §, .
down. The clown at the circus was the hit of the show.. •-. He's forever clowning. .
club. Are you member of this club?^? — The club will meet next Thursday.^ . — The

tennis court is reserved for club members.

^. •. The policeman was forced to use his

club.. •. took the trick with the ace of clubs.

Oh .
The police said the victim had been clubbed., &, .

coach. He's the best coach that team ever had.

6 -, . •. Will your brother

coach us for the race? -?
Are you traveling by coach??

coal^. We need more coal for the fire. ^.
QThe ship will stop at the port for coaling.^ ,. • He'll us over the coals for doing this. *-

§.
coarse. This cloth is too coarse for a dress.. — His language

was coarse and abusive. ' ^ -.
Her hands are coarse from hard work. ^.

coast. So far, we've seen only the coast., ' ().
boat is sailing down the coast.

— Follow the coast road to the next town., .
Let me know when the coast is clear.* ,^. • Let's try coasting down this

hill..
coat (-See also overcoat, raincoat). You'll need a

heavy coat for winter. ^^. •. The pants and vest fit, but

the coat is too small. ,. •. The walls need another coat of

paint. ^ .
•. The automobile was coated with mud. -. •. My
temperature is above normal and my tongue is coated..

cockroach .
cocktail .
cocoa .
coconut .
coffee. I'd like another cup of coffee, please.-, ^ . — Will you have

your coffee now or later? ?
— Please give me half a kilogram of coffee.,. •. Do you have

coffee ice cream? ?
coin. What is the smallest coin in the Soviet Union?? •. The

government decided to coin more money this year. -5 ^ -.
Let's toss coin to decide. "",?

cold. Is it cold for you in this room?§? — It feels cold in here.. — We received a cold welcome.. •. The nights are getting colder.. •. This lemonade

is not cold enough; please put some ice in it.,,,. •. Are you afraid of the cold?? •. I feel that I'm coming down with a

cold. , 11.
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head cold^. Do you have something for a head

cold? - ?
in cold blood. did it in cold blood..
to grow cold. After that incident he grew cold

toward us. , .
The blow knocked him cold., • New jobs were assigned, but he was left out

in the cold. ,.
collar. What size collar do you wear?? — Do you want your

collar starched or soft? ?
•. She has a fur collar on her coat..

collect. How much money has been collected so far?? •.
I collect stamps. . •.
Tickets are collected at the entrance.. •. crowd collected around the scene of

the accident. Ha .
to collect oneself . He was confused at

first, but collected himself quickly. -, .
to collect one's thoughts . Give

me chance to collect my thoughts..
When is the mail collected here? -? • In spite of the danger, he remained

calm and collected. ,.
collection. The library has remarkable collection

of books on America. § -.
mail collection . Mail collections are at

9:00 A.M. and 3:00 P.M. .
college ( ). Is there college

in this town? 5 ?
college student. Lots of college students come

here. « .
colony. I didn't know that country had so many

colonies. , 5 .
summer colony. There's large summer colony

near here. .
color. We have this pattern in several colors.5 . — What color eyes does

she have? ^? •. She

wants the walls colored green. ,. • . She'd be

pretty if her color weren't bad. , ,.
The news in that paper is generally colored.. • The flower added

color to the room. .
colored adj.
colt n.
column. You can recognize the house by its white

columns.. — Whose statue is on top of that column?^^ ?
— The soldiers marched in a column of twos.

. •. I wonder
where that column of smoke comes from., 5 , '. You'll find

it in the third column of the second page. §. •. His

column on foreign affairs appears in twenty newspapers..
comb,. I left my comb on the dresser.. '.
They have honey in jars but not in combs., . •. My
hair needs combing. ^. •.
We had to comb the city to find him., .
We are combing out the difficulties one by one.;^ .

combination. That color combination isn't be-

coming to her. 5 . •-. We're the only ones who know the combination to

the safe. .
My reasons for resigning are a combination of many

things. »
combine v.
combine .
come (came, come),. Why not come and

have supper with us tonight?^? — I think we'll be able to come

to an understanding soon. ,. •. When did he come

to town? OH ? •. Come in!!
to come about. How did all this come about??

to come after . I've come after my passport..
to come along (). May I come along with

you? () ? •.
How is your work coming along??
to come around. She was very sick but is

coming aroimd now. 4 ^,.
to come back. retired ten years ago but is now trying

to come back. ^ ,.
to come by . I was coming by and thought

I'd drop in. .
to come in. The money due us is coming in

slowly. .
•. When did this style come in? -?
to come in handy. This tool will come in

handy during the trip..
to come off. We can't use this table because a

leg has come off., . •-. Is this Ud fastened or does it come off??
to come on. storm came on before we got

home. , ,
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comfort ENGLISH-RUSSIAN common

6, •. Everything is coming on well,

thanks. ,.
to come out. It hasn't come out in the newspapers

yet. 9to . •. When
does the magazine come out? ?
•. The chairman came out against the new
proposition..
to come over. We have friends coming over

this evening. .
to come through. The operation was very serious,

but he came through. ,.
to come' to. My bill comes to five rubles..
to come to' . The woman who fainted is

coming to. 9, ,.
to come true. Everything he predicted came true., ,.
to come under . What regulations does this

come under? ?
to come up. Won't you come up and have a

drink??̂ •. Our tomatoes didn't come up this

spring. 9 . •-. This problem comes up every day..
to come upon. I came upon the right answer

by accident..
How did he come by all that money?? — How did you come by that watch?? ( 5?

• Does this point come within the terms of our agreement?? • When
does Easter come this year? §^?
• Does this cloth come in other colors?? • How did you come to think

of this? § ? • How are things

coming? , ? • Who knows what all

this will come to? , ?
• Come, you really don't mean that!, 5! • Has the main race come off yet?? • disagreed at first, but has

now come around to our point of view.^ ,. • What's come over you? * §? • Let me know if you come across the magazine., .
• I think I'm coming down with the flu. ^,.

comfort. The Red Cross looks after their com-
fort. ,•. This news may comfort you.. •. They lacked many
comforts. .
Q to give comfort. The medicine gave me little

comfort from the pain..
This couch was not built for comfort. Ha.

comfortable. This chair is soft and comfortable.. •. I hope you will

be comfortable here. , ^.
makes comfortable living. -.

comma .
command. Didn't you hear the command? ^? •. We were
commanded to take to the lifeboats.. •. Who is in

command of this unit? 5?
•. new general has taken command of the

division..
to have command of. Does he have a good

command of English??
commence v.
comment. We'll have no comments from you.^ . •.
Did you hear all the comments on that book?? • . She
always comments about my clothes. Ond, .

commerce .
commercial adj.
commission. I've been commissioned to sell

the property. 5.
•. was commissioned from the ranks.. •.
The commission has promised to take action soon. -
. •. My commission is almost as

large as my salary..
in commission . They're putting the boat in

commission for our trip. ^.
out of commission. The car is out of commis-

sion. .
commissioner n.
commit. They finally had to commit her to an

asylum. . •.
committed many crime. -. • . You don't

have to commit yourself unless you want to., .
committee .
common. How common is this practice

here? , ?•. These laws are for our common good.. •. says

this is the century of the common man. ,. •. manners

were rather common. -.
common sense . Use your common

sense in that kind of a situation. ,.
in common. The three sisters own the house in
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communicate ENGLISH-RUSSIAN conclusion

common. 5 .
It's common knowledge that you can't believe everything

he says. ,.
communicate .
commimication. We haven't been in communi-

cation with them. .•. The messenger brought two important

communications from headquarters..
communication lines . All commimication

lines have been cut. Bee .
community . It's seven kilometers to the

next community. -. • . The whole

community is behind this plan..
community center . The dance will be

held in the community center. ^^.
companion. Who were your companions on the

trip? Stom?
•. The old American lady was traveling

with a companion. -.
traveling companion. My traveling companion

turned out to be very pleasant. ^.
company. I am expecting company this evening.. •. I spent lot

of time in his company.. •. WTiat company do you represent?? •. We will

have to order this from R. K. Jones and Comapny of New
York. Sto

. . . •. The leading actor is

good but the rest of the company is poor. , -,,^ . •. The captain will

review his company tomorrow..
You are known by the company you keep.*,, ^, .

comparative adj.
compare. We compared the two rooms and chose

this one. 5.
comparison .
compass. This compass will be useful on your trip.. •.

This circle was drawn by a compass.. •. The compass of his work
was limited. .

compel.
competition .
complain. She left work early, complaining of a

headache. Ond pdHO, -. •. We complained to the

manager about the noise next door..
complaint. Refer this woman to the complaint de-

partment. ^.

— If it annojrs you so much, file a complaint., . •.
This medicine is good for conmion complaints. -.

complete. I want complete list of your books.. •. This machine does the complete operation.. •.
Be 8 to complete the work before you go home. He,^ . — Are the

arrangements for your trip complete? Bee? — The plans for the project

are not yet completed. .
complex adj.
compliance .
compliment. Thanks for the compliment.. •. Let me compliment

you on your cooking. 4.
comply .
compose. What's it composed of? 5? •. composed that piece several

years ago. ^^. •. Try to compose yourself. -.
composition. What compositions will the

orchestra play tonight?? •. Our chemist will

analyze the composition of this metal. -^. •. The printer will need

a whole week for composition. !1.
conceal .
conceive. I can't conceive of her doing that.^ , ond 5.
•^. Only genius could conceive such a plan.^' .

concentrate. It's hard for me to concen-

trate today. .
•. We were all concentrated in one area..

concern. This concerns you. .
•. I am not concerned with the details,. •. She said it

was no concern of hers. Ond cada, ,•. How long have you been with this concern?5?
Q to be concerned . Wlio was concerned

In the matter? 5? •-. We are concerned about your health.

BdmcM.
She is showing a great deal of concern over her husband's

long absence. ^ ,.
concerning . Nothing was said concerning the

matter. cKdsano.

•. I want information concerning my ticket.^ cnpdsKy .
concert .
conclude V.
conclusion. What are your conclusions?? •. What conclusions did
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condemn ENGLISH-RUSSIAN conscious

they come to? ?
At the conclusion of the speech they took up a collection..

condentn. You're in no iX)sition to condemn her

actions. . •.
was condemned to death..

This building has been condemned. 9.
condition. The house was in poor condition.. •. I will accept the

offeii on the following conditions. ^ -. •. His

decision was conditioned by several factors..
in condition . The boxer isn't in condition today.

9tot .
She said she would not go there under any conditions.

Ond, . .
conduct'. guide conducted our party through the

museum. ^ . •.
Who conducted the business in his absence?? •. Who is con-

ducting the symphony tonight?? •. We need wire to conduct

electricity to the bam. ,.
to conduct oneself. conducted himself

with dignity at the trial. -.
Conducted tours of the city leave from here.^ .

con'duct. His conduct was beyond reproach.. • . They

constantly criticized the conduct of the war. -.
conductor. He's world-famous conductor.. •. Ask the

conductor to let us off at the comer.

^.
Is copper conductor?

?1?
cone. We studied cones today in the mathematics class.'.

•. There were pine cones lying all over the forest.^ .
confer. The President often confers with his

advisers. -.
The general himself conferred the medal on the soldier.^.

conference. The teachers held a conference to

discuss new methods. . •.
He's in conference just now. .

confess. I must confess I haven't read it yet., . •.
The criminal confessed. ^^.

confidence. I have full confidence that the work
will be done on time. ,

^^ . •. They have

lot of confidence in his abiUty..
confident adj.
confine . Confine your remarks to the

question. .
•. He's been confined to bed for over a month
now. Oh .

confirm. No one has confirmed the news yet.. •.
That only confirms my faith in him.. • (confirmation). They
sent me flowers when I was confirmed..

confuse . All this talking confuses me.. V

must have me confused with someone else. ,, .
confusion. The accident threw traffic into confusion., ^. •-. Her room is always in such confusion..
congratulate. Let me be the first to congratulate

you. .
congress .
conjunction. In conjunction with what you said, let me

present these facts. , ,-. '.
list of the commonly used conjunctions..

connect. Please connect these wires to the battery., . — Please

connect me with the hospital.,,•. All trains connect

with buses at the station. Bee. •. I always

connect war with Napoleon. , -.
What firm are you connected with?? • The two famiUes are connected by marriage.

connection. Connections with that town are very

poor. .
•. I don't see the connection between these two state-

ments. -. — I am not clear about their family connections..
connections. They have extensive commercial

connections. .
There is loose connection somewhere in the engine.- . • I can't hear you very well

because the telephone operator gave us a bad connection.,^ .
• You can make connections for Moscow at the next station.

Ha ,^^.
conquer.
conscience .
conscious (consciousness). hasn't been conscious

since this morning. .
to be conscious of. I wasn't conscious of what

I was doing. , .
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consent ENGLISH-RUSSIAN con'trast

You should make a conscious effort to finish it., .
consent;. When asked to stay, he consented.,. •.

If he is under age, the consent of his parents is required.

OH,.
consequence .
consequent adj.
consequently adv.
consider). We'll consider all the angles of your

proposal. .
•. I don't consider him fit for the job. ,. •.
never considered the feelings of others..

considerable. I spent considerable amount of time

on it. 5 . •-. The dangers of such a trip are considerable. -.
consideration. We will take the matter under

consideration. .
•. They showed us every consideration.. — Take into considera-

tion all the money it cost me. ,. •. will

probably expect consideration for his services. ,,^ .
• (to consider). Give it careful consideration

before you make up your mind. §.
in consideration of. We present this to

you in consideration of your services. -5 ^.
You'd think he'd have some consideration for my feelings., .

consist. Our lunch consists of fish, vegetables, and

coffee. , .
constant. Constant rains made the road very

muddy. -. •. The constant noise kept

me awake all night..
constitute V.
constitution. She has strong constitution.. •. The President's

actions are in full accord with the Constitution..
construct (construction). We're making plans to

construct a new building..
construction. The construction Aas to be delayed

again. . — Who's
in charge of the construction of this bridge?

MOCTd? •. They're working

on the new construction..
consult. You should have consulted us before

making final plans., .
consume v.
contact. Have you made any new business contacts?

- ?
•. I'll contact you as soon as I arrive., .

Don't let the clothing come in contact with the wound., .
contain. How many liters are contained in a

gallon? ?
D What does this package contain? 5?
•The newspaper contains some interesting reports..

contemplate v.
content'. was content with what we offered him.

Oh , ^.
con'tent. I do not understand the content of this

letter. §.
table of contents. I've seen only the table

of contents. .
Thecontents of your trunk must be examined at the customs

house. ^^ .
con'test. There was bitter contest in the

election. Bo. •. Prizes will be

given to the winners of the contest. -.
contest'. contested the coxut's decision..
continent .
continual adj.
continue. They continued working after I left.. •-. The performance will continue after a ten-minute

intermission.^. •. be continued..
continuous adj.
con'tract. I refuse to sign the contract as it stands.

. •(). Do you play contract?()? •. We made con-

tract with them to have the building painted..
con'tract, contract'. We contracted with an

architect to design our house. -.
contract'. contracted scarlet fever.. •. His leg contracted as a result

of the disease. Hord. .
•. Use the contracted form of the word. -.

I'm not responsible for the debts you contract..
contrary. The results are contrary to my expecta-

tions.^ ^,. • She's very contrary child.

Ond . • .
Everything seems to be going contrary this morning..

on the contrary. On the contrary, nothing

could be worse., ^.
con'trast. Red flowers would be a nice contrast

with the blue dress. Kpd«e §.
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There's quite a contrast in her behavior when she's with

her mother. ,.
contrast'. Do you think these colors contrast well?-, ^?
contribute. I'll contribute ten dollars to

charity. -. •. contributes articles to maga-

zines. . •.
contributes to several magazines. ;^. •. this noise just con-

tributes to the confusion. -.
control. The assistant manager controls the ex-

penditures. pac-. •. You must learn to control your

temper. . •-. She is good at controlling children. Ond,. •. The control

of the business has passed to the son. -
)! }'. • . Are all

the controls in order??
The car is out of control.. • Everything's under control. .

convenience (convenient) . Call me at your convenience., ^. •.
Our house in the country has every modern convenience.,

convenient. The bus service here is convenient.. •. Come
whenever it is convenient for you.,^. — What place would be most convenient

for us to meet? ^ ?
•. It was convenient way out of the situation..

convention. The convention wasn't too successful..
That isn't in accord with convention..

conversation .
convey. There's the bus that conveys passengers to

the station. ,. •. Convey my thanks to them. -.
convince V.
cook. Start cooking the dinner now.

cedc . •. This needs to cook

longer. . •.
How do you want the meat cooked?

Miico? •. This is a specialty of our cook..
to cook up. They've cooked up a good story

for us. .
My wife is good cook. .

cookie .
cool. It gets pretty cool here toward evening.. •-. This is the coolest room in the house.. •. Don't let this soup

cool too long. He c^ny .
to cool off. Stop the engine and let it cool off.

. •.
Let's go out to the porch and cool off..
to keep cool . I tried to keep

cool when he insulted me. ,.
Wait until I get into something cooler.,

noKd -.
coop. Several of the chickens got out of the coop..

to keep cooped up . It's too hot to

keep him cooped up in the house today., .
cooperate v.
cooperation n.
copper. The chest is lined with copper.. •. Bring me three meters of copper wire... each sentence exactly as it is written.. •.

Please make ten copies of this report.,5. •.
She copies the clothes she sees in the movies. Ond, . •. Stop

copying him. ^. •.
sold the magazine at ten cents per copy.. •^.

has been sent to the printer..
Have you got a copy of this morning's paper?:;^?

cord,. I don't have enough cord to tie up this

package. ,. •. We'll have to get a new cord for the

iron. .
• . have to get man to cord this wood.-,
<. • 3,63. Order cord of wood.

3,63 .
spinal cord. injured his spinal cord

when he fell. .
cordial. sent us cordial invitation to dinner.. •-. Our plan met with a cordial reception.. •. Of all

cordials, I like cherry best..
cork. The cork was pushed into the bottle.. •. Are those soles

rubber or cork? ?
•. Cork the bottle before you put it back..

corn. They planted corn in some fields and wheat

in others. ,. •. stepped on my pet corn..
corner ^. Please let me off at the next corner.-, ^. — Let's meet at

the corner of and Streets.^ ^. — One corner of the trunk was

damaged. ^, . — His line

of argument drove me into a corner.
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OH ^. •. We chased the mad
dog and finally cornered him in an empty bam., ,,.

At that time dealer had cornered the supply of cheese.

5to -.
corporation.
correct. Is this the correct address?? •. Please correct my

mistakes when I talk Russian.,, -. • -. She was constantly correcting her son. Ond^.
What is the correct dress for this ceremony?5?

correction. Please make the necessary corrections.4>', . •.
The correction of the proofs will take three hours..

correspond. Her gloves correspond with her dress.. •. The

criminal laws in these two countries don't correspond.

npdBO5 . •-. I hope you'll correspond with your old friends.,.
correspondence. She doesn't want to continue our

correspondence. Ond. •. I'd like to have my correspondence for-

warded while I'm away. ,, <- , '. There's

absolutely no correspondence between the two ideas.5 .
cost. The cost of transportation is too high.. •.

was forced to sell his stock at less than cost.' .
•. What does it cost? Sto? — How
much will it cost to have this watch repaired?^ ? — His recklessness cost him
his life. ;^. — I'll buy
the dress regardless of the cost. ,.

at all costs . decided to do it

at all costs. .
at any cost . Carry out these instruc-

tions at any cost..
The cost of living is rising. . • He

finished his book on time at the cost of his health.-,.
costly adj,.
costume. The costumes at the ball were original if

nothing else. <^, ,.
cottage .
cotton. This country imports (exports) tons of

cotton yearly. 9 (). •!1. She bought

couple of meters of red cotton. Ond

. •. Printed

cottons are in style this spring. 5.
•. She was wearing white cotton stockings. Ha. •. Please

give me spool of white cotton thread.,().
absorbent cotton ^. Buy me package of absorbent

cotton. .
couch n,.
cough. The baby has been coughing all night.. — We must be out of gas be-

cause the motor is coughing. ,, ,. •. cough drowned out his

answer. . — Do you have

something that's good for a cough? -?
could See can.

council n .
counsel. I'm in trouble and I need your counsel.^ .

He's the counsel for the defense. —.
count. Have you counted the towels? -? — The boxer got up on the count of

nine. , ,•. The bill is five dollars, not counting the tax., . •-. Please count your change.,. •. The count has not yet been taken.. • . In this broad

outline, the details don't count.. •. . There are fifteen

people here, counting the guests.. •. The jury convicted him
on three coimts..

to count on . We're counting on you..
I count myself lucky to be here. * ,. • I'm in great hurry; every minute

counts. ^, .
country. What country are you a citizen of?? — What coimtry were you born

in? ? — The whole country

is behind him. 3a () . •.
This is good wheat country. .
•. I'm going to the country for the week end.. •.
The eoxmtry air will do you good. ^. •. The

country roads are in bad shape.'.
How long have you been in this country (Russia)??

county n.
couple. I want a couple of eggs. ^.
•. There are only a couple of pieces left. -. • ndpa. They make a very

nice couple. — ndpa. •.
A dining car will be coupled onto the train at the next station.

Ha ^ -.
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He and she are coupled in everybody's mind.

^.
courage. showed courage in saying what he did.

Oh , . •.
has the courage of his convictions..

Keep up your courage. * ^.
course. The plane is flying a straight course.

^. — What courses are being offered

in chemistry? ^ ? •-. The coiu"se of the river has been changed by the dam.. •. How much
is a three-course dinner? ?
in due course. You will be notified in due

course. .
in the course of . I heard from him twice in the

course of the year..
main course (). What do you want for the

main course? ?
matter of course . takes everything as

matter of course. * , ,.
of course. Of course I know what you mean., , ^.

court. We have several rooms facing the court., . — Dogs are

not allowed in the court (yard).. •. The court is still too wet for

a game. ; 5^. •. The court was in session from eight in the

morning to five in the afternoon. -.
— I have to attend court to pay a fine., . • .
Court is adjourned. .
•. used to court her years ago. -. • . You'll court

trouble with remarks like that..
courteous'.
courtesy. I'll go out of courtesy, but I'd rather

stay home. ^ ,. •. She's always extending

small courtesies. -.
cousin . The two boys are cousins.

— . •. She is my cousin. Ond .
second cousin , cecTpd.

She is my second cousin. .
cover. The floor was completely covered by a

large rug. . — The

express train covers the distance in two hours.5 . •. I

think that will cover all his expenses. -,. •. That hole should

be filled, not covered. 5^^ ,. •. Where are the covers for these

boxes? ? •. The
apartment must be cleaned and the covers removed from

the furniture. ^

. •. The cover of this book has been

torn off. . •.
Give him another cover or he'll be cold tonight. ^, ^ . •-. This book covers the subject completely. 5. •. used

his high position as a cover for his crimes..
to cover up. carefully covered up all his

mistakes. .
under cover. carried out his plan under cover.

Oh .
Keep" your head covered in this weather. ^- .

• I read the book from cover to cover. * 5. • was covered with embar-

rassment by her remark.. • new mailman has this territory to

cover. ^ -. • had us covered with a revolver.. • Are you covered by insurance?? • Take cover! !
cow. The milk comes from their own cows.. — The cows are milked

at six. . •. I felt

somewhat cowed in his presence..
coward .
crab. Do you like crab? ? •.

Don't be such an old crab! He!
crack. The windows in my room are cracked.. •. The crack in

the dam is getting wider. .
•. If we can't open the safe, we'll have to crack it.,. •. Please send some cracked ice to

my room.,. •. I thought I heard the crack

of a rifle. ,,'. made crack about her

looks. . Hapi/^-.
to crack joke ^. cracked several

jokes before beginning his speech., ^.
to crack up. The plane cracked up near the

landing field. .
•. I was afraid the driver would crack up the car., .

That's tough nut to crack. * ,! • I don't mean that as a dirty crack.. • Would you like to take a

crack at the job?? • She is crack typist.-.
cracker .
cradle. Put the baby in its cradle.. •. cradled the baby

in his arms. .
crash. Wbat was that loud crash in the kitchen?
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crawl ENGLISH-RUSSIAN crossing

5to ^? •. Was anyone

hurt in the plane crash? -?
They removed the wreckage after the cars crashed.-.

crawl. Our crawled up the hill., . •. The baby is just learning to

crawl. . •.
forgot his key so he crawled in through the window.^ . •.
The place is crawUng with ants..

Mystery stories make my flesh crawl. .
crazy. What crazy way to do things!!

to drive crazy . This noise is driving me
crazy. 9tot ..

cream. Do you take cream with your coffee?? — Give me bottle of cream,

please. ,, . •.
Do you have any facial creams?? ^ Apply this cream twice a day.

pdsa . •. The walls are

cream with a blue bosder..
We have choice of cream of tomato and cream of potato

today. : -. • We were shown only the cream of the crop..
create v.
creature. Who is that strange creature at the infor-

mation desk? §?
Look at that child; the poor creature is shivering with cold.,.

credit. The manager said that my credit was good., ^ .
— The books show credit of five rubles in your name..
•. you credit the reports in that newspaper?? • (). We have to credit him with this.^ . •. needs

three more credits in order to graduate from school., .
on credit . They are willing to sell us the furni-

ture on credit..
to give credit . They gave the doctor credit

for curing the patient..
I gave him credit for having more sense.. • took credit for the plan, although

others did the work. ,,
^, . • Will

they give us credit at this store? ^? • is credit to his family..
creek .

creep (crept, crept). How old was the baby when it

started creeping? ,. •. crept slowly up the stairs

for fear of waking someone., . •.
You'd better cut those vines; they're creeping all over the

wall. ^ §,.
Just the thought of being alone in this house gives me the

creeps. ^ ,.
crept See creep.

crew. Several of the ship's crew were lost.-^. •.
We passed crew of workmen repairing the road., .

cricket. At night all you heard was the crickets

chirping.. •. The British soldiers tried to teach us

to play cricket..
crime. The poUce are investigating the crime..
— The way he handles that car is a crime. -, 5.

criminal; adj.
critic .
criticism. Let's hear your criticism of the lecture.^' . — She

has nothing to offer but criticism. ^,.
crooked. Your hat's on crooked.. • (crook) . I wouldn't do business with such

a crooked person. .
crop. How are the crops around here?

.4? — Have you harvested the crop

yet? ?
to crop up. Many new questions are sure

to crop up after the war. ,,.
new crop of rumors grew up after the conference..

cross. Do you see the church with the big cross on the

steeple?? — Put cross on the map to show where we

are. , -. — If you can't sign your name, make a cross instead.,. •. Cross the street at the signal.^ . •. We
can cross the river at the next town. -.

to cross one's mind . It never

crossed my mind that he would object., .
to cross out. Cross out the names of those

you don't want to invite. ,.
Don't ever cross my path again! "", -!

crossing. They stopped the car jusi in time at the

railroad crossing. 6-
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crow ENGLISH-RUSSIAN, •. Our house

is near the crossing of the two main highways.. •-. policeman was stationed at each street crossing.

Ha . •.
The river crossing was made possible by a hastily built

bridge. ,.
crow. Are those crows there? 5,?

•. I get up soon after the rooster crows.. • (to cackle). They're still crowing

over their victory. .
as the crow flies . It's only short

distance from here as the crow flies..
crowd. crowd gathered on the street corner. Ha^^ . — Let's follow the crowd.. •. lot of people crowded

the square. Ha .•. runs around with different crowd..
The hall was crowded to capacity. *3. • The people crowded against the barrier..

crown. We saw a beautiful crown in the museum.. •.
Tell the dentist to put a gold crown on that tooth.,§. •. The crown of his hat is too high..

cruel. I didn't know he was such a cruel man., , •.
didn't deserve such cruel punishment..

crumb .
crush. My hatbox was crushed in transit.. — We were

nearly crushed while leaving the theater.. •. We were

crushed by the announcement., •. I want this crushed hat

blocked. ^ .
•.4. There was crvish when they opened the door.,,.

crushing. The telegram contained some

crushing news..
cry. She cried when she heard the news., 5. •. Stop

crying! ! •. "Stop him!"

she cried." !" . •.
There was cry of "Man overboard!" :" ".

to cry out. The pain was so great that he

cried out. ,, .
— I thought I heard somebody cry out. ,-.

These rooms arc far crj' from what was promised us.

,. • She had good cry and felt better. -,. ^.
cultivate. This soil is so poor it isn't worth

cultivating. ^ ,. •. I've never been able to cultivate

a taste for some foods. ^^ . •. It'll

be worth your while to cultivate her friendship..
cunning adj.
cup. Will you have a cup of coffee?? — I have to buy some paper cups. ^. •^ The race for the

silver cup will be held this afternoon.^.
cupboard .
cure. You can trust this doctor to cure him., ,. Is there cure for this disease? -? •. They cure

tobacco in these buildings. ^. •. This will cure him of his bad habit.

9to .
to be cured. It will be threeweeks before he's

cured. Oh , .
water cure. Do you think the water cure

would do him any good? ,^?
curiosity. My curiosity was aroused by the

queer noises in the attic. ^ -.
curious. I'm curious to know how everything

turned out. , .
•. What curious-looking bird! -!

It's curious that you're both absent at the same time., .
curl. She went to the beauty shop to have her hair

curled. .
•. Her curls reach her shoulders.. •. Curls of smoke are coming out of the

chimney. ^^.
to curl up . The dog curled up and

went to sleep. .
current. Does the river have a strong current here?

() ? •. My electric cur-

rent has been cut off. . — What type

of (electric) current do you have here?? •. It is difficult for me to keep up with

current events. ^ 5^.
current issue (or ). I read

that in the current issue of . 5 -
. ,

current value. What is the current value of the franc??
This story is now current in many papers. 06 5
4^ .

curse. Instead of answering, he muttered a few

curses. ,. •. cursed when I hit him., . •.
The mosquitoes were curse. ^. — They say this house has a curse on it.
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curtain ENGLISH-RUSSIAN daUjr, Stom .
We were cursed with bad weather the whole trip. Bo.

curtain. I need curtains for all the windows.! . •. There was

curtain of smoke over the whole area. -.
The curtain goes up at eight thirty..

curve. Take it easy going around curves.. — Look out, the road curves suddenly., .
cushion . Have the cushions on the sofa

cleaned. .
custom. I am not yet familiar with the local customs.. •.
Do we have to pay customs on this?5? •. We were delayed by the

customs. . •.
Is there customs inspection at the border??

Is it your custom to eat breakfast early?? • wears only custom-made clothes.. • Is there good custom

tailor on this street? ^ ?
customer .
cut. cut his hand when he fell. <^

^,,. •. This knife doesn't cut.. — The bread was dry and did not cut

easily. , .
•. Let's cut the cake now!! •. The cut on my finger is nearly

healed. . •.
She buys only choice cuts of meat. Ond. — What other cuts do you have?? •,. When the deal

was finished, they asked for their cut., . •. She

always wears clothes of the latest cut.. '. Should we send her a

plant or cut flowers?? •. These prices will be cut next

month. Sth .
— asked us to take a salary cut of ten percent.

ciu'i3HTb. •. They are old friends and I don't

want to cut them. ,. •. had to cut the class

in order to meet us. ,. •. The book

contains three cuts. 5 .
cold cuts . We are having cold cuts for

supper. ^ .

loose-cut. wore loose-cut coat..
to be cut up . was terribly cut up
over the loss of his baggage..
to cut cards . Have you cut the cards yet??
to cut down. They have cut down most of the trees

for firewood... '. The report had to be cut down to

half its length. .
— We are trying to cut down expenses..
to cut in. We were talking very quietly until he

cut in. , noKd.
to cut flF. The flood has cut off all communication

with the next town. - . •.
Operator, I've been cut off.,,.
to cut oneself. I cut myself with a razor..
to cut out. Tell them to cut out the noise.

, .
to cut short. Our trip was cut short by the bad

news. Hdma , -.
to cut through. When we're in a hurry, we cut

through the park. , , .
to cut up. The house has been cut up into apart-

ments. .
Their ambassador cut big figure at the conference.^.

• was going slow and we cut in ahead of him., .
• When the speaker finished, they cut loose and raised the

roof. , opUTop, -. • He's not cut out for languages.. • Cut it out!!
•The movie had to be cut in several places.. • It will save

time to cut across the field. ,. • I must get my hair cut.^. • The job will take only five days,

if we cut corners. ,.
cute. She always says such cute things. Ond,.

cute girl. What cute girl! :^!
cutting. Save me all the cuttings from the dress.. •. Why did

you make that cutting remark? ^ -?
D

dad . My dad phoned me yesterday from Moscow.. • ndna. Dad, can

you lend me ten rubles? ,?
daily. I'd like to subscribe to a daily newspaper.. •-. An inspection of passports is made daily..
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dairy ENGLISH-RUSSIAN day

dairy n. How many men do you have working

in the dairy now??
daisy .
damage. How much damage has been done?. •. The

accident damaged the car. Bo
^,. •. had to pay damages

to the owner of the car. ^ -.
damp. It's rather damp day today.. •. The stockings are still damp..
dance. Do you know how to dance the rhumba?

5^? •. May I have the

next dance?. •. We are invited to a dance at their home.. •. The

little girl was dancing with joy..
dandelion n.
danger. The doctor says she's out of danger now., . — This

trip will be full of danger. ondcno-.
Danger!! • We are in danger of being late., .

dangerous. It was a dangerous trip.. •. It is dangerous to swim here.

ond«HO.

Is her condition still dangerous? ?
dare. I didn't dare to leave the baby.. •. My friends

dared me to do it. Sto. •-. I dare anybody to prevent me from going there.- .
to take dare. is always willing to take

a dare. .
dark. She wore a dark brown dress. Ha-. •. The house is

difficult to find in the dark. ;^'. •. Those were dark days for me.

nopd , '. has

dark complexion. .
to get dark. It gets dark earlier and earlier..

to keep someone in the dark . My friend has

kept me in the dark about his plans..
I am completely in the dark. .

darkness. The wires were cut and we were left in

darkness. ,, '. They kept their reasons for going in

darkness..
darling , ad],.
dam. She's out on the porch darning socks.

dart ; .
dash. She dashed water in his face. 4^ ^. •. dashed to the corner

to mail a letter. .

Dash off these letters, will you?,-5. • dash of

vinegar is all the salad needs.^ — . • won the hundred-yard

dash. , .
data,. Please collect all the necessary data for

my report.,, ,.
date. The letter was dated April tenth.. •. His books are

dated now. . •.
I have my first date with her tonight.. •. How much are

dates by the kilo? ?
out of date. Her clothes are out of date.^. •. drives an

out-of-date model..
to be up to date 5^. is fully up to date on this

subject. Stom ^.
to date . We haven't heard from him to date..
up-to-date . I got the up-to-date news..
Who is your date tonight?? • He's been dating her regularly.. '1 am dated up this week.. • This church

dates from the Eighteenth Century.. • What were the dates

of your last employment? ? • What is the

date of your birth? ? • His style of

dancing dates him..
daughter ,.
dawn,. I got up at the crack of dawn.. •. It finally dawned on me what he

meant. ,. •. The new invention marked

the dawn of a new era in weaving. .
day. I worked all day yesterday.. — It's been long day.. — This. is the day of air transport.

— . — Customs of the

present day differ greatly from those of days of old.

, .^. '^
(24 hours). We spent three days in the country.

;^ ." . All

employees work an eight-hour day..
call it day. . Let's stop work and

call it a day. , !
day by day--. Day by day I'm getting used

to it. -- .
day in, day out . Day in, day out we are

doing the same thing.

.
from day to day . We are learning more
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dead ENGLISH-RUSSIAN deep

about the country from day to day..
the other day-. I met him the other day.-.

dead ^^. His father is dead. ^ep. •,. Can somebody identify the dead?-? •. The furnace

is dead. . •. My cigarette is

dead. . •. It's very dead

arovmd here in the summer. . •-. The show was pretty dead.. •. She fell in dead

faint. . •.
Are you dead certain that you can do it?, 5?

dead-end. This is dead-end street. .
dead of night . It happened in the dead of

night. .
dead tired . I feel dead tired..
dead weight. This baggage is so much dead

weight. ^ .
D We came to a dead halt. . • He stopped

dead in his tracks. .
• our honored dead., .

deaf. doesn't go to concerts because he is deaf.

Oh ,^ . —
remains deaf to my request..

deaf and dumb. The poor child was bom
deaf and diunb. .

deal (dealt, dealt). This bureau deals with passport

questions. . •.
dealt fairly with me. .

•. The store deals in wine.. '. They said the deal was off., . •.
If they make deal we're saved. ^' -, . •. The new regulation

deals a severe blow to my plans.. •. Who
dealt this hand? ?

good deal. good deal remains to be done..
great deal . I smoke great deal.. •. I haven't great deal of money to

spend. .
You can expect square deal from him.. • The workers say they got a raw deal., .'

dealer. The dealer tried his best to sell me a car..
Who's dealer for this hand? ^?

dealt «See deal.

dear. Whatever you say, dear. ,.
My sister is very dear to me.^, 'Dear Sir: (when addressing Soviet citizens):^ .; (when addressing foreigners):^ .

death. I was sorry to hear of the death of your friend.^ ^.
to death . I feel worked to death. 6.

debate. The question was debated by the entire

village. 5 . •.
debate will follow the anniial report by the committee.

3a .
debt. I will try to pay my debts by the end of the month.^.

I owe him debt of gratitude. ^ .
decay. We have to pick those apples now, otherwise

they'll decay. ,
deceive. His innocent manner deceived us..
December .
decide. It's not easy to decide that question.. — I have decided to go to the

theater. . •. The expense

was the deciding factor. .
— His height gave him a decided advantage in the game.^&.

decision. We haven't come to a decision yet.. •. showed

great decision in carrying out the plan..
deck. Let's go up on deck.. •. Do you have deck of cards?

EicTb ? •. The building was

decked with flags for the celebration. -.
to be decked out . She was decked out

with cheap jewelry..
declare. declared himself against the proposal., . •-. Do I have to declare these things at the customs?54 ? •-. The newspapers are declaring that he is innocent., .
decline. They declined his invitation as politely

as they could. ^. •. His health has de-

clined a lot recently.. •;^. Has there been any decline

in the epidemic? , ? •-. How do you decline this word??
deed. I received the deed from my lawyer.^ . •.
The land was deeded to its new owner.^ . •. The soldier

was decorated for a brave deed..
deem. deemed it necessary to consult his parents

on the matter.§ .
deep. This lake is very deep.. — Is the wound very deep? , pdna? •. They dug deeper and deeper for
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deer ENGLISH-RUSSIAN delivery

water.. — is man of deep feelings.. •. This mine is 500 meters deep.5 . •. The

hotel is located deep in the mountains. pacno-. •. Beyond those

mountains are deep forests. 3a .
•. The singer was at his best in the deep tones.

^'^. •.
The subject is too deep for me. 9.

He's given the subject deep study.. • The sea was a deep blue.-. • They are always deep in debt. *
6 .

deer .
defeat. We defeated our opponents in the last game..

They're defeating their own purpose.. • This defeat decided the whole war. 9-.
defect. This new model has many defects..
defective. You sold me defective radio..
defend. issued the report to defend his repu-

tation. Oh ,. •. They decided not to

defend the town. .
should get lawyer to defend him..

defense. The defenses of the country have stood the

test. no. •. We lost the game because of *
weak defense.

popd. • . The lawyer delivered the

defense for the accused.. •. What can you say in your

defense? ?
has job in defense plant..

definite. The plans for the trip are not definite

yet. . •-. was definite in his refusal..
D Can you name a definite date??

degree. At night the temperature sometimes drops

ten degrees.. — The Unes form an angle of 45

degrees. ^^ ,•. certain degree you are right. ,,.. — The workers have reached a

high degree of efficiency.. • . What
degree have you received? ^ ?

by degrees. is getting closer to the

answer by d^rees..
holds .. degree. —. • is

accused of murder in the first degree.^1. * What

degree of progress have you made in English?-?
delay. The accident delayed the train for two

hours.. •. Don't delay in sending the letter.

He . •. He'll

have to delay the trip for a week.. •. The delay caused me
to miss the train. -§.

delegate. rooms in this hotel have been reserved

for the delegates to the convention. Bee 5.
•. They delegated me to do this job.§.

delicate. This wine has a delicate flavor.§ BHHd. •. I think delicate

shade of pink would be nice for the baby's sweater. -^. •. She's in very delicate

health. . •.
The instruments were very delicate.. •. Don't use

such delicate language. He,,. •. She's too delicate to work.

Ond , . •-. They performed delicate operation on his brain.

Em^ ^.
delicious. They served us deUcious supper.

^.
This candy is really delicious. —.

delight. Buying clothes is her greatest deUght.

— .
• . The entertainment delighted every-

one. .
to be delighted . I was delighted with

the trip. .
delights in teasing her. ^ -

.
delightful. What delightful weather!!
deliver. Please deliver these packages at my

hotel., 5 -. •. The mailman delivers the first mail

at nine o'clock. . •. The jury delivered its

verdict. .
to be delivered. The child was delivered last

night. .
DThe doctor was called to deUver a child.. • delivered course of lectures.. • If he tackles the job he's bound to

deliver the goods.* , , .
delivery. I didn't hke the song but her delivery

was good. ,. •. I'll pay you the balance on

delivery of the goods. ^
TOBdpa.' (to deliver). Is there a deUvery of

mail on Saturday? ?
DIs the doctor in the delivery room??
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demand ENGLISH-RUSSIAN destraction

demand. He demanded immediate payment.

Oh, ^ .
•. This matter demands our inmiediate attention.

9to . •-
(). 'VMien she was sick she demanded that we visit

her every day. ^ ,,, . •-. His constant demands got on our nerves. Er6 -. •.
The library is not big enough to supply the demand for books

in this town. ,5.
was in great demand as a speaker. -. • They make many demands

on our time. ,.
democracy .
den,. was as scared as if he had walked

into a lion's den. , ^. •. We converted the attic

into a den. .
dentist n ,.
deny. The prisoner denied all the charges. Ape-. •. I couldn't

deny him such a small favor. ^. •. She never

denied herself anything..
depart. When it came time to depart, I was not

particularly happy. ,. •. They departed

from the usual procedure in order to speed up the conclusion

of the treaty. ^,.
department. Smoking not permitted by order of fire

department.. — works in the shoe department.. •. You'll

have to see someone from the State Department (U. S. A.).,^ --
().

That sort of thing isn't in my department. Sto no.
depend. Can I depend on him keeping his

promise? ? •-. Our trip depends on whether we can get a visa. Hdnia, .
dependent . I'm dependent on

him for support. -. •. Do you have any dependents??
deposit. I can't pay it aU now, so I'll leave a deposit.^ , .

•. Do you want to make a deposit?? •. I'll have to deposit some money
before I can write this check., ^ 5 .
•. There's great deposit of silt at the mouth
of the river. — .
•. They just deposited their bags on the floor

and went out without a word.

, , .

depot. We're going to the depot to meet the train.^ . '. They
foimd depot with year's supply of grain..

depth. Measiure the depth of the pool with this stick.^ 5.
I feel out of my depth when I talk with him., ^.

descend v.
describe. Please try to describe his appearance., ^^.

•. Describe the kind of work you have done., .
description .
desert. The desert b^ns few kilometers beyond

the town.. •. We'll soon have to cross a

desert region..
deserve. Such steady worker deserves better

pay. ^^.
design. is working on the design for a new machine.

Oh . •.
The tablecloth had simple design in the center.. •. The architect

is designing an addition to the building.. • . She

designs her own clothes..
desirable cuij.
desire. My desires are easily satisfied.. — has expressed

desire to be introduced to you.

^. •. What do you desire

most of all? ?
desirous adj ^.
desk . Why don't you put this desk by the

window??̂ '. Hand your application to the

secretary at that desk. -.
information desk . Ask at the infor-

mation desk over there. ,.
despair v; .
desperate. Her plight has become desperate.. •.

He's desperate criminal. .
despise ».
dessert. There's ice cream for dessert today..
destination . When will the train reach its

destination? -?
destroy^. The bridge was destroyed in a bombing.^. •-. The theater was destroyed by fire.4..
DThis delay will destroy our chances of success..

destruction. The flood caused lot of destruction.
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detail ENGUSH-RUSSIAN difficulty. •-
(to destroy). The destruction of the bridge was

imperative. .
detail. The details of the trip will be arranged by the

guide. , -. — That's detail.. •. Today's paper gives

further details of the accident.. — I won't go

into detail if you don't want me to. ^, . •. The
director demands great attention to details.. •.
detail of six policemen was put in charge. -

•.
Policemen were detailed to hold back the crowd.-^.
G in detail . loves to talk about his

travels in great detail. -.
The story is too long to be detailed here.,.

determine. She is determined to have her way. .. • . We de-

termined to stay on till the end.. •. What was the deter-

mining factor in this case? -? •. We must try to determine

the best course of action. . •-. The subject of the lecture is already determined.. •. Can you

determine the exact height of this hill??
determined. had determined look

about him. .
develop. These exercises will develop the strength

of your fingers..•. The events develop)ed very rapidly.. •. Our
children have developed a lot in the last few years. 3a.
•. Our research bureau has develoj)ed a new
manufacturing process. ,. •.

you develop these films right away??
development. The development of this business has

been rapid. .
Q If there are any new developments, let me know.-, .

devil ,.
devote (). She devoted herself to her family.

Ond .
dew n pocu.

dialogue n.
diamond. This is not a diamond; it's just plain

glass. , a . •-. gave her diamond ring.. •^. I need diamond to cut

this glass. ^, 5

. •^. Did you bid two diamonds?^? •. The city is building

a new baseball diamond..
diary .
dictate. dictated letter to his secretary.. •-. I refuse to be dictated to. ,.
dictation. you take dictation??

Read that dictation back to me. ,.
dictionary. Do you have small English-Russian

dictionarj'? -^?
did See do.

die. He died this morning at two o'clock. ^. •. After she came in

the conversation died. , ,. •. The motor died before we
got to the top of the hill. Ham ,.

to die away. The noise of the train died away
in the distance. .
to die down. Don't let the fire die down. He.
to die hard . We know the truth now, but

the old stories die hard. ,.
to die laughing . I just about died laughing

when I heard it. ^ , 5.
to die off. The natives of this island have been

dying off slowly. Ha.
to die out. The deer have almost died out around

here. . •.
This custom has been dying out. .

I am dying to find out what he said., . • She's dying for chance

to meet him. .
differ. They differ in many respects.

^.1 beg to differ with you.,.
different. He's quite different from what I expected.. •,-. Different people tell different versions of the incident.-. •. This drink has really different

flavor. 5,, .
I saw him three different times today..

difficult. The lessons are getting more and more

difficult. .
•. It's difficult to understand what he means., .

difficulty. did it in spite of all the difficulties.^', . '. We had difficulty finding your hotel.. •. I had
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dig ENGLISH-RUSSIAN discharge

some difficulties with my passport. -. • .
He's always getting into difficulties. -.

If he'd saved his money, he wouldn't be having these

difficulties. , ^.
dig. Dig this hole little deeper. §5'. • KoniiTbCH. dug into the books to

gather material. ,^^!1. •. This newspaper is always

making digs at the mayor. *. •. If

he starts talking too much, give him a dig in the ribs.

OH , . •.
These potatoes are ready to dignow..
•. They dug the ditch in an hour..

to dig in . It's hard work, but he's

digging right in. ,. •. Our platoon has had a good

chance to dig in here..
to dig into. I have been digging into the history

of the town. .
to dig up. We can't get throtigh because

they're digging up the pavement. ,. •. We'll have to dig

up this plant and put it over there. ^§ ^. •. See

what you can dig up about him..
di'gest. Have you read the dig^ of his latest book??
digest'. Give me time to digest the matter

thoroughly. 4 5 .
QI seem to have trouble digesting food. ,
^, .

digestion .
dignity .
dim adj.
dime n .
dine. They are dining with the ambassador tonight..

to dine out . We always dine out on

Sundays. .
Dining on the terrace. .

dining room. Bring another chair to the dining

room. . •.
The dining room closes at ten o'clock. -

a .
dinner. Dinner is ready. . — Come to

dinner! ! — We are giving a dinner in

his honor next Friday..
to have dinner(). Won't you come over and

have dinner with us tomorrow night?^
()?

dip. There's still time for a dip in the lake.. •. I

think I'll dip these stockings. ^^, •. We used pail to dip the

water out of the boat..
Dip your finger in the water to see if it's hot enough., ?

• They dipped the flag as they passed the reviewing party.^,.
dipper .
direct. Ask the pohoeman who is directing

traffic. ,. • . you direct me to the

nearest post office? ? •. I was
directed to wait imtil he retimied.. •. May I direct yoiu" attention to

this rule. §. •. Who's directing the play?? •. This is the most

direct route to the city. ^ .
— His answers are always direct and to the point.. — She is direct

descendant of Tolstoy. Oni .
•. Let's go direct to the hotel.. — I shall make a direct appeal to the President.. — The result is the direct

opposite of what we expected.

^, .
direction. The village is kilometer away in

that direction. ,. •. are the directions

for finding my house. , .
— Follow the directions printed on the box.^, . •.
They have made great progress under his direction..

directly. Go directly to the main office.. • . Our house is directly

opposite the store. &.•. I'll see you directly. ^ ^.
director .
dirt .
dirty. The floor of my room is dirty.. — Please send my dirty clothes to

the laimdry.,^. •. All my clothes are dirtied

with soot. .. •.
We've been having stretch of dirty weather.. •. gave

us dirty look. .
dirty story. Ukes to tell dirty stories..

disappear. The man disappeared over the hill.. •. The old houses

are disappearing from the city. ^.
disappoint. I was disappointed with the results.. • .
The new play was rather disappointing (to me)..

disappointment n.
discharge. The doctor inserted a tube to drain off
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discount ENGLISH-RUSSIAN distant

the discharge. ,. •. was given his discharge from

the plant. Oh . •.
We heard the discharge of a gun. ).
•. I expect to be discharged from the hospital

tomorrow. .
•. The rifle was discharged accidently. -. •. has

failed to discharge his duties..
discount. I shop there because I get a discount.,^ .

That rumor has been discounted..
discourage. did everything to discourage me
from going. Oh ,. •. The results are so discouraging!!

discover. We have discovered a new restaurant that is

very good. , .
There is no truth in this story as far as I can discover., §.

discovery .
discuss. We were just discussing our plans.^. •. There are

lots of things left to discuss..
discussion. We reached this decision after a long

discussion.. •. There will be discussion

period after the lecture. ;^.
disease. That disease is rather easy to catch..
disgrace v; n .
disguise. His disguise didn't fool anybody.. •.

Don't try to disguise your voice. He.
disgust. looked at me in disgust.4 . •. I'm

disgusted with all your goings on..
dish. dropped the dish. .

•. What is your favorite dish? -)?
D dishes. Let me help you wash the dishes..
to dish out. The canteen will start dishing out

food at six o'clock.. •. The cook dished out the

food on our plates..
to dish up. The cook is dishing up the food now.

^. •. The editor has

dished up a story for publication..
QHe can dish it out, but he can't take it., a .

dishonest adj.
dishpan n .
disinfect v.

disinfectant . .
dislike. I can't overcome my disUke for this man.^ .

• . I disUke traveling by train.. • . I dislike the idea of your

leaving us so soon. ,.
dismiss . As far as I'm concerned, I dis-

missed the matter long ago. ,. •. She'd only been

there two weeks when they dismissed her., .
•. At the bell the teacher dismissed her class..

display. I don't care for lot of display. He. •. At the fair we saw the

most beautiful display of flowers. Ha. •. Pretty

dr&eses are displayed in the shop window..
dispose

to dispose of. We still have some business to

dispose of. -.
— disposed of our objections in short order.. •.
They will leave as soon as they dispose of their furniture.,. •. Where can we dispose of the

garbage? ^?
was disposed to taking things too seriously..

• I found him well disposed towards our suggestion., -.
disposition. She's pretty girl, but what an awful

disposition! Ond ,,
What disposition will be made of his belongings??

dispute. I won't dispute that point with you. 06
§TOM . •. Will you settle

the dispute for us? ?
distance. The distance is too great to walk., .
— We can cover the distance in three hours.

&.
Q at distance. At distance the building seems

attractive. .
from distance. You can see the tower from a

distance. ^ .
in the distance. The plane disappeared in the dis-

tance. .
to keep at a distance .
I wanted to be friends with him, but he always kept at a

distance. , -.
to keep one's distance &. Since our

argument he's kept his distance. Co.
distant. My brother lives in a distant part of

town. .*. She is distant relative of mine.
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distinct ENGLISH-RUSSIAN do. •. The river is five kilo-

meters distant. , .
She seems very distant today..

distinct. There's distinct difference between

them. .
•. The signature is not very distinct. -.

distress. The ship flashed a distress signal. ^.
Q I was distressed to see her so unhappy., , . • There

really isn't any need for such distress., -.
distribute. The population of this coimtry is

distributed imevenly. 5 -.
distribution. is in charge of the distri-

bution of reUef . Oh .
The distribution of popvflation in that country is uneven..

district. The town is in a moimtainous district.. •.
The city is divided into ten administrative districts..

disturb. Don't disturb the others. He. •. I don't want to be disturbed until

ten. He . •.
Someone has disturbed all my papers. -. •. I was disturbed to hear

the news. .
ditch. There is a ditch on each side of the road.^. •.

Let's ditch these people and go home..
The car was ditched three kilometers up the road..

dive (dove or dived, dived). Let's dive in.. •. They dove in one after the other.. •. What beautiful

dive! ! •. They're

having diving contest this afternoon.. •. I'd to visit

some waterfront dives..
to go into dive. The pilot lost control and the

plane went into a dive. ^.
divide, road divides the town in half.

^. •. Up ahead the

river divides into two streams. 5 peKd-. •. Divide the money
among you. . •-. They divided on the question of childrens' education.. •.
The hotel is on the divide betweenthe two valleys.^.

divine adj.
division. There's clear division of authority in

that organization. §. •. What

division of the office do you work in?? •. The children

haven't studied division yet.. •. Three divisions of infantry were

sent there. ^ .
There was division of opinion on that subject.§ .

divorce. I've finally got my divorce.. •. She divorced her

husband several years ago. Ond^ ^^. •. divorced

himself from his friends. -.
do (did, done). does all his work at night.. — You'd better do as you're

told. ^ , . — This

car only does seven kilometers on a Uter. .
— I've always written home every week and I still do.5. — On bad road Uke this I can't do more than

thirty kilometers an hour. .•. What can I do with the leftover vegetables?? — My pen

won't work; what did you do to it? JVIoe ,? — did his work well.. — She has done her work

well. . — I can't leave

before the job is done. ^'. •. What did you do before

you got this job? ,5? •. Don't blame him;

he's only doing his duty. He ,. •. is doing magazine

article on local customs.. •. Could I help you do the

dishes? ? •.
rd better do my history lesson next. ^. •. The maid

wants to do this room now. 5. •. Do you think this color will

do? , Stot ? •

(ready) . In ten minutes the potatoes will be done.^ ^.
to be done for . These tires are done

for. 4 . •.
If the boss finds this out, I'm done for., — ^,
to be done in . I'm done in working in all

this heat. 5 ^.
to be done with. Are you done with the book

yet? 5?
to do away with. They plan to do away with

most of these regulations.5.
to do harm. His unfavorable report did our

work a good deal of harm..
to do one's best . I'll do my best to >

have it ready on time. ,-.
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doctor ENGLISH-RUSSIAN double

to do over. Do it over again.

6to.
to do someone out of. He did me out of the raise

he promised me. , ^.
to do up. Do the package up good and tight..
to do with. We could do with a few more

chairs in this room.&. • .
That has nothing to do with the question. 9§.
to do without . If we can't get fresh fruit, we'll

have to do without.^, .
well done . I want the meat well

done. .
How do you do?! • Where can T get this

laundry done? ^ ? • How
is your brother doing at his new job?? • is out of danger now
and is doing as well as can be expected. -, . • We'll have

to make this do. §. • That'll

do now; no more of that!, —! • We have to pay more than you do for

cigarettes. ,. • Do you Uke the food here?? • Does he live here? ?
• Where do you want to go? ?
• "Did you buy the ticket?" "Yes, I did." "?" ", ". «Don't you think I'm right?

He^ , ? • I do wish we could finish

today. , npUBO, .
• Didn't you have enough to eat? ()? • Why doesn't he Uke this hotel? ^^ 5? • Don't you think we
ought to wait? He , -? • Oh, don't go!, ! • I've

got to go downtown and do a httle shopping.-. • vacation will do you

lots of good. ^ .
• Are you done with these scissors? 5? • He's hard man to do business with.. • I don't want to trouble you.^ . • No matter what you say, I

did see the man. , ,,. • It won't do any good to complain

to the poUce. ^ .
• It won't do us any harm if we talk the matter over. He^ . • Do you think

this is the right thing to do? , ^? • It takes her an hour to do
her hair. . • She
does her hair up in a knot.. • works harder now than he did last year., ^. • The
secretary does her work well. 9. • Why did he say that?^ ?
• Don't lean out the window. He ^.
• If they got caught they'd have to do five years., . • gets up early

and so do I. , . • left for

the country, but I didn't. , .
doctor,. Will you please send for a doctor?,, ? — is doctor of

philosophy. — . — Is there

doctor in the house? ? •.
Who is doctoring you? ? •.
I'm doctoring my cold with brandy..
QThe documents appear to have been doctored up.,,-.

does See do.

dog. Have you fed the dog yet??
used to be successful but is now going to the dogs.

Oh-, .
•They came in dog-tired after sightseeing all day.

.
doll ^.
domestic. I'd rather not do domestic work.. •-. Most of these products are domestic. -^ .

She's always been very domestic..
done See do.

donkey n .
don't See do.

door. Please open the door for me.,. — The dining room has two doors..
out of doors . Let's have the game out of doors..

to show (someone) the door . If he be-

comes insulting, show him the door., ^ .
His house is three doors down the street from ours..

dot. Wear the dress with the blue dots.. •. I'll see you at three

on the dot. . • .
The lake was dotted with little boats. ,, .

Sign on the dotted line. .
double. May I have a double portion of ice cream?;^ ? — That word

has a double meaning. 9 .
•. looks enough Uke you to be your double.

Oh . •. His

income was double what he expected.. •. He's

doubled his capital in two years.. — The bid was doubled.. •. This room has double bed in

it. . •-. Double doors open onto the terrace.. •. The road

doubles back toward the town..
Q double room . Only double rooms are

left. .
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doubt ENGLISH-RUSSIAN draw

to be doubled up. He is doubled up with pain.

Oh .
to double up. There is only one room, so we
must double up. &,.

The porter doubles as waiter.. • doubled his fists

in anger. . • You must be

seeing double. . • Let's

play doubles. ^.
doubt. I doubt if the story is true. -, . — I don't doubt that in the least.. •. There's

doubt about it. .
doubt. No doubt the train will be late..

doubtful . It's doubtful if he'll get well..
doubtless adj.
down. Is this elevator going down? ?
— Put on the brakes or the car will roU down the hill., a .
•. This pillow is filled with down. ^
^.

down south . He Uved down south two years..
to be down on . Ever since that incident he's

been down on me. Co 5
5'.

to go down. Have the prices of wheat gone up or

down? ?
to step down. stepped down from the porch.

Oh .
to take down. The poUce took down his statement.. •. took

the sign down from the wall..
up and down . was walking up and down
the room. &.

Put the suitcase down here. .
• Let's get down to work. ! • The
building has burned down. .
• She is loaded down with packages. ^^. • In winter I go down to the Crimea., . • They Uve down by the river.^ . • I saw him walking down the street., ^. • This report needs boiling

down to half its length. ^. • We went down two in the last hand.. • Write down your

address here. . • They want
half down and the rest in monthly payments.,. • How much will the down payment be?-
Ko ? •I'm coming down
with a cold. . • downed
his drink quickly. . • They used to be

well off but now they're down and out.1 ,.
downstairs §. We'U have the downstairs papered

next week. Ha ^

.— I'd like to rent a downstairs room..
tripped and fell downstairs. -.

dozen. Please give me dozen of these handkerchiefs.,, .
There are dozens of people in this line of work already.5.

Dr. See doctw.

draft. I am sitting in a draft. ^ -. •. This chimney doesn't have a good draft.§ ^. •. Please open the

draft of the furnace.,. •. I read the draft of his new article., •.
The committee has drafted a message of welcome.. •. The
bank will cash this draft for you.5. •. This boat has

draft of two meters. ^ .
•. The plans were drafted by the engineers.& .

draft beer . Would you rather have draft

beer or a bottle??
on draft . Do you have any beer on draft??
rough draft. He's made rough draft of his speech.

Oh .
to be drafted. He is due to be drafted next

month. Oh .
The draft has taken half of our men.,.

drag. The days seem to drag here.! •. What are they dragging the

river for? ? •-. Yoiu" dress is dragging all over the floor,. •^. He's been an awful

drag on the family. ^. •. Drag the trunk in here.^.
drain. If they'd drain the swamp, there wouldn't

be so many mosquitoes here. ^,^ . •. Let the dishes

drain; don't bother drying them. He ^,, '. The drain is stopped up
again. . •. That

illness is draining all her strength. -. •. Putting them through collie

is a drain on our income.^.
drank See drink.

draw (drew, drawn). Go out and draw a bucket of

water from the well.. •. They drew different con-

clusions from the same facts.^. •. I'll have to

draw fifty rubles out of the bank. 6;^7Qr^ , •. This concert

is sure to draw a big crowd. ,,. •. drew

of the area for us. .
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drawer ENGLISH-RUSSIAN drive

•. The train is just drawing into the station.. — The concert season

is drawing to a close.^. •. This is good drawing pipe. 9. — Let's draw straws to see who goes

first. , ^ .
•,;. On this river boat must draw no more

than two meters. Ha5 ^ -, . •.
drew winning number.. •. The opposing team won the draw.. •.
The cart was drawn by two horses..

in draw . The game ended in a draw..
to draw out. I did my best to draw the whole

truth out of him..
to draw the line . You have to draw the

line somewhere. Ilopd, §.
to draw up. The men were drawn up for the in-

spection. . •.
Just then taxi drew up. §. •. As soon as I get the information I'll

draw up a report. ^,.
is big draw wherever he goes. -

, . • drew blank

everywhere he looked. .
• When it was over he drew a deep breath. , 5, .

drawer. My passport is in the top drawer.. •. advised me
to wear heavy drawers in the winter..

drawn See draw.

dread. I dread going there alone., '. The small nation lived in constant

dread of war..
dreadful. dreadful storm came up before we got

back. ,. •. She wears dreadful clothes.. .
dream (dreamed or dreamt, dreamed or dreamt) con. I had

a funny dream last night. -. '. Last night I dreamed that I was
home. ., . •.
Their new house is a dream. —
^. • Don't waste time dreaming. He. •. I've been dreaming about buying

a car. , .
I wouldn't dream of doing it.

Sto.
dreamt See dream.

drese. She wants to buy a new dress before she leaves.. •.
It took her whole hour to dress., . •. It's time for us to dress for

the ball. nopd, . *-

. We dress the store windows in the evening.. •-. When was your wound dressed??
to dress up. I'll have to dress up to go there.^^, ..
The reception is dress affair. Stom -. • Do you sell dressed

chickens? -^?
dresser .
drew See draw.

drill. The engineers need another drill.^ . •. The workers

are drilling a tunnel here.. •. The dentist has to drill this tooth.

Stot . •.
They are drilling for oil.. •. The officer is drilling his

men. « . •(). The teacher drilled us in Russian

grammar today. -. •. We
soldiers drill every day on that field.. • .
The soldiers have drill at 8 A.M. and 2 P.M.

.
drink (drank, drunkj. I drink plenty of milk.. — Don't drink too much at the party. He. •.

drank it all himself. . — Have the

children drunk their milk yet??
drunk. We had trouble with a drunk..

to drink to . We drank to Russian-American

friendship. ^-.
•. Let's drink to his having returned..
to get drunk. He got drunk at the party..
to have a drink. Let's go have a drink.-.

He looks as if he was on a drunk last night.*
, ^^'. • May I

have drink of water? ,,.
drive (drove, driven). Drive the nail into the wall.. •. Can you drive a

truck? ? — The car was
driven by a woman. ,• ( ). Let's drive out into the country.

() . •. The drive goes around the lake.. •. was driven

to stealing by hunger. .
•. is man of considerable drive.. •. The town was having a

drive to raise money for the refugees.. •.
My friend drove me home in his new car.. *.
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driven ENGLISH-RUSSIAN due

The cows were driven to pasture..
to drive away. Drive the dog away.-.

to drive back. The crowd was driven back.^ . •. Our soldiers drove

the enemy back. .
to go for a drive. Would you like to go for

a drive in my car? ?
What are you driving at? *K ^ ? • He
drives a hard bargain. , -.

driven See drive.

driver. Where is the driver of the car?()?
driving .. That kind of driving causes accidents..
droop V.
drop. Put two drops of medicine in a glass of water..
— There isn't drop of water left. He. — few drops of rain fell.. •. Lemon drops are my favorite

candy. .
•. The pencil dropped out of my hand.. •. I dropped the letter in

the street. ^. •.
Please drop me at the corner.,
^. •. Drop every other letter to read

the code. , , -;^^. •. For the time

being let's drop the argument.. •. The temperature dropped very rapidly.. •.
dropped from exhaustion. .
•. If I don't pay my dues, I'll be dropped from

the club. ^ ,^.
to drop hint. She dropped hint that she

wanted to go. , .
to drop in (over). Drop in to see me tomorrow..
to drop off. I dropped off to sleep immediately..

From the second floor there is a drop of ten meters to the

ground. .
• He'll fight at the drop of a hat. ,.

drove See drive.

drown. Many people have drowned at this beach.. •.
Please don't drown the kittens.,. •. The noise drowned out his words..

drug. This drug is sold only on a doctor's pre-

scription.,.
This year grapes are a drug on the market. §^. • They drugged his coffee.- . • I felt drugged with

sleep. ^.
drugstore .

drum. you hear the drums?? •. Please stop drumming on the

table., ^.
•. Those rules have been drummed into me.. •. They unloaded

six drums of gasohne.

(or).
He's trsning to drum up trade.^.

drunk See drink.

drycyx6u. It's been a dry summer. . — I'd

like a good dry wine. cjrxdro.
•^. The streets are dry now. Ha^ c^o.
•. Have your clothes dried out yet? Bdma? — The paint dried in five hours.. — The well is dry.. •. Give me half a kilogram of

dried mushrooms. ^ .
•. Who is going to dry the dishes? ^? '^^. The lecture was so dry,

I walked out. , .
dry land . It's good to be on dry land

after such a long trip. .
to dry oneself. Dry yourself by the fire..
to dry up. The stream dries up every summer.. •.
Tell him to dry up!* ^, .

I wore raincoat and kept dry. ,. • I'm dry; let's have a drink. c^^xo, ! • The cow has been dry for a

month. . • She

certainly has dry sense of humor.. • She has always been an active dry. Ond.^.
duck ^. We are having roast duck for diimer.^ ^. •. Lots of

summer clothes are made of white duck.. •.
Duck your head! ! •. Let's

duck him in the water. ().
ducks . is wearing white ducks..

to duck out. Let's duck out of here. ^-!
to take a duck. He took a quick duck in the

lake. Oh .
due. I have three weeks' pay due me.. •. Go due

west and you will hit the river..
dues . The dues are ten rubles a year.

— .
to give the devil his due . You've

got to give the devil his due; he certainly works well.^; .
The rent will be due next Monday.. • The train is due at

noon.. • With due respect to your learning, I disagree.,
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dog ENGLISH-RUSSIAN. • His death was due to malaria. ^ep.
dug See dig.

dull. This knife is dull. . — He felt

a dull pain in his chest. ^. •. Thanks, . cigarette might dull

my appetite.,.. •. The room was lighted by the duU

Ught of a single candle.. •. If it's dull

day, let's stay at home. ^,. •. The book hit the floor

with a dull thud. nd ^,•. Our neighbors are nice but dull., . •. is very

dull student. — .
duly adv .
dumb. That poor child was born dumb., .

I knew you'd do something dumb like that., ^-^. • We
were struck dumb by the news..

duplicate v. Don't duplicate his work. He, .
duplicate . I haven't got single dupUcate in

my collection. -.

in duplicate . Fill this out in dupli-

cate. .
during . I met him during the war. -.

We work during the day. .
dust. She swept the dust imder the rug.. — The car raised a cloud of dust.. • . Please dust

my desk., -.
to bite the dust . The sniper bit the dust..

to throw dust in one's eyes nycicUTb ,. He's

throwing dust in her eyes. .
duty. thought it was his duty to visit her.

. •.
Answering the phone is one of my duties. -. •-
. How much duty is there on this tobacco??

on duty^. When are you on duty??
to go off duty . I go off duty at 5:30..

dwell (dwelt, dwelt) . Oh, stop dwelling on your own troubles..
dwelt See dwell.

each. How many beds are there in each room?? — Each one must

look out for himself. -
. •;^. These apples are five kopecks each.^.

each other ^. We don't understand each other.^ .
eager

to be eager . I am eager to meet your

friends. ;^ .
is eager to get back to work. ^.

eagle .
ear ^. My ear hurts. ^. •. I don't

have an ear for music. ^. •.
picked few ears of corn. -^.
all ears-. Go on with your story; I'm all

ears., -^,.
to have one's ear to the ground& .

has his ear to the ground. *0 .
early pdHo. Please call me early.,

&. — Let's not get there too early.

^. •. Has the

early mail come? & ?
Let us have an early reply from you..

earn. How much do you earn a month?

? •.
The boy earned fifty kopeks for delivering the package. 3a.
•. earned his reputation.). — His behavior earned him the respect of

everyone..
earnest. Would you call him an earnest man?, ? •.

made an earnest attempt to deliver the goods on time.

Oh .
earth. There is nothing on earth like it.. •. These holes must be

filled with earth. ^ .
down-to-earth. has down-to-earth attitude., or Hei>51}.

earthquake.
ease. This medicine will ease the pain quickly.. •.

This skirt has to be eased at the waist. ^.
at ease. always puts his guests

completely at ease. ^.
with ease. dances with such ease..
Q Ease the bureau over on its side.
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easily ENGLISH-RUSSIAN eight- . • The pressure of work has eased up a

little in the past week..
easily. I don't make friends easily.. — It's easily done.. •. That is easily the best I've seen.,, , .

We are expecting him, but he could easily be late., , .
east. The plane is north by east of the airport now.- . •-. I lived in the East (of the United States) for ten

years.. — An east wind usually comes up in the afternoon..
Easter .
eastern adj.
easy. English would be easy for you.-.

easygoing. He's pleasant, easygoing

fellow. , . •.
The office was disorganized because he was too easygoing.,.
on Easy Street . has been living

on Easy Street for the past few years.^.
to take it easy . We've been taking it

easy for the last two weeks.. •.
Take it easy or you'll work yourself to death. He <^-, a , '.
Take it easy; nothing will happen to him. He,. • . Take it

easy; we've got plenty of time. He,.
Take it easy; j'ou're driving too fast for me. He, .

eat (ate, eaten). I want something to eat.-, '. I haven't eaten for two
days. . •. I don't

feel well; it must be something I ate. -,, -.
good to eat. Are these mushrooms good to

eat? ?
to eat one's heart out . Don't eat your heart out

over a trifle. He -.
Shall we eat out tonight? He?

eaten See eat.

echo. He shouted and heard the echo.. • 5. The sound of the shot

echoed through the hills.. •. You're just his echo..
G Quit echoing every word he says.,, .

edge. They live at the very edge of town.5' (). •. We stood at

the edge of the precipice. .
•. The edge of this razor is too dull.. •. edged through the

covd. ^. •^.
I think this is where you have the edge on me. ^,- .

to edge one's way. I edged my way to the

window. .
I want an edge put on this blade..

edition. Is the evening edition out yet?? — collects first editions..
educate v .
education. How much education have you had??

Where did you receive your education? ?
effect. His speech produced the desired effect.. •. What

is the effect of this medicine?? •. I'm not trying to pro-

duce an effect. .
•. effected the change without difficulty..

effects. His effects are still in his room..
in effect . His career began, in effect, when he

was twelve. , ,.
to go into effect . When does this regu-

lation go into effect? ?
to take effect . These drinks are

beginning to take effect.,
effective. That's very effective color scheme., .

to become effective . This order

becomes effective next week..
Effective next week, the speed limit in the city will be

thirty kilometers an hour. ,
.

effort. It was great effort for me to control myself.. •.
That job will take all your effort. Ha ^

**, •. her efforts to find him

were in vain. Bee. •. That book was his first effort

in the line of mystery stories. .
egg. How much are eggs today? ?

fried eggs (). I'll have fried eggs,

please. ,,().
to egg on. He was egged on by his friends..
to put all one's eggs in one basket ^. failed because he put all his eggs in one basket.

Oh ,^^.
eight. It's eight o'clock. .
— We are expecting eight for dinner..

Come at quarter past eight..
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eighteen ENGLISH-RUSSIAN endeavor

eighteen n, adj.
eighth adj.
eighty n, adj.
either . Do either of these roads lead to town?? •.

Either one is satisfactory. . • 66.
There were trees on either side of the road. -. •. If you won't go I

won't either. , ^.
either ... or . . .. I shall leave either tonight

or tomorrow. , .
elastic. These new rubber bands are not very

elastic. 9 . •-. Do you need any elastic for the blouse?? •. the rules at our school

are very elastic. .
elbow. hit his elbow on the corner of the table.

Oh ^. •. She elbowed her way through the crowd.^. •. We'll

have to get a new elbow for the pipe..
elect. Have you elected chai man?? •. Who was elected

president? ? •-. The president-elect will speak tomorrow.

^' .
election .
electric. Are there electric lights in this house??— Is there any

electric current? ?
electricity n.
element. How many elements can you name?, . •. You don't seem to know even the elements of

politeness. , ,.
to be in one's element . was in

his element at the party. Ha.
That car has been exposed to the elements so long it needs

a paint job. ,, .
elephant .
eleven , adj.
elm .
else. What else can we do? ?
— Have you anything else? ^ -?
•. Everyone else has gone. . —
There's no one else here. . or. •. How else can I

manage? ?
or else . Hurry or else we'll be late., a

TO .
elsewhere . You might be able to get some

films elsewhere. -.
embrace. embraced his mother tenderly.. •. Their plan embraces

all aspects of welfare..
emperor. '

empire .
employ. employed his time in reading..

to be employed. Are you employed here?§?
How many workers are employed here?? • In whose employ are you? -? • You have to employ caution in crossing this river.

^^^ .
employee.
employer.
employment. What're the chances for employment

here? ? — What kind of employ-

ment did you finally get? ^ ,,?
empty. Do you have an empty box?? — They were only empty threats.. •. This

tank empties in about five minutes.^. •-. Could you empty these closets? -? •. This stream empties into a

big lake. .
enable . This letter of recommendation

should enable me to get a new position. -.
enclose. The park is enclosed by a fence.. •. Enclose this with

the message. ^. •.
Enclosed is the sum you requested..

encourage. encouraged our efforts.. •. Do you feel

more encouraged now??
end. Is this the end of the street? ^?—

I will pay you at the end of the month.. •. When does the performance

end? ? '^. The
work will be ended next month. ^.

loose ends. few loose ends remain to be cleared

up. .
end . We had no end of trouble on the trip.,.

odds and ends. The room is full of odds and

ends. , .
to make an end of . The new director made
an end of the nonsense..
to make both ends meet . It's

getting hard for them to make both ends meet. -.
to put an end to. Please put an end to this

quarreling., .
We have been at our wits' end to find a hotel.. • Who knows what the end

will be? &! • Stand it on its

end. Sto. • Her father came to an un-

happy end. .
endeavor. I don't feel that my endeavors have been
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endure ENGUSH-RUSSIAN equal

appreciated. ,, •. endeavored to live up to his

teacher's opinion of him..
endure. I just can't endure it any more.^5. •.
How can you endure such cold?5?

enemy {military). Where is the enemy?()? •. He's personal enemy

of mine. . •. Are

there any enemy nationals here??
energy. lot of energy will be needed in this work.^- . — is man of

energ>\ .
engage. I've just engaged new maid..

to be engaged. I'm sorrj'^ the manager won't be

able to see you; he's engaged. ,. • .
has been engaged in politics for years..

to engage the enemy . It was

two weeks before we were able to engage the enemy.

noKd .
How long have they been engaged??

engine . The engine needs repairing.. — anyone fix an automobile

engine?-? •. The train has two engines..
engineer. We need an electrical engineer for this job.5^ 5 -.
•. The engineer brought the train to a stop.. •. engineered

the scheme very well. .
•. Who engineered the robbery??

English. Have ' seen any English travelers

here? ? — was
wearing an English tweed suit. Ha. • . Do you
find English difficult? ,? •-'. Do you speak English?-?

enjoy. I enjoyed his wit..
to enjoy oneself . I enjoyed my-

self very much. .
•. I hope you enjoyed yourself at the party., .

enjoys good health as a rule..
enlarge . I don't quite understand that;

will you enlarge on it, please. ,,.
enormous adj.
enough. Do you have enough money?? •. That's enough! (,)! or,!

Have you had enough or do you want to fight some more?? • Are

you still hungry or have you had enough? ,, ?
enter. entered the room without knocking.,. • . Do
you plan to enter a university?? — When did you enter the army?? •. Who is entered in the race?

6erdx? •. I entered his name on the list

of candidates. .
— The names are entered in alphabetical order..

entered into the spirit of the party very well..
entertain. That sort of play doesn't entertain

me at all. .
•. Will you please entertain the guests while I dress?,,, .

WTiatever makes you entertain such an idea??
entertainer .
entertainment. Is there any entertainment in

this town? 5 --? •. When does the entertainment b^n?.()?
entire . The entire trip was pleasant.. •. That is the entire cost.

5to .
entirely. You're entirely right..
entitle. His latest book is entitled "Russia

Today." "".
to be entitled to . You're entitled to two

packs of cigarettes a day.) .
entrance. Where is the «ntrance? ?
— Is there an entrance fee? ;' ?
•. Her sudden entrance took us by surprise..

entry. When the race started there were only

ten entries. 6. -,•. How many entries are

there on each page??
It was clearly case of unlawful entrj\' .

envelope. This envelope has the wrong address.

Ha .
envy V; n.
epidemic n.
episode n.
equal. All members of our club have equal rights.

Bee. •. May I pay in two equal parts?? — It will

be hard to find his equal. -. •. Does this amount equal your

losses? ? •.
How much does that equal in American money?
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equally ENGLISH-RUSSIAN evening

5to^ ? •. It

will be hard to equal his record. ^. •. We were behind in the game but

we soon equaled their score. ,.
equal to . I don't feel equal to the trip., .

equally. They're both equally to blame.

66a .
equip5^. The camp is equipped with good recre-

ation faciUties..
equipment. Our fishing equipment will all fit into one

bag.

1?6.
eraser. Take the eraser and clean the blackboard.(). •.
Where can I buy a good ink eraser??

erect. Stand erect; you're getting round-shouldered., . •.
The flagpole was erected in half an hour... •. I was only

child when they erected that monument.,, .
errand .
error. There seems to be an error in the bill. Stom,, . •,.

Pardon, my error.,5 , or,. — Please try not to make any errors.-, , or,-.
escape. Did anyone escape? ^-? •. couldn't escape the conse-

quences. ^ ,•.
Did the criminal make good his escape? -? •. Her face is familiar but

her name escapes me. ,.
We had narrow escape. "". • goes to the theater as an escape., .

especially. I like his first book especially., •.
This is especially for you. .

esquire n.
essential. Fresh vegetables are essential to a

healthy diet. —. — Do you consider this essential?5? •. taught us

the essentials of swimmiug in one lesson..
establish. I'd like to establish an account.. •. Are you comfort-

ably established here? ?
•. His presence was established by several

witneases. -. •. you establish

your claim??
establishment. What kind of an establishment is

that? 6to ?

estate. He has a beautiful estate in the country.. •. His will gave the

largest part of his estate to his wife..
esteem. earned the esteem of his friends.. •. Courage

is always highly esteemed. -.
estimate v. estimated that the damage done

by the fire was over a million dollars. ,-.
estimate . The architect gave us

an estimate.. • . My estimate was

pretty close to the exact measurement. --.
etc. . . . ( ), . . . (^). They

have riding, swimming, tennis, etc.,, . . .
eternal adj.
eve n Kan^i'H.

even. Is the surface even? -? •. The even numbers are on the other

side of the street.^. •. The train traveled at an even

speed. . •.
has an even disposition. .

— The two teams were almost even in strength.. •. When the

last couple arrived we were an even dozen.

ndpa, . •.
Even child could understand it. ., •. do even better if he tries.^, . •-. Please even the sleeves of this coat.,. •. Here's

your money; now we're even. ,.
even so-. Even so I don't agree with you.- .

even though. I must say he's an excellent worker,

even though I don't I'ke him. ,, .
to break even . I lost at first but in the

end I broke even. ,.
to get even. I'll get even with you sooner or

later. .
Even if we hurried it would take an hour to get there.,. • Fill it nearly even with the rim.

6to .
evening. The evening passed quickly.. — Good evening! ! — He comes in

about this time every evening.5. — Is this store open

evenings? 5 ? •.
Will I see you this evening?? •. What time does the evening per-
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event ENGLISH-RUSSIAN excess'

formance begin??
event. I always try to keep up with current events., ^ .— In

this town the arrival of a foreigner is an event.. •. The next event is a two-kilometer run. -
— .

course of events. thing Uke this

couldn't happen inthenormalcourseof events. -.
in any event . I will be there in any event.

;^. .
In the event of an accident, please notify my father.

CO -,,,^.
ever,-. Have you ever met him before?^-? — Have you ever

been to America? - ?
• . I like this more than ever. 5, .

ever since . I've been very lonely ever since

she left. , .
hardly ever . I hardly ever play cards..
Why did I ever get into this??

every. Every minute counts.. — Every time I see him he's busy. ,}1 , . •. had every oppor-

tunity to make good..
every day. I see my brother every day..

every now and then every once in a while. He takes a drink every now and then..
every other . The poUce stopped every

other car..
every other day . They have movies here every

other day. .
everybody. Is everybody here? ? — I'm wilUng

if everybody else is. ^,. •. Not everybody enjoys this kind of

music. He .
everyone . Everyone had wonderful time at the picnic.

Bee .
evCTything . I want to see everything you have about

engineering. ^ , .
— You can't do everything at once.. — In this business a good start means everything.

5tom .
everywhere. I've looked everywhere for that book,

but can't find it. ^ , ^.
evidence. There was no evidence of any

mistreatment of patients. He -. •

(to give evidence). She gave no evidence of her sympathy.

;^.
evident adj.
evidently ado.
evil. has such an evil mind.-. •. lectured us on the evils of

drink. Oh .
exact. Please give me exact directions.,. — has good mind for

exact sciences.. •. Do you have the exact time?, ?
examination. How did you make out in your

examination? Bdnra^? •.
Is there an examination of passports at the frontier?? •. You ought

to have a thorough physical examination. .• (to examine). I have made a careful exami-

nation of the situation. -.
examine. Has the doctor examined you yet?? •. We should

examine the claims made on both sides. -, .• (examination). When cross-examined, he denied

everything. Ha .
example. Could you give me an example?? — What's the answer to the

third example? ?
— You ought to set an example for the others.. •. This is

good example of his work. 9.
lor example. Take this one, for example.

6to,.
Let's make an example of her..

exceed. That just about exceeds the limits of

decency! 9 !
•. This exceeded my fondest hopes.. •.
His commissions often exceed his weekly salary. -.

exceedingly. Your handwriting is ex-

ceedingly good. .
excellent. That was an excellent dinner.. •. He's an excellent tennis

player. Oh . •,. She gave an excellent performance last night..
except. Everything was fine, except the weather., .

except for . I would have been here sooner

except for some trouble on the way., . • -. I like the book pretty well except for the two last

chapters. 3a , §.
exception .
exceptional adj.
excess'. Pour off the excess. .
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excess' ENGLISH-RUSSIAN

to be in excess of. The supply is seldom in

excess of one hundred pounds per month..
to excess . Don't drink to excess. He.

excess', ex'cess . You can't take any excess

baggage on the plane., .
excessive adj.
exchange. I'd like to exchange this book for

another one. § ().•. I've been exchanging information with

your friend. -. •. Prisoners of war may be exchanged within

a year.. •. They exchanged ideas before

reaching a decision. ,. — The fight began with the rapid

exchange of blows. -.
excite. Don't get excited! ^^!

•. The book is too specialized to excite popular
interest. ,. •. I thought it

was an exciting story. ,.
nto be excited . The kids were
excited about the arrival of the circus..

excitement. What's all the excitement about?^ ?
exclaim .
exclusive . This is quite an exclusive club.,•. We
have exclusive rights to his invention. -

npand .
exclusive of . makes ten dollars day

exclusive of commissions., .
excuse. Excuse me! ! •.

Please excuse my bad Russian; I'm just learning the language., -,. •. was excused
from work yesterday because he was sick.,^ . •-. That's not much of an excuse. .

You may be excused now. . • What
is your excuse for being late?^?

execute. refused to execute the orders.. •. The sym-
phony was beautifully executed. -. •. The miu-derer was executed

this morning. ^.
The will was never executed..

executive. I'm interested in an executive job..
board of executives . The matter is

coming up before the board of executives tomorrow.8&^ .

expense

executive branch of the government. The
executive branch of the government has received new power..

exercise. Each exercise should be performed
fifty times. ^. — Do all the exercises at the end of the
chapter. ,. •. I take walk for exercise

at least three times a week. -, , . •.
We exercise the horses twice a day.. •. He's exercised

good deal of ingenuity on this matter. 5.
graduation exercise . The graduation

exercise will be held at 10 o'clock. -.
In job like this it's hard to get enough exercise. Ha.

exhaust. I've exhausted my patience with him.. •. His
lectures on modem poetry exhausted the subject. ,•. I'm exhausted after that long trip.5^. •. I'll have
to get a new exhaust pipe for the car.;^ . •-. We could smell the exhaust. ^^.

exhibit. Is the exhibit open to the public?? •. His wife loves to exhibit her jewelry..
exist. That doesn't exist except in your im-

agination. .
•. How does he manage to exist on what he makes?

OH ?
existence. Uves rather miserable ex-

istence. .
Fmther existence of such conditions is intolerable., .

exit. Don't you see the exit sign over there?&""?
to make an exit. The heroine made a very awkward

exit. . .
I tried to make an inconspicuous exit from the party.^.

expansion. What's the expansion of this metal

under heat? 5?
expect. I never expected to see him again.. •.

I'll expect you at 6 o'clock. ^. •. You can't expect good weather

here at this time of year. .
I expect you had hard time finding this house. ,, 5. • When do you

expect the next train? 4 ?
expectation n.
expense. I must cut down expenses.. — gets straight salary and ex-
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expensive ENGLISH-RUSSIAN extra

penses in this job. Ha§.
at one's own expense .

built the whole thing at his own expense..
to go to expense. I don't want to go to much ex-

pense for this party. ^ §. •. Please don't go to any ex-

pense on my account.,.
We had good laugh at his expense.. 'I'd like to buy it but I can't afford

the expense. §,.
expensive. This apartment is too expensive..
experience. I've learned by experience that this is the

best way. , 5 . —
Is experience necessary? ^ ? •-. I'll never forget the experience I had yesterday..
•. What experience do you have in this field?? • (to come across).

We may experience some difficulties. . -, •. Meeting her

was quite an experience for me..
experiment. They're experimenting with new

car. . •. We'd

like to see the results of the experiment.§. • .
The laboratory is experimenting with a new chemical..

expert. is considered an expert in his field.. •. The

experts decided the document was a forgery.. •. He's an

expert at all kinds of games.. •. We need an expert

mechanic for this job. ;^ §.
I need some expert advice. ^.

expire (expiration). Are you going to renew your

lease when it expires? ?
explain. Could you explain how this machine

works? , ?
— It's hard for me to explain what I mean., ^. •. I've already

explained it to him many times. ^ Sxo.
explanation.
ex'port. What are the chief exports of your coimtry?? — The export

of cotton has increased. .
export', ex'port. We haven't been able to export any

alumimmii since the war started..
expose. made his reputation as a reporter by

exposing the scandal., §. • .
How long did you expose the shot? ^5?

You exposed yourself to a lot of criticism by what you
said. ^ ,.

express. I always want you to feel free to

express your opinion. ^,, . •. Would you like to send this by express??
express train . I get an express

train here? ?
to express oneself. I have difficulty express-

ing myself in Russian. -.
expression. That sounds hke an old-fashioned

expression. . — I

can tell what you're thinking by the expression on your face.^.
•. I give you this book as a small expression of my
gratitude. ,. •. doesn't play the piano

with much expression. ()
exquisite adj.
extend. This forest extends for many kilometers

in all directions.. •. They plan to extend the

railroad to the border next year.^ -. •. I hope to return for a

more extended visit some day. , ^-.
•. I'd like to get this visa extended..

May we extend to you our heartiest congratulations?.
extension. We need an extension cord so we
can put the lamp over in the comer. ^-, ^. — Please

connect me with extension seven. ,.
The new extension was opened to traffic today.. • I

plan to take some extension courses next year.^.
extensive adj.
extent. What was the extent of damage done by the

storm? ^-?
I agree with you to some extent..

extra. Do I get extra pay f6r this job? A Sxy? •. Do you have an

extra pencil for me? ] ?
•. worked for years as an extra before he got

his first part. ,, .
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extraordinary ENGLISH-RUSSIAN failure

extraordinary,. That was

the most extraordinary event..
extreme. Such action is only necessary in extreme

cases. ^'. — was reduced to extreme poverty.. •. She is very

extreme in her tastes. .
to go from one extreme to the other^. He's always going from one extreme

to the other.

5'.
to go to extremes . Let's not gb to

extremes. He^' .
We never have any extremes in temperature., .

extinguish .

eye. I have something in my eye. -. •. This coat fastens at the top with a hook
and eye.

().
eye . Have you got anything

good for a black eye? -?
to catch one's eye . I've been trying to

catch your eye for the last half hour.,
to keep an eye on. Be sure to keep an eye

on the children. He .
to see eye to eye . I don't see eye to eye

with you on this question. §.
to set eyes on. I never set eyes on her before in my
life. ! .

face. When he gets angry he turns red in the face.

OH, ;^ . —
has an inteUigent face. ^. •.
said it with straight face. 5. •. Stop making faces at me.. • . Face the Ught,

please., . •-. Our room faces on the street.^. •. You should face your

troubles like a man. -. •. The

building is faced with red brick..
long face . Ever since she

lost her job she's been going around with a long face., , ond -.
at face value. Don't take this news at its face

value. He .
face to face. Let's get together and talk the whole

thing over face to face.

Stom. • ^. Suddenly we
came face to face with him. -

^.
face value . This bond is worth

more than its face value..
on the face of it . The idea is absurd on

the face of it. Ha , §.
to face the music ^. I guess I better go

home and face the music. *,^^54.
to one's face . I'd call him that right to his face..
to show one's face . I'm so ashamed
I won't dare show my face. , -^ .

Put your cards on the table face down..
fact. Is this fact or is it just your opinion?? •

(circumstance). Do you know the facts in the case??
as matter of fact . As a matter of

fact I couldn't go to Moscow if I wanted to., ^,.
does his work in a matter-of-fact manner. -.

factory ,.
faculty. She has great faculty for mathematics..
ni'm having lunch with two members of the faculty.().

fade. My socks faded in the wash.. •. These roses faded

so quickly. . •.
Will the sun fade this wallpaper??

As we drove off, the sound of the music faded., ^ .
fail. It will be real tragedy if the project fails., 5^ -. — Five students of our class failed.^. •. I won't fail

you. ^. •. The patient is faiUng

rapidly. .
without fail . Be there without

fail. .
Don't fail to do it. 5. • The

crops failed last year. ^ .
failure. was complete failure as an executive..

•. His business venture was a failure.|) podo.
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faint ENGLISH-RUSSIAN famous

failure of the crops. The food shortage was
caused by the failure of the crops. -.
heart failure . died of heart failure..

His failure to complete the assignment in time lost him
his job. Oh ,^.

faint. I haven't even got faint idea of what he

wants. ,. •. This color is too faint.. • . You'll

faint when you hear this. ,
5.

I feel faint. .
fair. They were always fair to me., ". That's

fair price. . • . The other

team said he wasn't playing fair., ^ . •.
The movie is only fair. .
•. She has blue eyes and fair hair.. •. Tomorrow will be
fair and cool. ^ .
•. The fair opens next Monday..

faith. I have lost faith in him. .
good faith. showed his good faith..

faithful adj.
fall (fell, fallen) ^. Did you hear something fall?, ^-? — She had bad fall

last winter and broke her leg. -. — There was sudden
fall in temperature last night. -, •. The leaves are

beginning to fall. . — The
holiday falls on Monday this year. 5. — The sunlight fell directly on
his book. .
•. This letter would cause trouble if it fell into the

hands of the wrong people. -, .^. •.
It is dangerous to cross the bridge unless the river falls., . •-. Let's wait for fall in prices before we buy.-, noKd . •. The
fall of the fort became a famous event.. •. His property
falls to his wife. .•. I saw him last fall.. •. Is that your new fall overcoat?

Bdme ?
fallen arch . wears special shoes be-

cause he has fallen arches.- .
fall of snow. We were delayed by a heavy fall of

snow. - .
to fall asleep. Did you fall asleep? ,?
to fall down. I fell down. .

to fall for . His story sounded con-
vincing, so I fell for it. -, 5'.
to fall in love. They fell in love with each other
at first sight. :^.
to fall off . The cover fell off the coffeepot.. •. Their
income from farming has been falling off lately. (3a).
to fall out. All his hair fell out after he was sick

last year..
to fall to pieces. This typewriter is ready to

fall to pieces. .
We can always fall back on our savings., . •

you be sure he won't fall down on the job? ,? • The dinner fell short of our
expectations. . • The
plans for our trip fell through.. • Where does the accent fall on this

word? )? • The rent falls due
next Monda3\. • Don't fall behind in your payments.. • used to fall behind
in his payments. .

fallen See fall,

falls. There are a lot of falls and rapids on this river.).
false. gave false account of the accident.. •-. Many people get false ideas about New York from the

movies. Ho -. — The rumor turned out to be a
false alarm. . —
She -got the job under false pretenses., . •.
She's having trouble getting used to her false teeth..

Is this true or false? ?
fame ,.
familiar. It's good to see familiar face.. •. This has become

familiar sight nowadays.. • . I am not familiar with your
customs. .

to get familiar. If you aren't careful

with him he's likely to get familiar. -, .
After you've been here a while our system will be familiar

to you. ,.
family. has very large family.. — When the family is alone, we eat in the

kitchen. , ^.•. That temp)er of his is a family trait.

— .
famous. His last book made him famous..

to be famous. This road is famous for its

views. .
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fan ENGLISH-RUSSIAN father

fan. Turn on the fan.

•. fanned the spark into a blaze.. •. The roads fanned out

from the town in all directions. -. • ,-/. She's an enthusiastic baseball fan.,.
to fan oneself (with something) (-). She sat in the rocker and fanned herself with a

handkerchief..
fancy. It's just one of her fancies.. •. That dress is too fancy to wear to

work. 5to .
to have fancy. I have quite a fancy for chocolate

cake. .
Fancy meeting you here!!

far. Do you live far from the station??— Is it far away? ?
— This joke has gone far enough., §^. •. Have you ever been

in the Far East. -? •. His house is on the far side of the

wood. .
as far as. We walked together as far as the gate..

far into the night . The meeting lasted far

into the night. .
far more. This is far more important than you

realize. , .
so far . So far you've been pretty lucky..

"Are you feeUng well now?" "No, far from it." ""? " !" • She is

far and away the best cook we ever had. ,, ,, .
• Far be it from me to criticize, but I don't think you're doing

the right thing. ^ ,- . • That's not far

wrong. . • You can do what you
Uke as far as I'm concerned. ,.

fare. What's the fare? ?
•. How many fares did you have today??

I didn't fare very well on my last job..
farewell. They gave him farewell party.^ .
farm. My father has farm in Nebraska.. •. Our family

has been farming the same piece of land for generations.

Hdma.
collective farm. Have you ever worked on a col-

lective farm? (-) ?
farmer. My uncle is a fanner. .

collective farmer. The collective farmers

bring their vegetables to town every morning.^ .
farther (See aiso far, farthest, further). The post

office is farther down the street.

;^ . — Move the chair little farther

from the fire. .
•. Your house is farther away from the subway
station than mine. ,

. • . They went toward the farther

side of the park..
How much farther do we have to go??

farthest (See also far) . They wanted to see who
could throw the ball the farthest. ,

I . • . Which
one of those mountains is farthest away??

It was the farthest thing from my mind..
fashion. we don't try to keep up with all the

latest fashions. -.
after fashion. Yes, I play tennis after a

fashion. , .
Women gave up the fashion of wearing long dresses long

ago..
fast. If you get fast train you can get here in two

hours. , 5*^. •. Give me cup of

coffee and make it fast. ^ , -. •. Not so fast, please.,. — Don't talk so fast, please.,. •. They're fast

friends. . •. I was

fast asleep. . •. Are you keeping the

fast? ? •. Yes, I'm

fasting. , .
to make fast. Make the boat fast to the dock..
You're setting too fast a pace; no one can catch up with

you. ,. • Hurry as fast as you can., . • My watch is ten minutes

fast. ^. • travels in

fast company. .
• Is this color fast? ? • The was

stuck fast in the mud. .
fat. He's too fat. .

•. Have you got any fat pork chops? ;? •. There's too much
fat on this meat. Ha Stom .
— What is the best fat for frying? Ha ^;^?

to get fat. I am getting too fat, don't you think?, ?
fatal. They made the fatal mistake of starting too

late. .
was the victim of a fatal accident..

fate n.
father. How is your father? ?
— Father X gave a good sermon at church today.

H. .
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Are your father and mother coming to the concert??
fault. Sorry, it's my fault., ,• «^guilty). It's nobody's fault but his cwn.5 , . •-. His worse fault is that he talks too much. Er6, .

to find fault. I don't mean to find fault

with you, but that won't do. ; -, §, npdBO, .
favor. Would you do me a favor?! •, . The little boy favors his

father in looks. .•. He's favoring his right leg..
in favor of . I am in favor of immediate action.

, .
in one's favor . It speaks in his favor..

Which side do you favor? ?
favorable adj.
favorite. Red is my favorite color.

—. — This book is a great favorite with

children. . •. The

boy is his father's favorite. — .•. The favorite dropped out of the race early.^^.
fear. doesn't know the meaning of fear. ^

cTpdxa. •. You have nothing

to fear. . — I have no fear for myself,

but I'm anxious about my children. ,.
went to the station early for fear of missing the train.

Oh ,*^.
fearful adj,.
feast. That was some feast we had at her house last

Simday. Ond.
to feast one's eyes. He feasted his eyes on

the beautiful scenery. .
feather. Her new hat has a red feather.. •. She is as light as

a feather. , .
It'd be a feather in his cap if he could win the prize.^ , 5.

feature. isn't handsome, but he has pleasant features.

Oh, .•-. This is the main feature of the exhibit..
main feature . What time does the main

feature go on? . ?
They're featuring the fall styles early this year. &' pdno . • Her

article was featxKed in this magazine.^. • Do you

have feature role in the play? ^5?
February .
fed {See also feed)

to be fed up. I'm fed up with this whole busi-

ness. .

federal^,.
fee. The doctor charged small fee..
feeble adj.
feed (fed, fed). The child refused to let anyone feed

her. ^ . — We
were well fed at the hotel.. •. That certainly was swell feed!! •. Have

you ordered the feed for the chickens?? •.. Be careful how you feed the cloth

to the machine..
feel (felt, felt). Feel this. .•. Does the room feel cold to you?, ? •.

felt tap on the shoulder. , -. — didn't feel the full effect

of the medicine until much later. ^-^. •. I feel

as if I'm catching cold. , -. • . I feel tired.- . — I felt tired last night.. — I feel pretty

well. . •^-. I really feel for you. ^.•. How do you feel about this?
"5? •^. I feel that that will be a

clever move. ^, 5^ .
D to feel like. Do you feel like taking a walk??
to feel out the situation . Let's feel

out the situation before we do anything more.-, .
to feel up to . I don't feel up to playing

tennis right now..
to get the feel of . If you keep practicing,

you'll soon get the feel of it. ^, 5 .
D Do you feel hungry? ? or -? • I feel certain of it. . • I feel

pain here. . • It feels as if it's going

to be a nice day today. ,. •I feel like fool.^. • I've never felt so hot.. • I felt sure this would happen., . • I never feel the cold.. • It was so dark I had

to feel my way around the room., . •I

feel Uttle uneasy about my brother.. • Do you know how it feels to lose an old friend?, ^? •!

don't the feel of wool. nepenoni^. • I

feel the need for a Uttle exercise.. • I feel very strongly about women smoking., .
feeing ^. I have feeling that something important

is going to happen. ^, -.
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I didn't mean to hurt your feelings.. • I have no feehng in this 1^. Hord. • Have you no feeUng for this poor man?§? • What's your

feeling about the idea? A ^?
feet See foot.

feU See faU.

-fellow. Who's that fellow over there?? •. He's pretty good fellow

when you get to know him. ,,, . — There was
young fellow in to see you a half an hour ago.) ^.

fellows. Do you know all these fellows?^ Sthx?
little fellow. He was just a little fellow when
his folks moved here. ^,.
poor fellow. I feel sorry for him, poor fellow.! .
Q was fellow student of mine at school..

felt {See also feel). Is this felt or cloth?? •. has an old felt hat he always

wears in the rain. ,.
female adj.
feminine adj,.
fence. They put fence around the garden.. •. They fenced off

an area to park cars.. •. fenced at the

last match. .•(). The fence was caught with the

stolen goods. .
futile adj.
fever. Do you have a fever? ? •.

nearly died of yellow fever a few years ago.^ .
The news sent them all into a fever of excitement..

few. I want to stay here a few days. ^. — Say it over few more

times. Sto . — I can say it

in a few words. ^ .
— We go around to see him every few days. ^. •. Few
people realize it, but it's true. ,. •. Very few children draw as well as he

can. , .
Q fewer. Fewer people come here every year..
quite few . Quite few people are coming

around to that way of thinking..
The fish in this river are few and far between. *B.

fiction. She reads nothing but fiction. OhjI. •. After she

told her story, we could easily distinguish fact from fiction.

ond. ,.
field . Let's cut across the field.. — We saw large field of rye.. •. He's the

best man in his field..
This writer spent several months in the field with the

troops. . • The teams are coming onto the field..
field glasses n .
fierce. He gave me a fierce look.. •. How can you stand

that fierce heat all day? §^ ? •. You're

going to come up against fierce competition.^^ .
fifteen , adj.
fifth. He's the fifth man in line. ^.
— I'll be there on the fifth of June. ^^'. • , . We've only done

fifth of what has to be done., ^ (').
fifty. Will fifty rubles be enough?? — He's in his fifties. ^ .
Q fifty-fifty. I'll split it with you fifty-fifty..

fight (fought, fought) (). Have you been fighting

with the boy next door again?? •. I know what I'm

fighting for. , . •

(^to argue) . I think I'm right but I'm not going to fight about

it. ^, , crdny. •-
(to quarrel). Let's not start a fight. He ^^'. •. You've got to fight that tendency

of yours. ! -. • . fought in the North

African campaign. -,. •. I intend to fight

that suit. ;^ . •. Was there big crowd at the fight last night?^ ?
to fight back. refuses to fight back..

to fight AT. We fought off the enemy for five

hours.. •. I fought off my desire to sleep..
to put up a fight. We put up a good fight

but lost anyway. , -.
hasn't got any fight left in him..

figure. Add up this column of figures. 5. •. Figure up how much it amounts to., . •. I

figure it's about time we were going. ^,
nopd. • (calculation). The way I figure, they

should have been here already. ,. •^. She has

nice figure. . — He's mighty
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important figure in this town. ^^. •. How do you like this little

bronze figure? () 5 -? •. Figure seven shows all the parts of the

motor. Ha. •. had on figured necktie..
to figure on . That's something I

hadn't figured on. Ha 5 .
to figure out. Can you figure out this problem?§? •. I couldn't

figure out what he was going to do. ,. •. I can't figure him
out. * ^ .

This didn't figure in my plans.. • didn't mean it that way; it was only a figure

of speech. ^; §. • Are you good at figures?? • I have to watch my figure..
file. Let's move the file over to the other side of the

room.. •. Do you have file in the tool

chest? A ?
• . Where should I file this correspond-

ence? ? •.
Line up in single file. . • .
TNTien you hear the air raid signal, file out quickly., -. •. I'll file my nails while you're

dressing. , .
Do we have your application on file??

fill. Fill this bottle full of hot water.' . •(). The

theater was slowly filling with people.. •. We received the order

yesterday but haven't filled it yet. ^, . •. I fill my
pockets with candy when I go to see the kids. Kod^, -. •. The sofa just fills that end of the room.^. •.
This tooth will have to be filled pretty soon. 5.

to fill in. Fill in your name and address here.. •.
I'm just filling in here temporarily.. . •.
This is only sketch; you can fill in the details yourself.;
^.
to fill out. Fill out this blank..
to fill up. Fill up this pail with water.-. • (solids). Fill up the

ditch. .
Don't be bashful; go ahead and eat your fill. He-. • I've had my fill of it.. • Does this fill the bill? ?

• "How much gas do you want?" "Fill 'er up.""?""". 'There are several

jobs here that need to be filled. ^.
film. This salve will form a film over the bum and

keep the air off.^ . — Do you have any film for

this camera? ?
•. I don't particularly like modern films..

They filmed the entire ceremony.( ). 'She films well..
fin .
final. This is the final lecture of the series.. •. Is

that your final decision? -?
finals . How did you make out on

your French finals? --? •d. was elimi-

nated before he got to the finals..
There will be no loafing on this job and that's final.

—!
finally adv.
financial adj.
find (found, found). I just found a nickel in the street.^. — I can't find my

keys anywhere. ^ .
— I found what I was looking for. ,^. — Can you find your way home all right?

() ? •.
I found my brother waiting for me when I got home.-, , .
•. I think this new man is real find. ,. •-. manages to find time for almost anything but

work. Oh ,.
lost and found . You may find your

umbrella at the Lost and Found. ,.
to find oneself . This author hasn't found him-

self j'^et. .
to find out. I finally was able to find out where he

Uves., .
Put the book back where you found it.. • We may find it necessary to

leave early. , 6bitb,

{or).
finding. The finding of the knife solved the mystery..
G What are the findings in this case??

fine^. That's fine!! — I had fine time

last night. nepKpdcHO . •-. received the finest education.. •. I'm feeling fine,

thanks., . — That's

fine way to treat a friend! ,
opadeec ! •. It's fine day

today. . •. Her hair is
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so fine it doesn't take a good permanent., -. — There's need of making such fine distinctions.. •.
If he's convicted, he'll have to pay a fine. -, ^ .
•: The judge fined him five rubles..

Grind this coffee to a fine powder. §.
finger. I hurt my finger. .
G little finger. I cut my little finger peeling

potatoes. ,. -.
to burn one's fingers. Watch out you don't

burn your fingers., .
to slip through one's fingers. He had a fine

opportunity but he let it slip through his fingers..
There's something wrong here but I just can't put my

finger on it. 6- , ^,.
finish. We must finish this job tonight.. — I'd like

to borrow your paper if you're finished with it., . — I'll be with you as

soon as I finish my dinner. ^, •. Don't hurry — finish

what you're doing. He, .
•. Were you there to see the finish of the horserace?? •. This

table has nice finish. -.
to finish up. We need another day to finish

this job up. ^ ,.
to put the finishing touches on .
I haven't put the finishing touches on my article yet.).

Wait till I finish eating.,. .
fire (conflagration). There's fire in the next block.. — Fire! Run for your lives!!! — The chimney caught (on) fire and

the house burned down., .— Slow down, Mister. Where's

the fire?,! ,? •. The fire in the stove has gone out already.^. — Wait till they open fire.. . '.
Don't fire! ! •. That fellow was

fired last week. 9.
to be on fire). Look, the bam is on fire!,!

to fire away. I'm ready; fire away. ,!
to make a fire . If you're cold I'll make
a fire. , .
to play with fire . Better be careful; you're

playing with fire. ,.

to set fire to. Be careful; don't set fire to the

curtains. , .
How much fire insurance do you have? Ha^ ? 'The scheme has

been hanging fire for a couple of weeks. 9 -, .
• Where's the fire? ? • That was no accident;

someone set the house on fire. ;5 . • fired couple of shots in our direc-

tion. Oh -.
fireman. Many firemen were hurt at the fire.

Bo . •-. The fireman waved to us as the train went by. -. •-. The fireman of our house is from the Ukraine..
firm. Make sure the stepladder is firm.-. •. I'm firm

believer in it. . •. I represent

an American firm..
firm stand . We must take firm

stand on this matter. §.
Don't use too firm a grip on the wheel..

first. Do you remember the first time I came here?, (or)? — I've got couple of good seats in the first row of

the orchestra.^. — I get paid on the first.. — It's the first house after you

turn the corner. .— He's always

the first one to complain. .
— That's the first good news we've had in a long time. 3a§ ,. •. I have to go to the store first.

cneped . • . First,

let me ask you this .... ,. ... ' . Where did you first meet him??
at first. I didn't like him at first..

at first sight . The idea is better than it

looks at first sight. ,.
first aid . Do you know anything about

first aid? , ?
first-aid kit . Don't forget to take the

first-aid kit. He.
first class (railroad car with soft seats). He
traveled first class. .
first-class. gave first-class performance..
first of all . First of all, you misunderstood

me. , .
in the first place, -.
(the) first thing . I'll call you first thing in

the morning. ^ .
doesn't know the first thing about bowling.
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is your first name? ?

fish. What kind of fish do you have today?? — Do you Uke fish? ?•. Do you want to go fishing with me?? — Are you allowed to fish

here? ? •.
He's always fishing for compUments.. • (to fish

through). fished through his pockets for his keys.

Oh .
drinks Uke fish. *0 .

fit. This suit fits you perfectly.. •. The table fits here perfectly.^. •.
What kind of work is he fit for??

to throw fit . When she finds out

about it she'll throw a fit. ,
§.

This suit is not a good fit for him.. • The food here isn't fit to eat.. • Have you got a key to fit this

lock? ^? • We're missing

the piece that fits here. ,-. • I want to have new lock fitted on
the door. ^ . • He's very

busy today, but he'll try to fit you in somewhere.^,.
five , adj.
fix. you fix this? 5?

•. Where can I have the car fixed?? •. All

these prices are fixed by the authorities. Bee. •. He's got him-

self into a terrible fix. * !
to fix up(;. We're having a little trouble

now, but it'll be all fixed up soon., .
flag. Didn't you see the red flag? ()?'. See if you

can flag a passing car. -.
flame. By this time the whole house was in flames.) . •.
The car turned over and burst into flame. -.

to flame up. I blew on the fire imtil it

flamed up. ,, .
flash. The windows flashed in the sim.. •. Did you see that flash

of Ughtning? , ? •-. Flash the light in this corner. ^!
• . It was all over in a flash..

An idea just flashed through my mind..
flat. has flat feet. .
— What's in that flat package? Stom? •. fell flat on his face. ^

, . • . We fix flats.(). •. The
food lately has been pretty flat. .. •. The next move-
ment is in A-flat. -. •. I just moved into new flat..

flatcar-. They loaded the tank on the

flatcar. -.
My prize joke fell flat. ^. • The car has flat tire.. • Her high notes are a Uttle flat..

flatter . You won't get anything by flattering us..
to flatter oneself . He's good worker,

but he's always flattering himself. ,.
fleet. The fleet steamed out to sea..
flesh ,.
flew See fly.

flight. Her job is to record the flights of planes. Ha.
to put to flight . Our army put the

enemy to flight. ^.
The whole district was in flight from the flood.. • This

is very long flight of stairs. .
float . WiU you teach me how to float?? •.
They floated the logs down the river to the mill.. •. Let's

swim out to the float. ^.
How big a loan will be floated? Ha-^?

flock. flock of sheep was grazing in the fields.. •. They all flocked

around the movie star..
flood. That river floods every year. ^. •. The whole area

was flooded when the main burst. -. •.
We were flooded with applications for the job. .

She wept floods of tears. .
floor . Put it on the flobr. 5 .

•. We live on the third floor..
May I have the floor?^.

flour 54. How much is rye flour? ^?
flow V.
flower n.
flown See fly.

flutter. The flag fluttered in the breeze..
fly (flew, flown). He learned to fly in three weeks.

Oh . — Have you flown

before? -? •. The

birds are flying south. . ,

•.
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I'd like to fly there if possible. ,. •^. The flies around here

are terrible. ^.
on the fly ^. I was late and caught the train on

the fly. ^.
to fly into. The pigeon flew in the window..
to let fly. He let fly with a few remarks..

What flag is that ship flying?? • There's need to fly into a temper..
foe n.
fog .
fold. Help me fold these blankets and put them away.5. •.

Straighten out the folds of the curtains.. •. The teacher folded

her arms. .
to fold up. The company folded up last year

because of lack of funds.^- .
folk

folks. How are your folks?.? or ?
follow . I think there's somebody following us., -. • . Follow this

road till j'ou come to the river. no. •. Be sure to follow these instruc-

tions exactly., .
•. The hot weather was followed by several

days of rain. 3a. • . I haven't been following

the news lately., '. This took place on the following

day. . •.
From what you just said this doesn't necessarily follow., .
•. I can't quite follow your arguments..

as follows. The reasons against this are as

follows: :
to follow up. We try to follow up every

complaint. .
following. Be sure to include the following: . . .

He : . . .
•.

That singer has a loyal following. ..
folly,.
fond. She has fond expression in her eyes when

she looks at him. Ond -. •. It's always been fond dream of mine
to travel around the world..

to be fond of. I'm very fond of olives..
food. I'm not u.«ed to such food.. *,&. Is the food good there? ,? or ?
fool. He's fool if he believes that story. ,. •. If you think

you're fooling me, you're mistaken. ,,

?! •. It's time

you stopped fooling and got down to business..
to fool around . Quit fooling around and

settle down to some serious study.^-.
to fool with. Don't fool with that radio while

I'm gone. He , ^.
Let me tell you, I'm nobody's fool.,.

foolish ^. That was foolish of him. ^.
D foolish thing. I said very foolish thing..

Don't be foolish! !
foot Hord. stepped on my foot. .. — My feet are sore. . •-. Who's going to foot the bill?? '. The American foot equals 30.5 centi-

meters..
at the foot . Put this blanket at the foot of the

bed. 5 .
on foot. We had to come most of the way on foot.,
to be on foot. 1 hear that plans are on
foot to build a new school. ,.
to be on one's feet . was badly in debt

for a while, but he's on his feet again. Ojtnd, nd.
to put back on one's feet . A good rest

will put him back on his feet again..
to put one's foot in it ^. I really put my foot

in it that time. Ha ^.
to stand on one's own feet nordx.

He's grown up and can stand on his own feet now.

.
G was sitting at the foot of the stairs.. • This has gone far enough;

I'm going to put my foot down.; ^^ .
football .
for. Can't you get someone else to do this for you?, -?— What he says is too deep for me. To,, . — I do this for the

fun of it. 5to . •. You'd

better send for the doctor. ^. — I voted for him last year.

^. — Are you for or against it?? — How much do you want for this book?5? — Thank you very much

for your kindness. .
•. What does he do for a living?" I^k oh-? — He was elected for four years.. — There are three women for

every man in this factory. Ha5. — How many can I

get for a dime? ^ ?
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— He works for a large factory.. • . works for me as my private secretary.

Oh .'
• . When does the train leave for Moscow?^? — I saw him j'esterday for the

first time. . • .
I think the play will succeed, for it's what the public wants., , 5 ,.

for fear of . I kept quiet for fear of getting

into trouble. ,.
for one thing . For one thing, he doesn't

know the language. , ..
for the time being. That will be enough for the time

being. .
to look for. I'm looking for my gloves. ^.

Is it hard for you to do this?? • It's time for us to go home. nopd. • It's time for dinner. . • Would
you like to go for a walk? ?
• I went out for a glass of beer.. • Do you know it for a fact? ,? • This restaurant is noted for its good food.» ^. • We're giving

dinner for him. . • was

named for his grandfather. '.
• For all I know he may be there yet. ,. • stayed there for an hour.. • The road goes straight for about a

kilometer and then tiu-ns. ,, . • Who's

he working for now? ? • As for, I don't care what you do. —,!
forbade See forbid.

forbid (forbade, forbidden). Smoking is for-

bidden here. . •.
I forbid you to shout. .

forbidden See forbid.

force. We had to take him by force.. — I see the force of your arguments.

}' . — His orders have the force

of law. . — Is that

law still in force? , ? •.
The door has been forced. . •.
We were forced to change our tactics.. — They finally forced a confession out

of him. , .
•. The plane made forced landing. -'. •-. We finally forced him to admit it.. •. Don't

force yourself to eat if you don't want to. He, . • cocrdB. How large is

the police force here? ?
from force of habit no. I go there from force

of habit. .
in force. The students turned out in force.-.

Wbich branch of the armed forces were you in?

? • The trees were torn

up by the force of the storm..
forehead n.
foreign. studied at foreign university.. •.
Do ' speak any foreign languages?? — I don't know much about our
foreign policy. ^.

foreigner. Are there many foreigners here??
forenoon () .
forest rt .
forever. I'm afraid I'll be stuck in the place forever., . •. He's

forever telling that same old story..
forget (forgot, forgotten)'. It's raining, and we forgot

to close the windows. , a. — I'm sorry, I've forgotten your name.,.
"Thanks lot". "Forget it." ""." "'.

forgive V,.
forgot See forget.

forgotten See forget.

fork. Could I have a knife and fork, please?,, . •. Turn
left when you get to the fork in the road., .

form-. Is this different word or just another form of

the same word? ,? — Put your suggestion in

the form of a memorandum. -. •. plan was

slowly forming in his mind., '. I haven't formed an opinion on the

subject yet.

)6. •. You didn't finish filling out this form..
matter of form. It's just a matter of

form. .
to be in form . He usually plays a good game
of tennis, but he's not in good form today., 11.
to form line . They formed line to get

tickets. .
Do you think this is the best form of government?

\-, ' ?
formal. He's quite formal when he meets

strangers.. •. Did you make formal

agreement with him??
former. is former student of mine.. •. Of your tAVO suggestions, I

think I prefer the former..
formerly adv.
fort. The old fort is at the top of the hi!!..

647037 - 46 - 6
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forth

and so forth . I need a whole new outfit: shoes,

ties, shirts, and so forth. ^:,, .
• . gave me the devil for coming in late,

neglecting my work, going out too much, and so forth.

, ^,-, !.
back and forth . kept walking back and

forth. .
to come forth. came forth with a curious

statement. .
fortunate adj.
fortune. It was his good fortune to be there on time., -.
forty , adj.
forward. Six men stepped forward when their names

were called. ,. — Stop walking backwards and forwards.. •.
Please forward my mail to this address.,.

to bring foward. Finally he brought forward a

new suggestion. .
I am looking forward to the concert..

fought See fight.

foul. The weather is foul tonight.. •. The fisher-

man's lines were all fouled. .
foul odor. That foul odor is coming from the river..
The boxer fouled his opponent. ^.

found (See also find). This university was founded

in 1843. -
^.

foundation. The foundation of this house is

beginning to weaken. .
•. was awarded scholarship by that foundation.§.

fountain .
fountain pen n , .
four , adj.
fourteen , adj.
fourth. I'll be there on the fourth. ^. •. Three fourths of the people of

this town don't vote..
fowl .
fox .
frame. The frame of the house should be finished in a

day or two. ^ .
•. has heavy frame.. •. They framed constitution for

the club. ^.
•. I would like plain frame better on these glasses.5 .
• . Have you framed those paintings I

brought in last week? ,?

frame of mind. It's best for her not to be

left alone in that frame of mind. ^^ .
She was framed on a murder charge..

frank. You're just little too frank.^.
How many letters did you frank last month? ?

free. After the trial they freed the prisoners., . •-. You are freed from all responsibility.. — This is free country.. — I don't have any free time today. /.
•. Feel free to do whatever you like., . •. This is

free sample. .
free hand . Will you give

me a free hand in this matter?5?
free-for-all. The game ended in a free-for-all..
free from. The merchandise is free from defects.

TOBUp .
free ticket. Do you have any free tickets??
to let (someone) go free. They held him for a few

hours and then let him go free., .
seems rather free with his insults.. • Did you do it of your own free

will? 6to no ?
freedom. That doesn't leave me much freedom of

action. -.
freeze (froze, frozen). Do you think the pond is

frozen hard enough to skate on? ,, ?
•. This should be enough ice to freeze the ice

cream. , {).
•. My feet are freezing. .
•. jobs are frozen until further notice.

Bee. •. froze with fear when he

saw the snake. , .
•. the pipes froze last winter.^.

to freeze up. She froze up the moment we

started to question her and wouldn't answer at all., ,.
freight. That elevator is for freight only.

^. •. How much is the freight

on this box? ?
French. He's French citizen. -. — Do you like French wine?? •-. Do you speak

French? -?
frequent'. This restaurant is much frequented by

artists. pecTopUH .
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fre'qnent ENGLISH-RUSSIAN faUy

fre'quent ^. I was a frequent visitor..
frequently. I him frequently. ,
fresh. Are these eggs fresh? 9 ?
— Let's get some fresh air.. — Let's open fresh deck of cards.. •.
After all this work he seems as fresh as when he started.

Oh Stj', a ,^ .
Friday .
friend. He's good friend of mine..

to be friends with ^. Are you still friends

with them? ?
to make friends. I did my best to make
friends with him. .

friendly. has very friendly smile.. •. He's pretty

friendly with them. , •-. Our coimtry has always had friendly relations

with yours. Hinia^() .

friendship .
fright^. The little boy screamed with fright.. •. Doesn't she look a

fright in that new hat! ^ §!
frighten V.
frisky adj.
frog n.
from. I just came from my house..— Take clean glass from the cupboard.. — I saw it from the window.5 . •. Take the coat from the hook.. — That's all right from his

pint of view. Sro. — I've

been studying piano from the age of six. ^'. •. I Uve ten kilo-

meters from the city. ^. — you tell him from his brother??— I got this story from a friend

of mine. . — He's

tired and nervous from overwork..— This room isn't different from the

other one. .
from to . For children from

eight to twelve years of age..
from bad to worse ^ ^. Things went from bad
to worse. ^ ^.
from day to day . The situation changes from

day to day. .
from house to house ^. goes from house to

house and buys old clothes. ^.
Where do you come from? ? • From what

he says I don't think we should go there. ^ no ^,, , .
• Get away from here. . • I won't take

such insults from anybody. ^.

front. The front of the house is painted white. ^. •. The
table of contents is in the front of the book.. •. We can both

squeeze into the front seat.. •. Someone's at the front door.- . •. served

for three months at the front..
front room ^. I want front room, if

possible. , .
in front of. Who was that sitting in front of you
at the movies? 5 ? •.
The crowd assembled in front of the post office..

The house fronts on the river..
frost. That heavy frost last night killed all the plants.. •. The cook is busy frosting the cake..

The trees and roofs are heavily frosted this morning..
frown . All she gave me was a

frown. >' .
•^. My friend frowned as she read the letter.^, .

Her whole family frowned on the match..
froze See freeze.

frozen See freeze.

fruit. Do you have any fruit? -?
fry. Fry the fish in butter..

How do you like your ^gs fried??
fuel. What kind of fuel do you use in your furnace?? •. The argu-

ment added fuel to his resentment. *0 ,5 .
fulfill. Our kolkhoz fulfilled its schedule of the

delivery of grain..
full. Give me full glass of water. ^. — The papers carry full story of

the incident. §-. — That book is full of mistakes.^. •. Thanks, I'm full.,. •. The moths got into the suit and it's full of

holes. , .
•. The dress has very full skirt. 5.

full time . Are you working full time

now? ^?
in full. The bill was marked, "paid in full." Ha:"".

fully. Are you fully aware of what you're doing?, ?
• . There were fully two hundred people at the

reception. Ha .
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fun ENGUSH-RUSSIAN gas

fnn

for fun . I said it just for fun. 5. • ^. Let's try it, just for fun..
f« the fun of it . I hid his pocketbook just

for the fun of it. ,^.
to have fun. We were just having a little fun..
to make fun of . Don't make fun of my pro-

nunciation. He .
I think fishing is a lot of fun.-.

function. Our function is supervising the work.. •.
This radio doesn't function. .

fund. They set up fund for war orphans.

. •. They were forced to close the store

because of lack of funds.- .
funeral .
funny. That's not very funny story.. •. I saw very

funny show last night.. •. I have funny

feeling. , •. Funny,

but I don't seem to remember., - ^.
fur . This fur is very soft. .

•. You'll need fur coat there. -) ^.
furnace .
furnish. I haven't furnished my new apartment

yet. . •-. The room is well furnished.. •. I want furnished room.. . •. The
manager will furnish you with everything you need. -.

furniture n,.
further (See also far, farther). Let's go on a little

further. . •. Do you
want to discuss it further? -. •. Let's go ahead without further

argument. .
future. The future of this type of industry is un-

certain. -. — This business has no future.. •. Introduce me to your

future wife. .
in the future. Try to do better in the future..
I don't want this to happen in the future.!

G
gain. His sincerity gained the confidence of

everyone.,' (to increase). There has been a

recent gain in the population of the city. 3a. •.
The doctor reports that the patient is gaining rapidly., .
•. Their loss is our gain. —. •. The soldiers gained the hill

beyond the town at dusk..
G gains. On the last play I lost all my gains.^' .
to gain on. That horse is gaining on the favorite..' .

gallon. Give me five gallons of gas, plea.se. ,
oit^yca, .

game nrpd. Do you sell any games here? 1- 1)? •. looks upon his work

as a game. ('*, .
•. The game laws are very strict here.. •. Is there any big game
near here? - 1)?

the game is up iirp.i npoi'irjiaHa. When their secret was

di.scovercd they realized the game was up., , .
Let's play game. ^^ -.

• plays go«xl game of teiuiis. urpjieT

. • I'm little off my game today.. • Their team put up a game fight.. • I see through his game.. • He's game for anything..
gang. whole gang of us are going swimming this

afternoon..
garage. Put the car in the garage for the night. -.
garden. These flowers are from our o\vn garden.. — How do I get to the botanical

gardens? ?
vegetable garden. I want to plant a vegetable

garden. ^.
garment ,.
gas . Turn off the gas. . — The gas

escaped from the balloon.. — Gas was used only at the end of the

war. . •.
They did all their cooking on a gas stove.. • (fuel). had enough gas for a

twenty-kilometer ride... • . Did the dentist

give you gas? ?
• . w;us gassed in the last.

BortHj' . •1.
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gas mask ENGUSH-RUSSIAN get

was doubled over with gas on the stomach.^', .
to gas up . Let's stop at the next station

and gas up. Ha ,.
gas mask n.
gasoline. Can the spots Ije removed with gasoline??
gate. As he went out he closed the gate.. •. The crowd poured

out through the gate. . •.
When the water rises too high, they opien the gates., .
• ( ) . The gate totaled three thou-

sand rubles. (.) —.
The game drew gate of three thousand. Ha.

gather. gathered up his things and left.. •. The crowd was
gathering around the speaker.. •. I gather from what you said that

you don't like him. ,. •. The car slowly gathered

speed. ^.
gave See give.

gay. There was a gay party going on last night in the

apartment next door.. •. The street

was decorated with gay flags for the parade.>' .
gaze .
geese See goose.

gem n .
general. A general election will be held next week.^. •.

I have general idea of the problem.. •. The general

will take command tomorrow..
in general . In general things are all right., .
There is general feeling of uneasiness about the future.'.

generally adv.
generation.
generous. Be generous and forgive him this

time. .
•. He's certainly generous with his money.
Oh' . •. This

restaurant serves generous portions..
genius . has genius for mathe-

matics. .
•. Other artists consider him a genius..

gentle. is an extremely gentle person.. — She spoke to her son in

a gentle tone. .
•. The nurse has verj' gentle hands. §
() . •. The tap on
the door was so gentle we hardly heard it.

, . •.
was rowing against gentle current..

gentleman. is gentleman of the old school.. •. gentle-

man called this morning.-. — This way, gentlemen! ,!
like gentleman-. Can't you act

like a gentleman? -!
genuine. Is the pocketbook made of genuine

leather? ? •.
His face showed genuine surprise..

geography. studied geography for three years.,•.
How many maps are there in your geography??

geometry.
German adj; {); (/)•

get (got, got or gotten). Did you get my letter?? •. Can I still get

a ticket for tonight's play?? — you get me another

pencil? ?
•. Wait till I get my hat.'". •. I got there on time.

6-. — 1*11 gpt there in an hour. '. or . •.
I couldn't get him by phone.. •. you get the table here by

Monday? -? •. Do you get my idea?, ?
to get across . Finalh' I was able

to get the meaning across.5.
to get along. I'll get along somehow.-. •. Those two do not get

along. '.
to get along in years. He's certainly getting along

in years. , .
to get around. Can you get around that r^ulation??.
to get at. I can't get at my luggage.. •. Some day I'll

get at the real reason.-.
to get away. I want to get away from the noise..
to get away with - ><. I'm sure I

can get away with it. , 5 pj'K.

to get back^'. \\ did you get back??
to get back at. How can I get back at him?^?
to get by. Can I get by the guard?? •. I'll

get by if I have a place to sleep. 5--, .
to get going. He'll be able to get the work going.

Oh .
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ghost ENGLISH-RUSSIAN give

to get in. What time does the train get in?? •. Please get

the chairs in before it rains. (),.
to get in with. Did you get in with his crowd??
to get off. I can't get my shoe off.. •. I want to get off at the next stop.. •. I

got off with very light punishment.. •. got off to flying

start. .
to get old. He's getting old. .
to get on. Don't get on the train yet.. •. Let's get on with the

meeting. . •.
The three of us get on very well. -.
to get on in years. She's getting on in years.

—..
to get out. Get it out of the house. Sto. •. Get out of the car.! •. What did you get out of his lecture?? •. They just

got out a new book on the subject..
to get out of. How did you ever get out of it?&? •.
How much did you get out of the deal?5?
to get over . I got over my cold quickly.,• .
How did you get over the difficulty?? •. I finally got the

point over. ,, .
to get someone to. Can you get him to come to

the theater? ?
to get to be. They got to be good friends..
to get together. Let's get together tonight at my
house. ,•. They never seem to get together on anji;hing.,, .
to get up. Get up from that chair.^. •. I get up at seven every morning..
to have got to. We've got to go. .
— I've got to leave early to catch my train. ^,, .

It is late and I'll have to be getting along. ,
nopd. • I've got lots of work to do. 4^. • I'll get fired if they find out., . • They got him

elected chairman. . • I

don't want to get my feet wet. ^. • When are you going to get dinner ready?^ ? • For an old man he gets about

very well. .
• gets around lot. * .
• The story will get around in a few hours. -§ . * She gets around

him. , . • How are you
getting on? , ? • We mustn't let this get

out. ; § . • I got angry.. • We've got enough sugar. -
cdxapa. • My suit has gotten very dirty since

I've been here. 3a , ,.
ghost. Some people believe there are ghosts in

that old house.,.
doesn't stand ghost of chance of winning the prize.

,5.
giant. The new captain of the ship is a giant of a

man. — . %^

•. We had giant crop of potatoes this year.5 ;^ .
gift. Thank you for your Christmas gift.. •.

has gift for drawing. .
girl. My little girl is three years old.. •. Are there any pretty girls in town?5 ? — I just got

letter from my girl.. •. We pay our girl

fifty rubles a month. ,. •. Well, girls,

it's time to go. ,, nopd.
give (gave, given). Please give me the letter. ,, . — They gave me the wrong

information. .
— I'll give you five rubles for it. §. — gave lot of money to the Red Cross., '. We are

giving dinner in his honor. .
•. What did he give you for your birthday?

OH ? — The watch was
given to me by my father. .
•. My mother gave me your message.. • . Be
careful; the step might give under your weight.,.. •-. I must finish in given time..

to give away. I gave my old clothes away.

kom;^-to . •. Don't give

away my secret. He .
to give back. Please give me my pen back.-, .
to give in. After a long argument, he finally gave

in. .
to give out. Who gave out the tickets?. • or. My
supply of ink is giving out. ^ .
to give up. She gave up her job.. — I tried hard, but I had to give up., .
•. was so ill, the doctor gave him up., . •-. After the quarrel she gave him up. §, .
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given ENGLISH-RUSSIAN go

to give way. The crowd gave way.. •. The bridge gave way..
Too much noise gives me a headache.^ . • The stove gives

off a lot of heat. . • My old coat

still gives me good service.. • This elastic has lot of give.. • is given to lying. -. • I don't give damn! !
given See give.

glad. I'm glad to hear you're better. ,.
gladly adj,.
glance. I could tell at glance that you weren't

feeling well. ,. •. just had time to

glance at the program before the concert started.,•. The bullet glanced off his helmet..
glass. I cut myself on a piece of glass.. — They keep the manuscript under glass.. •. I knocked

glass off the table. . — May
I have glass of water? ,,, •. I bought glass vase..

glasses. I only wear glasses for reading. ^.
glitter. The gUtter of the sun on the snow hurts my

eyes. , .
•. The pieces of broken glass glittered in the sun..

globe n .
gloomy. The room is very gloomy.. — Why do you have such a gloomy look

on your face? ?
glorious. Our country has glorious history.^ . •. This is

certainly glorious day. .
glory .
glove .
glow. His face glowed with happiness.. •. You could see the glow of

the fire for miles. .
go (went, gone). The train is sure going fast., . — This road goes due south.. — Everything goes wrong
when I leave. , . —
Such old things go for a song.. — I'm going to go right away.. •. Let's go. ,. —
This money will go to the Red Cross.. — That chair goes in the corner.

^. •. When did he go?? •. I hope the incident will go unnoticed., 5 .
•. The sugar is all gone. Cuxap >.
•. We always go home together.. — Let him go hungry. -. •. The soldiers are going through

severe training. '.•. wants to go by train. .
•. Do you often go to town?? •. This typewriter won't go.. •. When you
start to swim, go like this. ,. •. For an old man, he has a lot of

go..
to go crazy . I'll go crazy if this keeps on., 5 .

to go in. Would you like to go in with me on this

proposition? 5?
to go in for. Do you go in for sports??
to go off. Our meetings go off very smoothly.. •.
The gun suddenly went off..
to go on. He went on talking. -. — Let's go on working..
to go out. Suddenly the lights went out.. •. Let's go out for awhile.-. • (to swim out)

.

Don't go out too far. He .
to go over. He went over the problem very

carefully. 5 .
• . Do you think this song will go over?, ?
to go slow. My watch goes slow..
to go through . Do you

think the request will go through? ,5-?
to go under. This business went under last year..
to go up. Apples have gone up.. •. Prices have gone up a lot in the

last year. 3a .
•. The temperature went up to 90°.-^^ 90°. • (to climb).

went up the ladder to pick some apples.', .
to go with. The curtains don't go with the other

furnishings..
to let go. Let go of the rope. .
to let oneself go. He's not so shy when he lets

himself go. ,.
Don't go to any trouble. .

• Go slow. . • Go on! You don't mean

that. , § -. • Go ahead!! or! or! • The tune

goes like this— .
— .

• I'm going out tonight

to dinner. . • He's on the go

day and night. , .
• Whatever he says goes. , ,. •I don't go back on my friends.. • That song will go out with

the war. . • Let's
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goal ENGLISH-RUSSIAN grade

not go into that subject now. He^. • There is barely enough to go around once.5 xadxHT, .
• goes by false name. .
• The roof is going to fall in one of these days.5 . • Do you think

we can make a go of this magazine? ,? • Tell him to go about his own
business. ^,. • Let it go at that. 6fneT.

goal. His goal was to become famous.. •. The forward

kicked goal. .
goat. These goats will ruin your garden.. • (scapegoat).

He's always the goat whenever there's any trouble.

— .
god . The minister gave thanks to God.

66. —
- God knows what we'll do next., .

By God, I'm not going to let him get away with that., ^' ^. • His admirers

have made a god of him. Er6 .
gold. This watch is solid gold.. •. How much is that gold ring?? — Their flag is blue and gold.-.
golden adj.
gone See go.

good (better, best). It was a good dinner.. — gave me good advice.. •. Good!! •.
Give me better pencil. .
•. He's good man for the job. -. •. The

medicine is good for you. .
•. He's been good Republican for several years.-.

good . weighs good one hundred

and twenty kilos..
good deal. I've learned good deal from you..

as good as. The job is as good as done..
for good. Are you leaving for good?? • . Fix it for good this time. ,.
good and or. It's good and cold out-

side today. .
to make good. If I break it, I'll make good the

damage. 5, ^ .
•. always makes good his promises.^ . • . She'll

make good on the stage. ^ .
I'm sure he'll make good in his studies. ,^ . • the tea good and

strong. . • That watch is

good for a lifetime. ! .
• is good for the damages to your car.

. • I'd hke
to go and see him, but what good will it do?, ^? • Did you
have good time? ? • I haven't

seen him for a good while.. • Whatever he brings us is to the good., . • Be good boy..
good-by n, interj .
goodness. She did it out of the goodness of her

heart. .
My goodness! What have you done! !!

goods. The goods on sale are displayed in the store

window. , ,.
The production of cotton goods increased this year.5 ^.

goose (geese).
got See get.

gotten See get,

govern. The President has governed the country

well. .
It's evident that his ideas are governed by the newspapers

he reads. ,, . • The judge quoted

the law governing the situation., .
government. governments will have to

cooperate in this matter.

^^^ Stom. — The govern-

ment just passed a tax bill.. •. The U.S.A. has

republican form of government. ,.
governor.
gown .
grace. She has lot of grace and charm.. •. I've been given thirty

days' grace to pay my bills..
doesn't seem to know much about the social graces.

Oh,, .
graceful adj,.
gracious adj.
grade. We buy the best grade of milk. no-. •. What grade

do you teach? ? •.
received the highest grades in the class.. •. The railroad has

three-percent grade.. •. Oranges are graded by

size and quality. ^. •. The laborers graded the airfield.. • .
The blue graded into green..

down-grade. There is quite steep down-grade on

the other side of the hill. Ho.
to go down-grade. Business has been going
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gradual ENGUSH-RUSSIAN grip

down-grade for the last month. 3a^.
to make the grade . The had trouble

making the grade. .
• . If you work hard you can make the

grade. ,.
gradual adj.
graduate (). She failed to gradu-

ate from college. ^. •-. The exams are graduated so that the most

difficult ones come last., cde\' .
college graduate .

Only college graduates are eUgible for this job. 5
6>' .

This school will graduate a large class this year. §^ ^ . • He's doing

graduate work in science..
graduation . The graduation was held in the

main auditorium..
grain. The bams are full of grain.. •. How many grains are there in each pill?()? •. There

isn't grain of truth in his story.. •. This wood has beautiful

grain. ^.
to go against the grain. Doesn't their loud

conversation go against your grain??
The grain is ready for the harvest.. • I have some grains of sand in my shoe..

grammar^. I've never studied English grammar.. — Have you

got good grammar for a beginner??
grand. It was grand weather for tennis.. •-. is grand old man.. •. They are dancing in the grand ball-

room. ^ ^. •. \NTiat

is the grand total? ?
grandfather n,.
grandmother n.
grant. The schools are supported by a government

grant. .
•. Let's grant that for the sake of argument., .

to take for granted . Don't take for

granted what you read in the newspap)ers. He, . •. You take too much for granted..
Did they grant him permission to leave?

{or)?
grape n^.
grass 4. Keep off the grass. -.

grass court. They often play on grass courts..
Don't let the grass grow under your feet. *He-.

grateful. I am grateful to you for your help.

(4).
gratitude.
grave. We covered her grave with a blanket of roses.. •. After the

operation, the patient's condition was grave.. •-. WTiy is she going around with such a grave face?

OHd ?
gravy n .
gray. Gray goes well with red.

— . — The sky was gray all morning.. — It is gray stone building.. •. He's graying fast..
great. I don't consider him great man.. • ffamous).

I heard great singer last night. -. •. I was in. great pain.. •. The conference wasn't

of great imix)rtanoe..
We Uved in great big house.. • was great favorite of everybody..

greatly. was greatly insulted by what you said.

Oh , . •.
You're greatly mistaken. .

green. Green is not becoming to her.. — Give me the green book.§ . •,. Don't eat

green apples or you'll get sick. He ,. •. ^Vhen I started, I was green

at teaching. ^ ,.
greens. Let's buy some greens for dinner. ()^ .

to turn green. turned green with envy..
greet.
grew See grow.

grief. We have deep sympathy for her grief..
grieve,.
grind (ground, ground). We grind our coffee by

hand. . •.
ground the to sharp edge.. •. grinds his teeth in his sleep.

Oh . •. The meat was

ground fine. MAco ^.
grinds out songs, five a day. *

— . • Learning any

language is a long grind. ^. • During exami-

nations he turns into a grind. Bo^ .
grip . held the rope with a firm grip.
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groan ENGLISH-RUSSIAN guardian

Oh ^. •. She gripped the

child's hand to keep him from falling. Ond
. pjTcy, . •. We were

gripped with fear. . •.
has powerful grip. . •.
Where can I check my grip? ^?

to lose one's grip . Since he started

drinking, he's been losing his grip on himself., .
groan. night long we heard the groans of the wounded
man. . •.
His wounded leg made him groan in pain..

grocer.
grocery . Stop by at the grocery store and

get these things for me.5.
gross .

gross income . His gross income last

year was over twenty thousand dollars. ^.
ground (See also grind). The ground was very rocky.9 . — This ground is not rich

enough for a good crop. -, . •. I want

room on the ground floor. ^ .
•. Your opinion is well grounded.. •. What ground do

you have for saying that? Ha? •. Is the radio grounded??
coffee grounds ^. There were coffee

grounds left in my cup. Ha
^.

from the ground up . changed everything

from the ground up. .
grounds (). gardener takes care of the

grounds. 3a () .
to cover ground . If I drive, I can

cover a lot of ground in one day. ,.
to cover the ground . studied hard and

covered the ground thoroughly.. •. My men
covered the ground north of the town. -.
to gain ground . Our army has gained

ground during the past week. 3a& .
to give ground. When he insisted, I had to give

ground. OH ,.
to hold {or stand) one's ground . He held

{or stood) his ground against all opposition., .
The plane was grounded by bad weather.- . • They were well

grounded in history. .
• The movement lost ground among students..

group^. group of students stood in the street. Ha^ . —
- What language group

does English belong to? -? •. Our group met every

Wednesday. . •-. Group the words according to meaning.-, .
grove n.
grow (grew, grown). The little boy grew very fast.. — Tall trees grow near the

river. . •. His

practice has grown rapidly. .
•. grew enormous cabbages in his garden

last year.

;^. •. The
crowd grew rapidly. .
•. It grew cold. . •. He's

grown wheat for many years.. •. is grown man now..
to grow up. His daughter is growing up

rapidly. . •. Your son is quite grown up now.

•; . •. new litera-

ture group is growing up in the city..
grew away from his family. (;. • That music grows on

me. .
grown See grow.

growth. He has a growth on his arm..
has two days' growth of beard..

gruff. shouted at us in gruff voice.^.
guarantee. They sell this clock with a five-year

guarantee. .
•. I'll guarantee that you'll enjoy this movie., . •-. The bank asked me to give them a guarantee

on my friend's loan. -, ^^. •-. This insurance policy will guarantee you against

the loss of your car. .
guard. Soldiers guard the place day and night.5 ^. •.
They kept close guard over the bridge.. •. The guard kept me from

passing. . • .
They tried to guard against a spread of the disease., .
•. The guard on my pin is broken..

off-guard. You can never catch him off-

guard. .
on one's guard. I'm always on my guard

against him. .
For moment his guard was down. Ha.

guardian .
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guess ENGLISH-RUSSIAN hand

guess. Can you guess my age?! •. Did you guess the end of the

story? , ?
•. That was good guess... •^. I guess he is sick.^, .

guest. That's way to treat guest.. •. The hotel does not permit

guests to keep pets. -, .
Q to be guest. I was guest at his house for a

week. .
guide. guided us through the woods.. •. The guide took me
around the city. .
•>'. Where can I buy a guide to the city??

Don't be guided by his advice. He^.
guilty. The prisoner was found guilty.-. •. The boy has

a gxiilty look. . •.
I have guilty conscience. ,

gulf .

gully .
gum. You'll have to wear gum-soled shoes on the

tennis court. Ha;' . •. My gum
is quite sensitive since I had that tooth pulled., 5 -. • . Do you have any
gum? ?

to gum up the works . He gununed up
the works by saying what he did..

The oil has gummed up the machine..
gun ^'. He spends a lot of time cleaning his gun.. •

(artillery). This gun has a cement emplacement..
to stick to one's guns . cotddn't

prove his point, but he stuck to his guns., .
The ship fired salute of twenty-one gims. ^. • He's gunning

for you. *0 !

habit. I'm trying to break myself of the habit.. — While I was

abroad I got into the habit. ,.
to be in the habit. I'm in the habit of

sleeping late on Sundays. Ho.
had See have.

hail. The book was haUed by all the critics.. •. I've been

trying to hail a cab for the last ten minutes.^ ^. •. The hail storm last

week ruined the tobacco crops.. — We might as well stay here until it

stops haihng. ^ ,^. — The soldiers met the enemy with a hail of

buUets. .
Where do you haU from? )?

hair. There's hair on your sleeve.. — What color is her hair? ?
•. just missed hitting me by a hair.- , ^.

half. Bring home half kilogram of butter.. •. I'll give him half of my
share. ^ . — We'll be there

at half past eight. .
half an hour^. I'll be back in half an hour...

half asleep . I was Ijong on the couch half asleep..
half hour. I've been waiting the last half hour..

half price. I got it for half price at a sale.5 .
in half. Shall I cut it in half? 5?
to go halves . Let's go halves..
one and a half,. This shirt will take a meter and a

half of material. Ha.
hall. Please wait in the hall., -. •. It's the second door down

the hall. . •. There

were no seats, so we stood at the back of the hall., .
city hall ^. worked in the city hall.

^.
ham. Would you Uke some ham for breakfast?? •. That actor's

quite a ham. .
hammer. C!ould I borrow a hammer?

iffle? •. Hanuner the nail in..
hand. Where can I wash my hands? ^

^? — I shook hands with him and left.^^ .— The business has changed

hands. ^. — The

affair is now in his hands. .— You
can see his hand in this. ^1 ^.
•. Will you hand me that pencil? 5. •. I worked couple of years as a

farm hand. .
•. Did you have hand in this project?
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handkerchief ENGLISH-RUSSIAN hard?
•. The audience gave her a big hand when
she came on. .

by hand . All this sewing had to be done by
hand. ^ .
firsthand . I got this information firsthand..
handmade . This rug is handmade..
hour hand . The hour hand is broken..
on hand . He's never on hand when I want him.

Er6 ,. ^.
on the left hand . My house is on your left

hand as you go up the street towards the church., ^.
on the other hand . As you say, he's a

good man; but, on the other hand, he hasn't had much ex-

perience. ^, ; ,, .
to get out of hand. Don't let the students get

out of hand. He .
to hand down (). The recipe has been handed

down in our family for generations. -.
to hand in. I'm going to hand in my resignation

tomorrow..
to hand out. Take these tickets and hand them out.

.
to hand over. Hand over the book..
to have one's hands full .
certainly has his hands full with that job. 5.
to lend hand. Would you lend me a hand in

moving the furniture??
to take fir one's hands. Can you take this prob-

lem off my hands??
They have the situation well in hand. —. • We haven't any soap on hand this

week. ^. • I've got

lot of work on my hands today.. • This is the worst hand I've had all evening.^ .
handkerchief .
handle. This hammer needs new handle.. •.
Handle with care! ()! — Can you
handle a gun? ?•. Look all you want to, but don't handle it., . •.

handles the car very well. .
•. This car handles well.. •. handled the situation very

well. . •.
We don't handle that brand. .

handsome. I don't think he is very handsome.. •.

offered her handsome gift if she would show him around
town. Oh ,^. • (round).

offered me handsome sum for my farm.;^^ .
hang (hung or hanged, hung or hanged). He hung

the picture over the fireplace.. — The man was hanged for his crime. -. •. hung his head in

shame. . •. Is that

your hat hanging on the hook??' (sit). The dress hangs well on you.. •. Now he's

getting the hang of it. .
to hang around. He's always hanging

around the race track..
to hang on,. I hung on to the rope as tight as I

could. .
to hang out. Don't hang out of the window.

He oKHd.

to hang up. Hang your hat and coat up here..
hung up on me.

( ) .
• Hang on to this money.5.

hanged See hang.

hanging. He was sentenced to death by hanging.

Oh .
happen. What happened? ? — I

couldn't help it; it just happened. ,.
to happen to . What happened to the type-

writer? 5 ? —
wonderful thing happened to me last night. -, •-

. Everything happens to me. Co -.
Were you there when the accident happened?? • I don't happen to

agree with you. .
• How did you happen to find me?? 'It happens that we can't do anything about it.,

happily. She seems to live happily. ,,. • . Happily, no one was

injured in the accident. ,.
happiness .
happy. This is one of the happiest days of my

Hfe. . —
The movie had happy ending..

I don't feel happy about it. Sto .
harbor n.
hard. I don't hke to sleep on a hard bed.) . — You can't wash

clothes in such hard water.. •. Those are hard words.. •. tied the rope in a hard

knot. Oh . •.
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hardly ENGLISH-RUSSIAN head

After the first few kilometers they to a hard road.,. •. you like hard work,

see that you get it., , . •.
He's hard worker and does a good job., '. He's hard man.. •. He's been training for

two months and is as hard as nails. -, . -

hard and fast . We have no hard

and fast rules here..
hard of hearing . You'll have to speak louder,

because he's hard of hearing. ,
..

It was raining hard when he left the house., -. • I had hard time

getting here because of the fog.-. • tried hard to do it right, but failed., .
• He's always hard up before pay day.^ . • The ice cream didn't freeze

hard. .
hardly ^. He had hardly begun to speak when he was

interrupted. . ,. •. There were hardly any people there

when the show started. ,.
You can hardly expect me to believe that story., ? • I hardly think so..

hardware ,
harm. gets mad easily but he wouldn't harm a

flea. Oh , ^,. • (to be harmed). Tliis dry weather

has done a lot of harm to the crop. -.
harmony . We have complete harmony

in the office now..
to be in harmony. His plans are in harmony

with mine. ^ .
harness ^.
harvest ,; v .
has See have.

haste n.
hasten v.
hat. Where can I buy a hat? ^?
hate. She hates him. .
•. You could see hate in her eyes.. • . I hate to get up
in the morning. ^ .

haul. They hauled the load with horses.. •. The fishing boats made
quite a haul. .
Q It was short haul from the mill to the station. Hepe-.

have (had, had), . You haven't the right to do it.5.

to have baby. My wife is going to have a baby

in June. .
to have drink. I've had one drink too many..
to have it in for. They'll have it in for us if we do

that. , §.
to have it out. It's better to have it out with

him now than later. ^ ,.
to have to,. I have to leave early. ,. — She has to go home now. ;^.

I have two tickets to the theater.. • Do you have any brothers and sisters?? • I have the idea clearly in

mind. . • Now I have

him where I want him. ^ ,. • has fine library. -. • I have sore foot. 4. • Let's

have dinner at six o'clock.. • I had hard time getting up this morning.. • We have piano lessons

twice a week. .
• I have my teeth cleaned twice a year.. • You don't

have to do anjiihing you don't want to., . • I won't have noise in

this room any longer. 5. • Has he done his job well?? • He'll have finished by that time.

tom5^ . 'I had some money

with me. . • I had

this suit made to order. ^.
• If I had known that, I wouldn't have come at all., . •! had better

leave before the rain starts.. • has the laundry do his shirts.. • Has he gone home??
hay. They saw field after field of hay..

I'm tired; let's hit the hay. *, nopd -!
• Let's make hay while the sun shines. *4

noKil .
he . Who is he? ? — Give this to him.

5to ^. — I've seen him. .
If anyone wants to do it, he can. -

5, .
head. My head hurts. . —

I fell head first. . — How many

head of cattle are on the farm?? •. We want some nails with larger

heads. ^^-. — The lettuce is fifty kopeks a head.

— . • (). I want

two heads of cabbage. .
•. We'll have to knock in the head of the barrel.. — Begin at the head of the

page. . •. Who is the

head of the family? ? — I want to speak

to the head of the organization. ^
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headquarters ENGLISH-RUSSIAN hearty. •. A head wind delayed our

landing. 4, .
•. The pilot headed the plane into the wind.. •.
Where are you headed? ? •-. Events are coming to a head.^. •-
(). How far is it to the head of the river??

at the head . was at the head of the pro-

cession. Oh BO .
headache . Has your headache gone away??
head man. He's the head man. —.
head over heels 6. My friend is head over heels in

love. 6 .
heads. Heads I win, tails I lose. —, —.
out of one's head . The man is positively out

of his head. 9 .
over one's head -. That

problem is over my head. 9. »

to go to one's head ^-.
The success of the play has gone to his head.^.
to hit the nail on the head , .
You hit the nail on the head that time. Ha, .
to keep one's head ^. Every-

one kept his head when the fire started., ^.
to lose one's head . She got angry and

lost her head. ,.
to make head or tail of. I can't make head or

tail of the story. ^ .
to put heads together . Let's put our heads

together and figure it out. §.
to turn one's head . His flattery turned

her head. .
I have headache. . • has

good head for business. .
• You're at the head of the list. .
• The boy heads his class at school.() . • It's about time for me to head home.

() . • Our maid took it into her head

to leave suddenly.. • It was head-on coUision between two cars., ^.
headquarters .
heal. How long do you think it will take this cut to

heal? , ?
health. How's your health? , ?—

Here's to your health! !
She has been in poor health lately.. .

healthy. I feel healthy enough. .
— looks healthier now.. or <5. •.
The pupils showed healthy respect for their teacher.

^.
Q This isn't healthy climate to live in..

heap ^. Don't leave those things in a heap.§, ^. — Throw all this stuff

in the rubbish heap.

^. •. The table was heaped with all kinds

of food. .
hear (heard, heard). I just heard the telephone ring.. — I can't hear

you very well. . — I heard an inter-

esting story yesterday. .. — I hear that the play was a success. ,5 . — I never heard of

such a thing. .
— They offered to put me up for the night, but I wouldn't

hear of it. ,. •. I hear good

music every night.. — The case was heard in open court.5^ . •. Hear me
to the end. . •.
The judge hears different kinds of cases every day..

What do you hear from home??
heard See hear.

hearing. The old man's hearing is getting poor..
to give hearing. The judge gave both

sides a hearing. .
Hearing the good news made me very happy..

heart. His heart is weak today.. — She has soft heart.. •. The store is located in the heart

of town. .
•. I intend to get to the heart of this matter.

cfTU.
after one's own heart no. He's a'man after my

own heart. .
at heart ^. At heart he's really a nice fellow.

Ho^ .
by heart. He learned the poem by heart.;^.
hearts. I bid two hearts. () .
to break someone's heart . He broke her

heart when he left. .
to do one's heart good . It does my heart

good to see them happy. * ,^, .
to take to heart . Don't take

it to heart. He 5 .
G I haven't the heart to do it. * -. • Have heart!! • Don't

lose heart. ^.
hearty. We were given hearty welcome at their

home. . •.
They gave us hearty meal there..
My father's still hale and hearty at sixty. ^^
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heat ENGLISH-RUSSIAN hide

, . • He's hearty

eater, but still he's very thin. ,.
heat. I can't stand the heat in this room.. — In July the heat was

intense. . •. The

heat should be turned on. .
•. She heated the iron. , .
•. In the heat of the argument, he struck him.^.

to heat up. I'll heat up the soup for you..
The heat of the furnace warmed the whole house..

heaven ,.
heavy. Is that too heavy for you?? •. was tired and fell into

a heavy sleep. . — My
duties are heavy this week. Ha&. '. In the morning there was a heavy

rain, ^ . •. This book

is heavy reading. .
is heavy drinker. .

hedge^. We planted that hedge around the

lawn. ^.
•. Why are you trying to hedge around this

question? 5'5?
heed. You ought to heed the advice of your

teacher. , •.
Heed the traffic signals. .

to take heed . Take heed when you
cross the street.

^>'.
heel. I cut my heel on a stone.. — There are holes in the heels of these

socks. 5 . •^. My
shoes are worn down at the heels.. •^. Only the heel of this

loaf is left. .
down at the heels . He's been out of work and

looks down at the heels. , .
height. What is the height of those hills?? — This plane can fly at great heights..

•. has reached the height of success.. •. What he said was the

height of stupidity. To, ,. •. His house is on the heights..
The fever has passed its height. ().

heir n.
held See hold.

hell n.
hello. Hello, how are you?,?
help. Who helps you with your housework?? •. I helped the old

man cross the street.. •. It's difficult to get help for the

house these days. .
• . We're short of help at the factory..

Do you need any help? ? • Help! -! • Can I help you to something?? • Help yourself!,! or! • Sorry, it can't be helped. ,. • I can't help it,^. • I couldn't help but tell him., ^.
helper.
helpful .
helping. Would you like another helping of potatoes??
helpless adj.
hem ; v.
hen ^.
hence. All the facts are against him; hence

you must conclude he is guilty. Bee ,,^, .
said he would come a week hence . ,.

her (See also she) . This is her house. . — That

book is hers. .
herd ^. Herds of wild horses were roaming about the

plain. .
•^. herd of cattle were grazing in the field.. •. The visitors were herded into

the elevator. . •.
The dogs help herd the cattle. Co6di$H.

here,. Meet me here at six o'clock.

{or ) . •. Here's the book., '. Come here, young man.-, !
Newspaper stands are scattered here and there throughout

the city. -.
• My son here will help you out. ,. •! (present). *! or! • Only
six of the men answered "here." -.

hereafter adv,, .
hero .
heroine .
herself. She did it by herself. Ond § £.

• (not herself) . She is not herself today. ^.
She fell and hurt herself. ,.

hesitate. hesitated before making the decision.

Oh , •-. Don't hesitate to call if you need me. He-, .
hid See hide.

hidden See hide.

hide (hid, hidden). He hid his money in a bureau

drawer.. — I hid it somewhere. -.
•. Have you hidden anj^thing?? •.. They are hiding in those woods.

5^. •. Did he have

any hidden reason? ^-? •. This building hides the view.
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high ENGLISH-RUSSIAN hold

. •^. They are 8eng
hides in the market. ^ .

high. . This price is too high.. — She sang a high note. .
— I have a high opinion of him.. •. cHmbed up so high that we couldn't

see him. ,. •. The airplane met high winds..
high and dry . She was left high and dry. *0^.

high and low . I looked high and low, but

couldn't find him. ,.
high spirits . Why is he in such high

spirits today? ^"?
high tide. Let's wait till high tide..

Prices have reached a new high.. • shifted into high.. • The machine operates at a high rate of speed.. •That
building is eight stories high.. • The temperature will be pretty high today.^ .

highly adv .
highway n, .
hill. We must cross range of hills.. — What's beyond the hill?, ?
him See he.

himself. Did he do it himself? ?
•. hurt himself in the leg. .

was himself at all times..
hint. hinted that we should pay for the room.

Oh,. — My father hinted that it was time to go to bed., nopd .
to give a hint. Can't you give me a hint as

to how the picture ends?5.
to take hint . Can't you take hint??

hire. Let's hire the boat for the day.. • . I was
only hired temporarily..

for hire. Do you have any horses for hire??
to hire out . The store hires out bicycles

on Sunday. 5 -.
his. This is his. —.— Do you have his address?

ExjTb ?
history. The history of Russia is very interesting.. — is writing history

of aviation. .
— His field is history. —.
— That picture has quite a history.

CBOib.

hit (hit, hit). The ball hit the fence.. •. I hit my knee against the door.. •. The light hit his

eyes. ^ . •. won
the game with a two-base hit.. • . That movie was hit..

hit-or-miss . * works in hit-or-miss

fashion. .
to hit it off. They hit it off from the beginning..
to hit on. How did you hit on that??

The news hit me very hard.. • made four hits and missed

the rest. nondji ,.
hobby .
hoe ; v.
hog. Do you know where I can buy some good hogs?^, ?
— You're an awful hog. — .

Don't hog the road. He ,. • went the whole hog and bought the most

expensive car he could find..
hold (held, held). She held the baby in her arms.

Ond . — held the book in

his hand. . — She held high

for a long time. . •-. That knot will hold. ^ .—
The pin held her dress in place. ^. •. held his breath till

he got to the surface. ,. •. Hold him, or

he'll fall. , a . •.
lost his hold and fell. .

•. This bottle holds one liter.. •. The car holds five

people. .
•. held office for long time.. • (to lease). They

held the land under a ten-year lease.. •. I hold

that your opinion is unsound.. •. The court held him guilty..
to hold back. I wanted to say it, but

held myself back. 5, -. •. was on the point of hitting

me, but held himself back., . •. Hold that crowd back!5^!
to hold on. Try to hold on a little longer.. •.
Hold on and let me explain what I mean.!. , ^.
to hold out. They held out against all odds., .
to hold over. Let's hold this over until the next

meeting. 5 .
to hold up(). The work was held up for
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holder ENGUSH-RUSSIAN hope

three weeks. .
•. I was held up last night.. •. held up well under the

strain. Oh ,.
held himself ready for all emergencies.. • The meetings of the club are held once a

week. (). • She held the check for a long time. ..
holder. The holder of the number won a set of

dishes. .
cigarette holder. Where can I buy a

cigarette holder? ?
stock-holder. That man is the principal stock-

holder in this firm..
hole,. There's hole in that glove.. •. Don't go to that restaurant;

it's just an old hole. He —. •,. The mouse ran into its

hole. .
to pick holes in . He picks holes

in everything I do. , -.
She found herself in the hole financially. Ond
rpomd, . • The trip made a big hole in my

funds. .
holiday. Is today holiday? ?

•. When does the holiday season begin?? •-. I'll see you during the holidays.. •. I want to take holiday., .
hollow. Why does he have such hollow cheeks?^ ? •. The

hollows in the road are filled with water from the storm.. •.
The road down into the hollow is sUppery when it rains. Bo

>' .
•. His excuse sounded hollow..
Q hollow place. The river has carved out

hollow places in the rocks..
The birds have nested in that hollow tree..

holy adj.
home. They have beautiful home in the country.. — Our home is alwaj's open

to you. . — There is

home for the aged up on the hill. , ,. •. went back to his home town.

Oh . •. I have to go

home. .
at home. I was at home all day yesterday.. — yourself at home..
Where is your home? ? • Whose

home is it? ? • They are at home every

other Wednesday. ^1

. • drove his point home. -.
homesick

to be homesick ..
honest. Is he honest? ()?

•. has an honest face.. •. That's an honest bargain. 5. •. The scale gives honest

weight. . •

(not honest). That wouldn't be honest..
honestly adv.
honesty n.
honey. I'd like some bread and honey.. — The clover is full of bees gathering honey..

That's honey of dress!! or — !
honor . has won great honor.. •. is an honor to his family.

Oh . — It is an honor to be elected

chairman. —. — I swear on my honor. .
• . They gave dinner to honor the heroes.. •. We can't honor

this check. .
honors. expects to graduate with honors..

to be honored . I was honored by the

invitation. 5.
You do the honors tonight. Ha. • is man of

honor. . • I plead

guilty, your Honor. ,.
honorable. It was the honorable thing to do..
hoof .
hook. Is there hook to hang my coat on?, ? •. Don't forget

to put a worm on the hook. He. — This dress is fastened with hooks and eyes.

(). •. I hooked big fish.^. • . This dress

buttons; it doesn't hook., ^. • ( ).
Help me hook this. 5 (-
).•. The two parts of this

buckle hook together.. •. hooked his arm around the

post. Oh . •. gave him

left hook to the jaw. ^.
hop V.
hope. I hope you can come. ,. — Let's hope for the best. ^-. — It is my hope to go back to school., ^ . •.

Don't give up hope. He . — The new

player is the only hope of the team..
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hopeful ENGLISH-RUSSIAN humanity

hopeful. That's a hopeful beginning..
hopeless adj.
horn . Be careful, the bull has sharp horns., . •. Where

are the horns placed in the orchestra? ;^? •. held onto the horn of the saddle.

Oh .
to blow the horn . Drive carefully and

don't blow the horn so much..
to horn in on,? . Don't horn in on my affairs,

please. .
horrible adj.
horror .
horse. \'Miere can I get a horse?? •. Put the boards across the

horses. .
horse races. Let's go to the horse races. -.

horseback. You can get there quicker on horseback..
hose . The store is having a sale on men's and

women's hose.. •. Get out the hose and water the garden.^ .
hospital,. \Vhere is the hospital?()? •. You'll

have to go to the hospital. .
host n.
hostess. Let's drink a toast to our hostess.!
hostile adj.
hot. Do you have hot water?? — His forehead is hot. . — The

dog followed the hot scent.. •. I don't like hot foods..
has hot temper. . • We

thought we were hot on the trail. ,. • The sun's hot today..
hotel. Are there any other hotels?? — I'm looking for a cheap hotel.

^" .
hour . I'll be back in an hour. .
— Chicago is about four hours from New York by plane.. • (lesson). How many hours of

French are you taking??
hours (work) . Why don't we meet after hours?^' ? •. You will have to see me during hours..
When do you take your lunch hour?? • He's the man of the hour. —. • He keeps late hours.

().
house n. I want to rent a house. ^ . —
The whole hoase turned out to greet him.

. •. What house did you work for

in New York? ?
•. This house sells clothing. -. •. The whole house enjoyed the

play. . • (-). The law was just passed by the House.().
house-to-house . We made house-to-

house search. .
movie house. Let's go to the movie house around the

corner. .
to keep house . I'm not used to

keeping house. .
house V. Where are the visitors to be housed?? — We can house your car in the

barn. capde.

•. you provide housing for all of us??
household. The household gathered around the

radio to hear the news. Bee. •. Everyone chipped in

and helped with the household tasks. Bee.
how. How shall I do it? ? — How

did he get here? ? — How do you feel?"? — How is it you didn't come?

§TO, ? •. How
do you sell cheese? ?

how much. How much did he pay?

OH?
How do you do?! • How far is it to the

river? ?
however . However, forget it. ,.

However you do it, do it well., ,.
howl. The trapped animal howled in pain.. •. The movie was so funny

that the audience howled with laughter., da . •.
At night you can hear the howl of wolves in the forest.. •. His sug-

gestion was greeted with a howl of protest. -.
howling success . The play was

howling success. .
The chairman tried to keep order, but he was howled down

by the crowd. ,.
hug V, ().
huge culj,.
human. I'm only human. .

•. There were more animals than humans on the

island. ,.
This food isn't fit for human beings.. • It's only human to make mistakes.. • This job requires a lot of

human sympathy..
humanity.
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humble ENGLISH-RUSSIAN if

humble adj,.
humor. There's a great deal of humor in his writing.. — Keep your sense of

humor. He }'. •. I don't

see any humor in the situation. -. •. You're in good

humor today. .
You'll have to humor him. .

hundred ,.
hung See hang.

hunger. This woman fainted from hunger..
hungry. I'm hungry. . — The child

has hungry look. .
• (to thirst). He's hungry for your friendship.

^'.
hunt. Do jou like to hunt? -? •. They hunted the fugitive from

city to city.. () .
•. Are you going on the hunt?? •. How long has the hunt for the

criminal been going on? . -? •. I hunted high

and low and couldn't find it. ,. — What are you hunting for?? • j(to make hunt for). I made a

thorough hunt for the missing bracelet. ,.
to hunt down. They hunted the fugitive down..

to hunt up. He could always be counted on to

hunt up an excuse. ,;^-. •-

. Try to hunt up that telephone number. -5 .
hunter .
hurrah interj.
hurry. Don't hurry! ! •.
They hurried all the way home.. — Don't hurry the decision. He. •. Is there any hurry?? •. What's the hurry? ^? •. We were surprised at his hurry..

tQ be in a hurry. I'm in a hurry..
Hurry up! ! • Hurry the crowd out of here.' .

hurt (hurt, hurt). He was hurt in the battle and bled

for two hours. Oh. •. I hurt my arm badly, but didn't

break it. , .
•. My arm hurts. . — Where
does it hurt? ? •. She has

hurt look. . •. I hope

you weren't hurt by what I said.

, . •. This will hurt business..
Will it hurt if I'm late? , ?

• I hope your feelings aren't hurt. ,.
husband. Where is your husband? ?
hush. hush came over the hall as the conductor

appeared. ,. •. Hush! I can't hear word.! .

I . I'll do it now if he asks me to. ,. — I hope so. . — I'm

getting bored. . — Is this for me??— Give me that book. .
ice . Put some ice in the glasses.. — Is the ice strong enough for skating?, ? •-. have an orange ice, please. ,, . •. Ice the cake as soon as it's cool., .

to break the ice . She broke the ice by

smiling. , .
He's certainly skating on thin ice when he says that." ? !

• This champagne ought to be iced..
ice cream. Would you like ice cream for dessert??
idea. How did you get that idea?? •. Do
you have any ideas about how to do it? -, ?

My idea is to go by car.. • That's the idea. ! or!
ideal. His father has always been his ideal.. •. This is an

ideal place for swimming..
idiom .
idle. It's just an idle thought. —. •. Are you idle at the

moment? ? •.
Stop tormenting yourself with idle fears..

The factory stood idle for years.. • let the motor idle while he waited., .
idol .
if. If anyone asks for me, say I'll be right back.,, !1.
• (). If I had any suggestions, I'd give them to you.-,. • . See if there's any mail for me., .
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Ignorance ENGLISH-RUSSIAN inch

as if. He talked as if he had been there., .
even if . I'll go even if it rains. ^,^.
if . . • only (). If I could only get there!

{or nondcTb).

ignorance n.
ignorant adj.
ill. He's been seriously ill. .

ill at ease . He's ill at ease in such company.

Em^ no .
can ill afford to quit his job now.

' .
illness .
illustrate . I illustrate the route

better by drawing a map.. •. This

book is illustrated with photographs. -;1.
image . She's the image of her mother.

'Ond .
imagination. Don't let your imagination run

away with you. He .
•. His story shows a lot of imagination..

imagine. imagined there was plot against

him. , .
•. I can't imagine what you mean., ^.

I imagine so. 5*', . • She imagined

that something had happened to her son. -, - .
immediate. We must take immediate action.. •.
Our immediate neighbors live in a big house.<' . •.
Our need for medical supplies is immediate. -.

immediately cjiaiy. You will recognize him immediately from

his picture. .
•. The next show follows immediately

after the ncwsreel. -.
immense. Our living room has an immense fire-

place. .
immortal adj.
impolite adj.
import,.

imported. Is this wine imported or

domestic? ?
importance. This is matter of great importance.. •. Don't put so

. much importance on this matter. He.
important. I want to sec you about an important

matter. ^ (; . — was

the most important man in town.. •. Who's that important

little man that's doing so much talking? -, ?
impose. triwl to impose his ideas on us.£ .

to impose tax on . They imposed
heavy tax on luxuries..

impossible. It's absolutely impossible.. — Don't try to do the impossible.

He , .. •-. That man is absolutely impossible..
impress . Aren't you impressed??

•. We tried to impress upon him the importance of

the job..
impression. gives the impression of being

intelligent. .
— I got the impression that you didn't like the people here.,. •. The police took an impression

of the foot-prints. §.
improve. I think his health has improved.-, . •^/^. what extent

have they improved their land? ^^-
()?

to improve on . you improve

on my suggestion??
improved his knowledge of Russian..

improvement. Has the patient shown any signs

of improvement today? ?- ? •-. This method still needs improvement..
New improvements will increase the value of the house., -. • These buses are definitely an improvement over

the old ones. .
impulse.
in . There's heat in my room. ^. — There arc fifty members in our club.. — Are you good in arith-

metic? ? — I can finish this in a

week. 5 . — His boys are in

school. . — How can you

find him in such a crowd? '1 ?—
Is he in the army? ? •. Say it in English.-. • 1?. You can begin this

in an hour. Br>i .
Write in ink. . • I'm in poor

health. . • It gets hot here in the

daytime. HtdpKo. • My brother

is in business for himself.. • Who's in? ? • Cut it in half.

('-, . • Come in!!
inability n.
inasmuch^. Inasmuch as the president is out of

town, the meeting will have to be postponed. ^, .
inch. This ruler is fifteen inches long..

was beaten within an inch of his life.
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incident ENGLISH-RUSSIAN inquiry. • Automobile traffic is inching along

today. .
• I used up every inch of cloth..

incident. rather funny incident took place

yesterday at school. -.
As result of that incident, he was fired. -.

incline. Doesn't that tower incUne to the right,

or did I have a drink too many? -, . •. This inchne

is steep. .
to be inclined . I'm inclined to believe

you. .
include. We forgot to include this number in the

program. § .
•. Include this in my bill..

Everyone came, including his brother. ,. • The farm includes five acres..
income .
inconvenience.
increase'. Interest in Russia is increasing in the

United States.. •. You must increase your steel

output. .
in'crease. Do you expect an increase in salary??
indeed. Indeed not! ! — That is very

good indeed. ,, .
indefinite adj.
independent. Her interests are independent of

her husband's. ,,•. My dad used

to give me pocket money, but now I'm independent.

oyd ,, •-. You're getting pretty independent. -.
indicate. This indicates that I'm innocent., . • . This

rash might indicate measles..
D His expression didn't indicate his feelings., . • The policeman indi-

cated the way traffic was to go.^.
indifferent. He's completely indifferent to

her. Oh ^^. •.
It's indifferent to me where we go tonight. ,.

That last book of his is an indifferent piece of work. -.
indirect. Why did you take the indirect route?? •. An

indirect result of the law was a decrease in production..
Individual. What kind of individual is your new

chief.' ? •-. She has very individual taste in clothes..
Everyone had his individual way of solving the problem.5 -.

indoors. You had better stay indoors today..
induce V,.
industry. Steel is one of the main industries

here. .
•. You might be promoted if you showed

more industry. ,.
infection,.
inferior . They are making inferior

shoes now.. •. This dress is inferior to the one I

bought last time. ^ ,.
infinite adj.
influence. Your friendship has always been a good

influence on him.. — Does he have any influence Avith the

government? -? •. I'm not trying to

influence you. .
inform. wasn't informed in time.- ().

Under questioning, he informed against his partner. Bo1.
information. I want some information about train

schedules. .
•. This catalogue is for the information of

students. — .
information center . Where is the in-

formation center? ?
injure. She felt injured by his remark. Ond^ .

to be injured. How manV people were in-

jured in the automobile accident?

ocpado .
injury. still suffers from the injury he received in the

last war. Oh ,.
ink. I need to fill my pen with ink..
Qto ink in. Ink in the letters on the sign..

inn n.
innocent. The court declared him innocent.. •. He's com-

pletely innocent as far as business is concerned.. •-. My apparently innocent remark caused a lot of

trouble. , ,
Mdccy. \

inquire. I want to inquire about rooms.. •. Let's

inquire into the truth of the matter.

5.
inquiry. Have you made any inquiries about the
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insect ENGLISH-RUSSIAN interest

price of apartments in this neighborhood? ?
insect. Are there any {xtisonous insects here?- ?
ins^t. Several new maps have been inserted in the

latest editions of the book. .
inside. Leave it inside. Sto.
— May I see the inside of the house? -? — The apple looked good, but the

inside was rotten. Ha ,. •. See that it's done inside

of five minutes. 5 ^.
inside out. Don't turn it inside out. He§.
Let's go inside. . • Give me an inside

room. ^ ^. • The theft must
have been an inside job.,^6- .

insist. I insist that I am innocent., .
Why do you insist on going?^

(or)?
inspection. We have to unpack our bags for customs

inspection.. •. Who's making an inspection today??
inspiration. He's got to have inspiration before

he can write. , .
inspire,. Her very presence

inspired him.. •,. She inspired most of

his great works. ,^.
install. When will they finish installing the electrici-

ty? ?
•. The telephone hasn't been installed yet..

The new director was installed in office. -.
installment. How many more installments do you have

to pay on this furniture?. •. The last installment of

this story will come out in the next issue.§ ^ .
instance. In that instance you were right.. •. you quote few

instances? ?
for instance. For instance, what would you

have done if you were in my place? ,,611 ?
instant ^. Don't wait an instant. He. •. After your article was pub-

lished, there was an instant demand for his book.^, .
the instant . Let me know the instant he

arrives. , .
The play had instant success.. • Come here this instant.&.

instead. What do you want instead??

I pay tomorrow instead of today?, ?
institute. Who is the director of the Institute of

Technology? ?
•. The city instituted a campaign to keep the

streets clean.^ ^.
institution. That hospital is one of the oldest

institutions in the city. — -§. •. Giving
presents on Christmas is a worldwide institution.^ .

She was committed to an institution for the insane. ^.
instruct. We were instructed on how to run the

machines. .
•. The children have been instructed to take their

places. .
instruction. The instructions are attached to the

machine. . •.
His job is mainly the instruction of new students..

instrument. Does anyone here play an instru-

ment? - -? — That doctor uses the latest surgical instru-

ments..
in'sult. She considered it an insult not to be invited to

the party. ,.
insult'

to be insulted. Don't be insulted. He.
insurance. Car owners have to carry accident

insurance here. -.
• (to insure) . How much insurance do you
carry on your house? Bo ?

insure. Are you insured? ?
— My father's life is insured for twenty-five thousand

dollars..
Check your tires carefully to insure against blowouts.,.

intelligence . You don't need much intelligence to under-

stand that. 6to, .
intelligent adj^.
intend. What do you intend to do?? •. Is this intended for

me? ?
intention n.
interest. I have an interest in my uncle's business in

Boston.. •. How much interest does it pay?

6to ? •. It's

to your interest to do this. .
•. That book is of no interest to me.;^. — Does this interest

you? ? •. tried to

interest me in tennis..
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interesting
ENGLISH-RUSSIAN ivory

It's of no interest to me whether we win or lose., .
interesting. That's very interesting..
interior adj.
international adj,.
interrupt. Pardon me for interrupting.,. •. Did I interrupt some-

thing? .^?
int^val n.
interview. The newspapermen arrived for an inter-

view with the new ambassador.. •. My job is to

interview applicants. — -
.

intimate adj. Is that man an intimate friend of

yours? Oh ? •. The doctor

asked him several intimate questions. $-.
intimate v^^. intimated that he wanted a raise.

Oh, .
Are you intimating that you don't like your job?§, ^ ?

into . Get into the car and wait for me.. — I got into trouble. ^
^. •. you put that into Enghsh?

5 ?
introduce. introduced note of humor into the

conversation. . — He's

trj'ing to introduce something new in painting.

6- . •. I'd

like to introduce you to my father. -. • . Who intro-

duced that law? Stot?
invent. Who invented this strange machine?

5 ? •. Did you

invent that story?, ?
invention n.
inventory n.
invest. How much money do you plan to invest in

government bonds? ?̂
investigate. We'll investigate the matter.

5.
investigation.
invitation. Thank you for your invitation..
invite. They invited us to spend the weekend

with them., •. His painting invited lot of

criticism. ^.
inviting. That candy looks inviting..

speaker invited questions. -.
invoice ^.
involve. I don't want to involve you in this

affair. ^ 5. •.
They have very involved system of bookkeeping here.

. •.
All her time is involved in taking care of her children..

The job involves lot of traveling.,
iron. That isan iron gate. .
— He's man of iron will. .
•1. Is it made of iron? ?
•. Have you got an iron I can borrow?? •. Iron this dress carefully,

please., .
to iron out. We still have a few things to

be ironed out. .
irregular. The chairs were arranged in

irregular rows. -. •. His behavior seemed Uttle

irregular to me. .
Is See be.

idand. They swam out to the island.. • (little island). There was a little

island of flowers in the middle of the field..
issue. When is the paper issued?? •1. When does the next issue of the

magazine come out?? •. Do you approve of the issue of

government bonds? -? •. We are awaiting the issue

of the elections. .
• . I don't want to make an issue of it.^ .

to take issue. Why do you always take issue

with what I say?^ ?
That is the point at issue. 5- .

it §. I can't do it. . — It was

friend of mine who called. .
•. This key won't work because it's bent.,^ .
nis it necessary for us to go?

(or)? • It's five o'clock. .
Italian (m). Is his uncle Italian too?? • (/)• His mother was an

ItaUan. , •.
Do you know of a good ItaUan restaurant?? •-
(language). speaks Italian. -.

item. List all items of clothing., •. Did you see the item in the

paper about their wedding??
its. Put the cat in its basket., •. swallow built its nest under my

window. ^ .
studied the problem in all its aspects..

itself (). That speaks for itself..
ivory .
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Jack ENGLISH-RUSSIAN just

jack. I need a jack to change my tire., . •. Play the

jack of hearts. .
to jack up . You'll have to jack up

the car. .
•. Prices were artificially jacked up..

jail. The judge sentenced the man to six months in

jail.. • (). was jailed for forg-

ing documents. (^).
jam. The hall was jammed with people.. •. We nearly had an accident

when the car brakes jammed. ,. •. What

caused the traffic jam down the street? -
5'? •. Help yourself to the

strawlxrry jam. .
January n.
jar. I want a jar of preserves.. •. Try not to jar this.. •. That fall gave me quite a jar..

to jar one's nerves. Subway noises jar

my nerves. .
jaw .
jelly. I want bread and jelly.<>.
jewel. I have jewels to sell.. •. My watch has

seventeen jewels. .
• . She has lx;autiful poir of jeweled

earrings. .
job. Do you want job? ? —

It's going to Ixi an awful job to file these letters.

.̂ '•. My job is to wash the dishes..
join. Where do the roads join? 5? •. Join these pipes together. -. •. When did you join

the army? .*! bi.i ?•-
. Do you want to join us??

Everybody join in the chorus. .
Joint. The pipe is leaking at the joints.. '. My joints ache.. •. What's the name of the joint we

went to last night? ,
.-!? •. My husband and I have a

joint bank account. ^; .
His arm is out of joint. ;1.

joke. He's always telling jokes.. •. This is no time for

joking. 1. • ^'. They made
joke of the whole thing. ^.

to play joke. I was only playing a joke

on him. .
The joke is on him. .

journey. It was long journey.. •. Is it more than a day's

journey? ?
They journeyed all the way to the coast to meet me.,.

joy. I wish you joy in your marriage. ^. •. The baby is joy to watch..
joyful odj,,.
judge. Where is the judge? ? — You be the

judge of that. . — I'm no judge

of art. . • (jury). The
judges haven't yet picked the best book.. • .
Who judged the race?? •. Don't judge me by that transla-

tion. He . — Don't

judge them too harshly. He .
judgment. The judgment he made was not very

sound. ,. •. In his judgment, you're doing the

wrong thing. , .
to pass judgment. Don't pass judgment too

quickly. He .
How large was the judgment against you?? • always shows good

judgment. . • In my judgment

you're wrong. -, .
juice. I want some orange juice..
July .
jump. See how high you can jump.,. •. There's

been quite jump in the temperature.. • (to jump across).

It's quite a jump from one side of the brook to the other. He.
to jump at (). jumped

at the offer. 5 ().
to jump over. Jump over it.-

..
to jump up. He jumped up from his chair.

^.
June .
junior. His brother is three years his junior.. •. His brother is now

a junior foreman here. ^'>
MilcTcpoM. •1;. was in his junior

year in college. ^.
just. Even his enemies admit he's a just man, .

•. gave just account of the meeting.. • . That's just what I
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justice ENGLISH-RUSSIAN kind

want. , , •. Just

what do 3'ou mean? ,,'? • . Did you just come?? '^. We just got there on time.^ -. •. He's just

Uttle boy. .
Just minute and I'll be with you. !^. • I'm just tired to death.. • After everything that had happened,

his anger was perfectly just. ,
npdBO.

justice. We must admit the justice of his

demands.

. •. will be brought to justice for his

crimes. 3a .
•. My grandfather was justice of the peace..

to do justice. You didn't do justice to his talents..
This portrait doesn't do you justice. Stot.

justify. justified his conduct by saying

he was upset. ,. •. How can you justify your claim??
keen. This knife has very keen edge. §^.

to be keen. He's very keen about his new
job. Oh .

has keen mind for mathematics.. • Are you very keen about

going with them? ?
keep (kept, kept) . Can you keep a secret?? •. Keep cool. -. •. I kept this for you.. • . May I keep

this photograph? 5-? •. Keep in touch with me.. •. I always keep my word.. . •. Do I keep to the

left or right? ,? •. Do you earn enough to keep your

family? ?
•. Your garden is well kept.. •. Sorry to keep you
waiting., .

to keep on. Keep on the job.. •. Keep on with what you're

doing. . — Keep on trying..
to keep up. Keep up the good work., ^. •

(upkeep; . Is it expensive to keep up your car?? • . Did
you have any trouble keeping up with the others?5' ?
to keep watch. I kept watch over the bed of the

sick child. .
be bit late; keep dinner warm for me., . . • Do

you keep chickens? ^? • Keep your temper.1. • Keep moving!,! • Keep him from eating too much.,. • Keep lookout for

him., . • Does your watch

keep good time? Bduni ^? • Wbat
do 3'ou keep in stock? ? • Sure,

he's worth his keep. , .

kept See keep.

kettle. Boil the potatoes in the iron kettle..
key. I've lost the key to my room.

(). — Do you know the key to the code?? •. What key is tho

symphony in? ?
•. The typewriter keys are terribly stiff. 51. •. He's the

key man in the plant. tj't.
kick. I hope this horse doesn't kick.,. •. Kick the ball!!• (). Kick the box

this way. 5 ().
•<'. That horse gave you Pome kick!'! •. gets big kick

out of sports. ^ .
•1. The kick of the rifle can break your shoulder.. •.
He's always kicking about something.-'^.

kid. We have three goats and a little kid.. •. She got pair of

kid gloves for her birthday.. •. Are

you kidding? ?
kids. We'll feed the kids first.^.

kill. Be careful with that gun; you might kill somebody, '-. — Let's take walk to kill some time., . •. The com-

mittee killed the bill. 5 -. •'. Too much salt will kill the flavor.

bkj'c. •. The huntt^rs

brought home the kill..• (to finish off). The hunters closed

in for the kill. ,
.

kilometer. How many kilometers is it to the next

town? ? .

kind. Be kind enough to help me. ,
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kindle ENGUSH-RUSSIAN lack

4. •. You'll find the people here

very kind. , 16 .
•. We have to deal with afl kinds of people..
•. What kind of dog is he? 5? •. What kind of fruit grows here?^ ?

in kind. That farmer paid his workers in kind.

9tot . • -. Don't get sarcastic with him; he can pay you back in

kind., ,.
kind of-. I felt kind of sorry for him.-^.

What kind of person is he? ?
Idndle .
kindly. Her grandmother is kindly old lady. "

—
- . •. You will be

treated kindly. ^^. •.
Kindly mind your own business., -.

kindness. I'm thankful for your kindness.^.
king .
kingdom.
kiss. I want to kiss you. ^ .
— How about kiss? ? •.

covered her with kisses. .
kitchen. Do you mind eating in the kitchen?, ? —
Who is in charge of the school kitchen?^?

You'll find it under the kitchen stove. ^.
kitten n.
knee. My knee hurts. . —
When I fell I tore a hole in the knee of my pants., .

kneel (knelt) v .
knelt See kneel,

knew See know,

knife (knives). Give me the big knife to cut the bread.. •.
was knifed in street fight. ^.

knit (). His girl friend knitted him a sweater.()^ ^, •. has to

wear cast until the bones knit. ^, .
knives See knife.

knock . Knock before you open the door. He,. •. Did you hear a knock?? •. Try not to knock

against the table. .
•. Do you hear that knock in the motor??

to knock down. Be careful not to knock any-

thing down from the shelf.. •. Knock down the scaf-

folding. . •. Can't you knock

down the price a couple of rubles? He,?
to knock off. Let's knock off at five o'clock.. •. Knock some-

thing off the price. .
to knock out . He was knocked out in

the tenth round..
was knocked out after one game of tennis. -.

knot ^. you untie this knot?? — This steamer makes fifteen knots. 5. •.
knotted the rope securely. .
•^. knot of people gathered around the accident..

know (knew, known). I'm not guessing; I really know.

9to , . — I knew you were

coming today. , . — I

know only French and English.. — Do you know him by
sight? ? —

- I knew him very well..
known. Wait until all the facts in the case

are known., ^' -
to know how. I don't know how to drive a car..

knowledge. Certainly, my knowledge of Russian is

limited. , ,-.
Do you have any knowledge of this matter? -5? • the best of my knowledge, no.

<;,.
known See know.

labor. How much did you pay for the labor on this?5? •. The law was passed in the interests of labor.. •. Do
you know the labor laws? -? • . labored on his

book for throe years.. *. Don't labor the ix)int. He

. •. She was in labor

five hours. .
lace. Lace your shoes.. •. Where did you get that beautiful

lace? ?
lack. We couldn't do it because of the lack of time.

Sroro - .
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lad ENGLISH-RUSSIAN lawyer

•. He lacks persistence. ^!.
His lack of knowledge was obvious.

I

, .
lad ,.
ladder .
lady. Who is that lady at the door?? •. ^\ee is the ladies'

room? ?
lady of the house. Do you wish to speak to the

lady of the hovise? ?
laid lay.

lain See lie.

lake. I want to swim across the lake. xo^.
lamb n.
lame. Who's that lame boy? -? '. That's lame excuse for giving up the

work. 9to ,.
I was lame after the horseback ride..

lamp .
land. The land here is poor for farming.. . •. always

wanted to get back to the land. ^' . — inherited great deal

of land.. •. When do you expect to reach land?. ? •. The ship should land within the next hour., .
•. The pilot landed the plane at night.1 .

dry land. I'd like to be on dry land again..
native land. had great love for his native land.

Oh 65\
The landed in the ditch.

KandBc.

lane n.
language. I don't know what language he speaks., . •.

Trj' not to use bad language here..
science of language. He studied the

science of language. .
lantern n.
lap. The kitten lapped up the milk.. •. How many laps ahead is the

first car? Ha Bfanrana?
She held the baby in her lap..

large. is man of large sympathies. —. — I need large room.' . • This box isn't large

enough. .
The thief has been at large for two da}'s.

ocadc. • The country at large

is interested in the problem.^ .

lark. Is that lark ovn* tbrae? §,?
last. I spent my last ruble for lunch.^ . — was the last to leave.. — came last.. — Did you see the name of the last station?? — This is my

last word. .•.
How long does this show last?? •. Do you think you can

last another kilometer? ,? •. I don't think my money will

last till the end of the month. ^,.
last night . Last night I WMit shopping..
That was the last straw.. • That was the last thing I expected him to do..

late. She came late at night.. •. It was late show he went to.. — You can read the latest news

in the afternoon paper.. •. Should we come at

eight P.M. or later?? •. The late president was fond of

sports. .
to be late. Don't be late for the theater. He.

lately adv.
latter. Of the two reports, I prefer the latter.peod.

was very successful in the latter part of his hfe..
laugh. Don't laugh so loud. He.
Q to laugh at . He always was afraid that

people were laughing at him. ,.
to make one laugh. Her prank made us laugh..

It's not laughing matter. .
or . • When we found the mistake, he

tried to laugh it off. ,, . • has hearty

laugh. . • We had good laugh

over his story. .
laughter n.
laundry- Take my shirts to the laundry, please.,, ).

•. My laundry just came back. ..
law. Who makes the laws in this country?? • npdao. is studying law now..

My brother is practicing law. .
• It's against the law to park here..

lawn n.
lawyer,. Try to find a good lawyer

to take the case. -^( ).
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lay ENGLISH-RUSSIAN least

lay (laid, laid) (See also lie). He lay on the couch and

read the paper. .
•. Lay the book here. .
— laid down his life for his country.. •. The rain laid the dust.. •. didn't lay the bricks

carefully. . •.
They laid down their arms and gave up.^' , •. They laid their plans

carefully, but failed.

deo, - . •-. I lay ten rubles to one that you succeed., .
•. The hen laid an egg. .

to lay aside. He laid aside a good sum of

money. Oh ().
to lay blame. Don't lay the blame on me. He.
to lay claim to . You had better lay

claim to the property while you can., 5.
to lay eggs. This hen lays a lot of eggs..
to lay. He laid off ten men today.

'.' .
to lay waste. The whole region was laid waste

by the storm. ^- .
laid the scene of his last play abroad.. •

laid down the law to them. 5^'.
lazy. He's lazy kind of a guy.. ' (laziness). I'm too lazy to get up.,• (to be lazy). One can't

help getting lazy in this hot weather. ^.
lead (as in feed) (led, led). Please lead us to the

nearest hotel.,. •. The information led to his

arrest. . •.
I'll lead the horse to the brook. .
•. This road leads to town.. — led wild life.. •. led us in singing.. •. When I was

looking for a job, he gave me a good lead., . — We followed

his lead in making the plans. , -. • . Whenever

we discuss politics, he always takes the lead.

. •!1. She had the lead in the play. Ond
uh/ .

to lead up to. What did his talk lead up to?' 6[)?
I led him to change his plans. .4. • How much of lead does our

candidate have?, ?
lead (as in fed) \6. Is this made of lead?? • 5'. They filled him full of lead..

leader. Who is the leader of the brigade?? •. He's born leader.. •. Who is the leader

of the band? ?
leaf (leaves) . The leaves on the trees have already

changed color. . •. The
leaves of this book are torn. -. •. Add another leaf to the table..

to turn over new leaf . After

New Year's, I'm going to turn over a new leaf..
league ,.
lean. I want to lean on- your arm. ^. •. Lean this chair

against the wall. . •-. If you lean forward, you can see., . •. Who's the tall, lean

individual over there? ?
•. I'd like some lean meat. ^'. • (bad). It's been lean year for farmers..

to lean over backward* . leaned

over backward to make himself pleasant., .
She leans on her mother in everything. .

;^. • leans toward the right in politics.

npdBbie .
leap. The sailor leaped from the boat to shore.. •. The

horse leaped the fence. .
•. The frog made big leap..

by leaps and bounds , . His fame

increased by leaps and bounds., .
It is seven-meter leap across the brook..

learn. I want to learn all about the country.^ .
•. Have you learned of any good restaurant here?, -? •. learns quickly.. •. Are you learning how to

typ '? ? •.
She learned the part by heart..

Learning Russian is very difficult for me..
learned. gives the impression of being a learned

man. Oh .
learning. The book shows a great deal of learning..
lease . Did they sign lease on the house?? •. I've

leased cottage from him for the summer.

nd,. •cad. We leased our house to tourists

during the World's Fair. Bo.
The good news gave us a new lease on life. -
^, pdocoe.

least {See also little) pad. The work has to be done
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in the least time possible. 5. •. That is the

least you can do. ,
<5.

at least . You might at least have written

to me. , ^,. —
The trip will take three days at least. ^, , .

The least healthy children should be given the milk..
leather. This saddle is made of the best leather.. •. I

need leather jacket for the cold weather..
leave (left, left). May I leave my bags here for a

while?? — I left my coat at home.. — She left her job temporarily.. — She will leave the house to her son.

}-. •. Packages

may not Ix! left here overnight. Hd. •. I must leave now to catch my
train. , .
•. I am going to leave Moscow in a month.. •.
I'm leaving my job. ^ . •.
She left her husband. . •.

took three months' leave from his job.^.
to leave out. When you copy it, don't leave

anj-thing out. ,. — Leave the first paragraph out. HponjTTHTe.
Leave the top off. He . • Are

there any tickets left for tonight? -?
leaves See leaf.

lecture. That was a pretty' interesting lecture.^. • .
Don't lecture me so much, please. He ,.

to give lecture. My father gave us a lecture

for being out so late. 6,'.
I haven't heard anyone lecture so well in a long time..

led See lead.

left {See also leave). Take the other bag in your left

hand. . — He's

always been on the left politically. .
•. turn to the left at the next corner. Ha. — I sat on the speaker's

left. .
leftist. This newspaper follows a leftist policy..

leg. I have a pain in my right leg.. or . •.
The leg of the chair is broken. ^^. •. We are on the last leg of our journey.. • CTopond.

Measure the legs of the triangle. -

. •. I've torn the leg of my trousers..
didn't have leg to stand on..

legal adj.
leisure. Can you do this for me in your leisure time?

Sto - .
at one's leisure . There's no rush; you can

write it at your leisure. ,
<'.

lemon .
lend (lent, lent). Can you lend me a dollar?? — I forgot who I lent the

magazine to. ,^ .
length. The length of the room is twice its width., mnpnnd. •-. We need more than one length of pipe..

at length . described his

trip at length. ocd -. •. We waited for hours, but he came

at length. ,.
would go to any length to have his way., . • What

length of material do you require?

5"? • We were surprised at the length of time you

were away. de .
lent See lend.

less {See also little). I have less money with me than

I thought. , 0Kd3biBaeTCfl, ,
5'. — I have always paid less for such things.. • . Here's

your pay less what you me. edma apda,, .
is less intelligent than I thought. ,.

lesson. Avas taking dancing lessons.. — This failure should be a lesson to j'ou.od .
to teach lesson. I'll teach you a lesson!!
The experience taught him a great lesson.. • The boy is good at his

lessons. d .
let (let, let) cadc. Have you rooms to let?? •. I won't let him say such

things. .
to let alone ocTdeuTb . Please let me alone for

a whWc, ocTdebTc

BjicMH !
to let by. Let me by! !
to let down. They let down in their work

after a week. .•. let me down badly.

0{\.
to let go of (to sell) . Don't let go of your property

yet. He de. •- .

KdTb. Don't let go of the rope till I tell you. He BHnycndrtTe

KaHdTa, .
to let off. The criminal was let off with a light
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sentence.^ .
•. Please let me off at the next corner.-, ^.
to let out. Let the dog out..
to let through. Will the customs officials let us

through? A ?
Let's go to the theater. ^.

• Please let me have the menu.,
(). 'The rain hasn't let up for two days., .

letter. Are there any letters for me today?? — gave me letter of introduction.. •. Have you

learned all the letters in the alphabtit?^? • . Letter the

sign carefully. ^.
to the letter. Be sure you keep to the letter

of the agreement., -.
lettuce n,^.
level. Is the country level or mountainous?? •. This slope

has to be leveled. . •. The shelling leveled the town.. •. The river rose above

the level of the dam.. — is below the general level of the class.

Oh ,. •

(to aim). She leveled the gun at his head. .-. •. The carpenter tested the

surface with a level.

BaTcpndcoM.

The bookcase is level with the table.. • has level head in emergencies.

;^.
liberal. She's very liberal with her money.. •. I was surprised to learn that

the banker was a liberal. , ,. •. has very

liberal views. .
liberty. Let me show you a picture of the Statue of

Liberty. ;^ .
at liberty. Are you at liberty to talk??

to take liberties . He took too many
liberties when he was here., .

The prisoner got his liberty. -.
lice tiee louse.

license. Do you have a license?? •. That doesn't give you license to do

as you please. ,. • He's licensed liquor dealep..
lid .' (lay, lain). Don't lie on the damp grass. He

<?. — Most of the town lies on the

right bank of the river.

. •. Have you lain there all

day? ?
to lie around. What are you lying around for?

Go for a walk. ? !
•. I just lay around all day yesterday..
to lie down. I want to lie down for a few minutes.^ .
to lie down on the job . He lay

down on the job. .
This book's appeal lies in its humor., . • The factory

has been lying idle for a year..
lie^ . There's no doubt that he's lying about it.. •. Everything

he says is a lie! , , —!
life (lives). We tried to save him, but there were no

signs of life in the child. ,. — There

was no life on the island. Ha. — I find that life in the country is

pleasant. !1 . •.
The average life of a dog is ten years. ,, . •. wrote life of the

President. .
the life of the party . He was the life of

the party. .
He's full of life. . • Many

lives were lost in the flood. Bo. • If you take good care of

your car, you will increase its life. ;^, ond .
life preserver .
lift. It's too heavy to lift. —. — The crowd lifted him to their shoulders..1 .. •. The fog

lifted quickly. . •. The

plane didn't have enough lift to get off the ground.., ().
to give lift. They gave him a lift to the

station. .
His letter really gave me a lift..

light (lighted or lit, lighted or lit). Light the lamp as

soon as it gets dark. , .
— I lit the lamp in my room. -. •. The light was so strong that he had to shut

his ej'cs. ,. — Please turn on the light so I can see., , a . —
There is strong contrast of light and shade in the picture.

.^ .
•. She has light complexion.. •. We can work outdoors only as long as it's

light. .. '. Wake me up as soon as it's light.^ . •.
Light the fire and give us some heat. ,. •. The light on the snow

was blinding. . •. Is
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your cigarette still lit? Bdma ?•.
Give me a light. ? •.
Please take light packages with you.,-. — Please give me some light

wine., . —
I prefer light reading after work. -. — She's very light on her feet for

such a heavy woman.. •. Your cakes are

lighter than usual today. Bduie ^-, . •. Our losses in the

battle were light. -. •. I'm in light mood today.. •. Air-

planes can light on this field now.. •. When I

fell I lit on my shoulder. .
light blue-. I want light-blue hat.

}"^- '^.
light snow. light snow fell last night..
to bring to light. The investigation brought

many new facts to light..
to light up. The candle lit up the table.. •. smile lit up her face.. •. The children's

eyes lit up. .
to see the light. At last I've made you see the light.- .

I had light this afternoon.. • made light of the danger.5 . • Give me light bulb.. '1 made my
decision in the light of what I had heard. To, -, .

lightning .
like. This is the kind of country I like.. •. Did you like this

picture? i^Ta? •.
Would you like another cup of coffee?? •. She doesn't hesitate to express her likes

and dislikes. ,<^. • . People here are very much
Uke Americans. .
•^. I don't go in for dancing and the like.^ . •.
ran like mad. , .— took to

it like a duck to water. *0, .
I've never met his like. , ,. • Do you feel like dancing? ^?

likely. You'll very likely be disappointed., efjxete. • .
It is likely to rain tonight. ,.

most likely . The trip will most

Ukely take three days. ,, .
That's likely story! !

likewise adv^.

lily .
limb. The Hghtning split the limb from the tree. -. •. His limbs are very

long for his body..
limit. Where are the city limits?? •. Limit your speech to three

minutes. Bdniy .
You may spend up to a limit of fifty rubles.. • She Uved on

limited diet. Ond -^.
limitation. I didn't realize it would be such a limita-

tion to be without a car. ,' . •.
He's nice fellow, but he has great limitations., .

There are limitations on the amount of baggage a passen-

ger can carry. ,
}' ,.

limited adj.
line. Hang the clothes on the line.. •. Is your line strong enough to land a

ten-pound fish? ,? •. Draw line

between these two points.. — The building has strong lines.. •.
Divide the tennis court with a chalk line.' .'.
Drop me line if j^ou have time. ,, ^. —

- Set these lines in

smaller type. 5. •. There's long line of cars ahead of us.. •. I

had to stand in line to get cigarettes., . •.
Her face was lined with worry. ,. •. They cut the tele-

phone lines. , •.
He's in the grocery line. 1) .
•. They have 1 line of children's clothes.. •.. What line is

the defense folloving? ? •

(lining). Her coat is lined with red.. •. Use lined paper for

the chart. .
front lines. He's in the front lines. .

in line. See whether the wheels are in line. -, . • . was next

in line for a promotion..
to bring into line . Try to bring

the whole committee into line..
to line up . Line up the boys before we

start. ,.
The street was lined with people watching the parade.

Ha .
• Which bus line do you use to go home?? • has very successful line of talk., . • managed to keep
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the whole party in line. ^.
linen. This white is fine but expensive.

<5 , . •.
You can buy nice Unen handkerchiefs in this store. 5. •. What laundry do you send your linen

to? ^' ?
lion .. Your lips are swollen. .

The lip of the pitcher is broken.. • only gives lip service to that principle..
liquid. What's this blue liquid?? •. Do you have liquid sham-

poo? <'?
liquor , .
list. Is my name on the list? ?

•. Please list the places I should visit. -, , .
listen. I like to listen to good music.;^ ^'. •. Listen, I

have something to tell you.,-. •. Listen to what I have to

say. , ^*^. •. Listen for the doorbell.^^ ^*".
lit See light.

literary adj\.
literature n'.
little (less, least). Give me a little piece of cake.. •. I

speak little Russian. -.
• . He's little better than a thief.

^'^ .
I walk little way with you. ^. • I rode little yesterday.. • I'll come in little while.^. • has little influence there..

live (as in give). The doctor said that the patient would

live. , 65'. — Does

anyone live in this house?-? •(). I don't know whether he's living or

dead. , ^. • I expect to live here

for two months. .
— lived happy life. .
•. How can they live on this food??

to live up to. He did not live up to my hopes.

Oh .
You've never lived unless you've seen Paris. 6, . • It will take years to live

down the gossip. ,.
live (as in five). Look out! The snake is a live one.! 5 . •-. They use live

cartridges for practice.. •. It's live issue

in some places. 5.
D Never touch live wire.

. • Roast it over the live coals.

;^ .
lively. She has a lively disposition.. or . •.
The fight was lively one. .
•. What lively puppy! .

Step lively! ! or!
lives See life.

living. He's the living image of his grandfather.. •. you
make living wage on this job? 5?

to make living. Can he make a living

for his family? ?
load. The load weighs hundred kilograms.. •. Are they loading or unloading

the vessel? , ?
— It's time to load the wood onto the Avagon. Hopd, . •. They loaded

us with work. pa66Toii. •.
The gun is loaded. ^.

They were loading the hay onto the wagon..
loading.
loaf. Slice three loaves for sandwiches.. • . We've

been loafing on the job lately... •. loafed

around all day. .
meat loaf. She made meat loaf for dinner..

loan. It was nice of you to arrange that loan for me.

. •. you loan me the book when

you finish it? ,
?

local. This is local custom. .
— You'll need local anesthetic for that oi)eration..
• <'. I met him in my local..

local train . They run local

and ex[)ress trains at all hours. .
locate. The new store is located not far from the

post office.. •. We're unable to locate him as j'et.

noKfl . •. you

locate this place on the map for me??
location. Show me the location of your

camp on this map. -. •(?. What's the exact

location of the ship? ^'?
lock. The lock on the stable is broken.. •{)6 . lie sure to lock

the door when you leave. He 1), ,4,'. Every lock of her

hair was in place. Hcxi.. •^). Lock the dog in the

kitchen. <^. •. The cars

locked bumpers. . •.
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The ship had to stay in the locks an hour..
to lock up. Did you lock up the house before we

left? ?
lodge. We stopped at the lodge overnight.. •. great deal

of power was lodged in his hands.. •. The bullet

lodged in his lung. .
•. lodged his complaint with the manager..

lodges with them. ..
log. Put another log in the fireplace.. •. Where is the

log house? ? •.
Don't forget to log the speed. He.
G logs . The logs are being floated down the river..
(ship's) log. There is a complete record of the

storm in the ship's log.

^.
When will they start logging?.?

lone adj.
lonely. Aren't you lonely without your friends??

•. He's lighthouse-keeper and leads lonely

life. .
This must be lonely place in the winter. ,, .

lonesome adj.
long. I need long rope.

(^. •. Don't stay away too long. He
(or). • or. This is a

long trip by water. ^ .
• . got there long after we did..

as long as. As long as you want it, you can have it., —.
long ago-. The event happened long ago.

9to -.
so long! noKd,!

It's still a long way to the top of the mountain.. • The child cried all

night long. ! . • The play is

three hours long. () .
• I long to finish that job..

look cMOTjiCTb. Look at the beautiful sunset!,! •. Take good look.. •. I enjoy

looking at old family pictures.. •. You look

fine. . •. She looked angry

when she said that. ,. •. I don't like his looks.. •. The big window
looks out on a garden. .

to look after . Did you get someone to look

after the child? -,?

to look for. I'm looking for a room. ^.
to look forward to . We're looking

forward to our vacation. 6-.
to look on. The others played but he just looked

on. , a , '.
Her father looked on her marriage as unfortunate. ^.
to look to . always looked to his father

for help. Oh .
to look up . Look me up some time.-- .• . Have the clerk

look up the train schedule. -. •. Things are

looking up. 111. • .
looked up quickly. .

to look up to. I can't help looking up to him..
She looks very pretty today. -. • The police will look into the theft.]) . • Look out!! • Look out for the trains. .

looks\'. I liked her, not for her looks, but for her

kindness. ,. •. I don't like the looks of things

here. .
I like her looks. -, , .

loose,. made loose

translation from the original. -
(]. ' (not tight).

Put loose bandage on his arm. p^y,
HO ^. •. Buy a kilogram of loose coffee.1) . •,.
Get me some material with a closer weave. This one is too

loose. ,. • . Why is that dog allowed to go

loose? ? •-. certainly cut loose at that party. ,,1).
She's for loose tongue.. • Doesn't that bolt seem loose? A? • Look for it among the loose papers

on my desk. ,. • has loose tooth. -. • There's loose button on your shirt..
lose (lost, lost). I've lost my purse again.. — I lost the thread of his argu-

ment. . — lost

his wife five years ago. -. •. Don't lose hope. .
— I don't want to lose any more time. ^,• (to free oneself),.

lost his foreign accent. .. •. Our team lost.

<4 . •. You have

lost good opportunity by delaying., .
That speech lost him the election. -. • Don't lose your way home. He

no .
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loss ENGLISH-RUSSIAN luxury

loss. I Tjpant to report the loss of some jewelry.^ . •.
The team took the loss of the game lightly.^. •. The loss of

her husband was a great blow. ^,. — There was no reason for the loss of

time. . •.
The company's books have shown a loss for years., 5 .

I am at loss to explain his absence. ^.
lost <See lose.

lot. She's a lot better than people think. Ond^, . •. has lot

of books. . •. Give me lot

of sauce with my meat.. • . bought lot at the edge of

town. Oh .
•. We'll send the textbooks in three different lots..
— The salt is sold in hundred-kilogram lots.. •. They drew

lots to see who would go first. ,^.
There was lots of fun at the dance. Ha. • They're fine lot of soldiers., .

loud. She has an unpleasant, loud voice.. •. spoke loud

enough to be heard in the other room. -,. •. His ties are always too loud.. •.
His manners are much too loud.. or .
•. There were loud criticisms in the press about it.. •-
. Speak loud enough to be heard.,-,,, .

louse .
love. His love probably won't last. He^,^. •. had

great love for the theater. ^. —
had great love for his country.. — I think he really loves her. 5^,. — I love to walk along the river

every morning.,. •. I'd love to see this picture.§. •. Give my love

to all my friends. .
to fall in love. He fell in love with the cap-

tain's daughter. .
lovely. I've never seen such a lovely girl.. •-. There is lovely view from the bridge..
lover. He's lover of nature.. • . Her lover was killed in

the war. .

low. I prefer low heels.. — The temperature is very low today. -. — The singer has a very

low voice. SToro . — I con-

sider the price too low. 5. •. That plane is flying too low.. •. The hill looks low
from here. . —
I have low opinion of him. .
•. She gave low moan.. •. Sing low. . •.
I feel very low today. ^^ -. •. has low type of humor.. • . Put the car

in low to climb the hill. . •. Hang this pic-

ture little lower. § .
•. Please give me lower berth. ,, .

low tide. The tide is low in the morning now.^.
low trick. It was a low trick to go on the trip

without her. .
lower {See also low). The crew lowered the body

into the sea. .
Please lower the window. ,.

• Can't you lower your voice??
loyal. He's loyal follower of this theory..
luck. It was merely matter of luck.. •. Good luck!. or* ^, nepd.

said his failure was due to bad luck., ^ .
lucky. It was very lucky that you came today., .

lucky fellow. Isn't he lucky fellow!!
lumber. Where can I buy lumber and nails?? •. We need lumber to build

a barn. capdn. •-. We do lumbering up the river..
lumbered along like an elephant. ,.

lump. has lump on his head where he bumped it.,. •. Do you have lump or granulated

sugar? cdxap ?
lump sum ^. paid for it in a lump sum.^.

lunch. What are we going to have for lunch?? • (to eat lunch).

It's time for lunch. . •

(to eat lunch). Will you lunch with me? -?
lung n.
luxury n.
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machine ENGLISH-RUSSIAN make

M
machine. My mother uses a machine in washing and

ironing.. •^. The machine is backing him in the

election. Er6;^
anapdT.

machinery. The machinery is out of order.. •. There was no machinery

to settle the dispute. He ,§.
mad. must be mad to take such a chance., . •

,. She was mad about him from the very first. Ond, . •^.
That was mad thing to do.. •. Watch out for the mad dog.. •. She is very

mad at him. .
like mad . drove Uke mad., .

to drive mad . The heat's driving me mad..
to get mad. That's no reason to get mad. -§ .
to make mad. What made him mad??
My boy is mad about ice cream..

madam n (used only in addressing a foreigner).

made See make.

magazine. Where can I buy a magazine??
magic n.
magnificent adj. >

maid . Two old maids live there.. •. Where can I hire a maid?? •. There

are only five maids in this hotel. §.
maiden. I have maiden aunt.. •. This is our ship's maiden

voyage. .
mail. Did I get any mail this morning?

5^^? • . Where
can I mail this letter? 5? •. ' Will this catch the last mail??— Mail delivery here is twice a

day. pd,3a . — The mails

were held up by the storm. - ^.
by mail . promised to send the check by

mail. Oh .
main. Where is the main street?^? •. The water main has burst. -.

gas main. The gas mains end at the city. .
in the main . I agree with him in the main..

main line. The main line runs through

Moscow. .
maintain. You'll need more coal to maintain

that degree of heat. ^ ,^. — Those coun-

tries have maintained peace for twenty years.

. •. needs more money to maintain his

family. ,. •. I maintain that I am not at fault., .
is always careful to maintain his reputation..

major. The failure of the crops was the major cause

of starvation in that region. -. •. Has
anyone seen the major?- ?
•. This piece is in a major key..

What was your major?? • I haven't decided what to major in this year., -5.
majority.
make (made, made). made bookcase for his

apartment. .—
Who made the highest score?? or ? •.

hardly ever makes mistake.. — That car can make eighty kilometers an

hour. .
•. has of an old make.. •. What make of coffee do you use?? •. Are

they willing to make peace?? •. made his reputation early in life.. •. We intend to take away

their power to make war. -. •. Don't make me do

that. He . •.
How much do you make a month? -? •. We can make our destina-

tion by evening.. •. Do you think we'll make the train?, ? • .
Do you think table this wide can make the doorway?, ?

to make believe. She's only making

believe that she doesn't know. Ond ,.
to make for . Let's make for that tall tree.-- (no) .
to make out. It's time to make out our annual

report. nopd . •.
Have you made out the check yet? ?
•. Please make out our bill.,. •. Come back when

you've made out this form. ,
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male ENGLISH-RUSSIAN many

5. •. Can you make out

what he means? , ?
•. couldn't make out the sign., . •.
Don't worry; I'll make out all right. He,.
to make over. Her father made over the farm in

her name. () .

•. She's having her old coat made over. Ond.
to make time . We can make time if we
take the dirt road. ,.
to make up. We make up the payroll on the

fifteenth of the month. () , •-. Did he make up the speech himself?? •. Collect all you can,

and he'll make up the rest. , a. — I want to make up my share of

the bill. xo4i?^ (). •-
. Do you know if they've made up yet? ;1,? •. She takes lot of time

to make up. 5 .
•. The actors will need at least half an hour

to make up. ^^, .
to make up story. Is it true or did he make that

story up? , ?
to make up for. He's willing to make up for his

mistake. .
to make up one's mind. I won't make up my mind

until tomorrow. peur^^. •.
It's time to make up your mind. ,,-.

Don't make off with my hat.. • Can you make room for one more?? • Can we make a fire in this

wind? ?
• Has he made his point? ^ ,? • makes good carpenter.. • Does this make sense? ^ -? • is making success of his business.. • It's hard

for them to make both ends meet. *. • They made him chairman.. • What made you sick?? • The train will make Moscow in

five hours. ^ .
• Hard work made him.. • The writer was made by his first book.. • They tried to

make out that we were to blame.^ . • The newspajjer is already made up.. • Four times twenty makes eighty.

—.
male. Is that dog male or female? —?
mamma n MdMa.

man (men). Is that tall man this boy's father?? •^^.
We need about five men to lift these heavy cases.

^ , . — What
man he was! Sto ! •.

Where is the men's room? ?
•. I need man to mow the lawn. ;^, ^ .

man and wife . Are they man and wife??
to man . The committee voted for the bill

to a man. Bee.
We'll have to have a man-to-man talk about this.^^ § ^. • Man to

man, what are the facts? no, -? • man has to get used to this cUmate.. • He's having trouble

manning his farm this summer. ^ ;^. • Men at work. -.
manage. Who manages this department?? • ().

you manage the car by yourself?? •.
you manage those packages by yourself?? — They say he's

difficult, but I think I can manage him.,, , .
— I manage, thanks. ,.
• or. I managed to see him twice

last week. -. — How did you manage to get these tickets??
management. I wish to complain to the

management about the poor service..̂ •.
The management of the factory is in the hands of three

people. .
His job is the management of the factory.

— .
manager. Who is the manager here?? •. doesn't make much
money, but his wife is a good manager., .

mankind.
manly adj.
manner. I don't like his manner of dealing with

people..
manners. We must be careful of our manners

when we go there. ^, ^. •.
The manners in your country are different from ours., .

answered in sharp manner. .
manufacture. What do you manufacture here?? — We manufacture cars' in

this factory. . •-. He's made up new method of manufacture.

Oh . •^',. He'll be able to manufacture a story.^-.
many. I have many things to do. .
— Are there many coming to dinner?
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map ENGLISH-RUSSIAN master? •. I'm sure that many wouldn't

agree with j'ou. , ^.
good many . knows good many

people in this city.§. •. I called you good many times

yesterday. .
great many . great many people buy

their food here. .
•. We have great many things to do before we leave.

Mdcca .
how many. How many tickets do you want??
many . I've passed you on the street many a time.^.. I want of this region. '&. — you show me the town on the map?^? •. The next job is to map the coast.

— . • .
The guide is mapping out our route now.. •. Have '
mapped out your schedule yet??

maple n.
mar V.
marble>. There were many marble pillars in the

church. .
•. The children were playing marbles..

march. I plan to stay here through March. -. • ().
Did you see the soldiers march by? ,? • .
They march the prisoners in the yard every afternoon.

. •. We had tough march this

morning. ^' .
•. The band started the concert with a march.. •. His job makes

him keep in close touch with the march of events..
mark. This ruble bill has a mark on it. Ha-. •. Be sure your mark

is on your laundry. He^ . •. Have you marked your

laundrj'? ? •. I've

marked the important parts of the article.. •.
I've marked your route on the map.^. •. Do you think he'll reach the

mark he's set for himself? ,? •. What does the price mark saj^?? •. We
must mark these goods today.. •. The river has

never gone higher than this mark.. • .
WTien will you have our papers marked? -?

to make mark. mark after the

names of those present. .

to mark down . These coats have been marked
down for our sale. 5.
to mark time . They're just marking
time until their boat leaves. -, .
to mark up. seems to have marked up his

prices. Oh,, .
His answers missed the mark every time. Bee. • His guess was wide of the mark.

*0h . • I'm not feeling up to the

mark today. . • On your

mark; get set; go!,,!
market,. I bought these eggs at the market this

morning. ' ^.
— When does the market open?? •. This country is a good market for

cotton cloth. —. — The coffee market is off today.. •. There's

heavy market in machinery here..
She does her marketing in the morning.. • Are you in the market for a good car??

marriage. The marriage will take place Sunday after-

noon. .
•. Their marriage had been very successful..

marry (of man). said he wanted to marry her.

Oh, . •.
When will the minister be able to marry us? -? • (of woman).

She married sailor. , .
married ^. They've been married over a year..
He's practically married to his work..

marvelous adj.
masculine. Is that noun in the mascuhne gender?

9to ?
mass. The mountain is one mass of rock. ropd. •. This tax will be felt

mainly by the masses., •. They were

all massed around the platform.. •. Are you going to Mass this

morning? >' ? •.
Our country has made great progress in mass education..

The room was mass of flowers. ^.
mast n.
master (host). Is the master of the house in?? •. He mastered the Russian language

very quickly. .
•. You must master your feelings.. •. ^Vere

is the master switch located?!1»? •. is drawing up the master
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schedule for the week..
mat. Wipe your feet on the mat.. •. My hair is all matted from the

wind. .
match. Have you got match?? •. I'm match for him.. — We can't match their speed.. •.

matched the speed record.. •. These colors aren't good

match. . •. I'm sure

you'd like her; you two would be a good match. ,; ^ -. •. His tie doesn't match his suit.. •<4. match you for the drinks.

— ^' . •. Would you like

to see tennis match? -?
met his match. , Kocd . • Can you

match this cloth? ?
mate. Here's mate to your silver candlestick.

ndpa . — She's

not suitable mate for him. Ond . •-
^. They were very well mated.

^. •. She

had hard time finding a mate.

^. •. The captain told the mate to

take over. .
material. I'll make the bookcase, but you'll have

to supply the materials. ,„. — is getting together ma-
terial for a book. Oh .
•. Do you have enough of this material left to

make me a suit? &-, ? •.
Do you carry writing materials here?? •.
said he had nothing material to add. ,. •-. The police are still looking for material evidence..
•. They've never had much material comfort,.

material witness . Who are the

material witnesses? ?
raw material. The factory is short of raw materials.

Ha .
mathematics n.
matter. Will you look into the matter?,. — You are only making matters

worse. .
as matter of fact no 1. His handwriting

is pretty bad; as a matter of fact, I can't read it at all., , ,.•. As matter of fact

it's the sam(! thing. ,& .
first-class matter <^ .
This package must go as first-class matter.

.
for that matter . said the work was
no good; and for that matter he's right. ,

, , .
matter . She wants that coat no matter

what it costs. Ond, 5,.
subject matter. The subject matter of his talk

had been heard before. -.
You take matters too seriously. ;^. • What's the matter? ?

or ? • Nothing's the matter.. • It doesn't matter. .
mattress .
mature. seems like mature sort of person.. •. The boy
matured very early. . •.
They didn't act. until their plans were fully matured., -.

The bond will be worth twenty-five dollars when it

matures..
may (might). May I leave this with you?5 ? •. I may go if my money

holds out. 1 , ,,
{or ). •. I may go with you to-

morrow night.,. •. I was born in May. .
That may be true. 5 .

maybe adv , .
mayor .

See I.

meadow .
meal. This pudding is made of corn meal. -

— . •,,.
I get all my meals here? ^, ^?

Where can I get a good meal?? •! take some of my meals at home..
mean (meant, meant). What' does that poster mean?? •. It doesn't mean

a thing. . •. It was

mean of him to decide our case without hearing the facts.,. •. I'm feeling

better now, but I sure felt mean this morning.^, ;^ ,,. •. She's pretty girl, but

has a mean temper. ,. •. It is matter of no mean
importance. . •.
Do you mean to see him before you go?? — I meant to call, but

I forgot. , . •-. Was this book meant for me??
to mean well by . Don't worry about

what he says, because he really means well by us. He
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meaning ENGLISH-RUSSIAN memory

, ^ —.
If I don't come before noon, it means I can't come.^ — .

• makes mistakes, but -he means well., . • I'm not joking;

I really mean it. ^, § .
• What do you mean by that? § ?

meaning. I can't quite get the meaning of this poem..
What's the meaning of this? ?

means. What means will we have to resort to to make
him do it? ^§?

by all means. By all means consider yourself

invited.,, .
by no means . He's by no means sure of winning

the election. ,. • . "May I go out?" "By no

means, you're still sick."" ?""-, ".
means to an end . took

the job just as a means to an end. .
of means . She married man of means.

Ond .
achieved his success by means of hard work..

meant See mean,

meantime
in the meantime . The guests won't

arrive for an hour. In the meantime we can set the table.,.
meanwhile adv , .
measure. We'll have to measure the room before

we buy the rug. , ^^ . •. What is your waist

measure? ^? •. May I

borrow liter measure from you?? — We'll have to take strong measxues.. •. Taxes

under the new measure wiU be very high.. •. First

measure cup of sugar. ,
cdxapy. •. The mistake was my fault in some
measure.. •. Begin singing after the introduction of

four measures. -.
This kitchen measures three by four meters.5^ ().

measurement. The dressmaker took her measurements..
meat. Do you have any meat today??

There's very little meat in that book. *B5.
mechanic.
medical adj.
medicine. Did the doctor give you any medicine

for your cold? ?

to practice medicine -. has practiced medicine here for twenty years.

Oh .
You started it; now take your medicine. *
— .

medium. If we could only strike a happy medium!! •. I

want medium-sized pajamas..
I like my steak medium rare..

meet (met, met). Did you meet anyone on the

road? ? — I met him on
the street. ^. •. I

will meet you there at eight.

(). •. Is anybody going to meet them at

the train? - ?
•. Haven't we met before? ,,. — We always meet at one o'clock.. •. Our fields

meet at the fence. §-. •. The rivers meet below the town.. •. Are you
going to the swimming meet?? •. I'm glad to meet you.. •. (to

introduce). I'd like you to meet my father. ^. •. We have enough

to meet this month's bills. 5, . •.
you meet their demands?? •. I met with lot of

oppsition. .
Our club meets once a week. ^. • The court will not meet again

until next week.. • Will bus meet the train?

5'? • The measure met

with objections from all sides.. • She met her death in a street accident.^.
meeting. I arranged their meeting.. •. They shook hands warmly, since

this was their first meeting in two years.: 5. •. Who's going

to address the meeting? ^ ?
melt,. The ice in my glass has all melted.. •.
The crowd melted away when the police came., .

member. Members only. .
What organizations are you a member of??

membership n.
memoranda See memorandum.
memorandum (memorandums or memoranda) n.
memory. My memory for names is not very good.. — That has never

happened before in my memory! Ha! — This plaque was put up in his memory,

^. •. I'll
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have pleasant memories of this town. 06 Stom.
has clear memory of the accident. ,.

men See man.

mend. Where can I get these pants mended?? •.
He's mending slowly after his operation..

on the mend . It looks as if everything is

on the mend. , .
to mend one's ways . She told him he'd

better mend his ways. Ond^,.
mental. This is hospital for mental diseases.. •,

It was great mental effort for him. ^5^.
Your troubles are purely mental.

— .
mention. didn't mention the price.. •. Did the teacher mention my
name? ?

Have you heard any mention of him recently? -?
menu. What's on the menu for supper?^?
merchandise .
merchant. Merchant ships usually dock here.. •

They were the leading merchants in our town..
mercy. begged for mercy. .

•. They threw themselves on the mercy of the

victor. .
mere. It's mere formality. -.
merit. His paintings were of little merit.. •-. I don't deny that there's a certain merit in his work.,. •. I think he merits raise

in salary. ^, .
on its merits ^. Consider the matter on its

merits before you come to a decision.^ , .
merry. She's very merry person to have around.

&&, .
Merry Christmas! !

message. We just got message that he arrived

safe in Moscow. ,^.
Is there message for me? -? • His book has strong message..

messenger.
met See meet,

metal. What kind of metal is this??•. I'd rather have a metal bed...
meter. The gas man is here to read the meter.

. •. How many meters are there in a mile??
method. I don't understand your method of keeping

books. ,•. discovered new method of casting steel.. •.
You'll learn the language much quicker by this new method.5̂ .

mice5 mouse.

mid adj.
middle. You'll find them in the middle room.. •. Set the vase

in the middle of the table.. •. fight started and I was in the middle.. • (belly). He's put

on weight around the middle. .
was in the middle of packing..

midnight n.
might (See also may). I might be there.-

Ho, ^. •, (it's possible that).

You might have changed your mind if you'd heard all the

facts., ,. •. tried

with all his might to move the car onto the road..
You might try to reach him at home.^?

mighty. made mighty effort to swim over

to the boat. ,. •. He's done mighty little work today.

Oh . •. I'm mighty

glad to meet you. .
mild. She has very mild disposition.. —

• I prefer milder climate. -. . •. I'm quite

fond of mild cheese. .
mile .
military adj.
milk. I want two liters of milk.. •. When do you milk the cows??

They milked the treasury year after year.

^, .
mill. There is flour mill just across the river. Ha
TOM ^'' . •. The baker

here mills his own flour.

5^. •,. How many people work in the

mill? ?
•. They are building new cotton mill on the edge

of town. Ha -. •. How much steel

does that plant mill a month?? •. The crowd milled

around waiting for the parade to begin..
He's gone through the mill already and knows what he's

talking about. , ,.
miller .
million.
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mind . He has a very quick mind. .
• (people). Many minds worked out the plans.. •. Mind how you cross the street.^. •.
Mind the dog while I'm gone. ,^. •1. I planned to write it to

him, but it slipped my mind. 5 ^-, 5 .
•<. The child just won't mind his mother.. •-. You have to mind the traffic rules here.

5^ . •. Are you sure you didn't mind??
never mind . Never mind what they say., .

on one's mind . You'll feel better if you tell me
what's on your mind. , ^,^, .
to call to mind. That calls to mind a story I

know. .
to change one's mind 5*^. I thought I'd go along

with them, but I changed my mind., 5'.
to have in mind. What have you in mind to

do with him? ? •

^. Have you anyone in mind for the job?- ?
to keep in mind ^. I'll keep you in mind..
to know one's mind, . doesn't know
his own mind and needs your advice.,^^ .
to make up one's mind. I've made up my mind
to go. (or) .

to my mind -6. To my mind the job will take at

least a week. -6 5.
to set one's mind on . She

has her mind set on going shopping today..
She's out of her mind with worry. Ouil. • My mind isn't clear on what happened.^ , . • She mast

have had something on her mind all day.-. • I've got good mind to

quit. . 'I've

mind to come along. ^. • Mind
your own business. He . • I

don't mind going alone. , ^.
mine (See also my). When did this mine open?? •,. We get our coal

from the mines around here. ^. •. They've mined iron

here for years. .
•. He's mine of information. -.

mineral ; adj.
minister (Protestant). The minister delivered an in-

teresting sermon. -

. •. I want to see the American minister.

T̂he nurse was always there to minister to the patient's

wants. ,.
minus. How does the couch look minus the cover?

5tot ? •. How much
will the ticket cost minus the tax? ^?

min'ute ^'. I'll be back in five mmutes. <. — Don't leave everything to the last

minute. He . —
Can you give me a minute of your time?? — The ship is five degrees

and forty minutes off its course.^ ^. •-. Wbo's taking the minutes of the meeting??
up to the minute . The news in this pa-

per is up to the minute..
Call me the minute your train pulls in., .

minute'. It's hard to read the minute print in this

book. ,- .
•. The engineer knew every minute detail of

the new model..
mirror. I'd like to buy a small mirror.. •. Do you think

that article mirrors the public feeling? ,
opade ?

mischief. That child is full of mischief. §.
miserable. It was miserable day for a

walk. .
•. It was miserable way for things to turn out.. • .
The boy was absolutely miserable when his dog ran away.,.

misery.
miss,. Miss Smith, I'd like you to

meet Miss Petroff. , ^. — How do you do, Miss Petroff?, . •. Will

you wait on me, Miss? I'm very hungry.,? , .
•. His shot missed the bird.. •. Do you think I'll

miss my train? , ?
• . I missed him at the hotel.. • . You can't miss our house if you

follow this street. ,^. • . I missed

what you said. , . •-. I missed the last two lessons.. •. Is anything missing from

your wallet? - ?
•. There are two cases missing. <^. '. I'll miss you. ^
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no. • . He's been reported

missing in action. .
miss is as good as a mile- .

That was a close .«have, but a miss is as good as a mile.- , - .
to miss chance . never misses

chance to go to Moscow.^.
The truck just missed hitting the boy in the street.- ( ^).

• Don't miss seeing the churches before you leave town.,,.
missing. Where can I find the bureau of missing

persons? ?
• . was listed among the missing.

— .
mission. was sent on mission..
mist .
mistake (mistook, mistaken). You can't mistake

it. . •. You must be

mistaken. . •. Please, don't mistake me.,. • .
Sorry, I mistook you for someone else. ,-. •. There must
be some mistake. -.

That's the way it is; make no mistake about it. ,. • Sorry, my mistake.,.
mistaken (See also mistake). That's a mistaken

belief. .
It was a case of mistaken identity. -: .

mistook See mistake.

misunderstand (misunderstood, misunderstood) v -.
misunderstanding. He came too early be-

cause of a misunderstanding.. — They haven't spoken since their

misunderstanding. §-, .
misunderstood See misunderstand.

mittens n.
mix. You'll get a good blend if you mix these two

tobaccos. ^ -. •. She's mixing the cake

now. nnpord. •.
Mix this powder with a cup of water..
G to mix in /iTb. Don't mix too much sand with

the concrete. He
5^.
to mix up ^'. Don't mix me up. He .
• . Now you've got me all mixed up.. •. Don't mix

me up in your argument. He .
to mix with. They tried hard to mix with their new
neighbors. !1 ,

<'>.
D These two drinks don't mix well. -

^^. • Who's mixing the
drinks? ?

mixed. The next selection will be sung by a
mixed chorus.

— . •. I'll take two pounds of mixed nuts. ^.
mob. The police came and broke up the mob. -^. ' (). When the

singer got off the boat, she was mobbed by her fans.,.
There's always big mob at the theater on Saturday

night. .
mock. She mocked his way of talking..
model. He's making model of the bridge.. •,. That car is last

year's model. .
•. Their boy is a model of good behavior.

— . •.
Ours is model town. —. •. We are modeling our plans for the house after

that picture..
moderate adj. That's moderate price you paid

for the car.. — The climate is more moderate toward the

south. .
moderate v. Moderate your voice; the children are

asleep. , .
modern. We are thinking of buying some

modern furniture. ,- . •. Who's

giving the course in modern history? rto?
This is an excellent history of modern times. -. • Are there any

modern conveniences around here? -?
modest. He's very modest about his achievements.

Oh , .
— I have modest request to make.. — They live in that modest little house on the

corner. ^ 5
^.

moment. I can't answer your question at the moment.^ .
• ^^^. I'll be back in a moment.. •. Wait moment.

^'. • . Let me know the moment he

arrives. , .
in moment. We'll have your change in a

moment. ^, !1 .
Be ready to leave at a moment's notice.<5 .

Monday.
money. Where can I change my American money?

(^? — How much

is that in American money?? •. Do you accept foreign

money? ?
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monkey ENGLISH-RUSSIAN mount

to make money. He's taking another job

to make more money. ^,.
monkey.
month. This job should be finished in a month's time.9 . —
They never know where they'll be from month to month., ;^.

by the month. Can we rent this apartment

by the month? ?
monthly. The payments will be due monthly.^ . •.
She writes for monthly. ,

monument.
mood.
moon. The moon is hidden by the clouds. Jlynd.

full moon. Is there a full moon tonight??
new moon . The new moon wasn't enough

to light up the road..
moonlight .
moral. Everybody knows him as a man of

high moral character. Bee --. • . is man
without morals.. •. says he doesn't like

movies with a moral. , -. •. I don't get the moral of

this story. . •-. The book was banned from the school libraries on

moral grounds. .
morality.. I need more money than I have on me.^ , . — This

costs more than I expected. , -. — The more the merrier. , . —
Don't do that any more.. •. Give me two more bottles, please.,, . — I'd like to buy
three more shirts. .—
Won't you have some more? ? — Try

once more..
more or less . I believe that report is

more or less true. ^, §.
what's more . What's more, he's liar., .

There is more to his idea than you'd imagine at first., .
• He's been seeing more and more of her lately.. • This garden

seems more beautiful every time I come here..
moreover adv .
morning^. slept all morning. ^. —
Good morning. ^! or ^.
•. Is there morning train??

in the morning. I'll see you in the morning.^.
mortal adj.
mortgage n; v. '^

mosquito n.
mosquito net n .
most cdMoe. That is the most I can pay., , •. This is the

most beautiful church I've ever seen.,^-. • .
The conversation was most interesting..

at most cdMoe. The hotel can't be more than

four blocks from here at most.

cdMoe .
most of the time . He is away from home
most of the time. .
to make the most of .
We're not staying here long, so we'd better make the most of

our time. ,̂.
I pay fifty rubles at the most.. • This is the most fun we've

had in a long time. !
• Which room has the most space? §? • Who has done the most work in this job?? • Where's the most

convenient place to meet you?? • The train will go there, but you can

get there most easily by bus. ,,. • What do most people

do here in the evening? A? • She's already been to most of the stores in

town. Ond .
• I agree with your plan for the most part..

mostly adv .
mother. I'd like to Kave you meet my mother.

, . •.
What is your mother tongue? ?

mother country. When were you in your mother

country last? ^, ?
She mothered him all through his illness., .

motion . The waiter motioned us to table..'.
Will you motion to that bus to pick us up? ,. •. The

policeman's motions caught my eye.. •. Your motion

was carried. .
The motion of the boat has made me ill..

motive .
motor. That motor runs like a top..
mount. mounted the platform slowly.. '. mounted the

horse. . •. Mount the

camera on the tripod before you try to take any pictures.,
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mountain ENGLISH-RUSSIAN musical, • (Mt.). Have you seen Mount
Elbrus? ()?

What size guns does that ship mount?^' ^? • The sale of this style dress kept

mounting every day. .
mountain. How high is that mountain?

ropd? — We arc spending a month in the mountains

this summer. .
•. The mountain air will do you good.

5^ . •,. I've got

mountain of work to do next week..
mourn V.
mouse (mice) n.
mouth . I've got a bad taste in my mouth.. •. Who is standing there at

the mouth of the cave? ?
•. How far is it to the mouth of the river?

5^? •. Wipe off. the mouth

of the bottle. .
from mouth to mouth . The story passed

from mouth to mouth..
to be down in the mouth* (). Why
are you so down in the mouth? ()?
to lieep one's mouth shut*1 .
can't keep his mouth shut..

move. I can't move. ^.
•. The new director has got things moving.5'. •. The train is already

moving. . • ()
(to stir). I'm so tired I can't move. ,
Morf,' (to stir). Don't

move; I want to take a snapshot. He, ^. •. won't make move without per-

mission. ^ .
•. Where can I find someone to help me move?-, ? ?
•. Do you know where they're moving to?? •. I am very

much moved by what you say. ,. •. She's been moving in fast

company lately.. • . I move that

we accept him as a member. ^. •. These goods are not

moving as they did last year. 5 5^() ^, . •. Whose move
is it now? ?

to be on the move . It's hard to reach

me by mail since I'm always on the move., .
to move away. Move the table away, please., .
to move off. He moved a few steps off..1 (;.

Move on!! • The police are keeping the

crowds moving. .
• My next move will be to get my tickets.

— . • Our train is really moving
along now. .
• His speech moved the crowd to cheers..

movement. The troop movement was kept a
secret. . •-. He'll never make good dancer because his move-
ments are very awkward.: . — was
active in the labor movement for years. .
•. }»^ watch needs whole new movement.^ ^.

movie. Let's go to movie.^ .
•. Is there good movie playing tonight?- ?

moving. Her moving story made him cry.

' .
moving man. The moving men will be here

tomorrow. .
Mr.,. "Hello, Mr. Smith." "Hello

IVIr. Ivanoff."", ".—"-, ". • (formal),

(informal). Are you Mr. Ivanoff?? •. Dear Mr. .

.

Mrs.,. This is for Mrs. Petroff and that

is for Mrs. Smith. , a. •. How do you do, Mrs. Smith?, .
much. We don't have much time to spend here., .—
Do they travel much? ? •.
I don't care much for that. Fie . •-
. I feel much better, thanks. , -.

how much. How much will it cost me?

5to ^^?
so much the better ^^^. If we don't need to pay,

so much the better. , 5*^.
Thank you very much. , or.1 (). • It doosn't matter much..

mud .
multiply V

murder. was charged with murder.. •. Everyone suspected him

of having murdered his rival. Bee,
(;. •. She murdered that

song. Ond, .
muscle .
museum .
music. What kind of music do you like? 1^? — She has studied music for ten

years. Ond^ . •. Has

the violinist received the music yet??
It's your mistake; now face the music. *

Kduiy, .
musical. That whole family is musical.. — Do you play any musical instru-

ment? -
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must ENGLISH-RUSSIAN native^? — There's a good miisical comedy on tomor-

row. .
must, >'. I must stay late and finish my work.. or^ . — If you

must catch an earUer train I'll see you to the station.

^^' , ,^' . •. She must go there

immediately. .
— We must finish the work by Saturday.. •. must be

at home; I just left him there. ,. •. I must have left my
wallet home. ,, .

mustache .
mutton .
mutual adj.
my Cmine). Are these my gloves? 9 ?
— Give them my best regards. -. — Those books are all mine. Bee. — Is this tie mine? ? — Your room
is to the right; mine is to the left. ^. ,

—.

myself () . do this myself. .•. I'm going to buy myself a pair of new shoes..
all by myself () . I took the trip all by

myself. .
D I cut myself shaving this morning.. • I think I'll have to finish the job by myself.^, .
• I can't see myself doing that. ,. 'As for myself, I don't know., ,, . • I'm not myself today,.

mysterious adj.
mystery. Why are you making such a mystery of

things? ^ ^?
— There's lot of mystery about the investigation.

6to . •. That murder
has always remained a mystery..

mystery story ,. Do you have any
good mystery stories? -?

N
nail. Be careful of the rusty nail that's sticking out

of the board.,. •. I just broke my nail..
to hit the nail on the head . You hit

the nail on the head that time. Ha Stot.
to nail together. Have you finished naiUng

the table together? ?
naked adj.
name. WTiat name does he write under?? • (reputation). has

good name. . •. We
named the dog Fido. . •. you name all the players?? •. was named in the

will. • (to tell).

Name price. .
by name . I know him only by name.8 .

in name only . is the head of the

company in name only..
in the name of . I'm caUing you in her name.80 .
to name after . The baby was named after his

father. ^.
to one's name . I haven't a cent to my name..

What's your name? ^?
namely . I've traveled in many foreign countries,

namely, France, England, and Germany., ; ,,.

. The is all worn off my coat cuffs..
to catch someone napping . Don't let

them catch you napping. He.
to take nap. If I don't take a nap, I won't

be able to work tonight. , ^.
napkin.
narrow. This is narrow road. ^. —

These shoes are too narrow. .—
His decision showed a narrow interpretation of the law.. • ^'^-. The road narrows just beyond the bridge..

to narrow down. The question narrows down

to this: do you trust his honesty?: ?
I had narrow escape yesterday. ,.

nation. Five nations were represented at the con-

ference. Ha .
— The whole nation celebrated the victory..

national. This area has been set aside as a

national park.. •. consulates require their

nationals to register. Bee -.
native. I bought it from the natives of Alaska.. • .
We had six native guides.

— . •. What is your native

language? ? •.
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natural ENGLISH-RUSSIAN neither

She seems to have a native ability for designing. ,, .
natural. died natural death. ^, •. It was natural

thing for him to say under the circumstances. 5, .
•. He's very natural person.. •.
has natural talent for painting..

The pictu)-e of you looks natural. §.
naturally. She behaved very naturally.. • . She has

naturally sweet disposition.. •. Naturally, we want you to come., ,'.
nature. It's not his nature to do a thing like that.. •. What was the

nature of the crime? §?
by nature . He's lazy person by nature..

naughty adj.
navy n .
near. The station's near enough so that you can walk., .

•. The store is near the station. 9. •. Is there hotel near here?? •. We
walked near the river. .
•. is near relative of mine..
D near at hand . The papers are all near at

hand. Bee .
to come near . I came near forgetting how to get

there. , .
to draw near. The harvest season is draw-

ing near. .
Do they sell near-beer? ? • The

time to act is near at hand. .
nearly. It's nearly time for lunch..
neat. Her dresses are always neat.. •. has neat habits.. •. She looks

very neat today. Ond . •-. That was neat trick you played on us.^ ^. ~

necessary. It is necessary for you to be here at

eight o'clock.. •^. It is necessary to have a passport to

travel abroad. " ^
ndcnopT.

necessity n.
neck . He's got a long neck. .

•. She wore dress with a high neck. Ha. •. The
neck of the bottle is too small.^.

necktie .
need. The need for more foreign-language

teachers here is becoming urgent. -

.
•. Take care of his needs.. •. Need you leave now?? •;^. This underwear needs to be
washed. ^ . — needs to

get haircut. ^^.
if need be ^^-. I'll go myself if need be.

HfTKHo, ^ .

in need . He's certainly a friend in need.

— .
to be in need of . He is in need of a vacation.

Oh .
I need money. . • You need a new

hat. .
needle. Have you a needle and thread?? — Change the needle before playing that

record. ,. •. We made bed of pine needles.. •. The
needle is pointing toward the north..
Who needled him into doing this?? • The doctor couldn't give me the injection because the

needle was broken. -, .
needless adj.
negative. replied in the negative.. — Was the result of your exami-

nation negative? , ?? •. He's

on the negative side in the debate.. •. you lend the

negative so I can have some copies of the picture made?,. •. Why do you have such

a negative approach to life? ^ -?
neglect. neglected his cough and got bronchitis.

Oh .
— The house shows signs of neglect.. •. I neglected to lock the door.. • . He's

been neglecting his work lately.. • . She's

been neglecting her children..
Negro ; adj.
neighbor. We're neighbors of yours, you know. A, .

is my next-door neighbor. .
• The neighbors formed committee..

neighborhood. The school is in the neighborhood

of the shopping district.. •. I'm tired of

going just to the neighborhood theater.. •. The

whole neighborhood supported the drive..
neither

D neither . . . nor . . . . I could neither see nor hear

the speaker. , .
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nephew ENGUSH-RUSSIAN

neither of them , . They both wanted

to go to Moscow, but neither one of them could get the time

off. 66a ^, ,.
Neither of us can be there.. • Neither statement is true. 5.

nephew.
nerve. The nerve of her right eye is affected.^. — must have nerves of

steel. . •.
My mother had an attack of nerves..

to get on one's nerves . gets

on my nerves. .
1 haven't the nerve to watch it. 5.

• He's got lot of nerve to say that.5?
nervous. He's suffering from nervous disorder..

to be nervous. Why are you so nervous??
nest. Can you see the nest in the tree?? • . The birds aren't nest-

ing here any more. .
•. That tavern is nest of pickpockets.

— .
net. The nets were loaded with fish.. •. It's safer to sleep imder a mosquito net in

this locality. ;^ :.
net profit . What was your net profit

last year? -
^?

net weight . The net weight is two kilograms.

— .
to net a profit . They netted a good

profit. 5.
never. I never said any such thing.. — I'll never go there again.^.

never even opened the book..
nevertheless adc .
new. This building is new. . —

This is new experience for him. §. — new president has just been elected.. •.
I'm new at this kind of work. 5 .
•. I feel like new man.. •. Do you have

any new potatoes? ?
new moon^. There will be a new moon next

week. Ha <'.
The ground was covered with new-fallen snow.-.

news. What's the latest news?? — Who is going to break the news to him?5? •. That's

news to me. .
newspaper. Do you have an evening newspaper?; ?

next. The next house is mine. —. — The next train leaves in half an hour.. — I'll tell him that the next

time I see him. 5, .-!. •. What shall I do next??
next door. Who lives next door??

next door to (). We Uve next door to the school..
next to . She sat next to me at the theater. £.

If you can't give him a job, the next best thing would be

to lend him some money., , , .
nice. has very nice sister.. •. is very nice man.. •. It's nice and warm here..

Did you have a nice time? ?
• She wears nice clothes. .

nicely. They treated us very nicely there..
nickel. The nickel mines are nearby.. • (). Have you two nickels for a dime??
niece.
night. Good night. . — spent the

night on the train. . •.
They're going to the movies tomorrow night. -.

Let's go to the play and then go dancing and really make
a night of it. ,.

nightgown .
nine , adj.
nineteen , adj.
ninety , adj.
ninth adj.. Answer yes or no.: .

That sign says: "No smoking." :"". • No sooner said than done. *^
—.

noble. That was a noble thing to do.>'.
nobody. The policeman said that nobody was to leave

here. ,.
nod. The policeman nodded to us as we passed., .

•. answered us with quick nod.. • . began to nod

over his book. .
noise. I thought I heard noise just now., -.

to make noise. Please don't make so much
noise., !

noisy adj^.
none. None of them spoke to me.. • . has none of the opportu-

nities you have. -
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ENGLISH-RUSSIAN, . — None of these things will do..
They told him of the plan yesterday, but he'd have none

of it. ,.
nonsense. What he plans to do is sheer nonsense. To,

OH — .
noon. We cat at noon. .• (). He'll be here at noon.^ (). — is arriving

on the noon train.

().
nor {See also neither) . I'm neither for it nor against it.

, .
normal. Don't let the child out of bed until his

temperature is normal. He BCTandTb,.
— He's perfectly normal child. -.

north. I'm from the North, but my friend is from the

South. , a . •.
There's strong north wind today..

northern adj.
nose. has big nose. . — The

nose of the plane lifted sharply. .
I have a cold in my nose. . • That

reporter has a good nose for news..
not . He's not going to be home today.^. — Not everyone can go to college. -^'.
notation(?. Make notation on the calendar.-(^.
note. can't speak without using notes., . — To-

day's paper has note about the ship's arrival. -.
•. noted that there was a mistake.. •. His notes on the lecture

are very good. .. •.
just had time to write a short note.. •.

There was note of anxiety in her voice.. •. She sang the high

notes very well. Ha. •. I took note for the amount

of money he owed me. -^.
to compare notes . We

compared notes on the progress of the work. -.
to make note of. Make a note of the time he left..
to take notes . I always take notes during

the meetings. .
noted. He's noted scientist..
nothing. There is nothing for me to do. (). •. I can make nothing out of the

book. f^Tott . — Can nothing

be done? ? — said

nothing about it to me. .
•. That's nothing compared to some things I've

seen. ,.
nothing less than-. His words are

nothing less than a lie. -.
thinks nothing of driving eighty kilometers an hour.

Em^ .
notice. I didn't notice that picture before.. •. The police

posted notice about the missing child.. •. The
office will be closed until further notice. ^. "*.
Did you see the notices about the new play??

at moment's notice . I be ready

at moment's notice. ^ .
to give notice. You will have to give your

employer two weeks' notice before you leave your job..
to serve notice. The store has served notice that

ail bills must be paid tomorrow. ,.
to take notice. Was any notice taken of his

absence from the meeting?-?
That paragraph escaped my notice the first time I read

the article. , §.
notify. You might have notified me in time.-.
notion. I haven't the faintest notion of what

you're talking about. -, . •. CJet that notion out

of your head. .
noun n.
novel. Have any good novels come out lately?- ?

•.1. That's rather novel idea..
November .
now. You must leave now, or you'll miss the train.,. — From now on the work will be difficult.. — Now we're sure to be

late. . — Now you

listen to me! A 5', ^!
• . The doctor can see you now..

just now . I saw him on the street just now.

.^.
now and then . I sec him now and then.{'1 .
now that,. Now that you mention it, I do

remember seeing her. , ftTOM-
lifxiH, , .

ought to be here by now.. • Now that the rain has stopped, we can leave., .
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number ENGLISH-RUSSIAN occupation

number. What's the number of your house?? — Number ten is the best player on the

team. — .
— There were five numbers on the program.. •. numbered the

pages carefully. -. •. The population here numbered
two thousand in 1940.^ . •.
The latest number of the magazine arrived today..

large number . There's large number of

stores on this street. Ha ^ -.
number. owns number of houses in New

York. .
to have one's number*(-). I've got

your number. .
His days here are numbered. -. • His number's up. ^!

numerous adj.
nurse(). I want a nurse. . —
When does the night nurse come on?

cecTpd? •. The children's nurse has taken
them for a \valk. , .
•. His sister nursed him through his illness.

cecTpd . •-
. I am nursing my cold. ^^ .
•. She was nursing the baby when I came in., .

We had to nurse the fire carefully to make it burn., . • He's nursing

grudge against me. *0 .
nut. That store sells candy and nuts.. •. The board is held

in place by a nut and bolt. ^. •. He's nut. .
to go nuts. If this keeps up, I'll go nuts.

6to^,.
oak n.
oats n.
obedient adj.
obey. I can't obey that order. ^5. • (formal).

Obey the law. .
object'. I won't object. .
• . Her father objected to her marriage..

ob'ject. We found this strange object on the road.. •.
I hate to be an object of pity.. •. My object is to learn to fly.

— .
object lesson . Let this be an object

lesson to you. 5 ^ .
What's the object of doing that? ?

objection. Have you heard his objection??
fo have objections (-). Have

you any objections to my smoking? ,?
obligation. The firm was unable to meet its

obligations. -.
under obligation. I feel under obligation to

you for all you've done. ,.
oblige. I am always glad to oblige you. ^. •. Much obUged.

(formal)

.

to be obliged . I don't want to be

obliged to him for anything. ^^ -.
G His promise obliged him to go through with it., ^ . • After

his death she was obliged to go to work..
observation. Have your observations led to any
new discoveries? -? •. was
sent to the hospital for observation..

I like talking with someone who makes such clever

observations. ;^.
observe. Did you observe her reaction?, 5? — "You're late,"

he observed. "", — . •-. We can observe better from above. ^^. — The students were observing bac-

teria multiply under the microscope.. •.
Be careful to observe all the rules.,.

obtain. We managed to obtain a favorable settle-

ment. .
— obtained his knowledge through years of hard study.

Oh .
occasion. this be used for all occasions?

6to ;^? — I haven't had

occasion to attend to it.. •. His remark was the occasion of a

quarrel. .
•. Her strange appearance occasioned a great deal

of gossip. E^ .
occasional . She pays me an occasional visit.

Ond no .
occasionally. I go to the movies occasionally..
occupation. What is your occupation?? •. During the occupation of
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occupy ENGLISH-RUSSIAN oil

our city we were forced to live in cellars. -.
occupy. The playground occupies three blocks.. •.
The enemy occupied the town. .
•. Is this seat occupied? ?
— I'm occupied at present. . • (to

live),. Who occupies this room?? or §? •.
School occupies all my time..

ocean .
o'clock. The train leaves at seven o'clock..
October n.
odd. He's very odd person. -. •. There's an odd number of

j)eople at the table. 3a .
• . The box was full of odd gloves.. •. It cost thirty odd dollars..
G odd job . There are plenty of odd

jobs to be done around here. ;^.
of (See also because of, by way of, instead of, etc.) . He

isn't cured of his bronchitis yet.. — His father died of a heart attack.. • , . I've

never heard of him. . — I've

been dreaming of this for a long time. Stom. • . What is he accused of? -? •. What's it made of? 5? —
None of us have ever been there.

6. — few of my belongings are missing..
Call me at quarter of eight.. • Do you have any books of short stories?- ? • This is

very kind of you, I'm sure. ,,. • I'm ashamed of being so late. ,. • I'm getting tired of this delay.. • My house

is on' the other side of the church.. • I met friend of yours yesterday.. • asked if the lady

of the house was in. , .
• Plea.sc give me piece of that cake. ,-, nnpord,. • Who's the driver of this car?5? • is man of means..

off (.See also to come off, to show off, etc.) c, . Please get

off of the tabic., . — Let

me take this thread off your coat. ^. — Clear everything off the shelf. -. — You're off your course.. •. The ship anchored three kilometers off shore..
day off . Are you taking tomorrow off??

June is still three months off. .
• There is button off your dress. -

. • Keep off the grass.. • Turn the stove off. ^.
• The power is off. . • They're not so badly off.. • How well off is he?? • It is an off year

for crops. . • He sold us an off

grade of eggs. .
• His figures were way off. .
• I'm to have week off soon. ^ -. • I've been studying off and on all year., . • How far off

is Moscow? ?
offend. I hope I haven't offended you.,?
offense. This was his third offense, so he was put

in jail. , ,• (to offend). She didn't mean any offense..
offer. I'm willing to offer one hundred rubles

for it. . •-. Will you keep the offer open?? •. She offered to preside

at the meeting.. •,. Did they offer any resistance??
to make an offer. They made him an offer

of a good job. .
May I offer my congratulations?.

oflTice,,. See me in my office.. •. Contact the manager's

office for that information. -. •. The chairman's

office is to the left. . •-. arranged picnic for the whole office.. •. What
office does he hold? saHHMdeT?

to run for office . He hasn't

run for office for years..
officer. Were you an officer in the army?? • . Yesterday the

club elected its officers. . ^.
Arc you police officer? ?

official^1. Is this official business? -?
He's an official of the American Government.-. • Who are the officials here??

often 4SlcTO. How often do trains run??
oh . Oh, when did you arrive? Ax! !^ -? • ! Oh, so you knew it all along? !
,, Sto !

oil. Please check my oil. ,. — I prefer oils to water colors., •. The machine

needs oiling. . •. does his best work in oil.^.
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O.K. ENGLISH-RUSSIAN operation

O.K. . Everything's O.K. now.. •. I'll be there at six o'clock; O.K.?^ ,?
I'd like to go along if it's O.K. with you. ^, .

old. I'm too old for that. 5. — I wear my old coat in weather like this. ^. •. He's an

old student of mine. .
old man. Give your seat to the old man. -^.

old woman ;^,. His grandmother is a

very old woman. ^^.
How old are you? ? • He's an old

hand at that. *0 .
olive .
omit. Omit the words I've checked., .
on {See also to count on, to depend, to stand on, etc.) .

Put it on the table. 5 . — Do you

have a room on the street? ()? — Put it on ice. . — The

car went around the corner on two wheels., '. Do you sell on credit??—When do you start on your trip?? — Who's on the team?? — Are you open on Saturday?? •. What are your ideas on the

subject? ? • went on

an errand. . • , . It's book on

animals. . •. I got this on

good authority. -.
on foot. Can we go on foot??
Have you got your coat on? ?

• It's on the left. . • My hair stood on end.. • This is on me.. • The drinks are on the house. -
. • The house is on fire! ! • On the contrary.. • Is the gas turned on? ? • Move
on!! • Wait until later on.,! • Is roast chicken on the menu tonight?

() ? • The bell rings

on the hour. .
once . Let's try to make the call once more.. — If you once read it, you'll

never forget it. —. •-. I was in the army once.- .
at once. Come at once..

once in while. You might be nice to me once in

a while. ,!
one. Count from one to a hundred.

CTd. — They came in one by one.. — One of us can buy the tickets.. — I have one thought in

mind. .
G One at time, please., . • I

don't like this hat; I prefer the gray one.

, . • One has to be careful

with fire. .
onion n.
only. This is only for you. 9 . —

If you could only help me!! — I got into town only a week ago.. •. I was going to

buy it, only she told me not to. ,, .
Am I the only one here who speaks English?, -? • I'd be only

too glad to help you.,.
onto . I saw him just as he stepped onto the platform., .
open. Is the door open? ? —

stood at the open window. . —
The dining room is not open yet. .
— When do we reach open country?? — That's still an open question.. — Is the park open to the

public? ? •. Open
Sundays. . •. Open
the door, please., . — They

opened the road to traffic. -. •. What time do you open shop?

^" ? •.
The book was open at page five.. • . Is your offer still open?? •. When will they

open the meeting? ?
•. I'd like some roses that are not too far

opened.. •. What do the windows open onto??
to break open. We had to break open the door..

to open up. All the flowers opened up ovei

night. Bee . •.
Open up the package. .

He is always open to reason. -;^. • That's an open secret.. • Is the road open? -? • When is the open season for fishing??
opening. The dog crawled through an opening in

the fence. . •-. The first opening we get we'll call you., . •-. never gave us an opening to bring up the subject.

Oh. •. There was full house at the opening..
opera .
operate. Do you know how to operate this

machine? ?
•. She's so ill they're going to have to operate.; .

operation. The doctor said she needed an operation., . •.
supervises the operation of the machines.. •. They kept the information
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opinion ENGLISH-RUSSIAN other

about the military operations a secret..
to go into operation . When does

that rule go into operation? 5?
Are the streetcars in operation? ?

opinion. I have a very good opinion of him.. — What's your opinion? A? •. The court handed down its

opinion. .
opponent n.
opportunity,. This is a big opportunity

for you to show what you can do., .
When will you have an opportunity to see me??

oppose. opposed the new measures..
opposite. You should go in the opposite

direction. -. •. This is the opposite of what I

expected. , . •.
What is that building opposite here??

opposition. We ran up against a lot of oppo-

sition. .
•. The opposition fought bitterly against the

proposal..
or. Shall I wait here or come back later?? • . Either you act now or

you get nothing. , a. • . Hurry, or we'll be late.,
a .

orange. How much are oranges? -? •. Do you have any orange juice?? • . She

wore an orange dress. Ha.
orchard n .
orchestra&. The orchestra's tuning up.. •. How much are

orchestra seats? ?
order. Try to put these papers in order.-. — You'll have to

keep order in this hall .

Stom. •. The captain gave the order.-. •. Who ordered you to do

this? ? • .
ordered them under arrest.. •. I want to give an order for some goods.^ . •.

This is not what I ordered. , —
We have it on order and it should be in next week. .
•. What societies or orders do you belong to

in the United States? -?•. What order does that monk belong to?? •.
Stop ordering me around. ()-.

by order of . The new regulation was made
by order of the militarj authorities..
in order to. I came all the way just in order to see

you. ,.
orders. Whose orders are you under??
out of order . My passport is out of order.. •. The elevator is

out of order. .
Line up in order of height. no.

• The chairman called the meeting to order..
ordinary. Is this the ordinary route?? •. Just give me an ordinary room..

out of the ordinary . This is

something out of the ordinary..
organ. She plays the organ in church., '. We learned about the

working of every organ of the government. -.
^^— This newspaper is the organ of our party..

sense organs .
organization. Are you member of any organ-

ization? --? — The organization of the festival was left entirely up

to us. -. •. knows quite bit about

the organization of the government..
organize. Your work is poorly organized.. •. My

father organized this business many years ago.. •-. If we get organized we can get something done., -.
original. Is this the original copy? ?

•. That's an original idea. -. •. Who were the original people

here? ? •-. has an original mind. .
•. Have you read this book in the original?

5 ?
originally. I was hired originally to do another job..

My father came from that country originally..
ornament.
orphan .
other. Sorry, I have other things to do.,

HO . — How do I get to the other

side? ? — Give me

the other one. , . — Have

you any other books? -? •. Where are the others? -?
every other . Trains leave every other hour.

iiiifr . • .
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otherwise ENGLISH-RUSSIAN overlook

Every other man step forward. IIj^CTb^.
the other day-. I saw your friend the other day.- jipfra.

Use your other hand too. .
otherwise . It's bit noisy but other-

wise it's a nice apartment. -,. .
Come with me; otherwise I Avon't go. ,
HHd .

ouch interj!
ought. You ought to ashamed of yourself.. •. The cake ought to l)e

done soon. [) .
ought to leave before it rains. ^'.

ounce. The baby Aveighed seven pounds, eight ounces..
our (ours) . Is this our cabin? 5 ?

-— This is ours. .
ourselves (). Let's do it ourselves.5. • () . We could have kicked

ourselves for Ix'ing so stupid..
out (See also to f 11 out, to look out, to turn out, etc.) . Please

don't throw the bottle out the Avindow.,. •. Now the secret

is out. . •. They've made
their third out? .

out-and-out. He's an out-and-out liar..
out of. Arc you out of work? ? •.

did it only out of gratitude..
out of spite. Did you do it out of spite??
out of the question . My staying

here is out of the question. He ,.
to be out to. He's out to make a record..
We are all out of cigarettes. .

• The new number of that magazine is out today.. • Have your tickets out.. • They voted him out.. • The outs hope to get into office in the next

elections. -. • Where will I be out of

the way? ? • You are out of step..
outdoors . It's cold and windy outdoors. Ha.

Were you outdoors today? ?
outfit. I can't afford a new outfit this summer.. •.

There are many lawyers working with this outfit.. •. The
team was outfitted by one of the local stores. -.

outline. She drew the outline of the building from

memory. no .

•. Outline Moscow on this map with a red pencil.

. .
•. Here's brief outline of my speech.. • . Don't bother to out-

line every chapter. He { .
outside . Is it cold outside? ?

•^. I like the outside of the house very much.. • . I

want an outside seat. . •. It's

outside your jurisdiction. .
outside of. I don't trust anyone outside of you..
Do you have an o\itsidc room??

outstanding. She's an outstanding actress.. •^. They still

have many outstanding debts. -.
oven ,.
over. The fan is over my head.. — We'll laugh over this some day. -. •. The horse

jumped over the fence.. — How do I get over the river?? • . almost fell over the cliff.. •. We traveled over very good road.. — traveled all

over the country. .
•-. It's silly to fight over it. -. •. It's over three kilometers from here.. • (to

finish). When is the |X!rformance over?? •. read it over and over.1' .
over there . What is over there? ,?

to come over. When did you come over to Soviet

Russia? ?
to knock over. Don't knock the lamp over.

He .
to look over. May I look the house over?? •. Wait until I look

this manuscript over., npocMOTi)i6.
Don't fall over the rock. He- .

• What's left over? .? • It's ten kilometers

over that way. & ( -) .
• How long will this movie be held over?' ? • How many

bosses are over you? ?
overcoat n.
overcome. She was overcome with jealousy.. •. She had to overcome

many obstacles before she achieved success.,.
She was overcome by the heat. .

overdue. I didn't realize that his bill Avas over-

due. , .
to be overdue. The train is about a half-

hour overdue. .
overlook . Our house overlooks the river. Ham
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oversight ENGLISH-RUSSIAN pal

hS,. •. We overlooked

her name when we sent out invitations.

,^ ,'. I'll overlook it this time, but don't let it happen

again. Ha5 5 ,, 5.
oversight. said that the mistake was due to

an oversight. ,.
owe. How much do I owe you??

You owe it to yourself to take a vacation.^ .
owl .
own. Are these your own books??

I have room of my own?? • Who owns this property ? ^?
(oxen) .

oxen See ox.

oxygen .
. Why are you pacing up and down?? •. When it started to get

dark, I quickened my pace. ,.
to keep . never has been able to

keep pace with the other students... The donkeys were carrying heavy packs.. •. I want to buy a pack

of cigarettes. . •.
Have you packed your trunk yet?^? — Have you packed your books yet?? •. Several hundred men
were packed into the boat.. •. They're packing the earth

down firmly to make a strong foundation.,. •. of wolves attacked the traveler.. •.
Where is that new pack of cards?? •. The ice pack made his throat feel better.,^ .

to pack off. packed his wife off to the

country. Oh ^.
to pack up. He packed up and left..

The train was really packed.* .
• That story is a park of lies. .

package. Has the mailman delivered a package for

me? ?
pad. I get some pads for the heels of these shoes?. •.

I don't want the shoulders of my coat padded. He-
BdftTC . •^. They just padded

the report to make it look more impressive., . •

Write your telephone number down on this pad..
was caught padding his expense account.^.

page. There are two hundred pages in this 1.. — Isn't there page missing

in this 1? , ^, -.

If you want me, page me in the dining room., .
paid See pay.

pail .
pain. I have a pain in my side. ^.

or . •. The tooth pained me so

I couldn't sleep. ,.
to take pains. Take pains to do your work

well. .
painful adj.
paint. The house was painted white.. •. There is wet paint on

the door. . •.
The house needs new coat of paint. -. •. paints best in oil.. •. painted

good portrait of his mother.. • . The book

paints fine description of the customs of the country., '-. The doctor painted his throat with iodine.^ .
painter. Which of these painters painted your house??

portrait painter. He's famous portrait

painter. .
painting. Is that an original painting??• (to paint). We'll have to have

some painting done in our apartment. ^-.
pair ndpa. Where can I get a pair of shoes? ^

ndpy? — You get two pairs of trousers

with this suit.. — kept pair of rabbits for breeding..
to pair off . The boys and girls

paired off for the dance..
pair of scissors. Have you a pair of scissors?

ftcTb ?
pajamas .
pal. We've been pals for years..
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palace ENGUSH-RUSSIAN particular

to pal around. Who does she pal around with??
palace n.
pale. Whj' are you so pale today? ^?
palm. I have splinter in the palm of my hand.. •. The hall was decorated

with potted palms. .
to palm off on5'. Look at the rotten tomatoes

he palmed off on me.,.
pamphlet.
pan. Put pan of water on the stove.

^'. •. They're

panning for gold. .
to pan out. My scheme panned out well..

pant. I'm still panting from that steep cUmb..
pants. I bought suit with two pairs of pants.' .
papa 7i.
paper. Have you got some good writing paper?? •. You must

see that your papers are in order before you can leave the

countn.'. ,, .
•. Where is the morning paper? >'? •. He's written very good paper on the

production of rubber.. • . This room

hasn't been papered yet. 9'(). •. Could you give me coins for this

paper money? ? or?
[j on paper . My profits were just on paper.

Moil .
parachute. Be sure to fasten your parachute. He\' . •. parachuted to safety. ,-.
parachutist.
parade. The parade had already begun when we got

there. , . •-. We're parading this afternoon.^ . •-. paraded his success all over town.^'.
paradise .
paragraph .
parallel. The road runs parallel with the river.. •. Put

the figures between the parallel lines.. •. The

island is located on the thirtj'-fourth parallel..
Q to draw parallel . You can draw

an interesting parallel between those two events..
parcel. There's parcel for you on the table.

. •,. The
mailman just deUvered a parcel..

All the suppUes have been parceled out. Bee.
pardon. Pardon me; could you tell me the time,

1.?,,? •. The Governor pardoned the

criminal. .
•. His pardon was granted by the governor.-.

I beg j'our pardon., or.
parent (parents). Both my parents are still Uving..
park. The city has many beautiful parks.. •. AVhere can we

park the car? ? •.
You can park ' things here.^ .

national park. We camped two weeks in

the national park..
parking. No parking. .

parlor .
part. What part of town do you Uve in?? — His part of the work isn't

finished. . — I only

work part time. . — We can

divide the work into four parts.. — Wbere can I get some new
parts for the car?? •. The fence is part wood and part

stone. ,^. •. We parted at the corner.. • . The

soldiers parted the crowd. '. •. Mix two parts of rum with one

part of lemon juice.. •. always takes his

brother's part in an argiunent. -. •. She played her

part very well. . •.
The part in your hair isn't straight..

for the most part . For the most part

the weather has been nice this summer..
parts, ,. I haven't traveled much in these parts

for a long time. 5.
to part with. I wouldn't part with that book at any

price. .
to take part . refused to take part in

the game. .
partial. I only afford to make a partial pay-

ment. . •-. He's always been partial to macaroni.. •-. Her opinions are too partial to be of any value.

"Ejo : npncTpiicTHa.

particular. The work is complete in every particular.. •.
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particularly ENGUSH-RUSSIAN patch

We haven't yet learned the particulars of the accident.. •.
Is he particular friend of yours??

in particular. I remember one fellow in

particular. .
I can't get ticket for that particular train.^ . • He's very

particular about his appearance.. • Are you doing anything in particular

tonight? -?
particularly adv.
partly. What he says is only partly right. To

OH, .
It's partly cloudy today, and it looks hke rain.

6-,, .
partner. Wo can't close the deal until my partner

arrives.. •. My partner and I have

been winning every game today..
party <''. party of soldiers arrived by car.{1 . •. Which party

won the last election?? •. They couldn't prove he was a

party to the crime. ,. •. Both parties

in the lawsuit failed to appear. {1 -. •. Let's have

party for him before he goes. ^.
dinner party . I went to big dinner party

last night..
pass . I pass the bank every day on the way

to work.

(or !1) . •. Did you pass

him on the road? ? •-. The days pass quickly when you're busy. 3a!1, . •.
Will you please pass the bread?,,! •. The torn ruble passed through several

hands.

4^1X53 . — The story passed around that we were

to leave immediately. , ..— The Senate pas.4ed the bill yesterday.. •.
Did you pass your examination? -? •. We pas.sed through the town without

stopping. .
•. You can't get through the mountain pass in the

winter. 5 -
. •<;. The court passed sentence on him today.. •.
I had very poor cards and decided to pass., . •.

pa.s,sod most of the time fishing.1) . •. You'll

need pass to get by the gate., ^^'^.
to pa.ss away. (! mother pa.ssed away last

week. .

to pass off . tried to pass off an i'nitation for

the original. .
to pass out . When the gas escaped,

several people passed out., .
to pass (something) through . Pass the

rope through the ring and tie it.

.
to pass up. You ought not to pass up an

opportunity like that.. •. The supplies were

passed up to the front. .
The title to the house passed from father to son.5 .

• shouldn't have said that, but let it pass. ^, .
passage. Put the light on in the passage.. •. The police made a passage

through the crowd, so the speaker could get to the platform.,. •. First he read sev-

eral passages from the bible..
I want to take passage on the next ship. ^. • We didn't expect the passage of

the bill with so little debate. ,.
passenger.
passion . She tried to conceal her passion

for him.

^*". '. Pocketbooks are passion with her.

^^^ — .
to fly into passion. flew into

passion when we refused to go with him., .
passive adj.
past. We've been expecting rain for the past week.. •.

I don't know anj'thing about his past.. •. The worst part of the trip is

past. ^^' . •.
That city has very interesting past.. •. Walk past the church and

turn right. .
•. It's past noon; let's eat. ,.

in the past. In the past it's been very difficult

to get tickets..
I wouldn't put it past him..

paste. Has anyone seen the paste?-? •. Pa.ste these labels on the

jars. .
toothpaste . Get me tube of toothpaste

while you're at the store. ,.
pasture.
patch. Do you think you can cover this tear with a

patch? 5?
•. wore patch on his eye for several days.

^. •.
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patent ENGUSH-RUSSIAN people

Mother had to patch my pants.. •. has patch of gray in

his hair. . •. She's

out digging in the cabbage patch.'.
to patch up-. We quarrel a lot, but we

always manage to patch things up. ,- .
patent. I've applied for patent on my invention.. •.
You'd better have it patented before you put it on the market.' 5.

path. Take the path that runs along the river.

no .
[j We were directly in the path of the storm. -.

patience.
patient. How is the patient this morning?\' ? •.

He'd be better teacher if he were patient.<'^, .
patriotic adj.
patron , /. She's been steady patron of

that beauty parlor. Ond.
pattern. This rug has a nice pattern. Ha. •. \Miere did you get the

pattern for your new dress??
to pattern oneself after. I've tried to pattern

myself after my father. 4.^
OTu5'.

pause. There was a brief pause and then the music

began. .
•. She paused for moment before continuing

with the stor\'. .
pave. Thej''ve finally paved our street..

His sister paved the way for him to become a lawyer.

Er6 , .}'-.
paw. You could see the marks of the cat's paws in the

snow. Ha <' .
• . The horse pawed the ground..

pay (paid, paid). How much did you pay for your

car? 11? — When
are we going to be paid? ? •.

pays his debts promptly. .
•. Is the pay good on your new job?? •. The paid

bills are listed in this column. -5 5'. •. This machine will pay for

itself in no time. . .
to pay visit. We ought to pay him a visit

before ho leaves..
to pay back. Give me ten rubles now and I'll pay
you back Monday. ',
irx .

to pay up. I'll be all paid up after one more
installment. , -.

You couldn't pay me to do that.. • It doesn't pay to spend too much time

on this work. He. • Pay attention to instructions, and you'll

get along all right. ,.
payable culj .
payment. I have to make three monthly payments of

ten dollars each. ,.
Prompt payment will be appreciated..

peace. I'll be mighty happy when peace comes.

\-\', .! —
• At last

we've got a little peace and quiet in the house.'- ! •. In peacetime

we workeil five days a week. bjicmh.
peach .
peanut .
pear .
pearl .
peas .
peasant.
peculiar. He's very peculiar person... •. long rainy

season is peculiar to this part of the country..
peep. {>{1 through the curtains.-. •. I don't want to

hear another peep out of you!

3Byita !
^ to take peep<'. Take peep into the parlor

and see if that bore went home...
peer. has peers in his profession.. •. She was ]-

ing out of the \vindow into the street.

\'.. My jien is dry; can you spare some ink?, ;111, . •.
We'll have to build a pen for the pigs. -.
Q to pen up . We keep the sheep penned

up during the night. 3annpdeM .
pencil. Will you sharpen this ix?ncil for me?,.
penny ( ). put jx^nny in the

slot. . •. I don't

have penny to my name. .
3 pretty penny . It cost us pretty penny to

fix the ear. .
people. Were there many jx4)ple at the meeting?1 ? — The natives of this region

are a distinct |1. 1,. — This government is not well sui>-

ported by the jx'ople. ..
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pepper ENGLISH-RUSSIAN physical

Q Two or three other people have asked me that question.

Stot .
pepper. Pass me the pepper, please. ,,. — I cut some peppers into the salad..

peppered. The food was highly peppered.

^, .
per. How much will you charge me per pair?

ndpy?

How much are eggs per dozen? ?
per cent n.
perch. The chicken was sitting up on its perch.^.

to perch on top . He perched on top

of the ladder. .
per'fect. speaks perfect Russian. --, •. He's perfect

stranger to me. .
perfect'. The method hasn't been per-

fected yet. .
perfection n.
perfectly. did it perfectly the first time.5 . •. I'm

perfectlj' satisfied with your answer. -.
perform. The doctor performed a difficult operation.. •. She's

been performing before large audiences lately..
The performing seals come on next..

performance. She's careless in the performance

of her duties. Ond. •. Did you enjoy

the performance? ? •-. I was shocked at his performance in the restaurant..
perhaps culv .
period. That was difficult period of American history.. •

(lesson). \Vc have no cla.sses the third period.. •. worked

here for short period.. •. You forgot to put a period at

the end of the sentence..
perish. My whole family jjerished in the fire.

Mo/i .
permanent. Is your job permanent?? •-. My hair

noetls permanent. ^ --.
permission^^. I got permission to leave early.^^ pdHO.

permit'^. No one is permitted to enter this build-

ing. HnKOM^ .'^.
•. I wouldn't permit such familiarity..

Such l)ehavior shouldn't Ix; permitted. :;.
per'mit. You'll have to get a permit to visit that

factory.§.
perpetual adj.
person. What sort of a person is she??

in person. Please deliver this to him in person., Sto ^.
personal. He asked too many personal questions.

Oh .
•. Don't mix personal affairs with business. He.

The author made personal appearance on the stage..
personally. I'll take care of the matter personally.5. •. Personally, I don't think

he has a chance to win. ^,.
persuade. See if you can persuade him to come., ,.
pet. He's the pet of the family.. •(). My mother won't

let us keep pets in the house.. •. Everybody

petted him all his life. .•. Don't pet the dog, he bites. He, ond.
petal n.
petition. Everyone at the meeting signed the petition.

Bee qcd5.
• . We petitioned the officials for a

playground. ,
peocd .

philosophy. studied philosophy at the uni-

versity. ^. — Live and let

live, is his philosophy of life. ad —.
phone. Was that my phone ringing??• (). I phoned

you twice last night, but your line was busy.

B4epd pd3a, 3dHHT.

phonograph n,.
photograph . You'll need photo-

graph of yourself for identification. yd-
KdpT04Ka .

•. photographed these buildings for

the exhibit. 5d -.
phrase pda. You could have omitted that last phrase in

your letter. nncdTb5 pd. •. That's very common phrase

where I come from. dx MCCTdx

^. • . could have

phrased his answer more politely..
physical. I don't have the physical strength to

move. (;.•. Climbing that steep mountain is a physical

impossibility. B3o6pdTbcH 5.
physical science. We're studying physical

science. H3y4deM.
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physician ENGUSH-RUSSIAN pitch

physician n.
piano n.
pick. You certainly picked a nice time to start an

argument. !
•. The men were working with picks and shovels.. •. We'll

have to pick the lock to get into the house., . •. Are the

cherries ripe enough to pick? ?
to pick on. Pick on someone your own size.! •. The boss picked on

me to do the job..
to pick out. picked out very nice bracelet for

his wife. . —
I picked out the gray hat. .
to pick to pieces* . They picked his

argument to pieces. .
to pick up. Please pick up the papers. -, . — The bus stopped to pick up
passengers. , -. • . tried to pick up a

girl on *' ^ train.. •. picked up all the infor-

mation he could. Oh ,. •. The train will pick up speed

in a minute. .
She picked up good bargain j^esterday.. • Are you trying to pick a

quarrel with me? , , ?
picnic. The family is planning a picnic at the lake..

Cleaning up after the party was no picnic..
picture. They have some beautiful pictures for sale.. •-

(movie). I like to see good picture once in a

while. -. •. The picture I took of you last

week turned out very well. ,, .
•. The novel pictures life before the revolution.

5tom .
• . I can't quite picture you as a politician..

to be in pictures . She's been in pic-

tures since she was a baby..
to take picture. I haven't had my picture taken

for years. .
pie. Have you any apple pie today??
piece. She cut the pie into six pieces.. — Maybe I can fix it with this

piece of wire. 5. •. There's piece

missing from the machine.-. •. owns small piece of land

in the country. ;^. •. Write your name on this piece

of paper. .

•. What is the name of that piece the orchestra is

playing? , ^?
to pieces . The box just fell to pieces all at once..
That was fine piece of luck. . • I

just found a half-ruble piece. -.
pig n.
pigeon n.
pile^. There's a pile of letters on my desk that I have to

answer. ,. •. has piles of money.. •. We piled the wood in the back yard.. •. The snow was
piled up outside the front door.. .

•. They're replacing the

rotting piles under the bridge..
pillow.
pilot. The pilot wasn't injured when the plane

crashed. .
•. The boat was piloted safely into port.;^ .

pin. If you haven't got a safety pin, a straight pin

will have to do. ,. — She wore silver pin on

her coat. .
•. I need some hairpins and bobby pins.. — pin in the

machine came loose. -.
•. Pin the flower on your lapel..

to pin under. The two men were pinned

under the wreckage. 5.
pine. That tree looks like a pine to me. ,.
pink adj.
pipe. There's leak in that pipe. .

•. I piped this water here from the spring.. . •. You'll have

hard time getting pipe tobacco here. ^.
Oh, pipe down!!

pit. We burned the rubbish in a pit.. •. I work in one of the pits down at the

mine. .
•. We pitted cherries for the pie.. •. Be careful not to swallow

the pit., .
pit of the stomach . I feel pains in the pit

of my stomach. .
pitch. Pitch the ball to me. .

•. Where shall we pitch the tent?? •. The water was rough and

the ship pitched the whole trip. .. •. The car went out

of control and pitched headlong into the river.. . .. •. sounded note to give the chorus the

pitch. Oh .
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pitcher ENGLISH-RUSSIAN pleasant

to pitch in<'. Let's all pitch in and get

the work done., ^'.
to pitch into. Now don't pitch into me just

because I've made a little mistake. ,- .
pitcher. I dropped the pitcher and it broke.. • .

He'll be the pitcher for our team this afternoon.

<5 ^.
pity. I don't have any pity for such a fool.}'. — Isn't it

pity that they can't get along with each other?, ! •.
wants people to pity him. , ,•. What pity! !

place. Be sure to put it back in the same place. -, . — This place is ten

miles from the railroad..6. — The play is weak in

several places. . — This is hardly

the place for dancing. >'. — Somebody should put him in his place. -.' . •.
The table can be placed over there for now.. •^'. She was placed in this

offi(4J as a secretary.. •. It's not my place to report it. He
MO('.; .

in place of. May I have another book in place

of this one??
in the first place-. In the first place it's too

expensive, and in the second place I don't like it. -,,-, .
out of place. Your remarks are out of place

here. --.
to take place ))11. That must have taken place while

I was away. ,',,.
to take the place of. Nothing can take the?
of an old friend. ^.

There are two places vacant in the office. -. • I'm sure I've met him before,

but I can't quite plac* him. yw'pen, -1>, <-, .
plain. It's quite plain that he's going to Ik; late. Co->1), :1. •. We have

very small, plain house. ,..
— She wore plain whit<' dress. [) <'(^

!^». — That hotel serves good plain food. 5 -.
G plains. I've lived most of my life in the plains

where trt4^s and hills scarce. .
BCTcm'i, mjL'io^'1. .

I'll piit it in the plainest language I can.5' .
plan .1. Do you have plan of the house? 1'>.? —What are your plans for tomorrow?

mliim. |)? •1*.1. Where do you

plan to sjx'iid the summer? ; iiiKvuio-'iaiiieTe

? •. I have a simple plan for getting

him to agree.. • (to prepare). I planned the

whole thing myself. .
to plan on . You'd better not plan on

it. 5" .
plane. Have you ever been up in a plane?- ? •. We

borrowed the carpenter's plane.. •. The teaching in the city schools is

on a high plane.. •. The door still

sticks, so' have to plane it down a bit more.,.
plant. When did you plant this tree?? •. What kind of plants

are these? ? •. The manager

offered to show me around the plant..
plate. Pass your plate and I'll give you some more

meat. 1? , . —
This plate of soup will be enough.. •. The sides of the truck have steel

plates on them..
gold-plated. My watch is gold-plated..

platform. I was asked to sit on the platform with

the speakers.. •. We ac4;epted the party's plat-

form. . .
play. When are going to play their team?? — It's dangerous to play

with fire. ! — plays the part of a

king. Oh . — He plays the violin very

Avell. Oh , '.
We played good game of tennis.. — played joke on his friend.. •. The teams had

just start(>d to play when it began to rain.. <*-, . •

rto go). played his highest card. .- {). •1. I saw very good play last

night. (> .
to play out. After hard day's work he's

played out.;1.
to play up^/. played up th(; good things

about the book. On.1,
obi.io .

This is fine car, but the steering wheel has too much

play. xf)p6iuan, udi.
player. One of the players was hurt daring the game.

bjicmh.
plead }1. We 1(«1<1(1 with her not to go there./ .

pleaded not guilty. On «-.
pleasant. We had plea-sant ride home.!.
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please ENGLISH-RUSSIAN point

He asked me in a pleasant manner.

5.
please. Please shut the door.,. •. Does this please you, or

do you want something else? Sto-? •<^. Do as you please;

it makes no difference to me. ;. •. She's hard person to please..
pleasure. It's pleasure to be able to help you.

— . — I got

lot of pleasure out of seeing him..
pledge . I made pledge to

give certain amount of money every week to war relief.

^ .
•. We pledged our support to the candidate..

plenty. I have plenty of matches, thanks., . •. Help

yourself; there's plenty more in the kitchen.,, ^' . •. You'll be

plenty sorry. .
DGive yourself plenty of time to get there.<5, ^-.

plot . I bought this plot of land very cheap.. •.
The police were warned of the plot. -. • . They plotted

against the government., '. Did you find the plot of the

play difficult to understand??
plow. You need heavier plow than this. 5^. •. We started our spring

plowing early this year. ^-. •. plowed the whole

field in three hours. .
•. plowed his way through the crowd.

Oh ^.
to plow under. The weeds have been plowed

under. .
DThe ship plowed through the waves. ^^^ -, .

pluck. showed lot of pluck. ..
to pluck feathers. She's busy plucking the

feathers from the chicken. .
plum n.
plunge. He plunged the hot metal into cold water.

Oh .
•. plunged into the water and swam to the

other side.. •. plunged into the deal without

giving it proper thought. 5,^^.
plural ; adj.
plus prep.
pocket. Put it in your pocket.. • . paid the bill and

pocketed the change.

. •. The miner discovered valuable

pocket of gold. .
air pocket^. The plane has hit several

air pockets. 5^.
pocket knife . Have you got pocket

knife I can borrow??
pocketbook n,.
poem.
poet 5.
poetry .
point. broke the point of the knife.. •. Point to the one you mean.

^. •.
the signs point toward a hard winter. Bee. •. Our team made

twenty-three points in the first half of the game..
•. The da-imal point in this number is in the wrong

place. ,, — . — The water was heated to the

boiling point. .
•. The temperature went down ten points. -. •. steered

several points off the course. ^
^'. — I disagree with your argument on

every point. ,•. Don't you think the job has its good points?, -? •. His answer shows that he's missed the whole

point of the story. ,. •. Our point is to get

results quickly. -. •. These points come from the other ration

book. -
. •. The steamer we saw has sailed around the

point., , >'.
on the point of . We were on the point of leaving

when ho arrived. ,.
point of view . His point of view is nearly

the same as mine. .
to be beside the point . That's an

interesting remark, but it's beside the point., .
to make point of . makes

point of getting up early..
to point out. Point out the place you told me

about. , . —
Please point out the articles you want to buy.,, .
to stretch point . If you stretch point

bit, I suppose we can agree with him., ,.
to the point . His comments are always to the point..

The point of this pencil is not sharp enough.. • The train stopped at a
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point halfway between the two stations..
poison . Poison! ! •. They used poison

gas. . •. Their

vicious gossip has poisoned our friendship.. — Our dog has been

poisoned. Hduiy .
pole. He had to cUmb the pole to fix the telephone wire.

Em^ £1; ,. •. It's so cold here, you'd

think we were at the North Pole. ,.
Our ideas on the subject are as far apart as the poles.

HdniH 5 .
police. did not obey the police regulations.. —
The police were called in to stop the fight. -, ^.

policeman n.
Ny police station . We were all taken to the

police station for questioning. -1 .1. It is the policy of our company never to cash

checks.. •. It's very bad policy to promise more

than you can do. 9 ,. • . Do you

think have any trouble renewing my policy?, -? •. The Senate is

discussing foreign policy..
polish. I didn't have time to polish my shoes this

morning. . •-
(to polish). How did you get such a good polish

on that furniture??
shoe polish,. Please lend me your shoe

polish when you finish with it., ,,,.
I him Ixx-ause he's so polished. ,.

polite. Do you think it would be polite to leave so

soon? ^', ?
political. Every citizen has certain political

rights. -. — is an important political figure. -5' .
political science . He's an

authority in political science.

npdey.

pond .
pony n.
pool. We went down to the pool to take a dip.. •. Do you want

to play a game of pool? ?
G to pool money. We pooled our money to buy

a car. , .
poor. We take up a collection for the poor every year

in my home town.. •,. That's mighty poor.. .

poor fellow. The poor fellow is totally bUnd.

Oh,, .
poor people. Many poor people lived in this

neighborhood. 5 .
This is poor soil for potatoes..

pop (to pop). The pop of the cork made me jump.

. . •. He's

popped in once or twice to see us since he moved., . •. She

popped her head out of the window. Ond
OKHd. • ndna. My pop promised to take me to the

movies tonight. .
popular. is the most popular singer in the

city. Oh . •-. His book is written in a popular style.. — The movie

will be shown at popular prices later. ^. •.
Is this popular custom here?? •. Our government depends on popu-

lar support..
population. The population here has been on the

increase for the past five years. -.
porch .
pork.
port. When do you expect this ship to get into port?;^ ? — This town is one

of the principal Pacific ports.. •. Port is my favorite

wine. .
port side. There's man overboard on the port

side of the ship. .
porter. Get porter; these bags are too heavy

for you. ,.
portion. You must take some portion of the responsibility.-
;. •. Please give me another portion of

macaroni. , ^.
position. From this position you can see the whole

field. . •-. If you're not comfortable change your position., . — This

places me in a very difficult position.. •. has good

position with wholesale house..
What's your position in regard to this new law??

positive. positive that this umbrella isn't

mine. |;, . •-. made positive impression on us..
possess. She lsses.ses considerable knowledge for

a young girl. Ond oade SHdHUHMu.
possession. The new owner hasn't taken ISession

yet. . — This
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island is a ix)ssession of the United States. 9. •-. gave away all his possessions before he went in

the armj'. ^ -.
possibility.
possible. Be here by nine if possible. ^, .

the best possible . He'll get the best

possible care in this hospital.^ .
We'd better be prepared for a possible shower., ^.

possibly adv.
post. The fence needs some new posts.. •. Post it on the

bulletin board. .
•. The two soldiers were arrested for being away from

their posts.. — has just been appointed to a new post, in the

government. . •. The whole post

was notified of the change in rules.. •. Troops were

posted to guard the bridge..
postage . Do you need any postage on that

letter? ?
There's two kopecks' postage due on this letter. 3a^ .

postal service. The postal service here isn't too good..
post office. I'll mail your package when I go to the

post office tomorrow. ,^ .
pot. There's pot of soup on the stove. Ha. •. There is row of

flower pots on the porch. Ha.
She has pot of tea ready for us..

potato fpotatoes) n,.
poultry .
pound. We pounded on the door for five minutes

before they heard us. ^,. •. They pounded the

rock into small pieces..
pour. Please pour me cup of coffee.,. •. The crowd poured

out of the theater. . •.
Don't go out; it's pouring. He:.

poverty n.
powder ^. I need some powder and lipstick.. •^/. Pardon

me, I have to go powder my nose.,. •. Try little of this

powder in your shoes.. •. There is enough

powder here to blow up the whole town., B3opBdTb . •.

works at the powder plant..
power. I'll do everything in my power. ,&. •. How much power does

this machine have? ?
•. This factory uses a lot of electric power.' . •.
That party wasn't in power very long.. •. Our nation is one of

the world powers. 4,.
His powers of concentration are amazing. -.

powerful adj,.
practical. It's good suggestion, but it's not

practical. , .
•. Your friend is very practical man..

practically . We're practically there now., ,. •.
He's practically the manager here.. •. That's practically the way I

would have done it. .
•. Let's look at things practically..

practice. The new doctor has only a small practice.. •-. I need little more practice before I can take

you on. ,. •. He's practicing his

piano. . •. I used to

play good game of tennis, but I'm a little out of practice

now. - ,.
in practice ^ (in fact). The law sounds harsh,

but in practice it is very fair. ,.
to practice law .
How long have you been practicing law??

I'm out of practice because I haven't touched a piano in

years. ^,..— I make it practice to get to work early.

pdno.

praise. My teacher praised me for my good

record. .
•. got lot of praise for his work..

pray V.
prayer.
preach v.
preacher n.
precious adj.
prefer V.
premium. I pay the premium on my insurance

quarterly. ^.
at premium . Houses are at premium

where I live. , ^,.
I got the lamp as a premium for selling the most maga-

zines. ,, .
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prepaid . These books were

mailed prepaid. -.
preparation. I've taken care of all the neces-

sary preparations for the trip. -, •.
you recommend good preparation for dry hair?-?

prepare 6?. They prepared to go abroad.. •. You'd

better prepare him for the news. ^-.
preposition.
presence. This must be signed in the presence of

three witnesses. -. — showed considerable presence

of mind. .
pres'ent,. I don't agree with their

present policy. .
•^'. members of the club were present at

the meeting. Ha
<'. •. The future can't be any worse than the

present. ^' , , ;^.
•. Did you give him a present for his birthday?

CM^ ?
D at present. He's too busy to see you at present.

Oh , .
for the present. That will be enough for the present...

present'. They presented him with a gold watch.^ . •. This

assignment presents many difficulties. -;^. •. This report

presents all the facts. .
•. The play was presented by a group of young

actors..
preserve. She tried everything to preserve her

beautiful figure. Ond ,'. — We had to smoke our meat to preserve

it. , .
president.
press. Press the button and see what happens., 5.

•. The crowd pressed against the gates. ,. •. I wouldn't press the

matter any further, if I were you. Ha§ . •. Where can I get my
suit pressed? ?
•. This book is ready to go to press.. • . Will the press

be admitted to the conference?

^'^' ? •. There are

three printing presses in the workshop.

<5. •. This play was well re-

ceived by the press. ^-. •. I have pressing engagement

elsewhere. ..
pressure. Check the pres.sure of the tires.. — His work improved after we brought

pressure to bear on him,, .
under pressure . We are

working under pressure..
I can't put any pressure on this foot yet. ^.

presume. Let's presume you're right. -, .
pretend. I pretended to be asleep. -. • . She pretended she

was her older sister.^. •. I don't pretend to be writer..
pretty. She is very pretty girl.. •. That's pretty tune.! •. works pretty

well. .
prevail. Blue is the prevailing color in the

pattern. .
to prevail upon. They finally prevailed upon

me to go with them..
prevent. We are trying to prevent forest

fires. .
•. The bad weather prevented our ship from

arriving on time. -.
previous. Refer to my previous article.. •. I

was paid well on my previous job. Ha.
previously adv.
price. I like the rooms but the price is too high., . •-. I priced overcoats today, but found I couldn't

afford one. ,. •. you

price this diamond for me? 5?
pride. His pride won't let him admit he's wrong.

;^ ,. — The new park is the pride of our city.

— .
to pride oneself on. He prides himself on his

ability to speak Russian.-.
takes great pride in his work. ;^.

priest.
primary. I teach the primary grades..•. Winning the

prize is of primary importance to me. —.
prince ,.
princess (!!,,.
principal,. This is one of the principal

arguments against your plan.. •. The

principal called the teachers into his office.. •!1. You will
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receive three per cent interest a year on the principal..
The principals in the case were represented by their

lawyers. ()^.
principle. What's the principle this machine works

by? ? —
They criticized the very principles of the party. -. — He's

man of principle. .
in principle . I agree with you in principle,

but I don't like your methods., .
print. printed notice will be sent out tomorrow.^ . •-. How many copies of this book have they printed

already? 5? •. The print in this book is too

small. 5 . •. Please print your name instead of

writing it.,
65'. •. The museum has fine collection of

famous prints and paintings. 5. •. She wore pretty

print dress. .
•. How many prints do you want from this

negative??
cotton print. We're selling lots of colored cotton

prints. .
in print (on sale). Is the book still in print?9 ? • . The

President's speech has just come out in print. -.
to be out of print. That book is hard to get

because it's out of print. ,.
The cloth is printed with a flower pattern..

prior.

prior to. Prior to her marriage she was a teacher.

ond .
She couldn't accept the invitation because she had a prior

engagement. ,.
prison ,.
prisoner. prisoner has just escaped from jail.. •.
How many prisoners were taken in the last battle??

private. This is private beach and only members

of the club can use it. ,^. — Is there any private industry

at all in the Soviet Union?? •. My private opinion

is that he's a liar. ;^, . •-. was private in the last war..
in private. I'd like to discuss the matter with

you in private..
privilege. Do you think you're a

privileged character here? ,? •. Who
told you to take so many privileges? ,?

prize. There will be fifty-dollar prize for the best

short story. 3a. •. The prize story

was written by a friend of mine.,' (best). That's

the prize movie of the year..
This is one of my most prized possessions.

cdMbix .
probable. It's probable that there will be a bad

storm tonight. ,,^.
probably adv.
problem. Our problem is how to get there before it's

too late. , ,. •. We need more time to solve such

a big problem. ,^ .
It's difficult problem to know how to act under such

circumstances. ,.
proceed. Our orders are to proceed to the next

town. .
•. After short interruption they proceeded

with their work. , -.
proceeds . sold his house and put

the proceeds in government bonds. -
^.

process. They have special process for cleaning furs.. •.
They process wool at that factory. Ha.

procession.
proclaim v.
procure.
produce'. What does this factory produce?? •. How many planes

does the factory produce a month?

BbmycKdcT ? •. The farm ought

to produce a good crop this year. .;!. •. you

produce the facts to prove your statement?, ?•. They intend to produce this play after

Christmas..
The purpose of the medicine is to produce perspiration..

pro'duce. There is no market for our produce.^^^ .
production. Production at the plant has in-

creased. . •-. Who directed the production? ?
profession(}. plans to follow his father's profes-

sion. Oh . .
professor.
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profit. The profits from the business will be divided

equally. ^ .
• . I hope he profits by this experience., .

profitable. The business turned out to be rather

profitable. .
• . Yesterday I spent very profitable day..

profound. He's very profound thinker..
program. What's the next number on the program?? — There's an inter-

esting program on the radio tonight.^ . —
made out program for the week..

pro'gress. There's been great deal of progress in

surgery lately..
in progress. The work is still in progress

but will soon be done. ,
;^^.

Are you making any progress with your report? ,?
progress' . We've progressed lot since

those days..
How are things progressing? , ?

pro'ject. We've been working on this project together..
project'. They had no screen so they pro-

jected the movies on the wall. . •. The

stairway projects into the living room..
promise. You've broken your promise.. •. We promised the

child a present. . — The

play promises to be interesting..
The now planes show great promise. -.

prompt. I didn't expect such prompt reply.. •. She sent

prompt reply to my letter. .. •. He's prompt in paying his debts.

Oh . •. What prompted

you to say that? 5?
promptly adv.
pronoun.
pronounce. How do you pronounce this

word? ? •. The

judge pronounced him guilty of murder..
to pronounce verdict . The court

pronounced the verdict. .
pronunciation n.
proof. What proof do you have that he did

it? , ?
•. I've ju.st finished reading proof on my new
article. ^'.

waterproof. These boots are water-

proof. .
proper. His office is in an annex, not in the build-

ing proper. ,.
at the proper time . This will be taken care

of at the proper time. .
What is the proper way to address an envelope??

properly . Iron it properly, please.,.
property. The things on this desk are my

property. 5() —. • . I own some property

near the river.. •. This salt has the property of absorbing

water from the air. -.
prophet .
proportion. What's the proportion of water to

milk here?? ^ The designs in that wallpaper aren't too well

proportioned. 5 -.
out of proportion. His head is out of

proportion to the rest of his body.5^. •. Your demands are entirely

out of proportion. BduiH .
propose. Who was proposed for chairman??'-. When did he propose to her?? •. Do you propose to take

a vacation this summer?5?
proposition. Will you consider my proposition?:0^ ? •. It's been

. paying proposition. .
prose .
prospect. The prospect of swim appeals to me.. •.
What are your prospects for the future?

;^?
prosperity.
protect. I wear these glasses to protect my eyes

from the dust. ^5,. —
• asked that lawyer be appointed to protect

his interests. ^^.
protection. We keep dog in our house for protection.. •. What

do you use here as protection against mosquitoes??
pro'test. ignored her protest..

under protest . came,

but only under protest. , -.
protest'. The man protested his innocence all

through the trial. ,. •. The losing team

protested the judge's decision.. •. We pro-
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tested to the neighbors about the noise.. • .
We protested to the chairman.. •. The workers protested

against the new regulations..
proud. He's very proud person and won't accept any

help. Oh. •. We're proud of you. -
4.

to become proud. She's become very

proud since she got the prize..
prove. I prove I didn't do it. ^,5 . •41 (to prove to be). The

movie proved to be verj- bad..
proverb n.
provide. We were provided with suppUes enough to

last two weeks. ^ .
• (to obtain). If you provide the material, I'll build

a garage for you. ,.
to provide for. The family was provided for

in his will. Oh .
provided (that) (). I'll come provided you

come with me. 5%,.
The rules provide that you can't leave the camp without

permission. ,. • Our insurance provides against

the loss of our car. -.
province. This is the basic industrj' of our province.

Sto —. — Most of our studies have been in the province

of natural science. , ,
5'.

in my province . I'll do everjlhing

in my province to help you. ,, .
provision. We bought enough provisions to last all

simimer. . •-. Are you sure you understand all the provisions of the

contract? '?,?
to make provision. His uncle made pro-

vision for his education. ,.. Public opinion is against him.. • .
Is this building open to the public?^'? •<'. writes for select public.^'. — His program reaches

large public. . -. •. This is public meeting, and admis-

sion is free. .
•. This land is public property. 5 —. •. He's been

assigned to an important public office..

in public . That's not the way to behave in

pubUc. .
There isn't enough public interest in the election. -^'.

publication. I read several publications on sports

regularly. ^. •. Publication of the magazine will have

to be delayed until all the articles are ready.^ , noKd. •. told the reporters that his remarks

were not for publication. ,.
publish. Who publishes his new book??
puff. Everybody was puffing as we reached the top

of the hill. ,. •. I saw puff of smoke coming

from their chimney. ,.
pull. We'll have to get a truck to pull the car out

of the mud. ^,. •. This tooth must be pulled.. •. If you pull

this cord,.the driver will stop the bus., . — If you give
* too hard a pull, the rope will break., . •. You have

to have a lot of pull to get a job here., . •.
pulled mean trick on me.

<«.
to pull down. Pull the shades down.. •. They're going to pull the old school

down and build a new one..
to pull in. Wbat time do you expect to pull in to

town? ^?
to pull off. It's good idea if j'ou can pull it off.,,, 5.
to pull oneself together .. Pull yourself

together and let's get going..
to pull out. The train pulled out on time, for once.-. •. The plane

pulled out of the dive at two thousand feet..
to pull through. She was pretty sick, and

we were afraid she might not pull through.

>, .
to pull up. They pulled the flowers up by the roots.. •. The

car pulled up in front of the house..
This hill is a hard pull for an old car. Ha^ . • Pull

over and show me your driver's licence. .
• Don't pull any funny stuff; I'm not kidding. ,! . • Pull up chair.
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and we'll talk it over. ,.
pump. We get our water from a pump in the back yard.. •. You'll

have to pump water for a bath.. — Pump up the tire. .
•. He'll try to pump you about where you were

last night. Oh ,.
pumpkin .
punch. I ducked just in time to miss the punch aimed at

me. ^' -,. •. The con-

ductor forgot to punch my ticket.. •. If you don't keep

quiet I'll punch you in the nose. ,. •. Would you care for a

drink of punch? 5*^?
His speech had a lot of punch to it..

punish. I think he's been punished enough.

^'^, . .
punishment. What is the punishment for this

crime? -?
t

The car took a lot of punishment on its last trip..
pupil (), (/).

purchase,. I purchased new car last

year. . •-
^'. I have few purchases to make in this store.^^ 5.

pure. The dress is pure silk. Sto. — The water in the spring is very pure. §. •. His

statement is pure nonsense. —.
purple adj.
purpose. What's his purpose in going to Komsomolsk??

on purpose. I left my coat at home on purpose..
to serve the purpose. I guess this desk will serve

the purpose until we can get a new one. ^,, .
What's the purpose of all this commotion??

purposely adv.
purse. How much money have you in your purse?? •. The purse was

divided among the winners.'.
pursue [!<''. They pursued the enemy as far as the

river. 1; . .
•. Do you intend to pursue your education??

push. Push the table over by the window. -
5'. •. The crowd pushed

into the elevator. . • 1'1-. They pushed him forward.'. •^'. Give the car push for me, will

you? ,.

G to push off. The boat pushed off from shore..
Don't push your luck. He .

put (put, put). Put your suitcase over here.. — The question was put to

the chairman of the meeting.. •. Put the book back
in place. . •. The
notice was put on the front page. ^. •. He's putting his

affairs in order. , .
•. The report puts the facts very clearly.. •. This

will put me to considerable expense..• (to put value). They've

put the value of the estate* at fifty thousand dollars.(; .
G to put an end (a stop) to . The news

put an end to our hopes..
to put aside (away). She's been putting

aside a little money each month. Ond..
to put down. The revolt was put down with little

trouble. . •.
Put down your name and address..
to put in. How many hours did you put in at

the office last week??
to put off. Let's put off the decision until to-

morrow. .
to put on. Wait till I put on my coat.,. •. His Southern

accent isn't real; it's just put on.,.
to put oneself out. Don't put yourself out on

my account. He -.
to put out. Put out the lights before you leave.. •. This pub-

lisher has put out some very good books..
to put over. You can't put anything over on him..
to put through. The bill was put through Congress

last week.1).
to put to bed . I have to put the kids to bed.

().
to put to death. He's already been put to death..
to put up. Can you put up some extra guests for

the night?

Hil? •. This building was put up in six

months. .
•. Who put you up to that trick?

5^?
to put up for sale. These desks will be put up

for sale this week. 1' 5';1.
to put up with. I can't put up with this noise

any longer. ^' ^.
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to stay put . I'll stay put right here

until you get back. ,.
You can be sure this money will be put to good use.,. • Put him off until I have time to think it over.

OH, nf .
• I feel quite put out about it. .

puzzle. It's puzzle to me how such a stupid guy

ever got through college. ,. — you solve these

puzzles? 5? •. His directions had us puzzled. -.
to puzzle out. I can't puzzle out this letter.^ .

Q
quality. She has many good qualities.. — The better quality of cloth is

more expensive. . —
The quality of his work has improved lately..

quantity.
quarrel. They haven't lxx;n friends since that quarrel., '-. and I always quarrel.. • (argue) . Let's not quarrel about this.

5.
quarter. Give me quarter of kilo of butter.. — The train leaves at a

quarter of throe. 1) .
•. It costs quarter to got into the show.

—. •. The soldiers were

quartered in an old house near the fort.

CTdpoM, . •. She quartered the aj^ples for a pie. Ond{) . •-
(to quarter). His quarters are near the camp..

quarters^. has very l)ad reputation in certain

quarters..
queen. This magazine has picture of the (lueen.

5tom . •. I had

jack, king, and three queens in my hand., .
queer. There are some mighty (lueer things going

on horo. - .
•. We were going to sneak out early, but she

queered us. (' 5',.
question. They asked lot of questions about my

past experience. 5'. — The (juestion of his ability came up. 1^. •1). The prisoner will be hold

for questioning.. •1>. I question the sincerity of his

spetxh. .
beside the question . His re-

marks are Ijoside the question..
beyond question . His honesty is beyond

question. (; .
out of the question . It's out of the

question for mo to leave my job. He {', .

without question. He'll be there tomorrow

without question. .
quick. His answer was quick and to the point.. •. I'll be there as

quick as I can.. •. Shut that door and be quick about it., .
to cut to the quick . His article cut me

to the quick. * .
She has very quick temper. Ond. .

• He is a man of quick decisions. On .
quickly adv.
quiet. I live in a quiet neighborhood.1). — He's so quiet you never know he's

around. Oh , ,.. •. We enjoy the quiet of the country.. •. His

speech quieted the crowd. ^.
•. Quiet down, please., -.

The stream isn't quiet enough for good fishing., . • She always

dresses in quiet colors. Ond .
quilt .
quit nejxiCTdTb. Quit it!! •. Why

don't you quit what you're doing and come out for a walk?\'? •1). quit his job yesterday..
Quits. Here's your money; now we're quits., .

quite,. I'm quite satisfied with his

answer. 1) . •.
That was quite an experience we had yesterday., •. That's

not (juitc vfhni I wanted. , . —
I live quite near here. .
•. has quite lot of money in the bank..

Quite so. . • The movie was quite

good. .
quote. She's always quoting some famous person.

ced -. •-. You can quote us all as being in favor of the plan.: ,.
•. you quote me price on the house?

Ha3Hd4HTb ?
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rabbit ENGLISH-RUSSIAN rank

R
rabbit n.
race pdca. He is a mixture of two races.. •. The raced past the

farm. . •(). The two boys raced each other home.. • (to

race). It was race to get to the station on time.-, - .
human race . hates the whole human

race. .
Why are you racing the engine?

^?. Put our bags up on the rack., . • . was
racked with pain. .

to rack one's brains . I racked my
brains for a new idea for an article..

racket. There was such racket at my house last night,

I couldn't sleep., . •. I invested all

my money and then found out their business was a racket.5 ,, . •.
Bring your racket and we'll play some tennis., .

radio. Do you have radio here?? • . The news was radioed to

us. .
radish .
rag .
rage. IVIy father flew into a rage when he found that

out. , Sto.
•. The storm has been raging for three days.^ .

That dance is the latest rage. Bee ! 5.
rail. Hold on to the rail while going down these stairs.,.

by rail. It takes two days to get there by rail..
to rail off. Several hectares in the park are railed

off for picnicking. -.
raikoad . The railroad isn't to blame for the

slowness of the mail. . — He's big railroad

executive. . • . new
railroad will soon be laid here. ^'. •. The railroad is torn up beyond the town. 3a.

was railroaded to jail. ^.
• They railroaded the bill through the house.^ .

• The railroad offers cheap rate on Saturday..
rain. Only few drops of rain have fallen.. — The rains started

late this year. 5^ . — It

rained hard during the morning, "^. • (light rain) . light rain made the side-

walks wet. .•. Sparks rained on the street from

the burning house.

^'. /

rainstorm. That's quite rainstorm. ^.
rainbow .
raincoat , .
rainy adj.
raise. If you want a ticket, please raise your hand., ^^. — The soldier

raised the flag. . •.
When she came by, he raised his hat. ^ ond, . •. Do you think

their wages ought to be raised? ,^ ? •.
asked for raise in pay., •. This kolkhoz raises wheat.. •. She raised «five

children. Ond . •.
How large sum did they raise? ^?

to raise an army . The country raised a

large army in a short time..
Don't raise your voice above a whisper..

rake. You'll find a rake in the shed.. •. The soil will have to be raked before

we start planting. ,. •. Rake the leaves into

piles and we'll burn them. ^;.
to in. raked in money during the

war. Bo 3arpe6ii.n.
ran See run.

rang See ring'.

range. Prices range from one to five rubles.. •.
They drove the cattle out to the range.. •. W^e will cross the range of

mountains tomorrow.. •. Sheep range over this valley..• (rifle range). You

can find him at the rifle range. -. •,. Light the rangr. ^/^.
within range . Wait till the

animal is within range., noKd ^':1|1.
rank {). The soldiers fell into rank. -. •. has the rank of captain.
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rapid ENGUSH-RUSSIAN reading

Oh — . •. That tobacco you're

smoking is rank. & ^ ^!
That university is of the first rank.

cdMbix. • This industry ranks low in

importance. 9. • He's showing rank ingratitude..
rapid. There has been rapid increase in the popula-

tion here. .
rapidly adv.
rare. These flowers are rare for this part of the country.&. •-. Seeing you is rare treat. —.

steak . Do you your steak

rare? ?
rat. The rats are ruining all the grain in the bam.. •. She

was rat to tell on us! Ond — !
rate. Is there special rate for this tour? §? -— What's the postage

rate for packages? ?
•. was rated most popular man in his class.

Oh . .
•'. rates reward for that. Sto oh. •. This car can

go at the rate of eighty kilometers per hour.

. •. He's working much too slowly; at that rate

he'll never finish. ;.
at any rate . We think this is the best

plan; at any rate, we'll try it. , Stot

\'; ^' .
third-rate. This is third-rate tobacco..

You can pay the bill at the rate of five rubles per week..
rather. It's rather cold on deck. Ha. •. The play was rather

long. . •. I was running or, rather, walking quickly., , .
rather than ^ . . . , . . .. We will

stay at home rather than get there so late. ^, .
It's rather early to decide. ,, pdno.

• I don't feel well and would rather stay at home today.

. • I'd rather have ice cream.. • Would you rather come with us?

5'^ ^?
rave . got so angry he raved Uke a

madman. .
•. At the dance everyone raved about my
gown. Ha 5' .

raw. She eats only raw vegetables.. •. The ship is carrying raw cotton.^ -. •.
There's raw wind today..

raw materials. The raw materials must be shipped

in from abroad. .
raw soldier. He had only raw soldiers to use

for the work. -.
Her face is raw because of the wind.. • The horse has a raw place on its back... Not ray of Ught could reach the closrt..
There isn't ray of hope that he'll live. Her, .

razor. I cut myself with the razor..
reach. Can you reach the sugar on the top shelf?? •^

pfKY. reached for his gun. ^. • (). This coat is so long it

reaches the ground. ,. • . The garden

reaches to the river. .
• . Tell me when we reach the city., . •^. Look what

long reach he has., ^.•. There was no waj' of reaching him.^ .
beyond one's reach^. Such luxury is be-

yond my reach. .
within easy reach. Wait till we are within easy

reach of home.,^ ^.
Your letter did not reach me xmtil today.-. • Is the toy on the shelf in

reach of the child??
reaction, ^^^lat reaction is caused by putting metal

and acid together? ? •

(to react). You should have heard the family's reaction

when I told them the good news. ,5 . •.
His election would be a victory for reaction..

Is fever common reaction from a chill??
read (as in feed) (read, read). Please read the

instructions., ^. — She

read the letter to him. .
•. I've read somewhere that it's not true. -, . • (to read through).

Have you read your mail yet??• (to foretell). tries to read the

future. Oh .
It reads Uke a fairy tale. .

reader. worked as reader to the blind.. •. How many

readers will you need for your class??
readily adv.
reading. These are my reading glasses.. •. Give me reading on
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ready ENGLISH-RUSSIAN recommendation

that meter near the boiler..
This actor's reading of the part was the best heard.

HQ^ ,.
ready. When will dinner be ready? ;^? — I'll be ready to go in ten minutes.^ ^, . — I'm ready to

forgive him. .
ready money . I don't have much

ready money. ^ .
real. Is this real silk? 9 ? —

This is the real thing. . — What
was the real reason for his refusal?? •. Do you know the

real facts? ? •.
It was real pleasure to meet him..

realize . I didn't realize you were interested

in it. , .^ -. • . I didn't realize how
serious the situation was.. •. has realized

profit. . •. has

never realized his desire to own a house. ^
.

really. Will the train really start on time?,, ? —
- is

really younger than he looks. ,.
rear . Her horse reared suddenly and threw

her. .
•. was born and reared on a farm..

in the rear. There's an emergency exit in the

rear. . .
rear door . You'll have to use the rear door

while the house is being painted., .
to bring up the rear . You people go

ahead; we'll bring up the rear. , a^ .
reason. had good reason for wanting to leave

the house. ,. — I have reason to think that we'll never see

him again. ,. •. My reason tells

me not to do it. ,. •. reasons like child., . •. We reasoned

with her until she changed her mind.

noKd .
to bring someone to reason. He was stub-

born, but we brought him to reason. ,.
to listen to reason. Please listen to reason.^",.
to reason out. I'll try to reason it out.

5.
It stands to reason that he'll refuse to do it now. ,, • I know the reason

you said that. , ;^^ . • I can't

figure out the reason why he did it. ^,. • If this goes on, I'll lose my reason.

5to , ^ .
• Reasoning from experience, I would say the opposite. Ha, -.

reasonable. The prices here are very reasonable.. •. He's

reasonable man. .
recall. Your face is familiar, but I can't recall your
name. ^ , ^. •. The ambassador was recalled.. • (). We heard about

his recall from office today. ,.
receipt. Be sure to get a receipt when you deliver

the package. He ,,. •. Please sign this

receipt., .
•. left immediately on receipt of the telegram.

Ho . •.
Our receipts for the month will just pay these expenses..

Please receipt the bill.,.
receive. Wait until you receive the letter. -, noKd, . —

- Payment received.. •. was well received in

the club. . •.
Who is going to stay at home to receive the guests?, ?

The speech was well received by the audience.. — received

wound in the battle. . • This book

hasn't received the attention it deserves..
recent adj.
recently adv.
reception. Have you been invited to the reception??

His new play got a warm reception.( ).
recite v .
reckon. reckoned the cost, and it was more

than he could afford. , -, , 5^ .
recognize. I recognize him by voice.. — We recognized it from your description. -. •,.
They recognized the new government.. — No one recognized his genius while he

was alive. -.
Wait till the chairman recognizes you., noKd.

recommend. I recommend that you take a vote.. •. Can you

re<!ommend a good hotel??
recommendation. When I left he gave me a

very good recommendation. ,
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re'cord ENGLISH-RUSSIAN regard, •. If

you'd followed the doctor's recommendation you wouldn't

be so sick now. ,.
re'cord. The records of our kolkhoz show a large profit

for the year. . •().
Do you have many jazz records? (-) ? •. has

criminal record. . •.
broke all records for speed.. •. We had record crop this year.5^ .
on record. This is the worst

earthquake on record. — .
to keep record. Keep careful record of all

expenses. .
G I want to go on record as being against it., .

record'. What company records your songs?() ?
recover. How long did it take you to recover

from your operation? , novA? •. recovered

his balance immediately..
Q to recover oneself . lost his temper

for a moment, but soon recovered himself. ,.
recreation. What do you do for recreation

around here? ?
red KpdcHoe. Red is not becoming to her. KpdcHoe

5'- *. Give me red pencil.. — They say he's always been a Red., .
to get red. Her face got red with embarrass-

ment. ,.
Red Cross n .
reduce . I've reduced lot since I've been on

a diet. , ^.
to be reduced. His temperature was much re-

duced this morning.

f.
reduction. We protested against the reduction in

wages. .
There's been reduction in personnel at our factory.. • Is there reduction for servicemen at the

hotel? 5 ?
refer. I refer you to good book on

this subject. .̂ •. She got angry

when he referred to her friend in that tone. -, ^ .
•. This law only refers to aliens..

reference. I copied down several useful references

on gardening.. •. I'll call him up in

reference to what you said. ^

, . •. I give two
of my former teachers as references..̂ — Have you
any references from your other employers?- -?

to make references!1. made references to

his recent trip. .
without reference. The test is given without

reference to age..
refine. Crude oil is refined at this plant. Ha

5tom .
She's so refined..

reflect. \\at color reflects light the best?? •.
Don't j'ou realize your behavior reflects on all of us?,? •. Reflect on it

awhile; you'll see I'm right., .
Change your seat if the light reflects in your eyes. -, .

reflection. The dog kept barking at his reflection

in the mirror. , ,. •. After much re-

flection I decided not to accept the offer..
Her conduct is reflection on the way she was brought

up. Fje , .
reform. Don't try to reform everyone you meet.

He . •.
I'm sure he'll reform. ', .
•. Many new reforms have been brought about

recently. 3a.
These boys ought to be sent to a reform school..

refrain. I prefer to refrain from discussing

religion.. •. Will everyone please join in on the

refrain?, ! •. I don't

know the introduction but I can sing the refrain., .
re'fund.

If you can't exchange this, I'd hke a refund., ,,.
refund' . They'll refund your money if you're

not satisfied. ,.
regards. Give my regards to your sister..
refuse'. I offered him a drink of vodka but he

refused it. , -. — We refused to accept his resignation. -.
refuse ^. Throw it out with the rest of the refuse.

6to .
regard. is regarded as a great pianist.. •. re-
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region ENGLISH-RUSSIAN remainder

garded the statue carefully.. •. Send my regards to your wife. -,, ^.
regarding. We'll have to have a little

discussion regarding that last point..
to show regard for . Show some regard for

your parents.,.
with (in) regard to . With regard to your letter of

January first .

.

In that regard, I agree with you..
region .
register . Have you signed the

register? ?•^ (cash register). Is this the latest

model (cash) register? 9 -?
They're registered in the hotel where we're staying., . • Be sure to

register the letter., 5. • She told me how to do it, but it didn't

register. Ond , §,.
regret. I've always regretted not having traveled., .

• (to have regrets). I have no regrets for what

I've done. , . •-^. I've been tormented by regret. ;^.
regular. This is the regular procedure. 9 —. •. It's regular mad-

house here. .
•. Is there regular bus service to the train?? —

lives very regular life..
Q makes regular thing of this. §.

regularly. He's been calUng me regularly every

evening. .
reign. During whose reign was that church

built? §?
•. The queen reigned for ten years.. •. Silence reigned during

the speech. Bo .
reject. The army rejected him because of a

physical disability. ,. •. They rejected all our

plans. .
rejoice v.
relate. should have lots of stories to relate

after his trip.. • . I don't see how you can relate

such different ideas. ,?̂
to be related . I didn't know you were

related. , .
relation. I don't see any relation between the two prob-

lems.

. •. Our relations with our director

are excellent.. •. The two countries have broken

off diplomatic relations.. •. They in-

vited all their friends and relations to the wedding..
You must judge his work in relation to the circumstances.,.

relative. Everything in life is relative.. •. They are close

relatives. — .
release. forgot to release the brake.. •. When were you re-

leased from the prison camp?.? • (to give to the press). Why
was this news released?^? • . I can't get

another job until they give me a release. ^, -.
You're released from any responsibility for that.

5.
relief. Relief has been sent to the flood sufferers..

•. Did you get any rehef from the medicine I

gave you?, ,-?
to go on relief . got sick and had

to go on relief. ^().
to take one's relief. I'll finish this work while

you take your relief. , noKd.
relieve. Did that powder relieve your pain?, ? •. Will you

relieve me while I go downstairs for a minute?, . •. What

can we do to relieve the monotony? ,?
His letter relieved me of a lot of worry..

religion. I just got few interesting books on religion.,• (religious). She is very tolerant in her

attitude toward religion..
religious. belonged to reUgious order.. — works

with religious devotion.. •. The Quakers are religious

people. .
remain. Nothing else remains to be done..

These things always remain the same.. • This house remained in their family for years..
• That remains to be seen. , .

remainder .
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remains ENGLISH-RUSSIAN reputation

remains. Clear away the remains of dinner.

CO, .
Where did they bury his remains? ?

remark. That was an unkind remark.. — Limit your remarks to five minutes.^ . •. remarked on her appearance.. •^. I

remarked before that opinions differ on this point., ^^ -.
remarkable adj.
remedy. Try this remedy for your cough.

5to . •. Com-
plaining won't remedy the situation.. •. Don't worry, we can remedy the

mistake we've made. He, -.
remember. Do you remember when he said that?, ?

Remember to turn out the lights. He. • I'll remember you in my will.. • always remembers us at Christmas.^.
remembrance.
remind. She reminds me of my mother.. •. I am reminded

of an amusing story. § ^. — If you don't remind me, I'll forget., §.
remit. I won't be able to remit the balance until

the first of the month. ^^ .
remote adj.
remove. Remove the lamp from the table.. •. This growth ought to be

removed immediately. -, '. Please remove your hats.,,. •. It's about time the

manager was removed..
render. You have rendered us invaluable service.. •.
An account must be rendered monthly..

The shock rendered him speechless..
renew V.
renewal.
rent. I rented an apartment next to yours.. •. She rents rooms to

students. . •. How
much does typewriter rent for a week?? •. had to rent costume for the party. ^.
G The rent on these books is ten cents a week.5 — . • How
much rent do you pay for the apartment??

repair. Can you repair my shoes in a hurry?? •. The

house only needs minor repairs. !1. •. My watch
needs only minor repairs. ;1. •. We can't repair the

damage done by his speech. ,, .
In bad repair. This car is in bad re-

pair. .
in repair. Try to keep the roof in repair..

repeat. repeated what he had just said.

, . — The play will

be repeated next week. Ha
Stot. •. Repeat this after me..

Don't repeat what I have told you. He ^, .
replace. We haven't been able to get anyone to re-

place her. , .
• . Replace those books on the shelf

when you're done with them., .
reply. His reply was sound and direct.. •. replied that they would

be glad to go. , ().
— What can you say in reply to this?

Sto? •. I refuse to reply to these

charges. .
report. reported that everything was in order.

Oh, . •. It is re-

ported that you're wasting money. ,. •. I've heard report that

you're leaving Moscow. ,. •. gave the report in

person. . • . I

will report on this matter tomorrow.

Stom. •. They reported him to the

police. .
•. Report for duty Monday morning.5^ .

represent , . He's

represented us in Congress for years. . •.
What does this painting represent?? — represents himself as more important than

he is. Oh ,. •. What does this

medal represent? 5?
doesn't represent the typical college professor.. • Who represents the

defendant? ?
representative. Who's the representative from your

district? ? •-. He's always favored representative government.. •. This sketch is representative

of his style. .
republic.
reputation. Just being in his company is enough

to ruin her reputation. , ond.,,. • . Don't do it if you care for
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request ENGLISH-RUSSIAN restore

your reputation. He ,.
has reputation for being good worker..

request. requested us to take care of his child.

Oh . •.
I am writing you at the request of a friend. ^. •. Please file

written request., -.
require. They required us to pass an examina-

tion. , .
Do you require deposit? ;^? • This matter requires careful thought.5' ^. • You are required by law to

appear in person. .
requirement. That quantity of coal doesn't meet

the requirements of this town. 5'. •. Our
college won't admit him until he meets all the requirements., ^.

resemble . Do you think he resembles his

mother? ;^, ?
reserve. Is this seat reserved?-? •. We'll have to fall back

on our reserves.. •. I found him very reserved..
without reserve . You're among friends

so you can speak without reserve..
residence,. The next meeting will be held at

his new residence. ^
[or ). •-. You'll have to establish residence here before you

can vote., .
resign . resigned because they refused to

give him a raise. ,^ ^. •. I'll have to resign

myself to being alone while you're away.,
65'.

resolution. I didn't have the strength or resolution

to argue with him. ,. •. The club failed to pass our

resolution. ^^.
to make resolution. We made resolution to

increase production. .
resolve v.
resort .. We're going to a resort at the seashore this

summer. .
•. If they won't listen to reason we'll have to

resort to force. -, .
G as last resort . As last resort, we
can stay at my sister's.

(».
respect. I respect your opinion.. •. has the respect of everyone here.

Oh . — Have some

respect for other people's opinions.. •. In what
respect is that true? ?
— In one respect I agree with you..

They should respect our rights..
respectful adj.
respectfully. bowed respectfully to the old

lady. Oh .
•. Sign the letter: "Respectfully yours.":" ".

respective. They took their respective places in line.. •. We
each went to our resjiective homes..

respond. How did he respond to that news?

OH ? •.
didn't respond to my latest letter..

The patient didn't respond to treatment..
response. I didn't exjxjct such nasty response to my

question.. •. His response to the medicine pleased

the doctor. -.
responsibility.
responsible. is responsible only to the

President. . —
It is most responsible position. —.

to be responsible for . You are responsible

for books you take out of the library., .
I consider him thoroughly responsible individual., . • His

strategy was responsible for the victory. .
rest. I hope you rest well. -,. • ^'. Try to rest your

eyes. . •.
little rest would do you a lot of good.^ . •. There's

rest for the weary. ,,! •

(to put). Rest your foot on the rail.. •-. This argument rests on

rather weak evidence.. •. Where are the rest of the boys??
Wait till the pointer is at rest.,. • Rest assured that I will take care of it., 5. • Put your

mind at rest; everything will come out all right., . • Let the

matter rest for a while. . • The defense

rests. . • The power

rests with him. . • Rest in peace.

npdxy^.
restaurant n pecTopdn.

restless adj.
restore. They had to call the police to restore
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result ENGUSH-RUSSIAN riches

order. , -. •. All the stolen goods

were restored. Bee> .
•. Do you know an artist who can restore

this old picture for me? He« ,?
result. The results were very satisfactory..

to result in . That disagreement resulted in a

complete break between them..
lot of trouble resulted from the gossip..

resume. Resume reading where you left off., .
• . You may resume your seats now..

retail. What is the retail price of eggs??
This coat retails for about thirty rubles.5 .

retain. You need pretty good memory to retain

all these facts. ^' ,5. •. We had to

retain a lawyer. -
<'.

retire . decided to sell his business and

retire. {. •. retired from pubUc life.. • . refuses

to retire in spite of his age., . •. It's getting late; I think I'll retire., ,, .
return. Will you return this pen to me when you

are through? ,,,. •'. ^Tien did he return? !^'? •— returned to this original plan.^' ^' . •-. has been returned to Congress several

times. Oh .
•. I'll take the matter up on my return.. •. How much
^of return did you get on jour investment??
return mail . Try to answer these letters

by return mail. 5.
return ticket . I didn't use the return

ticket. .
returns. When do you have to file the income

tax returns? ^?
election returns . Have the complete

election returns come in yet??
Many happy returns of the day!5.

reveal v.
revenge n.
revenue n. .

reverence n.

reverse. The facts are just the reverse of

what he told you.

^', .
•. Our business met with reverses this year..
•. Do you think the judge will reverse his decision

when he hears the new evidence? ,, ?
Q . Be sure to put the car in reverse when you
park on the hill. He, .

review. We reviewed our notes for the test.^.
• . I hope the teacher gives us a

review before the examination. ,.
•. The court reviewed the evidence carefully.. •-. Who's reviewing the play for our paper?? •.
We were lucky to get tickets for the new review..

It took the troops an hour to pass the reviewing stand..
revolution. This factory was built right after the

revolution.. •. His invention brought about a

revolution in the industry. •. •. How many
revolutions per minute does this motor make??

reward. You may get it back, if you offer

a reward. , 5,. •. was rewarded

with promotion. .
rhyme. Put this into rhyme.. •. Do you want all these words to

rhyme? , ?
without rhyme or reason , . You

do things without rhyme or reason. , ,, .
rhythm .
rib. She's so thin, you can see her ribs., .

The inside of the ship was ribbed with steel..
ribbon. Give me meter of this white ribbon..
rice. I'd Uke kilogram of rice. .

•. Shall we have rice pudding for dessert? He?
rich. was adopted by very rich family.. — This is very

rich wheat land. — .
•. I have to be careful about rich food..

to strike it rich . My brother in

Philadelphia has struck it rich..
This country is rich in natural resources..

riches.
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rid. If you'd keep the door closed, we could rid

the house of these flies., . •.
Rest is what you need to get rid of this headache. —, 5 .

ridden See ride.

ride (rode, ridden). We rode in a beautiful car.. •. Do you know
how to ride a bike? , ?•. He's ridden horses all his life.. — We rode lot last year.

^. ' (to go).

This car rides smoothly. .
•. Oh, stop riding me. ,.

airplane ride. Wc went for a ride in an airplane..
to give someone a ride. He gave me a ride the

whole way 1o th:^ station..
to ride past. I rode past my station..

It's short bus ride..
ridge .
right. Do you think we did right by him?^, ? — That's

right.. •. That's the right

answer. 9 — . •. You're

absolutely right. . •. You
seem to have no idea of right and wrong. ,,, —, —. •. I

have right to go wherever I wish. ,
;^. — I know my rights. ,.

•. I've lost my right glove.. •. This one is the right size.

6to — . • . Do it

right or not at all. 5, ,. • . Ask him; he's right here

in the room. , .
•. Go right in the house. .
•. you right the boat without any help?, ^?

all right,. right, I'll do it if you want

me to. , , .
on the right. Take the road on the right..
right angle ^. He quickly drew a right angle.

Oh 5^.
right away (oflT) cedc. Let's go right away, or we'll be

late. , .
right there . The book's right there on the shelf..

You haven't been treated right.. • It serves him right. cMf. • She

didn't do right by him. Ond . •

drove right on. <^. • He's not in his right

mind. Oh ^ ^». • I'll be right there. ^. • Sit right down. . • They
fought right to the end. .
• The porch runs right around the house.

. • The bullet went right through him. ^. • The doctor said you'd

be all right in a few days. , -. • You'll see, everything will

turn out all right. , .
ring' (rang, rung). The phone's ringing.. •. Ring the bell again.. •. Just as we came in the phone rang., . •.

Her laugh is still ringing in my ears.. •. That bell has peculiar

ring. .
to give ring. Give me ring tomorrow..

to ring out. Two shots rang out..
to ring up. Ring him up some night next week.

<'- .
The hall rang with applause. -. • Her laughter had a false ring..

ring^. Here's ring for your napkin.. — That's beautiful ring you're wearing.. •. The}" stood in ring.. •. The valley is ringed

with mountains. . •

They are building a new boxing ring.. •. They broke up the ring of spies..
There's ring of trees around the house.. • He has just retired from the ring..

rinse. Rinse your mouth with salt water. -. •. Shall I give

your hair a cold rinse? 5^?
rip. I ripped my pants climbing over the fence., . •-. Rip the hem and I'll lengthen the skirt for you. -. •. ,

I'll sew that rip in your shirt., &.
rise (rose, risen). The river is rising fast.. — Prices are still rising.. •. The men all rose as we came

in. . , . •.
Sugar has risen to twice its old price. cdxap. — The bread has risen. .
— The curtain's already risen. .
•. There was a sudden rise in temperature

today. .
•. rose to importance at an early age.

Oh . •-. The house is on a little rise.. •. The ground rises little behind

the house. 3a . •.
The sun hasn't risen yet. . •-. The mountain rises a thousand feet. ropd.

^^.
to give rise to. The rumor gave rise to a lot

of unnecessary worry. <'^'.
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risen ENGUSH-RUSSIAN

to rise to the occasion . You
can depend on her to rise to the occasion., ,^ .

When will the curtain rise?? • Her voice rose to a scream.. • rose to international fame almost

overnight. ;^^ .
risen See rise.

risk. He risked his life to save the bridge., 5. • Let's try;

it's not much of a risk., .
to run a risk. If you go out in this weather,

you run the risk of catching cold. ^^-, ^.
I'd risk my life on his honesty..

rival. My rival got the job.. •. She married my rival., •. We
beat the rival team for two years straight.,•. No one

can rival her when it comes to looks..
1 iver .
road. The road is steadily getting worse.

;^. •. He's already on the

road to recovery. .
G on the road . When does the show go on the road?;^ ?

roar . You could hear the roar of the crowd from two
kilometers off. .

They roared with laughter..
roast. The chicken should be roasted longer. 5. •. I^et's roast

the potatoes with the meat.. •. Do you like roast, duck.

^? • . Buy big

roast. .
roast beef. We had roast beef for dinner..
I'm roasting in here; how about you?, ?

rob. I've been robbed. .
•. They'll rob you of everything you've got.;^ .

robber n,.
robe. Put this robe on over your pajamas.. •. The judge was

wearing his robes. .
robin.
rock. That's no pebble; it's a rock. ,

a . •. The boat was wrecked on a

rock. ^/^. •. The
explosion made the whole house rock..

to rock to sleep. Rock the baby to sleep..
rod. We need new curtain rods. !. •. The parts are con-

nected by an iron rod.. •. go fishing you need a rod and

reel..
rode See ride.

roll. Roll the barrel over here.-. •. The ball rolled down the hill.^. •. The car rolled

smoothly along the road.. •. I rolled out of bed last night.. •. The
tennis court needs rolling.^. •. rolls his own cigarettes.. •. used whole

roll of wallpaper. .
• (). took out big roll of bills.. •. I like coffee and

rolls for breakfast. Ha -. •. Roll the dough out thin. -. •. The ship rolled heavily.. • (roll-call). Have
they called the roll yet? ?

to roll over. Roll over on your back.

nd..
to roll up. We rolled up the rug.. •. Roll up your sleeves..

Do you have a roll of toilet paper? ;? • I get more homesick as the months roll by.

.
roller. We're going to put rollers on the piano, so

we can move it easily. ,^. •. We were watching

the steam roller smoothing out the road. ,.
Roman adj; , /

roof. The roof of our house is leaking., ' (roof of the mouth). I burned the roof of

my mouth. .
The cottage is roofed with tiles..

room. Where can I rent a furnished room?? •. Is there

room for one more?? •. Shall we room together? He? •. I see little

room for improvement of the conditions., .
room and board . What do they charge

for room and board? ^?
rooster nerfx.

root. The roots have to be protected. ^-. — had to have the root of his

tooth taken out. ^ ;^. —
Let's get at the root of the matter..

to root out (up). It's difficult to root out

certain prejudices. ,.
to take root. Has the rosebush taken root yet??

rope. Tie him up with this piece of rope.
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ENGLISH-RUSSIAN rule

§. •. slid down the..
to off . They roped off part

of the street. ^.
His father gave him too much rope..

rose {See also rise). They presented the singer with a

bouquet of roses. .
•. How do you hke my rosebushes?? — She was wearing rose

dress. .
bed of roses. Her life with him was no bed of

roses. Ex; .
rotten. The peaches in the bottom of the basket are

rotten. . •.
Wasn't that rotten trick he pulled on us? ,,

;^?
rough. The sea is pretty rough today.. •. How well can this truck

take rough ground? A? •. The bark of this

tree is very rough. .
•^. The table is made of rough planks.^ . •-. This will give j^ou a rough idea.. •. Here's

rough draft of my speech.. •. His rough manner frightened

the children. .
•. They had rough time of it..

round. They have round table in the living room.() . — I'm speaking

in round numbers. 5 .
•. Our ship rounded the cape this morning.^ . • ().
As soon as you round the corner you will see the store., .
•. I'll go round the lake with you.. •. was eliminated in the second

round of the contest. ^^. •. In what round was the

boxer knocked out? Ha ^,5? •. When will the milkman
finish his rounds??

all the year round . I live here all the year

round now. ^ .
round the corner-. He's just coming round the

corner. Oh -.
round trip . How much for the

round trip? ?
to round oft. Round off the edges a little..
to round out. I need this to round out my collec-

tion. 6to^, .
ordered another round of drinks.. • Is there enough candy to go round?:' ?

roundabout . does everything in such a

roundabout way. .
route .

row (as in snow). He sat in the third row.

^. •. pulled whole row of carrots.

;^. •. They
stood in row waiting their turn. ,. •. You'll have to row the

boat too. .
Row me across the river. .

row (as in how). We had quite a row on our block

last night. 5^.
royal. I received royal reception when I arrived., .

• The museum took down the picture of the royal family..
rub. Rub her back with alcohol.. •. Better rub the napkins hard or they

won't get clean. , a. •. Rub two sticks together to

get the fire started. ^ ,. •. rubbed his hands

together. (). •. The row-

boat rubbed against the pier. . •.
The rub was that we didn't have enough time., .

to rub out. You forgot to rub out your name..
I know I'm wrong, but don't rub it in. He, , .

rubber. They used lot of rubber in these tires. Ha. •. Take this

piece of rubber hose. 5. •. I lost one of my rubbers yesterday..
rubbish mfcop. Put all the rubbish in the barrel.. •. Don't talk such rub-

bish! He .
rude. Don't be so rude! He .^.
rug n.
ruin. That's a very impressive ruin.. •. They

were hunting for bodies among the ruins.^ . •. The frost will ruin

the crop. . •.
This material is ruined.. •. was ruined in the depression..

You'll be the ruin of me. . • He

caused the ruin of his family. .
rule. I don't know the rules of grammar very well.,•. I want tablet of ruled writing paper.,, .

•. This island has been under foreign rule for years.

.
as rule . As rule I don't drink., .

to rule out. This doesn't entirely rule out the

other possibility..
Smoking is against the rules here.. • That sort of thing is the rule around here.
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ruler ENGLISH-RUSSIAN rust. • He's ruled by his emotions.

Oh — BO .
ruler. Draw a line with a ruler. 5. •. WTio is

actually the ruler of your country? -?
rumor ^. Ignore it; it's only a rumor. He, ^. — Rumor has it that

they're going to be married soon. —.
it's rumored. It's rumored that the conference

will be postponed. ,.
run (ran, run). The child ran to its mother.. — Let's make a run for it.. •. You'll have to run if you want to

catch the train. , .
•. The ship ran before the wind. ^. •. The car ran into a tree.. •. ran the ship into

harbor. . •. The

truck goes hundred kilometers on each run.'. •.
Ivy runs all over the wall. .
•. The road runs right by my house.. — This idea runs

through his whole book. 9. •. That engine hasn't run well from

the first. .
•. I don't think he knows how to run the business., . •-. you run washing machine?? •. He's

running into debt. . •. This law runs until next year.. •. That run of luck pulled

him out of debt.. •. My horse ran last. • . Who ran for

president that year?? '. Run the rope through this loop., '. The

water ran down the rain pipe.

^. •. These colors are guaranteed not to run..
Q in the long . You're bound to

succeed in the long run. ,,.
run-down . The house is run-dovn.. •. She looks

terribly run-down. Ond .
to run across (into). When did you last run

across him? ?
to run aground. My boat ran aground on a

sand bar. .
to run risk. If you say that to him you'll run

the risk of losing your job. 1'] ,.
to run around. He's running around with a

fast crowd. Oh .

to run away (off). My dog ran away.. — My grandmother ran off with a cowboy.. •. ran

away when he saw me. ^1, .
— Don't let him run away. He ^.
•. ran away with my best suit..
to run down. Wind up the clock before it

runs down. , a . •-. was run down by a truck.. •. She ran her sister down to all their

friends..
to run dry. This well never runs dry..
to run out. Our supply of sugar has run out.

cdxap.
to run someone out. They ran him out of the

country. .
to run over . The tub is running

over. . •-. Run over your part again before the rehearsal..
to run up against . ran up against a lot

of opposition from the chairman..
There's run in your stocking.. • What sizes do these dresses run in? Ha? • These apples run

small. . • My
money is running low. .
• I'm running short of cash.. • The run of that play is amazing. -, . • has

running sore on his foot. .
• How does the first line run? 5 ?
• I gave him the run of my house. -, . • Don't let your

imagination run with you. He ^. • He's busy running an errand for his

father. Oh no . • We're just letting

them run wild. .
rung (See also ring'). Is the top rung strong

enough? ?
rural adj.
rush. The blood rushed to his face.

;^ . •. What's your rush?>' ? • . At five

o'clock there's always a rush., •. It was rush job.. •. That swamp is full of

rushes. .
rush season . This is the rush season in

our factory. .
to rush through . They rushed the bill

through. . •. They rushed through their work..
D Rush him to the hospital. .

rust. Oil the parts of the motor or they'll rust.
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sack ENGLISH-RUSSIAN satisfaction, a . •.
The knives are covered with rust. 9 . — This com has got the rust. Ha.

sack. I want a sack of potatoes..
sacred adj.
eacrifice. He sacrificed his life for his country.

Oh . •.
sacrificed all his spare time in order to finish the job in a

hurry. Oh ,.
at sacrifice . I'm selling my car at a

sacrifice.

sad. It makes me sad to see you looking so unhappy..
•. That's sad excuse. .

saddle. you ride without saddle?? •. Let's saddle our horses and
go riding. .
•. I don't see why you saddle me with all your

troubles. ,^.
sadness .
safe. We are in safe place now. • ,. Please put

this in the safe., 5. • (safely). That's safe guess..
Is the bridge safe? &^ {or)? • You are safe now. .

• He's safe in jail; he can't hurt anybody else.-^, ^.
safely. arrived there safely. -, '. I safely say

that he'll win now. ^,.
safety. This is being done for your safety..— Safety first.-. •. I bought new safety

razor. ^.
said See say.

sail ndpyc. That boat has pretty sails. §. •. When do we sail?? •. This boat is sailing too slowly.^) .
D to go for sail . Let's go
for sail. .

He's been sailing the seas for years.. ' you sail boat?^,?
sailor .
saint .
sake. Do it for my sake. § 1.

salad n^.
salary .
sale. Our sales doubled this year. 5 ;^. •. When

are you holding a sale? ? •

(market). There is no sale for automobiles now..
salesman .
salt. I want some salt for my meat.. •. Do you have salt pork?? •. Did you salt this?

Sto?
to salt away (). We ought to salt this

meat away. ().
•. I understand he salted away a good deal for

his old age. ,.
with grain of salt. I always take what she

says with a grain of salt. ,,.
I like to swim in salt water. .

same . Is this chair the same as the others?, ? • . Take the same road

home that you came on., . •. He's not the

same as he was ten years ago. ,.
all the same . It's all the same to me.. •-. All the same I want to see it. A-^ .
I got up and he did the same. , .

sample. Here's sample of the material I want., . •-. Won't you sample some of my wine? He
,?

sand. Let's lie on the sand..
sand dune. Our cottage is beyond the sand dunes-

Ham .
sandwich n.
sang See sing.

sank See sink.

sash. Who's that girl with the red sash?? '. I'll have to get

the sash of that window fixed. ^^.
sat See sit.

satin n

satisfaction. He gets a lot of satisfaction

from his work.. — It doesn't give me any satisfaction to

prove you wrong. -
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satisfactory ENGLISH-RUSSIAN schedule, . — The business was
settled to everybody's satisfaction..

satisfactory. After long search we found a

satisfactory room. ,,. •.
We find his work satisfactory..

Is everything satisfactory? ?
satisfactorily. It's taken us two weeks to fix, but at

last our car runs satisfactorily.,.
satisfied See satisfy.

satisfy Does that answer satisfy you?? •. This beer will

satisfy your thirst. .
to be dissatisfied fnot satisfied; . I'm

dissatisfied with my new apartment..
to be satisfied . I'm satisfied with

the results of the exams. -
I'm not satisfied that he's guilty..

Saturday .
sauce .
saucer .
savage. We were frightened by a savage scream.. •. There's picture

about savages at the movies..
save. Save your voice. .• (to put aside). Could you save this dress for

me? ?
•. Save dinner for me. ,•. saved her life. ,•.

saves stamps. .
Is this seat being saved for anybody? ?

• You can save yourself the trouble..
saving {See also save). As a saving we cut out

desserts at lunch.,• (to make saving). How much
of a saving is it if you buy that at a cooperative?, §?

at saving. We bought our house at a great

saving. .
savings. bought out of his savings..

The people eagerly supported the paper-saving drive.. • Her saving graces help you overlook her faults.,.
saw {See also see). Could I borrow a saw?

^? •. sawed the logs in half..
say (said, said). What did you say?? •. They say it's going to rain tonight., ;^. • (shall we

say). I'll give you enough to cover the expenses — shall we

say fifty dollars?:, .
I insist on having my say. ,. • has the whole say around here..

scale . Please scale the fish.. •. The fish has shiny scales.. •. Put the meat on

the scales. . •. She

practiced her scales all day. Ond. •. They scaled the cliff with difficulty.. •. This map
has scale of one centimeter to a thousand kilometers.-. — They've planned the improvements on a large

scale..
scale of wages. What is the scale of wages in this

factory? ?
to scale down. their prices have been scaled

down. Bee .
That victory turned the scales in our favor..

scarce

Is food scarce around here?? • Apples are scarce this year. Stom^.
scarcely. He had scarcely taken his coat off when they

started asking questions. ,. •-.
This just scarcely covers our living expenses. -. • . I'd scarcely say

that. .
scare. You turned that comer so sharply that

you scared the wits out of me. 3d, , .
to get scare. I got quite scare when

they said you were in the hospital. ,, .
scarf. Put your scarf on; it's cold out. ,. •. There was beautiful

scarf covering the piano. Ha.
scatter. I found everything scattered.. •. Scatter some food for

the pigeons. . •.
Wait until the crowd scatters. ..

scene . That's beautiful scene! !
•. This is the third scene of the second act.. •. Don't make

scene. . • .
The scene of the play is Moscow, 1917.

(): — ,.
behind the scenes . The details of the

agreement were worked out behind the scenes.§ .
schedule. Are local trains included in this

schedule? ,?
No planes are scheduled today because of the bad weather.
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scheme ENGLISH-RUSSIAN seal

- .
• My schedule of hours hasn't been made out for next month
yet..

scheme. He's very much interested in this scheme.

Oh . •.
What do you think of this color scheme??'. He's been

scheming for years to get enough money to go abroad..
school. Do you go to school? ?—
The whole school turned out to welcome him back., .
— belongs to new school of thought in linguistics.. •. When is sc*hool out?? •. schooled himself to be patient.. •. went

to the school of mines at the university.^'. •. We suddenly sighted school

of fish. .
schoolbook. His schoolbooks cost a lot..

science najKa. He's always1 more interested in science

than art. , ,. •. There's science to cooking..
scientific. The laboratory is busy now on a new

scientific experiment. ..
scissors .
scold V.
score 115'[). Here's the score of the opera.. •. This selection is scored

for piano and orchestra.. • (win"). scored five runs.,' (large number). Scores

of people died in the epidemic. ^
<''.

to pay (settle) score. He's sure to

pay off the score sometime. - firo.
Can you read a score at sight?? • What was the final score in todaj^'s game?

<'?
• How do you score this? <'?

scorn. You could stxj the look of scorn on his face.

pado.
Q The judge scorned taking a bribe..

scout. The captain decided to send out a .««^out.. •. Let's

scout around for .some wood.,. •. He's not bad scout..
Boy Scout. When did you become a Boy

Scout? ?
scrap . The govtrnm(;nt |)lans to scrap some of

the ol'lcr planes. '. • . We col-

lected ten tons of .scrap in the last drive. Bo bix'-.mh

. •. She's always scrapping with her

husband. Ond ^. •. There

isn't scrap of food in the icebox..
scraps. Give the scraps to the dog..

to have a scrap. Did you hear the scrap they had
last night? ,?

scratch. Be careful not to scratch the furniture., . •. Where
did you get that scratch on your cheek?? •. This pen scratches too

much. . •.
You'd better scratch out that paragraph and type the whole

thing over. ^ -.
from scratch . You wouldn't believe it but we

started this business from scratch. ,.
up to scratch . His work hasn't been up to scratch

lately. <^.
scream. Don't scream! ! '. I

thought I heard scream. ,. • . Everybody simply screamed at

his jokes. .
That movie is scream. —..

screen. We'd better got the hole in the screen fixed or

the house will be full of flies.^ , . •.
You can go over there and change in back of that screen..
•. She screened her face to avoid being recognized.

Oh<4 , . •. They tried to screen their activities, but the police

finally discovered them.,. •. I don't like to sit too close to the

screen. .
screw. The.se .screws need tightening.. •. Screw it in tight.('. •. These pipes screw

together. (). •-'. The lid screws onto the jar. -.
sea. How far arc we from the sea?? — Have you ever been to the Black Sea?- ? — There was heavy sea

the day we went fishing. ,, ^'.
at sea . They've been at sea for the past three

weeks. 11<^ . •.. Her aii.swers left me completely at sea..
to go to sea .. went to sea before he was

twenty. EmI^^ 6,).
When is that boat going to sea??

seal. Lf4 me add a few words before you seal

the letter. ,
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search ENGLISH-RUSSIAN. •. What kind of

seal do you have on your ring? 5? •. The last witness sealed the

prisoner's fate.. •. Let's go to the park to

see them feed the seals. ,.
search. I've searched everywhere for a small apart^

ment. > ^.
•. The chief of police ordered a search made..
•. We will have to search you.^ . — They searched the hoxise, but found

no clues. ,.
in search of . went out in search of gold.

Oh .
season . Fall is my favorite season.

—. •. This is the best

season for hiking. .
— Mushrooms are in season now. .•. The hotelkeep)er said this was their best season in

years. ,. • (sharp). The food is too

heavily seasoned. , . •.
Has this wood been seasoned long enough? 5?

holiday season. I'll try to get home during

the holiday season..
When is the blueberrysr season? .>'? • Those boys are seasoned soldiers.

seat. You are in my seat. .—
I want two orchestra seats for tonight. ,-, ,•. The seat of the chair needs repairing. ^^. •. May I be seated?? or ? •.
Seat them in order. . •.
This theater seats several hundred people.. •.
Where is the seat of government?? •. What seems to be the seat of

the trouble? ,, ?
to take (have) seat. Tell him to take a seat..
The seat of my pants is torn. .

• has seat in Congress. (-).
second. May I have second helping? ,

BTopjTO,. •. These stock-

ings are seconds. .
•. I second the motion.

Sto. •-. First, I can't go; second,

I wouldn't go if I could. -, ^,-, ,^ . •.
ran himdred meters in twelve seconds. ^^.
Wait second. .

second-hand . I only heard the story second-

hand. 5 . •-

. I got some good second-hand books today.^>6,.
secret,. you keep secret?? •. came here on secret

mission. .
•. I would never join secret society.\1 . •.
There's secret drawer in the desk., •. The story must have a
secret meaning. 5,, -.

secretary /, . I need secretary.. •. knows the

Secretary of State.. •. bought an antique secretary..
section. Cut the pipe into equal sections.. •. This professor teaches

two sections of this course: one in the evening, one in the

morning. :. • (region). I was brought up
in this section. 5.

secure. Is this bolt secure? ?
•. Secure the door before you leave.. •. I feel secure in my new
job. \ .
•. Be sure that the loan is well secured., 5. •-. How much do you require to secure this loan?? •-. you secure seat on the airplane for me??

security. The policeman in our neighborhood

gives us a sense of security. , ^, -. •. That new alarm sj'stem is a good security

against burglars. —&. •. I give you my watch as

secm"ity. <' .
securities (). Invest - money in

government securities..
see (saw, seen). Can you see in this light?? — That's the best

picture I've seen in ages.. — I see what you mean. ,. •. See what can be

done about it., .
•. I'd like to see more of you.. •. I'll see you to the gate.. •. He's seen lot in

his tfme. . •-. Please see that this letter is mailed sometime

today., , 5.
to see someone off. Will anyone see me off

at the station? - ?
to see through () . I intend to

see the project through. -. • . They saw her through

the trouble. .
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seed ENGLISH-RUSSIAN servant

to see to. I'll see to all the arrangements., .
See you again. (). •! to

see me tomorrow. . '1 don't

see the matter that way. . • These

boots have seen plenty of service.. 'I can see through his politeness. ,. • Has anything been

seen of him in the last two weeks? -? • Thanks for seeing me off..
seed. Do you need any seed? ?

•. When did you seed the lawn??
Please seed the melon.,. • looks as if he's going to seed.!

seek (sought, sought). They sought high and low

but couldn't find the ring., . •. I've sought every-

where, but can't find it. ,. •. sought to persuade her to go.

Oh .
They sought his help. ^.

seem. I seem to be interrupting. ,,?
How does that seem to you? ?

seen See see.

seize. The driver seized the reins and drove off.^ . •.
I must seize this opportunity.. •. You have no legal right

to seize my property.. •. We seized the town after a short

battle. .
seldom adv.
select. Please select few of the best oranges for me.,. •. These are select

peaches. 9 .
selection. This store has the best selection of hats in

town. 5' .
self.

self-starting. It's self-starting motor..
His better self won out.. • She's self-supporting. ,.

selfish,. That was pretty selfish

of him not to let you use the car. -. •.
I wouldn't want him as a friend because he's very selfish.^ , .

sell (sold, sold). Did you sell your old piano?? •. They
sell furniture. &. •.
How much do the eggs sell for? ?

to sell out. They sold out their whole stock

of bicycles. aandc.
•. Who was responsible for selling us out??

If you had been more tactful, you might have sold him
the idea. ,.

semester .
senate .
senator .
send (sent, sent). I want to send a telegram. ^.—Send him in. .

to send off. Send off these letters.-.
senior. She must be his senior by several years.,, . •.
My father became senior foreman at the plant..

has son who's senior in college.

^.
sense . has sense enough to stay out of trouble..•. There's sense in doing that.. •;^. has good sense of

humor. . •.
Do you sense something unusual? ,-?

In what sense do you mean what you just said?

, ? • That doesn't

make sense. . •! haven't

got sense of direction. .
sensible adj;0^.
sent See send.

sentence. I didn't understand that last sentence.. •. The sentence

was unduly severe. .
•. was sentenced to three years..

sentiment .
separate v. Separate the class into two sections.. •. This parti-

tion separates the two rooms.. •. Separate the two boys who are

fighting. —
5^. •. We don't want to be separated., . •. When
did she separate from him? ond ?

separate adj. Could we have separate beds?.
September .
series. There's been quite series of accidents lately. 3a,•. This is the first volume of a series on modern

philosophy..
serious. Why are you so serious? ^? — This is serious matter., •. Is his illness serious. Doctor?|,, ?

Did you make serious attempt to find him??
sermon n.
servant (house-maid). I want to hire a servant.^ 10^.

made his career as a public servant..
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serve ENGLISH-RUSSIAN settlement

serve. Serve the coffee now, please,. •. Will someone please

serve me? -? '. How
long did you serve in the army?? •. He's serving life term in prison.. •.
served the summons on me.. •. Whose serve is it? ?

What will serve as a substitute? A? • It serves you right. !
6!

service^'. I want to complain about the service.^ . •;^.
Does she have civil service job?? •. Could you do me a small service?? •-. When do they hold services?? • . enlisted in the

service. .
at one's service . I'm at your service.^.

service station . Let's stop at the

next service station..
to be of service. Will this book be of service

to you? ?
I'm leaving my car here to be serviced., ,, .

• you use the services of a typist??
session. This session of Congress has lasted over a

year. 5 (...). •. Don't go in there now; the

court's in session. He,. •. did all his college work in the evening

session. Oh >\
set (set, set). Set the lamp on the table.. — I want to set my watch. ^-. •. This must be set in order.

Sto . •.
set the price at fifty dollars.. • (to servej. Try to set an

example. .
•. Has the pudding set yet? ^^? • (to set type). Has the type for the

book been set yet? ? •-. has set expression. -. •. Are you all set to go away on your

trip? ? •. The sun

sets at six o'clock tonight.. •. They set him to counting the money.. •. you
set this poem to music? 5? •. Do you have complete set of

his works? ?
•. doesn't fit into our set.. •. Who designed the sets

for the play? ? •. Is the hen setting? ,?
to set plane down. set the plane down

on the new airfield. .

to set aside. Set this aside for me.

5to . •. The judge's decision was
set aside. .
to set at liberty. He'll be set at liberty soon..
to set down. Set down the main arguments.. •. set the

mistake down to carelessness..
to set forth. He set forth his position quite

clearly. Oh .
to set in. The rainy season set in early this year.^ pdno.

to set off. We're setting off on our hike

tomorrow morning. ^() . •. That belt sets her

dress off nicely. .
•. set off the rocket. .
to set on. They wouldn't have fought if she

hadn't set them on. ,.
to set oneself . We set ourselves the job of

cleaning the yard. .
to set oneself up . sets himself up as an

important fellow. .
to set one's heart on. I set my heart on going

today. .
to set out. They were lucky enough to set

out early. , .
to set the table . It only took her a few

minutes to set the table.^.
to set up. When did they set up housekeeping??

Set me straight on this. 5!
• The curtains set well in this room.. • I want chess set.. • My radio set needs a new tube., .

settle,. What part of the coimtry

did they settle in? -? •. Wait until the tea leaves settle to the

bottom. , . — The

wall has settled a little bit. .
•. Can you settle the question?5? •. All legitimate

claims will be settled.

.

to settle down. Hasn't he settled down
yet? ? • .
The boy couldn't settle down to his homework..
to settle on . They settled on the terms of

the contract.. •. Her husband settled quite a

sum on her. ^^.
to settle oneself. settled himself in the arm-

chair. Oh .
settlement. What settlement did you arrive at?? •. You'll

find worker's settlement near the factory..
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seven ENGLISH-RUSSIAN she

seven n, adj.
seventeen n, adj,.
seventh adj.
seventy n, adj.
several. I want to stay for several days. ^.
severe. I just, got over a severe illness.. •.

This motor will have to undergo a severe test.^ .•. Is it severe in the winter here? .? '. Don't be so severe with the child.

He ;^ . — That building has

very severe lines. § .
sew. Do you know how to sew? ^?

•. She makes her living by sewing. ,-.
to sew on. Please sew the buttons on. -, .

to sew up. Sew up the seam. Stot.
sex. What sex is the puppy? 5?

That actress has a lot of sex appeal..
shade. Let's stay in the shade.. — Light and shade are well balanced in this painting.

Ha .
•. This is fine shade tree.. •. Shade your eyes from the glare.. •

(to put in the shade). She puts her sister completely in the

shade. . ^. •-. Shade this part Uttle more.. •. I like this shade of red.. — The wool we
carry shades from pink to red., . •. Pull down
the shades. . •-. This hat is

a shade more expensive than I thought. -, ^.
shadow. This tree casts long shadow in the afternoon.

. — He's just shadow of his former self.

— There is not a shadow of doubt about

the truth of the story.5. • (to watch). I had

the feeling someone was shadowing me. ,,- .
shake (shook, shaken). took the child by the

shoulders and shook him.. — was shaking with fever.. •. I was deeply shaken

by her death. .
•. Shake the bottle well before using.

—. •. The wind
has shaken all the leaves off the trees..

to shake hands 5'. We didn't get a chance

to shake hands with the hostess.^.
to shake off. finally shook off his depression.

Oh .
The mud will shake off your shoes easily when it dries.

, .
• The news shook him out of his indifference.. • answered
"No" with shake of his head..

shaken See shake.

shall {See also will)

Shall I wait? ? • Shall I close the

window? ? • Let's have dinner now, shall

we? He ?
shallow. Don't be afraid, the river is shallow here.

He, . •. She

is such a shallow person! ,..
shame. hid his face in shame..

puts out such great quantity of work an hour that

he puts us all to shame. ,, .
shape. Isn't the shape of that mountain odd? He

, § ? •-
I'm in bad shape today.. •. Put the closet in shape. -. •. How are things

shaping up? , ?
to take shape. Their plan for the dam is

taking shape..
share. You'll have to do your share of the work.. •. Pay your

share of the bill. . •-. Let's share the pie. 5.
•. How many shares of stock do you hold in that

company? ?
May I share your table?

;^? • They shared the secret..
sharp. Is there sharp knife in the drawer? §? — I need pencil with sharp

point. ^ . — He's

got sharp mind. . — I've had sharp

pain in the side all day.

^. •. Sharp turn ahead.. •. The wind is rather sharp this

morning. . •).
Their views are in sharp contrast to what they were before..
•. We have to be there at five o'clock sharp..

sharp words. They never let a day go by with-

out some sharp words passing between them., ^.
shave. I went to the barber for a haircut and shave.. — I

have to shave. £. •.
shaved my neck for me. .
•. Use plane to shave the edge of the door.. •. If you

shave the soap it will melt faster. -, .
she. Where did she go? ? — She's not

the one I met. . — Find out what she
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shed ENGLISH-RUSSIAN shop

wants. ^. — Give this to her.

6to.
Is the baby a he or a she? ?

shed. The toilet is in a shed at the back.. • Few tears were shed over his death..
to shed light on. This article sheds a lot of

light on the problem..
Does your coat shed water? -?

sheep. How many head of sheep do you have??
is the black sheep of the family..

,

sheet. Will you change the sheets on this bed,

please?,,. •. Could you lend me a couple sheets of

paper? ,,. •. Do you read that dirty sheet? -& ?
shelf .
shell. There are pieces of eggshell in my omelette.. — Come on out of

your shell and join the fun. ,,,. •.
Will someone help me shell the nuts for the cake?? •. Are

the peas all shelled? ?•. shell fragment nearly hit him.. •. We
shelled the enemy position for hours. -.

nutshell . Who threw the nutshells

oh the floor? 5?
G He's just shell of man..

shelter. Where is the shelter? ?
•. They sheltered the refugees..

I want shelter for the night. -?
shepherd .
shield. It's too sunny today to drive without a

shield for your eyes. ;. •.
You'd better shield your eyes from that bright sun.,- ^^. •.
Can't you shame him into giving money to the Red Cross?

ei^6 ? •.
Isn't it shame that he couldn't graduate with his class?^,. •. It was shame I had to

miss that lecture. ,. •. The man flashed his

shield to prove he was from the police., .
shine (shone or shined, shone or shined). The sun

isn't shining very hard today.

. •. Shine the light over here.. •. I want my shoes shined.^ . •. shone
in his class. .

We'll come, rain or shine. ,
ship. When does the ship leave?? •. Have the cases been shipped

yet? ?' (planej.

was piloting a big three-motored ship..
to ship out . Has he shipped

out yet? Oh ?
to ship water. This rowboat ships water..

shipment n.
shirt n,.
shock. Earthquake shocks were registered here last

year. ;^. •.. His death was great shock to us.. •,.
The storm beat down all the shocks of wheat. ;^. •. It seems

your joke shocked her., ^ -.
Don't touch that hght or you'll get a shock. He§, a .

shoe,. I have to buy pair of shoes.^ . •. Who is going

to shoe the horse? ov§?
in someone else's shoes-^. Try to

put yourself in his shoes.* ^.
shoes. It's hard to get good shoes these days.<' .

shoemaker.
shone See shine,

shook See shake.

shoot (shot, shot). Don't shoot! He!
— Who are they shooting at? ?
•. shot questions at us.. •. The car shot across the road.. •. The new
shoots are coming up. .
• . I wish I could learn to shoot action pic-

tures.. •. Just at the last moment he managed

to shoot a goal. ^.
to shoot up. How fast he has shot up in the

last year! on !
G Sharp pains are shooting up and down my leg..

shop. I'm looking for tobacco shop. ^. • . Where are the

best places to shop? ^ ?
repair shop . You'll have to

take them to a shoe-repair shop.;^.
to shop around . I want to shop

around before I buy the lamp. ^, .
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shore ENGLISH-RUSSIAN shown

to talk shop . He's always talking

shop. Oh, .
shwe. How far is it to the other shore?? — Let's pull the boat farther up on shore.. — I'm on

shore leave. ^ .
seashore. I want to go to the (sea) shore for a

vacation. ^ .
short. This coat is too short.. •. I want my hair cut short. -,. •. You are

too short with the child. .
•. stopped short when he saw us., .
• 4.. Check the radio and see where the

short is. , -.
in short time. I'll be back in a short time..

in short . I have neither the time nor the

incUnation; in short, I refuse. ,; ,.
short cut . This is short cut to the

station. .
short of ^ Criding), (walking).

They stopped just short of the bridge. ,
MocTd. •. We're short of

supplies. .
to cut short. Her mother's illness cut their

vacation short. -.
to run short ^. Our supplies were running

short. ^.
to short-weight. Don't let them short-weight

you in the store. He..
His action is nothing short of criminal. ^—. "The picture fell short of our ex-

pectation. -. • We ran short of paper..
shmtage,.
shortly . I'm expecting call shortly..
shot {See also shoot). Did you hear a shot?? •,. Good shot! -

(with guns)! or (in games)!

•. He took a shot at the hare.^. '. He's good shot.. •. That's beautiful shot of the moimtains.5. •,.
Let's have shot of vodka.

().
bird shot. I loaded the gun with bird shot..

should (See also would)

G I should like to start traveling early.. • I told them I should be able to come
in time. , ^ -. • How
should I know? ? • What should I do??

shoulder. My shoulder hurts. .—
I don't want the shoulders of this coat padded. He-. •. shouldered the pack.. • . Who'll shoulder the blame for

this? ^? •. Keep on the

pavement; the shoulder is soft.

— .
straight from the shoulder, . I

gave it to him straight from the shoulder. ^§, .
to shoulder one's way. We shouldered our way
through the mob . ^.

What did you give him the cold shoulder for?^?
shout. You don't have to shout; I can hear you., . •. The speaker

was shouted down by the crowd.

opdTopa. — Did you hear a shout from the lake

just now? , , ?
shovel .
show (showed, shown). Could you show me the way?? •. Your slip

is showing. Y . •.
Have you shown this to anyone? ^-? •. The dog showed his teeth.

^. •. Show me how to

do it. , §. •.
showed me great kindness when I was in trouble., .
•;^. His work shows great deal of originality..
•. I won't believe it unless it's shown to me., noKd . •.
wasn't able to show why he needed this book., ^ . •.
What are they showing at the theater? ,?
• (theater), (movies). Did you go to the show

last night? ?
to show off. Don't you think he shows off

a good deal? , ?
to show to good advantage. The picture shows

to good advantage in this light. -.
to show up (to come). Has my friend shown up yet??• (appear). never

showed up at the theater. .
•. This color shows up well against the dark

background.. •. I'm going to show you up..
She makes a show of courtesy. -).

shower. Wait until the shower is over.,. •. You can take a shower

here after the game.. •. We were caught in a shower of

sparks from the burning building., . •.
His friends showered him with presents..

shown «See show.
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shut ENGLISH-RUSSIAN silence

shut (shut, shut). Shut the door and sit down.. — Is it shut tight? 9? •. They shut the dog in the

house. . •. Some-
thing is going on behind those shut doors. 3a56-.

to be shut up . Her work kept her shut

up for hours.- .
to shut off. Shut off the water in the kitchen.^ ().
to shut up. Tell him to shut up. ^,. •. When they went to the

country, they shut up their house., .
Don't forget your key, or you'll be shut out of the house.

He , a . • How
long will the plant be shut down? §^?

shy. Don't be so shy with the girls. He.
to shy away. I shy away from parties..

sick. The child has a sick look.. — This hospital takes very good care

of the sick. 5.
He's sick in bed with pneumonia. ,. • I'm sick of this work. 9.

sickness n.
side . The skidded and turned over on its side.

,. — I have

pain in my side. ^. •. I bumped
into the side of the table. .
•. The store is on the east side.

•. Please use the side

door. {or) ^. •.
Whose side are you on? Ha ? — Look at

every side of the matter.. — has Uving relatives on his father's side.. •. They crossed to the other

side of the river. .
•. They ran down the side of the hill..

on the side . makes some money working

on the side. , '.
The label is on the side of the box. .
to side with . She used to side with us

in the argument. Ond&.
to take sides -. It's difficult

to take sides on this question.-.
I think you're bringing up only side issues. ^,, ,.

sidewalk.
sigh (to sigh). gave sigh of relief..
sight. I have poor sight. .

•. At first sight I didn't recognize you.. '. Don't lose sight of

that man. He . •-. At last we sighted land.. •. It was terrible sight..
sights. Did you go to see the

sights at the fair? 1?
to catch sight of. I caught sight of you in the

crowd. .
to know by sight . I know him only by sight..
to shoot on sight . They
had orders to shoot on sight..

The end is now in sight. . • When
do you expect to sight land? ,,, ?

sign (signboard). What does the sign on that store

say? ? • (writing).

That sign says we're ten kilometers from town. -, .
•. The waiter gave us a sign to follow him., . •-

(to sign something). forgot to sign the letter.

Oh . • (to put a
signature). Sign here. ,•. His

condition doesn't show any signs of improvement..
to sign away or to sign over. He signed

away all his property to his son..
to sign for. The mailman didn't give me the

letter because you have to sign for it yourself., .
to sign off. Radio stations here sign off early

in the evening. pdno.
to sign on. The ship in the harbor is still signing

on the crew. .
to sign up. signed up for a magazine.. • .
signed up for three-year enlistment. -.
to sign to contract . They signed

that actor to a three-year contract. 5.
Have you seen any sign of my friend??

signal. I'll give you the signal when I want you.^, ^. •-
(). signaled for the taxi.. •. you see those signal

flags from here? ?
signature. There's no signature on the letter. Ha
§TOM .

silence. The silence in the room became embar-

rassing. .
• . silenced the audience and went

on speaking. ^1 -.
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silent ENGLISH-RUSSIAN situation

His silence on the subject surprised us., . • Silence!!
silent. She's too silent to be good company., .

to be silent to keep silent. Why are you

silent?^ ?
to keep silent about. They kept silent about

their plans. ..
The newspapers were silent about the incident..

silk. How much is meter of this red silk?§ ? — Buy me spool of

silk. . •.
wears silk neckties. .

silly adj.
silver. Is this sterUng silver? ?—
She got beautiful silver for a wedding present. -. —
Give me some silver for these bills. §. •. She's wearing sil-

ver ring. . — Her hair is all

silver. .
similar. I had similar experience once.- . •. My

desk back home is very similar to this one.

§.
simple. His manners are simple.. — She wears simple clothes. Ond.— That's simple matter. .

•. The work here is fairly simple.. — had simple fracture of the arm.. •. I may
seem simple, but I don't want to meet him.^, ^ .
•. These are the simple facts. .

simplicity n.
simply. Answel" these questions simply.

Sth . — For once, she simply had

nothing to say. Ha §. '. Don't you think she dresses very

simply? He , ?
sin ; v.
since . hasn't been here since Monday.. • . I haven't gone to the movies

since I got here. ,. — broke his leg last year and has limped ever

since. ^. •. Since you don't beUeve me, look for your-

self. , .'
sincerely. Yours sincerely.. • . I sincerely hope you'll get well soon., ,•. sincerely believes that story..
sing (sang, sungj . She sings beautifully. -.— I've neversung this before. §. •. How about singing that song for

me again?, .• (to whistle;. Bullets were singing all around us.

^.
•ingle. I didn't understand a single word he said.() , . *-

. Do you know whether he's married or single?, ?
single room . I want single room if

possible. , .
singles. Let's play singles..

singular. the noim singular, not plural.5 ,.
sink (sank, sunk). I'm afraid this boat will sink if

we take more than seven people. ,, ^ . •. The
sink is full of dirty dishes.. •. Hurry and take that picture before the

sun sinks. §,. •. sank all his money in it.. •. The

ground is so hard it'll take water some time to sink in.,. •. you suggest good place to sink

a well? & ,? •. Her voice sank

to a whisper. .
I hope these words sank into your mind.,5. • This is the worst attack

yet, and he's still sinking., .
sir

Yes, sir. . • Yes, sir (in reply to an order)! !
sister cecTpd. Do you have any sisters? ?

She is my lodge sister. -.
sit (sat, sat). They were sitting when we came in., . — You won't finish today

if you just sit there. ,
^.' (to stand j. This vase has

been sitting on the shelf for years.. •. She promised to sit

for her portrait. Ond .
•. The court is sitting. .

to sit down. Sit down over here, won't you?, .
to sit in on. He sat in on all the con-

ferences that day..
to sit out . I couldn't sit that play out.&.
to sit up. suddenly sat up in the chair.

Oh ^. •. The

baby has been sitting up since he was five months old.. . •.
We sat up all night talking..

Let's sit this dance out. §. • She sat her horse as if she'd been riding for

years. ,.
situated. The house is situated on the top of the

hill. .
situation. That's bad situation for a house.. •. What's the situation at

the factory now? ?
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ENGLISH-RUSSIAN slope

•. The situation at home is getting more im-

bearable every day. . •. Are

you looking for a new situation? ?
six n, adj.
sixteen n, adj.
sixth adj.
sixty n, adj.
size. I wear size nine stockings. ^. •. What size are these shoes?? — Try this for size. -, ,.

to size up. sized up the situation at a

glance. Oh , .
skate. Get your skates; the lake is frozen., ,' .
How well can you skate? -?

sketch . Draw me sketch of the

first floor. -4. •(). Sketch this landscape!. '. The program

wiU be topped off by a humorous sketch. -^ .
Give me sketch of the plot.. • He's quite sketch. .

skill. I have special skill.. •. has skill for

that type of work..
skin. She has very white skin.. — The shoes are made of alligator skin. 5^. •. I like baked potatoes

in the skin. .•1 5. The hunter was skinning the deer..
by the skin of one's teeth. I made the train by

the skin of my teeth. ^ .
skip. The little girl skipped along to meet her

father. ^.
•. Skip that chapter; it's pretty dry. -5^, .

to skip out. Let's skip out before she gets back.,4 ond .
skirt. Where did you' that skirt?

6tj'? •5'. Can I skirt the business district?

o6orHj^^Tb ?
sky. The sky is overcast. .

out of a clear sky , or. quit his job out of a clear sky., .
to the skies . praised her to the skies..

slave. His grandfather was slave. 6<.
• . She slaves all day at the factory. Ond.

He's slave to his work. , .
sled .
sleep (slept, slept). Did you sleep well?? •. fell into deep sleep..

to get enough sleep. I don't get enough

sleep. .
to sleep away. He slept the afternoon away..

slept off his tiredness..
sleepy adj.
sleeve n.
sleigh. PuU the sleigh around to the back of the house.. • . Let's

go sleighing this afternoon..
slept 5€ sleep.

slide. It's been long downhill slide since we
opened this store. 5-, .
•. I can't even stand on skis, much less go down the

slide. , ,. •. The lecturer had inter-

esting slides to show..
to let slide . You're letting

your work slide too much..
to slide in. Can you slide this drawer in?,,5.

slight. There's slight difference. -. •. has slight cold.. •. She has rather slight

figure. ^. •. I didn't

mean to slight her. .
slip)'. slipped the letter into the box.. •. Don't shp on the

ice. , . •-. See that the knife doesn't slip.,. •. The matter

slipped my mind completely. 9. •. This dress needs longer

slip. ^ . •-. Please change the pillow slip.,-,- 5'. •. wrote

message on slip of paper.. •. This rose bush grew from a

slip. .
to let slip. Don't let the chance slip if you can

help it. , 4
^'.
to slip away. Let's slip away quietly..
to slip out. He let the name slip out before he

thought. ,'. • (). They quietly slipped

out of the room. Om'i .
to slip up. I slipped up badly, didn't I?, ^'?

Wait until I slip into a coat., noKd. • Did I make a slip? ?
slipper n.
slope. The hill has a thirty degree slope.' . •. My

house is on a slope. .
The floor slopes badly. .
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slow ENGLISH-RUSSIAN

slow. He's driving too slow., •. Cook the soup on a slow fire.,• (pas-

senger). Is it slow train? ?
•. My watch is an hour slow.. •. The horses are racing on a

slow track today. 6erd.
to slow down to slow up. It looks as if he's

trying to slow down the negotiations. ,. • . Slow

up when you come to a crossing.. — Slow down! School ahead.!.
Slow down (riding)! He ! /! •She's slow to anger. ,

• She's teaching a slow class this year. Stom^.
slowly. Time passed very slowly this week. Ha§ . — Can't you

drive little more slowly??
slumber. slumbered peacefully during the

whole lecture. .
sly. You can't trust him; he's too sly. ^, .

on the sly. His family suspected what he was

doing on the sly. ,.
small. He's still small boy.. • . The room is rather

small. -. •.
small amount of money will be satisfactory.^ ()^. •. Chop it up

small. §. •. was small

farmer in California. -. — Print it all in small letters.. •. It was awfully small

of him. .
small change. I haven't any small change..

small wood •Please gather some small wood., .
Where we stay overnight is a small matter as long as we

can keep warm. ,.
smart. The cut smarts bit. ^ .

•. The bum is beginning to smart.. •. got smart slap across the face.

Oh ^. •^. She's

rather smart child. ^.
•. Do you think she wears smart clothes? -, ?

smash. The side of the car was smashed because of

the accident. 1)1«1. • . All our plans went to smash

when the crops failed. Bee-. •. returned the ball with a

forehand smash. .
smell. The dog has a very keen sense of smell.. • sdnax. What is that smell?

6to sdnax? or ? • .

Do you smell smoke? ?
•. That perfume smells good.. •. The garbage smells to high heaven.

M^cop . •. Smell what's

in this bottle., . — Take
good smell and tell me whether you like this perfume., .
As soon as she mentioned it, I smelled a rat.

ond , -.
smile. never smiles. .

•. I like the way she smiles.. — You have pretty smile. -.
smoke. Where's that smoke coming from?5? •. That stove smokes too much.. •. The fishermen around

here smoke most of their fish.. •. Do you smoke?

^^? — "No Smoking.""". —
I'm dying for a smoke. , .

Open the windows; there's too much smoke in here., .
smooth. Is the road smooth? ?•. The sea was very smooth.. •. We had very smooth ride.. — I got smooth

shave. . • (not sharp).

This is a smooth wine. . •.
He's smooth salesman. .

to smooth out. Smooth out your dress..
to smooth the way . We sent him ahead

to smooth the way..
snake. Are there any poisonous snakes around here??
snap. I have to sew snaps on my dress.. •. The wire snapped

under the strain. ,•. The lock shut with a snap.. •. Stand by that tree, so I can take

a few snaps of you. , ^. •. You

don't have to snap at me like that..
to snap out of. Snap out of it! You

haven't done a thing all week.,.
sneeze (to sneeze). Cover that sneeze with a handker-

chief! , . —
sneezes quite often. He may have hay fever., .

sniff&. The dog sniffed suspiciously at the visitor.. •

(to sniff). One sniff of that stuff was enough to make me

sick. ^.
snow. The snow was so thick we couldn't see in front of

us. ,. — It's snowing. .
to snow in . They were snowed in for a
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whole week..
We're snowed under by invitations. -. I

so. It's all right now, and I hope it will remain so.

6to, , .— I think

so. ^. — Not so much pepper, please. He,. — "That's not so!" "It cer-

tainly is so." " ."" ." —
So you've finally come home! , ,-^! — And so you think that's a good

idea, huh? , 5 ? —
I'm so glad. , — I'd better not go out, my head

aches so. , ^. •. Why is he so gloomy?^? • . If I can do it, so can you.^5, . •. Is that

so? ? •^. I arrived late, so I didn't hear

everything. ^ .
and so on ^. I need some paper, pencils,

ink, and so on. ^,,^.
so as to,. I did some of the translation so as to

make the work easier for her. ,.
so far4. So far I'm bored. ^ .
so far as. So far as I know, you don't need a

pass. , ^.
so long 4. So long; I'll be seeing you! noKd!!
so . . . (that) . . .. He ran so fast he got all out of

breath. ^, .
so (that). made it sound good so I'd help him.

Oh , ^.
so that . . .. I fixed things so that he could stay

here. , .
D I've told you so a hundred times. §. • Thanks ever so much. .
• "I want to go home." "So do I." ^ "." ". • "The door's open." "So I see." "". " ". • So what? ? or? • you lend me two rubles or so?-? • I expect to stay in Mos-
cow a day or so. ^.

soak. Soak your hand in lukewarm water.

pjTty . •. was soaked

to the skin. .
soap. I want a cake of soap. .
sober. has sober outlook for a young fellow.

.
to sober up. I'm sure he'll sober up by

morning. , ^.
I'm not dnmk; I'm as sober as a judge. * ,, .

social. They're having social at the church

tonight. .
Her social life takes up most of her time.. • our work is

for the social welfare of the people. —.

society. wrote book on the institutions of

primitive society.. — He's member of learned

society. . •-. I read that on the society page of the "New York
Times." 5-. •. didn't want
to join our society. -.

You owe it to society. .
sock. I want three pairs of socks.,. •:1. If you do that again, I'll sock you., .

Give him sock on the jaw. ^ .
soft. This pillow is too soft for me. 5. — This lamp gives off a soft

light. . — He's too soft to

be a good executive. ,. •. The
groimd is too soft. .

She sang in a soft voice. Ond .
• You'll get soft if you don't have any exercise.^,^. • the radio softer. .

softly adv.
soil. What will grow in this soil?? •. Don't let it get soiled., §.
sold See sell,

soldier. Our captain is a fine soldier. Ham. — Is this club for soldiers or officers??
sole (only persons or things). Are we the sole

Americans here? ?
•. came for the sole purpose of getting informa-

tion. Oh ^'.
•. There is pain in the sole of my foot.. •. I need new soles on these

^oes. 5. —
My shoes need to be resoled..

solemn adj.
solid. The ice is solid enough for skating., ,•. Is the beam solid or hollow?? •. The doctor told him

not to eat solids for a few days. ^. •.
talked to me for a sohd hour.. •. This is solid comfort. 5. •. I want solid blue

material. .•. This is sohd concern..
The lake is frozen solid. . •

seems to be solid sort of person. ,,,.
solve .
some. Could I have some towels?. •. I've

been working for some time here.. •. Some of you may
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disagree with me..— No doubt some people think so.-
, . •-. Some
friend of hers gave it to her. 6-. •-. Some fellows were looking for

you. - . •-.
There must be some way of finding out.- . • . She's some

girl! !
some day-. I hope I can see you again some

day. , ^ -.
some place-. I've seen you some place. -.
some ... or other -. Try to get some

typist or other to do the job.5^- . • .
It's in some book or other on that shelf..
some . . . some . . .. Some are going by train

and some by bus. , a.
Take some meat.,,. • Give

me some more water. . '1 played

with the child some two or three hours.

4acd,-.
somebody -. There's somebody who wants to speak

to j'ou. -.
She certainly is somebody! Ond.

somehow-^. I'll get there somehow. KiiK-.
somehow or other KdK- . Somehow or other he

always seems to be late. - ,.
someone-. Is there someone here who can help

me? -, ?
something -. knows something about medicine.- . — There's something in

what you say.- , .
•-. Did something happen?--? •-. There must be something else I've for-

gotten. -.
something or other -,-. I'm sure I've

forgotten something or other. , -.
He's something of pianist.. • That's really something! !

sometime-. Will you have dinner with me some-

time? - ?
sometime or other-. I'd like to read it some-

time or other. -.
It happened sometime last October..

sometimes ,!. Sometimes I wonder if it's

worth while to work so hard.: .
somewhat. This differs somewhat from the usual type.. •.

This is somewhat too expensive. .
somewhere -. Haven't I seen you somewhere before?,, - .

She must be somewhere in her fifties. ,,.
son .
song. That's pretty song. .

for song HH4t6,. We bought the chair for a

song. .
to burst into song. The birds burst into song..

soon. I'll be back soon. . •.
Come again soon. . •.
It's cold in the morning, but it soon warms up., . •.
came soon after I left. .

as soon as . Let me know as soon as you get

here. . , .
at the soonest pdnnee. I won't be back till five at the

soonest. .
sooner or later pdno . I'll have to see him

sooner or later..
Tt's too soon to tell what's the matter with him., . • I'd just as soon

not go to the movies tonight.. • I'd just as soon pick the book up for you,

but I'm not passing the library., ^ . •

sooner said her name than she came in sight. He
OH , .

sore. Look out for my sore foot.,. •. There is

sore on my foot. . •,
(to be painful). My throat is sore. .

to get sore. Don't get sore; I didn't mean any-

thing. He, npdao .
sorrow ,.
sorry

sorry-looking. He's sorry-looking specimen..
to be sorry. I'm not sorry I did it. ,.
to feel sorry for. I feel sorry for you..

I'm sorry to be late., .
sort. Have these been sorted??

all sorts . They have books of all sorts..
() .sort of . It's sort of gift some people

have. .
nothing of the sort . I've said nothing of

the sort. .
sort of. I'm sort of glad things happened the way

they did. , . •.
She's interesting, sort of. —.

What sort of man is he? ? • He's

not bad sort. . • She's not the sort

of girl you can forget easily. OaS, ,!1. •! need all sorts of things.^ .
sought See seek.

soul. I've heard a lot about the Russian soul.
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. — Not single soul knows

about it. .
sound. What was that sound? 5 ?

•. That shout sounded very, very close.- . •.
His sounds famihar. .
— It sounds impossible. -. •. The bugle sounded retreat.. •. The floor is old but

sound. , . •. Did

you get home safe and sound?? •. He's weak now, but his in-

tellect is sound. Oh , .
•. She gave him sound advice. . ^. •. Have you got sound title

to the property? ) 5? •. I had sound sleep last night.. • .
They sounded the lake. .
•. Let's go for sail on the sound..

to sound someone out. Try to sound

him out on the subject..
She didn't know we were within sound of her voice.

Ond , ,.
soup .
sour. This milk is already sour.. •. How come you've got such a sour

expression on your face today?^5?
I think he's already soured on the whole proposition., ^.

source. Where is the source of this river?? •. This book is based on several

unpublished sources..
His success has been a source of great pride to all of us.. • Has the

plumber found the source of the trouble?, ?
south . This forest runs about five kilometers from north

to south.. — We traveled through the south of the Ukraine.. — The village is

twenty kilometers south of here.. — I want to go south for the

winter. Hd, ^ . •. There's

south wind blowing. .
southern. comes from the southern part of the

United States. -.
I would prefer room with southern exposure..

sow V.
space npocTpdncTBo. How much space does the building

occupy? 5?
— just sat there staring out into space., . — There's narrow space

between our building and the next.

— . • (place)

.

Is there any space for my luggage?? •. Leave double space after

each sentence.. •. The posts are spaced two meters apart..
in the space of . did the work in the space

of a day. 5 .
spade. I have to get this spade fixed. -, •. Will you help me spade
my garden? ? •.
I bid two spades. !

to call spade spade .
Why don't you call a spade a spade?.

spare. I'll try to spare your feelings.. •. His life was spared.. •. Spare me the details.. •. I've

spared no expense in building the house.§. •. I spare

you some money. . —
you spare cigarette? ? or? •. you spare

minute? ? •.
I haven't spare minute. .
•. Do you have any spare parts fo your radio?? •-. Please hand me the spare (tire).,,, .

spare time. I'll do it in my spare time.5 .
I got to the station with five minutes to spare.^ .

spark. Sparks were coming out of the chimney..
didn't even show spark of interest in what I was

saying. Oh ,.
sparkle v. «

sparrow .
speak (spoke, spoken). Do I speak clearly enough?? — Do you speak English?-? — I haven't spoken Russian

for years. -. •-. You'll have to speak to the clerk about that.. •-. Who is speaking at the meeting tonight? ce-? •.
The spoken language is quite different from the written..

generally speaking . Generally speaking

he's right. , .
to speak for . I'm speaking for my
friend. ^.
to speak plainly . speak plainly, he's

thief. , — .
to speak out. wasn't afraid to speak out in

the meeting..
to speak up, to speak one's piece. Go ahead

and speak your piece. *Hy .
speaker n.
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spear. The actor walked on stage carrying a spear.. • .
We • went out spearing fish..

special. I have s{)ecial reason.. •. Does this book go in any
special place? EkjTb --? — Have you got an3^hing special in mind
for tonight? -? •. He's had special

training in this field..
specialize v.
specify V.
speech. Sometimes gestures are more expressive than

speech. . •.
You can often tell where a person comes from by his speech., ,. •. That was very good speech..

speed. Let's put on little speed. -. — Speed limit thirty kilometers per hour.— . — This car

has four speeds forward. 5 .
to speed . Speed up the work..
We're moving at good speed now.. • No speeding. ,.

spell (to write). How do you spell that word?? •. had coughing spell.. •. I don't believe in

spells and charms. . •.
Have you come under her spell? ?

These hot spells don't last long.. • works for short spells now and then..
spend (spent, spent). I'm willing to spend a lot for

a piano. Ha ^.
— I've spent all my money.. •. I haven't much to spend.^ . •. We've spent too

much time here. .
or . •.

spends lot of time in the library.. • (to stay

overnight), I want to spend the night here. ^.
spent (See also spend) . He was hit by a spent

bullet. Oh ^ .
At the end of the race the horse was completely spent.^.

spider ;^.. Who spilled the milk on the floor??
She had bad spill. .

spin (spun, spun). We spin flax at our factory. Ha. •. Spin the wheel
around. . •. The airplane

went into a spin. .
G to go for a spin. Let's go for a spin around
the park., .

spirit. These tales reveal the spirit of the country.

^ . •. You don't go
about it in the right spirit..

in spirit. I'll be with you in spirit.-
Ho ^ .
spirits. I hope you're in good spirits., .
spirits of ammonia . Give her some
spirits of ammonia to smell. -.

That's the right spirit! ! • Try to keep up
your spirits. He ^. • I'm in low spirits today.

5. • That pup has a lot of spirit.!
spiritual adj.
spit (spit, spit). No spitting. -, •. Put some spit on the back of the

stamp. . •. It's good
roasted on a spit. ,.

to spit out. If it tastes bad, spit it out., .
spite . spites himself by being so nasty

with people. ^,^.
for spite. She just did that for spite..

in spite of . He's nice guy in spite of the fact that

he has a lot of money. , ,. • . Is he coming in spite of that rain?, ?
They're just spiting themselves by not coming along.

^, ;^.
splash. The baby likes to splash in the tub.1 ^.
Q to make splash . That incident

caused quite a splash in the newspapers..
splendid. This is splendid weather for swimming.. •.
The scenery is really splendid..

split. Let's split the profits.. •. If there hadn't been a split in the

party just before elections, we'd have won.,.
to split hairs . You just compUcate

the argument when you split hairs that way., .
to split one's sides. I nearly split my sides

laughing at his stories. ,.
I have spUtting I^dache. .

spoil. spoiled all my plans.. •. The meat will spoil quickly

in such hot weather. ^
^. •. These apples are beginning to spoil.. •. The

little boy is being spoiled by his grandmother..
spoke (See also speak). Have you some spare wire
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spokes for yoiir bicycle??
spoken See speak.

sponge 5'. Get me a sponge for my bath please.

xo4f 4; ,, ^.• (). He's lazy and sponges on his younger

brother. Oh .
spoon ,.
sport. Do you like sports?? •. I love to wear sport clothes.

6 . •.
took the news like a real sport. §.

spot. Can you get these spots out of my pants? M6-5 ? •.
She had on white dress with red spots. Ha. •. Show me
the exact sjx)t you mean. ,. •. I spotted you in the

crowd as soon as I saw your hat. ,^.
on the spot cpdsy. They hired him on the spot. Er6. • . That

really put me on the spot.^.
right on the spot . I was right on the spot when

it happened. , .
That was bright spot in an otherwise dull day.§.

sprang See spring.

spread (spread, spread). Spread the rug out, and

let me look at it.. •. Who spread that rumor?5? •. Do you Uke

your bread spread with jam? -? •. The fire spread rapidly.^ . •. We
tried to check the spread of the rumors. -5^.

From the hill we saw the whole valley spread out below us.

^, . • repaid

me in small amounts, spread over several years.-.
spring (sprang, sprung). sprang to his feet.. •. sprang at me in a rage.. •. This bed

has good springs. 5 .
•. We went to the spring for water.. • • We had drink of

nice cool spring water.. • (to be explained). His peculiar

attitude on the matter doesn't spring from any one cause.5. •. We won't be leaving town before

spring. . •.
This is good spring weather today..

to spring up . Towns sprang up aU

along the railroad..

D The teacher sprang that test on us without warning..
sprinklf. sprinkled ashes on the icy sidewalk.

Oh i . •.
It's not raining hard; it's just a sprinkle. ,. •. Sprinkle some water on the

flowers. .
sprung See spring

.

spun See spin.

spy. I don't beUeve he's a spy. ,. •. Why ask me to spy on them?^ ?
square. drew large square.. •. How many square

meters does the building cover?5? — Our back yard is twenty

meters square. ^. — I want square box.. •. all the comers square. -. •. How far are we
from Red Square? ?
•. You ought to have a carpenter's square.. •-. He's pretty square fellow. -, •. Do you think they

gave him a square deal? ^,? •&. I'll square things with you

later. § .
You can get square meal there for very little money..

squeak. Did you hear mouse squeak?, ? •. Put some

grease on the wheel; it squeaks. ,. — My new shoes squeak..
squeeze. gave her hand a friendly squeeze.^ pS'^y- *. Don't squeeze

any more into the trunk. He. •. We just barely squeezed into

the car. .
squirrel n.
stable. She's pretty stable person.. •. Where are the

stables? ?
stafiF. I understand that they're going to increase the

staff. ,. • ^. We're trying to staff :
factory with good workers. .

stage. The disease is only in its first stages now., •.
I can't see the stage from this seat.. — My brother is trying to get on the stage.

CTapdeTCH . •>6. They

staged party for him before he left. ;^.
stain. Have you anything to remove stains?- ? •.
How did you stain your dress? 5? •. The carpenter can stain the table

for you. .
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stairs. Take the stairs to your right. no.
stamp. She stamped her foot angrily. ..• (to blow out). Stamp on

that cigarette. ;^ (). •. Please stamp this: "Glass.",§: "". •. Every

letter that goes out of the office must have his stamp. Ha. •.
Please buy me rubber stamp.,. •. I want twenty kopeks'

worth of stamps. .
— Give me an airmail stamp, please. ,-, .

stand (stood, stood;. The audience stood and ap-

plauded. . •.
The ladder is standing in the corner.

^. — I'm tired of standing here waiting.. — The old clock has stood on the

shelf for years.. •. I stood here for twenty

minutes. ^. •

(to move aside). Stand aside a minute.. •. Let the milk stand over

night and skim off the cream. ^, . • .
What I«said yesterday still stands. To, ,. •. He's changed his stand on

modern music several times.

;^. •.
This cloth won't stand much washing. 9. •. I can't stand

that man! ^5! •.
Stand the lamp over there. .
•. Put your books on the stand..

to stand chance . I'm afraid you don't

stand a chance of getting the job. ,.
to stand by. I'll always stand by you in case of

trouble. ,
^. •. You can count on him to stand by

his word. ,.
* to stand for. I don't have to stand for such

insolence on his part. -. •. In their code each number
stands for a letter. ^.
to stand on . I'm going to stand on my
rights. ^ .
to stand out. His height makes him stand out

in a crowd. .
•. His ears stand out from his head.^.
to stand up. Don't bother standing up. He, ! •. Do you think

this platform will stand up under such a strain? ,^ ^? — Do
you think these shoes will stand up under long wear?, ?
to stand up for . If we don't stand up for him,

nobody will. ,.
to stand up to,. never stands

up to his father. ^^.
It stands to reason that she wouldn't do that., ond5 . • I wish I knew

where I stood. , ^^^.
• The front door stood wide open.. • How much for it as it stands?

5to , ? • As things now
stand, I'll have to quit my job.. • Where do you
stand in this matter? -? 'In this opinion I don't stand alone. He. • stood by, doing nothing while the

men fought. ,. • Stand by for the latest news

bulletin., ^. • It's difficult to know just what he stands for.,,, . • Her
clothes make her stand out in a crowd.. • She stood me up after all.

Ond- .
standard. You can't judge him by ordinary standards.

;^ .
• (condition) . Our standard of living has risen a

great deal lately. -. •;^. The stand-

ards of education in our schools have risen lately. -. •. I refuse to

pay more than standard rates., •. There isn't

single country left on the gold standard., (-).
star. The sky is full of stars tonight..— There are lot of stars in that movie..

• . She's starred in every picture she's

been in. Bo , ond,,. • . Omit

the starred passages. ,.
This is my star pupil..

start. When will we start taking lessons?? • . Has the performance

started yet? ? •.
What started the fire? - ?
• (to start to go). When do you start for the

country? ? •.
Who st.arted this rumor? §? •.
It was all racket, from start to finish. -. • . got

his start as a reporter. -.
to give (one) start. You gave me quite a

start. .
starve V ,.
state. I'm worried about the state of her health.. •.
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This is a fine state of affairs! ! •-. Our railroads are owned by the state. Hdnm. •.
comes from one of the Western states.. — was bom in

the United States. .
•. State your business. .
•. She stated that she had been robbed., .

State Department (U.S.A.) -
(...). works in the State Department.

Oh .
statement. Ask the manager to send me a statement

of my account. . •. issued

an official statement. .
to make statement. Have you any statements

to make? -?
His statement of the case wasn't clear enough. -.

station. Where is the railroad station?? • (small station, depot) . Get off the train

at the next station. ^. —
What stations can j'ou get on your radio?? — There's an

agricultural experiment station near here. .'-. I'll meet you at the bus station.. •. The poUce stationed

man at the door. <.
police station . I want the police

station. .
Where are you stationed??

stationary adj.
stationery n .
statistics n.
statue n.
status n.
stay,. I intend to stay for a week.^ . — I'm sorry we can't stay

any longer., .
•. What hotel are you staying at?? • (for visit). I'm

staying with friends. rouiS . — We had a very

pleasant stay at their house.. •. I always stay at their house when
I'm in town. .}' , ^ .

to stay away. You've stayed away a

long time. .
to stay over. Can you stay over till Monday??

When I fix thing, it stays fixed. -, 5 . 'I'll stay out of it.

Stom ^. • Don't stay up
late tonight. He .

steady (sure). This needs a steady hand.. • (stable). Is this

ladder steady enough? -? • (even). We didn't run fast, but kept up a

good steady pace. ,

. •. was steady customer.. •.
He's made steady progress.. •. has steady disposition..

She tried to steady herself by grabbing the railing., .
steal (stole, stolen),. I didn't steal anjthing from

you. . — My money has been

stolen. . — That melody is a steal

from an old folk song. 5. •. The children stole into

the room on tiptoe so as not to waken her., .
to steal away . They stole away

through the woods. ^ .
steam. Melt the glue with steam.. — Does this machine run by steam or electricity?^ -? ' (strength). Do you think he can do the

job imder his own steam? ,5 ?
steam heat (). Is

there steam heat in their new house??
watched the ship steam out of the harbor., .

steamer .
steel. The bridge is made all of steel., •. The bullet glanced off his steel

helmet. ^ ,• (steel-casting). worked for while

in steel mill. -. •. Steel yoiU"self for what's

coming. (^) ,.
steep. That slope is steeper than it looks.^, ,•.

That's pretty steep price for that house.. •. Let

the tea steep a little longer.. •. He's steeped himself in the old

legends. .
steer>. This car steers easily..

to steer clear . You'd steer

clear of this part of town. ^^.
Is he steering us right??

steering wheel n .
stem. Do you want me to cut the stems off these

flowers? §? •-. What did they do to stem the flow of blood from

your wound??
step. took one step forward. .
— That was the wrong step to take.. •. I stepped in puddle. ^.
•. Don't step on the flowers. He .
•. He ran up the steps to the porch. ^.
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in step . Keep in step with me..
step by step. We built up our business step by
step. M .
to step back . Step back a little. -.
to step in. I just stepped in for a moment.^^.
to step into. stepped into the situation just in

time. Oh (5) -.
to step off . j ust stepped off the train..
to step over. Step over the railing.-.
to step up. Step right up for your ticket. -. •. Try to

step up the work. .
•. Try to step up the sale of gloves. -.
to take steps . I'll have to take steps to stop

the gossip. ,.
He's out of step with the times.. • Step aside. . • I don't

know the steps of that dance. §. • This is only the first step in the process.. • What's the next step??
st^n. You don't have to be so stern with him.. •. The shell

hit toward the stern of the ship..
stick (stuck, stuck). Someone stuck a needle in the

pillow. Kt6-to . •.
accidentally stuck her with a pin.. •. That pin is sticking me.. ". Don't stick your nose into

other people's business. He^ .
•5^. Stick it over behind the couch.. •. Stick it to the wall.

§T0 . •. The paper is sticking to my
fingers. . •.
Let's stick together. ^ . •-. Stick to the original.. •. I hit him with a stick.. •. Do you want a stick of gum??

stick of candy. Give him a stick of candy.

;^.
to stick it oat. Try and stick it out a little longer..
to stick out. He stuck his feet out into the aisle.

Oh . •.
There's something sticking out of the window. -

oKHd.

to stick up. Watch out for that pipe sticking up
over there., .
to stick up for^1. He always sticks up for you.

Oh^ .
Stick it together with glue. . • Stick to your

work. He . • He stuck to his story.

Oh . • Stick out your tongue,

please. .
sticky. My fingers are sticky from the honey..

What sticky day! .
stiff ^. How stiff shall I starch your collars?, ^? •. Use

stiff brush to scrub this tub. ,. •. Don't be so stiff with

people. He . •. good

stiff breeze sprang up. .
•. Please pour me a stiff drink. ,,-. •. Is it

stiff examination? ? •

(stiff paper). The book is bound in stiff paj)er.^ ndmcy.

My legs feel stiff. , .
• I'm stiff from that exercise yesterday.. • Stir

the pudding until it's stiff. ,.
still. The air is very still.. •. The whole house was still. Bo. •. built this house while his

wife was still alive. Stot. — I want to go still further up the mountain. ^
(§ ). • . I'm still

waiting to hear from him. .
•-. Still, I think you did the right thing. -^, .

He's still the same. , . • Hold still

minute. . • Here's still picture

from her latest movie.. • Keep your feet still. He .
• Keep still about this. 5!

sting (stung, stung) :^. The sting of a bee can be very

dangerous. ^ .
• (stinging pain). Suddenly I felt a sharp sting

go through my arm.. •. Be careful you don't get stung

by a bee., .
stir. After that set of tennis, I couldn't even stir

from the chair. ,. •. There was stir in

the crowd when the speaker approached the platform.

opUTop. •. Stir the cereal so it won't stick to

the pot. ., , .
He's always stirring up everybody with his speeches., .

stitch. This dress was stitched by hand.. •. It'll be better if

you stitch it by machine. ^. •. I'll stitch your initials on your

blouse. ^ ;^. •.
I just have to make a few more stitches and your skirt will be

ready. ^ ^. •. What sort of stitch is this? §?
I haven't done a stitch of work all day..

stock. I'll look through my stock and see if I have it.
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stocking ENGUSH-RUSSIAN straight) , . •^. I

want to lay in a stock of soap. ^ sandc.•. They are stocked up for the winter.. •^1. used

to buy lot of stocks in America. 1,,. •. Are these animals

of healthy stock? >6?
•. keeps all kinds of stock on his farm..

in stock . What do you have in stock?

HiiecTCH ?
stock market. I gave up playing the stock market

long ago. .
stock raising. There's not much money in

stock raising now..
to put stock in. I don't put much stock in what he

says. ^, ^.
to take stock . Next week we're taking

stock. Ha^^ .
That size glove's out of stock.. • The hotel is well stocked with linen.^.

stocking. Are these stockings strong??
in one's stocking feet . She walks

around the house in her stocking feet. Ond no.
stole£ steal.

stolen See steal.

stomach. Don't drink vodka on an empty stomach.

He >'. • (belly). I

have pain in my stomach. .
stone. Can you lift that stone?? — You have to declare precious stones.. •^. The kitchen has stone floor. ^. •. Throw the cherry stones into the gar-

bage can. .
• (small stone). It's good stone, but small., .

stood See stand.

stoop. Walk erect; don't stoop.1, . •. Our house is the one

with the white stoop. —.
I couldn't believe he'd stoop that low. ,.

stop. We were stopped by the police.. — If anyone tries to stop you, let me
know. - ,. •. stopped short and
turned around. .
— I stopped for drink on the way. no, -. •.
This car will stop on a dime. ,. •. We made several stops

before we got here.. — Get off at the next stop.. •. You can't stop me
from thinking about it. ,

§. •. When do you stop work?
;^ ?

to put stop . We'll have to put a stop

to this. ^^ .
to stop over. Why don't you stop over at my place

on the way?^ ?
to stop OTO'night. We stopped at a farm-

house overnight. •.
to stop up. This hole should be stopped up.^ ^.

brought the train to a full stop.. • Can't you stop him from crying?-, ? 'I've

stopped worrying about it. .
• Has it stopped raining? ? • Stop it!)!

stopp^ n.
storage. We're putting our furniture in storage for the

simuner. nd . •.
How much will the storage be on these fur coats??

store. I know store where you can buy that., 5 . — I got it at the

hardware store down the street. -^. •. We've quite store

of food in the cellar.. •. We've already stored our furs for

the winter. ,.
to set much store . I don't set much

store by what she says.

^, .
I wonder what's in store for us? ,.

storm. There was terrible storm here last week. Ha
^. •

(snowstorm). There was meter of snow after the storm

yesterday. >. •. We stormed the enemy ix>sitions..
stormy adj^.
story. Do you know the story of his life?

BHiiere ? — It's a plausible story.. •. She wrote a story

for the school magazine.. •. Have you ever heard

this story? , 5? •^.
She lives on the second story. .

The story goes that he knew her brfore.,
, .

stout adj.
stove. Put the potatoes on the stove.^. •. Let's sit aroimd the stove

and have a chat. ;^^.
straight. The road is straight for five kilometers. Ha.
— Go straight across the square. .
— Go straight home. . — Stand up
straight. , or. •.
Draw straight line through it. ^. •. you shoot straight?
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straighten ENGLISH-RUSSIAN strike? •. I take my vodka straight.. •. He's always

been straight with me. .
•. We worked for fifteen hours straight..

Is my hat on straight? ?
• Try to get the story straight. ,. • My father always votes a straight ticket.. • I still walk straight. *, ^ .

straighten. Why don't you straighten your tie?.
to straighten out . It'll take about

a week to straighten out my affairs., .
strain. I don't think this chain will stand the

strain. ,, ,•« (to strain). This small print is a strain on the

eyes. 9tot . •.
It's strain for him to think. ;^ —. •. Don't strain yourself on that

trunk. He 5. •.
Would you like me to strain your coffee?? •. There's strain of meanness in him..

to strain the truth. You always seem

to be straining the truth. - -.
The dog was straining at the leash...

strange. It's good to see you among all these strange

faces. .
•. There is something strange about this house.

5tom -, •.
Strange to say, I didn't notice it. 5 ,. — It's strange, but true.,
—. •^. this is strange to me.^.

That's strange thing to say.!
stranger (not from here). It's easy to see he's a

stranger here. , . •-
(not known). Who is that stranger?? • . I had dinner with a

total stranger. - -.
He's complete stranger to me..

straw. Bed down the horses with some fresh straw.. •. Do
you like my new straw hat?? •. Will you ask the wait-

ress to bring me a straw?,,.
the last straw . That's the last straw I

9to !
strawberry n.
stream. Where can we cross the stream?? •. There's been steady stream

of cars on the highway all day.. *.

Crowds were streaming out of the building..
street ^'. Be careful when you cross the street., ^^—What street do I

get off at? Ha ^ ? — One-way
street. ^. • (pavement).

They're repairing the street. ^.
on the street ^. I ran into him on the street the

other day. ^.
streetcar. You can get streetcar on this corner.

Ha §TOM;^ .
strength. That's beyond my strength.. •. has great strength of character.. •-. Our normal strength is fifty men.

— .
on the strength of. He got the job on the

strength of your recommendation. ,.
I'm afraid this medicine has lost its strength.,.

stretch^^. She stretched the clothesline between the

trees. . .
•. Stop yawning and stretching. -. •. you
stretch my shoes a bit?? •;^. Will this fabric stretch when I

wash it? ? •-. This elastic won't stretch worth two cents.. — Does that

sweater have much stretch? -?
at stretch. works about nine hours at a

stretch. Oh .
•. I only walk about three kilometers at a stretch.

.̂
to stretch out. The wheat fields stretch out for

miles. .
•. stretched out on the couch. -.

I want to get out of the car and stretch..
stretcher. They carried the injured man out on a

stretcher. . •.
Put those shoes on a stretcher. 5.

strict. Her father was very strict.. •. I'm telling you this in

strict confidence. 5.
strike (struck, struck). I struck him in self-defense.,. — That tree's been struck by

lightning. 5to . •.
This material seems to change color when the light strikes it.

5,. •. I thought I heard the clock strike., . •. Strike

match and look at the time. -, . •. The ship struck

submerged rock. ^. •. It strikes me as bit unusual.
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string ENGLISH-RUSSIAN study

6to . • (to issue).

They're striking some new coins in celebration of the event.^. • . It strikes me that he may
have taken the wrong train. ,
, , . • (to find).

They struck oil here recently.. •. What were the workers

striking for? ^ ? •-. How long did the miners' strike last??
to go on strike. They promised not to go on

strike during the conference..
to strike bargain . We finally

struck bargain. , -.
to strike chord . She struck few chords

and then began to play..
to strike off. Strike his name off the list..
to strike one's eye (^-).
It was the first thing that struck my eye. ,.
to strike out. Strike out the last paragraph..
to strike up. The band struck up the national

anthem. .
to strike up a friendship. The two of them

struck up a friendship very quickly..
His speech struck a wrong note somehow.^-. • What struck you that you

behaved that way? ? ^?^? • How does his suggestion strike you??
string (strung, strung). They strung the electric

wire from pole to pole.. •. Where can I have my amber beads

strung? ? •.
I'm looking for piece of string. .
•. How much is that string of pearls?? •. One of the piano

strings is broken. . •.
There's long string of buses waiting to be- filled.. — asked

long string of questions. .
to string out. The poUcemen were strung

out along the sidewalk..
Please help me string the beans.,. • There are no strings attached

to the offer. 3a. • She has three men on the string. ,. • I don't like to pull strings..
strip. Let's strip and swim to the other side.^.

•. The apartment was stripped of all its valuables.,

. •. Who owns that strip of land?

KoM^ ?
stroke . My father had another stroke last night., . •. Just

stroke the dog, and he'll become your friend., .
stroke of luck. It was a stroke of luck for us to

get this apartment. ,.
She has an excellent swimming stroke. -. • hasn't done stroke of work

for months. ,
!1 .

strong. has strong hands.. — The current is pretty strong.. — It made strong impression on me. -. •. The evi-

dence is very strong in her favor.. •. Do you have strong

rope? , ? — This

vodka is too strong for me.. •. believes in strong navy..
to get strong. hasn't gotten strong enough

yet. Oh .
Are you strong enough to swim that far?? • They took strong stand.. • She has strong will.. • has strong feelings on that sub-

ject. .
struck iSee strike.

structure. You only see structures that high in a city..
The structure of these houses is excellent..

struggle ; ».
strung5 string,

stubborn adj.
stuck See also stick.

She's pretty stuck on herself. Ond.
student. This is one of my best students.. • (in college). He's

student at the University of Moscow. -.
He's serious student of the subject.

Stot.
study. We studied the map before we started., £. —

I've studied all the Uterature on the subject.^ §. •. This book

requires careful study.. •^. I've studied the situation care-

fully. . •.
Have you studied your part? ?
•. He's busy studjring. .
•. Is he doing well in his high-school studies?^ ? •. has published

several studies in that field.&. •. You'll find me in
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stuff ENGLISH-RUSSIAN such

the study if you want me. ^,.
studied under famous physicist.. • I'm studjdng medicine at the Uni-

versity. . • Geometry

is his principal study. ,.,.
stuff. She keeps her handbag stuffed full of junk.

cfMKSi . •.
Get your stuff out of my room.. •. Throw that old stuff away!! •. wore

coat of coarse black stuff. Ha ^^. • (dough). We'll see what kind of

stuff he's made of. *6, .
•. Stuff your ears with cotton. ^. •. My nose is all stuffed up from my
cold. , . •.
I stuffed the newspaper under the cushion. ;^. •. Do you always

stuff geese with apples? ^^ ^? •. stuffs animals for the mu-
seum. ;^ . •-. We'll have stuffed tomatoes for supper.^ ^ .

to stuff oneself. Your piroshki were so

deUcious, I stuffed myself completely.

;^, .
Stuff and nonsense! ! • Put some

of that stuff on your sore hand..^^. • What's that stuff you're eating?? • That book is good stuff! §! • I don't like the stuff he's been writing lately.

, .
• That's old stuff. .

stump. Be careful not to hit the stump.,. • . This problem

has me stumped. .
stung See sting.

stupid adj.
style. It's the latest style. .

•. Is this dress in style? ?•. writes in the style of the last century.. •. I don't

care for her style of speaking..
She does everjrthing in elegant style..

sub'ject. He's studied this subject thoroughly.. — What subjects did you
study in school last year?

^? •. I don't know much
about that subject. £^ .
•. Don't change the subject. He. — What was the subject of his lecture? Ha^, ? •. He's British

subject. .
to be subject to. These prices are subject

to change without notice. .
D All my actions are subject to his approval.^. • Everyone

on board was subject to international law. -

-.
SU ject'. was subjected to severe punishment..

Such behavior will subject you to criticism. 3a^.
submit. refused to submit to her demands.
Oh . •-. I think I'll be ready to submit my report Monday.
^^^, ^ -.

subscription .
substance <'. Tell me what the substance of your

article is. , .
in substance, ^. I agree with you in sub-

stance, but I have one objection to make. ^, .
substantial. There's substantial difference

in their points of view.. •. Their house is substantial enough
to weather heavy storms. ,^.

substitute. We use this as a substitute for

metal. §. •. This is substitute for butter.. •. They had to substitute

beer for wine. .
succeed. Did you succeed in getting him on the

phone? ?
— Our plan didn't succeed. .
Who succeeded him in office? ?

success. Congratulations on your success.-. — His play was an instant success..
to have success. Did you have any success

with him? -?
successful adj.
such. I've never tasted such soup!

^! — She never says such things. Ond. — I know there are

many such people. , .
— There's such person here.. •. It's such nuisance! ^! •.
It's been such long time since we met!! — I had such nice time!! •. I never heard of

such a thing. .
as such (real). They have no hotels, as such,

in this region. 5 .
• . He's acting chairman, and as such has to

sign this paper. —,.
such . . . as . . •. I'll give you such information

as is necessary. ,. • . . .. He's just such man as I

imagined he would be. ,.
such as . It's cold here for certain fruit trees,

such as the peach. ,,, .
such . . . that ,. said it in such a way that I
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sudden ENGLISH-RUSSIAN suppwt

couldn't help laughing. §,. • . . . . He's such fool

that he'll never get anywhere. ,.
such that,. The road is such that it can only be

traveled on foot. ^,.
CDon't be in such a hurry. He ! • Put it in

such language as to leave no doubt about what you mean.

6to , ,
^. • Her conduct was such as might have been expected., .
• Such is life! !

sudden. This is so sudden!9 .
•. died sudden death. ^.

all of sudden. All of sudden I remembered that

I had to mail a letter. ,.
turned on us in sudden anger..

suffer. All these buildings suffered severely from

the flood. Bee -. •. Did you suffer much after your

operation? ?
Are you suffering any pain? -?

sufficient adj.
sugar cdxap. Please pass the sugar.,. •. Buy me kilogram each of granu-

lated sugar and powdered sugar. -^ ^.
suggest. What do you suggest we do tonight?? •-. Does this suggest anything to you? Sto? •. Are you suggesting

that I'm wrong? , ?
suggestion. Everyone agreed with his suggestion

to go on a picnic. Bee, '. Thanks for the suggestion.. •. spoke without any sug-

gestion of an accent. .
suit. That suit doesn't fit him very well.. •.
Do these terms suit you? ?—
three-room apartment suits our family nicely.. •

(to go). This color doesn't suit you.. •. Try to suit the program to the

audience.. •. Who's the lawyer handUng the suit?^ ? •. Clubs

are his strongest suit. — .
to foUow suit . I'm out of hearts; I can't

follow suit. , ^ .
If he's going home early, I think I'll follow suit.

pdno, ^. • Suit yourself.-
, .

suitable adj.
sum ^^. I want to deposit a large sum of money to my

account. ^ ^.
sum total. Here's the sum total of our work today..

to sum up , . sum up,

he's no good at all. , .
•. siunmed up the situation in very few

words. Oh .
you pay me small sum in advance??

summer. Does it rain much here during the summer?? •. I need some
summer clothes. .

summer cottage. She invited us to her simuner

cottage. . .
summon. was summoned to appear in coiui;.. •. simunoned up
enough courage to ask for a raise..

sun. The sun just went down.. — I've been out in the sim all day..
I sunned myself for while yesterday..

Sunday.
sung See sing,

sunk See also sink.

to be sunk npondcTb. If we don't make town by tonight,

we're simk. ,.
sunset .
sunshine .
sup^intendent.
superior. This suit is made of superior material..

•. I'll have to ask my superior before I can hire

you. ,.
supper ^. Supper is ready, ^. •.
We eat supper about six o'clock. ^.

supply. I carried good supply of books with me.. •-
(to supply oneself). We need a fresh supply of

tennis balls. ^. •. That store suppUes us with coffee..
(food) supplies. I'm going to town for flour

and other suppUes. ^.
supplies. We're nmning out of suppUes.^.

The store has enough shoes on hand to supply any nor-

mal demand. ,.
support. That bridge isn't strong enough to sup-

port so much weight. ,^. •. That

supports my argiunent. .
•. Who supports his candidacy? -? •. I haven't

got any support for my project., •. He's supporting his

family. .
in support. you offer any evi-

dence in support of what you say?
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suppose ENGLISH-RUSSIAN swallow-?
The house is supported on piles. Stot ^.

• I've spoken in support of this before.

§. • Several relatives depend on him

for their support. -.
suppose. Let's suppose, for the sake of argu-

ment, that you're right. ;^,. •^,. I suppose so. ^-. — Do you suppose that this is true? ,? •. is generally supposed to be

rich man. Er6 .
Suppose we go to the movies tonight instead of tomorrow?

A , , ?
• Suppose you wait till tomorrow? ^^? • I was supposed to leave yesterday.

,, . • You're sup-

posed to do it yourself.,.
supreme adj.
sure. This method is slow but sure., . •. Are you sure of

that? Stom? • (to know). "What are

you going to do?" "I'm not sure." ""? " ". •. Be sure and

wear your overcoat. .
•. Our final victory is absolutely sure... •-. He's sure to be back by nine o'clock.. — I'm sure to forget it if

you don't remind me. ,. •. I'd sure Uke to see

them, but I won't have the time. ,,, ^. — Sure, I'll do it.,, . — "Will you be there?" "Why,
sure!" " 6f}j,eTe"? ", !".

for sure. Be there by five o'clock for sure.,. •. Do you

know that for sure? ?
sure thing . An investment in beet growing is

a sure thing this year. ^§^ .
to make sure. I'll make sure we never see him

again. ,. — sure he comes.,. • (to verify). Make
sure of your facts before you write the paper., . •.
Did j'ou sure he was at home?, ?
D Be sure to lock the dorr before you go to bed. He-, . •

sure that he's on our side.,. • Whatever he tells is sure to be interesting.

4t6 OH , . • As
sure as fate, he'll be there. *- ^,. • You said it would rain and sure enough it did., ^, . • It's

bad weather, to be sure, but we've seen worse. ,, .

surely. Surely you don't believe that. ,,.
surface. The submarine finally came to the

surface.. •. I like to play tennis on a

cement surface. -.
They appear intelligent on the surface. Ha^.

surname .
surprise. Are you surprised that I came?, ? •. I'm surprised at

you! ! •. I later learned,

to my surprise, that he was right. , ^, . •. I surprised

him reading my diary... •. I've got surprise for you in this

package. .
— That was surprise! ! •-. The surprise of attack was the cause of their

defeat. -.
to take someone by surprise . His

coming too early took me by surprise.

pd,HO .
I got the surprise of my life when I saw him., .

surrender. We'll accept nothmg less than unconditional

surrender. !, •. They surrendered to

the Allies. .
surround V.
sur'vey. Do you know of a good survey of Russian

literature??
to make survey. Let's make survey of

the apartment situation. ,.
survey'. You'd better have the land siu^eyed before

you decide to build on it.^ .
sus'pect. The police are questioning several

suspects in this crime. .̂
suspect'. Who do you suspect stole your wallet??
— I suspected long ago he was a fool. -, .

sustain. How do you suppose he can sustain such

a large family on his salary?^ ) ? •.
She sustained severe injuries in the accident. .. •-. The judge sustained the lawyer's objections.^.

swallow. I have a hard time swallowing with this

sore throat. ,. • . Do you really

swallow every story you hear?, ? •.
Just take one swallow of this medicine.. •. The swallows are
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ENGLISH-RUSSIAN table

beading north; spring must be near.^, ..
had to swallow his pride, because his job was at stake.

*Em^ ^:.
swam See swim.

sway. Look how the trees sway in that wind., ^. •-. It's use; he can't be swayed. -, . •. The sway of the train

makes me sick. , .
•. The father no longer held sway over his

children. .
swear. She swears she's telling the truth., . •. says

he's swearing off smoking. ,. •. swears too much..
swear in . Has the witness been

sworn in? ?
sweat. His shirt was soaked with sweat.. — I broke out into cold

sweat. . •. He's

sweating like pig. .
sweater .
sweep (swept, swept). Will you sweep up the room?,,. •. Your

coat is so long it sweeps the ground., .
I hear- team made clean sweep at the meet yesterday., .

sweet. The lemonade is too sweet.. •. Her voice is very sweet.. — She has very sweet dis-

position. , ".
How sweet of you! !

sweet cream. Do you have any sweet cream??
sweets. I don't care much for sweets..

What is that sweet smell? ?
• Is the milk still sweet? ?

sweetheart n m; /.

swell (swelled, swelled or swollen)^. Your cheek

seems to be swelling. ,, ^^^.•. Their numbers are sweUing fast.. •. Does this swell

bother your swimming?? •. That's swell idea for comedy.

Sto . •. She's

swell person. — .
Don't get swelled head!!

swept See sweep.

swift. He kept up a swift pace and finished his work

in time. 6-. •. The end was so swift that it took every-

one by surprise. ,.
swim (swam, swimi). Do you know how to swim?? — The meat was swimming in gravy.. •. They've

swum long way. .
•. We'll have to swim the river.. • (to have swim). We had

a good swim. ,• (to

bathe). Let's go swimming this afternoon.. — I'm going out for a swim.^, or . •.
I'm so tired everj-thing is swimming in front of me., ,• (to go around). The blow made my head

swim. .
swing (swimg, swung). Do you always swing

your arms Uke that when you walk? , -? •. few swings

with this ax will be enough to chop that wood.^. •. The children were swinging in the park.. •. Do you like

swing? ?
in full swing paardpe. Come a Uttle later when

the party's in full swing. ,.
to swing around. Swing the car around now so

you won't have to bother later. ,.
I hke the way they swing that time. ,5.

swollen See swell,

sword n.
swum <Se« swim,

swung See swing,

syllable. The accent is on the second syllable..
sympathy n.
system. We're proud of our school system.. —

He's reduced his ideas to a system.. — We use the metric system here. -. •. Your system

needs a rest. .
railway system . Our railway

system is not very large yet. Hdnia

enie .
table. Push the table against the wall.. •. The figures are given in the table on

page twenty.

. • . They tabled the mo-

tion. .
table of contents. Look it up in the table of

contents. .
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tablecloth ENGLISH-RUSSIAN take

They set a good table. . • Let's

turn the tables on him for a change.- §.
tablecloth.
tablet. tablet in memory of his father was put up on

the house.. •. Buy me some aspirin tablets..
tag. Tie tag on the package to show its contents.,• . The dog tagged along behind the

children. . •-. The boys were playing tag..
tail. The puppy had a clipped tail.

:^^. •. I'm having the tail light on my car

fixed..
tail end . We arrived at the tail end of the

first act. ;^ .
tails. Tails you lose. — .

His lecture was so confusing we couldn't make head or tail

of it. , ^1, 5^. • We'll tail right behind your

car. ^ .
tailor. Where can I find a good tailor?? •. This skirt is well tailored.91 .
take (took, taken). Take my hand.

8&.— Will you take the baby in your arms?,, . — Who took my book?? — Here, boy, take my bags. ,. — Our soldiers took the town in two

hours. . -^ I'll

take the room with the bath. ^ .
— Will you let us take your car?.? •,. I'd Uke to take a bath

now. . — Have you taken

your medicine this morning? ^? — took all the blame himself;^ . •. I won't take the blame for his

mistake.. •. Take this letter to the post office.. • (to accompany).

Who's taking her to the station?? — I hope he took you home early.,? • (to rent). Let's take a

house in the country this summer. Sthm, . • (to take measure-

ment). Did you take his temperature this morning?^ ^? •.
Who do you think will take the tennis match? , -, 5 ? •.
What was the take this week at the theater?? •. That fellow always

seems to get a good take of fish. ,
(). • (to occupy). Is

this seat taken? Sto ? • (to

vanish). Has anj^hing been taken from your room?- ?• (to do).

I haven't taken any photographs.. — Are you allowed to take pictures here?

? •. Where will that

road take us? & ? •.
When was he taken to the hospital? ,? •. How long does the trip

take? ?
to take advantage of. Thanks; I'll

take advantage of your offer.*,. •. took

advantage of my trust. .
to take after . Who do you take after,

your father or your mother? Ha ,?
to take . I like to take nap after dinner..
to take walk. Would you like to take a walk??
to take away,. Have the trunks been taken

away yet? , ?
to take back. I won't need your book any more,

so why don't you take it back? ,,, . • . I take back

what I said a minute ago. ^ ,.
to take care of. I took care of that matter.§.
to take charge. Who's taking charge of the

hotel while you're away??
to take down. Take the picture down from the wall.. •. Take down this

address, please.,,5.
to take for . Sorry; I took you for someone else., .
to take hold of. Take hold of this rope and

help us pull the boat in. ()^5^ .
to take in. Will you take this dress in at the waist?, Sto .
to take it out on . Well, you don't have to

take it out on me; it's not my fault. 5^? .
to take it (that). I take it you^re in trouble? ,,?
to take notes . He's taking notes at the

meeting. .
to take off. Take off your hat and stay awhile.. •.
When does the plane take off? ?•. My friend can take off almost any actor

you name..
to take offense. You exiouldn't take offense at

what he said. ,.
to take on. I hear the factory is taking on some

new men. , .
• . We took on new job yesterday..
to take one's time . Can I take my time?

MorJ' § ?
to take out. Take the fruit out of the bag.
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taken ENGLISH-RUSSIAN tap^ ^ *. Can you take the spot out

of these pants? ?
to take place. Where did the accident take place?§ ?
to take sick. When did he take sick?? ' ^. I heard she was taken sick in

the theater. , ^.
to take up (to discuss). We'll take up that plan

at the next meeting. ^ 5>.• <^to study). I'm going

to take up Russian this year. ^ ^. • . I'll take you up on

that. .
to take up slack<'. Take up the slack in that rope..
to take up with . I wouldn't take up with those

people if I were you. Ha. • . You'll have to take up

that matter with the chairman.§.
Did the lavmdryman take my laundry?? • I wish you wouldn't

keep taking my ties. ,^. • The train will take you there in

three hoiu^. ^.
•Take seat please.,. • Take my
advice.^ . • Will you take

check for the bill? ? • Let's

take a chance on him; I'm sure he can do the job.,^, , .
• What train are you taking tomorrow?? • I take cream with my coffee.. • Should I take the trouble of writing

him about it? () ^ ? • How
long will it take to press my pants?, ? • It will take

two more men to move this safe. Stot, . • Who's taking down the

minutes? ? • She certainly took him

down a peg. , .
• Let's take in movie this afternoon.. • We haven't enough time to

take in all the sights.. • How much do you take in

a month? ? •

certainly took us in with his stories. ,^. • I'll take you on for a game of chess.. • Don't take on so! He! • Let's take our time about driving

there. . • WTien will the wedding

take place? ? • We took to him right away.

*0h . • When we approached,

he took to the woods. ,. • offered to bet me, but I didn't

take him up. , .
• Have you taken out your passports yet? -? • I'm glad you took your car. ,. • It took long time for me to come here.

{or).
taken See take,

tale n.

talent n.
talk. Don't you think he talks too much?, ?

•. Let's see; what were we just talking about?5 ? •. Why
don't you talk sense for a change? ,,-! •. His

talk was long and dvdl. ^.
•. Oh, that's just talk! Ax,5 -! •. Her actions have caused a lot of talk.

Btdccy.
to talk back. For once he dared to talk back

to her. . •.
1 wouldn't talk back to him, if I were you. Ha.
to talk over. Let's talk this over..
to talk someone into. Do you suppose we can

talk them into coming with us? ^,
HdsfH?

The new play is the talk of the town. 065.
tall. I've never seen such a tall building..

How tall are you? ? • That's pretty

tall order, but I'll try to do it., §. • came

back with few fish but a tall story. *
4, .

tame. The birds are so tame they'll eat out of your

hand. , . •-. I think this httle bear could be tamed. 1,§ ^.
to tame down. He's tamed down a lot since

he left school..
The movie is tame compared to the play..

tan. These hides will have to be tanned before we

can use them. ^ ^. •. She wore tan sweater

and a brown skirt. Ha -. •. She tans very easily.. •. WTiere did j'ou get that beautiful tan??
tangle. Your request is all tangled up in red tape..

•. It took the police about an hour to straighten out

the traffic tangle., ^.
tank . The gasohne tank is almost empty.. •. coliman of tanks led

the attack. Bo ^ .
tap . We tapped on the window to attract their

attention. ,. •. Don't hammer the nail so hard;

just give it a Ught tap. He no, — . •. L«t's

tap keg of beer. , .
•. They tap these trees every year for sap.. •-
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task ENGLISH-RUSSIAN tell

. The telegraph operator tapped out a message in code.. •.
The tap in the bathtub has been leaking all day..

Our telephone wires were tapped.1.
task n,.
taste. This meat has a strange taste.. — She has good taste in clothes. .

;^. — I can't taste a thing with this cold.- ^ ^'. — This

wine tastes bitter. - .
•. Just taste this coffee. -.— Give me taste of that ice cream.. •^'-. This soup tastes too much of garUc. 5^;^.

in poor taste (tactless) . That remark was in

very poor taste. 9 .
Suit your own taste! , ! • She

hasn't tasted anything since yesterday..
taught iSee teach.

tax. I hope I can get my taxes in on time this year., ^ ^ -. — How much is the tax on these cigarettes?5? — I think they're taxing us too

much for it. -, .
This heat is taxing my strength. -.

taxi. It cost me quite a bit to take a taxi home from the

station. .
•. The plane taxied across the field to the hangar..

tea . I'll take tea, please. ,. —
Will you have lemon or cream with your tea??— Let's invite them over for tea

Sunday afternoon..
teach (taught, taught). Will you teach me Russian?^? — Is that the way

you've been taught to handle tools?? •. You'll have

to teach me how to run this machine. -. — Who
taught you how to drive a car?

()?.
Would you teach me something about the customs of your

country? (-).
teacher ,/.
teaching. Teaching languages is not con-

sidered an easy job..
team .'111. Our soccer team won every game last season... •^'. They make very good team for

that work. — xopoui6 ;^.
D to team up. We'll go places if we team

up with them. ,.
tear (as in fair) (tore, torn). Be careful not to tear

your clothes on that nail.,. •. I tore my pants.. •. My shirt is torn

at the elbow. .
•. poUce car just tore past the house.. •.

this tear be repaired in a hurry?§?
to tear down. We plan to tear down that old

hotel soon. -.
to tear off . Who tore the label off the bottle??
to tear open. Who tore this package open??
to tear out. I see a page has been torn out of this

book. ,- .
• (to fly out). tore out of the house before I

could catch him. ,.
to tear up. I hope you tore up my last letter., .

tear fas in /ear). Tears won't do you any good..
She breaks out into tears at a moment's notice. *.

tease. They've been teasing him about his

accent. . •.
Stop teasing her; can't you see she's going to cry?

, , --. •. Her uncle is an awful tease..
teaspoon n .
teeth »See tooth.

telegram. I want to send a telegram. ^. — Do you take telegrams here??
telegraph. This news is usually sent by telegraph.. •-. Where is the telegraph office?? or ? •. Tele-

graph us when you get to Moscow. ^,.
telephone. I use your telephone, please?? — Do you have

telephone? ? — Could you get my
brother, on the telephone for me?,,. •. Did anyone tele-

phone me? -? •.
Where can I«telephone you this evening? ,?

tell (told, told). Did they telf you anything about

their plans for this evening? --? — I told you

so. ! — Are you telling the truth?? •. I wasn't told thing

about it. 5 . — Tell me,

what are you doing this morning?, -
1/? — you tell me how to get to

Red Square?,, (or) Kpilcnyra? — Could you tell me the

time, please?, ?
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temper ENGLISH-RUSSIAN than

— Tell the driver to wait for us. ,. •. Tell me all about it.-. •. How do you tell

one from another? ? •.
I can't tell White Russian from a Ukrainian for the life of

me. ^ ^ .
•. You never can tell what he's going to pull next.^^ .

to tell apart. Even if you'd seen them up
close, you couldn't have told them apart..
to tell off. I'm going to tell him off one of these

days. 1-- .
to tell time (to look at the watch). Can
your little boy tell time??

Tell me your name. ^? • Don't tell me
I'm too late. ?

temper. His hard words were tempered by his

kindly manner.. •. He's an even-tempered man..
to control one's temper. Why don't you

learn to control your temper? ^.
to lose one's temper. The boys lost their tem-

pers and started to fight.^. • . Don't lose your

temper over such trifles. He -.
This spring is made of tempered steel.^.

temperature.
temple. Did you see that beautiful temple?? •. The pain in my head

seems to be centered around the temples.^.
temporary adj.
tempt V,.
temptation.
ten , adj.
tend. W^e hired boy to tend the furnace.. •. Stop

talking and tend to your work..
G The university tends to put more stress on the study of

foreign languages today. .
tendency. has tendency to exaggerate..
tender. The meat is so tender you can cut it with a

fork. , . — They
nursed the child with tender care.. •. His arm is still tender

where he bruised it..
G to tender one's «-csignation . The
chairman is planning to tender his resignation.-.

tennis. W^e just have time for a game of tennis before

lunch..

tense. His face was tense when he heard the

news. Oh .•. tensed his muscles and jimaped..
tent .
tenth. I get paid on the tenth of the month.. — It's not on&-

tenth finished. !&. is what might be termed a wealthy man.
Oh, , . •. When
does the new (school) term begin?? •. The next court term will start

in July. .
terms. W^hat are your terms on this automobile?

Ha 5?
•. I've been on very good terms with that man
up imtil lately. .
to bring to terms ^. Can we bring him to

terms, or will we have to go to court?5 ?
to come to terms . We've been trying

to come to terms for months now. .
Do you know the term for this part of the machine?, 5 ? • People

are always speaking of him in flattering terms.. • W^e're not even on

speaking terms now. ^1 -. • Do you think he deserves another term in office?, ^?
torible. Wasn't that terrible storm last night?^ ! — was in

terrible automobile accident.. •. I've got

terrible cold. ^.
We had terrible time at their party! ^^ .

t«Titory.
terror .
test. You will have to take a test before you can g^
your driver's license. ,. •.
Take the machine back to the repair shop and have it tested.^,
nj'CTb .

to give test. That teacher gives hard

tests. ^'.
His music will stand the test of time..

text. changed the text several times before giving it

to the printer..
What is the text of the sermon? Ha §?

textbook n.
than. I'd rather stay home than go to that dull play.^ ,§ . — He'll explain it to you better than

I will. Oh 5^ . — She feels

worse today than she did yesterday. -^ .
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thank ENGLISH-RUSSIAN there

Have you something better than this? -? • Can't you work any faster that that??
thank. Thank you. (formal).

or. — I can't thank you enough. -, or , .
of thanks. Let's send her a letter of

thanks. .
thanks. Thanks. , or

(formal). — Thanks for all you've done for me.

sa , . — No, thanks. ,. •. Accept our thanks for your

contribution..
thanks to. Thanks to his carelessness the

machine was broken. ,.
I have only myself to thank for this mess. *, . • We sent him our thanks

for the gift. .
thankful adj.
thanksgiving.

Thanksgiving Day ().
that (those) . That's what I want. ,^. — Give me some of those. .

•. What does that mean? ? — What
was that you said a minute ago?? — How do you know that?? 'Stot. That's the book I've been looking for.

6- . — Who are those people you

were talking to? , -? — Those children are making too much noise.. •. Is it that far to the station?? •. Who's

the fellow that just said hello to you? ,? •. we
find anybody that knows this town?-, (5)? •. I'm sorry

that this happened. , 5 -. — The Ught was so bright that it hurt our eyes., .
so that (). Let's finish this today so that we

can rest tomorrow. , ().
that much, . I don't want that much
milk. ^ .

That's life for you, isn't it? ^,! • I just can't see it that way. -,. • When was the last time (that) you saw

him? , ? • Let's

meet at the same place that we met last time.

, .
the Stot (this). I've been trying to find the hotel all day.£ .

the . . . the . . . . The sooner we're paid, the

better. , ^.
That's the man I mean. ,
^. • Do you know the man who runs the store?? • The sky is cloudy

today. . • He's the man for the job..
theater. What time does the theater open?? — Do you like the theater?? — Who will buy the theater tickets?^ ?

movie theater. There's movie theater on the

corner. , , .
their (theirs) . Their house is near here. Hx. — Do you know their address?? — Are you a friend of theirs? ? — Is

this boat yours or theirs? § ?
•. We decided that we'd go in our car and they'd take

tiieirs. ,.
Our car is rather old, but so is theirs. ,, , ^.

theirs See their.

them {See also they) . Let them decide.. — I don't like the idea of them going without us., 5^ .
theme. What is the theme of the novel?? •. The teacher assigned

a five-page theme for Friday's class..
themselves. They did it themselves.. — Did they really do all that work by themselves?^ ? •.
They worked themselves into a fit..

then. What do I do then? A ?
• (). Then there's the trunk; we must have

it taken down. ) ^, ^. •. Well, then, if you want me to I'll do it.! , — . •.
You didn't expect me today, then? ,? •. Then why bother at all??

by then ^. Wait until next Tuesday; I

hope to know by then. ,, ^ ^.
now and then. We go to the movies now and then.. • . Oh, we

see them every now and then. -.
then and there . I knew then and there that

I could never get along with him. ^, ^ .
nWell, then, let's talk it over. ,.

theory .
there. I've never been there. .

•. There you are! I've been looking for you for an hour.! A ^ . — "Where's my
book?" "There you are!" " ?" ",!" — There you are! I told you it'd happen!! , . •.
You're wrong there. . • (to there).

Can you get there by car? -? •. There, I wouldn't worry so much.
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therefore ENGLISH-RUSSIAN think, . •. There, now
you've done it. , .

here and there-. Here and there in his book he's

got some good ideas. -.
not all tho'e . Don't be surprised at the way he

carries on; he's not all there. He ^,; * .
D There are few good hotels in town. -. • Are there any vacancies at

your hotel? ?
• Is there anything I can do? Moi^-?

therefore. It looks like rain; thertfore we'd beiiba

stay home. , ^^, ()^.
these See this.

they. WTiere are they? ? — Are they the people

you told me about? 5 ? — Please

send them my regards. ,,.
When do they open the dining room? -? • They give concerts here in the summer.^. • Well, you know what

they say. , , .
thick. I need piece of wood about three inches

thick. ^' .
• (thicker). I want thick steak.-. *. Is the thkk enough

for skating? , ,? •. I don't like such thick

soup. . • (strong).

has very thick accent. -. •. He's too thick to know what you're talking

about. Oh , , . .

• paardp. The candidate withdrew in the thick of the

election. -. •. We've been very thick

with that family for years..
Q to get thick. The fog is getting thick..

It wasn't really his fault, so you needn't lay it on so

thick. , ,, 5. • stood by us through thick and thin. Bo.
• Can't I get this through your thick head?- ?

thief (thieves). Stop, thief! !
thin. This book is thin enough to slip into your

ix»ket. , ^. — The waUs of my room are too thin.. •. Cut the

bread thin. . •. His

hair is thinning. . •. You're

too thin; you ought to eat more. ;^ . •. This soup is too thin.

Stot . •. His voice was so

thin we could hardly hear him., . — That's

pretty thin excuse. .
to get thin. I was shocked to see how thin he'd

gotten. ,, .

to thin oat. Let's wait imtil the crowd thins out., noKi .
thing. There's been some funny things going on in that

house. Stom .
of all things . Well, of aU things, what are

you doing here? !- ?
poor little thing. You poor little thing! Ax,!
poor thing. When her parents died the poor
thing didn't know what to do. ^,, .
things. I have to go now; did you see where I put
my things? , nopd. ,^ ^? — Have you packed all your things yet??

What are those things you're carrying there? §? '1 can't see thing from my seat.. • We haven't

done thing all week.. '1 can't think of thing.. • We've heard lot of nice things

about you. . •

certainly knows thing or two about business. , -, -. • How
are things? ? • Things are^ tough these

days. , . • Let's sit down
and talk things over. .
• She says he's in love, and I think it's the real thing., , ^, .
• I think you've been seeing things ever since that accident.-, §-. • "What's the matter with you?" "There's not a
thing wrong with me." " ?" ",".

think (thought, thought). & are you thinking

about? ^?— I think so. ^. —
I thought so! ^! — What do you think of

that guy? ^ 5? •^.
""Why don't you think about it for a while before you make up
your mind? ,. •. I can't think of his

address.^ ^ .
to think better of . You're

taking a big chance, and I'd think better of it, if I were you.^'; ^.
to think over. I'll have to think it over.. •^. Think it

over.^.
to think twice . I'd think twice about

that, if I were you. Ha^<'.
to think up. You'd better think up a good

excuse for being late. ^^1-.
•, ^^^lo thought this up? 5?

I think you're all wrong on that. -6>',^' >'. • What do you think of

going to the movies tonight? ,? • I think I'll go now. ,, 5'. or, . • We think better of

him since we've learned the facts.
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third ENGLISH-RUSSIAN throw1, ^. • Think
nothing of it., ,. • He's well thought of..

third. third of that will be sufficient.^. •. I didn't for the

third act of the play. -.
thirst &. was dying of thirst.. — had an unusual thirst for knowledge.^.
thirsty

I'm very thirsty. .
thirteen,'.
thirty, adj.
this (these) §. What's this? §? — After this

I'll be sure to get to the office on time. ,-. — Is this

yours? 9? — Are these bags yours?? •. Do you know this man?? — These shoes are too small. -(). — Have you met all these people?? — I'd like half

kilogram of these and a half a kilogram of those.5 . — I Uke this room.

HpdBHTCH .
this far . As long as we've driven this far,

we might as well go on. ,, , .
this much ,. I can't eat this much food.^ .
G Come here this minute. .

thorn .
through. I'll make thorough investigation.' .
those See that.

though,. I'll attend, though I may be late.^ ,, , .
— I didn't catch my train, though I ran all the way., - .
•&. Though I may miss my train, I mean to see

you before I go., & - .
• . It may not be the best wiue there is; it's pretty

good, though. ,.
It looks as though it may rain.,^.

thought («See aUo think). Have you any thoughts on

the subject? -?
to give thought. We'll have to give some

thought to it. ^1^ $.
to show thought. Can't you show a little thought

for others??
D penny for your thoughts. ?

thoughtful. He's always thoughtful of his

parents. Oh, .
D to be thoughtful. He appeared to be

thoughtful, but I'm sure he wasn't thinking.,, , ^.
thousand , adj.

thread. If you'll get needle and thread, I'll sew your
button on. ,). • . I'll thread the needle

for you. . •. We
can't lise this screw, because the thread is damaged., .

tlireaten,. threatened to leave if he didn't get a
raise. , ^ ^.
— The city was threatened by the epidemic..

tlvee n, adj.
tlu-ew (See tlu-ow.

tlvift n.
tlvill. We got quite a thrill out of seeing the

President.. •. I was thrilled by the

music. ^ .
throat. I have sore throat. .
— Every time I think of her I get a lump in my throat., ^ , -.
Q to jump down someone's tlu-oat -. Don't jump down my throat!!
to stick in one's tlvoat . I tried to

apologize, but the v/ords stuck in my throat., , .
He'd cut his own father's throat for a buck..

tlirone .
through. you drive through this street?§^? • . The rock flew through

the open window. ().
•-. Through his negligence we didn't finish the job in

time. --. • (to be through). Are you

through with this book? ? — Are

you through so soon? ? •-. Is this through street? ^?
— That's through train. .

through and through . knows

his business through and through. ^.
to fall through. The plans were drawn up,

but the deal fell through. Bee ,-.
to get through (reading). I think I can get through

this book tonight. ^, ^ §.
to see through . I can see through that guy..

Who's the lady who just came through the door?, ?
throughout ^. I've looked throughout the house.^ ^. •. It rained throughout

the night. .
This hotel is famous throughout the world..

throw (threw, thrown). Who threw that?? — She threw a glance at us when we came into the

room. , ,. •. Let's see how far you can
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thrown ENGLISH-RUSSIAN tin

throw this rock. A-,! •. Be careful your

horse doesn't throw you.,. •. That was some throw! 5!
to throw away. Don't throw away the

newspaper; I haven't read it yet. He ;
. •. threw the letter away

by mistake. no .
to throw for a loss . His question has

thrown me for a loss. * .
to throw oflF ,^. I haven't been

able to throw off this cold all winter.; §.
to throw on. I'll just throw a coat on and go

down to the store. ^.
to throw out. We threw the dnmk out into the

street. ^. •-. They threw his resolution out..
to throw over. His illness made us throw over

our plans for the summer.. .
to throw someone over -. I hear she's

throwing him over.,.
to throw up. I hear you threw up your job. -, . •. The child kept

throwing up all night. 4.
Throw my things into my bag; I have to catch the train.; ^. • You'll have to throw that switch to get

the machine started.^ ,. • That's the second time you've thrown it

up to me. .
thrown See throw.

thumb (). I cut the thumb on my right

hand. ^ .
thumbs down. Everybody was thumbs down

on the suggestion. Bee 5.
under the thumb of . He's too much xmder

the thumb of his wife..
I'm so upset today, I'm all thvunbs., .

thunder. Are you afraid of thimder?? — The speaker couldn't be heard above the thimder

of applause. ^ -. •. It's thundering; it'll be coming down
in buckets soon. , .
•,. You shouldn't have let him thunder at

you like that. ^.
The train thundered over the bridge..

Thursday .
ticket. is your ticket. . •. Are there any women candidates on the

ticket? ?
G round-trip ticket ". I want round-trip

ticket for . ,,
That's the ticket! , ^-!

tickle. Don't tickle the baby. He. — I have an annoying tickle in my throat.. •. The bottom
of my foot tickles. . •. We were tickled to hear the news of your
promotion.^.

tide. The tide in the river was so strong that we
couldn't swim across. ,.

high tide. High tide is at seven o'clock.

— .
Will this money tide you over until payday? -

Sthmh ?
tie. Is my tie straight? , -?

to be tied down. I'm afraid we'll be tied down
in the city all sxunmer. , >.
to be tied up . Are you tied up this evening??
to tie down. Tie the tent down more seciu«ly, or

the wind will blow it away. -, a .
to tie the score . I don't think we can tie

the score now. ,.
to tie up. Please tie this up for me. -, §. •. Let's tie the

boat up and have our limch..
Our family ties are very strong.. • Can you tie that record??

tiger .
tight. Hold tight onto the rail, or you'U fall. -, . — Shut your

eyes tight.^ . •^. Pull the

rope tight. . •^. This

suit is too tight for me. ^.
•. Shut the hd tight on the jar.() .

•. Boy, was he tight

last night after that party! H^ ^!
tight spot. I've been in tight spots before.^ .

to sit tight. Sit tight; I'll only be a minute., .
He's plenty tight with his money. *0 —.

tile. Does your house have a tile roof?? •. The man is putting new tile

in the bathroom. .
till . I won't be able to see you till next Saturday.^ . — Let's

work till ten tonight.. •. Wait till I come back.. — We can't begin till he's finished.,^ , •. That
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timber ENGLISH-RUSSIAN title

soil hasn't been tilled for at least five years., . •. How
much change is there in the till??

timber,.
time. Where were you at that time?? — It's time to leave. , or. — Time will tell whether he can do the job., . .
— I wonder if we'll have time to see them before they go.,^. — I've got no time for such nonsense.^. •. We'll try to do

a little better next time. ^
;^. •. From now on we'll

have to time our work. . • (pay).

You can get your time at the pay window now. .
at the same time ). I know he's not right,

but at the same time I can't get mad at him. ,, ^ .
at times . At times I work twenty-four hours

at a stretch.,.
from time to time . I'll drop around from

time to time. ^ .
in good time . I'll pay you back in good time.. •-). Don't worry. I'll

be there in good time. He — ^-.
in no time. We can finish the job in no time

at all. .
in time . I'm sure we'll come to an agreement in

time. ,.
in time with . drummed on the table in time with

the music. ^ .
on time-. Is the noon express on time? ,-? • -. Do you want to buy this radio outright or will

you take it on time? ?
time after time (or). I've told you time

after time not to touch my papers..
time and again . I've passed that store time and
again without realizing you were the manager.5 ,.
time and time again . You've pulled that trick

time and time again..
times. I'd like to know more about those times.() . —
Times have been tough lately, haven't they?!
to be in time to. Do you think we'll be in time to

catch the train? ^ ?
to make up time. We'll have to make up our

time on Sunday. .
D What time is it? ? • What time do you

eat lunch? ? • We are working
against time here. ,. • This is the last time I'll ever

come here. * 5*^. • It's been
long time since I've seen you. -. • It'll probably be some time before I can come here

again. ,, ^^' .
• That was before my time. . • His
ideas are way behind the times.. • I haven't had moment's time to myself.. • Have
nice time last night? .?
•That speech wasn't very well timed, was it?, ? • She
timed that entrance beautifully. ,. • The show is timed to end
by eleven. . • Two times two equals four.

—. • What was the time in the last

raee? ?
timetable. According to the timetable, your train

should leave in about twenty minutes. ^.
timid adj.
tin. lot of tin is mined in the Far East. Ha. •. Throw
away this old tin teapot..

tin can. What'U I do with these empty tin

cans? ?
Give me tin of sardines. .

tiny adj.
tip. There's spot of dirt on the tip of your nose.. •. You're apt to

fall over if you tip your chair like that. ,. • . Did you tip

the porter? ? • . How
large tip should I give the waiter??

to tip off. The police .were tipped <off where

the gangsters were hiding. 6- ,.
to tip over. The high waves tipped over our

canoe. .
you give me tip on the second race?, ^?

tire. I'm afraid that trip will tire her out. Boi6cb,. •. I tire

very easily in this hot weather. )
^. •. has tired look. ^. •. You make me tired.. — I'm tired of this place! !

•. Check my tires.. — One of my tires blew out coming down here..
tiring. His talks are always very tiring..

to be tired. I'm too tired to go on., .,
title. I don't remember the title of that movie.. • ..
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to ENGLISH-RUSSIAN top

Do you have title to that property?

Sto()?
WTio do you think will win the tennis title this year?^ ^?

to . Is it far to town? ? • . Ijet's

go to the movies. . •. tore

the letter to bits. .
— What do you say to this? ? —
We won six to two. ,. • . Fasten this notice to the door.. — our surprise he turned up
anyway. -.

to bring to ^. Have you brought him
to yet? ^?

It's time to go to bed. Ilopd . • It's ten

minutes to four. . • Take the

first turn to your right.. • His work has gone from bad to worse.^ ^. • Explain it to me.

5. • Give this to him when he comes in. ^, . • You are very kind to me.. • Apply this cream to your face. -. • Two to one you're wrong., . • my way of thinking you
don't know what you're saying. -,, . • Is this apartment to your Uking?? • Here comes our food; let's

fall to. ^, a vc^-..
toad n^.
tobacco^. Do you have any tobacco? ?
today. Wbat do you have on the menu today?? — Is today payday?? •. Today's main problem is

doing away with war..
toe (). My toes are frozen..
Q on one's toes ^. On this job, you've got to be on
your toes all day long. Ha5 ^

5^.
I've got hole in the toe of my sock..

together. They work together very well.. — Do you suppose we can get

together some evening? ^,- ?
G together with . The price of this ticket together

with tax is fifty-two dollars..
to call together. Let's call them together for a
meeting. .
to put together. Try to put these papers together

in the right order..
toil ;.
toilet. Where is the toilet? ?
told See teU.

tomorrow. I'll be back tomorrow.. — I'll see you tomorrow morning.^.
ton. This bridge will take a maximum load of ten tons.

§ -.
tone. Do you hke the tone of the radio?§? •. She spoke in an angry tone.

Ond . — The room was decorated

in a soft blue tone. -.
to tone down. had to tone down his speech

a little before he could give it over the radio.1, -.
tongue. How do you hold your tongue to make that

soimd? ,. -? — I'd hke some sliced tongue.,, . — WTiat's

your native tongue? ?
on the tip of one's tongue . Just a minute; I

have his name on the tip of my tongue.,.
Hold your tongue!!

tonight . What shall we do tonight?? •. Have you seen

tonight's paper? ?
too. May I come, too? ?

•. I'd like kilogram of sugar, too.

cdxapy,, •. It's too

hot to go for a walk. , .
— I think you're asking too much for this hat. -,.
Am I too late? ? • Too bad!!

took See take,

tool. The carpenter brought his tools along.^. •.
Our mayor was only a tool of the party.? .
•. He's been tooUng leather for years..

tooth (teeth). This tooth hurts. 5.
— I have to get my teeth fixed. ^
^. •. This saw has a broken tooth. §.

toothbrush n .
top. How far's the top of the mountain?? •. Put the top of your car down.. — Boy, am I sitting on top of

the world!, § ! •-. topped my score by at least ten points.. •.
you top that one? A ^-, !

•. The boy got a new top for his birthday..
at the top of one's voice . You don't have

to shout at the top of your voice..
at top speed . We drove at top speed on the

way down here. ^.
from top to bottom . We searched the house

from top to bottom. -.
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topic ENGLISH-RUSSIAN track

on top. I'm glad you came out on top., .
top man. Who's the top man here??

I'm sure my wallet was on top of the dresser. ,. • Put the package

on top of the table. . • Let's top

off the dinner with some champagne.. • You're tops with me.. • I slept like top all

night last night. , .
topic .
tore See tear (as in fair).

torn See tear (as in /air).

toss. Toss the ball to him. ^ .
•. I couldn't sleep; I was tossing all night..

total ^1. What is the total amount of the bill?^? •. Will you figure

out the total for me?,. •. His income totals two thousand

dollars a year. .̂
to total up. Let's total up our expenses for

the month. .
Our car was total loss after the accident. §.

touch. Please don't touch those books.,§. •. Those pants are much
too long; they almost touch the ground,, . — What
subjects did he touch on in the lecture?

" ? •. was so tall his

head nearly touched the top of the door. ,. •.
What ports did your boat touch on your trip??
•. I felt gentle touch on my arm.. •-. Keep in touch with me. -. •. This soup needs touch

of salt. . •-. His story really touched us.. •). How touching!!
to lose touch . Have you lost touch with

your friends back home??
to the touch . That cloth feels nice to the touch..
to touch off. Her remarks touched off a violent

argument. Ele .
This chair needs a few more touches of paint.^ . • My apartment needs

touching up. -. 'I've been out of touch with things for several

months now.. • There was touch of humor in his speech.. • It was
touch-and-go for a long time, but we finally came out on top.,

Hdnia^. * Don't mind him; he's a little

touched. *He —.
tough. The meat is too tough to eat., . •. The editor

gave the new reporter a tough assignment to try him out., •. These shoes are made of

real tough leather. .
tough kid . There's gang of tough

kids on this street. Ha ^ ^-.
That really was tough break. !

toward . Let's walk toward town. -.
I'll be there toward late afternoon. ^ .

• I feel very sympathetic toward you. -.
towel. Where's my towel? ?
tower. Lightning struck the tower of the building.5. •.

He's so tall he towers over everybody. ,.
water tower . That water tower

holds a ten-day supply.^ .
town. I won't be in town this Sunday. ;^§. — The whole town's talking

about them. .
to do the town. Let's do the town..

toy. Buy some toys. ^/^. •.
If you don't care for him, don't toy with his affections., .

trace. There's not trace of your wallet here..
without trace. left without trace..
I smell trace of liquor on your breath. -. • Trace the route on the map in

pencil. . •I'm

going to have that letter traced. ^, -, .
track. Your train is on track number five.. •. Wait for the train to

pass before you cross the tracks., . •-. The police are trying to track the escaped convict.

&,&.
•. Clean off your shoes or you'll track up the

kitchen. , a ^.
•. If you want to see the first race, you've got to be at the

track at one-thirty., . •.
I'm afraid I've completely lost track of him. ,.

on the track . You're on the right track..
to keep track of. I hope you don't expect me to keep

track of all the details., ^,?
Could you track that story down for me?? • What you say
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trade ENGLISH-RUSSIAN treat

is true, but off the track. To, *,, .
trade. Do you have much trade in the summer?? •. Let's make

trade. , .
•. Why, I'm butcher by trade, but right now
I'm working in a factory. - ,. •. I want to trade

this in for a new one.. •. I think our products will appeal

to your trade. ^,^.
She's poor singer but she's been trading on her looks

for years. , ond. • What's your trade??
traffic. There's lot of traffic on the road Sunday

night. 1)6 -.
tragedy. He's read all of Shakespeare's tragedies.

Oh !1 . •. The

pilot's death was a terrible tragedy.

— .
frail. Your coat is trailing on the ground. Bdnie. •. We trailed the

car in front of us. -. •^, . The old horse just trails

along. . '.
Bloodhounds were set on the trail of the escaped criminal..'.
The trail through the woods is overgrown with bushes..

to trail off. The sound of the train whistle

trailed off into the distance..
train. When does the train leave?? — The train is late. . •.
We had to stop because of a long train of trucks.- .
•. I don't understand his train of thought.. •. I hope

you've been training for our next tennis match?,
,?

I'll see you to the train. ,
• Have you been trained in law?

\'?
training. completed his medical training at

one of the best hospitals in the country.. •. The football team is in training

for the big game..
tramp. Who's that tramping around in the up-

stairs apartment? 5 »^^? •. W^e tramped ten miles before we
stopp)ed for the night. ,. •.
There's tramp at the back door asking for food.- .

transaction .
transfer. We can transfer to another subway at the

next station. Ha -. •. asked to be trans-

ferred to another school. ,. •. Have you arranged for my
transfer to the new job? ^? • . May I have

transfer, please? .,,.
transit. The goods were damaged in transit.. •.
The transit system in that city is the most modem in the

world. Stom -^' .
translate. How do you translate this?? — That's difficult expression to trans-

late. . •.
I don't know how to translate from Russian to English..

transport. Is that big plane a transport?

5to ? •. All our

supplies are transported by rail. •,.
transportation,.
trap . The hunter showed us skins of

animals he had trapped. {1 ^, .
(mouse) trap. Will you set the trap for

that mouse? , .
fell into our trap, and told us just what we wanted to

know. Oh ,.
travel. Which is the best way to travel? 4^ ? •. I want permission to

travel. .
•. Travel on this road is always Ught.. •. Boy, is this car

traveling! 5!
travels. Let him tell you about his travels.

OH .
traveler. Are there any other travelers here from

America? -?
tray .
tread. walks with heavy tread.. • (). The tread

on the tires has been worn down..
to tread water . Just try to keep

treading water until help comes., .
treasure; .
treasurer .
treasury ,.
treat. You aren't treating me fairly.. •. Has the

doctor been treating you long? §? •. This book treats current social

problems. 5 ^. •. I insist, the dinner's

my treat. , .
— The treat's on you this time. .•. It's treat to hear him play the viohn.
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tree ENGCISH-RUSSIAN trumpet

—,.
How's the world been treating you? ?

You shouldn't treat that as a laughing matter.^. • How about my treating you to a movie?. ^?
tree. What kind of tree is that? ?
— I just missed hitting a tree while driving over here..

up tree . Your question

really has me up a tree. ,,.
tremble.
tremendous adj.
trial. We'll hire you for a week's trial. -. •. Why don't you

give this automobile a trial?^ 5? •,. It must

have been a great trial to lose such a close friend. -
^, §

^.
The case comes up for trial next Monday.^ () .

• You will be given a fair trial. ^.
triangle.
tribe .
tricic. knows some pretty good tricks with cards.

Oh , — Don't

try any tricks!, ! •. Just

my luck; tricked again! ! .
• (slyness) . tried to trick me into saying it.

5. •.
There's trick to making good pie.. •^. That's mean trick

they played on me. ^.• (habit). She's got trick of frowning when
she's thinking. ,.- 5^. • (cards). Who took

that last trick? ?
Your idea will do the trick. !

, ^! • That's dirty trick! !
trifle. Here's Uttle trifle I picked up abroad., -. •. Had we put in a trifle more effort,

the job would have been finished on time.,-. •. This ring only cost a trifle.

^To . •. Don't

trifle with him today; he's in a bad mood. He, .
trim. Trim my hair please. ,,. •. I want the house to

look nice and trim. ^,. • . Are you in trim for the football

game? ?•. Let's trim the Christmas tree after supper.

;^. •. We
really trimmed their team last year. ^.

trip. How was your trip?? — How long trip is it?

§? •. Don't trip on the stairs. He.
to trip up. We would have finished on time

if you hadn't tripped up somewhere. -, - .
triumph; v.
troop. troop of Boy Scouts collected to hunt for the

missing child. Ha-. •. The children are al-

ways trooping through our back yard..
troops. The troops are moving eastward..

trot . The horses trotted down the hill.. •. The horse covered the whole

distance at a trot. .
to trot out. Trot out those photographs; I

want to see what your girl looks Uke. -, ^, .
trouble. I'm in trouble. -. — I've had trouble with this man before..

•. I've been very troubled about her health

lately.. •. Will it trouble you much to put

us up for Sunday? ,?
•. Sorry to trouble you..

What's the trouble? ? • Thanks for your

trouble. . • My arm has been trou-

bUng me ever since my accident. Co -, ;^ . • It was

no trouble at all. He . • Will it be

any trouble for you to work tonight?? • Don't put

yovirself to any trouble.. • May I trouble you for a match?,?
trousers 1,.
truck. Where can 1 park this truck?

Stot? • .
He's trucking for factory now.. •. If I were

you, I wouldn't have any more truck with that guy.5 . •-
>. used to be regular farmer, but now he's growing

truck only. - ,.
true. Is that true? ? — Is it true that

you got a new car? , -?•. is true scientist.. •. Clouds Uke those are always a true

sign of rain. ^— .
— You'll find him a true friend.

^.— He's always true to his word.^.
truly. I'm truly sorry for what I said. ,,, .

"Yours truly."" "." ".
trumpet. How many trumpets does he have in his

orchestra? ?
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trunk ENGLISH-RUSSIAN turn

trunk. Nail the notice on the trunk of that tree.-, •;^. Has

my trunk come yet? ^ ? — I want

to send my trunk by freight. ^ ^. • (body). The spots appeared on

his tnmk, but not on his arms or legs. -, ^ Hordx.

Q trunk line. Does the trunk line go through

your town??
trunks. These trunks are too tight.

^.
trust. Don't you trust me? ?
— I don't trust this driver. ,•. I don't have any trust in what he says.. •.
You shouldn't trust your memory so much. He-. •. you

trust me imtil payday? -?• (8811). holds

position of great trust. .
•. I trust you slept well. ,. •— You'll be able to come to dinner, I trust., .

on trust . I guess we've got to take his story on

trust. ^',.
to hold in trust. Shall I hold this money in trust

for you?, 5 ?
We trusted the money to his care. ^££.

truth. That's the truth. ! — Are you

telling me the truth? ?
try. Let's try and get there on time.-. •. I

tried to follow your instructions.^. •. made several tries,

but failed each time. ,. •. Did you try this

key? ? — I've never tried this

dish before. .
•. , try my pen. ,. — With his voice he ought to try out for radio.. •. This has been trying day.. •. Some-

times you try my patience too much. ,,. •. This has

been tried medicine for many years. -.
to try on. I'd like to try that suit on again.§.

D Let's take another try at getting up this hill. A ^-,. • Who's
going to try your case? ^? • will be fairly tried. ^.

tub .
tube. The gave the patient his orange juice

through a glass tube. ^^.

•>. I want large tube of toothpaste. ^1«^.
Tuesday .
tumble. The child tumbled down the stairs.. •. The
clown was making everybody laugh with his tumbUng.
Bee, ^.

tune. I know the tune but I don't know the words.

3H^, HO ^. •. .That's

pretty tune the orchestra is playing. ^^, •. They
have been tuning the organ all day.

oprdu.

out of tune. She always sings out of tune.

Ond^ .
to change one's tune . He'll change his tvme
when he finds out what's in store for him., , ^.
to tune in. You tuned in the wrong station..
to tune up . The orchestra is

tuning up; the concert will start soon., . •.
The mechanic told us that the motor of oxir car needed to be

tuned up. , -.
turkey , /.

turn. Try to turn the knob. 6*-
^^ (). — Let's turn back.. •. I'll have this cuff turned up.§. •.

The wheels won't even turn in this mud.. — She turned on her heel and

walked out of the room. ^. •. The combination is simple: three

timis to the right and then back to zero.: , .
•. turned and beckoned us to follow him.

Oh . •.
Turn down this road. 5 . •

. just turned the comer.

. ^. •. I've heard that story before, but you

gave it a new turn. § ,
sdma . •. He's one guy who

won't let praise turn his head. ,^. •. All our plans turn on whether

he gets back in time. Bee^ ,-. •. She timied her

ankle on the edge of the sidewalk. Ond
TpoTydpa ^. •-
(to cash). Of course, you can always turn your bonds

into cash., oed fidnraod . •. The discussion

timied into a brawl. flpdKy. •-. You can always turn to him for help. Boerfld^ .
G to make {or take) a turn. Make a left tiun at

the next comer. Ha ^ .
to turn around. The elevator was so packed

that you couldn't turn around. ,. •. Turn the

car around. . •cad. You're
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twelve ENGLISH-RUSSIAN typewriter

just turning my words around..
to turn down. My application for a visa was
turned down. , .
to turn gray. His hair is turning gray..
to turn in. We turn in many books to the local

Ubrary every year.. • . We ought to turn in

early tonight. .
to turn off. I forgot to turn off the gas.. — The water is turned off..
to turn on. Why are you turning on me so?^ ?
to turn out,. Turn out the lights., . •. When
I mentioned the incident, he nearly turned me out of the

house. ,. •. large crowd turned

out for the meeting. .
•. What time do you turn out every morning?? •. It turned

out very well. .
to turn over. He tripped and turned over the

table in the dark.. •. Turn the egg over.. •;^. Watch out; we almost turned

over that time.,. •.' turned over his business to

his son. Oh.
to turn over a new leaf . He promised

to turn over a new leaf, but I don't believe him., ^*' .
to turn pale. She turned pale when she heard

the news. Ond, .
to turn sour. Don't leave the milk on the table, or

it'll turn sour. He —.
to turn the tables . Let's turn

the tables on them for a change and see how they like it.

A ^- ,§ .
to turn to . I have no one to turn to..
to turn up. He's always turning up where you

don't want him. ,. •. Come around next

week, and maybe a job will turn up by then., , ^ -(). • .
Turn the radio up, will you? ,.

It looks as if the wind is turning. ^. • Blow your horn

when you turn up the drive. Ha .
• She claims she's turning thirty. 4,^ . • was very ill last week,

but he's taken a turn for the better., . • You gave

me quite a turn. . * I'm afraid

the roUing of the boat will turn my stomach. ,. • Turn it over in your
mind first, before you give me your answer.;0^ 5, a . • I've been
turning this over in my head for months, but I still can't

make up my mind. 5 .̂ • You're
talking out of turn. To, ^.
• The whole argument turns on that fact.. • Let's take turns at

the wheel. .
• You'll have to wait your turn in line.. • Let's take turn around the lake.. • How did the party

turn out? ? • Turn on the shower,

will you? ,. • They were given

their pay in turn.. • Did many people turn out?? • The little boy turned tail and ran when
he saw his father coming.. • You'll find those figures .if you turn to

page fifty..
twelve , adj.
twenty , '.
twice . I've been here twice already.. •. That's twice as much as I want.

Sto , ^.
twig .
twin. I can't tell those twins apart..

Most of the rooms in the hotel have twin beds..
twinkle V.
twist. twisted and turned, trying to find a

comfortable position. ,, '.
twisted her arm till she screamed. ^', ond.. •^^. The baker

twisted the dough into fancy shapes.. •. She accused

him of twisting her words around. ,.
two. I'll stay two or three days..

by twos. Let's go by twos..
in two. Cut it in two. .

That's no problem; it's just like putting two and two

together. ; ,.
type. She's the motherly type. . —. •. What type of hats do you wear?? •. The type in this book

is too small. .
• . you type?? • . Will you type

these letters for me, please? ,,§ .
I don't like that type of girl..

typewriter n .
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ugly ENGLISH-RUSSIAN universal

ugly,. He has ugly teeth,

^. •. I felt ugly when

I got up this morning. ^ -.
That dog has an ugly disposition. 9 — ,.

umbrella n.
unable

Q to be unable . I'm sorry I'm unable

to give you that information. , -.
unauthorized . This is an unauthorized trans-

lation. .
unauthorized absence. They deducted un-

authorized absences from his pay..
uncertain . We're uncertain whether this plan

will succeed. , -. •. The weather is very

uncertain this time of the year. Sto.
uncle .
under. SUp the letter under the door.. — You are under oath to tell the truth.. — I Uke to swim

under water. . — goes

under an assumed name. .
•. Under the new law such actions can be punished by a

heavy fine..
G under control . The factory is under military

control. 9tot.
was snowed under in the election.. • The matter is under discussion.

Stot !1. • Is everything under

control? ?
underneath. The engine will have to be fixed from

underneath. 9 .
•. There is an opening underneath. ^. •. The box is wooden on top and iron

underneath. ,.
understand (understood, understood). I don't

understand what you mean. ,. •. said he didn't under-

stand the instructions. , -, •. It takes long time to understand these

people. , ^^. • (to hear). I understand that you are

going away. , . •

(to conclude). I understand from what he says that he likes

his work. ,. • (to suppose), ^. I understood

that he would be here, but it seems I was wrong. ,,, , . •.
It's understood that you will stay with us.,.

understanding. has clear understanding of

the problem. .
•. He's an understanding person.. •. You and I ought to

come to some understanding.-.
understood «See understand.

undertake. I hope you're not planning to

undertake such a long trip alone., --. •. I undertook to finish the report for

him. .
underwear .
undoubted adj,.
undoubtedly adv.
undress. Undress the child and put him to bed.. •.

Haven't you gotten undre&sed yet? , -?
unexpected adj.
unfortunate. It was unfortunate that I came in

just then. ,.
nit's unfortunate, but that's the way things go., 5 ^. • That was an un-

fortunate break for you. .
unhappy adj.
uniform. We like all costumes to be uniform., .

•. They kept the room at a uniform temperature.;^. •-. The army plans to issue new uniforms this

winter..
unimportant adj.
union. strong political party was formed by the

union of several small groups. -.
labor union ,. Are

you union member? ?
Is there labor union in the factory? Ha?

unit. The work for the year was divided into twelve

units., •. We've been studying the units of

weight used by other countries., .
unite. The outbreak of war united the nation.. •-. The two clubs decided to unite. ^.

The country is united behind the president. ,, .
universal. For years she's been using this

universal remedy for all aches and pains..
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university ENGLISH-RUSSIAN utter

That movie \ have universal appeal. 9^ .
university. graduated from the university at

twenty-two. -. — The conference will be held in the university build-

ings. ^ -.
unjust adj.
nnluiown adj.
unless . Unless it rains, we ought to have a good trip

tomorrow. ^, ^.
Don't do anything unless you hear from me. He.

unlike . He's xmlike his brother..
unmarried adj m,/.
unnecessary adj.
unpaid adj,.
unpleasant adj.
until. It rained until four o'clock.. — will not give his answer until next week.. •^. waited

until everyone had left the train. , noKd. — We won't leave until you're ready., .
I hardly wait until his first letter comes..

unusual adj.
up. They are upping production by leaps and

bounds.. •,. He's upped his prices

since we were here last. . •^. What are

you doing up there? ^? •-. Will you carry these packages up the stairs for me?,, § .
• (to get up). wasn't up yet when we called.

Oh , .
to be up to. What are you up to now??

up and about . was sick last week, but now
he's up and about. Ha ,

Hordx.

up-and-coming. This young fellow is an

up-and-coming composer. 9 -.
We invited our friends up for dinner.. • We live up on a hill.. • Your time is up. Bdme . • They

were coming up the street to meet us. ^. • walked up the aisle to his seat.^. • What's up?? • I knew something was up. ,-. • He's really been up against it

lately. Em^. • Do you feel up to making this trip?^ ? • It's up to

you to deride where we'll go. Sto ,. • I told him what you said and he up and hit me.^^, ,.

upper. I'll take the upper berth. ^.— The fire started on one of the upper floors..
upright. Stand upright! ! •.
She married fine upright young man. Ond.

upstairs^. I live upstairs. ^^. •-. Go upstairs and get your coat..
upward. glanced upward and saw the plane diving.

Oh . •.
This tax is paid only by people who made upward of fifteen

hundred rubles. 5 .
urge. I had an urge to slap his face, but didn't.,. •. They urged us to study hard

for the exams... •. They urged us to stay

longer. .
us See we.

usei. Were you taught the proper use of this

machine? , 5?
in use. This vacuum has only been in

use for a few months. 9. •. You'll have to wait

a minute; the telephone is in use now. -, .
to have no use for . I have no use for that man
at all. ^.

He's lost the use of his right arm.. • What possible use can there be for this

screw? ,,^5? • What's

the use of arguing? ^? • There's no use

hurrying; we've already missed the train. He -, . • I used to

eat breakfast there every day. -.
use^. May I use your telephone?^?

to be used to. I'm used to dri\'ing at night..
to use up. I have used up all my money.. — We used up all our money to

get here. , .
After climbing the mountain I felt used up for a week.-

,, .
useful. gave me some useful information.- .
useless adj.
usual. Let's go home the usual way..

had lunch attheusual place.,.
usually ado.
utmost . Try your utmost to get it for me., Sto .

•. This is of utmost importance to me. 91 .
utter. There was utter confusion when the lights

went out. ,^ -. •. didn't utter one true word..
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ENGLISH-RUSSIAN view

V
vacancy. There's going to be a vacancy at the office

in another week.,•( or-
). We're going to move as soon as we find a vacancy., 64.

vacant. Find me vacant seat.. •. looked at me
with a vacant smile..

to be vacant. The apartment has been vacant

for a week. .
vacation. WTien is your vacation?? •. When does the summer vacation at

the imiversity begin? .^ -?
vain. She's such vain person. ^. •. I made vain attempts to

reach him by phone..
in vain. The doctor tried in vain to save the

boy's Ufe..
valley. The town hes in a valley between the moim-

tains. .
valuable. They gave us valuable information.,' (expensive). This

ring is very valuable. 9 .
valuables ,. You'd better put

your valuables in the safe. ^.
value. WTiat do you value your car at? Bo? — What value do

you put on this house? Bo? •. I value his opinion very highly..
of value. This book is of no value at all.

9to .
Do you have anything of value to declare? ;, ? • What's the

value of an American dollar in this country?? • Do you think you got good value

for the money? ,?
vanish.
vanity.
vapor. The vapor from the radiator clouded the windows

of the car. ^. •. The vapors from the ether made
me sick to my stomach.^'.

variety. I'm tired of the lack of variety of food

in this restaxirant. —. •. We're

experimenting with new variety of com.^.
various. There are various places we can go.1, .
vary. Our ideas just vary, that's all.

, ! *.
The wind has been varying all day..

vast adj.
vegetable. I'd like a vegetable salad.. — What kind of vegetables do you grow

here? ?
We are going to have a vegetable dinner tonight.^..

vein. Why do the veins in your arm stick out so?^ ^? •. The miners

struck vein of copper..
G only made that remark in a joking vein.^^.

velvet n.
venture. With his courage he would attempt any

venture. ^.
•. He's been lucky in most ventvues. ^. •.
No one ventured to interrupt the speaker..

verb n.
verse. Can you write verse? ?
•. Do you know the first verse of that poem??

vwy. is very easy person to get along with.. — The bank is not very far from

here. . •, .
is the very man you want. ,^. • . The very day I arrived war

was declared.. •. The very thought of leaving is

unpleasant to me. .
vessel^. The vessel was badly damaged from the storm.^ ^. •^. blood

vessel in his eye burst. ^ (-)^.
vest. Do these summer suits have vests??
vice. Drinking isn't one of his vices.. •. The police are

conducting a drive against vice..
vicinity n.
victim. was victim of unhappy circumstances..
victory. The battle ended in a complete victory for

our side. .
view. You've got beautiful view from this window., . •. What

are yoiu" views on this subject?§?
in view of ^. In view of present conditions all

shipping will probably be stopped. ^̂,,^.
was in full view of the crowd.
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iUage ENGLISH-RUSSIAN waiting room. • Many people viewed that possibility with

alarm. .
yillage. This is village of about five hundred

people. —. — The whole village gathered to hear

the speaker. ^.
•. The village post office is a kilometer further

on. —.
villain ,.
vine. What kind of grapes do you get from these vines?

^.
vinegar n^.
violence n.
violent. There was a violent explosion in the

laboratory yesterday. ,. • ,. She

suffers from violent headaches.

66. '^ (stormy). We had violent

argument. .
•. met with violent death. ^.

violet. They have violets growing in front of the house.;^. •. Do
you like that violet dress? 5?

violin n.
virtue. His one virtue is frankness.

—.
visible. On clear day the island is visible from here..
vision. My vision is very poor.. •. He's man of great vision..
visit. We planned to visit them during our summer

vacation.. — While I'm here, I'd Uke to pay a visit to some

friends. 4.-, -. •. The doctor charges five dollars a visit..

visitor. Visitors are not allowed in here at any
time. .

voice. Her voice grates on your ear.. — She had a bad cold and lost her voice.. — She has
good voice for popular music. ,. •. Every-

one was asked to voice an opinion..
Does he have voice in the discussion?5?

volume . How many volumes do you have in your
library? ? •-. What is the volume of the cold-storage room??

Turn up the volume on the radio, please.,.
voluntary. Membership in the organization is

purely voluntary. -.
vote. was elected by majority of two thousand

votes. Oh. •. The vote proved that the ma-
jority of people were against the law. -, §.
•. He'll have to win the labor vote in order to be
elected. ,. •. Who did you vote for

yesterday? 3a ?
to vote down . The

proposal was voted down. -.
We're voting for new chairman next month.^ .

vow ; V .
vowel.
voyage .
vulgar. uses such vulgar language!.
W

wage. Your wages will be paid the first of each

month. .. — What is the wage scale here??
to wage war ^. This country is not capable of

waging a long war.^.
wagon .
waist. This suit is too loose in the waist.. — She has very slim waist..
wait. Let's wait and see. —.
— We can let that job wait until tomorrow.. •. I'll wait for you
until five. ^ . — I'm sorry to keep

you waiting., . —

There will be an hour's wait before the train gets in. -. •

(). Where's the girl who's waiting on this table?, ?
to lie in wait. They were lying in wait for

us. .
to wait up. My parents waited up for me last

night. ,
.
After his leg was broken, he had to have someone wait on

him. , , ^ ;^. • We've waited dinner an hour for

him. .
waiter. Did you give our waiter the order?

.3?
waiting room . Be in the waiting room an
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waitress ENGLISH-RUSSIAN wash

hour before the train leaves.. •. Find seat in the

waiting room; the doctor wiU see you shortly., ^ .
waitress.
wake (waked woke, waked or woken). Please

wake me at seven o'clock.,. •. The child woke with a start..
to wake up. Wake me up before you go.. •. I

woke up early this morning.

pdno.— Wake up!!
It's high time you woke up to the facts. £

, -. • Oiu" boat was caught in the wake of the steamer..
walk. The baby still doesn't know how to walk.. • . I

always walk to work. ^ .
• . It's long walk from here to the station.() . •.
It's ten-minute walk to the depot.^. — It takes him twenty minutes to

walk home from the office.^. •. I came back from
the walk almost exhausted.. •. She walked into the dining

room. . •. Do you think

we can walk there in an hour? ^,? '. They planted

flowers on both sides of the walk.. •. You can always

tell him by his walk. .•. slowed the horses down to a walk.. •.
Walk the horses so they don't get overheated., .

to go for a walk . Let's go for a walk in

the park. .
to walk across . Let's walk across the bridge..
to walk away. She walked away from the window.. .
to walk out. He walked out of the room..
to walk up . The elevator is out of

order and we have to walk up..
to walk up to . walked up to me and intro-

duced himself. .
has friends in all walks of life..

wall. Hang the picture on this waU.. — built high wall aroimd his garden.. — They've pushed

us to the wall. . •.
They've walled up the entrance to the cave. -.

to go to the wall. The New York branch of

this company has gone to the wall.--.

wander.
want. I want to go swimming. ^. •. My wants are very simple.. •. After

the war many people were Uving in want.. •.
has never wanted for enough to live on..
I want two sandwiches. .

• was wanted by the poUoe for murder.. • What do
you want with him? ?

war. After long war the country gained its independ-

ence. ,. •. How many war planes were

produced this year?

^?
to be at war. Our country has been at war for

two years. . .
warehouse .
warm. It gets very warm here in the afternoon.. •.

Boy, it's good to get into a warm bed. Ax,! — Put something warm on

before you go out. <', -\ . — I like the warm colors in this picture.5. •^
(hot). We were uncomfortably warm at the theater.. •. She closed her

letter with warm greetings to the family.

().
to warm oneself. Come in and warm your-

self by the fire. .
to warm up. We'll have supper as soon as the

soup is warmed up. ,^. •. The players are warming

up before the game. ^.
Isn't the sun warm today? ,? • His kind words

warmed our hearts.. • That isn't the right answer, but you're getting

warm. 5to ,. • was shy at first, but soon warmed up

to us. , .
warn. I've been warned that this road is

dangerous. , -.
warrant. They have warrant for his arrest.. •. What I said

didn't warrant such a rude answer. To, ,^ ^'.
wasSeebe.

wash. Who's going to wash the dishes?? •. Wash your hands before

dinner. . •. Can

this material be washed? 9 ? •-. These shirts need to be washed.^. •. The wash hasn't come back

from the laundry. ^ .
•. Let's wash up before dinn^- • -.

647037 - 46 - 14
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wasp ENGLISH-RUSSIAN way

to be washed up ^ (to fly up the chim-

ney). Our vacation plans are all washed up. *Bce^.
to wash away. Last spring the flood washed away
the dam. .

lot of shells were washed up on the beach..
wasp ocd.

waste. wastes lot of time talking.. •. This

seems waste of money.. •. Put the waste paper in the basket.. •. Be-

yond the moimtains the plains are all waste land. 3a§ .
to go to waste . It'd be a shame if all

this work went to waste. ^,.
to lay waste. The enemy laid waste the entire

area. .
During her illness she wasted away to only fifty kilo-

grams. 3a ond ,.
watch. We stood and watched the planes at the air-

port. ,. •. I wasn't watching when we
drove past that sign. § ( -
), . •. Watch
my car for me, please.,. •. I bought watch yesterday..

to be on the watch (for) . The police

were warned to be on the watch for trouble..
to stand watch . Every sailor on this ship

has to stand an eight-hour watch.^ .
to watch over. The dog watched over the child

all night. .
Watch how you handle that gun. -. • Watch your step! -, ! • Watch out for cars when you

cross the street., ,^. • Don't worry, he's watching out

for his own interests. He —. • What time is it by your watch??
water ^. Please give me a glass of water.,. The water is too cold for

swimming today.

•. Do you like water sports?? •. When did you
water the flowers last? -? •. these fields are watered by
the same river. Bee. •. The smoke from fire made my eyes

water. ^. •-. was put in jail for watering his milk.

, .
D by water . At this time of the year the

only way you can get there is by water. 5.
Don't forget to water the horses before we go. He. • That

makes my mouth water. !
;^. • Since he got his new job he's

managed to keep his head above water., ^''- .
•That argument doesn't hold water..

wave. Dining storms the waves here are three meters

high. Bo. — They say we're going to have a heat

wave., . •-. They watched the flags waving in the breeze., ^. •.
We waved our hands to attract his attention., . • (). waved at the car to stop at the corner.

^.
hair wave. She was afraid that the rain would

spoil her hair wave. , -.
permanent wave, . Where
can I get permanent wave??

wax ; v .
way. Are you going my way? ?

•. I don't like the way he acts. ,.
across the way. Uves just across the way

from us. Oh .
by the way. By the way, are you coming with us

tonight?, ?
by way of. We'll come back by way of the mountains..
in way . In way we're lucky

to be here. ,, .
in some ways . In some ways
this plan is better than the other one. -, ^.
on the way . We passed new restaurant on our

way home. (or).
out-of-the-way. lives in an out-of-the-way

part of the city. .
to be in the way . They say we'd just be in

the way if we tried to help. ,^ .
to get under way. The ship will get under way
at noon. . •. We'll get to Moscow tomorrow if we get under way
immediately. ;^',.
to give way. When our reinforcements arrived,

the enemy was forced to give way. . ^), .
•. When the dam gave way, the river flooded

the town. , .
to have one's own way -. She thought she

shouldn't let the child have his own way all the time.
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we ENGLISH-RUSSIAN weed, ^;6.
to make way ,. Traffic was forced

to make way for the fire engines. ^, .
to pay one's own way . I always pay my
own way when I go out with him. -, .
way off. I see them way off in the distance.,.
ways. The village is still quite a ways off..
ways and means . We discussed ways and

means of putting the plan into operation..
QIs this the right way to town? §? • These students are long way from

home. . • still

hasn't found a way to make a living. ,. * He's in bad

way after the party last night.. • They let him go his own way.1^, . • said it only by way
of joking. Oh 5 ^^ ^. • What
have you got in the way of typewriters?? • They gave him the money

to get him out of the way. ^ ,. • I finally got that back work

out of the way.-. • We gave their the right

of way. ,. • She forced herself not to give way to her

emotions. Ond -. • didn't go out of his way to help us., . • We
went out of our way to make him feel at home. -, .
• I can't see my way clear to take a vacation this month., ^ Stom.

we (See also our) . We just arrived.. — My friend has invited both of us to the concert

tonight. .
weak. felt very weak after the operation.. — That's weak

argument. 9 }'. — Mathematics is his

weakest subject. . •-. Their country has weak government.,• (worn). The

cloth win tear at this weak place. §.
Don't you think he has a weak character? ve, ? • The bridge is too

weak to support heavy traffic., . • This

drink is too weak. .
weakness. feeUng of weakness came over her and

she fainted.. — has weakness for pretty women.. •.
greatest weakness is her inability to concentrate. ^>'.

wealth. inherited most of his wealth from his

uncle. .
weapon.
wear (wore, worn) (to put onj. What dress are you

going to wear tonight?? or .^ ?
•. This coat has worn well.,• (to fray). The cuffs on my
trousers show signs of wear.).

to be worn down. The record is so worn down
we can hardly hear the tune. ,.
to wear hole ^. I wore hole in the paper

with the eraser. ^ «.
to wear down. We finally wore down his

arguments. ,.
to wear off. The effect of the drug will wear

off in a few hours.,
to wear out. wears out shoes very fast.

Oh ..
woth. He looked tired and worn on Monday
morning. ^.
worn out. came home from the factory

worn out. Oh.
He's wearing blue suit. , or. • Does this store sell men's wear?? • There's still

lot of wear left in these ties.. • The students wore an air of reUef when

the exams were over. , -. • The tires got lot of

wear and tear from the rough roads. -5 .
weary. sounds so weary he probably didn't sleep

last night. 4,,. •. It's long, weary trip..
weath^. We've had lot of rainy weather lately.. •. Our ship weathered the storm.

^.
QThe gravestones are old and weathered.

£< . • had been

drinking too much and felt imder the weather., . • I feel

bit under the weather today.,
weave (wove, woven). The women were weaving mats

out of straw. .
•. This piece of linen has a very fine weave..
DThe old sailor knows how to weave interesting stories.,

wedding n.
Wednesday n.
weed . The boys have been busy all morning
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week ENGUSH-RUSSIAN wet

digging up the weeds in the garden. ;^^^ ^. • •. he weed

our vegetable garden now? -?
to weed out. The examination was de-

signed to weed out the poor students., .
week. It'll be week before I see you again..— I'm going to start a new

job next week. Ha^^'. — The factory is on a six-day week..
weekend . We decided to spend a

weekend at the lake. -.
weekly. The weekly report comes out every

Wednesday. .
• . The programs at this theater change

weekly* -.
weep (wept, wept) v.
weigh. Please weigh this package for me.-, . — weighed his words

carefully before answering. ,. •. I

weighed myself the other day at the doctor's. -- . •. This piece of meat

weighs two kilograms. .
to weigh anchor . The steamship

weighed anchor at five o'clock..
to weigh down . The canoe was weighed

down with supplies. ^'.
to weigh on. The ra«ponsibility of his job weighs

on him a good deal. '.
to weigh out. She asked the storekeeper to weigh

out five kilograms of sugar. ,.
weight. The weight of the trunk is a hundred kilograms.

Bee — . or. — I've lost lot of weight since I've been here., . •. Another

two-kilogram weight should make the scale balance.<5 , . •.
Put weight over there to keep the door open.<'- , -. •. This isn't matter of great weight.. • (stone),. Thanks, you've just lifted a weight off my mind., .

to weight down. The mules were weighted

down with heavy packs. ^!-&.
D Don't attach too much weight to what he says. He

^,.
welcome. That is the most welcome news I've

heard in months. -. • . \'1 home
again! ! •. They

gave us warm welcome when we came back. -.
•. They welcomed the new members to

the club..
"Thanks»" "You're welcome." ""."-

". or " ". • You are welcome to use my car

today. .
welfare. He's interested only in his own

welfare. .
public welfare . large sum of

money was set aside for public welfare. ^, ^.
well. They do their work very well.. — It's well that you got here on time. C, ()-. — Is your

father feeling well these days?? — How well do you know these roads?^ ?— Well, just as you say., -. •. There

were well over a thousand people in the theater.. •.
Have you dug the well yet? ?

as well as ... . This book is interesting as well as

useful. . • .
She bought hat as well as a new dress., a .
to do well. He's doing very well in business.

Oh ().
to leave well enough alone . I advise

you to leave well enough alone. 5.
well done . Do you want your

steak well done??
couldn't very well go by train because he couldn't

get a reservation. ,.. • Well, what do you know!! or ! • She sings, and plays the piano

as well. , . • Do you think

well of his work? ?
• left his widow well off.

^.
went See go.

wept See weep.

were See be.

west. The road leads to the West.. •. There's strong west wind blowing

up today.» ^ .
western. They live in the western part of the

United States. ^ -.
wet (wet, wet). The baby has wet its pants.. •. My shirt's all

wet. . •. They

wet the street down every morning. 5"
5*^.' (fresh). Wet paint! -, ! or,!

to get wet. You'll get wet. -!
used to live in a wet town. ,£^.
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what ENGLISH-RUSSIAN whichever

what. What do you want for supper?

^?— \STiat did you say? ?— What?? or ? — What else? ? — We were

told what we were expected to do. ,. — She's what you might caU odd. ,,. — I'll teU you what, let's go to

the movies tonight! ,! •. Do you know what train we're supposed

to take? ?
— What kind of an apartment are you looking for?^? — We know what ships were in the

harbor then. .
— What beautiful flowers you have in your garden!^ ^. •,. always

says what he thinks. , ^.
• ,. What nonsense! ! •.
What! Isn't he here yet? ! ?

and what not . You can buy supplies

and what not at the village store..
but what. I never doubted but what he'd do it., .
what about ,. What about going to the movies

today? A , ? • .
What about your appointment? ?
what ... for. What are you hurr^nng for??
what if,. What if your friends don't gpt here at all?

A, ?
what of it ? doesn't like it? What of it?

Em^ Sto ? !
what's more . I disagree with him, and what's

more, I don't trust him. , ,^ .
what with -. What with the weather and the heavy

load on board the ship was late in getting to port. -^ - ^'.
What of that job you asked for? ,, ? • It will take you a few

weeks to learn what's what in this job. -,. ' I get mad enough, I'll teU him

what's what. ^, ^.
whatever , . Do whatever you want; I don't care., , — . •

. Whatever you decide to do, be sxire to tell me about it., .
•. She lost whatever respect, she had for him.^ .

has money whatever..
wheat. Do you raise wheat? &?—
How is the wheat crop this year?

^?
wheel. The front wheels of the car need to be tightened.^, '

(steering wheels . Keep both hands on the wheel when you

drive. ,. •. She was wheeUng the baby carriage

through the park. .
•^. wheeled aroxmd to speak to me.

Oh^ .
Let me take the wheel for a while.. • The wheels of the office are turning

slowly. .
wheelbarrow .
when. ^ I see you again?? — You can go when the work is done. pa-^, . — There are times

when I enjoy being alone. ,. •. They built the bridge in

three months, when everyone thought it would take a year., ,5 .
since when . Since when has he been giving

orders? ?
I feel very uncomfortable when it's hot. ,

1?^.
whenever. Whenever did you find time to write?

5to ? • .
Come to see us whenever you have time., .

where . Where is the nearest hotel?? — We foxmd him just where he had said he

would be. ,. • (in which), . The house where I

used to live is on this street. , (-), 5. • (to where). The

restaurant where we wanted to go was closed.,. , . — WTiere are you

going? ? — Go where you please. ,. • (from where). Ask him where the

train leaves from. ,.
where from^^. Where does your friend come from?<' ?

whereas . The youngest likes school whereas the

oldest always plays hookey. ,. .
whereby . This is the only system whereby we

can get the work done on time. ,>'-.
wherever . You'll find good roads wherever you

go around here. ,.
whether. I don't know whether they will come. ,
;^^ .

whether . . . or . . .. We can't tell whether it will

rain or snow. , ,.
Do know whether this is true or not? ,^ ?

which. Which of them will be better for the job?? •.
Which instrument do you play best? Ha -^? •. Please return

the book which you borrowed.,, .
Q Wben you look at the twins, it's hard to tell which is which..

whichever. Take whichever seat you want.
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while ENGLISH-RUSSIAN

. • . Wbichever way you go,

it will still take an hour to get there., .
while. Let's leave while it's light... — I'll finish the work while you have lunch.,. ;^. •.
While I don't like it, I'll do it. ,5. • . I went by train, while he went by car., a .

You'll have to wait a little while before you can see him.,. • It's not worth your while to do this.' He
^)§.

whip. Hand me the whip, please. ,,, •. No matter how much he
whipped the horse it wouldn't budge., . •. Wbip
the cream for the dessert. .
•. We whipped the opposing team by a big score..

whip oflf. whipped off his coat and ran
after the thief. .

whisper. Whisper it to her so no one will hear.

5, . •.
His throat was so sore that he could only speak in a whisper.,. • . Someone has started

whispering campaign against the director. 6-.
whistle. whistled for his dog.. •. Do you recognize that tune the

boys are whistling? , -? •. you hear the whistle of

the train? ? •.
The factory whistle started to blow..

white. She was dressed in white. .
— large number of whites live in this area. Stom. • . I want the

walls painted white. ;^, -, •. She is able to walk
again, but she looks awfully white. . ,. •. make this cake you'll

need the whites of four eggs § ^. — The white of her eyes has pink spots..
to go white. She went white when she heard

this. OhA, .
Do you think we'll have a white Christmas? ^«,^?

who. Who used this book last?? — Do you know who did this?

BHilere, §? •. The man who just

came in is the manager of the store.,
— . — This

is the man of whom I was speaking. -, .
whoever . Whoever you are, you'll still have to get

a pa£S. , ^.
whole. I intend to stay whole week.. — I dropped the pitcher, but it's

widow

still whole. , .— caught whole string of fish.^.
as whole . Look at the matter as a whole.5 .
whole lot. I ate whole lot of cookies..

on the whole . On the whole, I agree with you.^.
whole milk . She's on diet of whole milk
and apples ().

The whole office was dismissed at noon.() . *1 sat through the

whole play.. • told us whole pack of Ues. *0.
wholesome adj.
wholly. The decision is wholly up to you.. •,. That

is wholly out of the question. 06§.
whom See who.

whose . Whose pencil is this? 5? —
That's the author whose book you praised yesterday.

TOT , .
— That's the painter whose picture you want to buy., .

why^. Why is the train so crowded today?^? — I can't imagine any
reasons why he refused to come. ;^. •^. Why not come along

with us? ? •. Why,
— it can't be! ,! !
whys and wherefores ^. They tried to

find out the whys and wherefores of his absence., ^ .
Q Why,, I'm not tired. , . • Why,
what do you mean? ,,?

wicked adj. It's wicked thing to do.. •. said it with wicked smile.5 .
wide. Is the road wide enough for two-way traffic??
— Is the coat wide enough through the shoulders for you?,? •.
This newspaper has wide circulation.. — The baby looked at the kitten

with wide-open eyes.. • (width). The road is five

meters wide at this point. —. •. Open the window wide.-.
to go wide of the mark . Your sarcasm

went wide of the mark. Bdme.
D If you do that you'll leave yourself wide open. *, ^ &,

widow. left widow and three children.&^ . •. Thousands of women
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width ENGUSH-RUSSIAN wing

were widowed by the war..
width .
wife (wives). Where is your wife? ? —

Are their wives permitted to see them??
wild. Are there any wild animals in the woods??— I hate to waste time on such

a wild idea. —! •. The steamship was wrecked during

a wild storm at sea.. • . They have farm

way out in the wilds. (),.
to go wild. The crowd went wild when

the news was announced. ,.
wild shot. He'd play good game of tennis if he

didn't make so many wild shots., .
wilderness. Just two kilometers past my house is com-

plete wilderness. —.
will' {See also be, would)

I'll wait for you at the comer at three o'clock. ^
^, . • Will you reserve room

for me for tomorrow?,. • This theater will hold a thousand

people. . • The

orders read: "You will proceed at once to the next town.":"". • will go for days without smoking a cigarette.

Oh no () ^.
• This machine won't work. .
• Won't you come in for a minute?^?

will*. willed all his property to the city.^^. •.
died without leaving will. ^, -. •. We'll have to do as he wills.^, . •. Only the will to live

made him survive the operation. . •.
My father sent me abroad against my will..

at will . The prisoners are free to have

visitors at will. .
with will. They set to work with a will..

That child certainly has a will of his own..
willing. Are you wiUing to take a dangerous job like

this? ^ ?
•. I'm willing to speak to the director for her.. •. The

new office boy seems to be a willing worker.,, .
willow

win (won, won). I'm going to win this game if it's

the last thing I do. §^^.

won first prize in the contest..
wind (as in pinned). There was a violent wind last

night. {1. •.
His wind is bad because he smokes too much.,^. •. It knocked the wind out of him.. •. There was nothing

but wind in what he said. , ,.
into the wind . headed the plane into

the wind. .
to get winded . He's not a good swimmer

because he gets winded too easily. ,^ .
to get wind of. I got wind of their plans yester-

day. B4epd- . •.
The dogs got wind of the deer. .

That run upstairs winded me.. • There's rumor in the

wind that we may get the afternoon off. ^,, , . • It certainly

took the wind out of his sails when he lost his job.^, .
wind (as in lined) (wound, wound). I forgot to wind

my watch. . •. The

road winds through the mountains.. •. The snake wound itself around a tree.^. •. wound

the rope around the post. .
•. Wind the string into a ball..

to wind up . had two weeks to

wind up his affairs before leaving town., ^. •. was just starting to wind

up his speech when we got there. ,.
D They wound the bandage tightly around his arm.^ ^ ^-

window. Which one of you kids broke the window?,, ?
windy adj.
wine. Do you prefer red or white wine with your

dinner? :?
to wine and dine. He always wines and

dines his guests royally. -.
wing. The pigeon broke its wing when it hit the

window. .—The

new airplanes have tremendous wings.. •. Do you want the

wing or the leg? —? •. We're planning to build a new wing

to the hoxise. §.
on the wing ^. was trying to shoot ducks on

the wing. Oh ^ ^. '^ (on the nm). He's such a busy person you'll have to

catch him on the wing. ,
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winter ENGUSH-RUSSIAN within

^.
to take someone under one's wing -. She took the newcomer under her
wing. .
wings. stood in the wings waiting for his cue.

Oh , .
winter ,. We usually have mild winters here.. •. It's getting cold
enough to wear a winter coat. ,.• .
Where did you winter last year??

wipe. I'll wash the dishes if you wipe them.^ , .
to wipe out. The earthquake wiped out a

whole town. .
wire. The telephone wires were blown down by the

storm. ^.
•. We put up wire screens to keep out the
flies.. • . Our house was just wired
for electricity yesterday.. •. wired
me to meet him at the train. ,. — I'll wire if I can.

5^^,. •. You'll
have to send this message by wire. -.

to send wire. Send him wire to tell

him we're coming. ^, -^.
had to pull lot of wires to get that job., .

wisdom .
wise. I think it's very wise decision. ^,§ . •^. He's pretty wise

fellow. .^.
to put one wise ^-. Don't

you think we ought to put him wise? 5^,^?
never got wise to their Uttle scheme..

wish. What do you wish for most?? — I wish I could stay here longer..— I wish you
to finish the work by twelve o'clock. ^,. •. Her wish for

trip abroad came true.. •. We wished him luck in his

new job. ^ .
D to wish off . Let's wish this work off on some-
body else. § -.
to wish on. Who wished this job on me??
wishes. We sent him our best wishes.^ .
GI've come to wish you good-by.1.

wit. He's real wit. -.
quick wit. has very quick wit.

.
to be at one's wit's end,. I'm at my wit's

end trying to recall where I put my gloves. ,.
to keep one's wits about one . If you run
into trouble, be sure to keep your wits about you.

^, .
They scared the poor child out of its wits..

witch .
with , . I plan to have dinner with him today. -. — I want room with bath.

xo4f . — I came home with head cold.. — With those words he left

the room. . —
Your friend talks with an accent.. — I made all my plans with my
parents' permission. -. — took gun with him for protec-

tion. . —
The price of radios went up with the increased demand.. —
Why did you break up with him? ^^? — He's recently done very valuable work with
students.. • . Leave your keys with the hotel clerk.. — This actor

is more popular with men than with women.,. • . Do you want something to drink with your
dinner? - ?
•{1. The price of cigarettes is twenty cents with tax., . •.
With him, it's all a matter of money.

—. • . With all the work he's

done on it, the book still isn't finished., ,.
with each other . Since their argument,

they've had nothing to do with each other. ,.
with one another . They haven't been on
speaking terms with one another for a year now..
D chopped down the tree with an ax.. • Handle with care.. • Your ideas

don't agree with mine. .
• Are you pleased with the view from your windows?5 ?

withdraw (withdrew, withdrawn). I withdraw my
objection to the resolution., '. The candidates

withdrew from the room while the election was being held.,&. •. I withdrew some money from the

bank today. ^ .
within . Speeding is forbidden within the city Umits.. •. The letters came within a few days of each other.

. •. I'll be back within a few hours.
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without ENGLISH-RUSSIAN work. •. doesn't live within his

income. .
Are we within walking distance. of the beach?? 'Try to keep within

the speed limits. -.
without. I get into the hall without a ticket??

to do without . We had to do without

a car during the summer. §.
without delay. I want this work finished

without delay. ^,.
G walked right in without hesitating., . • She passed without seeing us., , .

witness you find any witnesses to the acci-

dent? §?
huge crowd witnessed the game. Ha.

wives See wife.

woe n.
woke See wake.

woken See wake.

wolf. The wolves have killed three of our sheep.. •. His coat was lined

with wolf fur. ^ ^.
woman (women). Who is that pretty woman you

were just dancing with? ,? — Is there woman
doctor here? -?

woman hater. He's woman hater..
women See woman.
won See win.

wonder. They watched the airplane with wonder.. •.
It's wonder (that) you got here at all.,! • . I was just

wondering what you were doing., .
wonder . No wonder it's cold;

the window is open. ,: .
wonders. The- treatment has worked wonders
with him. .

shouldn't wonder if he had a breakdown.-
^^^, .

wonderful. We found wonderful place to spend
the summer. , -. • (remarkable). has

wonderful stamp collection. -
MdpoK.

wood. This kind of wood makes a very hot fire.. • (lumber). How much wood
wiU you need to build this porch?? •, (logs). Pile the wood up be-

hind the house. () .

wooden adj.
woods . Is there path through the woods??
wool. Is this blanket made out of pure wool? 9? •. The store is

having a sale on wool stockings. -.
word. How do you spell that word? Sto? — I remember the time, but I forget the words., . — May I have word
with you? ? — gave his word
that he'd finish the job. ,. •. The word was given that we would at-

tack at dawn. .
•. Have you had any word from" son lately?? •-

(compose). How do you want to word this tele-

gram? §?
beyond words 5!'. Her beauty is beyond

words. ^ .
by word of mouth ^. We got the news by word of

mouth. Sto ^.
in a word . In a word, no! —!
the last word . She always has to have the

last word. . !
to put in good word for . Will you
put in a good word for me with the chairman?,.

I told him in so many words what I thought of him.^ , ^.
wore See wear.

work. They work forty hoiu-s a week at the mill.

Ha . •.
What kind of work do you do? -? — has been out of work since the factory closed., , .
•. It took lot of work to convince him that we
were right. ,,. •. of his works are very

ular. -. — That's real work of art. -. •. The elevator isn't

working. . •. Do you

know how to work an adding machine? -? •. She worked

herself into an hysterical mood.. •. Work the dough

thoroughly with your hands. .
to be at work (to fix). The mechanic is at work

on your car now. .
to work at . really worked hard at the

portrait. Oh,, 5.
to work into. Can you work this quotation into

your speech??
to work on (upon). We are working on him

to give us an extra day off. ,.
to work one's way. We worked our way
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worker ENGLISH-RUSSIAN worthless

through the crowd.^.
to work out. We worked out the plan for

our trip. ^.
to work over . I worked over him for an hour

before I could revive him. ,
noKd . •. I worked

over this letter half a dozen times before I sent it.,.
to work up an appetite . I worked

up an appetite playing tennis all morning. ^.
He's doing government work. -. • That bridge is nice piece of

work. 9tot . • works

his employees very hard. ^-. • She's working herself to death. ,. • We tried to use the plan, but it

didn't work. ,. • They finally worked the

piano into the room. ,,. • We almost had an accident when the

steering wheel worked loose.- , . •

worked his way through college. ^,. 'It took us

long time to work out a solution to the problem..
• How do you think this plan would work out?

'^, ?
worker. Most of the workers live near by. -.
workman. How many workmen will you need to

finish the job? ^,§?
works. Many people were injured in the explosion at

the gas works.. •. The works of this watch are

from Switzerland. 5.
We told the barber to give him the works., .

workshop.
world. He's traveled all over the world.. — There's nothing in the world he wouldn't do for

her. Her , .
•. The whole world will benefit by this new
discovery. 9to ^. •. lives in narrow world of his

own. Oh .
fof the world. I wouldn't go there for the world.^.

on top of the world (in seventh heaven).

He's on top of the world because of his success..
to think the world of . My
father thinks the world of you..

Where in the world have you been? § -?
worm. Do you use worms for bait?

? •. They wormed con-

fession out of him. .
•. Only worm would do something like that to his

wife..
to worm one's way. We wormed our way

through the crowd. (*^.
worn {See also wear). Your overcoat looks

worn. . •-. Her face is tired and worn..
worry. His health worries me a lot.. •. We were worried

when you didn't get here on time., -. •. His

biggest worry is his wife's health. —. — They worry lot about their children..
worse {See also bad). This morning the patient felt

worse than he did last night. ;^^' ^, . — The road got

worse as we went along. , -, xf.
to get worse. Her condition got worse and

worse. .
They don't seem any the worse for getting caught in the

thunderstorm. ^^,.
worship. Each one worships God according to his

own faith. -. •-. worships his mother..
hero worship . Our boys don't go in

for hero worship..
worships the very groxmd she walks on., .

worst {See also bad)^. The worst of it is, they aren't

insured. ^, . •-
(hardest of all). felt worst about leaving his

children. ^ ,•. But wait—I haven't told you the worst.,. .
at worst . At worst, the storm may last

a week. ,^.
if worst comes to worst . If worst comes

to worst, we can always go away. ,.
always thinks the worst of everybody..

worth. That horse is worth five hundred rubles. 9. •. was never

aware of his secretary's worth..
Give me fifty kopecks' worth of candy.. • He's worth cool half

million. ! • hung

on the rope for all he was worth.. • was running for all he was worth. *0, .
worthless . This painting is fraud. It's
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worthy ENGLISH-RUSSIAN wrought

worthless. —; .
•. This machine is worthless to us.. •. He'll never amount to

much. He's a worthless boy. ,.
worthy. I don't feel I'm worthy of such an honor.

, npUBo, , •. This plan

isn't worthy of further consideration..
would

They hoped their wishes would come true. -, . •! thought that

would happen. , 5! •

would have you consider him a friend. ,. • She just wouldn't listen

to me. Ond. . • He would study for

hours without stopping. ,. • Do you think this bridge would carry a two-

ton truck? ^, Stot? • I wouldn't do that if I were you.

Ha . • said he would

go if I would. Oh, , ^.
• wouldn't take the job for any amount of money.5 . • WTiat would
you Uke to drink? ?

wound (as in mooned) pdna. It will be a couple of months be-

fore the wound in his leg is healed., ^. •. Several

were wounded in the explosion. Bo. •. She was wounded
by his indifference. .

wound (as in crowned) See wind (as in lined) .

wove See weave.

woven «See weave.

wrap. She just bought a new evening wrap. Ond> . •-. Will you wrap this package as a gift, please?-, ^^, .
to be wrapped up in . He's all wrapped

up in his work and doesn't have time for other things.,.
wreath .
wreck. The wreck tied up traffic on the railroad for

six hours. - ). • . The
house was wreck after the party.. •. The automobiles were

completely wrecked in the colUsion..
Enemy agents wrecked the munitions train. --.

wretched. She felt wretched after her illness..
wrist.
write (wrote, written). * children already know how

to read and write. .
—This pen doesn't write well. . —

promised to write once a week.. •. Write your name at the bottom of the

page. ^. — wrote

book about his experiences in the Army.. — Have
you written your family yet? ?

to write down. Write down his address. 3a^.
to write in. My candidate was not on the ballot, so

I had to write in his name.

^.
to write AT. When the company failed, we had to

write off their debts. , -,.
to write out. Please write that check out for me
before I go.,.
to write up. wrote up an accoimt of the fire

for the local paper..
When she got through college, she planned to write for a

career. ^,^'.
writer. I didn't know he was a writer. ,. •. The writer of the article was

accused of misrepresenting the facts. -. •. She's well-

known writer of children's stories..
writing. Where can I buy writing paper??

Can you read the writing on the board?, ? • Writing is my pro-

fession. — .
written5 write.

wrong . I got lost in the woods because I took the

wrong path.

^. — Did I say the wrong thing? ?
•. That translation is wrong. -. •. She feels that she has

been wronged. «, .
to go wrong. Something went wrong with

the plane, and the pilot decided to land. -, .
Something is wrong with the telephone.-, or . •

admitted he was in the wrong, and paid the fine. ^. *! added these figures

wrong. .
wrote See write.

wrought. We gave them a wrought silver teapot

for a wedding present. . •
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yard. In America cloth is usually sold by the yard.. •.
Does this place have a yard for the children to play in?, ?

lumber yard . You can get that down at

the lumber yard. 5.
railroad yard . The extra coaches

are in the railroad yard. -.
year. I hope to be back next year. , ^

^. — What was the year of your

birth? ^ ? — He's thirty years

old. Em^ . — How long is the school year

here??
year in, year out . He's been at this

job year in, year out..
years. It will take years to finish this work..

She's beginning to show her years.. • I haven't played tennis for years..
yell ( yell). We heard someone yelling for help.. •. Do
you hear that yell? §?

yellow. She was wearing a bright yellow dress. Ha-. •. These

sheets have all yellowed with age.,' (yolk). Separate the

yellow from the white. ,.
•. He's yellow. . •.

used to write for a yellow journal. -.
to turn yellow. turned yellow and ran away.

Oh .
yes . Yes, I'll be glad to go. , ^ -. •. I'm disgusted with the way he

always yesses his brother.^.
yesterday. I just arrived yesterday..
yet. hasn't come in yet. . — The

wind was strong yesterday, but today it's stronger yet.

, ,. •. I'll get him yet. (-) 5^.
yield. This mine yields more ore than any other in the

state. ,5. •. If we have enough rain, we
ought to have a good yield of potatoes this year.^ , ^. •. The enemy finally yielded to our

soldiers..
yonder . lives over yonder near the station..
you. What do you want? ? — This is for

you. .
All you people with tickets, this way! Bee, ! • get there, you take a bus.. • It makes you sick to hear

about it. ;^' !
young. He's still young man.. — She is very young for her age..

younger days (youth). I never worked so

hard in my younger days..
The night's still young. .

your (yours; . Is this your seat? ?
— So this is your wonderful teacher!! — This hat is yours.. — signed the letter "Yours truly.":"".

of you, save your ticket stubs! -!
yours See your.

yourself (). You yourself must decide.

cd.MH.
Help yourself.,. • Watch your-

self when you cross the street.^. • Keep this to yourself..
youth. has all the enthusiasm of youth.. •. They joined

local youth group..
zero ,.
zone . zoo .
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a

adv

AF
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AN
AP
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first, second, third person
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comparative
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past
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reflexive

singular

short adjective form

§1. SOUNDS

In indicating pronunciation and in explaining grammatical

forms we shall use a modified English alphabet. Everything

that is printed in this alphabet is inclosed in square brackets.

We can here give only a very rough description of the sounds

of Russian.

Hard and Soft Consonants. Most Russian consonants occur

in two varieties: hard (or plain) and soft (or palatalized).

In producing a hard consonant the Russian speaker lowers

the middle or back of his tongue and sUghtly thrusts out his

lips. This gives the consonant a dull sound; to the English
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speaker's ear the Russian hard consonant often sounds as if

it had a short gUde like a w after it. Thus, a word Uke [sk61a]

"school" sounds almost as if it were [Skw61a], and a

word like [mi] "we" sounds as if it were [mwi].

In producing a soft consonant the Russian speaker presses

the middle or forward part of his tongue up against the roof

of the mouth, much as we do at the beginning of a word like

year. This gives the consonant a high-pitched sound; to our

ear the Russian soft consonants seem to be followed by a short

glide like a y. We mark the soft consonants in our modified

alphabet by writing the sign [j] after them: [bjitj] "to

beat." The y-like glide sound after a soft consonant is shorter

than a full [y]; for instance, [sjestj] "to sit down" begins

with soft [sj], but [syestj] "to eat up" begins with hard

[s] followed by [y].

As to the occurrence of the hard and soft varieties, Russian

consonants fall into four sets:

1. The consonants [b, d, f, 1, m, n, p, r, s, t, v, z] occur hard

or soft, regardless of what sounds may follow.

[b] 6, like English in bat: [bdba] "country woman";
[bj61»y] "white."

[d] , like English d in den, but the tip of the tongue touches

the upper front teeth: [da] "yes"; [djddja] "uncle."

[f] , like English / in fan: [fakt] "fact"; [fjfga]

"fig."

[1] , like English I in wool, but with the back of the tongue

lowered, so as to give a hollow sound: [Idpa] "paw"; in

the soft [Ij], on the other hand, the middle part of the tongue is

pressed up against the palate, giving an even higher-pitched

sound than the I of English least: [Ijist] "leaf."

[m] M, like English m in man: [mdma] "mama"; [mjot]

"honey."

[n] H, like English n in net, but the tip of the tongue touches

the upper front teeth: [nos] "nose": soft [nj] sounds much
like English ni in onion, only the i/-glidc is weaker: [njdnja]

"nurse." Russian [n] never has the sound that we have

in sing, finger, sink: in a word like [bank] "bank" the

Russian [n] is made with the tip of the tongue touching the

upper front teeth.

[p] , like English p in pen, but without any puff of breath

after it: [pdpa] ndna "papa"; [pjatj] "five."

[r] p, the tip of the tongue vibrates against the upper gums,

as in a telephone operator's pronunciation of thr-r-ree: [rak]

"crab"; [rjat] "row."

[s] c, like English s in see: [sat] "garden"; [sj6na]

"hay."

[t] T, like English t in ten, but the tip of the tongue touches

the upper front teeth, and there is no puff of breath after the

consonant: [tam] "there"; [tj6tja] "aunt."

[v] B, like English v in van: [vdta] BdTa "cotton batting";

[vjas] "elm."

[z] 3, like English in zero: [zup] "tooth"; [zjatj]

"son-in-law."

2. The consonants [g(h), k, x] are always soft before the

vowels [e, i] and always hard in all other positions. (There are

a very few exceptions: [tkjot] "he weaves"; [kep]

"cab".)

[gl , like English g in go, get, give: [nagd] Hord "foot";

[n6gji] "feet."

[h] , like English h in ahead, but voiced (that is, with more

of a buzzing sound). This is in Russian merely a variety of

[g]; most speakers use it only in a very few words or phrases:

[sldva b6hu, sldva b6gu] cda "thank the Lord."

[k] K, like English in cut and A; in kit, but with no puff of

breath after it: [rukd] pyKd "hand"; [rukji]^ "hands."

[x] X, a breathy- sound, made by raising the back of

the tongue up against the soft part of the palate (like German
ch in ach, but weaker): [muxa]^ "fly"; [muxji] ;^ "flies."

3. The consonants [c (dz), §, i] occur only hard; they have

no soft varieties.

[c] , like English ts in hats, tsetse-fly: [carj] "tsar."

[dz] , like English dz in adze, occurs only in rapid speech for

[c]; see §3.

[§] , like English sh in shall: [Sfna] "tire."

[i] , likeEnghsh z in azure: [idba] da "toad."

4. The consonants [c (j), §c, y, i]] occur only soft; they have

no hard varieties.

[c] , like English ch in church [cas] "hour."

[j] , like English j in judge, occurs only in rapid speech for

[c]; see §3.

[sc] , is a long soft sA-sound: [pjiSca] "food."

[y] , like English in yes: [cay] "tea."

\i]], is a long soft [i] sound: [yciju] "I ride."

Clusters. Russian has many clusters, which are unbroken

sequences of consonants, as in [fstatj] "to get up."

When the last consonant of a cluster is soft, the preceding ones

fluctuate between hard and soft; in general [d, n, r, s, t, z] are

most likely to be made soft before a soft consonant: [svjet]

"light," [dnji] "days." Only [1] and [Ij] are fully

distinct before a soft consonant: [m61nj'ya] "lightning"

has hard [1], but [spdljnja]cd "bedroom" has soft [Ij].

Before a hard consonant the distinction of hard and soft con-

sonants is maintained: [bdnka] 6dHKa "can, container" has

hard [n], but [vdnjka] BdHbKa "Johnnie" has soft [nj].

Long Consonants. In English we have long consonants only

in phrases and compounds, such as ten nights, pen-knife; in

Russian there are long consonants in all kinds of positions:

[vdnna] Bdnna "bathtub," [iicc] "to burn up," [ sflka]

"exile," [s s61jyu] "with salt." Note that the

consonants [sc, i]] arc always long.

Vowels. In Russian, as in English, a word of two or more

syllables has one syllabic stressed (or accented) — that is,

spoken louder than the rest. In our modified alphatet we put

an accent mark over the vowel of the stressed syllable: [muka]

^^ "torment," [mukd] MyKd "flour." In Russian, as in

English, the vowels of unstressed syllables are slurred and

weakened; we shall describe these weakened vowels in §3.

Section 4.

Russian vowels, when stressed, b(>forc a single consonant

that is followed by another vowel are about as long as the vowel

of an English word like bad: [bdba] 6d6a "country woman."

Before a final consonant or a cluster they are somewhat shorter:

[dal] "he gave," [bdnka] 6dHKa "can." At the end of a

word they are quite short, like the vowel of English bit: [da]

"yes." Unstressed vowels are still shorter; see §3. Each

Russian vowel differs greatly in sound according to the hard

or soft sound of the preceding and following consonants.

After a hard consonant there is an on-glide like a w, and before

a hard consonant there is a uvlike off-glide; after a soft conso-

nant there is a j/-like on-glide, and Ix^fore a soft consonant a

y-Wkc off-glide. Between hard consonants a vowel is made

with the tongue drawn back; between soft consonants it is
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made with the tongue pushed forward. See especially under

[e] and [i], below.

There are five vowels: [a, e, i, o, u].

[a] a, , Uke EngUsh a in father, but shorter: [] "how";

[dalj] "distance," with a y-like off-gUde before the [Ij];

[pjatj] "five," tongue drawn forward between the soft

consonants; almost like English a in pat.

[e] , e, like Enghsh e in bet: [eta] "this." Before soft

consonants the tongue is drawn forward and the vowel is

almost like English ai in bait: [yestj] "to eat."

[i] , , like English in will. After a hard consonant the

tongue is drawn back (almost as if one were gagging), so as

to produce a dull, hollow sound: [sin] "son," [bil]

"he was." At the beginning of a word and after soft conso-

nants the front of the tongue is raised, giving a sharp high-

pitched sound, almost like English in beet, but shorter: [Iva]

"willow," [pjitj] "to drink."

[o] o, e, like the vowel of English board, but shorter: [dom]

"house"; [solj] "salt," with a y-like off-glide before

the [Ij]; [tj6tja] "aunt," with the tongue drawn forward

between the two soft consonants; almost like French eu in peur.

[u] y, , like the vowel of English put, foot, but with the lips

slightly thrust out, so that the sound, though short, resembles

the vowel of English goose, soup: [sup] "soup"; [rulj]

"steering wheel," with a 7/-like off-glide before the [Ij].

The variations in the Russian vowel sounds take place in

ordinary rapid speech in accordance with consonants in

preceding and following words. Thus, [idj6t] "he goes"

has the sharp initial sound of [i], but in [on idj6t] "he

goes" or in [brat idj6t] "the brother goes," the [i]

has its dull sound after the hard consonant. In [fsje] "all"

the [e] is like the vowel of English bet, but in [fsje dnji]

"all days" the [e] has its fronted sound, resembling the vowel

of English -made, before the soft cluster [dnj].

§2. RUSSIAN WRITING

Russian writing and printing, like English, fails to show the

place of the stress. In books like the present one, which are

intended for non-Russian students, the stress, is indicated by

an accent mark, and by two dots over the letter e when it has

the value of accented [6]: 5*^ [muka] "torment," [mukd]

"flour," [kavj6r] "rug." Two such marks on one word

mean that this word is spoken in two ways, with one or the

other stress: "armor" means that they say either

[br6nja] or [branjd].

The Russian alphabet, with the most usual values of the

letters, is as follows:

Capital

A

jK

3

X

Small Value Name of Letter

a [a] [a]

[ [be]

Iv] [ve]

[g] [gje]

[d] [de]

e [e, o] [ye]

[i] [ie]

3 [z] [ze]

[i] [i]

[y] [f krdtk"ya]

[] [ka]

[1] [elj]

M [m] [em]

H [n] [en]

[] []

[] []
[] []
[s] [es]

[t] [te]

[uj [u]

[f] [ef]

X [x] [xa]

[c] [ce]

4 [c] [ce]

[§] [sa]

[Sc] [§ca]

[] [tvj6rd''y zndk]

[i] [yiri]

[] [mjaxk»y zndk]

Capital Sm,all Value

[e]

[u]

[a]

Name of Letter

[ abar6tn »yal

[yu]

lya]

Vowel Letters. The Russian alphabet has two signs for

each vowel sound:

sound: [a, e, i, o, u]

letter (1) a

letter (2) e

In general, the letters in row (1) simply represent the vowel

sound: [at] "hell," [bdba] "country woman." The

letters in row (2) represent the vowel sound and in addition

indicate that a preceding consonant has the soft sound:

[njunjaj "nurse"; at the beginning of a word or after another

vowel letter or after the letters and , they indicate that the

vowel is preceded by [y]: [yat] "poison," [seya] "neck,"

[abydtj] "to embrace," [sjimjya] "family."

There are various special cases and exceptions, mentioned in

the following paragraphs.

At the beginning of a word, the vowel sounds are written a,

, , o, y: [atr'hell," [eta] "this," [imja] "name,"

OH [on] "he," [um] "intelligence." Note that here (and

not ) is used; this accords with the fact that at the beginning

of aword [i] has its sharp sound, much as after a soft consonant.

Hard and Soft Consonant Spellings. The Russian alphabet

has no special signs for the soft consonants other than [c, sc,

y] , m, , which are always soft. There is no letter for the

consonant [i]], long soft [i\; it is written or :
[yciju] "I ride," [2jot] "he burns."

When a soft consonant comes before a vowel, the vowel

letters , e, , , are used to show that the consonant is soft:

6d6a [buba] "country woman": [djddja] "uncle"

[set] "set (of tennis)": [vjes] "weight"

[sin] "son": [vjint] "screw"

[dom] "house": [Ijot] "ice"

[mus] "husband": [Ijublju] "I love"

But after some consonant letters a different choice is made.

After the letters (including, ), , , the vowels

are written a, e, , , :
[cas] "hour," [sar] "sphere"
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[cestj] "honor," [§estj] "six"

[§ci] "cabbage soup," [§ina] "tire"

[cort] "devil," [drui6k] "little friend"^ [xacu] "I want," [§um] "noise"

In many words, however, e (which we distinguish as ) is

written for [o] after these consonants: [26ni] "wives,"

[c6rn»y] "black," [§61] "he went," [§6]1]

"cheeks."

After the letter they write a, e, , , : [carj] "tsar,"

[ceni] "prices," [atcf] "fathers," []
"ring," ^ [atcu] "to the father." But in some foreign

words they write : [cirk] "circus."

When a soft consonant is not before a vowel, the letter ,
called [mjd.xk»y znak] "soft sign," is placed after

it: [datj] "to give," [svudjba] "wedding."

However, is not used after : [cay] "tea,"

[cuynj*k] "teapot."

After the lettars , (which represent consonants that are

always soft) the is written in some words, but not in others:

[mjac] "ball," [plasc] "man's cape," but

[moc] "to be able" [vjdic] "thing."

The letters , , which represent consonants that are always

hard (except for, [i.]]), are nevertheless written in some

words with after them: [no§] "knife," [du§] "shower

bath," but [ro§] "rye," [vo§] "louse."

Spellings for [y]. The consonant [y] is indicated in writing

as follows:

After a vowel when no vowel follows, [y] is represented by

the letter : [cay] "tea," [gdyka] "screw-nut."

After a vowel when another vowel follows, [y] is indicated by

the use of the letters , e, , , for the second vowel:

|§] "neck," [bayec]"warrior,"cTOHT [stayft] "he stands,"

[pay6t] "he sings," [stayu] "I stand."

At the beginning of a word, [y] occurs only before vowels and

is indicated by the use of the letters , e, , , for the vowel:

[ya] "I," [yest] "he eats," [yim] "to them,"

[1] "Christmas tree," [yuk] "the south." Thus the

letter at the beginning of a word is used for both [i] and [yi],

but this latter occurs only in a few pronoun forms; see §18.

After consonants, [y] occurs only when a vowel follows.

.After a soft consonant [y] s indicated by the letter and the use

of , e, , , for the following vowel: [sjimjyd.] "family,"

[f sjimjye] "in the family," [sjemjyi] "families,"

[pjyot] "he drinks," [pjyu] "I drink." After the

consonant letters , , the same spelling is used:^
[riiJya] "guns," [§yot] "he sews," [§yul "I sew."

After hard consonants other than , , the [] is indicated by
the letter , called [tvj6rd*y znak] "hard sien,"

and the use of , e, (), , for the following vowel:

[abydtj] "to embrace," [abyest] "detour,"[] "circumference."

Irregular Spelling. Some words are spelled in misleading

ways. In such cases the dictionary indicates the pronunciation

in square brackets: [doSc] "rain," [-§n-] (that

is, [kanjesna]) "of course."

The following are the more important cases of irregular

spelling:

The adjective and pronoun ending [-ovo] is spelled with

(instead of ): [ny' civ6] "nothing."

The adjective ending [-oy] when unstressed is spelled with ,
(instead of o): [1] "bad," but (stdr»y)

"old," [djik-'y] "wild."

In some verbs the ending for "they" is usually pronounced

[-ut] when unstressed, but it is spelled -, -: [vjfdj ]
"they see," [sli§4] "they hear."

In some foreign words e is written for : [tunelj]

"tunnel."

Consonant letters are written double in many words where

ordinarily only a single consonant is spoken, especially in

foreign words: [klas] "class," [sub6ta] "Satur-

day."

§3. ALTERNATION OF SOUNDS
In this Section we shall describe alternations of sounds that

are not shown in the spelling; in §4 we shall describe those

which appear also in the spelling of words:

Voiced and Unvoiced Mutes. Certain of the Russian conso-

nants, which we call mutes, are classed in pairs. In each pair

of mutes one is voiced and one is unvoiced:

Voiced Unvoiced

b p
bj pj

d t

dj ti

dz

g

gj kj

h if

hj xj

i

V i

vj fj

Z 8

Z] ej

i i

2]

The remaining consonants [1, m, n, r, y,] are non-mutes.

Final Mutes. At the end of a Russian word, it is spoken

alone, only unvoiced mutes occur. When an unvoiced

mute comes to be at the end of a word, it is unchanged:

[pjil6ti] "pilots," [pjil6t] "pilot"; [mastf]

"bridges," [most] "bridge"; [du§i] "shower baths,"

[duS] "shower bath." But when a voiced mute comes to

be at the end of a word, it is replaced by the corresponding

unvoiced mute. This is not shown in the writing: [djedi]

"grandfathers," [djet] "grandfather"; [p'yizdA]

"trains," [p6y'st] "train"; [n&ii] "knives,"

[no§] "knife."

But when words belong closely together in a phrase, a final

mute is replaced by the corresponding voiced mute, if the next

word begins with a voiced mute other than [v]: [brat]

"brother," [brat u§61] "the brother went away,"

[brat maljflsa] "the brother prayed,"

[brat pa§61] "the brother went there," but

[brat zabfl] "the brother forgot." Similariy, [djet]

"grandfather," [djet u§61] "the grandfather went

away," but [djet zabfl] "the grandfather forgot";

[box] "God," but [boh dast] "the Lord will grant

it." The sound [v] does not produce this effect:
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[brat vaS61] "the brother came in," [djet vaS611

"the grandfather came in." This is the only use of the sounds

[dz, j]: [atjec] "father," ^ [atj6dz dum'l]

"the father thought"; [doc] "daughter,"

[do] zabila] "the daughter forgot."

Clusters of Mules. Within a word the same habit prevails,

and is not shown in the spelling. Thus, beside

[prasjitj] "to request," there is [pr6zjba] "a request."

Similarly, the prefix - [ot-] appears in [atnjdtj] "to

take away," [adbr6sj*tj] "to throw off,"

[adddtj] "to give back." Before [v] the unvoiced mute re-

mains: [atvjct] "answer."

Within a word, a voiced mute is replaced by the correspond-

ing unvoiced mute whenever any unvoiced mute immediately

follows: [trubd] '4ube," but [trupka] "pipe";

[loi'cka] "little spoon," but [16ska] "spoon";

[Ijugu] "I shall lie down," but (Ijdktji] "lie down."

This is not shown in the writing; only prefixes that end with

3 are written with before unvoiced mutes: [razbjitj]

"to break," but [raskritj] "to uncover,"

[rasstr6y'tj] "to disorder" (from [str6y'tj] "to build").

In some words [g] is replaced by [x] (instead of [k]) before an

unvoiced mute: [k6g4j] "claw," [koxtji] "claws";

[lj6g"k] "he is light of weight," [lj6xk''y]

"light of weight."

Prepositions which end in a mute present a special case,

because Russian prepositions are spoken as if they were part of

the following word. A preposition which ends in an unvoiced

mute follows the general rule: the mute is voiced before voiced

mutes other than [v]: [at atcd] "from the father,"

[at sfna] "from the son," [at vraga) "from the

enemy," but [ad brdta] "from the brother,"

[ad d6c*rii] "from the daughter." But a preposition

which ends in a voiced mute has an unvoiced mute only before

unvoiced mutes and keeps the voiced mute before all other

sounds: [ stalom] "under the table," but

[p»d] "under the window," [p»d

nai6m] "under the knife," [p"d bumag*y]

"under the paper"; similarly, [f k6mn4jil "in the

room," [v gor'dji] "in the city," [v drmj'yi]

"in the army."

Changes of [s] and [z]. Within a word or when words come

together in a phrase, the sounds [s, z] combine with following

[c) into the long soft [s] sound [sc], but this is not shown in the

writing: [vazjitj] "to cart," but [izv6sc'k]

"cabman," [c6t] "even number" with prefix c- gives

[sc6tl "account, bill."

When [s, z] come before [s] they are replaced by [§]:

[§itj| "to sew" with prefix c- gives [s§itj] "to sew up";

[i§ s61ku] "out of silk" has long [ss]. Before [i]

they are replaced by [i]: [Jec] "to burn" with prefix c-

gives [iJec] "to burn up"; [\i iurndlal

"out of a magazine" has long [ii].

Change of [c]. The sound [c] before [n] is often replaced by

[s]: [skucdtj] "to be bored," but [skusna]

"tiresome." In less common words the [c] is often kept. Ir

the dictionary' we indicate the change in the words where it

is most commonly made: [-sn-].

Weakening of Vowels. In unstressed sj'llables, vowels are

weakened, shortened, and slurred. In all unstressed syllables

the distinction between [a] and [o] is lost. The weakening of

unstressed vowels is not shown in the spelling, except for a few

instances. The chief exception is this: that the letter o, which is

used, when accented, in some words after, , , , , is never

used after these letters when it is unstressed; after these letters

only e is written for the stressed varieties of [o]. Thus, the

ending [-om] when unstressed is written with in such forms

as [naJ6m] "with a knife," [s atcom] "with the

father," but when unstressed it is written with e in such forms as

[masdi'm] "by massage," [s pjerc*m]

"with pepper." Except for this, and except for a few special

cases, each vowel is written as if it were in a stressed syllable

and had its full sound.

Unstressed vowels are weakened in four different positions:

1. At the beginning of a word, unstressed vowels are short-

ened, and [o] is replaced by short [a]: [udrj's] "address":

[adrjisd] "addresses"

[eksp'rt] or [eksp6rt] "export"

[isct] "he seeks": [i§cu] "I seek"

[6tp"sk] "leave": [atpuskutj] "to grant

leave"

[um] "intelligence": [umjetj] "to know how"

2. At the end of a word, unstressed vowels are greatly

weakened and shortened: [a] and [o] are alike, and [e] and [i]

are alike.

After hard consonants, final unstressed [a, o] sound like

the final vowel of English words like sofa; [e, i] have a short

sound like the dull varietj' of Russian [i]:

ending [-a]: [rukd] "hand," but [sjila] "strength"

ending [-o]: [sjil6] "village" but [sl6va] "word"

ending [-je]: ^ [v du§6] "in the soul," but ^ [v d6Sa]

"in the shower bath"

ending [-i]: [stall] "tables," but [Idmpi] "lamps"

ending [-u]: ^' [idu] "I'm going," but [y6du] "I'm

riding"

After soft consonants, unstressed [a, o] are fronted, re-

sembling the Russian [e] vowel; [c, i] have a short sound like

the sharp variety of [i]:

ending [-a]: [sjimjyd] "family," but [njdnja]

"nurse"

ending [-o]: [ruiy6] "gun," but [] "field"

ending [-e]: [n» stalje] "on the table," but ^
[ stulji] "on the chair"

ending [-i]: [ackji] "cj'cglasses," but ppai [rukji] "hands"

ending [-u]: [dayu] "I give," but SHdro [zndyu] "I know"

After soft consonants (including , ) and after , , ,
the letter e is used for final unstressed [o] and for final unstressed

[e], although the two sound quite different: [p61ja] "field"

(sounds exactly like "of the field"), but [f 1]1]

"on the field"; [sjcrca] "heart" (exactly like

"of the heart"), but [f sjerci] "in the heart." In such

cases the grammar shows whether the ending is [o] or [e].

3. In the syllable immediately before the stressed syllable,

vowels are somewhat shortened.

After hard consonants other than [S, i], the vowels [a, o]

coincide as a short [a] and the vowels [c, i] as a short dull [i]:

cTpdHH [strani] "countries": cTpand [strand] "country"
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[n6gji] "feet": Hord [nagu] "foot"

[ceni] "prices":, [cinu] "price"

[bil] "he was": [bild] "she was"^ [rukji] "hands": pyitd [rukd] "hand"

After [§, i], all four of the vowels [a, o, e, i] coincide in a short

dxill [i] sound, with the lips slightly rounded:

[Sar] "sphere": [Sirl] "spheres"

[i6m] "wives": [Jind] "wife"

[§estj] "six": [§isndtc*tj] "sixteen"

[iil] "he Uved": [ "she lived"

[§um] "noise": [§umjetj] "to be noisy"

After soft consonants, [a, o, e, i] coincide in a short sharp

[i] sound:

[5as] "hour": [cisf] "clock"

[sj61a] "villages": [sjil6] "village"

[svjeci] "candles": [svjicu] "candle"

[vjint] "screw": [vjinti] "screws"

1& [IjubjH,] "he loves":) [Ijublju] "I love"

4. In all other unstressed syllables (that is, after the stress

when not final, and two or more syllables before the stress

when not initial), the vowels are extremely short and weak;

we write them with small raised letters [», ', "].

After hard consonants other than [§,i] the vowels [a, o] here

coincide in a very short sound, somewhat like the English

in circus; [e, i] coincide in a very short dull [i]:

ending [-atj]: [citdtj] "to read," but [djel4j]

"to do"

[g61»vi] "heads": [g'lavd] "head"

[cel'y] "whole": [c'ljik6m] "entirely"

[sin] "son": [s'navjyu] "sons"

ending [-ut]:^ [idut] "they are going," but [yed4]

"they are riding"

After [§, i], the vowels [a, o, e, i] here coincide in a very weak
dull [i] sound:

ending [-atj]: [mji§dtj] "to disturb," but

[slteitj] "to hear"

ending [-ot]: [strjii6t] "he shears," but [m62't]

"he is able"

[] "to bum": [vli'c] "to burn out"

ending [-it]: [straSft] "he frightens," but

[slf§'t] "he hears"

[§um] "noise": [§"mav6y] "noisy"

In this position, however, [a, o] at the beginning of case

endings appear as a weak [»]: [ krl§»x] "on the

roofs."

After soft consonants, [a, o, e, i] here coincide in a very short

sharp [i]:

ending [-atj]: [guljdtj] "to stroll," but^ [cuy'tj]

"to scent"

ending [-ot]: [idj6t] "he is going," but [yedj*t] "he

is riding"

ending [-etj]: [gljidjetj] "to look," but [vjfdjtj]

"to see"

ending [-it]: [gljidjft] "he looks," but [vjfdj't]

"he sees"

ending [-ut]: [uznayut] "they recognize," but

[uznuy] "they will recognize"

Weakening and Loss of [y]. Before [i] the sound [y], when

not initial, is weak or drops out entirely: [staylt] "he

stands," [st6y't] "it costs." We write it in our modified

alphabet, since this simplifies our grammatical statements

and causes no ambiguity.

§4. ALTERNATIONS OF SOUND AND SPELLING

In this Section we describe alternations of sound which are

shown in Russian writing and accordingly bring it about that

some forms of words are spelled in ways that differ from the

related forms.

1. Change of [g, k, x]. Within a word, when the sounds

fg, k, x] come to stand before the vowels [e, i], they are replaced

by their soft varieties [gj, kj, xj]. The writing shows this by

using the letters e, for the vowels. Thus, with [vor]

"thief," [v6ri] "thieves" compare the following:

[znak] "sign," [zn^,kji] "signs"; [pluk] "plow,"

[plugjl] "plows"; [uspjex] "success,"

[uspjexji] "successes."

2. Insertion of Vowels. When the last consonant of a

cluster is [c, g, k, 1, Ij, n, nj, r, rj, s, sj, y] and comes to stand at

the end of a word or before the consonant of a suffix, a vowel

is inserted. Thus we have [kavrf] "rugs," with the

ending [-i], but [kavj6r] "rug," with no ending and an

inserted vowel. The choice of the inserted vowel is made as

follows:

If either of the two last consonants in the cluster is [g, k, x],

the inserted vowel is [o]:

[kuskjf] "pieces": [kus6k] "piece"

[k6xtji] "claws": [k6g4j] "claw"

[kanjkjf] "skates": [kanj6k] "skate"

Otherwise, if the last consonant is [c] or [y], the inserted vowel

is [je]; the [j] means that the preceding consonant is made soft

if possible:

[atcf] "fathers": [atj6c] "father"

[pjercu] "some pepper": [pjerjk;] "pepper"

[rucyf] "brooks": [rucey] "brook"^ [uljyi] "beehives": 5>- [ulj'y] "beehive"

In all other cases the inserted vowel is [jo]; that is, [o] with

softening of the preceding consonant were possible:

[katU] "kettles": [kati611 "kettle"

[pjepla] "of ashes": [pj6pj4] "ashes"

[smji§n6] "it's funny": [8mji§6n] "he's funny"

[strdSna] "it's terrible": [strdS'n] "he's

terrible"
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There are quite a few irregularities. Thus, beside

[va snje] "in one's sleep," there is [son] "sleep," with [o]

inserted instead of [jo]. Some words, like [bljesk]

"sheen," do not insert a vowel. These irregularities are shown
in the dictionary.

Words ending in consonants other than those named do not

insert vowels: [most] 'ridge," [custf] "of feelings."

3. Spelling of Prefixes. When a prefix ending in a hard

consonant combines with a form that begins with [i], this

vowel, in accordance with the general habit, gets the dull sound,

and this is shown in the spelUng: [igrutj] "to play"

with prefix c- gives [sigrutj] "to play off." In the

case of prepositions, which are written (but not pronounced)

as separate words, the same habit obtains, but the writing does

not show it: [igrd] "game," [s igr6y] "with the

game": [i] here has its dull sound.

When a prefix ending in a hard consonant comes before a
form with initial [y], the l^ter is added, indicating a hard

consonant before [y]: [yestj] '4o eat" with prefix c- gives

[syestj] "to eat up."

Prefixes ending with [z] are written with before unvoiced

mutes (§3).

§5. INFLECTION

The parts of speech in Russian are much as in English:

noun, adjective, pronoim, verb, adverb, preposition, conjunc-

tion, interjection.

Nouns, adjectives, pronouns, and verbs are inflected; that

is, there are different forms for singular and plural, present

and past, and the like. Words are cited in the dictionary- in

only one of their forms; the others are not given and it is pre-

sumed that the reader can recognize them. In order to enable

the reader to do so, we here give an outUne of Russian inflection.

Inflected forms consist usually of a stem with different

endings; thus [sljiva] "plum," [sljfvi] "plums,"

show a stem [sljiv-] and endings [-a, -i]. We write the sign [j]

at the beginning of an ending to indicate that before this ending

a hard consonant is made soft if possible. Thus, with ending

I-je]: [stol] "table," [n» stalje] "on the table";

[stul] "chair," [ stulji] "on the chair,"

[rulj] "steering wheel," [n» rulje] "on the steering

wheel," [nos] "knife," [n* naze] "on the knife"

(because \i] has no corresponding soft consonant).

In ordinary inflected words the stress is in all forms on the

same syllable of the stem or else in all forms on the ending:,,,, [yedu, yedjt, yedj'm, yedj4ji,

y6d4] "I am riding, he is riding, we, you, they are riding";

^,,,,^ [idu, idj6t, idj6m, idj6tji, idut]

"I am going, he is going, we, you, they are going"; the stems

here are [j'ed-] with stress on the stem, and [id-] with stress on
the endings, and the endings are in both instances [-u, -jot, -jom,

-jotji, -ut].

If the stress of a set of forms is on the endings, then in a form

which has no ending the stress is on the last vowel of the stem:

[k»randdS] "pencil," with no ending, belongs to

the set [k*r*ndaSI] "pencik,"

[k»r*ndas6y] "of pencils," and so on. The last vowel may be

an inserted vowel: [atjec] "father" belongs to the set

[atci] "fathers," [atc6f] "of fathers," and so on. Quite

a few words, however, have shifting stress, now on one syllable,

now on another: [g»lavu] "head," but [g61»vil

'eads." All such cases are indicated in the dictionary.

§6. NOUNS
Gend». Noims are divided into three genders, according to

the shape of the adjectives, pronouns, and verbs that go with

them:

masciUine (): "this table"

feminine {F):5 '4his book"

neuter (N): "this pen"

Nnmber. Each noim has forms for two numbers: singular

(S) and plural (P), much as in English: "table,"

'4ables." Some nouns occur only in the singular:

"milk"; and some occur only in plural: "scissors",

"ink." The distinctions of gender are absent in the

plural: 5 "these tables," "these books,"

"these pens," '4his ink."

Case. noun has, both in the singular and in the plural,

six case forms, each of which is used according to the relation

of the noun to the other words in the sentence. The cases are

nominative (n), accusative (a), genitive (g), datioe (d), instru-

mental (i), and locative (I).

The nominative is a subject, both with and without verbs:

*rother has gone away," "brother is

at home." It is used also for a predicate noun when neither the

beginning nor the end of the state is involved: Hadn
"John is a soldier."

The accusative is the normal object of verbs:

"he took the book." It is used in some expressions for duration

and distance traversed: '
Uved whole year in America";

"we walked kilometer." few impersonal expressions have

an accusative object: 5>' "I need this book."

A few prepositions have an accusative object; see §31.

A possessor is genitive: "my brother's

book," "his book"; as in English, this includes an

object whose part is named: "my brother's

face"; "the legs of the table." The genitive

forms of the personal pronoims (§21) are not used in this way;

instead there are possessive adjectives (§15): "my
book," OH "he took his (own) book," but,

with g, OH "he took his (another man's) book."

The g is used for a divisible substance or set when only some

of it is involved: "a glass of water,"

"lots of money," "little (of) time." It is used

for the object of a verb when only a part is involved:(,-) "give me some bread (some sugar,

some water)." The subject of negative impersonal expressions

of existence is g: "there's no table there." The

object of a n^ated verb is usually g: ^
"I haven't read this book." A few verbs take a g object:

"she is afraid of the thunderstorm"; a few have

their object in the g when it is indefinite:

"we are looking for a comfortable apartment," but,

with a, "we are
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looking for Gtizen Dyin's apartment." Comparative adjectives

have the object of comparison g:

"he is older than his brother" (also, ,
with n after "than"). A few adjectives have a g object:

"the pocket is full of money." Time

when, in a few expressions, is gi:

"I arrived on the third of September." Most prepositions take

an object in the g case; §31. For the g with numbers, see §22.

The dative case is used for the second (usually personal)

object of verbs that take two objects: ^
"he gave the book (a) to his father (d)." Some verbs with one

object have it d: "he helps his brother";

so especially some verbs whose subject is not necessarily

personal but whose object is a person:

"Moscow pleases our brother; brother likes Moscow";? "what appeared to you in a dream? What did

you dream?" With most impersonal expressions, especially

predicative adjectives, the person affected is d:

"it's cold to me; I feel cold"; "to us there is

need of money; we need some money"; "to me
forty years; I'm forty years old"; "it's time for me
(to go)." A few adjectives have a d object:

"I'm glad of the opportunity." A few prepositions take a d

object; §31.

The instrumental case tells the means: -
"he writes with pencil"; also the respect: -
"he is a Russian by family." A predicate noun is when

the beginning or end of the state is involved:

"he was (then) a soldier; he has been a soldier," but, with n,

OH "he (as, a stranger with whose earlier and later

states we are not concerned) was a soldier." The actor of a

passive expression is : "the letter was

written by my father"; so especially with impersonal expres-

sions: "it (impersonal) set the hut (a)

on fire with lightning (); the hut was set on fire by lightning."

A few verbs take an object: "he

was driving the automobile." A few expressions of time when

are : "in winter," "in the daytime; in the after-

noon." A few prepositions take an i.object; §31.

The locative case occurs only as the object of a few prep-

ositions; §31.

Animate and Inanimate. There is a distinction between

animate nouns, which denote a living being, and inanimate

nouns, which do not. This distinction appears chiefly in the

a form: in all plurals and in one large class of masculine singu-

lar nouns, the a of animates is like the g, and the a of inani-

mates is like the n. Thus, the n is "books" and the a

has the same form: "I see the books"; the n

1& "people" has by its side the g, and the a has this

latter form: "I see the people." Only in a few

fixed expressions is the a plural of animates like the n:

"he went among the guests; he has gone on a

visit"; compare: "I see the guests."

Thus we have for each noun six singular forms and five

plural forms: ns (nominative singular), as, gs, ds, is, Is; np

(nominative plural), gp, dp, ip, Ip, the accusative plural (ap)

having the same form either as the np or as the gp.

Declensions. There are four types of noun inflection; we

call them declensions. Some nouns, however, do not change

their form for the various cases and numbers; these nouns are

indeclinable (inded). Thus, the N noun "overcoat"

is the same for all cases and both numbers.

In all four types of declension the dp, ip, and Ip have the

same endings: dp, [-am], ip [-amji], Ip [-ax]; when the endings

are stressed, the stress is on the [a]: "toward the

tables," "under the tables," "on the

tables." Only a very few nouns have a different ip ending.

Ordinarily a preposition before its object is unstressed, but

in some special expressions a noun stressed on the first syllable

loses its stress after a preposition, which receives the stress:

OH 3d [zd g"l»vu] "he held the

kitten by its head"; §31.

Certain combinations of prepositions plus noun, usually

with special meanings, are run together in writing: "top,

upper part," "on top, upstairs"; "hsuband,"

"married" (of a woman).

Class of Nouns. Nouns are given in the dictionary in the

ns form: "table." The gender and declension are shown

as follows by the shape of the ns form and the gender marks:

-a, -, with no gender sign: the noun is F, of declension 1:,
-a, -, with the sign M: the noun is M, of declension 1:,
M, M

-a, -, with the sign M, F: the noun is of declension 1 and is M
when it means a male, F when it means a female: M,
F "orphan"

-, with the sign N: the noun is N, of declension 4: N

-, -e, with no gender sign: the noun is N, of declension 3:,,
-, -, with the sign: the noun is M, of declension 3:

M "big house"

Hard consonant, except , , with no gender sign: the noun

is M, declension 2:

-, with no gender sign: the noun is M, declension 2:

_^ _^ _, -, with the sign : the noun is M, declension 2:

M, M
-, -, -, -, with the sign F: the noun is F, declension 4:

F, F

Soft consonant, with the sign M: the noun is M, declension 2:

M (except only M "road," which is M, declension

4)

Soft consonant, with the sign F: the noun is F, declension 4:

F

Nouns which occur only in plural form are given in the np

with indication of the gp and the sign P:,- P
"scissors."

Indeclinable nouns are marked inded, with a gender sign:

inded N.

In nouns of Declensions 2 and 4 the ns form has no ending

and therefore fails to show whether the stress in the remaining

forms is on the stem or on the endings. When the stress is on

the endings we therefore always show the gs ending with an

accent mark:

(all forms stress the stem: gs, np^, and so on);, -u (all forms stress the ending: gs, np, and

so on).

The ns form of these nouns also fails to show whether the

last vowel is an inserted vowel. When the last vowel is an

inserted vowel we therefore always show the form:
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(-) (the e is an inserted vowel: gs, ds,
and so on);

(-) (the e is an inserted vowel: gs, np, and
so on).

Two accent marks mean that the stress is in either place:

means that in all the forms the word is spoken with

either stress: ns or, np or, and so on.

Shifting Accent. Quite a few nouns are irregular in their

stress, which is in different places in different forms.

1. Some nouns shift their stress in the P forms; we indicate

this by showing the np with the sign P before it:

, P -: the S forms stress the stem, gs, and so on; the

P forms stress the endings, np, gp, dp&,
and so on;, P: the S forms stress the endings, as ^, gs, and so on; the P forms stress the stem, np, gp, dp, and so on.

2. Some noims stress the stem in the S forms and in the np,

but the endings in the other P forms; for these, we show the np
and gp with the sign P before them:

(P-,-: gs, is, np, but gp,
dp^, and so on).

3. Sometimes the gp has an irr^ular stress; then we give

the np, gp, and dp, with the sign P before them:

(P,,): the S forms stress the

endings, as, gs, and so on; the P forms stress

the stem, except for the gp, which stresses the inserted vowel.

4. Other, less common shifts of stress are indicated by

citation. For instance, some nouns in declension 1 which stress

the endings in the S forms stress the stem in the as:, a, P,,.
An irregular accentuation given in parentheses is optional:

(P -): the S forms stress the stem, gs, and so on;

the P forms are stressed either way, np or, gp
or, and so on.^ (P ;, -) F: the S forms and the np stress the

stem, gs and np^, but the remaining P forms stress

either way, gp^ or, dp^
or, and so on.

Irregular Forms. The dictionary indicates all irregular forms.

1. Some noims have a different stem in the P forms from
that of the S forms; we indicate this by showing the np, gp, and
dp with the sign P before them:, P, -, -: the S forms are regular, gs, ds 6pUT>', and so on; the P forms are made from a

stem [bratjy-] and the np has the irregular ending [-a]; the gp
is, dp, ip, Ip.
2. Special irregular forms are shown separately;, P -, -, ip F: the S forms are regular,

gs; the P has shifting stress, np, but gp, dp, Ip, and the ip has the

entirely irregular form, as given.

Irr^;ular forms between slanted lines are optional:& (/P -., -6b/): the P forms are either regular, np
("speeches"), gp, and so on, or else they stress the

endings and have the irregular np ending [-u], np
("designations of places"), gp, dp, and so

on.

§7. NOUNS WITH-
When nouns are compunded with- "half" they have

the endings of the gs in the ns and as form; in all other case

forms they have the usual endings, but- then optionally

appears as )'-. Thus, beside "dozen," as,
gs, is, there is "half dozen,"

as, gs or, is-
or, and so on.

In the nouns "noon" and "midnight,"- has another meaning, and the inflection, though irregular,

is different.

Nouns with the prefix in the form- do not have the

above peculiarity; thiis, "peninsula" inflects just

like "island."

§8. ABBREVUTED NOUNS

Abbreviations, such as (XCP (for ->' "Union of Soviet Socialist Republics")

are pronounced by the names of the letters, with stress on the

last: [es-es-es-er], and are indeclinable nouns. They are M
when the name of the last letter ends in a consonant; when the

name of the last letter ends in a vowel they have the gender of

the noun in the full expression: for instance, [verkar-pe],

for )' "All-Russian

Communist Party," feminine because is feminine.

§9. VARIATIONS OF SOUND AND SPELLING IN NOUNS

Throughout the declension of nouns the habits of §3 and §4

will apply; we do not mention them specially for each noim.

[sat], but gs [sdda]^ ['], but gs^ (kupka]

, np, but, np; np^ [-kji];

is with ending [-om]:,..,, but,,,
Note* especially the insertion of vowels when there is no

ending.

[--], gp [-b»k]
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[-Sk-], gp [-i'k]

^, -^
ova^,,

but, for instance,, ;, , because [d]

and [v] are not among the consonants before which a vowel is

inserted.

). DECLENSION OF NOUNS
First Declension. Nouns of the First Declension have the

following endings. Our example shows the stem [ydm-] "pit."
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[p61ja, sjerca], but Is , [f p61ji, f sjerci]: compare

ns, Is .
The nouns of this declension are N, except for some few

special types:, M "huge house," M "mean
little house," M "gray horse," "appren-

tice," and some family names, which are optionally indechn-

able:. The a forms are like the n:

"he met Shevchenko."

Special Features. On stems ending in [-iy] the Is ending is

written with : "knowledge," Is.
Stems ending in consonant plus [y] optionally have Is [-i].

In the gp these have the inserted vowel spelled when it is

unstressed:. Is or, gp.
Stems ending in a soft consonant other than [y] or [§c] have

the ending [-ey] in the gp:, gp. Note especially that

in this declension stems in [sc] do not take the ending [-ey] in

the gp:, gp.
Irregvlar Forms. Irregularities are indicated as in the other

declensions. In many nouns the P forms have different stress

from the S:, P;, P. When, in

addition, there is some irregularity in the gp, we give also the

dp form:, P,,.
Fourth Declension. Nouns of the Fourth Declension have

the following endings. Our example is the stem [kravdtj-]

"bedstead, bed."

Sn [-]

g [-i]

d [-i]

i [-]
I [-i]

Pn [-i]

g [-ey]

d [-am]

[-amji]

-ax]I [-ax]

The ns is written with the sign even after , , , , where
it is superfluous: "thing"; this distinguishes these nouns
in spelling from those of the second declension. All the stems

end in a soft consonant or in [§, i].

The nouns of this declension have the as like the ns. All are

F, except for a few irregularN words with ns in -: "name";

also, there is one M, "way, road"; it has is [-om]:,
Irregvlar Forms. Some of the ns forms lack an inserted

vowel:; these also insert no vowel in the is:

[ifznjyu]. Only a few insert [o] in the ns and is:, gdls, is.
Some nouns which do not stress the S endings have a second

locative form with stress on the ending [-f], used hke the second

locative forms of the second declension: "dirt," gdls, but "in the dirt, all covered with dirt." The

dictionary indicates this by giving the phrase between slant

lines: //.
Two nouns, [mdtj'rj-] "mother" and [d6c'rj-] "daughter,"

drop the last syllable in the ns:, gdls, is.
The few N nouns drop the last syllable and take the ending

[-a] in the ns: [fmjonj-] "name," ns, gdls; they have

is [-om]:, and a P stem with hard [n] and stress on the

endings: np, gp, dp; similarly the old-

fashioned word "child," gdls, is, no

P forms.

§11. ADJECTIVE DECLENSION

Long Forms. The ordinary or long form of adjectives has

the following endings. Our example is the stem [prjam-]

"straight."
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These are used, beside the long forms, as predicates: .
"she is beautiful," rather "she is a

beautiful person." The N form is used also as an adverb:

"well, nicely," and as an impersonal predicate:

"it's good; things are fine; (it's) all right"; "I feel

fine."

The short M form, having no ending, is subject to vowel

insertion: "short": "he's short";

"bitter":;^ "clever":; "visible":; "quiet":; but, with consonants that

take no inserted vowel, "dead":;
"decrepit":; "yellow":; "hard":.
Many adjectives whose stem ends in [n] preceded by an

unstressed vowel are spelled with except in the short M
form, which is spelled with : [bjiznrdfstvj'-

n'y] "immoral": sh M, F
[-stvj'na]. Other adjectives end in [nn] preceded by a stressed

vowel; these insert a vowel in the short M form:

[dljfnn'y] "long": sh M, F. However,

adjectives of both these kinds which are participles of verbs

(§24) have only one [n] in the short forms:

fisp6rc'n''y] "spoiled":,;
[p*raionn'y] "beaten":,.
There are many irregularities of accent in the sh forms; these

are shown in the dictionary by the sign sh and the endings;

many have optional shifts of accent; we place the indications

of these between slanted lines:, sh -: the sh forms are, ,,
/-, -6, -/: the sh forms are, or, or, or; the forms

with accent on the stem mean rather "great"; those with

accent on the endings rather "big", sh- /-U/: the sh forms are,,,
or, sh, -xd, ^, -: the sh forms are, cyxd, c^xo,

;^.
Occasionally the sh N form has a different stress in adverbial

and impersonal use; we mark this as adv., sh,-, -, -; adv; this means that the sh forms are,,,, and that means

"it is sick," but means "painfully" or "it hurts."

Short forms, with noun-like endings, in cases other than n
appear only in special phrases; thus, beside "first,"

there is (preposition with g N) "first of all."

Many adjectives have no sh forms; especially some whose

stems end in [nj], such as "upper" and those in [sk],

such as "Russian." The latter have adverbs with

ending [-i]: "in a friendly way," and often with no-

prefixed:- "in Russian." Other instances are more
isolated: "big" has no sh forms; those of

"great" are used instead; "little" has none; those

of are used instead.

Comparative Forms. Many adjectives have comparative (cp)

forms. The long cp form is made by adding [-jey§] with long

adjective endings: "beautiful":.
This form means "very beautiful." With- prefixed it has

superlative meaning: "the most beautiful."

In comparative meaning one uses the adverb 66 "more"
with the ordinary long form: "more beautiful."

In superlative meaning one uses "the same, the very"

with the ordinary long form:^ "the most

beautiful."

There is only one cp sh form for all three genders and the

plural; it has the ending [-jeya], written -: "she

is prettier." This form often has no- prefixed to it, meaning

"somewhat more" or "as much as possible" or forming an

adverb or used with nouns: "more quickly; rather

quickly; as quickly or as soon as possible";

"a prettier picture." Often the ending is shortened to [-ey]:.
The cp forms stress the same syllable as the ordinary form;

however, all adjectives that stress any ending in the ordinary

long or sh forms have the stress on the first syllable of the cp

ending:, sh - "pale" gives cp,.
Many adject ves have no cp forms.

There are many irregular cp forms. Most of these have

[-ay§] in the long forms and [-i], written -e in the short:

"bitter":, [g6rci]. A few differ entirely

from the ordinary forms:

"big":, adv [b61j'ya],

"bigger", "small":, adv,
"young":;

"bad":^,,:
"old":;
"good":^;

These six long forms have comparative meaning;

"a better apartment"; also, they, and not the

ordinary forms, combine with. in superlative meaning:^ "the best," also.
Irregular cp forms are given in full in the dictionary.

§12. IRREGULAR ADJECTIVES

Irregular adjectives include some types of special formations

and a small number of pronominal adjectives and pronouns.

In the dictionary we indicate their irregularities by numbers

which refer to the sections here following.

§13. SPECUL ADJECTIVES

Adjectives whose stem ends in consonant plus [y] have noun-
like forms in the nominatives and in the F accusative, and lack

8h forms. In the Mn the inserted vowel is written : stem

(trjetjy-l "third": n,,,, Fa. The other forms are regular: Mg, Fgdil

, Pgl, and so on. Most of these mean "ob-

tained from" a living being: "of fish," "of God,

divine."

Family mmes and place names whose stem ends in (-in, -ov]

have noun-Uke forms in the nominatives, the F accusative,
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and the M and Ng, d, and I.; thus, the family name
has Fn, a; Pn "the Petrov's";

Mg, d, I; the remaining f6rms are

regular, as. Mi "I

was talking with Citizen Petrov."

§14. PRONOMINAL ADJECTIVES AND PRONOUNS

The pronominal adjectives and pronouns have noun-like

forms in the nominatives, short or irregular forms in the F
accusative, and when they stress the M and Ng and d endings

they stress the last syllable: [kav6] "whose,"^
whom."

•to

§15. POSSESSIVE ADJECTIVES

The g forms of the personal pronouns (§21) are not used to

denote a possessor; instead, there are pronominal (possessive)

adjectives: "our," "your," and, with stress on the

endings, "my," "your" (famiUar singular, §21),

"one's own." This last differs in use from the pronoun, §21, in that a possessor of the first or second person who
is the same as the subject is often expressed by the ordinary

possessive adjective; thus, one always says

"he took his (own) hat," for

means "he took his (the other man's) hat"; but one says

indifferently or "I

took my hat."

The possessive adjective "whose" is used alongside the

g of "who." The stem is (cy-) and the M has an inserted

vowel:,,, Fa, etc.

these words have [e] instead of [o] in the Fgdil.

Mn
g

d ^
i ^
I

Nn
Fn )
, d, I

t ,^ ,
, I

d

In the expression-6 "in my opinion,"-,-6 the stress is on the stem.

§16. , CAM,

The pronominal adjective [odn-] "one" inserts [ji] in the M
nominative, and [vsj-] "all" inserts [je].

Instead of [i] in the endings, [odn-] and "he himself"

have [ji] and [vsj-] has [e] also for [o] in the FgdU.

All three stress the endings, except in the Pn. This

word has also an irregular Fa form with ending [-].
Mn
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rubles"; it is like the g when the noim is animate: -5 ? "did you meet those

four pretty yoimg ladies?" However, when the numbers 2, 3,

4 are at the end of a longer number, the a is even with animates

like the n: "we saw 22

boys"; only a pronominal adjective before the number has the

a like the g: ^ "we

saw your 22 pupils."

The numbers "5," "6," ceso, "7," "8,"

"9," "10," "20," "30"

inflect S nouns of the fourth declension, with stress on the

endings; the e in is an inserted vowel: g, d, I,,; ,,. In multi-

plication there are also forms stressed on the stem: "5

times," (with inserted vowel) "8 times."

The numbers "11," "12,"-
"13," "14," "15,"-
[sisnatc'tj] "16," "17," "18,"

"19" have the same inflection, but stress the

stem: g, d, I,.
The numbers "50," [§*zdjisjdt] "60,"

"70," "80" inflect both parts, with

stress on the ending of the first part, but with hard final [t] in

the n forms: g, d, I,.
The numbers "40," "90," "100" have

the ending [-a] in all forms except the n, stressed in and:,, . In noun-Uke use has also

P forms of the third declension: n, g cor, d, i^,
Zcrax.

The numbers from 200 to 900 contain, inflected as a

third declension noun; the stress is on the preceding number

only when is in 5 form. In writing, the two words are

usually nm together. In the n "200" both parts are

irregular in shape. Thus we have n,,,,,,;,; d,;,-; I,.
In expressions with the numbers from 5 to 900, nouns and

adjectives are in gp form; only a pronominal adjective before

the number is np:5 "these five big

tables." In the other case forms all the words are in the same

case: g 5 "from these five big

tables"; I "on these five big

tables." The a of these expressions is Uke the n even with ani-

mates: "I saw five young women"; only

a pronominal adjective before the number has a Uke g with ani-

mates: § "we met those five

yoimg women."

Compound numbers inflect each part: n -
"468 rubles," t) "with 468 rubles."

The number "1,000" is inflected like a F noun of

declension one, except that the is is optionally.
Nouns and adjectives that go with it are gp; less commonly,
when is d, i, or I, they are in the same case:

"1,000 rubles"; t ()
Gess often) "with 1,000 rubles";

"2,000 rubles"; "5,000 rubles."

ffigher units, like "milUon," "thousand

milhons" (American "billion"), "million millions"

(British '1") are treated as M nouns:

"a milUon rubles," "with 5

milUon rubles."

A number after its notm is approximate: "about

two years."

Ordinal numbers, such as "first," "second,"

"fourth," "fifth," "sixth,"-
"fortieth," "fiftieth," are regular adjectives;

only '4hird" goes by §13. In compound numbers only

the last part is ordinal: ^
"in the year 1945."

There are coUedioe numbers from 2 to 10:,,,,,,,,. The
forms are likeN nouns; the other cases have P adjective endings,

stressed. In n and a expressions accompanying words are in gp
form; in the other cases they concord: "two

brothers," g , d . The a of ani-

mates is Uke the g: "he met two

comrades." There are a few special expressions such as

"three of them together." The coUective numbers are used very

largely with animate mascuUnes: "four sons,"

beside . They are used with names of things that

occur in pairs, meaning "so many pairs":

"monkeys have two pairs of hands." They are used with

noims that are P only: "three watches or clocks";

from 5 on, however, the ordinary numbers are here also used:

"5 pairs of scissors" beside ;
in forms other than n (and a) the ordinary mmibers are here

more usual: "with three watches."

Fractions are "half," "third,"

"quarter," F nouns: § "three fourths

of these people." The other fractions are the F forms of the

ordinals (sometimes with F "part" added):

"one fifth of a kilometer"; after 2 and higher

numbers these are in gp form '
fifths of a kilometer." One often hears such expressions as

"two with a half (that is, two and

one half) kilometers."

The number "one and a half," F, in the

n (and a) form combines with a noim in gs form:

"one and a half rubles," "one and

one half weeks." In the other cases it is:
"with one and a half rubles"; ;^^

"about one and a half thousand, about 1,500."

The niunber "150" has in the cases other than

n (and o) optionally the form; nouns are in the

gp form: "150 rubles,"

(or) "with 150 rubles."

For numbers after no, see §31.

§23. COMPOUNDS OF QUESTION WORDS
The interrogative pronoxuis , (§20), interrogative

adjectives, such as "which," "what kind,

which," and other question words, such as "where,"

"whereto," "wherefrom," "when," "how,"

*ow much, how many," are compoimded with

various other words.

With before them they make n^atives; the words are nm
together in writing imless a preposition comes between:
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"nobody," [nji §t6] "nothing" (usually in g form,

[nji civ6]), "with nobody," "never,"

and so on. Verbs take the negative: ^
"I've never told anyone anything

about this."

With stressed there are two meanings. Some combinations

have an indefinite meaning: "a few,"

"some or another." Others are predicative, meaning "there

is no": "there's no one to send,"

"there's no one to have a talk with,"

"there's no time for reading."

With or, written with a hyphen, the words mean

"one and another,"- "a few acquaintances

here and there."

Followed by , written with a hyphen, they mean "some,"
implying that there is some notice or identification:-
"somebody" (identified, heard, or otherwise noticed),-
"at a certain time, at some time" (which I can somehow
identify).

Followed by, written with a hyphen, they mean
"any" or "some," implying that there is no identification:- "anybody, anybody at all,"- "in

some way or other, in any way." In writing and in bookish

speech is sometimes used instead:-.
J24. VERBS

Verbs are cited in the dictionary in infinitive {inf) form:

"to read." The forms are made from two stems, a

present stem {pr stem) and an infinitive stem (inf stem). Some of

the forms are lacking and some differ in meaning, according to

whether the verb is durative (dur) or punctiLal (pet); see §30.

In giving the forms of a verb we often supply a lacking form

by taking it from a compound.

Verbs have the following forms:

1. The following forms are made from the present stem.

The present tense (pr) has forms for actors of the first,

second, and third persons, singvlar and plural'. S\ "I

am reading," PI "we are reading," P2,
"you are reading," »S3 "he (she, it) is reading," P3

"they are reading." The <S2 form is used where one

uses the famihar singular , §21, () "you (as,

one child) are reading." In dur verbs the pr means action

now going on; in a few also future action:. ?
"where are you (now) going? where are you bound for?"

but also: ? "where are you

going (to go) this evening?" In pd verbs the pr means future

action: 5 "I'll read this book (through)."

The imperative iimd) gives a command to a second person

actor: S2 "read," P2, pet verbs and a few dur

verbs use the PI form, (with - added as in the imperative)

for commands: (or) "let's do that,"() "let's be on our way, let's go."

The present active participle (prap) is an adjective:

"(one who is) reading." It is made from dur verbs only, and

is used almost only in writing and bookish speech.

The present gerund (prger) is an adverb. In dur verbs it

means "while doing so and so": "while reading"; in

pet verbs it means "having done so and so" (the same as the

past gerund): "having read (through) the

letter." The pet present gerund is used chiefly in writing and

bookish speech.

The present passive participle (prpp) is an adjective; it is

made only from dur verbs that have an a object:

"a book that is being read." It is used chiefly in writing.

2. The following forms are made from the infinitive stem.

The infinitive {inf): "to read."

The past tense (p) has forms for M, F, N, and P actors,

without distinction of person:

M: "I was reading" (man or boy speaking),& "you were reading" (familiar, to one male),

"he was reading," and so for all M nouns: ^
" table was standing in the comer";

F: "I was reading" (woman or girl speaking),

"you were reading" (familiar, to one female),

"she was reading," "the cup

was standing on the table";

'^: "it was reading," ^
"the armchair was standing in a corner";

P: "we were reading," "you were

reading" (said to one or more persons), "they

were reading," "the pupils were reading."

The past active participle {pap) is an adjective:

"one who has been reading," "one who has

read (through)." It is used chiefly in writing.

The past gerund {pger) is an adverb: "after reading,"

"having read (through)."

The past passive participle {ppp) is an adjective; it is made

only from verbs that take an a object:

"a book that has been read through." This participle is used

in ordinary speech.

Reflexive Forms. To the complete verb forms there is added,

in various meanings, a reflexive {reft) suffix. It has the follow-

ing shapes:

After vowels, except in participles, [-s], written : "I

wash," [m6yus] "I wash myself." Occasionally,

especially after [i], the suffix is pronounced [-sj], in accordance

with the spelling.

After [t, tj] the suffix is [-ca], written ; before it [tj] of the

infinitive is replaced by [t], but spelled : "he washes,"

[m6y'tca] "he washes himself"; "to wash,"

[mftca] "to wash oneself."

After other consonants, and after all participle forms, the

suffix is [-sa], written : "we wash," [m6y'msa]

"we wash ourselves," "he washed," "he washed

himself."

The meaning of the refl form is various: action upon oneself

(as above); action of several actors upon one another:

"we often see each other"; undergoing of an

action: "the book is being read." Some verbs

occur only in refl forms: "to be afraid,"

"to laugh."

Preverbs. Verbs occur frequently in composition with

preverbs, prefixes some of which are like prepositions in form:

"to write," "to sign" (preposition

"under"), "to copy out" (there is no independent

word corresponding to this preverb).
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§25. REGULAR VERBS

There are four classes of regular verbs. All have a vowel

before the inf ending -. Class One, by far the largest, includes

all regular verbs whose inf does not end in- (-),-, or -. Class Two contains those in) (-),
Class Three those in-, and Class Four those in-.

Class One. The fr stem is formed by adding [y] to the inf

stem: "to read," /stem [citd-], jrr stem [cituy-].

The pr has the following endings:

(SI [-u]

2 [-jo§]

3 [-jot] «
PI [-jom]

2 l-jotji]

3 [-ut]

The (S2 ending is written with . The full form? of the

endings do not appear here or in Class Two, since the endings

are unstressed (and come after [y]); they appear in Class Three.

The imv 52 is merely the stem:; the P2 adds [-tji]:.
The frap is formed with [-u§c]:.
The -prger has the ending [-a]:.
The '][> is formed with [-jom]:.
The remaining forms are made from the inf stem.

The inf has the ending [-tj]:.
The p adds [-1] and then F [-a], N [-o], F [-ji]:,,,. Note that the P ending differs from n-p

[-i] of nouns and sh P [-i] of adjectives.

The pap is formed with [-f§]:.
The pger ends in [-fsi] or, when the refl suffix is not present,

in [-f]:,.
The ppp is formed with [-n] but the long forms are spelled

with hh:, sh,.
The stress is on the stem and stays on the same syllable in

all forms: "to do,"; "to get white,"; "to know,". Only verbs in stressed-
draw back the stress to the preceding syllable in the ppp:,; this happens even in one-syllable verbs

that have a preverb with a vowel in it: "to recognize":; some of these have stress on the sh F ending:^,, 5^,^ (which is then indicated in the

dictionary).

The dictionary makes no comment on regular verbs of Class

One, except for a few that end in-,- as though they

belonged to Class Two: "to exchange greetings,"

where the pr Si and S3 are given:, -,-; also, there are a few in [-utj] which do not retract the

stress in the ppp: "to sculpt,".
Class Two. The inf stem ends in [ova]; in the pr stem this is

replaced by [uy]: "to gladden," inf stem [rddova-],

pr stem [ruduy-]. Otherwise the inflection is exactly as in Class

One: pr,, imv, prap, p,, ppp.
After soft consonants and , , the spelling goes by the

usual rules: "to stay overnight."

Verbs in stressed [ovdtj] stress the [uy] in the pr stem and
draw back the stress in the ppp:^; "to

educate":,,,,-, but "educated."

Class Three. The /stem ends in [nu]; the pr stem drops

the [u], ending in [n]: "to throw," inf stem [kjinu-],

pr stem [kjfn-]: pr,,,,,;
note that the four endings which we write with [j] make the [n]

soft: [kjinu, kjinj't].

The imv adds [-jj:,. If there is a consonant

before the [n], the imv adds [-ji]: "to pull,",.
P,, -, -.

The ppp is formed with [-t]:.
Verbs whose inf stem has stressed [nu] stress the endings in

the pr stem, take [-jl] in the imx, and draw back the stress in

the ppp: "to bring back," ^,,,,, (here we see the full forms of the pr

endings [vjirnu, vjirnj6t]);,;, ^';
"turned." The dictionary tells whether unstressed

e of the stem appears in the ppp as or as .
A few verbs of Class Three in stressed [nu] draw back the

stress also in the five pr forms other than SI, and in the prap:

"to pull," ^,,,,,;;; ;^,;. The

dictionary shows this by giving the pr *S1 and 53:,
^,.

Class Four. The inf stem ends in [i], before which there is

always a soft consonant or , ; the pr stem drops this [i], but

most of its endings contain the vowel [i]: "to measure."

in/ stem [mjerji-], pr stem [mjerj-].

The pr has the following endings^

51 [-u]

2 [-i§l

3 [-it]

PI [-im]

2 [-itji]

3 [-ut, -at]

The P3 ending is spelled- (-at), but is usually pronounced

[-], as [mjerj] rather than [mjerj ].

The imv has no ending after a single consonant, but [-i] after

a cluster: ,, but "to clean," ,.
The prap is formed with [-a§c]:.
The prger has [-a]:.
The prpp is formed with [-im]:.
The p forms and pap and pger are made as in the other

classes:,, -, -;, or.
The ppp drops [i] and adds [-], spelled in the long forms

with hh:,,.
Verbs whose inf stem has stressed [i] have either fixed or

shifting stress.

Those with fixed stress stress the endings in the forms from

the pr stem and in the sh forms of the ppp; in the irrw they have

[-f]: "to make cheerful":,,,,,; the ending is pronounced [-&],

as spelled: [vj'sjiljut];,;,,;,, -, -;,-
or;, sh,-, -, -.

Those with shifting stress draw back the stress in the five

pr forms other than 51 and in the ppp: "to praise":,,,, !1, [xvdlj );
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The dictionary indicates sMfting stress by giving the -pr S\
and 53:,,.
When verbs in [ftj] are compounded with the stressed preverb

BU-, they keep the ending [-i] in the imo: "to smoke,"), K^HT, im»; "to smoke up," imo.
Before the pr <S1 ending [-u] and in the -py^ the final conso-

nant of the stem is replaced as follows:

[bj, fj, mj, pj, vj] add [ij]: "to love,",,
:^, 1£>,,;;;-

[dj, zj] are replaced by [2]: * spare,"^,,; "to strike down," ^,,

[sj] is replaced by [§]: "to throw,",,
[stj] is replaced by [§c]: "to clean,",,
[tj] is replaced by [£]: "to spend,",,
[zdj] is replaced by [ij]: "to ride,",, -

"worn out by riding."

A few verbs are irregular in replacing [tj] by [§c]:

"to visit," ^,,. A few replace

[dj] by [idj] in the p-p-p: "to reward,",,; also, with [zdj],' nail on,",,.
These forms are shown in the dictionary.

§26. IRREGULAR VERBS

Most irregular verbs are pecuHar only in that the inj stem
and the pr stem do not match. Thus,. "to hold" has
the pr forms as of Class Four: 5^,; the dictionary,

by showing these forms, teUs the whole story: imo, p, ppp. Similarly,^ "to scent"

has the pr stem [cuy-]: ^, ^; this indication suffices: imo, p ^,^.

All other irregularities are cited in the dictionary and require

no comment here; we name some of the more frequent ones in

§§27, 28, 29. When the dictionary cites irregular forms

between slanted lines, this means that the regular forms are

also used.

§27. IRREGULAR PRESENT

A few verbs have a pr stem ending in consonant plus [y];

these insert a vowel in the imo form: "to drink,",; the imo is,.
Some irregular verbs have the pr like Classes One, Two, and

Three, but the pr stem ends in a consonant other than [n, j]:

HBC^ "I carry,",,,, ^, imo,. those whose pr stem ends in [g] and nearly all

whose pr stem ends in [k] replace these consonants by [i] and
[c] respectively before the endings that we write with [j]:^
"I can,",,,,, imo

*1";^ "I bake,",,,,^;.
The verbs "to give," ),;- (used

chiefly in compounds) "to know," -, -;-
(used chiefly in compounds) "to stand," -, -, form
the inw and prger as if they were regular verbs:,,.

Only four verbs are entirely irregular in the present forms:

"to run": ^,,,,,
^, imo

"to give":,,,,,^, ina

"to eat":,,,,,, im»

"to want";^,,,,,,
imo

§28. IRREGULAR AND PAST

Some verbs whose inj stem has only one syllable (not

coimting preverbs) have shifting stress in the p forms. Some
stress only the F ending: "to live,"^,, p,,,. Mostly such verbs draw the stress back
to a preverb in the other p forms:}1 "to occupy,"^,, p^, .11,,, and they similarly

stress the ppp forms: "occupied," sh ^,, ^,,,. In the p rejl forms they often stress the last

syllable throughout, but in this there is much variation:

"occupied himself,",,.
A few draw the stress back to a preceding "not": '
be," ^, ^, p,,,, but

[nje]' was not," [nj' bild], , .
Some few verbs stress all the p endings: "he led,",,.
Some irregular verbs make the ppp with [-t]: "to

occupy,"; "to blow" (otherwise regular: ^,

^, , , ^), "puffed up"; "to

shave,",,; "to sing," ),
{imo), "(one that has been) sung."

Some irregular verbs have the inj stem ending in a consonant.

This consonant combines in various ways with the inj ending

[-tj], which here sometimes has a stressed form [-tjf]. In the

p forms, final [d, t] drop before the [-1]; after other consonants

the [-1] drops in the M form. After [r] the inj ends in [-etj].

The ppp, when not formed with [-t], is made with [-jonnj,

before which [g, k] are replaced by [4, c]. The following are

typical instances:

stem [vjod-] "to lead," ^,, p, &,,,
stem [strjig-] "to shear,"^,, ivn»,,,, -,
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stem [ig-] "to bum,", [ijot], imv, p,,,,
stem [pjok-] ' bake," ^,, ,^,,
stem [tjor-] " to rub," ^,, imv, ,,,,
stem [njos-] '," ^,, imv, ,,,,

stem [vjoz] [vjistjl] "to cart," ^,, ,,,,
The stem [id-] has p forms from a stem [§d-]: or

[itjf] '%o be going," ^,, imv, p,,,,
pap. After preverbs the stem is [yd-]: "to go
in," ^,, imv, p, Bonuid,,, pap.
Some verbs in- go by Class Three but drop [nu] in the

p forms, ' be extinguished,",, p,,,.
>29. SPECIAL IRREGULAR FORMS

Irregularities of more special kinds are mentioned in the

dictionary. For instance, ' stand,",
optionally draws back the stress in the prger; "to

be riding,",, and all its compounds lack an imv form;

this is supplied from- (used in comix»und3 only):

"drive"; ' depart,",, but imv. When the dictionary cites irregular forms between

slanted lines, this means that the r^ular forms are also used.

§30. DURATIVE AND PUNCTUAL ASPECT

Russian verbs are divided into dtirative (.dur, or imperfective)

and punctual {pet, or perfective); each verb has one or the other

of these two aspects.

Dur verbs are more general in their meaning, which is two-

fold: actiud and iterative (iter).

The actual durative means an action which covers a stretch

of time dining which other things may happen: ^. "I was writing a letter" (as, "when someone knocked

at the door" ) . It means also actions which cover an appreciable

stretch of time: "he lived in Moscow,"? "how did you sleep?"

The iterative durative means a repeated, habitual, or general

action or a complex action (moving in more than one direction,

back and forth, or the like): ^ "I often wrote,"^? "have you ever written to him?"' writes well."

Most dwr verbs are used in both actual and iterative meaning?,

but some verbs of motion have by their side a special iterative

verb. Thus, "to be going" is used only in actual meaning:? "where are you going?" ^ "I'm

going to the theater"; the iter is, as ^
"I walked along the streets" (in more than one direction);^ "I often go to the theater." The dictionary,

for a verb Uke, adds between slanted lines/ iter:/;
a verb like is described as iter of.
The pr of durative verbs is the only verb form that states an

action in present time. A future action of a dur verb is expessed

by a combination of & pet present, usu-'Uy ^, ^, with

the dur inf: 6fjiy "I shall be writing; I shall write

(repeatedly)." A few dur verbs also have future meaning in

the pr form: '4his evening

we're going to the theater."

Punctual verbs are more specialized in meaning. They
denote a simple action which comes to an end, without regard

to any time covered or any repetition: "I

wrote (or have written) a letter"; ^? "have

you written to him (now)?" "he went to the

theater." The pr forms of fct verbs mean a simple future action:

ettf^ "I'll write to h'm," ^' "I'll

write a letter."

Nearly all simple verbs are dur: ' write,"' sleep." Compoimds of a simple verb with a preverb are

pet: ' sign," "to prescribe,"' copy out."

Some few simple verbs are pet; for instance, "to give,"

"to throw," and a number in- meaning a single

stroke of action: ' give a knock." These, like all

other pet verbs, are marked pet in the dictionary; any verb not

marked as pet in the dictionary is dur.

In most, but not all instances, there are pairs of verbs, one

dur and one pet, which differ only in aspect, and otherwise have

quite the same meaning. Among the compoimds of a simple

dur verb there is often such a pet verb; most usually it is fonoed

with the preverb no-, as ' lose" pet noTspjiTb. If a

simple dur verb has no such pet verb by its side, or if this pel

verb is made with no-, the dictionary makes no comment:

"to sleep" ( no corresponding pet); ' think"

(a pet is made with no-). Under the pet verb rrference is made
to the dur: (pet of^).
Many simple dur verbs have an exactly corresponding pet

compound with some preverb other than no-; for these pairs

the dictionary makes cross-reference: "to write" (pet:

-); ' do, to make" {pet: c-) and; pet of;; pet of. Some simple dur verbs have

a corres|nding simple pet verb: "to give" {pet:);
"to knock" {pet:). Here, too, the dictionary

gives cross-references.

Most pet compounds of simple verbs differ in meaning,

beyond the mere difference of aspect, from the simple dur verb;

as "to sign" differs from "to write."

Almost always there is then a compound durative verb, which

consists of a longer stem (the compounding durative stem) with

the same preverb. Thus, the comjwunding durative stem of

is-, used in forming ' sign,"

dur of. Thus, one says "I'll

sign the letter," but "I sign (or am
signing) the letters." Similarly, compound duratives-' prescribe," "to copy out," and so on.

Most compounding duratives are regular verbs, made from

the inf stem of the simple verb with suffixes [-vd, -}A, -u, -iva],

pet *4o smash," dur; pet "to

measure out," dur. There are only a few irregular

compounding duratives, as ,- (same as the

iterative): pet ' go in," dur.
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In some instances the pairing of dur and pet verbs is quite

odd: dur "to speak, to say," pet; dur

"to catch," pet; dur "to buy," pet;
dur "to take," pet; dur "to put," pet-.
The preverb- is stressed in pet verbs, but not in compound

duratives: "to take out" pet, but dur.
In addition to compound duratives, some other verbs that

contain preverbs are durative: "to hope." Com-
pounds with and are not pet: "to disturb,"

pet; "to hate," compare the pet

compound verb " to conceive a hatred of."

A few verbs are both dur and pet: "to get married"

(of a man), "to telegraph."

§31. PREPOSITIONS

Most prepositions have their object in the g case:

"near the house"; for these the dictionary gives no com-

ment. The commonest are,, , , , , -, -.
Irregularly, some take their objects in other cases; the diction-

ary tells with which case they are used. With a:,,; with d: ,; with :, ; with I.
few take different cases in different meanings: with a and :

8a,,; with a and I: , , (); with , , and : ;
with , d, and l: .
The meanings differ very much from the meanings of EngUsh

prepositions; this appears plainly in the dictionary, and we

give here only a few general comments.

The chief difference between the use of , , , with

and I (, ) or (,) appears in expressions of place.

With an a object the expression answers the question

"whereto": "he went into the room,"

OH "he sat down on the bed,"

"he went abroad," "he

threw the book under the table." With the other cases the

expression answers the question "where, in what place":

OH "he was in the room,"* was sitting on the bed," "he was

living abroad," 6 "the book was

lying under the table."

With most places, with a means "into," with I "in," and

(with g) "from (the inside of), out of":

"we went to the theater," "we were in the

theater," "we came back from the

theater." But certain nouns instead use with a and I and

with g: "we went to the railway «tation,", ^^ ; similarly

"concert," "market," "meeting."

With persons one uses (with d), (with ^), (with g^):

"to the Ilyins'," "at the Ilyins',"

"from the Ilyins'."

In meanings like "so much apiece, so many each," no is

used with numbers as follows. is d and the noun in

concord: OH "he gave them one

ruble each"; , , are a with gs noun: no, "two kopeks each,", "four apples each." ,, are

with noun: . The remaining numbers

are d with gp (occasionally dp) noun: no "five

rubles each"; no , 6 . But the

hundreds from 500 on have the second part in gp form: no. With a no "one and a half

rubles each," no "150 rubles each."

The collective numbers also are a with gp noun, even for ani-

mates: 6 "two pairs of scissors each," 6
"three sleighs in each place or group."

Before vowels, is replaced by : ? "about what?"

"about the army"; before [y] occasionally, especially

before possessive: "about their affair," beside

(but, of course, always "about them," §18).

Before other consonants is used in some special expressions:

[6p stj'nu] "against the wall." A still longer form

is used in "about me," , and occasion-

ally before other forms of (§16).

The prepositions, , , ,,, have longer forms

with - added. These are used before the forms ,(, §21) and forms of that begin with - (§16) and

before p, plus consonant: "without all," ^
"in the mouth," "to me," "over the fore-

head." Some are used also before other clusters, either always

or optionally. Thus, is used before [v] and [f]:6-
"on time," "in France"; also in some others:

"into what," "in the court," "in one's

sleep." Similarly ^ "toward the yard," ^
"toward sleep." Before [s, z] is always used in some combi-

nations: CO "from the table," end "out of one's sleep,"

CO "with a star (medal)," and optionally in others:

CO "with tears"; before [Sc] always:

"with good fortune."

less commonly has: , "from all."

Of the longer prepositions, takes in

"before me" and occasionally before forms of:, .
The prepositions, , , , , take the stress before

some nouns, which then lose their stress: 6 "tOAvard the

ground," a& "outside of town" (whereto), 3d.

"outside of town" (where), "out from woods,"

"onto the floor," 6 "along the yard; across the

yard," "downhill." Similarly, one-syllable numbers

after , , : "for three rubles."

Other one-syllable prepositions take the stress in fewer

instances: "without sense," 66 "against the

floor," 6t "from birth."
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a but. He , a^. I don't want to get up,

but I have to. — ^, a oni. I'll come, but she

won't. • and. Oh^, a . He ran, and I ran

after him. 'while. , a ^. I went for walk, while he continued working.

a TO or. , a . Let's hurry

or we'll be late." ?" " ?"
"Do you want to go to the theater?" "Did you get the

tickets?"

lampshade. 4 ,,. Please give me a green lampshade.

apricot.

vanguard.

advance. . I re-

ceived an advance on my salary.

in advance.

u6 . The kolkhoznika

received two kilograms of grain per workday in advance.

August.

aviation.

maybe., . Let's try; maybe
it'll work out. , .
We should have reserved rooms and not taken a chance.

•*"", "", "^-". "Maj'be's" don't pay off. •*. Don't count on luck.

bus. ^ . The best

way to get there is by bus. — ?
Which bus goes there?

machine. .
I'll get you pack of cigarettes from the cigarette machine. —
Oh , a -! He's more like a

machine than a human being.

automatic. Bdnia -? Does your typewriter have an auto-

matic ribbon-reverse? .
They put in dial phone at oiu* place recently.

(/) automobile, car.. My car is out of order. —? Do you know how to drive (a car)?

truck.

autonomy.

autonomous.

Q , autonomous republic.

&BTop author. 5? Who's the author of

this book?

agent.

647037 - 46 - 16

. turned out to be secret agent of a

foreign government.

police inspector, plain-clothes

man. 9 .
The poUce inspector took charge of this affair.

agency. — -. He's the representative of

an American news agency.

agitator.

drive. . The war bond drive

was very successful.

to campaign.. We are campaigning

for a reduction of absenteeism in the factories. —. We campaigned for the

party candidate.

to campaign. . campaigned

without let-up for the increase of labor productivity. • to

propagandize. 3a ^ .
This idea needs plenty of propagandizing.

aggression.

aggressor.

scientific farmer.§. You ought to consult a scientific farmer

about this.

(/ ^/) hell.* .
The road to hell is paved with good intentions.

lawyer.

management. -. Our factory management is

inefficient. • administrative office. -. The administrative of-

fice of the plant is in a special building.& (/P -A, -6b/) address. 9- ,. It's somewhere in the center of town,

but I don't remember the exact address. — 9 -. This is my temporary address.—. Take down my address. — .
The address isn't clear. —,,. Please send the package to this address.

— . Write to him

at his home address.

Q . You're

barking up the wrong tree. • , ^
5 . I knew immediately who your

remark was aimed at.& alphabet. ^^^ ? Do
you know the Russian alphabet by heart? • ABC's.
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. doesn't even

know the ABC's of engineering.

Braille.

Morse code.

academy.^ academy of sciences.

academy of arts.

acrobat.

act. . The first act has already

started.

indictment. -? Have you read the indictment in the case?

actor. §^? How many
actors are there in this company?

active members. (or-) . Our active

party members are of great help to the factory management,

•credit.^ . Your work for social agencies

is very much to your credit. • assets. .
Assets and liabilities.

active member of an organization.

actress. . She wants to

become an actress.

accurate. ^-. They're famous for their accurate work. • on time.. We're counting on our orders being filled on time.& regularly. -. Lately the mail hasn't been coming in

regularly.

accent. - -. speaks Russian with thick English

accent.

() alcohol.

path. ^ .
There's monument at the end of the main path in the park.

alphabet. ;^?
Have you learned the Russian alphabet yet?

no to alphabetize.. Alphabetize these books by
author,

alumimun.& bam. &. The

threshed grain is in the bam already.

clinic. . The

clinic is open mornings.

America.

f-) American. —? Are you an

American?& American (F). . He's

married to an American.

American, ^1 -&. This concerns American citizens only. —?
Where's the nearest American Red Cross station?

amnesty.& amputation.

angel.

English.

Q & safety pin.? Do you have a safety pin?

Epsom salts.- English. ) -.
I only speak English.() English (language). ^() . I take English

lessons twice a week.

(P, -, -) Englishman.? Are you ah English-

man or an American?

Englishwoman. He ,? She looks hke an Englishwoman, doesn't

she?

England.

story. .
told us good story. — ?! Don't tell me! It sounds like a story.

Co . I

got into an embarrassing situation yesterday.

questionnaire. . You
have to fill out a questionnaire. • poll. ,.
The poll showed that radio listeners prefer light music.

antiseptic.

anti-Fascist.

intermission. ^ -. The intermission is after the second act.

anapUT apparatus. ?
Do you know how to use this apparatus? • phone.. The director's secretary is

on the phone. • device. — . This is

a complicated device. • machinery. -? How does the Soviet

administrative machinery work?

camera.. I brought my
camera from America.

orange.

appendicitis.

appetite. . lost his appetite.! Eat hearty! • V! Don't be so greedy.

to applaud.. We kept applauding for a long

time after the performance.

(M) April.

drugstore. ;^ ,. Russian drugstores don't serve food and

drinks.

(/P-,-/) druggist.

first-aid kit.^ watermelon.

ring. Ha () . They led the

elephants into the ring.

arrest. . was placed under

arrest.

to attach.. His property was attached by the court.

apecTOB&Tb {pel of; the pr forms are both pd

and dur) to arrest.

(/pet:&/).
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arithmetic.

army.

Red Army.

(F) artel (association of owner-producers).

artillery. . was in

the artillery.

*0 . used his

in the hole.

artist. ^. You can sense he's a great artist when he performs.

G people's artist;

honorary artist. (Official honorary titles given to out-

standing singers, actors, ballet dancers, and musicians).. Your tailor is a real

master of his trade.

actress. . ^. She was famous dramatic actress.

archives. 9 -. These documents are kept in

the archives of the C!ommissariat of Foreign Affairs. • records.^ , ^. I

can't find trace of this transaction in our records.9 nopd . It's

high time to forg^ those old methods.

architect.

igp) arshin {See Appendix 2).* . You can't judge

everyone by the same yardstick. •*. He's sitting as straight as a ramrod.

selection. §. This store has large selection of goods.

aspirin.

asphalt.& attack.

diploma. §, -. You'll have

to show your school diploma to get that job.

athletics. ^.
I used to take part in lots of athletics. • exercise.. The doc-

tor ordered me not to take part in any heavy exercises..
made good showing in the track meet.

atmosphere. &. It's hard to breathe in this moist atmosphere. —. There's

pleasant atmosphere about their house.

audience. -. The audience broke into applause. • auditoriiun.. There are five hundred

seats in this auditorium.§ out. Oh ,^. lost the srt, six-

three, when he hit the last ball out. • miss.

dyTOM. The last shot was a miss.

poster. ?
Where is the poster about today's performance?

airfield. . The

plane landed on the airfield.& airplane.

& butterfly.& grandmother. .
My grandmother lives in Leningrad.

*9to . That remains to be

seen.

{-a M) baggage, ^? Is this ba^age
yours? — ^ . Your
baggage will be inspected at the border.& handbags. ^. I'll take my handbags along with me on the train.& to check through.,^,^^ ^. Porter, please

check my trunk through to Moscow.

baggage. -, ^. Give the baggage check

to the porter; he'll bring your baggage. — §. There's baggage car on this train. —^ . You
can get your trunk at the baggage room.& base. ^. She worked

at an air base. • shelter. &
&. There's shelter for hikers two kilo-

meters from here.

market. .
You can buy fresh v^etables at the;. —

? Where's the kolkhoz market? —-. The market isn't open today.& market. —
MocTd. The market square is on the other ade of the bridge.& canoe.

tank.? How many liters of gas does the tank of yoiu*

truck hold? 'cask.. There's large cask filled with drinking

water in the dining room.. & grocery (store). &. My father had

small grocery (store).& groceries. ^. They have large stock of groceries.

(gp^) eggplant.

(P -/ ^/) ball. -. I've been invited to a ball at the embassy.

Q-& masquerade. ^--. There's going to be a masquerade tomorrow ni^t.

ballerina.

ballet.& beam. .
The roof was supported by two thick beams.

balcony. . Our
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balcony faces the square. —. Give me two tickets in the first

balcony.

to run (for election)., . He's

run for chairman three times now, but with no success.

vote. Bdme ^. Your proposition will be put to a vote.

(/P -, -/) bandage.

(F) maiUng wrapper.5. Put maiUng wrapper on the newspapers.

third-class mail. 5. Send these books by thirdnilass mail.

bank.

can. He () .
Don't throw your empty tin cans away. • jar.. Give me a jar of jam.

steam baths. ^ . I go

to the steam baths every Saturday. — ,. Open the windows; it's like a steam bath

in here.

6& pubUc baths. . The public

baths are around the comer.

*Hy ^^! They really made it hot for

him!

barracks. ^ . The
workers are temporarily living in barracks.

ram.

(§13) lamb. . Give

me a lamb chop.

Oh , ^. For the winter he

bought a sheepskin coat.

lamb. .
We have roast lamb (on the menu) today.

sheepskin. -. I advise you to buy yourself a sheepskin

cap.

barricade.& basketball. . It's

been long time since I've played basketball.

basketball.

basketball. -, ?
Is there any place around here I can buy a basketball?& igp-) fable. -
. I know lot of Krylov's fables by heart. • tall story.! Don't tell me any of your

tall stories!

basin. -. We went to look around the

Donetz coal basin. • pool. ^. We have swimming pool at our club.

to go out on strike, to strike.

battery. -. They were firing from a camouflaged battery. —. My flashlight battery

has burned out. • radiator. -. Put the teapot on the radiator, 'lot. Ha. There were whole lot of

bottles standing on the table.

(M) father. ? How
is your father feeling? * priest.

. I'll introduce you to our new
priest tomorrow.,, . What kind of non-

sense is that! • Ax ,!. Good lord, I almost forgot to give

you the letter. •, ! Boy,

you've certainly changed!

(-d) shoe.? you repair my shoes right away?—? or? What size shoes do you wear?

*0h . He's henpecked.

(gp) tower.

alert. -. An alert guard has been organized to

watch the crops. • wide-awake.. You have to be wide-awake

on this job. • constant. -. The patient needs constant care.

(P -u, -6;/ ^/) race.. The hundred-meter race will be run at two
P.M.

horse race. ? Where do

they hold horse races around here?

ice skating.

skiing.^ on the run. ^. She grabbed her coat on the

run and raced after him.

{iter of &) to run., . I can't run as fast as you can.. Just thinking about it gives me the

creeps. • to chase.. She chases around the city all day buying

things.

{is of) by running.. You can catch the trolley if you run.

Oh , .
sure ran fast to give you the news.

flight. . We
put the enemy to flight. • escape.. His escape from prison was
well planned.^ See .& (P) trouble. ^. got into

trouble. —, , . The trouble

is that I don't have any money.— ,. I have lot of trouble with him; he's gotten com-

pletely out of hand. • harm. ,. There's great harm in his spending a lot of

money. • misfortune. *, . Mis-

fortunes don't come singly.

(, etc)^ unfortunately for me (him, etc).

Ha ^, . Unfor-

tunately for me, he turned out to be very touchy.

CBO<o^ to bring it on oneself.

^. I brought it on myself when I sent that

letter.

He! No harm done! • ?
.! He's not coming, huh? So what?

{ah -) poor. .
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fliis is a relatively poor kolkhoz. —! What poor land this is! —. This writer has a poor vocabulary. —9. This region is poor in coal.—!
Poor thing!

poorly. . They're very

poorly dressed.

(P) hip. . I hurt my
right hip. • thigh bone. . has

fractured thigh bone.

(^, -, %27;/iter:/) to run. ,. Don't run; we have plenty of

time. • to escape. -. escaped from prisoner-of-war camp.

(-) refugee.

refugee (F).

without. . came without

hat. — . That goes without saying.

— . I was left without cent., 5 . There's doubt about it.

• . It's five minutes to six.

tasteless. ;^.
This roast is absolutely tasteless.

in poor taste. -. She dresses in poor taste.

free.. Medical care at the factory is

free. • for nothing. . I'm

ready to work for nothing.

illiterate. -? Have you still got any illiterates in America?

idleness, inactivity.. Idleness is no good for him.

or hopeless.. The doctors consider his

condition hopeless. — , , -. I see that you're a hopeless pessimist.

or hopelessly.. He's hopelessly in love.

— ! It's practically

impossible to find him at home.

immoral.

immorally.

shame. ,! What shame — not single employee is at

work!

disgustingly. -. was disgustingly drunk last night.

(F) safety, security.

safe. . hid

in safe place. • safety. ^ .
Give me safety razor.

safely. ^.
You can cross the bridge safely now.

unemployment.

madness.. accept such conditions would be sheer mad-
ness. • distraction., ;^.
They say he loved her to distraction. • insanity.^. It

could have been done only in a moment of insanity.

undoubtedly. .

He'll undoubtedly come today. • absolutely. -. He's an absolutely honest man.
baseball.

back. . was
back on our soccer team.

squirrel.

fiction. .
She only reads fiction.

(-) white of an eye. .
The whites of his eyes are inflamed. • white of an egg.. Whip up the whites of eggs. • albumen.5'. Analysis showed the

presence of albumen.

{sh ,/-, -/) white. ?
Do you have any white shirts?, polar bear.

underwear. ? Do you have

any warm underwear? —. You can get both men's and

women's underwear there. —. Here's two sets of underwear your size.

• linen. . She has

beautiful table linen. —,. Please change my bed linen, or Change

my sheets, please. • laundry. (). They brought you your laundry.

^. The
hamper is in the corner.

gasoline.. We need ten liters of gasoline for the trip.

• benzine. .
You can take those spots out easily with benzine.

{P -A, -6;/ -; 6eperf/) bank. -
— . You can't pass through

there; the river has overflown its banks.

on the coast. ^. That town is on the Atlantic

coast.

() on the river bank. Ha^ (). crowd gathered on the river bank.

offshore.. The ship sank not far offshore.

See.
See.

eeperj' See.
See.
See.

See.
birch tree.

(F) pregnancy.

(^,; ,, - -) to take care

of. . doesn't take care

of his health. • to save. . Save your

strength. • to watch. .
watches every cent.- to take care of oneself. ^,. He'll get well qviickly if he takes care of him-

self. • to watch one's step., !
Watch your step; he's a tricky guy. • to beware of. -. Beware of pickpockets! 'to

look out.! Look out!

See.
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«See.
conversation. .

It was purely business conversation, 'chat. Hdma. Our chat lasted a whole

hour. •informal conference.. The chairman held an informal

conference with the kolkhozniks. • discussion. Hdnia. Our discussion was
very Uvely.

to chat. ^-. We chatted with your friend yesterday. • to have a

discussion. ?
What did you have such a lively discussion about?

classless.

classless society.

non-party. -. We nominated non-party candidate.

• non-party man. . He's a non-party

man.
free. . Admission Free.

— .
You'll receive free medical care.& without charge. Bee. library books are loaned without

charge.

(/pd: o-/) to disturb. ^ .
I don't want to disturb you. • to trouble.,. I'm sorry to trouble you. •to worry.^. His high

temperature worries me. • to bother.. It doesn't bother me at all.- to worry. , . Don't

worry about me; I'm not sick. — He, §^ . Don't worry, I can finish it by my-
self.

restless. .
The patient spent a restless night. • troublesome.. I have very troublesome

neighbor.

restlessly.. paced back and forth restlessly.

useless. .
You're doing useless work.

G useless.. Talking to him is absolutely useless.

(-) disorder. ^ .? Why is your desk drawer always in

such disorder? • confusion. -.
These constant new orders make for confusion in the work.
• mess. . My
room is in a terrible mess.

feeble. , . He's

sick, feeble man. • powerless. , -- . Unfortunately, we're

powerless to do anjrthing for you.

G . I was mad as a

hornet, but couldn't do anything about it.

insomnia. .
I've suffered from insomnia for some time now.

G Stom^ . I

thought about it long time ae I lay awake.

scatterbrained. , -: . He's so scatterbrained I'm
afraid he'll mix everything up.

G Oh 4.,. What he said was so mixed up that I didn't under-

stand a thing.

pointless.. I consider this discussion absolutely pointless.

G aimlessly.. I wandered aimlessly around the city

all day yesterday.

concrete.

concrete. -. That house has concrete foimdation.

<See.
Ubrary. 5. You'll find that book in the public library.

— .
I have good economics hbrary.

librarian F.

{) Hbrarian.

bible.

ticket. ^. Don't throw your trolley

ticket away before you reach your station. —. I've brought you

two tickets for tonight's concert. —5? How long is this ticket good for?

— ^ ? How
much is round-trip ticket to Moscow? • card.. Show your membership card.

G season ticket.

G . Standing room

only.

pocket billiards, pool.

{M) opera glasses.

G binoculars, field glasses.

(-d) (gauze) bandage. ;? Have you any steriUzed (gauze) bandages?

{dur oj) to bandage.. You'll still have to keep

your leg bandaged for a long time.

battle.

G packed, jammed.. The theater was packed.

(-TKU) hamburger.. Try our hamburgers with sour cream.

(,, irrw 6eu;/pd: no-, -/) to hit. 3a? Why is he hitting the boy? • to strike.. The clock is striking twelve.

G6nTb to be idle. *6! You've been idle long enough!

G , .
Don't be an alarmist; nothing terrible has happened.

- to struggle. .
I've been struggling with this problem for a long time.

— *Ohu, . She's struggUng hard

to make a living, •to beat.. My heart was beating rapidly. —
— , . Trying to
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convince him is like beating your bead against a stone wall,

•to work over. ,^ -. I've worked over the stove for a full hour

but just can't get it going.

steak. .
I'd Uke steak well-done.

(same as) twine, string.

good. ^.
It was done only for your good. • luckily. ,. Let's walk; luckily we stUl

have plenty of time.^ ! The best of luck to you!

to thank. He ,. You don't have to thank me; I just

did what I had to. — . Thanks a

lot.

{F) gratitude. He -. Don't expect any gratitude from him.

Q gratefully. ^. accepted your offer

gratefully.

He . Don't mention it.& grateful. . I'm very

grateful to you.

(Jwith d; prger o//; thanks to.-^ . Thanks to you I got

into the theater 3'esterday. — -
w^o . Thanks to your inter-

ference it didn't develop into a quarrel.

safely. .
The plane landed safely. • happily.. Everything ended happily.

favorable. ,. Under favorable con-

ditions we'll finish this work tomorrow. — -. We received favorable

report about him.

fine. -. That was really fine thing to do. — On. He's a very fine person.

blank. , . The
telegraph blanks are on the table. • form. Stot^. Fill out this

form and attach it to: appUcation.

{sh-) pale.^ ?
Why are you so pale today?^ {pet of) to flicker.. A Ught flickered in the distance, 'to dawn.. The idea just dawned on me.
• to show off. Em^. had chance to show off his knowledge,

•to flash. , .
There was flash of Ughtning; it'U rain soon.

(^,; /pet:/) to shine.^. Your boots shine like a

mirror. — ^ . Everything in her

kitchen just shines, •to gUtter. *He ,. is not gold that glitters.. He's not very smart.

i/prap of/) sparkling. Ha- . She was wearing sparkling

earrings. • shining. -. The child looked at me with shining eyes.

• brilliant. ^, .
It's worthwhile listening to him. He's a brilliant speaker.

briUiantly.. She passed the exam briUiantly.. He's not doing so weU.^ See.
{cp of).

See.
(sh -3Kd; cp;) close.5 . I watched it at close range.

— . They're close

relatives of ours. — . He's close

friend of mine. — .
This translation is close to the original. • near.. The day we're going to leave

is near.

nearest. ? Where
is the nearest drugstore? • closest. -. They took the closest interest

in our son.

near. ^ . I

hve near your hotel. — .
The station is quite near here. • intimately. 3a. I've come to know him intimately

during the past year.

closer. .
I want to move closer to the center of town. —, ^. His point of view is

closer to mine than yours.

He . Don't

take it to heart so. • .
She's having love affair with him. •. I feel very keenly about this subject.

(-d) twin.

near-sighted. . He's very

near-sighted. • short-sighted. — -. This is a short-sighted poHcy.

(-d) pancake. ? How
did you like my pancakes?

*Ohu , . She turns out

poems like hotcakes. •* ,. Everything went smoothly after

the first unsuccessful attempt.

little pancake. 1) 5. Try these Uttle pancakes with jam.& blockade.

pad. ^ . Give

me sheet (of paper) from that pad.

blond.

blonde F.

(P,,^) flea.^ smock. ^. Tbie 1
very comfortable smock to work in.

blouse. 5 ^?
Do you see that girl in the white blouse?1 platter. . Put the roast

on a platter, •dish. — . Borscht

is my favorite dish, •.. We had two-course dinner.
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today's special.

—. Today's special is stuffed cabbage.

saucer.

badge. ^:. You can't miss the porters — they all wear

badges.

(-U) bean. 9 . The beans

are from our own garden.

*0h . He was left holding the bag.

([box], 66 [-g-]/P -, -6b/; in exclamation) God,

*Ha 66, a . God helps those who
help themselves. — . Thank God. — He! God forbid! — ! My god! — ! God
bless you. or Goodbye and good luck.- honest to god. -6, .
Honest to God, I didn't see it. • sure. "?" "-

5^^". "Will you come?" "Sure I'll come."! Who knows! • , ,. Let him go if he wants to. •-6! So help me!
• 66, ? For heaven's sake, what
happened?

wealth.

(cp) rich. .
Our oblast {or district) is rich in iron. • wealthy.. He's a wealthy man. • abundant.

Stom^ . We have abundant

crops this year.*3 ; , . Won't you
have pot luck with us?

See,
(- P) ammunition.

(,) soldier.

G . Soldiers of the Red Army.

(§13) God's.. We'll manage it with God's help.. I used to see

him every single day.

(P/ -; /) battle.. decisive battle was fought here. • fight. -. The affair ended in a fist fight.

(P -d., -6/ -; ^/) side. ^. I

have sharp pains in my side. — -
6. and I worked side by side for a

whole year. —. turned over on his other side and went to sleep

again.

sideways. .
edged through the door sideways.

, . Your tie is crooked.

• . The drugstore is just around

the comer from you. •. We shook with laughter.

boxing. . I was quite

boxing fan in my day. •calfskin.. These shoes are made of thick calfskin.

boxer.

(F) disease, ? Is it a serious

disease?

MopcK&H seasickness.? Do you get seasick?* {/only SS,/) to ache. .
My back aches.

. She has sore throat.^ to be sick. . He's never sick.. had typhus last

year. • . My heart aches for him.

bog, marsh.. You'll have to make a detour around the peat bog.
• marshland. . There's

lot of marshland around here.

to chat. . We chatted

with him for a long time, 'to chatter.^. She chatters without let-up. 'to talk. He! Don't talk nonsense!. sure likes to

shoot off his mouth.- to hang. (). Your
button is hanging by thread. • to hang around.. He's been hanging around for a long

time doing nothing.

(P) pain. Oh . He suddenly

felt a sharp pain.

headache. -? Is your headache gone?

toothache. -. Give me something for a toothache.

hospital. -. I was discharged from the hospital just yesterday. —? Where is the nearest hospital?

— .
You will have to go to the hospital for observation. —. was taken to the hospital.

{sh,-, -6, -; adv) ill. -? Are you ill? • sick. .
He's very sick man. • sore. He 5,. Don't talk to him about it; it's a

sore spot with him.

painful. Sto . It was very

painful. — Ha . It was painful

to look at him. . It hurt me to hear that.

• . It hurts me to breathe. •. That's our most

troublesome problem now. • "". likes to pass the buck. •! He's much too shrewd!

{AM) patient. ? Well, how's

our patient? .
The psychiatric ward is in a special building.

See,.
Bolshevism.

Bolshevik.

Bolshevik. -. We're working at real Bolshevik

tempo.- in a true Bolshevik manner.,-. criticized his friend for not acting

in a true Bolshevik manner.

Bolshevik P.

See and.
most.. Most of my friends think so. • majority.
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votes.

{Ithe sh forms are suppliedfrom/; cp,;) big, large.. Here's big double room. • great.. He's great artist.—. They attach great importance to it.

more.. He's beginning to look more and more Uke his

father.

more or less. 9. These working conditions are

more or less satisfactory.

capital letter.^. The names of days and months

are not spelled with capital letters.

highway.

larger. . Your room is

larger than mine.

() thumb.. I hurt my thumb.

and less., . wants one himdred

rubles for it, no more and no less.

larger. : ,. I've two rooms: one is small and the

other one somewhat larger.

especially. ^, . I'll be glad to meet him, especially

since he's your friend.

G . Thanks very much. •

Mocke6,. When you're in Moscow, don't fail to go to the

Bolshoy Theater. • . This

doctor has a great deal of experience. • ^; . Give him good

helping; he has a good appetite. •*6 —! This is top-notch work!

bomb. , . The
bomb exploded, but there were no casualties.

*0h . burst into the room.

to bomb.. They unsuccessfully tried to bomb our town.

(-) wrestler.

(a, P,,) beard.? What made you
decide to grow a beard? • whiskers. ,!
(very informal). Hey, j'ou with the whiskers!

{as, P,,) harrow.

i/pct: -/) to harrow.. They started to harrow the field at dawn.

(P -d,-//) edge.. The edge of my winter coat is frayed.^? How many
passengers do you have on board? • !
Man overboard! • ,. I started all this work and now
they're throwing me overboard.

(-d M) borscht, beet soup. ,,. Give me some borscht with sour

cream, please.

struggle. 3a -

. bitter struggle went on behind the

scenes of the conference. • wrestling.

cednc. There is a wrestling match at the circus

today.

barefoot(ed). .
You'd better not walk around here barefooted.

{P, -hok) shoe.. I ought to shine my shoes. —. Men's shoes

are in another department.

(-TOB P) overshoes. . Put

on rubber overshoes.

barrel. . We
received barrel of wine from the Caucasus.

* ! Cash on the line.(,) to be afraid.. He's afraid of the slightest pain. —,. I'm afraid you won't

catch him in the afternoon.*^ . Once bit twice shy.•*, . Nothing ventured,

nothing gained.

marriage. . Their

marriage was happy one. —. Marriage registration on the second floor.

• defective goods. , Stom. The commission

found high percentage of defective goods in that plant.

{/pet: -/).
to scold. He , . Don't

scold him; it isn't his fault.

bracelet.

(P, -, -) brother. .
I have two brothers, •friend. ,,. No, my friend, you just don't do it this way.

first cousin.. Here's ruble for each

of you.

(^,; , -.; /pet:/) to take.&^, . Don't take that chair; it's

broken.— ^ . This is the third

cigarette I've taken from you. —. I'd like to take lessons twice a week. —
^' &TOT . I'll take this room for a

week. — ^ ,. I take it back.

to have the upper hand. ,. It looks as if our team has the

upper hand now.

to borrow money.. I don't like to borrow money.

to take on.^ . I wouldn't want to take

on such a big job.

to follow one's example.

— . Wby don't you follow

his example? He's never late.! It just gets my goat.

- to take upon oneself. . I won't

take it upon myself to do it. • to guarantee.. guarantees he

can fix your car in one day. • to come.^? Wbere do these rumors come from?
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See.
() log. .

They loaded the logs onto a flat car.— ,
a , ! With so much work to do, he sits

around like a log.^ See,
tarpaulin.

See,
(^, -; , , -<5, -;; /iter:/^ to wade.. We waded up to our knees in water, 'to stroll.. We slowly strolled home.

See,
See,& crew. ^.. The whole locomotive crew was

rewarded for their excellent work.& shock brigade (unit of workers whose

function it is to increase efficiency of production). ,. Our»

shock brigade is made up entirely of young people.

brigade leader. Ond. She was kolkhoz brigade leader for two years.

razor. 1' ? Have you

got a safety razor? — , . She has

razor-sharp tongue.

(,) to give shave. 9. That barber gives you a poor shave.- to shave oneself. ^. I shave every

morning. — , -. I prefer to shave myself rather than go to the

barber's.

shaving.^. Shaving doesn't take me more than five minutes.

(F) eyebrow. .
singed his eyebrows and eyelashes.

to frown. , ,. She frowned when he said that.* , . You hit the nail

right on the head.

(^,; iter of) to wander., 5^. I

didn't have anjiihing to do, so I jusl wandered around the

streets. • to walk around. .- hardly walk around after his illness. • to ferment.

{iter only) . The wine is already

fermenting.^ See,
bronze.(//; &-/)«

bronchitis.^ armor. £. Our new tanks have very heavy armor. • option.. We
got an option on a room from the housing department.& {/pet:/) to throw. He ^! Don't throw your cigarette butts on the floor!

• to quit. ? Are you

really quitting this job?

{pel of&) to throw. .
Throw it into the (waste paper) basket. —

. The city

soviet is now throwing all its energy into the solution of the

housing problem, •to drop.,. Wait minute, I'm just going

to drop the letter in the mailbox, •to leave.

5^ . left his wife and
children high and dry. • to stop. . Stop

joking.

(-) throw.

See.
pamphlet.

cranberry.1( P) trousers. ^.
My trousers need pressing.

brunet.

brunette F.

alarm clock.. Set the alarm clock for six in the morning.

(^, -;/<: -/) to wake someone up. He, . Don't wake him up; he

went to bed late last night.^ booth. ^? Can I find a

telephone booth around here? • box. -
6f. The soldier was standing at the sentry

box.^ (- P) weekdays.. This train runs on weekdays as well as

Sundays.^ () as if, as though. ^. I feel as though I've known you for a long

time. — Oh ,^. spoke to me as if we were already old friends. —^ ! As if you don't know!-,^ .
Someone told me that he was supposed to have been seen in

Moscow.^ See.
{AN/prap of /) future. ,. The future will show who's to blame. —5 . My whole future depends

on it.

{/prap of/) next. ^. He's arriving next Monday. —. We're leaving next week. —-
^. Come again next year.

pork. ^ -. We had pork and potatoes for supper.^ See.^ letter. ^. This

word is written with a capital letter. — -^. always acts according to the

letter of the law.

literal. A ? What's

the literal translation?

literally.

^. The people were Uterally packed on top of each

other. — , . You
can't take this phrase Uterally.

(- ) primer.. Here's primer for your little son.

pin.
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Q & safety pin.^ loaf of white bread. ^. Give

me a loaf of white bread.

roll. ,,. Please

buy me some rolls. — ? Do
you have any butter rolls?

(l-en-l AF) bakery. mardx. The bakery is just a few steps away.& boulevard.

(Jg -y/) consomme. ,? Which do you prefer, chicken con-

somme or borscht?

paper. 6yWira .
Here's some writing paper and some envelopes. —

CTond() ? How much
is a ream (a thousand sheets) of writing paper?

papers. .
There were some important papers in my briefcase.& or & blotter.

{- -) cotton mill.

wallet. - . I lost my
wallet somewhere.

paper. § . Put

it into paper bag. 'cotton. Sro. This is a cotton dress.

paper money,

bourgeoisie.

petty bourgeoisie.

bourgeois.

bourgeois. ^!. Are you going bourgeois? Can't you do it.

yourself?

weeds.^ storm.

sandwich. -. Take ham sandwich with you.

bottle. . Let's order

bottle of wine.

^(-,-) buffer.

cupboard. . Put the dishes

in the cupboard. • coimter. ,-
, . You'll be able to get

sandwiches and tea at the counter, •limchroom.. You can have

dinner in the lunchroom at the railroad station. • bar.? Do you want to

meet at the bar during intermission?

coimterman. ,. Ask the counterman the price of

these sandwiches.

counter-girl.

{/P -d, -; more common form/)
bookkeeper.

accountant.

assistant bookkeeper.

bookkeeping. ?
Do you know bookkeeping?^ cove.

would. . I'd be proud of a

son like that. — . I'd

like to meet him. — , ,. would have come if he had known you were

here. • could. ? Who coiild it

be? • should. . You should

have some rest., . I'll fct you
know, whatever happens

, . Why
don't you ask him? He's been around. •,. Don't worry, it's happened before.& {iter of) to be. ?
Have you ever been to Moscow? —>. He's never at home on Wednesdays,

•to go. . I go to all his

lectures. —- .
At one time he went abroad every summer. • to take place.. Medical

conventions take place here every two years. • to happen.,, . Well, you know, miracles

just don't happen.

used to. ,,. used to come
to see us evenings and tell the children stories.. We sometimes

have earthquakes around here. •. She often has headaches. • ,. I'll admit that he's

unjust sometimes. • . You
haven't come to see us for quite a while. •

— . After I took the

medicine, I felt as though I'd never had any pain at all.

• ,. After all that, he walked into our place

as if nothing was the matter.

{jpa-p of) former, ex-. 9. This is portrait of our ex-president.

— Oh . He's my former teacher.

(-d) bull.

{sh, -CTpd) quick. .
walked with quick stride. • swift.,. Careful, the current's swift here.

more quickly. Ha, . We'll get there more quickly by

bus than by trolley.

fast. Oh , -
. walked so fast that I could hardly keep up with him.

• quickly. . She works very

quickly. • promptly. On . He
made his decision promptly.

(^, ^, p , -; , ^,, -; /:; the form' is counted as a

kind of pr form of/) to be. ,. I didn't know he could be so

kind. — Oh . He was ill. —. She used to be an opera singer. —. We've already been to Moscow. — ^. We'll be at your place at five o'clock

sharp. — Oh^ .
He'll be very glad to meet yoiT.— ^ .
I'll be much obliged to you. — He ,. If it weren't for you, we wouldn't know what

to do.

D^ enough. ^ 1 You've had enough!
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^ come what may. ^, 5. Come what may, I'll do it.

everything.. The Germans took everything we had.

must be. , ,?
You must be an American.

there is, there are.. There's only one way of persuading him.

maybe. , . Maybe
he's gone away already.^', euf. Pass him the

bread, please. • , . Would
you kiftdly open the door? • . had

sister. • . Well, O.K., then. •*, —! ! Oh, well, let's take a

chance; what can we lose? • ,, .
I really don't know what to do. • -, . You can rest assured

I won't be late. •; ? Have you any

money? • ? Do you have a pencil?

• . I

have two tickets for tomorrow's concert. •

— ! Just as I figured— he's already gone!

• ! O.K., I'll do it. • (military).

Yes, sir!

See.
See.
or bacon.

. It would be nice to have bacon

and eggs for breakfast.

budget. -. I try not to go beyond my monthly

budget. —. My budget can't take this kind of expense.

(M) bulletin. -. Our plant issues a monthly bulletin.

• chart.. The nurse handed the patient's chart to the

doctor. • report.. Around here the weather report is given out

once a day.

ballot. ^ ^

\,? Why wasn't I given a ballot with the name of

the independent candidate?

{inded N) bureau. -. The information bureau is at the end of the hall.

lost and found department., . Maybe your

purse is in the lost and found department.

repair department., . The

telephone is out of order. We have to call the repair depart-

ment.

bureaucrat.

red tape.

bureaucracy.

(Jwith a and I, before some clusters, /) in.. There's no one in the house. — ^.
Your suit is in the wardrobe. —? Who's that girl in the red dress? —^^. Put my overcoat in the suitcase.

— . My daughter

enrolled in the university.—
^. I was born in 1922. • into.. rushed into the room. • to.^. I'd like very much

to go to Moscow. • on. . We're

going to the theater on Wednesday. —. spends most of his

life on the road. — . works on

newspaper. — ,. When the firemen arrived, the whole house was

on fire. • for. ? When is he

leaving for Siberia? • at. .
The train arrives at five o'clock.— -. You'll have to apply at the desk

for a pass.

in case. ^^, ^,. In case I'm not at home, ask

him to wait.

during., . I didn't have nrinute

during the whole day to call you. —
pdsa. made three pubUc ap-

pearances during the last year.

^^^ . I go to the opera once a year.

• ^. I was only joking. •? Do you play tennis? •. The plant is five kilometers from

town.

car.. The trolleys here are made up of one or two cars.

— . The baggage car is

at the head of the train. —,. Yes, there's sleeping car on this train. —-? Is there dining car on this

train?

railroad car with hard seats (third-class).. I got seat

on third-class car for you.

railroad car with soft seats (first4;lass).? Do you want to go first

class? . Trolley stop! •-; . Hurry onto

the train; it's leaving right away.& {AM) motorman. -. Talking to the motorman is pro-

hibited.& (eA -) important.. I have an important appointment today. —. This is very important to him.—
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• significant. ,, ,-. Of course, it's not a very significant

error, but still I feel bad about it. • grave.{1. This may have grave consequences.? What is he

strutting around like that for? •*0 .
He's big shot around here.

vase., 5 .
Put the flowers in this vase, please. • bowl. 5. Take this bowl of fruit to

her room.

vaseline.

opening.. There's an opening for a bookkeeper in our

office.

bSkch black shoe polish.

(- P) felt boots.

jack. . I played the jack

of clubs.(,&/: -, -/) to blow down.. terrible wind blew trees

down by the hundreds. • to pour. ' .
Smoke is pouring out of the chimney.* to pass the

buck. ?
What are you passing the buck for?

to come in crowds.. People came to the demonstra-

tion in crowds.. It's snowing hard.

foreign money, foreign\. Foreign money exchanged here. — .
Gosbank (National bank of USSR) will exchange your

Soviet monej' for foreign currency.

to lie around. ^-^. The books were lying around on the floor for a

whole week. — , !
Stop lying around; let's go for a walk.

(/do//).& (/ //).& bathtub. >', .
Wash the bathtub out before' let the water run. • bath.. I take hot bath

every morning.() (AF) bathroom. ()?
WTiere's the bathroom? • bath. -? I get room with private bath?

(gp- pronounced [-S'k]) woolen mittens.

dumpling.

boiled.. We had boiled meat and mashed potatoes for

dinner.

jam, marmalade, preserves.

(, /pcf: -/) to cook.. There's no time to cook dinner now.- to cook. ,. I'll have enough time to set the table while the

potatoes are cooking.

^. Stop being

so wrapped up in yourself. • ^ KpjT^. They live in

narrow circle of friends and are getting into a rut.

i/g and I //).
(-) cornflower.

cotton. . Give

me package of sterilized cotton. — ^
}' . You'll need cotton-padded coat for

winter.

water closet, toilet.

cheese cake.

(§15) your. ? Is your brother at home?

—

? Is this your hat? • yours., — <'. This is my coat; yours is in the

closet.

* to play both ends against the middle.; ^. I don't trust him —
he plaj's both ends against the middle.. I know it just as well as

you do. • -? What do you think? •*. You win.

{dur of) to run into. 5' -
rdeT ^', . Every

morning he runs into the kitchen, swallows a cup of coffee,

and runs out.

See,
(^^,, §27; pet of) to run into., . ^.

I ran into the room, grabbed my hat, and rushed out into the

street.

(dur of) to hammer.. The landlady asks you not to

hammer nails into the wall.

(',, imv; pet of) to hammer.. Hammer one more

peg right here.

to get into one's head., <' 5'. got it

into his head to become a famous surgeon.

near. . The

factor}-^ is near town. • up close.. I'd like to look at that ballerina

up close.

to wade across.. We can wade across the stream here.^ See.
<See.
(// /) up, upwards., . looked up and saw

her wa^'^ng at him.

G upside down.. After he left, everji-hing was turned

upside down.

no upstream. Ham. Our ship was going upstream.

on the top. -^. That word ought to be somewhere on the top of

the page.

(^,, p,, -6, -; pap;
pet of) to bring in. -. My brother brought some fellow into the room.
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to put someone to expense.. You've put me to needless

expense., .
Show the new employee the ropes, please.^ (///) in view of, due to.^,, ^ . I can't take on

this job in view of the fact that I'm leaving soon. • because of.^ ^ . Because of

his age he was given an easy job.

(^',; dur of) to introduce.. He's introducing some new
rules here.

to mislead.. You're misleading him.^ See.
import.

in the distance. . The

smoke of the train appeared in the distance. • away from.

Oh . keeps away from

the other fellows.

(///) twice. . He's twice as

old as she. — ;^, . Dinner in restaurant will cost you

twice as much as at home. • in half. §-. Fold this sheet in half.

double. ,. I got double what I expected.

i/cf/) both. —. It isn't worthwhile for both of us to go

there; I'll manage it alone, 'two. ^. Only two can play this game. • two . . .

together. . . The two of them are

always happy together.

on two counts. , .
I consider him guilty on two coimts. • doubly.. You're doubly wrong.

besides. —. The food was terrible,

and besides we paid altogether too much for it. • to boot.

Oh, . He's stupid and talka-

tive to boot.& (P) widow.

(-) widower.

plenty. . We have plenty of

everything. . We laughed to our heart's

content.& to shout after. ^, . I shouted

after him not to forget to bring back a newspaper.

to start to run after.. I started to run after the street car.

along. no Follow the

path along the river. — ;^ .
There are trees planted along the street.

up and down.. We've gone up and down the whole

country.

(./tf/) suddenly. .

Suddenly he sprang from his seat. • at once. 06. You can't tell the whole story at

once. — no, . Speak in

turn — not all at once. • short.^ -? Why did you stop short?

vegetarian.

(P) bucket, pail. .
Bring me a pail of water. —* ,.
It's coming down in buckets.

garbage can. § -. Throw it into the garbage can.^ See.
but. ;^' ,? But you'll

tell him everything, won't you? — ! But
this is right! • why. ! Why that's her!

— , ! Why, he's no fool;

he'll understand. • well. ! Well

I told you so!

polite. . was
very polite to us.

politely. ,. I asked him politely and he got rude.

everywhere. ^.
You'll get warm welcome everywhere you go. • wherever.

5to . You'll hear it wherever

you go.

(^,; p , -, - /<:/) to drive. , -! Drive us to the station and make it snappy. —? Where shall I drive you? • to take (by a con-

veyance). ^ , -. The trunk is too heavy, so

the porter will have to take it on a hand truck. • to be lucky,

to have luck, {impersonal) . She's always

lucky, (impersonal) ^. He's been having streak of hard luck latelj'.

(P -d, -6/ -; ^/) century. 5^. This room has collection

of Nineteenth Century paintings. • ages.. This church was built in

the Middle Ages. — !
I haven't seen you in ages.

Ha ! I have enough to last me the rest

of my life. • — . Live and learn.

(P) eyelid. . Your eyelids

are inflamed.

iSee.
(, -; both dur and pd/the p forms pet only/)

to order. .
We were ordered to finish the work as soon as possible.

• to tell. , . Do as you're told.. We're not allowed to go

there.

i/ah -, -6, -/; cp/ the sh cp form is

supplied from /) great.. This institute was founded by

a great scientist. — . The great powers.

• large. . These shoes are too

large for me.

Q old. &. Your son is too old for the youngest group.
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— ;^ . Both young
and old love this game.^, ^. Much to my regret, I can't come to your

party.

velodrome.

bicycle. ?
How long does it take to get there on a bicycle?

bicycle rider. -? Are there special roads around

here for bicycle riders?

vein. . The veins on her

leg are swollen.

faith. ,. kept his faith in people in spite of everything.

• rehgion. ^^^ . People of all

religions live around here. • confidence. ,. The trouble is that he's lost con-

fidence in himself.

to take on faith. -. I always took his words on faith.

camel.

string. , ^. Give me piece of string to tie thig package up with.

• rope. . Tie a rope around

the trunk. • line. Ha . The wash
is on the line.* . should have been

hanged long ago.

to believe. He ! Don't believe rumors.

— . didn't believe my own eyes.

• to trust. ^. You can trust him.

(pd) to return. . Return

my book, 'to give back. He,. Don't worry, they'll give you back all your

expenses, 'to restore. ^ -. Money can't restore his health.

to repay. -,. Someday he'll more than repay you.

G . I got my
briefcase back at the lost-and-found department.- to be back. , .
I'll be back soon; wait here for me. • to come. 5>'. I came home late last night, 'to

return. . Her old-

time cheerfulness returned, 'to get back.. Let's get back to our topic.

(sh -pnd) loyal.,. It's good thing you have such a loyal

friend. • true. . She remained

true to herself. • right. — -. My watch is right according to the station clock.

• sure. . This is sure

remedy against colds. • certain.. went to certain death. • steady.

— . has steady hand;

he won't miss. • reliable.. I found out about it from reliable sources.

faithfully. .
has served his country faithfully for many years. • ac-

curately. Oh . He described

the situation accurately. • right. ! That's right!

• probably. Oh,, , .
He's probably explained what's happening here.. has good eye for

distances. • . I keep my word.
• . has good

grasp of the situation.

likely. ,-,? What in your opinion is the most likely

outcome of this affair?

probably. ,, ^. I probably won't be able to come tomorrow.
• presvunably. ,, ,<^? Presumably that's the clerk we have to

talk to.

(F) shipyard.

(P -, -6/ -;;, in adverbial use, is/) top.. We've climbed to

the very top of the hill. —. My parents occupy the whole top floor of the

house. • outside. ,. The outside of your coat is

still in good condition, but the lining is all torn. • height., 3HdeTe, 5 ;^. That certainly

was the height of stupidity.

to get the best of. ^^. It won't be easy for him to

get the best of this argument.

top. ? Whose

suitcase is this on the top shelf? • upper. ^. I'll sleep in the upper berth. —. Mogilev is on

the upper Dnieper.

overcoat.. The refugees need over-

coats more than anything else.

Supreme Soviet of the USSR.
Supreme Court of the USSR.

riding, horseback riding.. He's crazy about horseback riding.

(// /) horseback. ^. I went horseback riding this morning. • astride.

Oh ^. sat astride chair.

top. . I climbed

to the top of the hill. • peak.. reached the peak of his fame

when he was forty. — Ha. We saw the mountain peaks at dawn. • summit.. Mount Elbrus has two summits.

(P -A, -6/ -; Beef/) weight.. I want to know the exact weight of this

package. — .
His judgment carries lot of weight with me.

measures of weight (See appendix 2).

by the pound. .
We sell plums by the pound.

to enjoy oneself. ,. It's pleasant to watch the kids enjoying

themselves. —, ? Well, did

you enjoy yourself yesterday?
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having a high old time?

{sh, .,, -) cheerful.. He's very cheerful fellow. • fine.

— ! This is fine situation!

• light. () .
Ught comedy is being given tonight.

happy. He,^ ; -, . I don't understand why you're

so happy. I think it's very sad. • happily., -. They were laughing so happily that it was impossible

to get mad at them. . We had a good time.

spring. . It's

spring weather today.

to weigh. ? How much

does the suitcase weigh? — . I

weigh seventy kilograms.

{P) oar.

(/a /, P) spring. 5^. We're having an early spring this year.

(/is of/) in the spring. ,,, . In the spring the

water sometimes rises as high as the second floor. —, . We sometimes have

stretches of cold weather here in the spring.

(-d) weigher.! §? How heavy is this sack, weigher?

(^,, p , , -, -; /<:/) to lead. . This road

leads to town. — ? Where are you

leading me? •to drive.. The chauffeur drove the car care-

fully along the bumpy road. • to drive at.

^' . I don't know what he's driving at.

• to carry on. Oh . He carries

on a wide correspondence, 'to keep.. I have to keep books. • to conduct.-^. The legal authorities

are conducting an investigation of the case.

to preside over a meeting.? Who's presiding over the meeting today?

to do the housekeeping.. Mother does the housekeeping

herself. ! Behave yourself!

() lobby. 5^ ^ -. I'll be waiting for you in the lobby.

(-/ of/) scales.

(§16) whole. . I spent the whole

day at home. — .
Our whole school is going to see the game. —. The whole conversation

shouldn't have taken more than half an hour. •all.. My tobacco is all gone. —. That's all. — . I

like his poetry most of all. — Bee , .
for one; one for all. —^ . knows English better than all of us.

• everybody. Bee . Everybody saw it. • all

over. BdMH? . What's the matter

with you? You're shaking all over. — -. The news is all over the country.

without a thing.. We were left without a thing after

the German invasion.

everything. , .
Thank you for everything you've done for me. —,
OH . Poor guy, he's afraid of everything. —. Her son's letters were

everything to her.() a little bit of everything.,, — .
Give me some raisins, prunes, nuts — oh, a little bit of

everything.

yet. , -! It's way past midnight. Haven't you two talked

yourselves out yet?

still. A § . I still don't

agree with it.

anyway. ,
^^. It makes no difference how hard

you try because he won't be satisfied anyway.,^ . I

keep trying to figure out why he got angry. •. He's soaked through and through. •. yelled at the top of his voice. •. stumbled and

fell flat. • ,-. I'll do my very best to finish the work on

time. •*0h -. He really gave it the gun.

*, , ! Attention, everybody! •*Hy,!
Well, so long.

pretty. Ha ^^^. Pretty large sums have been appropriated for it.. That's not bad at all.

(-/ -, -; -; ^/) wind. -. strong wind blew up. — *0. knows which way the

wind is blowing.

* . I

don't make such promises lightly.

veterinarj'.

branch. . Gather some

branches for the bonfire, •spur.. railroad spur leads

from the city to the factory.&.
(P -u, -) evening. ! Good evening!

• party. , . We're

having party tonight. Won't you come?

toward evening. .
It got colder toward evening.

party.? Who did you invite to the party tonight?

evening. A ? What's

in the evening paper today? — ^^. I want to enroll for the evening classes. —^ . It's better to go by

evening train.

i/is of/) in the evening.. It's not so crowded here in the evening.
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tonight. .
I'll be leaving tonight.

eternal. 5 ropd. . This

mountain is covered with eternal snows, — Hafloejm^ . I'm tired of your eternal nagging!

• immortal.. His heroism earned him immortal fame. • lasting.<- ? Will we
ever succeed in estabUshing lasting peace?

foimtain pen.? Where did you buy your fountain pen?

constantly. .
They're constantly quarreUng about trifles. .
The land has been turned over to our kolkhoz for good.

coat rack. ,. Hang your coat out in the hall; there's

a big coat rack there. • hanger., . There aren't any more
wire hangers; use a wooden one. — ^. Let me sew hanger on your coat.

(Jvct'-/) to hang.. You can hang your wash in the attic. — Bo.
The Germans hanged captured guerillas during the occupa-

tion.

Q *Ha . gets the blame for

everything around here.

See.
(P -,- F) thing. ?

* Do you have many things with you? —. Some things are hard to buy these

days. — . Some strange

things happen here. 'work. ,, 5^. The play you
saw last night is the best work by that plajnvright. • clothing., ^. It's very cold there, so you ought to take some warm
clothing along. • something.>, — 5,,! Yes, sir, good cabbage soup is really something!

baggage. .
The porter took- baggage to the train.^, :. Do you know what? We've got to

do some work tonight.

winnowing machine.

mutual. 1§. They came to mutual understanding

on the matter. — .
They separated by mutual consent,

D (). Mu-
tual aid society.

G to lend.? Could you lend me about ten rubles?& (d«r/).^ See ,

{dur of) to climb.? Isn't it hard for

you to cUmb six flights everj' day?

{pd of) to shake. -. Shake well before using.

{-pel of).
(pd of) to weigh..? Haven't you weighed the grain yet? —, BidpoK. Weigh

this package and tell me how much postage to put on,- to weigh oneself. ,. I weighed myself after I was

sick and found that I'd lost five kilograms.

{dur of) to weigh.? Where do they weigh goods here?

See.
{-pel of) to excite,. The news excited us a good deal.- to get excited. ? What did

you get so excited about?

glance. .
took the room in at a glance. • sight.. It was love at first sight. • view.. I don't share

his poUtical views. • opinion. Ha & .
In my opinion it's not so.

Sth ,. These apples aren't much to look at, but they're

very tasty.

{dur of) to glance.. She glanced in his direction

from tinae to time.^ (-^,-; -pet of and of-) to glance. . She

glanced at me tenderly. • to look. ,! Look at him; what a sight he is!

{/g -y/) nonsense. 9 . It's just

sheer nonsense. — ! Don't talk non-

sense!

{pet of) to become expensive. 3a. Everything has become

more expensive this past year.

{pet of) .

{dur of) to pine away.? Who's he pining away for?

{dur of) .

{pd of) to force. -. The door was forced and

the documents stolen.

dues. .
I have already paid my membership dues for September,

•fee. .
We have no entrance fees in our unions, •contribution.. That is my con-

tribution to my country's effort.(,; p,,
-, -; pd, of) to climb to the top. !! Whew! At last we've climbed to the

top.

See.(,, , ,, -, -;, pd of) to come up, to rise.. The sun came up a long time ago.

(^, -; pd of&) to blow up. -, §. The Germans blew up
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this bridge as they retreated. • to get one mad. Er6 rp;^6oe. His crude remark got me mad.- to blow up, to explode. ., a. Open the safety valve or the boiler will explode.

See.
adult. . Reading room

for adults. • grown-up.. He's already grown-up and should know
better himself.

explosion. . The
bomb explosion shook the whole block, •burst.. The actor was
greeted by a burst of applause. • outburst. 9. This declaration caused an

outburst of indignation.& {dur of) to blow up. He, . Don't blow up the bridge without

orders.- to burst. Co . Shells

burst all around.

bribe. Er6 . He was arrested

for taking a bribe. • trick. . I

took the trick with an ace.

(^,; p, -; ppp, sh,
-Td; Tpd of; -, p,,,)
to take. . I took your book. —^ ^ . I'll take

some herring with onions and borscht with sour cream.

—, ^ §. All right, I'll take

this room. —. I just promised my son I'd take him to the circus.

— , ,. Take my brother, for example: he doesn't under-

stand anything about music, •to get. §? Where did you get that idea?

to take the bull by the horns.• ^ pord. You'll have to take the bull by the

horns and pick out a new group of workers.

to take on (oneself).§? Who'll take on this job?^ to pull oneself together.

^. Pull yourself together., exactly like. *7, !, ,. Good Lord, what temper!

Exactly like his father!, ! Well, what can you expect

of him? • A OH .
went and tore the letter up. • A ^,^! ? I'm going to go and tell him every-

thing. What'll you do then? •*! We've won!••! Damn it!• to start. — ^.
you start something you've got to finish it. • to get., . Well, it's time to get to work.

— ^ ? Where did you get

that book?,, ! When will you
finally come to your senses?

{/g -y: ^, ^/) sight.. The ship disappeared from sight, •view.? Do you have room with

a view of the river? •look. .
has sickly look. — §. This apartment has very tidy look about it.

— Ha , .
looks weak, but his health isn't really bad. • kind.. There are all kinds
of rodents around here. • appearance.. goes to

the symphony only for appearance's sake. —. In appearance he's rather

simple, and even stupid. • outlook. ;^-. The outlook for my future is

very uncertain.^ in view of. ^, .... In view of the

fact that ....

to see a lot. ^.
I've seen lot in my time.

to pretend. , ^ ,
cdMOM . pretends he

doesn't care, but he really worries a lot.^ to keep in mind.,
5^^, . Please keep

me in mind if you should need a translator.

not under any circumstances.. I won't allow it

under any circumstances.

to show. , §. She didn't even show that it was unpleasant

for her.

to lose track of. -, ^ .
At one time we were quite friendly, but we've lost track of

each other.

Oh 5 . was drunk when he

said it.& {iter of) to see.. I haven't seen him since yesterday.*3 . It's pitch dark here. •-? Have you ever heard of such a thing?- to see one another. .
We haven't seen one another again from that time on.

(, /pci: -; iter:/) to see.. I'd like to see your boss. —^. I saw big fire yesterday.

— -? Have you ever seen

anything like it? — . I

don't see any sense in it. —* . I see

right through him. — ,§ ! You
see, it's not so simple.

BO to dream.? What did you dream about last night?. I've got good eyesight.- to see. . We
see each other every day at work.

{sh -/-/) prominent. .
He's a prominent engineer, •conspicuous.. The poster was put in a con-

spicuous place. • important. <1 -. holds an important position here. • fine figure.

Oh . He's a fine figure of a man.
• seen. . The whole

square can be seen from our window.
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Q seen. Sto ?
Why haven't we seeen you for such a long time? • obvious^, . It's obvious

to everyone that he's in poor health. • evidently. ,,. Evidently he isn't going to come. • sure.

Oh,, ^. He sure enjoys eating., . WeU, I guess you know best. •? Do you see well from here?

«See.
visa. ? Where do they

issue exit-visas here?—. I got the transit visa within three days. —. I'd like to extend my
visa for another month.

call. . The doc-

tor charges ten rubles a caU.

Q to call.. We'll have to call on them.

fork. , . We haven't got

any knives or forks.

Q() plug. ^1,() . The table lamp
doesn't Ught because the plug is broken.

BHHi {P) fault. 5 , ^. It's not their

fault, but their hard luck.

—

.
It wasn't my fault that it happened.

Oh . likes to pass

the buck.

to blame. , .
I don't blame anyone but myself. • to accuse.. Nobody accuses you.

(P) wine. -? Have you tried our Crimean and Caucasian

wines?

guilty. ^ . I felt

guilty. • sorry. , .
Sorry; I didn't mean to push you.

guilty. . The court

pronounced him guilty.

i/g -y/) grapes.

vineyard.

(-U) screw. . There

were screws and nuts in the box.

D screw. * ^1. He's got

screw loose somewhere.

rifle.

(^,) to hang. .
The towel's hanging on the rack in the bathroom. —9^ . That jacket hangs on you. — Ham. Our project is hanging by a hair.

Q to be groundless. Bdnra. Your accusations are groundless.

(;) temple. . His

temples are quite gray.

(show) window. ,. Give me the red tie that's in your

window. • showcase.. few new showcases were added at the

museum. • display.. There's an interesting display

of new books in this library, • bulletin board.&

. There's Ust of instructions for using the phone
on the bulletin board.- (prefixed to nouns) vice-.- vice4;hairman.

cherry cordial. >#^. Trj' some of our home-made cherry cordial.

cherry. ?
Do you want some fresh cherry jam?

(gp) cherr>\ ? How much
is a kilogram of cherries? •cherry tree.^. Our cherry trees are in bloom now.^ See.

deposit.

(^). Many people here

make deposits in savings banks, •contribution.— ^ .
This book is valuable contribution to Russian Uteratxire

about America.

(dur of) to put. —<-. My work consists of putting

letters into envelopes.

He(. Don't read such an unpleasant meaning into his

words.& {dur of) to turn on.. They turn on the electric current at

seven P.M. here.

Q& including. ,. The Ubrary is open every day
including hohdays.- to be included.. Your traveling expenses are not included in

your pay.

including.. This timetable is

effective up to and including the fifteenth.

{pet of) to include.. We have to

include this clause in the terms of the contract. • to turn on.. Turn on the radio.1? Is your motor running?- to enter. . Our
factory entered into the competition.

(6) ([ve--]; F, See §8).

Q1 (-) Union Commimist Party (Bolshevik).& in a few words. , -. In few words tell what happened, •briefly.. Beiefly, that's the story.

flavor. 1 . Pepper adds

flavor to this sauce, •taste. § -. This bread has funny taste. —. She has very good tasl^ in clothes.

— *Ha . Everyone to his own
tAste.

3to ^ ^'. The remark

went against his grain.

{sh -end) tasty. ^'. The

soup was ver>' tasty. • delicious. ^'!
What a delicious cake!

tastily. . She cooks

very tastily.
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to own.. Our housing cooperative owns twenty

houses.

to control oneself.. doesn't know how to control himself.

Oh . He's a good writer. •. My brother speaks several

languages fluently.& {sh F -) humid.. This is a very himiid climate. • damp.
Sto . Wipe it up with a damp cloth.

(P -, - F) power.. The Soviets have been in power in Russia since

1917. —, .
Unfortunately it is not in my power to change the law.

authorities. -. The local authorities will take the necessary

steps.

{dur of) to climb in; to fit into.(,; p,, -, -; pet of)
to climb. . I'll

climb to the roof and fix the wire. • to fit into.. 5. I doubt whether all

your things will fit into this suitcase.,, ! Come on, fellows, eat

all you can.

influence.. has great influence over his pupils.

{dur/pd: no-/) to influence. He; . Don't try to

influence his decision; let him do as he wants. • to have an

effect. . The heat has a bad
effect on me.

([ve-el-Ka-es-]; indecl M)(1
coio3) All Union Leninist

Young Communist League. See also.
(^,; pd /) to put infto).. Put some paper in (to) the

typewriter. — Mdccy. put lot of effort into arranging this

concert.. — . The government put many
millions into the building of this combine.(1,; pd of) to

fall in love. .
fell in love with her at first sight.

{dur of) to fall in love.. I was young then and
used to fall in love often.

{/see/) together. ? -! Are you going there too? Let's go together. —
§TO .
this taken together made me change my decision. • along.. Come along with me.

still. 9 , ^;, . It's

exactly what I need; a small but still very roomy suitcase.

all at once. He . Don't all

talk at once.

{pd/6).
in place of. ? May I

go in place of him? • instead of.? May I have tea instead of coffee?

{pd of) to break into. 6-. Some passenger

broke into our conversation, 'to interfere.. The police had to

interfere in the fight.

{dur of) to get mixed up.. I don't want to get mixed up in

this argument.

He . Mind your own
business.

{dur of) to hold.. This hall holds three hundred people.

in a jiffy. . I'll do it in a jiffy.

{/See/) at first., . At first it was difficult for him to

walk, but then it became easier.

outside. .
The tennis court is outside the town. • beside.. I was beside myself with joy. • out of.

OH . He's out of danger now.

sudden.^. His speech was interrupted by a sudden noise.

suddenly. . The
train stopped suddenly.

(^,; p,, -, -; pd of)
to carry. § . Carry this suit-

case into the car.

to put on a list.§ . They put my name on that list by
mistake.

to introduce a motion.? Who introduced this motion?

foreign. -. We're studying the foreign policy of the

Soviet Union. • outward. ^. You can't judge by outward appearances

alone. • superficial. . His

kindness is purely superficial.

outwardly. ,, ,. Of course he's worried, but he's

calm outwardly.

foreign trade.. Foreign trade in the

Soviet Union is carried on by the government.

down.. I have to run up and down the stairs. —,^. Wait, I'll be right down. — -. You can take the elevator

down. • underneath. ,. Put this book on top and the other one

underneath it.

headfirst. .
dived headfirst.

downstream. Hdma ^. Our rowboat drifted downstream.^ below. ^^^ . They live on the

floor below us. • downstairs. ^.
The doctor's office is downstairs. • at the bottom. 6-^? you read

the inscription at the bottom of the picture?
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passengers! — . Don't

pay any attention to him. 'consideration. §. We took it into consideration.

• notice. 4.
I took notice of what he said.

Q disregard.' . You disregarded my criticism.

careful,. This mistake can't escape a

careful reader. • atttentive.. Your son is always very attentive at schooL
• considerate. .

is very considerate of us.

carefully. . Lis-

ten carefully. . I foimd him
good listener.

(^,; dur of) to bring in. He<' : . It isn't worth
while to bring in the chairs; the rain's over. • to deposit.

BHoni5' . I deposit

himdred rubles in my savings account every month.

BHomf See.
grandson.

internal.. He's specialist in internal diseases. — -. The Com-
missariat of Internal Affairs is not far from here. • domestic.

You can get the information about domestic trade right here..
The plant's equipment still isn't completely installed.

• 5" . You have to learn the rules

and regulations of our factory.

inside. ,. I opened the box, but there was nothing inside.

— . Everything inside me hurts.

— . The inside of this

apple is quite rotten.

inside. . They went inside

the house. • internally.! 9. Be careful! This medicine musn't be
taken internally.

granddaughter.

{dur of) to inspire.. This man inspires respect, 'to impress.^, ^. I've been

impressing it on him for a long time that this is very impor-

tant.

{pet of) to put into one's head.> . put that idea into my head.

BO (Jot before some dusters, §31) in.. lived in France for a long time.

dining. Bo tjtt. The prapulation has grown a great

deal here during the war.

Bo ? What price did

they set on this bicycle? • .
I dreamt about you last night.

See.- in time. -.
Belief came to the besieged people in time. • on time.-. You had to come on
tinae. 'at the right time.-. You stopped him just at the right time.- at the wrong time. -. You phoned at the wrong time.

{cf) at all. . I didn't say
that at all. — . wasn't

trying for that at all.- full swing. -. The woric is going

on full swing.

Oh -: ^, ,4. let himself go: dancing, singing, and kissing

everybody.- in the second place (or secondly).

(a, P,, ^) water.? Where can you get a drink of water around
here? — . Drink only

boiled water. — ^
There's hot and cold running water in the room. —. We'll have to go by water.

— *6 , ^. lot of water has passed under

the bridge since we last saw each other.

Q drinking water.

ice water., ? We don't drink ice water in winter,

but would you care for some?& mineral water.* >. They're as thick" as thieves.

•*B . His lectiures don't have

much meat to them.

(M ) driver.. The driver didn't want to stop the

car again.

(^,; of) to conduct. -. My job is to conduct

toiuists through the museum.. To associate with.. associates with

artists now.^ . Your
wife can take the children for a walk in the park.

vodka.

Q water sports.& water tower. .
We don't Uve far from the water tower.&3 diver. ^.
The divers are raising the sunken ship.& waterfall.

plinnbing. ,. Call plumber; our plumbing

is out of order, 'water supplj- system. ^.
The water supply sj'stem in out town was put in only a yeax

ago. . There's no running

water in this apartment.

plumber.,^,-
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^ . Please send

plumber to fix the bathroom pipes.& to be at war. .
Germany was at war with all of Europe. • to scrap.? Are you already scrapping so early in

the morning?

{AM) prisoner of war.. spent two years in a

prisoner-of-war camp.

{AM) soldier. . My
father and grandfather were soldiers. • war.. My husband works in a war
plant. • mihtary. . -. graduated from the miUtary academy with

honors. — . This

area is under the control of the military authorities.—5-^ ? Do you have an
English-Russian mihtary dictionary?

Q war industry.

military service.

wartime. ,. In wartime we even have to work
on hoUdays.

martial law.. Our city was imder martial law

for a long time.^ warship. ^. Warships are anchored in this harbor.

miUtary operations.

court-martial. .
They tried him by court-martial.& {AM) leader. -. The pioneers praise their leader a great deal. • motor-

man. , -. It's good thing the motorman stopped the

trolley in time.

{-A M) leader.

(P, -, -,) rein.. I slapped the horse with the rein.,. I'm afraid your former teacher let the class get out

of hand a bit.^ See,.
{P - or -A, -6/ -; ^/) carload.. We bought carload of firewood yes-

terday. • wagon.. hay wagon was slowly coming towards us.

* load. . I have load

of news for you.* , ! What's lost is lost.

(-^, -^^; ; pet of&) to excite.. Our argument got me very excited, 'to arouse.

Oh . He aroused my curiosity.& {dur of) to work up.. This medicine works up your

appetite.^ See.
-^, -; -; pd of&) to return. ^. I can't return today the money I borrowed from

you.

? Who's,

going to make up the time we've lost?- to come back. .
won't come back here any more.

{dur of) to return. --. The books should be returned on time.- to come back.. comes back about eleven every night. —. My strength is

gradually coming back.

return. ^ .
wait for your return.

See,(-,-; pet /)
to refrain. . refrained

from voting.^^^ . I'd

better not go into detail.

{dur of) to hold back.

noKd §.
So far, I'm holding back my opinion on this question.

• to keep away. ;^;^ .
has to keep away from smoking.

{/g -y/) air. ^^'.
Spring's in the air. — ^. our plans are still up in the air. • fresh air.. . I never get out into the

fresh air.

G 5 . It's stuffy in this room.

air. .
Send this letter by air mail. —-^. works on the Rostov-

Baku air line.& appeal.. This appeal has been pubUshed in all news-

papers.

(^,; iter of) to drive.? Who drove the American to the

station? — , -. The tourists were driven around the town for three

hours. —^ . I drove

my friend to the hospital this morning. • to take (by con-

veyance).. The kolkhozniks take their vegetables to the market

every week.

beside. . stood beside me.

• next to. . The drugstore

is right next to the station.{; pet of&) to pay.

Em^ ? Did they pay him for the

damages? • to pay back.. your expenses for the trip will be paid back.& {dur of) to make up.. tries

to make up for his lack of knowledge with a brazen attitude.^ See.
{F) possibiUty. ,

, . There are two possibili-

ties but neither one suits me. • chance. -. We
haven't got chance in the world of catching the three-o'clock

train. • opportunity.
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^. I'll send you this book at the first

opportunity.^ . I'll help him as

much as I can.

possible, .
This is the only possible answer. — ,. It's possible if you reaUy want to do

it. — . We'll do everj^hing

possible.

Q as possible.. The work has to be finished as soon as

possible. • it's possible. He;,^. I won't argue; it's possible '^' right.

outrageous, -. This is an outrageous injustice.

outrageously. -. treats his

younger brother outrageously.

(-^, -; -; pci of-) to resent.. The students resented the petty criticism of the

professor.& {dur of B03BfyTHTb) to make mad. -. His insincerity makes me mad.

indignation.. Our indignation knew no bounds.

See.
See.^ See.

reward. -. big reward has

been offered for the return of the lost watch. • pay. -.
The pay for overtime work is rather high.

(-,-; pd) to begin to hate.,. I had so much trouble there that I began hating

that city. — He, -. I don't know why she began to hate him so.

See.& (dur /). 5. I've started

to have my doubts on that score.

(p, -; pet of&) to come up..
confUct came up between the workers and the manage-

ment.

{pet of) to resume.

1933

^. America and the USSR resumed diplomatic relations

in 1933. 'to renew. ^. I want to renew my subscription to your

magazine. • to start up again.^. The factory started up again two

years ago.

{dur of) to renew.

p^a . I had to renew my visa

twice.& {dur of) to object.. I don't object to his going

on the trip. * to contradict. ^ ^

. I often had to contradict him. *to raise an
objection. .
I have objections to raise about your suggestion, 'to
mind. , -. If you don't mind, I'll bring along a friend.

objection. .
made some sensible objections.

See.
{pet of&) to object.. objected sharply to what the speaker said.

• to raise an objection. §?
What objection can you raise against this? • to answer back.

Oh . answered back

in sharp tone of voice.

age. . She's my age.—
—. The age Umit in this branch of

industry is sixty years.

moving man.. The moving men deUvered our fur-

niture safe and sound.^ See.
(P,,) war.

(,,) troops. -. . After two-day

battle, our troops occupied the city. • army.? Were you commis-

sioned officer in the regular army?

(^,; p,, -, -; pap-; pet of) to come in. ? May
I come in? —! Come in! —,. Look and see who just came in. • to enter.,. entered the room

without knocking. —
j)ecTopdH. group of foreigners entered the restaurant.

to become a habit. Sro. It became habit with us.? When will this law

go into effect? • ^, &5? Do you think you can get all your things

into the suitcase? ' . We
made deal with her. • ,,. That sentence will probably become a proverb.

• ! Put yourself in my place.

• Oh . quickly

assumed the role of boss. •,. Once she started, there was no stopping

her; she washed all the floors in the house.& station. ?
What station does our train leave from? —,, ^. Drive to the station, please.

— ? What station did you

arrive at? — . They've already

gone to the station.

(// /) around.^. We walked around the house

for a long time, and couldn't make up our minds to go in.*6 , .
Stop beating aroimd the bush; say what j'ou mean.

BOKC( -) VOKS (Society for Cultural Relations with Foreign

Countries) (See Appendix 9).
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(-) ox. . They

used to plow with oxen in the Ukraine.

Oh, . He works like a horse.

volleyball.

volleyball player.

(P,) wolf. .
There are wolves in these woods. —*^ -, ^. Watch your step with

him; he's a wolf in sheep's clothing.

*C — . When in Rome,

do as the Romans do. •*. The landlady is looking daggers at me. •. He's an old sea dog.

(P,,) wave., . The waves are

very high today; don't swim out too far. • wave length., . I don't

know what wave length Moscow is working on today.. I got to the Urals

with a flood of refugees.

excitement. .. She was in such a great state of ex-

citement that she couldn't utter a single word. • commotion.^ ? What's all the commotion about?

•uprising ,? Where did the peasant up-

risings you spoke about take place?

to get excited. -. That's nothing to get excited about.

Ha . The sea is very

rough today.

(/pc<; -/) to excite., ^. Try not to excite him, or he won't

fall asleep.- to worry. . Stop

worrying about trifles.

red tape.. I'll try to arrange it so you don't have to go

through a lot of red tape. • ladies' man. O,. He's regular ladies' man.

(P,,) hair.? Do you want your hair cut shorter?—*. I was so scared my hair stood

on end. — Oh .
practically tore out his hair in desperation.

horsehair.. I'd like to buy a horsehair mattress.? Do you always get

a crew cut? •*9 ,. That

won't help things at all.

(-) hair. . hair got

into my eye.— He, .
Don't worry, they won't touch a hair of his head. —. My fate hung by a hair.

(«, ^, -, -; adv) free.,^, ^. I'm free as

bird and can do whatever I please.—. This is too free a translation. —, . You're free to do whatever you please.

D 3^&p free kick. Hdnia. Our team won the game by a

free kick.

will. . No doubt he

has will power. — .
She did it against her will. • accord. On. left for the North of his

own accord.- like it or not.-^ . Like it or

not, I had to tell him everything that happened.

no matter what you say. ^,. No matter

what you say, that young man is acting very strangely.

to set free. .
Set the bird free., a ^. Talk as

much as you want to, but keep your hands to yourself.

• ,. It was pity to keep the kids in class so I let them

out into the fresh air.

BOH out. Boh! Get out of here! — *C ,. Out of sight, out of mind, 'there.

BOH TUM, . The book is there, on the table. • over

there. ! Ask that woman
over there. — Bon, . Look

over there; the wheelbarrow's behind the house.

BOH that's where. ! So that's

where you were! !. I promised to get the information for you and it

slipped my mind completely. •*. This is as poor work as I've ever seen.

(P) stink. . There's an awful

stink here.

{dur of) to imagine.,. I imagine what

happened there during the fire.

to be conceited.. She is much too conceited.

imagination. ,. I didn't know that he had such a

rich imagination.

See.
{pet of) to imagine. -, . For some reason or

other he imagines we don't Uke him. • to picture.-. Just picture this sight.

i/cf/) in general. , . In

general, that's true. — ,,. In general, he's hard man to get along with,

•generally. ,, ^. Generally, he and I see eye to eye on things.

• at all. , ^ .
If it's so, I won't have anything at all to do with him.

—, . Now I don't

understand anything at all.& (dur of).
armament.

(pet of) to arm. -, .
We had enough ammunition to arm three hundred people.

armed.. Armed men were standing at the entrance. —
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were well armed.- to arm oneself. , -;. It's good thing we've armed ourselves in

time. ;. You'll have
to be patient.- in the first place. -, , a -, . In the first place I'm hungry and in the

second place I'm tired. • first of all. -,. First of all, I never said anything
like that.

{/with d/) against. 9
^^^. It was done against my wishes. • in spite

of. Oh . went in

spite of all our advice.

question. .
Your pal asks a lot of questions.— ?-! What question! Of course you can! —. The
question of our apartment is still unsettled.

—

— . It's only

question of time before we rebuild our plant. • problem., . The problem
is whether we'll be able to get train reservations. • matter.

Sto . It's matter of life

and death to them.

in doubt. ,. Unfortunately our trip is still in doubt.

to raise a question.. We'll have to raise

the question of a transfer to another job.? What's on the agenda of today's meeting?

(P,) thief. .
We caught the thief red-handed. — !
Beware of thieves. • burglar. .
Burglars broke into the apartment.

(-) sparrow., !
Look, sparrow flew in the window.

G* , .
You can't put anything over on an old bird Uke me. •*-
Bo : — . You can't take
back what you say once you've said it.

(/- -/) to steal. ,-. We've got nothing to steal and there's no
one around who'd do it anyway.—. They were stealing the taxpayers' money.

crow. . flock of

crows flew over our heads.,! ,. They've stolen your suitcase and you didn't even
notice it, you damned fool. •* ,. Stop daydreaming and watch your
driving. • ,. isn't scholar at all but just a
tramp in a full-dress suit.

funnel.( P) gate. ! Open the gate!

• goal. . The goalie

took his place in front of the goal.

(-d) collar. -

. wore shirt with sport collar. —. You ought to buy a
fur collar for your coat.

(-) collar. ?
Do you want your collars starched?

(^,) to grumble. ^. That old woman is always grumbhng. •to mutter.
OH ? What's he muttering about

imder his breath?

eighteenth.

(§22) eighteen.

{g, d, I, i, §22) eight.

(§22) eighty.

(§22) eight hundred.

BOCK i/g -y/) wax. ^ . I need a piece

of wax.

to wax.. They wax the floors here.

Oh, . He's like putty.

interruption. . There were
many questions and interruptions during the lecture.

exclamation mark.

Sunday.

inflammation.

pneumonia.

upbringing.. I tried to give my children a good
upbringing, •education. ^. Working on the news-
paper gave him a good political education.

{pd of) to develop.^. We've developed good work
habits in our children.

{dur of) to bring up. Ond-. She's bringing up her

late brother's children., •to teach., . School didn't teach us what we know;
experience did.- to be brought up. ? Where were

you brought up? — Oh .
was brought up in a children's home.

(pet). to take advantage. -. I'm glad to take advantage of this

opportunity. — , -. Unfortunately, we can't take

advantage of your proposition, •to use. -, . used

the first pretext he could find to leave this place.,^. I'll tell him that the first chance I get.

memory.. Your friends left us with a

pleasant memory of them. • recollection.. has

very hazy recollection of what happened. • memoirs.. The general is writing

his memoirs.

(-^, -; ppp-; pet of&).
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RUSSIAN-ENGLISH& (dur of) to prohibit, to forbid.- to be prohibited. -. Talking to the motorman is prohibited, 'to be

forbidden. . Spitting is forbidden,

•to be not allowed. ^. Visitors in the zoo are not

allowed to feed the animals.^& No Smoking.

No Admittance.^ See.
{dur of) to rebuild.-. Now we have to rebuild our industry.

uprising, revolt.(-,; pet of)
to restore.. month's rest restored his health completely.

• to regain. {1 .
He's trying to regain his reputation. • to resume.-§ ^. Train service on this Une will be resumed in two

days.

to refresh one's memory..
I'll try to refresh my memory about this incident.

to turn against. Ond. She turned all her friends

against him.

rebuilding. . The whole

coimtry is now working on rebuilding our national economy.
• rehabilitation. ^) . Rehabilitation of the devasted

areas will require quite a while.

east. -. There's tractor station east of the village.

• Orient. Oh .
traveled great deal in the Orient.

Far East.. I Uvfed in the Far East for a long time.

delight. ^ ,. couldn't hide his deUght when they

told him about it. — ? !
Lend you money? I'd be delighted to!

be enthusiastic about.. The audience was enthusi-

astic about his singing.

eastern. -). It happened

somewhere near the eastern border of the Soviet Union.
• oriental. .

was making serious study of oriental languages.

G general delivery. ^. Send the letter to him general

delivery.

(-^,-; pet of) .

{dur of) to delight.. delights me by his modesty.• to be enthusiastic. , npdso, ,! I really don't know what there is to be so

cnthusiaetic about.

sunrise.. We waited up to see the sunrise.

(-^,-; dur of) .^ See.
eight.. I only had the eight of hearts left. —. You can take the number eight

(streetcar). — . The
eight of us made a friendly group.

(§22) eight.

eightieth.

eighth.

here's. . Here's your room. — A
! Here he is! • there's. .

There's an interesting example for you. 'there., , . There, you

didn't believe me; and now you see that I was right. —! Well, there goes my vacation! 'that's.. That's all.- any minute. -.
Your friend will be here any minute now.

well really. , !
Well really, why should I talk to him!! so! !. So! You haven't done a thing.

TUK that's exactly. !
That's exactly what you should have said.

as follows. ^ : Write him as

follows: , ! Well,

what do you know, he's in love again! •! That's hell of job for

famous scientist. • 5- ! This

was exactly what he didn't understand. •* .
Well, how do you Hke that!

See,
(, F) louse.

See.
{dur of) to empty into, {no pet) -
5.? What does this river empty into?-, . It

seems to me that you're starting to contradict yourself.

• ? Why go to such an extreme?^ See.
(^,; ; ; pet of&)

to sink in. . His cheeks

sank in after his illness.- . Yoiu* friend looks as

if he's down in the mouth.

the first time. -. This isn't the first time I haven't slept all night long.

{/See/) the first time.? Is this the first time you've been in the

USSR?
forward. ! Forward! —. The volunteers stepped forward.

•ahead. .
We were moving ahead with great difficulty. • in advance.. We were paid for

this work in advance. • in the future.. Be more careful in the future. • forth.
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forth in the room.

3a . We
made lot of progress this week. • ,

— , . We've been struggling

here for an hour and still haven't gotten anywhere.

ahead. . The main
work still lies ahead. • ahead of.. was ahead of us in hne. • up ahead.? Who is that up ahead?

impression. -. gives the impression of being a

serious worker. — 4 ,. I was under the impression that you knew it.

• influence. -. I was still under the influence of yesterday's

conversation. -. His story depressed me terribly.

(///) up close. ^>. I came up close to him. ^. We really

mean business on this job now.

down to. Oh. studied the matter down to the last detail.

(///) entirely. . That's

entirely understandable. • fully. -. I fully agree with you. • perfectly., ^ -.
You can be perfectly sure the work will be done on time.

• completely. . You
can rely on him completely. • quite.^. The manager is quite pleased with

your work.

(// nop^V) fit. ? Do these

shoes fit you? • suitable. 5 .
That's only suitable for old people.

(//'/) to the right. -^. - house is to the right of the bookstore. —
He , . Just before you
reach the park turn to the right.

(See) in the future. -. Be more careful in the future.

but then. ,1),. I don't advise you to go at night; but then do

as you please. — ,. It seems so to me, but then I don't know exactly.

• but then again. ,. But then again, I don't know whether he'll come
after all.

injection.

{dur of) to allow in.. No one is allowed in here.

(^,; pet of) to let in.. They won't let you into the house

at night.

(Jcf/) for nothing., 5^! It timis out then that I've worked
all this time for nothing! ^,. Don't waste your breath; he won't believe you
anyway.

^ See.
(-U) enemy. ,. Even his worst enemy wouldn't say he isn't

honest. — ^ . I don't want
to make any enemies. —* — ! My
tongue is my enemy. — ^. The
enemy attacked suddenly.

contrary. To, ,. What you're saying is contrary to his

point of view.

imawares. ,. They were caught unawares and paid for it.

• by surprise. 5to ^ .
This offer took me by surprise.

(-) goalkeeper, goaUe^

(,; , -; /pd: -/) to Ue.! Stop lying!—, ! Take it easy.

Lie, but don't overdo it.*, ! He's the damnedest liar.

(-d M) doctor.. This doctor is specialist in internal diseases. —
Oh . He's a good doctor. • physician.

T\'T ? Who is the district physician here?

medical. ^ -. You'll have to appear for a medical exami-

nation.

to revolve.. The wheel revolves by means of a belt. • to center.^ . The
conversation centered about recent events., .
I'm afraid your friend travels in bad company.

(-4) damage. ^. The locusts did good deal of

damage to the crop last year.

to harm.. That medicine will only harm you.

(M) pest. ^ ^. There are lot of pests in our orchard. • sabo-

teur. .
This man was convicted in one of the saboteurs' trials.

sabotage. > -, . This catastrophe

didn't happen accidentally, but was definitely sabotage.

to hurt. .
This talk is hurting his reputation. • to harm.

^, . won't harm

you, but don't expect any help from him.

{sh -) dangerous. .
That's a dangerous habit.

Q hazardous industry.), ). His working day is shorter because he works

in a hazardous industry.

harmful. ^ .
It's even harmful for him to walk up stairs.. The climate here is

not good for you.^ See.
See .

(Jip //).
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«See.
temporary. . I have

temporary job. • provisional.. was member of the provisional

government.

temporarily. . I'm

here only temporarily.(, -, ,, N)
time. ^' .
My watch is set by Leningrad time. —. I play football in my spare time. —. You can see him any

time. — ^ . I'll tell it to you

in due time. — ;^, ,5^. By the time he comes, the book will

already be published. —, . Never

mind, there's plenty of time. — ?
What time is it? — . We
had very good time. — . Your time

is up. — . In our time every-

thing was different. • date. -. The date of the convention isn't set yet. • season.

Bo .
We are always short of farm hands during the harvest

season. . td borrow.^ ? May I borrow your rubber boots?

nowadays. §. Nowadays, it's no longer done that way.

BO during. Bo^. I was in Moscow twice during my vacation.- on time. 6-? When will you learn to come on time?

from time to time.. used to come to see us from time to

time.

of late.. I haven't been seeing much of him of late.

ahead of time. ^. There's use telling him about

it ahead of time.

how long. )? How long will this tran.slation

take you?

since. , Stot, . The situation has improved
since the law was put into effect.

in the meantime. , a. Read the newspaper and in

the meantime I'll finish my letter.

(// /) somewhat Uke. ,. My hat is somewhat Uke yours, but the

brim is wider. • Uke. 9 . This

fruit is like an orange.

QHa 6buid^ . He wore a

jacket that looked Uke a uniform.

by hand.^. We have to do lot of things by hand now.

unUkely.. It's unUkely that he'll agree to sing at our party.§. I doubt if it's so. •/)

. I doubt if you'll find

a taxi at such a late hour.

horseback rider.

(Jnp of/) .

(///) .

all kinds of.. In the department store you can
find all kinds of goods. —, . invented all kinds

of excuses in order not to go there.

always. ^. He's always

here in the morning. — .
I'm always at your service. — -. He's not always so friendly.

i/g N of /) altogether. A(!? How much do we have to pay altogether?

• only. ,. I've only

been here a week myself. —^ .
He's only eighteen. • all. ?
Is that all that happened? — 5. All it costs is fifty kopeks.

{fct of) to move into.? Did they move refugees into your house?

{dur of) to move into.. We have no
right to move anyone into the house without a permit from

the city council.

national.

national census.

all-union.. The ail-union medical convention was opened

yesterday.- anyway. - .
turned out to be right anyway. • all the same. A-. All the same, I still don't believe you. • never-

theless. 9to , -. It

wasn't easy, but nevertheless he made the trip.

i/cf/) entirely, completely.. I'm entirely on your side. —. She's completely absorbed

in her painting.

(pet of) to boil.,-,. Boil the milk, please.^ See.
in passing. ^ &.

mentioned this matter in passing.

(///) soon. .
Soon, all the others came. —. married soon after coming

to our town.

See.
(dwr of) to open.,,. Parcels are probably opened at the

post office.

(-,-; pet of) to open.. Opened by military censor. • to lance.. Your abscess will have to

be lanced. • to bring to light. -. these abuses were

brought to light at the time of inspection.

i/cf /) right after.. was supposed to arrive right after me.
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• after. &^.
The children looked after the departing soldiers.& to forward.. Forward this letter to him.

(///) bhndly. ^^. I don't want to act blindly. • blindfolded. -^ ;^. The
champion played ten chess games bUndfolded.

aloud. 5 . Read this letter

aloud. • openly. .
Now we can say it openly.

soft-boiled. ?
Do you want hard-boiled or soft-boiled egg?*5, 5 ! See here,

that's sheer nonsense!

(-, -ndmer; pet of&) to plow.. Our fields are already plowed.

C[-x» v-]; dur of) to plow. . For
the early sowing, it's necessary to plow the earth several

times.

See,
{dur of) to recall. ^-. I don't want to recall those times.

•to reminisce. . My son

reminisces about you often.

{pd of) to remember.^, . I just can't remember
where I saw him. 'to recall. ,. Try to recall who said that to you.(,; ijrw; prger; dur of) to get up. He,,. Don't bother getting up; I have a seat. —. I'm used to getting up early.

Humexty ^ — .
Our patient is better and is already up and about.

{pd of) to put in.§ . I'd Uke to have this pictxu^ put in a

frame. • to include. ?
Has this point been included in the agreement?

^'. She had some false teeth made.
{dur of) to put in.. He'll come over to your place

tomorrow to put the window panes in.

See,(,; pet of) to get up., ^ . Would you get up
for a minute? I want to move the chair. —

.. We'll get up at five o'clock

tomorrow morning.

to stand up (for someone). Bee-. All his friends will stand

up for him. . We were faced

with a serious problem.

See,
{pd of) to meet.-. One of our crowd will meet you

at the station. —. We didn't meet any opposition from him.
• to greet. OpUTopa ^1|.
The speaker was greeted with enthusiastic applause.

- to meet. A ? Where shall we meet? —. We'll meet at the

newspaper stand, 'to come up against.

^. I didn't come up against real diffi-

culties until my arrival in Moscow.
welcome. . We

gave him a royal welcome. • match. ^
—. There's

going to be soccer match between Moscow and Odessa
tomorrow. • meeting. ! This
is an unexpected meeting! —. I'll teU you about it when we meet. • appoint-

ment. .
Let's put off our appointment until next week.

D . That
was very Uvely New Year's celebration.

{pd of) to meet.? Who's meeting you at the station? — -. At one time I

used to meet your brother in Leningrad.? Where will you cele-

brate New Year's Eve?- to meet. . Haven't we met
before?

See,
See,
{dur of) to join.. didn't join the party until last

year, 'to start. He .
You shouldn't have started an argmnent with her.(,; pd of) to enter.

. Only after fierce battle were they able to enter the

city.

to go into effect.

^. This law hasn't gone into effect yet.

to join.. We all joined the union.(,; dur of) to rise.,. Get up! The sun is already rising.

• to come up. . The oats

are coming up poorly this year.^ See.
anywhere. . You can

meet him anywhere, •everywhere.. I was well received everywhere.

(ns F of).
anyone. §. Anyone can

understand it. • any. .
We could use any old rag. —. and I parted without any regrets.

• anybody. -. Anybody would be pleased to gpt such a compliment.

• all kinds. . kinds of

loafers hang aroimd here.

BO in any case.^. I'll come in any case.

all sorts of things.. I bought all sorts of things for the

house.

anything. . Anything can happen.
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in case. ^. Take raincoat just in case.

all kinds. ^. They showed him all kinds of attention.

D every way. , -
^. She tried every way to right her wrongs.

invasion.<^. The enemy invasion started on

June twenty-first. • breaking in.. Will you excuse my
breaking in on you at such an unusual hour?

Tuesday.

second. , .
I won't have to wait long — I'm second in line. —. She'll arrive on September

second.— . She's hke a second mother

to me. — .
We need chorus singers for the second voice. — *0. All his life he's

played second fiddle.

entree. ? What
do we have as an entree today?, nopd . It's past one; time to

go home.

in one's hurry. .
In my hurry, I left the ticket at home, •hurriedly.5 . I read the

letter hurriedly before I left.

three times.. You'll make three times as much there.. Three of us can

get in here easily.( ) technical

college.( ) college. ^.
He's college student.

(-) college student. ^ -5. It'll be very interesting for you to

speak with this college student.

(college) co-ed. .
This co-ed is my sister's friend.

entrance. . Wait for me at the

entrance. —^. The entrance to the picture gallery is on the side

street. — ! Entrance on the right. • admis-

sion. ,.
On Sundays there's no admission fee to this museum.

Q No Admittance.

(^,; dur of) to get on..
Women with children are allowed to get on at the front

entrance of the trolley. • to come in. ^
<'? Why do you always make such

noise when you come in? • to go into. ^^. These thumb tacks go into the wall easily.

• to get into. ^ .
I'm gradually getting into the swing of things at the factory.. This hair-do is getting to be the fashion with our

girls. *

. I never intended to stay here so long. •. The tank of this car holds about eighty liters of

gas. • ?
Who is on the council of people's commissars?^ See.

([ve-ce-es-pe-es] inded M)() The All-Union Central Soviet of Trade

Unions.& yesterday. . He arrived yesterday.—
Oh . was in our house yester-

day evening. — 5 ^. I found out

about that yesterday morning.

last night. .
There was fire at our house last night.

yesterday. . Give

me yesterday's paper.

See.
See.
entrance. . The tunnel en-

trance is closed. . I received

permit to enter the USSR.
{dur /) to drive in.^. You drive into our yard from the main

street, 'to enter.!. Look, we're entering the USSR now!(, -; no into; -pet of) to enter.. We turned off the road

and entered the woods, 'to climb.

nd. The automobile climbed the hill quickly.

(a, g, I, d, ; §21) you. ,? Did you hear what he said?— ?
Do you expect to stay here a long time? —. I didn't expect that from you. —? Shall I give you some more borscht? —^. We expect you for supper

tomorrow. — ! I've heard so

much about you! — . Here's to

you and your success.—;^ ? Why
is he displeased with you? — ^. It was very nice meeting you. —. You have to pay five rubles.

both of you. ^,. I think you'll find this room large enough

for both of you.

See.
{dur of) to elect. ^. We're going to elect a

new chairman today, 'to make a choice., . Make- choice quickly; we

have no time.

choice. . I approve of your

choice.— . I have no choice. • selection.

5tom . This

store has a large selection of gloves.

election. ^ -. The election to our city soviet will take place in the fall.

{pd) to scold. .
Give him a good scolding.& {dur of) to throw away. He-
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— . Don't throw away
the newspaper; I haven't read it yet.

(-,-; pet of) to pick out.-. Help me pick out a hat. • to

elect. ? Whom did you

elect as secretary? • to choose. -, . You chose

bad time to talk to him.

See.& {dur of).
(-,; pd of&) to shave.^ HjirovTO. After his illness

they shaved his head-

{pet of) to throw.. Throw the cigarette butts into

the garbage pail, 'to cut out. 5. We'll have to cut out

several pages from this article. • to fire.. was fired from the factory

because of repeated absences, 'to put out. Bo5" . Anyway, they won't be

put out into the street, 'to throw away.! It's just throwing away money!

See.
See.

{dur of) .^ (-, -; pet of) to leave.

^. left our

house last year.

{pet of) to post. -, ? Have you read the

announcement posted by the cooperative? 'to hang out.&, . I

hung my winter things out to air.

{dur of) to pst. He5. Don't post the bulletin board

newspaper in that comer.

See.
dislocation. . has dislocated

knee.

([-x^v] dur /) .

{pet of) to sprain.. sprained his shoulder.

conclusion. ?
What conclusion do you draw from it? • deduction.. made
perfectly correct deductions.

export. 5^,. This year the wheat export is greater than last.

{pet of) to iron.. I ironed all your shirts.

(-, -; dur) to look (appear).. You look very well.

{dur of]^) to look out. Ond. She looks out of the window
every so often.

See.
{pet of) to look out.^. Look out into the street.. The sun has come out again.

(-,-; pet of) to chase out.

OH , .

If he comes around here again, I'll chase him right out.
•to fire. 3a ? Why was he
fired? 'to drive. .
The shepherd drove the herd into the fields.

accent. .
has real Moscow accent, •talking to.. The teacher gave us a good

talking to.

profit. . Our kolkhoz will get a large profit

from the dairy farm, •benefit.? Of what benefit is this to you? •advantage.? Can't
you see all the advantages of this method?

profitable. , 5 .
I'd call this very profitable bit of business.

to advantage. -. I'll try to fix it so that
you'll show to the best advantage.

Oh 5, .
He'll do it only if he benefits by it. •. You got a bargain.

See.
{dur of) to chase. He ,

^. Don't chase me; I'll leave on my own.

(dur of) to unload.. We went to unload the fire-

wood today.

See.|1 (pet of&) to unload., . ! in two hours;

the baggage still isn't unloaded.

(-, -; inw -^; prop -^; dur of) to distribute. cdxap no. They're distributing sugar today for ration

coupon number five, •to pass off.- . passes

himself off as a colonel of some foreign army.. His accent shows

that he's a foreigner. • ?
When will we get paid?

- to be given out. ^ .
Information is given out downstairs, at the entrance,

•to stick out. ^ -6.
His cheekbones stick out like a Mongolian's. • to stand out.

Oh -. At school he stood out from the others because

of his speaking ability.

See.
See.
(-, -, §27; pet of) to give.. We were given com-

plete issue of clothing and equipment, •to pass off.. passed the song

off as his own composition, •to give away.. won't give us away.

to marry off. Ond. She has abeady married off three of her

daughters.

sepnd 5^ ?
How much grain did you receive per workday this year?
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- to turn out. !
What wonderful day it turned out to be!- . I

finally got the chance to see him.

issue. .
They'll issue butter on this coupon tomorrow.^. They de-

manded that the criminal be surrendered.

(dur of ) to pull out., . When
we have company we pull the table out into the middle of

the room, 'to give opportunity.. They give him every opportunity at his job.

{pet of) to pull out.. Pull the top drawer out of the

chest, 'to offer. .
You offered a convincing argument, 'to nominate.. We
nominated him as a candidate to the factory committee.

{pet of) to single out.. I singled him out im-

mediately from the other pupils, 'to make stand out.§ . Use italics to make this

line stand out.

{dur of) .

(-,-; pet of) to stand.-, . In my
opinion our bridge couldn't stand such a heavy load. —.
His much-talked-of courage didn't stand the first test. • to

pass. ,, . No doubt

you'll pass the exam.

Oh . played his part

to the end. • . I couldn't

restrain myself and burst out laughing. • -. This cordial

should be allowed to settle for several weeks more. •-! ! Good boy! That took a lot of

backbone!

{dur of; to stand. -! How can you stand such noise! • to

stand up. . This

project can't stand up under criticism. • to stand the strain.5. My nerves can't stand

the strain.

BU {pet of) .

{pet of) to make up.. made up the

whole story from beginning to end,

G ! What kind of nonsense is that!

• *0h ! He won't set the world on fire!

{dur of) to invent., . He's constantly

inventing excuses not to work. ,

He,!. ^. None of that now; you're not gt l.ig away with-

out supper.

See.
exit. ^ . I'm going to

get my exit visa.

{dur of) to leave.. They're leaving by express train tomorrow.

Oh . likes others

to do his work for him.

mail collection. -. They have mail collection three

times a day here.

(-, -; no inw; pet of) to leave.. He's already left Moscow. • to

drive out. , .
I just saw him drive out.

(-, -; ; pet of&) to

wring out. . Help me wring

out the wash,

to wear out, 5. They wore him out on this job,

{dur of) to squeeze,, , I don't squeeze the juice

out of oranges; I eat them whole. • to lift over the head..
lifts sixty kilos over his head with one hand.

See.
(-, -; pet of) to call out. -, . Please

call that man out into the hallway. • to cause.. It caused a lot of misunderstanding.

• to challenge. -. The neighboring kolkhoz challenged us to a contest.

• to draw out. -. Maybe you'll be able to draw him out in a frank

talk, 'to call for. . The

commander called for volunteers, • to call.. Call me a taxi.

{dur of) to recover.. Our patient is re-

covering little by little. • to get well.. Get well as fast as you can,

(/-, /; pet of) to re-

cover. . My son has already

recovered,

BU30B challenge.. We accepted the challenge of your brigade to

a contest, • call, ,
call back to the city cut my vacation short, • simimons.

Oh . got summons to appear in

court,

See.
{dur of) to summon.. You're summoned by the police. • to call on.. I was called on in

the geography class today. .
After the show the author and actors took many curtain calls.

• ^. This odor turns

my stomach.

{pet /) to win.. I won an electric iron in a raffle.

to save time,. Drive straight across

the field and you'll save half an hour.

{dur of) to win.

5^ . The visiting

chess player keeps winning one game after another.
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portrait looks much better under this Ught.

(M) favor. ,. The game was in oxir

favor when I slipped and hurt my foot. • prize.: The

following numbered bonds are prize winners:

See.
(-,-; ,; ; pet of) to get out. ! Get out! —, . I

really don't know how to get out of this situation. • to leave.? May I leave the room? — A^()? Why did he leave

the Conununist party? • to come of. ,. I'm afraid that nothing will come of it.

•to come from.. Almost all of our generals come from

worker or peasant stock.

to lose patience.. Finally I lost my patience.. Our tea is all gone. •, .
He's capable fellow; he'll make a good worker. •. Two shirts can be

made out of this piece of material.

{dur of) to dig up.? Where do you dig

up such ancient words?

{dur of) to throw away.? How can you

throw away such good shoes? • to fire. -. We don't fire

people without good reason.. Don't be such a

spendthrift.

(pet of) to throw.? Who threw my papers into the

wastebasket? • to take out.. The director took whole scene out of the

play.

Q *Hy ^«! sure pulled fast one!

• §^ . Better get that out of

yoiu- head.

(M) switch. ^ -. The switch in the kitchen is out of order.

(dur of) to shut off.. The electricity

in our house is shut off at ten o'clock.

{pet of&) to take off.. Take my name off the list

of entries in the contest. • to turn off. He -. Don't forget to turn off the radio.

{pet of) to dig.. The potatoes are already dug at our place.

• to dig up.,§. Look at the treasure I dug up from all

this junk.

{pet of) to paint.^. painted the fence green.

{dur of),
See.

{pet of) to bathe. . I'll

bathe the children.- to take a bath. ? .
Where is the bathroom? I'd Uke to take a bath.

{dur of) to smoke up. !<^ . That's

terrible; he smokes as many as fifty cigarettes a day. •to
smoke out. , .
Ask him; he knows how to smoke out bedbugs.

{pet of) to smoke.. smoked all my cigarettes.. Let me finish my
cigarette first and then we'll go. • -. I was hardly able to get him out of here.

{dur of) to crawl out of.. I didn't crawl out of bed
all day Sunday. • to get out of. .

can't get out of debt. • to fall out.^. My hair began to fall out

after my illness.

or (-, -; p -, -; pet of) to creep out. .
crept out of the ditch all covered with mud. • to get off.. Let's get off

at the next station. • to come out. ,. I'm afraid that I came out with

my question at the wrong time.

{dur of),-, -; pet of) to take off.. The plane took off at dawn.
• to skip. ,. It skipped my mind completely that

I promised to come.

{dur of ),
{pet of) to cure.. The doctor cured me very quickly.. Your tooth can still be

saved.

See,
{dur of) to pour out. He^ c^na,. Don't pour out the soup; I'U eat it this

evening.

BU {pet) to fade. .
The curtains faded from the sun.

(-,; imv-; ppp-; pet of)
to pour out. A ?
you pour out water around here?

See,
See.

{dur of) to wash.. She washes all the windows once a

month.

(-,-; pet of&) to wash.,^ ^. Wait moment, I want

to wash my hands properly.

- to wash (oneself). .
First of all I'd like to wash.

(-, -; p -, -; pet of) to

take out. . Take

the wet coat out into the hall. • to carry out.. The fireman carried her out of the house.

to pronounce sentence.
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as yet.

to pass a resolution.. The meeting passed resolution

on this question. ,
^. I gathered from my conversation with

him that he was displeased with you. • ,. We were washed ashore by a wave.& (dur of) to take out. He. Don't take the dishes out of the cupboard.

(-^, -; dur of) to carry.. They carry

practically all the work on their shoulders.

Qoct (-) to stand (someone).^5. I can't stand that man.^ . The local climate

doesn't agree with me.^ See.] {pet of&) to take out.. You'll have to take all your things

out of the trunk. —- . Let

me take this splinter out. — .
I've already taken out the winter things.* ^ —! ^? He'd like some orange

juice right away, but where can I get it?

(dur of; to fall out.. Your watch crystal is falling out. —. My hair is beginning

to fall out.

See.^ See.
(-,-; -; pet of) to drop out.,, . The key

must have dropped out of my purse., sA ! Look, it snowed during

the night. • Ha —. It was my
good fortune to work under the supervision of a great

scientist.

{dur of) to drink. -^. I drink three or four glasses of

tea at one sitting.

Oh. He likes his liquor.

(-,-; pet of) to copy.^]& . I have

to copy few quotations out of this book. • to order.. We ordered new
catalogues from Moscow. • to write for.. I wrote for my sister to come from the

country.

extract. ^ -. You have to present an extract from the house

register. • excerpt.. I'm making some excerpts for my research work.
• discharge.. has already recovered and is waiting for a

discharge from the hospital.

{dur of) to subscribe. -. We subscribe to many news-

papers and magazines.

(-,-; imv-; ppp-; pet of)
to drink. ? Who drank my beer? —. Let's drink to our meeting.

• to have a drink. ! Let's go and have a

drink. ^. Have a shot of brandy.

See.
{pet of; to pay. -? Have you been paid for September? —. I've already paid my debts.

(dur of) to pay off.5 ^? How
much time will it take you to pay off this amount?

See.
(dur /).
(-,-; pet of) to swim out.^ . I swam out of the

bay into the open sea. • to come up.. dove into the water and came

up on the other side of the raft.

completion. -. Now the completion of the plan is a certainty.? How much time will you need to complete

this work?

{pet of) to fulfill.. We fulfilled our quota on time. • to

carry out. -. Our factory carried out its pledge with honors.

Q & to keep a promise.. I'll keep my promise.

(dur of) to carry out.. The order must be carried out to

the letter.

BUnycK output. .̂ We're planning to increase

our output of tractors considerably this year. • graduating

class. .
Five members of my graduating class became doctors.& {dur of) to skip. ,-. Read it all. Don't skip anything. • to

turn out. ^ -. This technical school turns out very competent

engineers.& to put on the market.. This factory is now putting a lot

of consumer's goods on the market.

. The government will float a new loan the first of

January.

(pet of&) to let out.. was let out on bail. —^? Who let the cat out into the street? —^^ , .^ . If the

seams are let out in this jacket, it will fit you just right.

• to put out. -. This publishing house put out a good

chemistry handbook. • to drain out.. You drained all the water out of the barrel,

•to release.. This man was recently released from jail. • to
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turn out. -. Our factory turned out a new lot of cars.

to let go.. I Id; go of the rope.,. Be careful, she may show her nasty side.

See.
See.

{dur of) to produce, to turn out.

9tot ^ . This

mill produces the best steel in the Union. • to make, to earn.

OH ? How much does he

make a month?

(pd of) to work out.. The commission worked

out the text of the resolution. • to produce, to turn out.. I hope

to turn out twice our normal production during the coming

month. • to develop. cpday §. It took time for him to develop this

good habit.

output. ^. The output in our shop is

reaching two hundred percent of its quota. • production.. Our tractor operators reached record production in

plowing.

{dur of) to express. 9 -. This expresses my sentiments to a T.

•to show. . His face

showed a great deal of suffering.- to express oneself. .
expresses himself vaguely.

to put it mildly. , -, . put it mildly, she's not very

clever. §? What
actually is your part in this work? • -! No swearing!

expression.. I don't quite understand this expression. • look..
had somewhat embarrassed look on his face.

See,
See,
(pet of&) to tell. -. The figures don't tell the whole story, • to

express. .
expressed desire to talk to you.- to express oneself. .
just didn't express himself well.

A ? How did he show
his sympathy?& (dur of) to grow. ., OHd . This

wart has already been removed twice, but it's growing again.

• to become. . He's

becoming great artist.

(-,-; ,; pd of)
to grow. ! Your son sure has
grown in a year! — ,

. My opinion of him grew when I got to

know him better.

to outgrow.. My daughter has already outgrown this

dress.

(-,-; pd /') to pull. ^. just had tooth pulled. • to grab.. She grabbed the letter

from his hands, 'to throw up. (impersonal),^ . felt better after he

threw up.

. We had hard time getting him to promise to

wait another day.- to tear (oneself; away., ^;. Excuse my being late; I just

couldn't tear myself away earUer. 'to break out., . I caught him, but

he broke out of my grip. • to slip out. Sto. That exclamation just sUpped

out of him.

(-, -; ivw- or-; pd of

and) to cut out.^ . Cut out today's editorial and
keep it. — .
cut out her initials on his desk. . The
Fascists mmdered almost the whole village.

(dur of) .

clipping.

(dur of).
See.

(pd of; to bawl out.. I bawled him out good and proper.' (dur of) to tear. He. Don't tear the pages from the notebook,

•to uproot. . The
hurricane was uprooting trees.^ (dur o/).^ (-, -; pd of^) to dig. -. We'll have to dig a ditch here.

(-, -; pd of) to take out.. Help me take

him out of the car. • to put off.^. The conductor put the rowdy off the

streetcar.- to land. . We
landed on a deserted shore.

landing.? Did you take part in the landing of Amer-

ican troops in Normandy?& (dur o/) .

See.
(pd of; to evict. ,. Thank God, those

noisy neighbors were evicted, •to move (one) out.. We
had to move all the tenants out of this house.

(dur of) .

See.(-,-; pd of)
to speak one's piece. ! .
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Quiet! Give the man a chance to speak his piece. • to come
out for. .

people came out for this motion.

(dur of) to speak on.? Which one of them
spoke on this question?

f-,-; pet of&) to send.. The parcel has already been sent to you.
— . My friends sent me
on ahead. • to exile. - .

was once exiled to Siberia.

(pet of) to Usten.. First of all, Usten to what I have to say.. Ask
the doctor to examine him thoroughly.

{dur of) to listen., . I

have neither the time nor the patience to Usten to his stories.

(pet of&)." to blow one's nose. . I'm

dying to blow my nose.

(dur of) to pull out.- to lean out. He . Don't lean out

of the window.

(sh -Kd,/-6, -/; cp;,)
tall. !, .
Isn't he tall — just about the tallest of you all! —^. Our house is the tallest

on our street. • high.. The singer's voice broke on a high note. —. The sanitarium is

situated on a high place. —. Prices are very high in this store. • great. 5. It was
great honor to receive the Order of Suvorov.

above.. Today's temperature is thirty-eight degrees

above zero. —.(). See above. • beyond., 6to . Well, that's beyond
my understanding. • higher.. The airplane climbed higher and higher all

the time. — ? Which of the

two mountains is higher?

high. . We live high

in the mountains. — ! Those

birds sure are flying high! . These ciga^

rettes are of the best quality. •. has very high opinion of himself.

(P) height. ?
What's the height of this building? • altitude.. We were flying at a high altitude.

to rise to the occasion.. At the moment of danger she rose to the oc-

casion.

(-5, -; pet of&) to get

enough sleep. ,? Well, did you get

enough sleep?

See.
(pet of) to take down. Hopd-! It's time to take down the storm

windows. • to put out. ,. Put the shoes outside of the door; they'U be
cleaned. • to throw out.. was finally thrown out of the restaurant,

•to exhibit.. The best Russian paintings are

exhibited here.

to raise an objection..
raised number of objections about this.^ ,. I want to buy the gloves you have on display.

exhibition.? Have you been to the exhibition of paintings at

the Academy yet? • exposition. -. They met at the agricultural

exposition.

(dur of) to exhibit.. exhibits his paintings every

year, 'to put. ^. I don't want to put him in a bad light

with his superiors.

to make a laughing stock of.

He . Don't make a laugh-

ing stock of him.

Oh . never

looks for credit.

(pet of') to wash.. I washed your handkerchiefs.

(dur/; to build.

shot. ? -,§. Did
you hear that? I think it's a shot.

(pet of) to build.. This bridge was built in

record time. • to form.. The commander formed his detachment in

two ranks.& (dur of) to jut out. ^-. The corner juts out too much. • to per-

form. ;^ .
The entire company is performing today, 'to come out.. came
out against this project in the city soviet.

(pet of) to step forward.. One of the soldiers stepped

forward. • to break out. -. The patient broke out in a dark red rash.

to overflow.. The lake overflowed after

the heavy downpour.

Oh . He protested.

appearance. -. That was my first appearance on the

stage. • speech.. His speech at the meeting was a big

success.

Bdme ^. Your coming to his defense didn't help him at all.

(pet of) to pull out. Oad^ . She pulled her hand out of her pocket.- to stick out. .
His handkerchief was sticking out of his pocket.
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{dvr/) to dry.

{pet of and) to dry.? Where shall we dry our things?

(pet of) to figure out.,
BO . Figure out how much
the trip will cost you.

(dur of) .

{dur of) to send.. We sent the

to the station twice for him.

{dur of) to get enough sleep.. I never get enough sleep.

{dur of).& {dur of) to drag out. He-. Don't drag the chairs out into the

garden.

{pet of) to take out.,, . Take the mattress out into

the yard, please. • to get out. ^1 ^. I just can't get the splinter out of my
finger. • to get to go out. ,--. It's difficult to get her to go out any place. • to pick.. They picked my
wallet out of my pocket.

See.
{dur of) to leak out. ,. The pitcher is cracked and the water is

leaking out of it.

{no pet) ^1? Well, what of it?

See.
(-, -; , -; -; pet of) to mop. ,-. the floor; someone spilled ink.

G . I wore the elbows of

my coat thin. • . Wipe
your feet on this mat. •

(-, -; pet) to suffer.^. They suffered great deal in cap-

tivity.-, -; -, -; pet of) to

leak out. . All the oil leaked out.

{dur of} to dry. , a

;^. You wash the dishes and I'll dry them,

•to wipe. ! Wipe your feet!

{pet of) to heat.. We'll heat the room well

for his arrival.

See.
{pet of) to press.,. Please have my suit pressed.

{dur of).
{pet of) to teach.. I'U undertake to teach you

dancing in two weeks. • to learn.5? WTiich one of them learned this fable

by heart?- to learn. §? Where did you leam
it?

exit. ? Wbere's the exit here? —? Is there

an emergency exit here in case of fire? —

! Let me through to the exit! 'way out. Her, !
There's situation you can't figure a way out of.

(-^,-; pet of) to get off. -. It's

forbidden to get off the car until it comes to a full stop.

— . We have to

get off at the next stop, 'to leave.. I'm sick and haven't left the

house for a whole week. —. Your story won't leave my mind. • to come out.? When is the

new issue of the magazine coming out? 'to turn out., ! It turns out that I'm right again.

• to overstep. ,. Only mind you don't overstep the

Umits of your authority. • to go out. 9. This word is beginning to go

out of use. • to open onto, (no pet) —! How nice! The windows open onto the

garden.

to marry {for a woman). 4. My sister is getting

married to an American.

to lose one's temper.,-. Really you
shouldn't have lost your temper over such trifles.! ! Last stop!

Everybody out! • ) '. This is the third day" brother hasn't come

to work. •. My sister has been in debt all her life. • -, . I try

very hard, but nothing ever comes of it.^ See.
deduction. ?

Did they make deduction from your pay?

{pet of) to clean.. I'll clean the stove and make a fire right

away. • to throw out. . They

threw him out of the party.

subtraction.

{dur of) to clean.

See.
{/ //).
See.
height.

See.
{pet of; to find out.,. Find out what happened. • to clear up.. This matter has to be

cleared up.

{dur of) to investigate. Sto-? Who's investigating the matter?^ See.
5',; /pet: -/) to bind.. We're binding sheaves by machine now.

•to knit. . Grand-

mother is knitting a new sweater for me.

tying. . They're

busy tjdng sheaves right now.
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(F) harbor. ^. There

are lots of ships in the harbor today.& to guess. 06 . . In

the meantime all you can do is guess at it. • to dream.^, , . I never

dreamed I'd meet you here! • to tell a fortune.. She can tell your fortune by cards.

{sh -.; cp) vile. .
That's a vile thing to do. • nasty.! What nasty weather today!& See&.
gas. . The driver stepped on the

gas. — ? How do you
Ught the gas range in here?

to gas. ^,^ ^. was gassed during the First

Worid War.

paper. ? Have you
read today's paper? • newspaper. -. There are two daily news-

papers in our town. —? Where can you get foreign newspapers? —. He's practically a walking newspaper.

bulletin board newspaper.

newsdealer. ""^.
Buy "Pravda" at the newsdealer downstairs.

gasohne.& nut. , ! nut

came loose here. That's the trouble!.
notions department.. You can get thread

in the notions department.

art gallery.. We'll go to the Tretyakovsky Art Gallery

tomorrow.& tie. Ha *.
had on fashionable striped tie.

() garage. .
We've put your car in the garage. — A -? Does the house have a garage?& guarantee.

checkroom. . Leave
your coat in the checkroom. • closet.? May I hang my suit up in your

closet? • wardrobe.. My whole wardrobe consists

of two suits and one overcoat.

accordion. A —! plays the accordion wonderfully well!

harmonica.. Many of us had harmonicas.: . I have

new pair of boots with pleats at the top.

(^,) to turn off. He . Don't

turn off the light.

(p,) to die out. . The fire in

the stove is dying out. 'to wane.. His enthusiasm is waning rapidly.

deUcatessen.. The delicatessen department is on the

second floor.^ (See.
guards. -. I was sergeant of the first cavalry

guards' regiment.

oldtimers. A? Who's still around of the oldtimers?

(-, P -,- M) nail., -. Be careful, don't catch yourself on the

nail. • hit. — . This play is the

hit of the season. • piece de resistance. ^
^. The roast duck was the piece de

resistance of the supper.

to nail.. The planks have to be nailed to

the top of the box.

(/-, -^, -, §23/) where. ?
Where do you Uve?— ? Where were you?

wherever it may be.. I'm ready to meet

him, wherever it may be.- See- .- somewhere. - -. Let's stop somewhere and have dinner.- somewhere. - .
hves somewhere in the Ukraine.- , ! This

is the last possible place I would expect to meet you. •,^^ ? How can he pos-

sibly lift this table by himself? • ^, a. There's time for talking and a time for

ing quiet. • , a .
should have kept quiet, but instead he got into a fight.- See.

hectare (<See appendix 2).

general.. Almost all of our generals are comparatively

young.

genius.& geography.

geometry.

(.) emblem.. The hammer and sickle is the national

emblem of the USSR.& German people.

{See also) heroism.

heroine.

heroic. -. That wasn't the only

heroic thing he's done during his lifetime. • drastic. -, .
We'll have to take drastic measures to gain our ends.
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hero. .
got the honorary title of the Hero of the Soviet Union.

• principal character. A ? Who's

the principal character of this novel?

man of the hour. . He's

the man of the hour here.

hero of labor. .
Both his brothers are heroes of labor.

Oh . He's not my type.

heroism. -. showed great heroism in the battle.

{F) tragic death. .
We found out about his tragic death through the news-

papers. • loss. -. The news of the loss of the expedition hasn't

been confirmed.

Q . The place is just brimming

over with mushrooms and berries. • ^^, . The park is so mobbed you
can't even turn around.

enormous. ,^. It frightens me to think about

the enormous job ahead of us. . The re-

construction is going on at a rapid pace.

hygiene.

anthem. . Sing the Soviet

anthem for me.

Oh ! praised you to the sky.

miUtary-type blouse.

gymnastics.. We learned that in gymnastics.

gymnastic.

plaster.

weight. .
put half-kilogram weight on the scales. • dimibbell.

;^ . All morning
long I did exercises with dtunbbells.

guitar. ? Can you play

the guitar?

(P) chief. &?
Who's the chief of this organization? • head.,. He's now the head of our family.

• chapter. . I

only have three more chapters to read.

BO at the head. Bo. group of girls walked at the head of

the demonstration.

Oh BO . He's the leader of

this movement.& main. A ;^ ?
What's the main difficulty in this job? •chief.. * chief engineer is in

charge of it.

G general staff.

mainly. -? What are you doing mainly now?
c&Moe most important of all.! Most important of all, get well

quickly!

Glavsbit (main sales board of Narkomats and
Glavksj.

Glavsnab (main procurement board of Narkomats).

verb.& {/pd: BU-, no-/j to iron. A ^? Who will iron our wash? • to stroke. He, . Don't stroke the cat or she'll

scratch you.

to rub the wrong way. Ard,, ;! So you
don't like being rubbed the wrong way!& {sh-; cp) smooth., , . Now we'll ride on a
smooth road without bvunps or ruts.

straight. ^? Why is your hair combed so straight today?
• smoothly. Oh ,. speaks very smoothly, but he bores you to

death. — , . Thank God,

everything went off smoothly.& See&.& See.
(P,,^ / -; ^/) eye. -. I've got something in my eye. —-. You can't see it with

the naked eye. — . The kids

can't take their eyes off you. —. He's practically shooting up before my eyes. —, . She sees

everything through her mother's eyes.& behind one's back. ,. praises you to your face and criticizes

you behind your back. • sight unseen. He. Don't buy sight unseen.

more than enough. ,. Well, five rubles will be more

than enough for it.

out of sight. *, : ,. You're all hke that: out of sight, out of mind.& in private. ^^. You'd better tell it to him in private.

BO to look all over. ,,, . I looked all

over for him but just didn't spot him.^ . I'll say it right to his

face. • ^. I never even

saw your book. • *0,, 5 .
must have been drunk when he said it. •* ,. It's so dark here that you can hardly

see your hand in front of your face. • *3a ^. needs constant watching.

eye. ^. She

ought to be sent to an eye doctor.

clay.

clay. ?
W^here did you buy this clay pitcher?

(-TKd) mouthful.? WTiere can I get mouthful of water? • gulp.1. She tossed off

pony of vodka in one gulp.

See,
(P) depth. ^. We have to measure the depth of this well.

Capdft . The shed is toward the back
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of the yard. • . I

was deeply shaken.

{sh -/-6, -/; ,) deep.9 . It's very deep ditch.

—,,
^. This, of course, doesn't lessen my deep respect for

him. • profound. .
There are many profound ideas in his book. • in the dead of

night. .
The train arrived at the way station in the dead of night.

deeper. . Breathe deeper.

soup plate. A? Have you laid out the soup plates?

deeply. . You hurt him
deeply. • deep., . Look out,

the water is deep here.

D Oh . lived to ripe

old age.& See,
(F) stupidity. .

Her stupidity is simply unbearable. • nonsense.. Stop talking nonsense. —!
Nonsense!

G Ox, ! I do hope he doesn't

do anything foolish.

{sh -nu) silly. ! What a

silly girl! • stupid. , . The trouble

is that he's stupid. • foolish.? Did he take part in that foolish business,

too?^ stupidly. Oh ^ . behaved

very stupidly., .
knows better than to take it at its face value.

{sh, -xu, ^, -) deaf. ,. Speak louder; he's almost deaf. —
He, . Don't shout; I'm not deaf. —
Oh . turned deaf ear to

our pleas.& blank wall. ,. You have to climb over the

blank wall at the end of the garden.^ lonely street.^? Aren't you afraid to walk down
that lonely street by yourself? . You
can live an interesting life even in a small town. •. They left here in the middle

of the night. • -. There were vague rumors whispered about his shady

dealings.

deaf-mute. . He was
bom a deaf-mute.

deafness.^ See.
(-mf,; prger; /pet: - and/)

to look. , -? Why are you looking at me with such astonishment?
— to pay attention, {no pet) He ,, . won't pay any attention to

you but will do what he wants to.

to look after. ^. I'm looking after my sister's children.

according to. §, -. We'll decide according to the circumstances.

any minute. , , -. It looks as if a quarrel will break out here any
minute.* , ? Where are you going

so late? •* .
Your brother looks as if he's in high spirits today. •*^,, . I'll go any place as long as I

get out of here.^ See.
(,; /:/) to drive hard., . You can see that \

the horses have been driven very hard, 'to drive fast.

;^, . Tell him
not to drive the car so fast. • to hurry. He,.
Don't hurry; you'll make it. • to chase.,, . Nobody is chasing you;

stay as long as you like. • to kick.. The forward kicked the ball toward the goal, 'to

distill. Ha . They distill alcohol

in this factory. ^? Why
are you forcing him to go to the city in such weather?

anger.

(P) nest. A. sparrow built nest on our balcony. —. It was as though I had walked

into a hornet's nest, 'cluster.. I found whole cluster of mushrooms.

Q , . Now
her only interest is her own home.

{sh, -,, -) rotten.. Your potatoes are absolutely rotten. —-^ . My
bones always ache in such rotten weather. • putrefied.: . That

meat is putrefied; it has to be thrown out.! What bunch of

weaklings they are nowadays!

(), /pet: -/) to rot.. Our apples began to rot because of the rains.

(/ /) pus. .
great deal of pus came out of the abscess.

to bend. — !
He's so strong he can bend a horseshoe with his bare hands.

to bow down.. I bow down to no one.

*, ! I see what you're driving at.

{/pet:/) to speak, {no pet)-? Do you speak Russian?— {no pet), . spoke gently but firmly. —
{no pet) Oh . always

speaks so well of you. — {no pet) ,. I can't hear you; speak up. — {no pet))-. I don't speak English, 'to tell., . I was told

that it's worthwhile going to that museum. —. always tells the truth. — {no pet): ! I'm telUng you: stop
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that noise! • to say. (no pet) , a -. Say what you

will, he's still the most sensible of all your kids. — (no pet), . They say that you're

leaving soon. — (no pet) ,. It goes without saying that we're

taking the kids with us. — {no pet) , ,. As we say here, he's a regular fellow. —^, , ,. And suddenly, without saying a word, she slammed
the door and walked away. • to talk, {no pet), . Wait minute;

he's talking on the phone at the moment.

to waste one's breath, (no pet), ,. I felt I was
wasting mj- breath and stopped talking.

in other words, (no pet) ,. In other words, you're refusing.

aside from, {no pet) He, . Aside from his

knowledge of the business, he's a very hard worker.

to tell the truth, {no pet), . tell the truth,

I'm sick of this place.

as a matter of fact, {no pet), nopd . As matter of

fact, it's time for you to take vacation.

it goes without saying, {no pet), § . It goes without

saying that this is a very good apartment.

Q ?
Aren't you tired of always being sarcastic? •, . Stop beating around the bush and
come to the point.

beef. . Bring

me two kilograms of beef.

(P or, /</ -; ^; the is mostly

repUiced by ; See /) year.. We've known each other a httle over

a year. — ^. I

met him last year. —. Our school year begins September first.

— (^). I came to

the USSR three years ago. —^. It took place several years ago. —! Happy New Year!

age. .
At my age it's hard to work in a factory.

all year round.. This rest home is open all year round.§ years. . I am twenty years old.? How old are you? •*^^§, . How can he know
that? He's only been here a short time.

to be good. , -. This bag is still good. Don't throw it away.
— ] . Her sewing is no good at

all. 'to be suited. , 5. Unfortunately, your friend is not

suited for this work.

G Bdme . I can't use your coat.• ? Will this typewriter do?

•, , . No, buddy,

that's not the way to do things.

{sh -&/ -/) fit. ? Is

this water fit to drink? — , ,! It's obvious he's fit for military service.

• vahd. . The ticket is vahd for

three months.

anniversary. —. November seventh is the anni-

versary of the October Revolution. —.. Today is our wedding anniversary.

See.
goal. , .
I hadn't fallen down they wouldn't have made a goal.

(a, P,,) head.-^ . Put an ice pack

on his head. — . It

didn't even enter my head. —. I can't get the story you told me
yesterday out of my head. — —. Your friend has a good head on his shoulders.

— Oh .
turned her head with his stories. —,,. He's definitely head and shoulders

above the other students. —
CKOTd? How many head of cattle do you have here? —. My head is

in a whirl from all this.

loaf of sugar.

cdxapy. brought us whole loaf of sugar.

to rack one's brain.,. I keep racking my brains for a way to find room
for all of you in this small apartment.

to keep one's head. *
— . The main thing in

such a case, is to keep your head.

to rout. &. The enemy was routed.. I have headache. •. I vouch for him with my Ufe.

• *0h^ . He ran like hell. •. I'm so weak I feel dizzy.

• Oh . He's deeply engrossed

in his work. • 5 ? Why
are you down in the mouth today? •*. This has to be done first of all. • Ox,^ . I must have been

crazy to give him my address.

{/g -y/) famine.

^. That happened during

the famine of 1922. • hunger. faep . He
died of hunger.

to starve.? What's the idea? Are you trying to

starve the boys?& to starve. .
I'm just starved. . There is real

shortage of books here.

{sh, -,, -) hungry., . I'm hungry as wolf.
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. was on short

rations there. •* .. The rich

don't know how the other half hves.

5*^, .
Be careful, it's very icy out.

(P -d, 6b) voice. — .
There's phone call for you; a woman's voice. —, ? What kind of voice does

he have, baritone or tenor?— . She

isn't in good voice today. —. The boy shouted at the top of his voice. • vote..
Women have the right to vote in all elections in our country.

— : -
—. The secretary counted

the votes: there were forty-five for and twelve against.

unanimously.

"". They answered "yes" unanimously., . I see that he's

merely repeating someone else's opinion.

vote. -. This question was put to a vote. • voting.. abstained from voting.

• ballot.. Elections to the trade-union committee of

the factory are conducted by open ballot.& (both dur and pet) to vote.. We voted for this candidate.

(-6ud) stuffed cabbage. -. Order stuffed cabbage for me.

darling. He,. Don't feel so bad,

darling.

light-blue. . She

has big, light-blue eyes.

dear.,, .
Please come with us, dear. • Mister. ,! You sure have a fever, Mister! • smart guy.

^*^,,^, !
teach that smart guy not to stick his nose into other

people's business.

(P, or F) pigeon.

( -&) nude. , .
It's so hot here I sleep in the nude, 'naked.,. I was standing naked all the time I was waiting

for the doctor to examine me. • bare. -
^? Will we really have to sleep

on the bare floor? — . The trees

are already bare. • barren.. It's barren steppe country around here. '.. He's completely bald.! You can't

prove anything with mere figures! •*6. He's as slippery as an eel. •* ,. I'm dead broke.

rush. ^^?. What's the

rush? You'll be on time.

Q race. Ha. His car was first in the last automobile race.

roHop&p fee. 11. You can mail the doctor his fee. —

. You're supposed

to collect a fee for this article.

>See.
(iter of) to drive. 5. They are driving the cattle over the meadow to

water. • to send.. I was sent on errands a few times today.

to loaf. *0. loafs all day long.& ( ^, , ,) mountain.? What mountain is that? • stack.

ropd. You've whole stack of letters there.

uphill. . We were riding uphill.

8 to come up in the world. ,, ? I hear your friend is

coming up in the world; is it true?

not far off. , .
Never you mind; spring isn't far off.

downhill. ,.. We'll be going downhill in a minute, so try your

brakes.* . Your friend is backing

you up with all his strength. •, .
Boy, that was a load off my mind. •*! They are having quite a feast there. •, . I rely upon you

implicitly.& much. - ^,. She speaks Russian much better than you. —, . He's much taller than

his father. • much more. Ha -. You'll get there much more quickly by bus.

• by far. ^. It's by far the better

road.

to be proud of. ^.
We're proud of our friend. • to take pride in.. takes great pride in his garden.., ! I don't under-

stand why he's so stuck up.

(F) pride. —. These pedigreed cows are the pride of our

kolkhoz.

grief. : . She's

grief-stricken; she lost her son. — .
drowns his grief in drink. • worry. ! She

causes me a lot of worry., ! You'll be late

for work again! You give me a pain in the neck! •, ^ &. Our roof is leaking, but

he just doesn't give a damn.

burner. . Fix the

burner on the lamp. — -. I need new burner for my primus stove.

(-, -) to burn.! Look how well the birch wood is burning. —. My face is burning from the

wind. • to shine. .
The kids' eyes are just shining with delight.

D! Fire! • ? Is the fire in the

stove still going? • . I'm

very anxious to see him. • ,,,.
He's so hot all over he's probably sick. •*
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. Her fingers just fly when she works.

(-) mountaineer.

See,
horizon.

horizontal.

mountainous.( )
gorkom (city party committee).? Who is the secretary of the gorkom?

igp) throat. . has sore

throat. — . My throat's dry.

• neck. *0 . He's up to his neck in work.

•, . Thanks, I'm full. •*. I have enough to worry about

without you bothering me. •, ^. bothered the Ufe out

of me about it, so I had to give in. •*,. I understand they're fed up

with him up there.

([-§n-] AF) maid (hotel).. The maid answered the bell.

{AM; See) miner.

mountain. ?
"V^at's the name of that mountain range?

sun lamp. ,
6f . The doctor said that a sun lamp

would do her good.

mining engineer.

(-d) miner. -. The population of this village is

made up mainly of miners.

(P -d, -) city. Oh. lived in big city all his life. • town. -^ . I was bom
and grew up in a little town on the Volga. —^ 6-. The woods begin right outside of

town.— . Let's go out of town.

(- P) gorodki (a Russian game somewhat like

bowling).

city. Oh , ^ -. grew up in the country and

it's difficult for him to get used to city ways.

municipal transportation.

no- CKOBiy city (style).-. You don't have to dress here the way you

do in the city.

^. I live in the city and don't know very much about

farming.

(jg -y) peas. .
We planted lot of peas in our v^etable garden.

*C — , .
You might just as well talk to the wall as try to talk to him.

pea. cya . I'm tired of

pea soup.

scarecrow. !. What suit this is! It makes me
look like a scarecrow!

fool. ^ .4^. Why does he like to make such a fool of him-

self?

(-) green peas. Ha —

(). As an entree, there will be lamb

chops with green peas.

(See) city soviet. 06 ^. You'll have to find out about

that at the city soviet.

(F, P -, -; handful.

See,
mustard.

([-§nj-]) mustard plaster.

([ §nj-]) mustard pot.

(-4) pot.. She put pot of hot cereal on the table.

flowerpot.. She has flowerpots on her window sill.

{sh -4; cp;) bitter.4,! What bitter medicine! —9! It was bitter disappointment!

bitter. . I have bitter

taste in my mouth, 'bitterly. .
He laughed bitterly. • painful. ,. It was painful to

learn that my best friend is against me.

*0h . He's in his cups again.

•*!! (Guests shout this at a wedding reception

urging the bride and bridegroom to kiss.)( fuel. A ? Will you

have enough fuel? • gas.. We have enough gas for about

twenty more kilometers.

inflammable. )6 -! careful with inflammable material.

{sh -4d, -6, -) hot.. It would be nice to have some hot tea now.

— ? Is there hot nmning water?

— . The police

followed the hot trail, •quick-tempered.. He's

quick-tempered and often says things he shouldn't.

dearly. ^ . She loves him

dearly, •vigorously. .
defended his plan vigorously.* ^ ^. Just

don't cross his path when he's angry. •. We're working under pres-

sure at the factory now.& Gosbank (national bank of the USSR). -.
They will change your dollars into soviet money at the

Gosbank.&() Goazdat (state

publishing house).

{M) hospital (military).&( ) Gosplan

(national planning board) (USSR).& See.
([ho-]) God. , §?

My God, how did it happen? — He ! God for-

bid!

(P,,) Mr.-, ., -. The American ambassador, Mr. X., visited
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the chairman of the Supreme Soviet. —. . Brown
lives in Mr. Petrov's apartment.{) Gosstrakh (govern-

ment insurance board for fire, accident, life, etc.)

hospitable.! The people are really hospitable here.

hospitably. -. We were received very hospitably.

hospitality.) -! Thanks for the hospitality.

hotel. ? Is

it far from the station to the hotel? —9^^-. This is the best hotel in town. —? Is there restaurant in

this hotel?

(P -,- ) guest.. You're always welcome guest at our home. —, ^ ;^. The hotel

is so bad that guests just run away from there. —? You're not expecting guests, are

you?

to go visiting.. We are going to visit our sister tonight.^ . I'd like to invite

him to my house. • -. They'll put you in the seat of honor there.

• . , ! What is this?

You just came from a party and you're still hungry!

government. 9 —-. This factory is government property.—
9tot .
This house is entirely occupied by government offices.

• national. . They took us to the National

Art Museum. — 9 .
This affair is of national importance. • public. -™. It

hurt pubUc interest greatly.

Q high treason.

constitutional law.

statesman.. was prominent states-

man.

public debt.

state capitalism.

govenmaent.

<^ -. external trade of the USSR is controlled by the

government through the People's Commissariat for External

Trade. • country.. was ambassador to one of the

eastern European countries.

(/pet: -, -/; to prepare.§. He's preparing paper on this subject. • to

train. .
Our college trains high-school teachers. • to do. He -

^, . Don't disturb him; he's

doing his homework. • to get up. ^,-. I know they're getting up some

kind of surprise for us. 'to cook. 9 ^. This woman will cook dinner for you.

- to get ready. . We're getting

ready to go away. • to prepare. .
They're preparing for their exams. • to be in the making.,, ? I hear

that great changes are in the making here.

ready. ^. It will be ready by
evening.— ?! Are you ready? Let's go!—

OH . He's ready to

sacrifice anything for her. — .
I was ready to burst out laughing. • prepared.! Always prepared.

ready-made clothes.? Do you sell ready-made clothes here?! Ready! • ?. What's she worrying about? She has

her food and lodging.

i-. M) robbery. 9 !
This is highway robbery! —. It was murder with intent to commit robbery.

to rob.. The foreign invaders robbed the

population without mercy. — Ay -? Do you ever have any robberies here at night?

(P, g or) rake.

hail. . The hail destroyed the

young crop. • shower Ha .
shower of stones fell on them., . She heaped re-

proaches on my head.

degree. . It's

ten degrees below zero today. —9. These lines form an angle of

thirty degrees. • proof.* —. They had some strong, sixty-

proof cognac.* . We were

Uttle tight yesterday. • .
made complete about-face at the last minute.

thermometer.

See.
(P,,) citizen.. I'm an American citizen.

• fellow citizen.,
! Fellow citizens, buy war bonds!,. Wait a minute,

Mister.&& citizen F. Oni . She's a

Soviet citizen., ?
Are you getting off at the next stop, Madam?

civil.. It happened during the civil war. — 06. You can find out all

about it in the civil code. • civic., ^.
showed great courage and civic responsibility in publishing

such an article.& citizenship.. acquired his Soviet citizenship long

before the war.
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9 . This

word has abeady come into common usage.

rpasiM gram {See appendix 2).

grammar.4 reading and writing.. The children learn reading, writing, and arithmetic

there.

credentials.. The ambassador presented

his credentials.& See.
*, . Well, that's

Greek to me.& (F) literacy.. Literacy among the

population of the USSR exceeds ninety per cent.

hterate. . Everybody

herp is literate. . This is a fairly good

translation. • . Her spelling is good.

(See also) border.. We crossed the Soviet border at dawn,

•frontier. They check

passports at the frontier. • limit. Er6! His insolence goes beyond all limits!

foreign country. .
I studied in a fordgn coimtry. • out of the country.. I've never been out of the

country.

to foreign countries. -. was sent on mission to foreign

countries.- from abroad. -. I brought this with me from abroad.

pitcher. ,! How do you hke that! Not a drop of water in any
of the pitchers!

comb. ? Where
did I put the comb? . Give me a very short

haircut.

(- ) {See also) comb.? I get fine-tooth comb here?

— ,. The comb is

falling out of your hair, Miss.^ . The boat

was carried in on top of a wave.

(-4) See,.
rowing.^ See.
hot-water bottle.? Do you have hot-water bottle

for the patient?

electric pad. ^. Better take an electric pad.

(-,-/pd; -/) to rattle., ond? Do you hear how she rattles the dishes?. His

son's name is on everyone's lips in the Soviet Union. •9? Is that rumble thunder?

(^,; p,, -, -) to row., . It's late now; row to the pier.

to heat.. You have to heat the water here on a primus

(stove) for shaving, 'to pve off heat. 9. This iron stove doesn't give off any
heat.

(-d) sin. .
It's sin sleeping longer after working so hard. • crime.^ ,. You have such wonderful opportxmity

before you, it'd be a crime to waste it. • resiJonsibiUty., §TOT ' . I'll take the responsibility

for it. , . There's nothing

to complain about; everything's going smoothly. •*. I'm not

well today and my work's not up to snuff. •. has lot on his conscience. •-, ! I'm sorry; it's my fault! •",". " ". "I see

you Uke to gossip?" "I have to admit I do."

buckwheat.

([-Snj-]) buckwheat. ,>. Here, try some of my buckwheat cereal.

{-S.) mushroom.

ten kopeks. .
Give me ten kopeks' worth of hard candy. • ten-kopek coin.^ . Put ten-kopek coin in

the slot.

grippe, flu. . I have a touch of

flu.

(P - or d, -/ ^/) coffin. -. The four of us carried the coffin.

Oh,,, ^ . Of

coiu-se, he swore he'd be faithful until death. • ^
Bdniy5'. I'll remember yoiu- kind-

ness the rest of my hfe. • ^. They'll drive me to my grave with their

nagging.^ See.
(P) thunderstorm. . I'm not

afraid of thunderstorms. . Everyone at school

was scared of our principal.

{/pet: -, no-/) to threaten. !. Don't threaten me; I'm not afraid of you. —^ ? Is he really threatened by

blindness?

(P -,) thimder. ? Sto? Did you hear that? What is it: thunder or a

shot? . The singer

was greeted by thimderous applause. •*0,,. He's probably

cursing the life out of me by now. • ,. stopped as though thunderstruck.

•. The charge against us came out of a clear blue sky.& huge.. She cut huge slice of bread for me. • vast.
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. traveled

through all this vast region.

{sh -MKd; cp) loud. .
has loud voice. • sensational.. It was sensational case. • famous.! You have famous name

!

& big talk.. There's nothing behind this big talk.

loudly. Oh ,. snores so loudly that you can hear it

in the next room., . When
she saw his corrections, she burst out laughing. •, . I can't hear you; speak up.

See.
(, -&) ^ . This is the

second week I've been broke. •. I bought this tablecloth for a song. •*. It doesn't do any good. •*. The boys step all over him.

•*Bce . His

promises aren't worth a damn.

{sh -6&) crude. .-? This basket is rather

crude. Don't you have anything better? —^ . His crude joke made me
very angry. • coarse.. I never heard coarse word from him.

• bad. , , . Yes, this is

mistake, and a bad one at that. • out-and-out.? you stand such

out-and-out flattery? • rough. §. As rough estimate,

it will cost ten thousand rubles.^ roughly. ^ .
She treats the children very roughly.

rpf pile.

breast. ^, .
Give me kilo of breast of veal.

(P -, -/ /F) chest. ^ ^. The bullet lodged in his chest. • breast.. She still feeds her child from

the breast.^ See,
freight. ,. Ask the stationmaster if our freight has been

shipped. • load.? your car take such a heavy load?

•cargo. ? What kind of

cargo is this ship carrying?

(^, ^/<: -/) to load.^ . These boxes will be loaded

onto the car tomorrow.

(-d) truck. . We want
to hire a truck.

freight.. The freight trains were stopped for a

couple of hours.

freighter.. This freighter sometimes takes

passengers.

group. ^. I take English lessons in a beginner's group.

— . Our
excursion broke up into two groups. — -. The crowd began to move off in

groups. • grade. — .
My son is in the third grade.

([-sn-]; sh-) sad. ^. I don't feel like listening to sad songs

today. • poor. - ,,. You worked care-

lessly, so naturally the results were poor. • blue. -. I feel somewhat blue today.

sad.^ ^'? Why
are you in such a sad mood?

/

(F) sadness, melancholy. ^^ pear. ^ . Give

me baked pear for dessert. • pear tree. ^. We have many pear

trees and several apple trees in our garden.

row. Stom^ .
This year I've planted two rows of cucumbers.

flower bed.,. Watch out you don't step on the

flower bed.

{sh /-/) dirty. pfau,? My hands are dirty; where can I wash

them? — ? Where shall I

put the dirty wash? — Ox, ;^ §! Don't get mixed up in this dirty business! • filthy.^ . They live in

filthy little room. • muddy. .
We rode along a muddy road. • smutty.. told smutty jokes all

the time.

dirty. ! How dirty it is here!

•muddy. — ^^. It's very muddy today. You'd better put on

rubbers.

(/ /F) dirt.! How can you Uve in such dirt? • mud.. I'm sick of walking in the mud. —. I have mud all over my shoes. —
Oh , a .
didn't just criticize me; he threw mud at me.*, . Be careful and

put your best foot forward.& (P Tf6hi,,) lip. ry6d .
Your upper lip has soot on it.

*y ^ ^. He's nobody's fool, or He knows

a good thing when he sees it.

(), ^) to ruin. ^ .
He's ruining his health. — ^. These continuous rains are ruining the crop.^ sponge. ^. Give me some soap

and a sponge.

(;^', /pet: -/) to honk.? . Why is that driver honk-

ing? The road is free. • to drone.. All day long planes drone

overhead.

*y . My dogs are barking.
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17 (-^) whistle.

^. We start working in the factory when the whistle

blows. —, . Yes, I've

already heard the ship's whistle.

ijTKf See.
doings. . There's

big doings in the park today, 'walk., . How can you think of

going for a walk when we're over our heads in work?

to do walking. ^' . You
ought to do more walking, 'to go for a walk.

)', . When you

go out for a walk, stop in at the drugstore on your way. • to

go with. Ond . She has been going

with him for a long time., . Yovu:

dog is whining. Evidently he wants to be walked. •. I was at his wedding party.

humanism.

{F) hiunanitarianism. ^-. He's shown splendid example

of humanitarianism.

humane.

caterpillar. .
The caterpillars ate the leaves off all our trees. • Ha. The caterpillar

tracks of the tractor could be seen on the road.

ish, -CTU, r^cTO, -; cp) thick. ^
Stom ^?^ ! Your rye crop is very thick

this year.—5 . That syrup
isn't thick enough. — . has thick

hair. • dense. . We entered

dense forest.

rf densely. 9 ^. These re-

gions are densely populated.

^. We're not over-

loaded with good doctors here. • :
^, pdsoM^. It's always that way with them: kings

one day, paupers the next.

(P -,- ) goose. ^5.
They treated us to roast goose.*! He's a shrewd article! •* ,, ^^. No matter how many
times I've bawled him out it still rolls off like water off a
duck's back.

in single file. -. We were walking on the railroad embank-
ment in single file.

shoe polish.

rf thick. ^ —
*^. was standing in the very thick of the

crowd and I couldn't force my way to him.^ coffee grounds.^ . Throw the coffee grounds into the

garbt^ pail.

G ^. We came to the densest

part of the forest.^ See.
yes." 4?" — ",". "Do you
want some tea?" "Yes, please." —" X?"
", ?" "Mr. X?" "Yes, what can I do for

you?" • and. ,. Bring me cup of black coffee and make it good
and strong. — ,! Wouldn't it be nice now to have a glass of

hot tea and some lemon in the bargain?— ?
, ? Who's going there? You and I and

who else? • but. , .
I'd ask you to come in, but it's too late. • why.! Wby, that's impossible!— ^! ? Why, your hands are ice cold! Are you
sick? • oh yes. ; , .
I used to know him; oh yes, I knew him very well. • is that

so? " ^". "?
8." "Your friend is leaving tomorrow." "Is that so?

I didn't even know about it."

ax by the way. Ax, ,. By the way, I almost forgot, I bought a
ticket for you.

long live. -! Long live international friendship!

really. ^ . Really, he hasn't

thing to do there.^ to boot. , ^. He's stupid boy and very self-

confident to boot.

! ^§.
What's the matter with you! He never claimed anything of

the sort. "--, .
You bet yoiu- life you'll have to work hard there. •

, )! Stop it, I say! • ^. Oh well, they'll pay us sometime or

other. • ^! . Let him

alone; there's no use starting up with him. • A ,. She keeps right on crying.& (,; imv ^; jwger ^; /pd: /) to

give. ^ ^. I didn't give him your

book. — ! You don't give me a

chance to answer. — ?
Doyou giveEnglish lessons? • to let. ^.
Let me help you. — ^! Let's have a smoke.

() to play (at the theatre), {no pci)? What are they playing at the opera

tonight?& to support. . Her

brother is supprting her.

to tip. ^ ,. Don't tip him; it isn't done here.

to ^ve evidence.&. You'll have to give evidence in

this case.

to set an example.. should set an example for the

others.
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, ). You simply

aren't bothering to get the meaning of what I'm saying to you.& to give the floor. !
Nobody gave you the floor!. I get great

satisfaction out of work.-
to come easy. ,, . Russian apparently comes easy to

you. , . , ^.
There's so much fish here that you can catch them with your

bare hands.

jam. , -. There was

terrible jam on the streetcar.

pressure. He, . Don't raise the pressure in the boiler

above normal: it's dangerous.— A ,
6 ? Are you sure

there was no pressure brought on him?

long time. ? Have you

been in the Soviet Union a long time?—. I haven't seen him in a long time.

G in a very long time.. We haven't been there in a very long time.

even. , . was so

tired he couldn't even eat. —. Not even her parents know about that.& See.
{sh -/ -6, -/; cp,) long. -. He's preparing for long

trip. • a long way. . You are a

long way from being right. • far away.. How far away it all seems now!

far. ? Is it far from here?—. He's got

lot of ability and he'll go far. — ,. This is far from what you promised me.& farther away. ,,, ? You live farther away from the factory than

I do, don't you? • next. ,. I simply don't know what to do with him

next. — ; -? We finished this work; what should we do next?, .
It seems far-fetched to me that your friend would do it on

purpose. • - , .
Let's go on; somehow I don't like it here. •,,! Well, tell us what happened after that!

• ! That beats everything! •!
Go on! • . It's still quite a

distance from the town. • .
It's way past midnight.

long. , ,. I see you're preparing for a long trip. • distant.. He's distant relative of mine.

Far East.

farsighted. .
I'm farsighted in one eye.

(/cp o//).

See.
lady. —, ^. This

lady is the wife of the American ambassador. • queen

(card). Bdma . This beats your queen, 'girl

partner (for dancing). -. Find yourself girl for partner and go dancing.

G sweetheart. —. This redhead is his sweetheart.

() data. .
I'm collecting data for my report.

ippp of) present.. At the present moment he isn't seeing any-

body. • this. ;^ ^.
I can't be helpful in this matter.

dentist. . Give

me the address of a good dentist.

dentist F.

(P -bi) gift.. These books were received by the library

as a gift of the author. — .
certainly has gift for speaking.

to give. .
makes practice of giving toys to children, 'to make a

present. Oh ^ &,. never thought of making

me a present of this book; he just gave it to me to read

free. . Children

get free dinners there. — . works on the rail-

road and gets free transportation.

i/is of/) as a gift. , ;^. I

wouldn't even take that as a gift. • free of charge.-^. You'll get a guide book free of

charge.

G^ even though. On , a. Even though he's

professor, he didn't know how to bring up his own children.

to waste. He .
Don't waste your time. -— .
doesn't waste words.

G^ . You get nothing for nothing.

• ?. They want twenty rubles for this tablecloth? It's

just a steal at that price. • .
She had to go through a lot for it. •,. See here, you won't get away

with such impertinence. • ^^. Three years in prison have left their mark on

him.& date. Ha . There's no

date on this letter. — . Mention

the date of his death.

(,, §27; inw; p,,, 4;, , , -; , sh F ,; pet of&) to give. ,, .
Give me cup of coffee, please. — ,,. Give me information, please. —^ ^. Give him chance to

drive. • to let. ^. Let

me taste the soup. — ,^. I'll let you know as soon as the visa
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arrives. — ^. Let him finish what he

has to say.

to lend.? you lend me about fifty rubles?

to let one have one's own way. ^,! If you let him have his

own way here, he's sure to turn everjiihing topsy-turvy,

to leave a deposit. A ^? Did

you leave a deposit?

to swear. , ^. I swore I'd stop drinking.

to make room. ,,. room for the sick man, please.

to hang up (on the telephone). ,. You've got the wrong num-
ber. Hang up.

to give to understand. ^^,^ . I gave him to imderstand

that I don't care to see him any more.

to give one's word. !
But you gave me your word!

to send a telegram. ^-, . Send him telegram and he'U

meet you.

to skip out. ,, .
must have skipped out long ago.

to yield a crop. Stom^,,. The wheat will probably yield a

good crop this year.. I slapped him. **{no dttr)! I'll teach you not

to throw stones through the windows! •*He,. Don't worry, he'll know how to take

care of himself. •. You don't look more than twenty. '. Operator, give me three-

eight-four-seven.-
{no dtir) ; --. Why are you so taken with

that automobile? Let's talk about something else for a

change.

summer house. . We
rented summer house for three months. • summer home.. They have summer home
near Moscow. • summer resort. Ond .
She left for the summer resort..

summer colony. ^. They live in summer colony.

suburban train.. You can get there on a suburban train.

«See.
{g, I, d, , n F, §22) two.. That'll be two rubles. —. Two young men and

two young girls came to see you. —. tell it to you in two words.

in a jiffy. 5 .
He'll do it for you in a jiffy.

Oh . Uves just few steps

away from us.

twentieth.

(g, d, I-, i-), §22) twenty.

two times, , . It's

as clear as two times two are four.

(/nFo//).
twelfth.

(g, d, I-, -, §22) twelve.

(small) door.! (-) ! Let's go! Slam the door (of the car)

.

(P -, ;/ /F) door. He -^ Hd. Be sure to lock the door

of the house for the night.

in the doorway. >?
Why are you standing in the doorway?

{g, §22) two hundred.

i/pct:/) to move. He
— . Don't move this locker; it might

fall apart.- to move. . The
boat is moving slowly upstream, 'to go. (no pet), . It's late; we should be going,

•to budge. . The crowd

didn't budge from the spot.

motion.. She started the machine with a quick motion.

• traffic. . One-way traf-

fic. — ^ . There's

heavy traffic on the street now. —[^? Do you know the traffic

regulations here? • movement.. Tell us about the labor movement in

America.

motionless. . ^. She is lying motionless on the floor.

impulse. , Sto. There's

nothing to be ashamed of; it was a very natural impulse.& streetcar service. . The

streetcar service in our town begins at five A.M.? How do you

make that machine go? • .
There's lots doing in our country nowadays.

(pet of) to push.. The new director pushed the work forward.- to budge, (no dur) , . I won't

budge from here, 'to start, (no dur). We started on our way. • to move. , ,. Well, I see that things are moving

right along now.

(§22) two. .
There are two Americans asking for you. —

^. They came here for two days.. ? Do you need a double

room?
colon. , a. I*ut a

colon, not a period.

double. .
I need the double width of this fabric.& storm windows., ^. There are no storm win-

dows in this room; you'll be cold in the winter.
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{-&) courtyard. . The entrance is in the

courtyard. • back yard.. We planted vegetable garden in the back yard.

outside. Ha , a. It's very muddy outside, and I haven't got any

rubbers. . Give me room

in the rear. •"' ^.
doesn't fit in here.

(-) palace.,, . The

former tsar's palaces have been converted into rest homes,

sanitariums, and museums.

community center (a public building

where all social and cultural activities are held).

BO .
There's lecture with slides at the community center today.

union building. .
The board of the miner's union meets tomorrow in the union

building.

janitor.
~

,

first cousin F. —
cecTpd. This girl is his first cousin.

first cousin.. He's my first cousin.

double-breasted.

(AM) twenty kopeks. -. The ticket costs twenty kopeks.

ambiguous.. I got quite an ambiguous answer

from him.

two hundredth.

(/pet: /) to put. ?
Where did you put my book?, , ? Can't you find

better use for your money?- to become. .? I haven't seen him for more than a year. What's

become of him?— ? What
became of all my ties?. She has nowhere to go.

little girl. .
This little girl is not more than twelve.

young lady. ;, . She's sixteen

and not a little girl any more, but quite a grown-up young

lady. • young girl. .
knows many young girls here.

(§22) ninety.

ninetieth.

(§22) nine.

nine-hundredth.

nine (cards) .. I only had the nine of spades in my hand.

nineteenth.

{g, d, I -, i-, §22) nineteen.

ninth.

{g, d, I -, -&, §22) nine.

(§22) nine hundred.

(- l-xtj-1 /g-/) tar.

grandfather. ^ . My grand-

father is over eighty. • old man.. Ask that old man with the gray beard.) (M) grandfather. . My
grandfather used to spoil me.,, ? Sir, can

you tell me where the kolkhoz office is?

to be on duty. . I'm on duty

every other day.

man on duty. ? Are you the

man on duty here? • on duty. ^^ -.. I'll go and ask the doctor on duty. .
In this hotel the bellboy appears as soon as you ring the bell.

deserter.

disinfection. -. They've already disinfected our place.

disorganization.

action. , ^. This play is too long and has little action in it.

• act. . I arrived

at the theater in time for the second act. • effect.. The medicine has already be-

gun to take effect.— ,
Your words produced different ef-

fect than you expected.

hostilities. -. Yes, hostilities once

took place here.

to be idle.. The machine has been idle for a week.

Oh . already knows

the four fundamentals of arithmetic. • -. This law applies to all.

actual. ,. This isn't fiction; it's an actual happening.

• valid. ,. Your

passport is valid until the end of the year. — Ha? How long is this ticket valid for?

really. ,,? Is it possible that you really believe it? • act-

ually. ,,.
It turns out that he's actually an American.

to act. ^ .
You have to act decisively here. • to work.. Aspirin works well on me. —. The buzzer

doesn't work. • to impress. . .
Words don't impress him. • to go ahead.,!
Go ahead, buddy!

to get on one's nerves.. It gets on my nerves.. The

child hasn't moved its bowels for two days. •. can't move his right arm. ,

(-) December.& ten days; decade.

declaration.. knows the American

Declaration of Independence by heart. • report. ,, ,. writer who lives on
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fees, I have to submit a report to the tax collector. • state-

ment.. I want to find the text of the Soviet

statement on this conference.

government decree.

{/-pet: c-/) to do. ? What are you

doing? — Oh .
wasn't doing anything all day yesterday. — {no pet). We
had nothing to do, so we started playing cards evenings.

• to make. . She makes her

own hats. —. This car makes fifty kilometers an hour, 'to act., . You're

acting very wisely not aggravating the conflict.

to pretend. ^ ,? Why do you pretend not to under-

stand me?
to draw a conclusion. ,. I'm afraid you

are drawing the wrong conclusion from this fact.

to experiment.. They are experimenting with gases.- to do things one's own way. ^. -6. She always likes to do things

her own way.

to make progress. ,? Well, is your pupil making progress?

('w pet) , . We can't help it,

we've got to go.',^. Enough talking; it's time we got down to business.- to become. § . It's becoming

clear to me now. 'to be made, {no pet)5' . The best tractors in the Soviet

Union are made here. • to go on. {no pet) -, . I came to see what's going on

here, 'to happen. ^!, . What can happen to him? He's healthy

and cheerful as ever.

delegate. Ha. Sixty delegates arrived at the conference,

delegate F.

delegation..̂ The American delegation

to the writers' congress arrived in Moscow.
division. ,. The multiplication is correct, but there are

mistakes in your division.

(,; to divide.. We are accustomed to divide everything equally.- to share. , .
shared all he had with his friends, 'to divide up.! Let's divide it up! • to take someone into

one's confidence. -. takes his mother into his confidence

about all his experiences.

Q .
The books in my library can be divided into three categories.

(P) matter. . This is a

very urgent matter. — ? ?
What's the matter? What does he want? —. That's quite another matter. —

? , ^. You like onions? WelL
it's a matter of taste. • business. . I came
on business. —)6 . Admittance

on business only. — . It's none of your

business. • work. !,. Let him alone; don't you see that the man has work
to do. — , ! .
Enough gabbing, let's get down to work. • duty.. That's the superintendent's duty.

• fact. , . The fact is, I

have no money. • problem. 3a. It's no problem getting a pass. •case. ,^' . The people's

court heard a felony case yesterday. • file.,, . Get me file

number a hundred twenty-six, please, 'thing., . The most im-

portant thing is that she's easy to get along with. —,? Well, how're things? • cause. ^,, — .
We knew we were fighting for a just cause and that gave us

strength.

really. ? Are

you really going away?

situation. ^^. The situation on the front had im-

proved greatly by that time.

to deal with.. He's very pleasant to deal with.

out of the runing., .
Poor fellow, he's out of the running now.

first of all. ,^.
First of all, we've got to have a snack.

TO every once in a while.

^. Every once in while she came to the window.! Good! •, ,. Look here, I hate to say this, but

things are in bad shape here. • : —. Our slogan is: "Labor is a deed of honor."

•,5 ! Look here, this is no way to do

things. • ", ^?" "!"
"Well, what's the hiteh now?" "We need a pass." • A -. And now we have to do our part.

• . It's easy as pie. •,,, , . Of course

it's all gone and forgotten now, but admit you were wrong.

• , . Winter

is coming and he has no warm overcoat. • ^. Nobody cares for me. • , .
It happens in the best of families. • ,? , ^. Tell me what's

the trouble. Maybe I can help you. • ,, . I'm not worried. I know I'm

right. • He — . Don't

interrupt him; he's talking sense. • ! Get to the

point! • . That's beside the point.

• ,, ! It's cold

and foggy here, nothing like our weather down south.

• HanHcdTb 5 — .6 . It'll

just take a minute to write this note. • ,? Tell me clearly how it all happened.

• . You can see him
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when you have a minute to spare. • *Hy, !
Well, everything is settled. •. I'm studying glass-making now. • Ha, a6- . It's easy to talk about it,

but another thing to do it. • , ,. As matter of fact, you did deserve a bawling out.

•! () ^. Fine, we'll use your camera right away. • ,-, tell the truth,

I just didn't think about it.

business. Bee .
All my business papers are in the drawer. —. . I have business appointment at

three o'clock.

democratic.

democratic govern-

ment.

democracy.

parade. -. We have May Day parade every

year.

denatured alcohol.

money. . Money
orders going abroad are accepted only in the main post

office. • financial. 6-, . They need not

only financial help, but moral support as well.

See,
See.() day. .

left ten days ago. —. This work can easily be done in a day. —. It's two-day walk

for good hiker.

day. . I get

ten rubles day.

during. . It hap-

pened during the revolution.

day off. ?
When is your day off?

all day long.. runs around town all day

long wasting his time.

birthday.? When is your brother's birthday?

a day before.

3d.? Let me know day before he arrives,

will you?

working day.. Our working day has been shortened.

CO any day. -. We're expecting the general any day now.

• from day to day.

&. I keep postponing this conversation from day

to day.

the day before yesterday.. was at our house the day before yesterday.

whole day.. Now he spends the whole day in the library.

every other day.. We have English lessons every other day.

rainy day.. We don't have to save for a rainy day.

(, P) money. -. It cost lot of money. —. I didn't have that amount of money with me.—. never has any money. —. I won't

part with this autograph for any amount of money. • cur-

rency. Ha. On board ship you can pay with American

currency.

change. ^, . I have only big bills and no change.

cash. ,. Don't only take checks along with

you; take some cash, too.

short of money. ,.
I'm short of money right now.

in the chips. ,. Let him pay; he's in the chips today.

change. -. The cashier was short of change.

{indecl N) car barn. ,. It's late and all the trolleys are going to the car barn.

locomotive shop.. works in the locomotive shop.

deputy. .
is deputy of the Supreme Soviet of the USSR. • repre-

sentative, delegate.. Choose your representatives and send

them to the manager.

country. , ,. We country people are used to

going to bed early.

(P,,) village.? Is it still far to the village? • country.

hA . We'll try to

go to the country for the summer.

(P, -, -) tree. ^-. There are few fruit

trees in our garden.

wooden.. We live in that wooden house over there.

wood oil (a cheap kind of olive oil).

Stom .
His face was absolutely expressionless at that moment.

(^;) to hold.? . Why are

you holding the child in your arms? There's room for him

over here. — ! Hold your head

high, 'to keep.

BOcnpenidcTCfl. Guests are requested not to keep cats or

dogs in their rooms. — -. I keep my windows open all night. —, .
The doctor ordered that h(> be kept in bed until his fever

Went down. —?! Keep to the right. —1- . Keep this

medicine in a cold place. — ^ ().
Keep tuned to that station. — ,

They still keep it secret. • to stop. ,
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you. ^ to keep posted. ^. Keep me posted on how things are going.

to proofread. -. He's proofreading his speech him-

self.

to hold a course.. Our ship held its course due North.

napfi to bet. ^! I'll bet you!

be headed for. . ? Where

are you headed for?

to side with.. In that argument I

sided with our director.

to take an exam.. You'll have to take an exam.

D . We're working

toward lower prices. •. She showed great deal of poise.- to hold on. . Hold on to the

banister. — . I can't

hold on to my money for long. • to hold to.. I hold to my old opinion. • to

keep. . Keep to the right.

• to stick to., . Stick to your guns.

•to wear. . These

shoes are still wearing well.

to stick together.. We have to stick together.

to stand on one's feet. ,. He's so weak he can barely

stand on his feet.

to stand straight. ,! Stop stooping and stand up straight.! . Be careful,

this table of yours is likely to fall apart at any time! •. She was

wonderful at the time of danger. •

— ! They'll really make you

work your head off over there.

See.
(See also) dessert.

(P) gum, . My gums

are swollen.

(§;?^) ten.

ten (cards). . led

with the ten of trumps. • number ten.. Number ten doesn't stop here.

(-) ten. . Give me ten

apples.

Em^ . He's in his sixties

• '*0h . He's no coward.

tenth.

{g, d, I -, i -, ^£2) ten.

(F) detail.. The details of this case would hardly interest

you. • machine part.. This worker is working on a new machine

part.

to go into detail. ^. I don't want to go into detail.

(,, P/the S is supplied by;
in bookish language by/) children.

children's. 3a . We've opened many new
children's homes in recent years. —? Do you have some interesting

children's games for sale? • child's.. It's child's play to him. • baby.. Leave the baby carriage in the hall-

way.

nursery. , -. She's in the nursery putting the kids to bed.

nursery rhyme.. She knows lots of nursery rhymes.

kindergarten.; . I don't want to go to kindergarten,

I'm a big boy now.- childish. -. Your

reasoning is childish.

childhood. . In his child-

hood he lived in the country. — .
He's in his second childhood.

(,; pet of) to put. He,. I don't know where to put all this.- ? Where have all the pen-

cils disappeared to?

deficit. . The

factory had a deficit at the end of the year. • scarcity.. We have

great scarcity of.building materials.. They planned

balanced budget.

losing. . It's

losing enterprise.

scarce goods.. Our manager

always knows how to get scarce goods.

See.
{sh,,, -; ,) cheap. . This

briefcase is quite cheap. — ^. I don't want to be the butt

of your cheap jokes. — . It's very cheap.

• inexpensive. .
There is an inexpensive restaurant near by.

cheaper. ^. Food

has become cheaper.

cheap. * . Cheap but good.

• cheaply. 5 . You bought

this coat cheaply.

to get off lucky., . Our turned

over, but we got off very lucky • Er6. His promises aren't worth much.? Don't you have

room bit cheaper?

()
statesman.

meritorious art worker

(title, USSR), honored artist (title, USSR).
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field of arts.

slipover.

dialectics.

diameter.& sofa.

( diet. ^ . I have

to be on diet.

dysentery.

{sh) wild.

^. shot down three wild ducks yesterday. • savage.

A, -? Are there any savage tribes left in North America?

•absurd. ! What an absurd idea!

• peculiar. . I got into very

peculiar situation. . He's crazy

about your singing.

dictator.

dictatorship.

dictatorship of the prole-

tariat.

{/pet: -/) to dictate. He ,. Don't dictate so fast; I can't keep

up with you. — Oh , -. He's wrong if he thinks he can

dictate terms to us.

dictation. ,. The teacher gave us dicta-

tion today and I didn't make a single mistake.. The state-

ment was dictated by him.

radio announcer.

dynamite.

diploma. ;^ .
I want to make copy of my diploma.

;^. could get this job easier if he

were a college graduate.

diplomat. — -. This ambassador is an old, experienced diplomat. —
Bee . her

friends consider her a clever diplomat.

diplomatic. -5 . These two countries

severed diplomatic relations. —. The diplomatic box is full this

evening. .
I'm tired of his noncommittal answers.

(P -u, -) director. —. The director of the museum is a well-known

painter. • manager.

^. The manager won't be at the bank this

morning. • principal. ,. No, our students are not afraid of the principal.

factory manager.. The factory manager left on an

official mission.

conductor. SToro

. The name of this conductor is well

known in the musical world.

to conduct. -? Who conducts your orchestra?

discussion, debate.

discipline.(, i N/the P is supplied by/) child., . She talks like a child. —. You're just a child.

(F) game. ? Is there any game

around here? • wild fowl. .
They eat plenty of wild fowl in the North. • out-of-the-way

place. ,. This is terribly out-of-the-way place; the

nearest railway station is a hundred kilometers away.

• nonsense. ^ , . What
nonsense he's talking! I just can't stand it.

length. ,,^ -. Measure the length of this bed, please. • long.^ , . I

need big table, at least two meters long.

{/sh -HHU/) long. .
This dress is too long. — .
It was a long trip.

longer. , ,. When the days be-

come longer, we'll be able to go for long walks. —,§ ; . I hope

that this coat will fit you; we haven't any longer ones..- {/pet: -/) to last. .
The movie lasted three hours.

for. ? Who are these flowers for? —. That's for you. — 5? What do you need this bottle for?— 5. I'm doing it for my own

pleasure. — -. You speak Russian very well for a foreigner.

in order to. ,. I said it in order to put his mind at ease.. Let's find the

smoking car.

diary. ;,. keeps diary; I wonder what he's writing about

us. • report card.. He's got nothing but bad marks on his report

card again.

day. . I work on the

day shift. & day's wages.. The workers of our factory contributed

one day's wages to the Red Cross.

daylight.. You'll have to examine this material

in daylight.& matinee. ^. There'll be popular-

priced matinee Saturday.

{/is of /) during the day. ^, . It's difficult to catch
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him during the day. Call in the evening., . Day or night, I

have no rest.

See.
(P, -, -) bottom.. There's some sugar left at the bottom of the

glass. — . The ship sank to the

bottom. — ! Bottoms up!

Q «See.^ — ! Our part of the

country is rich: a real gold mine! • *Ax,! Damn him, I hope he breaks a leg!

See.
to. . It's half an

hour's ride from here to the airport. —. The doctor's office hours are from two to

five. — . She blushed to

the roots of her hair. —. stayed in the besieged town to the

very end. • as far as. . I'm

going with you as far as Moscow. • for. ,. As for me, I'm ready. • till.. I waited for you till five o'clock. • until. ^. I'll postpone it until your

return. • before. 9 . It was

hke that before the revolution. —. There's half an hour left before the train leaves.

• up to.. The Pioneers (Scouts) accept children up to fifteen

years of age.

general delivery.. Write me care of general deUvery.

cfix still. ,? How come you still haven't seen our museum?
• this far. . I only read

this far. § . I was in no

mood to laugh at the moment. • .
It's none of my business. • ! Isn't he

clever! • ! Good-by!& iTpct of) to add.. Add little more pepper to the gravy.

— . There is nothing to

be added to this. • to supply. -^. I can supply the balance of the money.
• . Throw in another two loaves of

bread.

{dur of) .

([-§n-]) additional.. got an additional ration because of

his illness.

{dur of) to seek.. sought this nomination for a long

time.

(-, -: imv -; pet of)
to get. Oh . He got what he went after.

— . It's impossible to get

anything out of him. • to obtain.. didn't obtain wide recognition at

once. , . I

assure you, where there's a will, there's a way. •-. You can't get to see the manager
here.

good. Oh .
has done lot of good in his lifetime. —,! Look, I only mean it for your

own good. • things. 5 ? Whose things are

those? • junk. ^!
We wouldn't take such junk even as a gift.

at least if. He{1, ?, 6! At least if he were a handsome man I could under-

stand what she sees in him. But he isn't even anything to

look at!

G ^! Welcome! • ^!
That's bad sign! •*^ ,! Every cloud

has silver lining. •*0 . Let well

enough alone.

(-) volunteer. -. The commander asked for volunteers.

Q . My brother en-

hsted.

voluntary.. His leaving the job was not en-

tirely voluntary.

public-service organization.. was

member of many public-service organizations.

of one's own free will.. . Nobody forced

me; I did it of my own free will.

([-sn-]) conscientious.. turned out to be very

conscientious worker.

conscientiously.

^. They carried out the order conscien-

tiously.

kindness. — ! She's kindness

itself. — -. was very clever and unusually kind

person.

{sh,,, -) kind. Y. She has such kind heart. —, . Be so kind as to show me the

way. • good. Oh . He's a good fellow. —. It's good three miles

from here. — ,. I'd call him good acquaintance rather than a

friend. — ! Good evening! —^! ? Good morning! How did you

sleep?

D reputation., . Don't do it if you care

about your reputation.! Good luck! • ! Good-by!

• ,! . Well, go ahead, you're

your own boss. •- no ^, no.
Get out of here while the getting's good. • ,,. I'm afraid he might have gotten

lost.

{dur of) to mine. § -
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5^ . Coal and iron are mined in this

district.

Q mining. --. Both the mining and the manufacturing industries

are well developed here.

Oh .. always knew how to make a Uving

without too much effort.

(-, -; p, -.,, -; pet of) to get. ^ -^. was able to get a few bottles of

cognac.

output. Stom -. The output of ore increased considerably this

month. • loot. -. The robbers quarreled over the loot. • bag of game.. We came back

from the hunting trip with a big bag of game.

(F) power of attorney. On -. gave me power of attorney

to receive the money.

confidence. .
enjoys everybody's confidence. • trust. -. They take advantage of your

trust in them. • faith.. I have great faith in her abilities., ;^. Rest assured that he's a highly trustworthy

person.

{pet of) to trust. ;^? Can I trust him with money?

(///) to the top. He .
Don't fill the boiler up to the top.

{dur of) to trust. ^ . I

don't trust him. -
. Please pay Mr. . the money due me.

(-^,-; p -, -, -6, -;-,-,
-,-; -; pet /),

argument. . None

of your arguments are convincing. —. We listened to all the arguments pro

and con.

(-^,-; dur of) to take to. no. In the mornings

I take the children as far as the streetcar.& to finish.. finishes everything he starts.

prewar. .
Prewar prices could not have been maintained.

pleased. . looks

pleased. • satisfied. ? Are

you satisfied with your room?

enough. ,^?
What do you think, will that be enough? • rather.. The work is rather well done.

— Oh . He came rather late.

• pretty. . . She sings pretty

well. ! Stop your arguing!& {pet of) to figure out.

, . I couldn't

figure out for a long time how to open this drawer. • to

think of.. I simply didn't think of asking you for his address.

{dur of) to realize. On -, . does not

realize that his condition is serious.

(-, -; p -, -; pet of) to

catch up to. . You'll never

catch up to us.

{dur of) to tell ever5i.hing.6- . He's holding something back.

- to make an arrangement.

— . No use making any arrange-

ments with him, he'll forget anyhow.

contracting parties. -: The contracting

parties agreed:

contract. . We concluded

contract with the local mine for a regular supply of ore.

• agreement. Ho — !
Whatever happens, let's stick to our agreement.

{pet of) to finish talking.! Let me finish talking!

- to agree. .
We agreed to meet at the station.

{dur of) to catch up. Ha. The express

catches up with the local at this station.

{dur of) to reach. He ,. Just before reaching the bridge

you'll see a little white house.

(-, -; no into; pet of) to get (some

place). Ha . You'll

get there much quicker by bus., . The

train stopped in a field short of the station. •,! Here we are. All out! •*. You ran the fellow ragged with

your demands.& (-^ -; p,,,; pet of) to wait until.! Be sure to wait until he comes.- . I received a letter

at last. • Oh , ^.
He'll end up being thrown out of college.

{[-i]-]; -.) raincoat.

([-ijlj-]) rainy. .
It was a very rainy summer.

(- [do§c, daiju]; M) rain. .
We were caught in the rain.

it's raining., ?
See if it's still raining., . It's raining cats and dogs.

•C . The downpour

began in the morning.& {dur of) to wait for.4.? Do we still have long to wait for the

train?

dose.
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(pet) to reach by phone. ^. I just couldn't reach you by phone.

to milk. ? When do they

milk the cows here?^ iSee,
(-^, -; -, ., -6, -; -; pet of) to reach. .

We reached the river by nightfall. —^. Unpleasant rumors reached me.

•to get (some place). .
I got halfway through the book. • to end up.. It ended up in a fight.

to get to the point. ,. It got to the point where he began

calling the nurse names.0 to figure out by oneself. ^, . Nobody explained it to

him; he figured it out by himself.? Will you be able

to walk all the way home?

proof.. showed us her letter as

proof that he was right., — .
Take it easy — an insult doesn't prove anything.

(-^,; pet of) to prove.. proved his friendship by
his actions. — ^^ -. It'll be easy for you to prove your innocence.

(dur of) to prove. 9. That still doesn't prove a thing. •

speech.. After his speech, there was a lively discussion.

• lecture. ^^ .
There will be an interesting lecture at the club tonight.

• report. ^. At the moment, the city soviet is discussing the

report of the executive committee. • paper.. Tomorrow he's

going to read a paper at the convention of the historical

society. ! Don't enter unless announced.

main speaker.. The main speaker is making
his concluding remarks.& {dur of) to read a report. -. read

report about his discovery to the convention of physicists,

•to report. . I re-

ported it to the director.

TedTp , -. The theater has deficit, so the city soviet has to

make up the difference.

(P -A, -6b) physician. . He's

the best physician here. • doctor. ,? When can the doctor see me? —. He's a Ph. D.

papers. ,. She went into town to put her papers in order.

• permit. ? Have you
traveUng permit? • document.

. This has interest only as an

historical document.

voucher. -. His vouchers are all in

order.

(P -) debt. Oh . He got himself

into debt here. — "" ^, ^. He's head

over heels in debt. • duty. .
I consider it my duty.

on credit. ^ ? Do they

sell on credit in this store?

to borrow.. I borrowed ten rubles from him.

national debt.! , ^. Thanks
very much! I'm indebted to you. •*. One good turn deserves another.

(sh -; cp,) long.. was sick for long time. — -, . She got terribly thin from

long undernourishment.

long time. . I

couldn't forget it for a long time.

in no time at all. ^ OHnd,. There's such draft from the window here

that you can catch cold in no time at all.

longer.. I had to wait for a street car longer

than usual today.

*He . Don't put

your work off indefinitely.

(-, -, -) must. ^. I must

help him. • ought. .
You ought to pay this debt, •to have to.-. You have to come on time.

to owe. ? How
much do I owe you?

Q Oh . He's supposed to

be here at five o'clock. • Ond, .
She was supposed to arrive yesterday.- probably. ,-, -. The storm will probably let up soon. • must. ,-, . must have

found out about it in the newspaper.

valley.

dollar. -? you exchange my dollars for rubles?

(-^,-; pet of) to inform.,,, .
Please inform the manager that I've arrived, •to add.

4,. I got so little in the way of traveling

expenses that I had to add some of my own money.

{no dur) ,^ ! You
ought to hear what happened! It's quite a story.

down.! Down with it! • away.. Take all this junk away from

here.

(P) chisel.

See.
(P -d, -6/ -; ^/) house. -. We live in six-etory house. —
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. Mother is busy with the house all

day long. — . You've got a letter from

home. — ,,. This

typist does work at home. — ^. The doctor has office hours from five to

seven at his home.

children's home.. was raised in children's home.

kolkhoznik's hostel.

See .
rest home.. I spent my vacation in a rest home.

madhouse. ,- ! This is more madhouse
than an office.

(/gs of/) at home. . He's not at home.
— . Make yourself at home. —, , . Back (at) home in America

everything is different.

*B , a ^. There's no place

like home. •*, ? I guess he's not

all there.

home.? Have you written down my home telephone

number? —-^ ,. You'd better send for a

doctor; I'm afraid of home remedies. —. It's been long time since

I've been in a home atmosphere. • house.. She wore plain house

dress. • domestic. .
I'm all in from those domestic squabbles.& housework.. Housework takes lot

of my time.

family. .
My whole family took a great liking to you.

home-cooked meals.. His mother serves

home-cooked meals at very reasonable prices.& poultry.

housewife. -
. I'm housewife now.-& informal. ,-,. Excuse us; we're very informal here.

(inded N) dominoes. ?
Do you want to play a game of dominoes?

or house committee (in USSR).. Ask the chairman

of the house committee.() blast furnace.. They started operating fifth

blast furnace at our factory.

home. ! Let's go home. — ^. I can't find my way home.

house management. 06 ^. You'd better ask the

house management about it.(&) housewife.() maid.(&). It's not easy to find a maid nowadays.

(-^,-; p -,-, -, -; pet of)
to carry to. 5 .
I'll help you carry this package home. • to report. -, . I'd to know
who reported you.

blood donor.

(-^,-; dur of) to report. -,, . I warn you, he'll report everything

you're doing to his superiors, 'to wear out., . You'll have

to wear out your old shoes before I'll buy you new ones.^ See.
additional charge. ,. You changed to first-class,

so there'll be an additional charge.. You got letter

with postage due.

(-^, -; pet of) to pay
extra. .
You'll have to pay extra for the reservation.', . Take

better seat; I'll pay the difference out of my own pocket.

{dur of) to pay in addition.

See.
addition. -. In addition

to all my other troubles, a singer moved next door. • appen-

dix.. You'll find the grammatical rules in the ap-

pendix of the dictionary.

{pet of) to enlarge.^ . You'll have to

enlarge and revise this article.

(dur of) to complement.

^. They complement each

other very well.

(dur of) to question.? Has the district attorney

questioned the defendant yet?

questioning. .
underwent questioning at the police station.

(-^,-; pet of) to question.. They ques-

tioned him and let him go immediately.^ See.
(dur of) to tolerate.. This shouldn't be tolerated

under any circumstances, 'to admit., ^. I can't

even admit that he's capable of doing such a mean thing.

G . There

are no exceptions to this order.- to allow. ^. Gam-

bling is not allowed here.

(-^,-; pet of) to admit.,. You'll be admitted to see the chief if you come during

office hours, 'to let. ,. I had hoped that you wouldn't let this happen.

• to assume. , ^. L^t's

assume for moment you're right.
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^, 5 . I

can't imagine that he did it on purpose. •,. Let's take it for granted.

See.
pre-revolutionary

road. ? Where does this road

lead to? — 6f. We'll have to turn off to a dirt road soon. —, . As long as

we drove on a paved road, we weren't shaken up. • way.

Sto . This is the shortest

way to the station. — ^ .
I can't find niy way to the station. —. He'll be able to make hisway in the world, 'trip.. The trip took us a week. —. Have a bite before you leave on your

trip.

highway. Hdnia. Our village is not far from the highway.

no the same way. no, ^.
We're going the same way. I'll give you a Uft. • on the

way. . Stop at the

drugstore on your way home.

after the trip.. I didn't even have time to wash up after the trip., nopd . Well, I guess it's time for us to

leave. • ;, .
I know what you're up to, but I don't do things that way.
•*? ^ ! Did they put him in

jail? That's where he belongs! •*4!
Good riddance! •*0 no . missed

his vocation.

high cost of living. , ^. I didn't know that the cost of living was so

high here.

{sh, -rd,, -; cp) expensive.^ 5*^. She bought an expensive fur

coat. • dear. ! Dear Ivan
Petrovich: — , . These
books are dear to me as remembrances. — ,. Dear
folks, I can give you some good news today.

expensive. 5 .
Everything is very expensive in this hotel.

dearer. . My
son is dearer to me than anything else in the world.

it doesn't pay. ^^ -
— . It doesn't pay to make a fuss in

such hot weather., , ! No, my good man, it's

not so! • He! .
Don't disturb us. Every minute counts. •. I worked hard to acquire this skill.

• . He'd
have given anything for a drink of water at that moment.

{/-pel: -/) to go up in price. 55« . This time of the

year dairy products always go up in price.

See.
to value. Ond . She

values that watch of hers a great deal.

Oh ^ . Your
good opinion of him means a lot to him.

road. -. We're putting lot of effort into road-

building now. • traveling. .
This is for your travehng expenses.

O, , , -. Oh, I see,

you're already dressed for traveling.

aggravation. . I al-

most burst into tears from aggravation., ,. It just gets you to see how much
money is wasted there.& annoying. . Some-
thing annoying happened.

what a shame. Ax, ^,,
! What shame he couldn't come!, .

I'm very annoyed that I missed your lecture.

(a, P,,) board. -. We slapped bench together

out of boards. • plaque. Ha. There was memorial plaque put on the house.

bulletin board. -. The Ust of those on
duty is on the bulletin board.(&) blackboard. -. The class schedule is written on the black-

board.& honor roll. . This

worker's name has not been off the honor roll in several

months.

from cover to cover.. I read this book from cover to

cover.

blackUst. ^ . He's

on the blacklist.& (chess) board.^. Only about five

chessmen were left on the board.

*0h , , .
He's really one of us; you can rely on him. •^! How can you compare these

two?

literal. . This

is a literal translation of the letter.

word for word. .
I'm quoting him word for word.

inspection. -. Get ready for the customs inspection.

(-, ;; inw-; prger-; dur of) to get. .
It's hard to get cigarettes now. —? Where do you get foreign news-

papers here? • to reach. ) ,
. I can't reach the top shelf; give me a stool.

See&.
-. ^ ^. I often got

bawUng out from" my father because of that.& {-pet of) to deliver. Bdme
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from the store, 'to get. He,,. Don't worry,

madam, I'll get your daughter home safely. • to give.. The Christmas tree gave

the children a lot of pleasure.

delivery. 3a ( ) .
Extra charge for delivery. • delivery system.. We have well-organized

delivery system for raw material.

{dur of) to deUver.

nd? Do you deliver?

([-§n-]) sufficient.. You haven't got sufficient

basis for accusation.

enough.. We've got enough

machinery.

enough. ? Have
you got enough paper?, . Thanks, I've had my fill.

• . I had quite hard

time with him.(; ,-; pet of) to get.,, . Get that small

suitcase from the rack, please, 'to get hold of.5 ? Where did you get

hold of these wonderful felt boots? • to raise. -. They raised

money for the concert somewhere.' (only S3, PS).

KocTl&M . I

got this suit when my friend left it and went away. • A? Won't we get the devil for it?

• . She won first prize in the

lottery. • ? How much does

each of us get?

{dur of and) to reach.

().
The heat around here reaches sixty degrees (centigrade) in the

summer. — . This airplane reaches speed of six

hundred kilometers an hour.. We've been having wonderful results, thanks

to the new machines.

See.
(p-,-; pet of) to reach.. reached ripe old age. —. Finally we reached shore.

•to get. .
We got good results in our work.

achievement.. They are very proud of their achievements.,. This is

the high-water mark in our work.

i/inf only/; pet of) to reach. ^ -. didn't reach his goal.

reliable. -. We received this information from a

reliable source.

good quality. -

. Nobody denies his good qualities. • merit.? What
merits do you see in this proposal? • dignity.^ . It's beneath my
dignity to answer to such bad language.

no to appreciate. , -, . I hope they'll appreciate

you here. ;^. No self-respecting person would go there.

accessible. .
This mountain top is accessible only in the summer.

, . That's all

right; I can easily afford the price. • 5^. Only specialists could understand

his lectures.^ free time.. spends all his free time working in his vegetable

garden. • leisure. .
Read this book at your leisure.

to one's heart's content.-. Finally we got a chance to eat to our

heart's content, •enough. -
We just can't get enough of talking to each

other.

subsidy (government subsidy given to factories,

kolkhozes, schools etc).

revenue. -" ;^. We're expecting an

increase in the state revenue this year. • income.?̂ When will the shares of the income of your

kolkhoz be divided? —A ?
And how much is your private income?

(-^,-; dur of) to get. napo-. In the summer steamers don't get

this far. • to reach.. It often reaches fifty degrees (centigrade) below

zero here. — He , .
You'll find our house just before you reach the park. —. Her skirt doesn't reach

her knees. • to extend. .
The steppe extends to the Black Sea.. Last year our expenses were as high as

five hundred rubles a month. •. There's big delay in the mail

here. • ^ . In

the heat of an argument he'll say things which are absurd.^ See.
See.

See.(, , i'') daughter., . I

have three daughters, but my sister has six.

«See.
milkmaid. —. My sister is the best milkmaid in our kolkhoz.

(- P) jewelry. .
She has no jewelry.

— .
This picture is our most precious possession.
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precious. -? Is this precious stone or just an imitation?? I hope you're in the

very best of health!(,) to tease.^! You ought to be ashamed of

yourself for teasing the poor girl! • to kid. He. Don't kid me by
promising what you can't do.& brawl. ? Who started the brawl?
• fight. A ? Why did he butt into

the fight?

drama. , . I prefer

drama to opera. • tragedy.. stiU hasn't recovered from a

great personal tragedy.

(^, ; p;,, -,-/pct: BU-, -, -; refl -/) to beat.. His stepfather used to beat him unmer-
cifully.

^, ! He's terribly hard on shoes.- to fight. ;^, .
Tell him to stop fighting. — -. We'U fight to see our plan go
through.

ancient. .
There's beautiful ancient church here.. He's terribly old.(,) to doze. ^ ,
I dozed through the whole trip.

(F) bird shot.. bought rifle and bird shot yesterday. • frac-

tion. . My son is now
taking up fractions.( P) firewood. ^. We
have large supply of firewood.

(pet) to twitch. )6. His

eyelids twitched slightly., ?
Are you out of your mind? How could you write such a
thing?

(-, -) to shiver. ;^ ,? Why are you shivering? Are you cold?

to worry over.? How can you possibly

worry over every cent you spend?. I'm afraid of what's going to

happen to him.

([ i]-];- P) yeast.

(P,,) friend.^. May I introduce my friend?

— . I don't have any
friends aroimd here. • pal. ^, , -, ;^^. Be pal and
call and tell them I won't come in today.^ See.

other. ?. Have you some other shoes? These don't fit me.
— , 5?
In other words, you refuse to do it. • different.. I had an entirely

different picture of him. — ,

? Did you notice that he's

become entirely different lately? —! That's an entirely different matter! 'another.^ . I'll tell you about that

another time. • next. .
promised he'd come the next day. • else.

^, -. Ask someone else;

I don't know exactly., day or two. ,, noKd^ . Stay in bed for

a day or two imtil your cold gets better.^ each other. ^. They
love each other.^ each other.,
^^»^. It's natural for pals to help each other.

others. —. It may be convenient for you, but
you've got to think of others.

()^ each other.

^. They haven't heard about each

other for a long time.

other. ^ , . She
always needs something or other. • something else. ,, ^ >5. No, you don't

understand; I'm asking you for something else.

TOT, neither one. ,. Neither one of these rooms will fill the

bill for me. ?
How long is it that you've not been on speaking terms?
• , . I like them both.

• , , — .
I don't care which one of the two does it. •,, . We sat and talked for a while

about a mmtiber of things.

friendship. .
They've long-standing friendship.

He, a: .
Do friend favor and drop this letter into the mailbox.1 friendly. -. spoke to me in a very friendly way.

{dur of).
(sh -) friendly. .

and I are very friendly. • close.. Our family was always very close. • all of a

sudden. . ^ . Spring

weather came all of a sudden this year.. The children

went at cleaning up the yard hammer and tongs. •-.
We'll get through with this job in a hurry if we pull together.

• . Everybody

burst out laughing at his answer. •. My brother and I got along very well. •,
—! Ready, heave!

See.
(p -) oak.

oak. .
There was heavj' oak furniture in the room.

blockhead. Ax , !
Oh, you blockhead!
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, .
translates rather accurately but his language is awkward.

to think. ^^ ?
What do you think about the latest events?— ^. I never even thought of sajdng it. —^. Don't even think of

leaving without supper. — 5, ^. I

think we'd better go. 'to intend. ^. I intend to go to bed soon.

Oh ^. He sees things differently now.
• Oh, ^, . jumped into the

water without a moment's hesitation. •. thinks too much of himself. •, ? What do you say, let's

have a glass of tea.^ fool. :^. She's just a damned
fool.

(-) fool. Oh . He's far from being a

fool. — , §. I'm not such fool that I'd take that job.—*
— . That's plain — fortune favors

fools. — *He ! Stop making a fool of your-

self!& like a damn fool. ^-, . They were laughing all

the time and I was sitting there like a damn fool.

to make a fool of oneself. , ,. You've made big fool of

yourself, my friend. ! ,,.. Work under such conditions? No, thank you, not

on your life! •*3 . I suppose

1 was left holding the bag.& (/pc<: o-/) to fool.? Why are you letting yourself be fooled?

{sh ^, -pHUj ^,; adv ^) bad.. I have the

bad habit of smoking in bed. • nasty. --,—! Boy oh

boy, for such a pretty girl, she certainly has a nasty dis-

position! • ugly. , . She's

ugly as sin.& undernourishment. -. Your friend is

anemic because of undernourishment.

misbehavior.. They expelled him from school be-

cause of misbehavior.^ bad. ^. It smells bad here.^ . I felt faint from the heat.

(ppp^) to blow. *0h ,
^. always knows which way the wind is blowing. —^ . Around here,

breeze blows from the mountains even on hot days. ,

G ^, ^. I want to change my seat.

It's drafty here. •* ,
,. Once burned, twice shy.- to pout. ? What is she pouting

at me for? ^?
Aren't you ashamed of yourself for wasting every evening

playing cards?

(g -y) mind. ^.:! Exercise your body and
remember: A sound mind in a sound body. • spirit.^. Such an
interpretation is more in accordance with the spirit of the law.

• morale.. Morale in the Red Army was very high at

all times.^ in a good mood. ^. The old man was in a good mood to-

day and agreed to everything.

full speed. , -
niicTb . I ran full speed to catch the train.^ in the same way. !-

^. Very good! Continue in the same
way.^ in a bad mood. ^. He's in

bad mood today.^ in a jiffy. He, ^. Don't worry, I'll be back in a jiffy.

to catch one's breath.,. Wait moment, let me catch my breath.^ presence of mind.^ . showed great

presence of mind at the time of the fire.

to get up courage. ;^
5. Get up enough courage to tell her

about it.^ to have the heart. ^'. I didn't have the heart to tell him that.

He ;^. Don't lose heart! • ,. It's so interesting it holds you

spellbound. •, 5 ^. You say all that only because you want to

contradict. • A ^,
5^? Is there still no news about your friend? •

— ^? How did you happen to

know that? Did a little bird tell you?() perfume. ,. Perfume here is not bought in a drugstore,

but in the "Tezhe" (toilet articles) shop.

clergy.

close. , . It's

awfully close in here; open the window.

(M) shower. . I'd Uke to take

a shower.& (a ^, P ^, , ^) soul.

^. You have to understand the

Russian soul. — Ha :^ — . There isn't a

living soul on the street.—^-. Some kind soul took of my children.

— ^ . She's

putting her whole heart and soul into her teaching. • heart.! I wish you luck from the

bottom of my heart! — ,. conceals it, but in his heart he's a

poet and a dreamer. — * ,. I was so scared my heart was in my mouth. • feeling., . She sings without feeling. • darling., ! Don't be angry, my darling!

• mind. —. Nobody can tell what

goes on in another person's mind.
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as hobby., ^. I'm

railroad ticket seller and paint in water colors as a hobby.

^ in perfect understanding.^ . My son and daughter-in-law Uve

together in perfect understanding.& life of the party. -. He's the life of the party.

HH, HH not in the least., . This damage is not his

fault in the least.

no heart-to-heart. ^.
Let's have a heart-to-heart talk.

no to one's liking. 9 » .
This work is not to my liking.

to one's heart's content.^; , . You're

on vacation now, and can sleep to your heart's content.

Q*TyT ^. There's no one around

here to have a heart-to-heart talk with. • ,,. It was load off my mind when I found they

had made up. • , !
He's so frail; but look how he works! • .
He's the guiding light of the business. • ^. nagged the life out of

me with his questions. •*0 —. He's fine fellow — open and aboveboard.

• . I'm not cut out for

medicine. •* . That

boy is the apple of her eye. •*. His lecturing turns my stomach. •*. . I

promised and I'll do it. Don't keep standing over me.^ {sh -) stuffy. ^1? Why are you sitting in that stiiffy room?^ close. ^, .
It's very close here. Open the window, •stifling.^! rpoad . It's so

stifling here, I wish a storm would come up.

(/g -y; ^/) smoke. ^.
The room was full of smoke.—* . Where
there's smoke there's fire.* . There's quite rumpus
there.

melon.& (P, or,-,-) hole.. You have«hole in yoiu" sleeve at the elbow. • cavity.

^. You have big cavity in

your tooth! 'dump.? How can you live in such a filthy dump?
• gap. , — ,. Yes, we have lots of gaps in our economy; and we
have our hands full closing them up.

Q 4 .
The radio was my main pleasure in that God-forsaken place.

hole.

breath. , . We
ran without stopping to catch our breath.

G with bated breath. ^,. We listened to him with bated breath.

(^,; to breathe. ^.
Breathe deeper. — ,? He's just about got enough strength to

breathe; how can you expect him to work?

*Oh . His work is food

and drink to him.^ dozen. $? How much does dozen of these handkerchiefs

cost? — , ! Here's the

kind of a guy I am: A dozen bottles of beer on me!—*,
no , ^. You
can get this kind a dime a dozen, but even then you wouldn't

take it.

inch.

(P -, -, or, -,-) uncle.. I used to know your imcle.? Who's that

fat old guy in the fvu- hat?

New Testament.

Europe.

(-) European. -§. It's difficult for Europeans

to get used to this climate. — -. Europeau trains aren't like

American trains.

i/g, M, N//).4 food. .
They went without bite of food for several days. —4 ^. We were scarcely able to buy food.

Ha^ . never

has time to eat.

barely. ^ . We barely caught

the train. — ^ .
The small stove barely heated the room. • no sooner than.

Oh , .
sooner touched the bell than the door opened.&- scarcely. &-. We have scarcely enough food even for our

own people.

hardly." ?" " ".
"Do you have enough fuel?" "Hardly!"& just about.. He's just about the best translator we have

here. ^ . Most likely I won't be

able to do it.

isolated. . -§. Only isolated cases of this

disease have been recorded so far.& unanimous.. The court came to a imanimous decision.
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unanimously. ,. The resolution passed unanimously.

small farmer, independent farmer.

independent.. Just few independent

farms remained in our district. • personal.. This was the personal

decision of the director.? Is your factory run by a board or by one

person?

only.. was the only child in his family. —-. You're my only hope.

the only thing. ,^ . This is the only thing I can offer

you.

singular.. This word has no singular.

unique. -. That certainly is unique rug.

single. . didn't

utter single word. • united. .
They formed united front.

every last. -. Every last kolkhoznik has gone out

into the field.

{sh -; cp) caustic. ,. His caustic remark hurt me very much.
• acrid. .
The room was filled with acrid smoke in no time at all.

corrosive liquid., ,. Be careful, this is a very cor-

rosive liquid.,
{/g and aF of/) .

yearly. -? What's the yearly increase in population here?

yearly.. The meetings of that society take place yearly.

daily.. Three daily newspapers are put out in the city.

every day.. I meet him at work every day.

monthly. -. The trade imion publishes a monthly

bulletin.

every month.. This magazine comes out every month.

every minute. -^ ^. Someone turns to him with

a question every minute.

weekly. Stom 6-. I read about it in some weekly

magazine.

weekly.! -. We have weekly meetings on

Fridays.

driving. 1 ;^. I love fast driving.

• ride. . It's

three-hour train ride from here to the city. • riding.

. He's bow-
legged from constant horseback riding.

bicycling.. Bicycling is

permitted only on bypaths.! Drive slow! (for horses) •

^! Slow down.

{iter of) to go (by conveyance).5^ . I go to Moscow every week. —? Do you
go to work by trolley or bus? — ,. I lived in Washington, but often

went to New York. • to travel. no^ .
He traveled all over the world. • to ride. -? Do you ride horseback?& See.

See.
{/d, , and I F//) .

See '*.
{See also) scarcely, hardly.. You could scarcely hear him. —. I can hardly stay on my feet.-. I had a hard time finding you.

•* ,- . Look at him!

He's on his last legs.

fir tree. .
the fir trees in the neighborhood have been cut down.

. In the U.S.S.R. instead of Christmas

trees they have New Year's trees.

See^.
eM9{/dM,N of/).

nonsense.! He .
Nonsense! Don't pay any attention to it. —;^ ;^! What do you want to listen to

that nonsense for?

if, in case. , ^. If he

asks for money, give it to him. — ,-. In case he comes, ask him to wait.

• if. , . would have

come yesterday if he could. • if only. Ax,! If only he were with us now!

if it weren't for.

Hord, . If it weren't for my bad leg, I

would have gone with you too. • but for. ,. But for him, everjrthing

would have gone smoothly.* . "If" is a big word.

natural.. has leaning toward the natural sciences. —^ . died natural death.

naturally. -. She did it very naturally. • no wonder.,,. After what ypu said to her, no wonder she's sore

at you.

naturally. ,, . They came late

and naturally couldn't get any tickets.

natural resources.' (the negative form is; Compare)," (,, ^27] irrw; ,/pet: -/) to e&t.^
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RUSSIAN-ENGLISH &. I don't eat much for breakfast. —. I don't eat fish.— -. We always eat in this Uttle restaurant.* . The
young girls couldn't take their eyes off the singer from the

big city. • *Ohu 6 . She nags

the hfe out of him from morning till night.

(,; inw supplied as,/1:/) to go

(by conveyance). . We want to

go by train. — , ?
Where were you going when I met you? —,!
Well, go! 'to travel.. We traveled by train for three days, •to drive.. We're driving there by car.

•to ride. . I rode

third class all the way. •to leave. ^? What time are you leaving?

some more. ,, ^. Giv6

me some more soup, please. • yet.. They're not selling tickets yet. —? Have you been to town yet? • still.. He's still at home. • else. 5? What else do you know about it?

of course. " ?" "
!" "Da you know him?" "Of course."

another. ^ ndpy.
Buy me another pair of socks.

once again.,, .
Repeat it once again., ! Do you think

for a minute I'd talk to him? • !
That's all I need to make my day complete! •! That's hot one! You're going to teach me!

(/ F of /).

(iised beside after vowels).& toad.

{sh -) greedy. , ^. He's so greedy he never gets enough. • intense.;^ . They
listened to the speaker with intense interest.

Oh .
just couldn't get enough of the new newspapers and maga-

zines. • Oh . He gobbled up his food.

thirst. ^ .
I just can't quench my thirst.& .
This boy is very eager to learn.

jacket. , a . The
jacket is just right, but they made the skirt too tight.

(woman's) jacket.

to feel sorry for. Bee , ^. Everyone felt sorry for him, but no one helped him.
• to be sorry. , -. I'm very sorry I didn't get the chance to meet

him. •to regret. ,. regrets very much that he won't

be able to come to your home tomorrow. • to spare.

TpyJ^d., ,-. I spared neither time nor effort to teach him to

speak Russian. — He ;^'' ,. Let's spare no expense and arrange everything

as it should be.

*He ."; , . No use

crying over spilt milk.

(sh -; cp) pathetic.. has such pathetic look. • sorr>'-looking.. He's sorry-

looking sight. • lame.. has rather lame excuse. • miserable.

Ax , ! ?
You miserable coward, are you afraid to tell her the truth?

it's a pity. -
^^. It's pity to throw away such a good jacket.

— Oh , .

was so embarrased it was a pity to look at him. • sorry.

A . ? Aren't you sorry you're

leaving?& complaint. !
I'm tired of her constant complaints.

complaint department.

complaint book.

to complain. ^,. The other tenants are complaining

that you're making too much noise.—, . We've already com-

plained to the house manager, but it still doesn't help.

— Ha ? What is the patient com-

plaining of? •to gnmible. -. She's constantly grumbhng about something.

pity. , . What
pity that you didn't meet him! • sorry.! I'm so sorry for him.

too bad. ,. Too bad you can't come. . There's nothing

I wouldn't do to get this job done. • ! ;^. What guy!

won't even give me a nickel carfare.

See.
(P -/ -, ^/) fever. . has fever.

— , §.
It just threw me into a fever when I heard that. • hot.. The stove is blazing hot. • en-

thusiasm. Oh . set to

work with great enthusiasm.

to encourage.. Your praise encouraged them.* . They

like to have other people pull their chestnuts, out of the fire

for them.

heat. . This heat's unbear-

able! • heat wave.. We've had tropical heat wave for about a week

now.
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& RUSSIAN-ENGLISH& roast, fried.. I ordered roast pork and potatoes.

to broil. . The
sun is broiling today, 'to roa.st.

cdMH . We buy coffee beans and roast

them ourselves. • to fry. !. What an awful smell! Our neighbor's

frying onions again, 'to grill. ;^. We grill the shashUk on a spit

{or skewer).

fire away!", § ^-?" — ",!" "Should I tell you what I

think about that?" "Sure, fire away!"*} , ^. Beat it

over to the telegraph office and send him this telegram.

•*, ,. plays his accordion with such spirit that you
just feel like dancing.& (sh -; cp) hot.. It's never been as hot as it is

today. • heated. . heated

discussion was going on there.

warm. .. I

feel too warm in this coat. • hot. , !
God, it's hot here!* , . I'll give it to

them hot and heavy.

(AN) roast. ? \\'bat

kind of roast do we have today? • entree. Ha^. They served goose with apples

as the entree.& See.
harvest.

harvester.' (,) to pinch. 9 .
These new shoes pinch.^ to shake someone's hand.

^. shook my hand warmly.

;^! Best regards (salutation often used at the

end of a letter).' (, /pd: -/) to reap.. We don't reap cereal grains with sickles

any more,

«See,
5ee,

burning.. My head began to ache from the burning sun.

• smarting. . I

felt smarting pain in my shoulder.- . His hair was once

jet black. •9. This urgent problem has to be solved im-

mediately.

(,; p; dur) to wait. ?
Who are you waiting for? 'to await.. We're impatiently awaiting his arrival. • to

expect. Oh . didn't expect such

success.

any minute. ,, ,. The stoop has to be re-

paired, or else you can expect it to fall down any minute.

(after vowels also ) but.

But you yourself asked me to take it awayl
• and. 9to , . This is

our copy editor, and he's also the make-up man.
nevertheless. .

Nevertheless, I don't agree with you.

. . . as . . . as. ,. He's as absent-minded as you are.

at the same place. , .
works at the same place I do.

TOT the same. ,-? Is it the same actress who played

yesterday?

to the same place. ^ , .
I'm going to the same place you are.

,,? So the way it turns out, I'm

to get the blame after all? • ,? Where the devil is that marvelous translator

of yours? • ! You wouldn't

think there was such hard luck in the world! •,! What an odd thing to say!

See.
request.. The report was postponed at your request.

• wish. . I'm ready

to fulfill all his wishes.

to be eager.^. I'm eager to see Moscow.. As much as

I wanted to, I couldn't do it.

welcome. ,. The situation is such now that

your coming here would be most welcome.

desirable., -. It's desirable

to have the documents translated into Russian., !
I'd like to know just what business this is of yours!

to want. . I don't even want

to see him. — ,. The show is being post-

poned; those who want to can get their money back. • to

wish. He, . Don't

be angry at me; I only wish you well. —! What's the sense of wishing for the im-

possible! — —^. The bunch received me so very well that

you couldn't wish for anything better.! Good luck!

(inded N) jelly.

railway. .
made speech yesterday at the meeting of railway workers.

• railroad. . Guards were posted along the rail-

road tracks. ^ junction, -
^. This is

large industrial center and railroad junction.

iron. .
There were two iron beds in the room. —. has nerves of iron. —. Iron discipline is the rule in school.
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double-track railroad.

railroad.. This railroad was built recently.

single-track railroad.

by train.. You'll have to go part of the

way by train.

narrow-gauge track.

iron. . This region is rich

in iron.

to turn yellow. . The
leaves are turning yellow.

(-.) yolk.

(sh -/-, -/) yellow.? How much are the yellow shoes?

insane asylum. ^ ,. His place is io an insane

asylum, not at a responsible job.

(-) stomach. -? Is your stomach working right?

indigestion.. I have bad case of indigestion.

(P -d, 6b) pearl.

(P) wife. — . This is my wife.

married (said of a man). .
He's married to a Russian. — ,-, , . You're settled mar-
ried man, but you behave like a boy. —. We've been married five years now.(,; both dur and pet) to marry
(said of a man). ^ . He's too young
to marry, •to get married. . He
got married recently.

(-d) fiance. — . He's my fiance.

— . They're engaged.

female.. Female help was used extensively in

time of war. • woman's.? How do I get to the woman's wear department?

feminine gender., , . I see there are only

women here.

woman. !
Give your seat to that woman and child.— ,
a;^. She's not a young girl but a married

woman. • lady. 5 ? Who is

this young lady?

Women (sign on ladies' room).

woman doctor.. The hospital is run by a woman doctor.

(-. P,-,-) colt.

sacrifice. .
This was great sacrifice on his part. • victim. —. He's one of the victims of the bombing.

He .
Don't take it out on her because you're in a bad mood.

to contribute. Bo. During the war we contributed

money for building airplanes, 'to sacrifice., &. Write grammatically, but don't sacrifice

colloquial speech for it. 'to give up., . They gave

up certain conveniences in order to shelter the refugees.

{sh -CTKU; cp) hard.. Your bed is too hard. —. It's difficult to do laundry in this

hard water, 'tough. , .
This meat is as tough as leather, 'coarse., . She has such coarse hair

that it's hard to comb it. • strict., ^^ .
We have very strict budget and can't give you money for

an excursion. • harsh. Eie .
Her harsh answer offended me.() third-class car. , a. I'm traveling

in thirdKilass car, but I was able to get a first-class seat for

my wife.

{sh -,; cp) severe. {15. I think this punishment

is too severe, •cruel.. Only very cruel man would act like

that.

bitter cold.. It's been bitter cold here for two
weeks now.

brutally. . was
brutally beaten. • badly. , ,. Your're badly mistaken, buddy.,. I'm not doing this for pleasure, but be-

cause it's absolutely necessary.

See.
tin. . We'll

have to buy a tin teapot. —. Such trays are not made out of tin.

(, [ijot]; p,, -, -/pct: /) to burn.,- . Do you see

the ashes? Someone burned paper in the stove. —. You're burning too much
firewood. — {no dur) , ! Oh,

this mustard sure does burn! • to scorch.. The hot pavement just

about scorched our feet.

He ! Don't waste electricity!

See.
{sh, -, -, ) alive. ,. I just found out that your

parents are alive. — ^ , .
I see him in front of me as if he were ahve. • Uvely.

3a. There was lively discussion on current events

at the next table. — —, . He's

lively, fun-loving fellow. • live.^. I bought hve fish at the market today,

•living.. No living creature can exist in such a

temperature. — ,,. Apparently not living soul is left in the house.—. We have

many Uving examples of heroism around us. • vivid.
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alive.. and I were the only ones in all our com-

pany who were left alive.

spitting image. —. He's the spitting image of his brother.

colloquial language.. , .
uses such colloquial language it's apparent he didn't learn

it from books.* modern language. -, , .
They don't teach Latin or Greek in our school, but only the

modern languages.

real flowers. ^ ,§ . I'll bring you real flowers, so

throw away the artificial ones.

snappy.- ,! Go for some beer.

Make it snappy! • clearly. ,. I clearly picture what happened there.

• vividly. , -. I to listen to him; he tells stories so vividly.

Q ,, .
It's obvious that your remark touched him to the quick.

• -. Such promising beginning shouldn't be stopped

by red tape. • .
I'll fix an omelet for you in no time. •, . You didn't

give much thought to this article, but simply threw it to-

gether. • , .
They don't call you; you have to wait in line here. •, — !
What life! You don't hear a human voice for weeks here.

• ^ , , — ?
I'm sitting here half scared to death; what if he recognizes me?
•*, . While there's

life there's hope. • ,! He's just covered with wounds; there isn't an

unmarked spot left on him.

(F) painting. ^^ .
He's interested in Russian painting.

{F) liveliness. -, .. Her liveliness and

naturalness make you forget that she's homely.

quick mind.. I like her quick mind.

{-.) stomach.. This is the second day I've had a bad stomach ache.

cattle breeding.

(.AN) animal.^ See.
(sh -; cp) thin.^. They gave us thin soup there most of the

time. • liquid. , 6- .
She uses kind of liquid soap. • fhmsy., 6. There

was no crossing over the stream except for a flimsy board.

• weak. He ^, .
Don't give him anything but weak tea. —,. Well, your arguments are rather

weak, •thinning. .
brushed his thinning hair. . My feet were getting

stuck in the soft mud.
(F) liquid. §?

What kind of liquid do you have in this bottle?

See,
vital.. The building of new silo is vital to

them.

, . Yes, he's man
of experience.

(F) life. . saved my life. —. I dreamt of that all my hfe. —! That girl is full of life. —.
My boy. hung between life and death for two weeks. —,? How do you like

family life? — .
I've never seen anything like it in my life. • living.

5to? Do you call this living?—. Living in hotel is rather expensive.. There's lots of activity around

here. • — -. Forget about it; the director will never agree to it

in a million years • ,. It was fight to the finish.

See.
vest. ,. They brought the suit from the cleaners; but the

vest is missing.

to cry on someone's shoulder., . came

yesterday and cried on my shoulder for a long time.

(-) tenant. ?
How many tenants do you have in your house?,. It's evident that she hasn't long to live.

dwelling.

housing. ^. Housing conditions have

to be improved here first.

fit to live in. He, 5. It doesn't look as if this room is fit to live in.() (F) floor space. -. It turns out that we have an

average of twenty square meters of floor space per person.. We haven't enough

housing facilities.

(P -bi) fat. . There

isn't enough fat in your diet. —. You got fat on your soft job. •grease., 5-. Smear goose grease on your frostbitte» nose; it helps.

cod-hver oil.? Do you have to take cod-liver oil?*> ond , a . She's

not sick; it's just that soft living drove her out of her mind.

{sh -) fat. -
^. I can't look at that fat face of his. • fatty.. This meat is too fatty.
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• grease. .
returned the book to me all covered with grease spots. • rich.,, .
Such rich black soil probably can't be found anjrwhere else in

the worid.

boldface. ,. Leam only what's printed

in boldface type.

Oh §?§^? wants ten rubles for the job? Isn't that too

much?

(M) inhabitant. ?
How many inhabitants are there in this city? • resident.

Oh . He's permanent

resident of this city.

passport.,. Show your passport, please.

address.. Indicate your last previous address.

(^, -; , , , , -)
to live. , ^ .
The doctors don't think he'll live long. — ?
Where do you live? — ^ . I live in a

hotel. — ! I can't

live on hundred rubles a month! — Ond,. She lives in hope of her son's return.

— -. We rebuilt our kolkhoz and live comfortably now. —
*B . He's been

hving on Easy Street for the past few years., , ! I see you always have a

good time here. • ? How are you? •. My roommate
and I get along well. • ^ . Their

father supports them. • ^,. I don't want to leave, but I have no means of

support here. •^? ! ^^! died? And so young too! He died before his

time. • .
I always made my own living, and I can still do it. •*;^ -

. I worked for them as a domestic for one year after

arriving in Moscow.- to get along. , ? How are you
getting along here?

life. ^,. makes my life miserable, finding fault with every-

thing.— He, a! This is the life!-. Write tne all about

yourself. • , .
What's the use of talking. We've been having it tough.

See.^
harvester.

(-d) reaper.

(P) stubble or stubble field.

reaper.5^.
(P-, ) acorn.

lots. . I got it by
dra\*^ing lots. — ?. So all of you want to go? Well, we'll have to draw
lots.

the die is cast.

— . Well, the die is

cast. We're staying here for good.

(-d) beetle.

(- M) crane.

magazine. --,, ^. Give me some magazine to read

while I wait. —? I get some kind of humor
magazine here? • periodical, journal. . We
also have foreign scientific periodicals in our library.

G picture magazine.

newspaperman.

newspaperwoman.

{sh -TKd) uneasy. ;^. I approached their house with an uneasy feeling.

• ghastly. , ,. The city presented ghastly sight after

the Germans left.

kAk-to^ .
Somehow, I'm afraid to stay home alone evenings.

(with a and i) beyond.. The stadium is far beyond the town. —. We walked out beyond the park
fence. • behind. , .
I stood behind him, but he didn't notice me. —
6to . Put this behind the stove. • by.. One by one they came
up to the speaker. • for. . Send
the car for him. — ^ , .
I'll call for you at twelve sharp.— 3a. You have to pay for the room in advance. —. I too voted for him. — 6-. You can sign for her. —? Who can vouch for you? —. I mistook you for somebody

else. — . I'm happy for him. • during. 3a. There were a lot of speeches

during the dinner. • at. , !
Sit down at the table; dinner's ready. • to.. Hold on to the rope. — 3a ! To
your health! • in. 3a . I can

get there in an hour. • over. ^ . He's over

fifty.

Ond . She's

both secretary and cashier here. • ? What
kind of a man is he? •. rushed into the station a minute before the

train left. • 3a ? Why did he

get angry with you? • . Do
you mind my being frank? •
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American. • . It's his turn now.
• 3a . We didn't notice

the time go by while we were talking. • He,. Don't worry; I'll look after the

children. • . Go down and get some

bread.

{dur) to amuse. .
amused us all the way here.- to amuse oneself. He , -. Grown-ups as well as children amused

themselves playing this game.& amusing. -. I had an amusing experience yesterday, 'cute.! What a cute puppy!

amusingly. .
tells stories amusingly.! He's riot!& to go on strike.

strike.

See.
{dur of) .

(fct of and) to

bandage., ^! Bandage

my hand, please.

{dur o/).
{dur /) .

(-,-; -; -; pd of) to

hammer. . Hammer down the lid

of the box. 'to cram full., . My head is so

crammed full that I have no time to think of him. —. our bookcases are

crammed full of books. • to outdo. ,. He's so clever he'll outdo all of you.

•to block. . The aisles

were blocked with people. • to board up.. You'll have to board up all

these windows, •to score.^ . They scored goal after ten

minutes of play.

to sound the alarm. pdno. You sounded the alarm too soon.

well in advance. -. Let us know well in

advance when you're quitting your job. • beforehand.,. You'll have to phone the doctor before-

hand or else he won't see you.

(-^, -^; pet) to gpt lost.. It's easy to get lost in these

narrow streets, •to lose one's way., . Take of the town
with you or you'll lose your way.

{dur) to be badly mistaken. -, , . You're badly

mistaken if you think he's a friend of yours.

See.' (-^, -; dur of*) to get (a disease).. Many
people get malaria in this climate.

^ {/only SS, PS/ dur of'') to begin to ache.^ . My
head always begins to ache because of that noise.' {pd of') to get sick. ?
When did he get sick?^ {/only SS, PS/) pd of^) to start to hurt.

He ^ . I don't

know why my eyes suddenly started to hurt.

fence.

care. ^ , . They
Uve there quietly without a care in the world, •trouble.

Oh . He's worn out with

troubles and worry. • bother.. My dog is lot of bother.! It's not your headache!

{dur) to take care of., . My landlady takes such

good care of me! It's wonderful. • to worry. He-, . Don't worry about

us. We have everything we need., ond .
She isn't too careful about her punctuation.

«See.
{pd of) to reject.? Have you had many goods

rejected at the factory?

{dur of and) .

(-5^,-; -,-, -^,-;, sh F-; pd of&) to take away., ,'^ . Take the

cigarettes away from him; l/e's not allowed to smoke. • to

take. ^- . I'd better

take you with me to our kolkhoz. — -
— . If he takes it

into his head to do something, you can't do a thing with him.

• to take over. . ^. She

took over the running of the whole household. • to take in.. You have to

take this dress in a bit at the neck.

{pd of&) to reserve., .
These seats are reserved for sick people going for a rest cure.—, . I

hope they reserved room for me there.

{pd of) to pelt.. The fliers were jielted with flowers.

{pd of) to throw.,. Careful; don't throw the ball

over the fence. • to misplace. §? Where could I have misplaced my keys? •to

neglect. ? Did you

really neglect your music?- ? I wonder where we'll

be a few years from now?
.See.

<See.
{dur of) to forget. -. always forgets to put the light

out in the foyer. — He ,. Don't

forget us; come over sometime.

(-^, -^; -; pet of&) to for-

get. ? You didn't forget to
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close the window, did you? —,, -. You probably forgot your gloves in the

restaurant. — --. forgot to observe few of the formalities. —
He ^-^ . Don't

forget to write me as soon as you arrive. —,. Believe me,

I'll never forget your warm sympathy.

Oh . He'll

never forgive you for this insult.

{dur of) to brew.

(-, -^; pet of) to brew. -. Brew some

camomile and apply it to the swollen area. • to make. -,,. Make some tea, please.

to be in charge. 5?
Who's in charge of this office?

See.
(AM) manager.'^. The manager promised to give me

another room. — >-. I'd like to see the manager of the

Foreign Department.

See.
{pet of) to witness. ^. Your signature has to be witnessed.

{ppp; pet of) to wrap.5 . Wrap these books well.

• to wrap up. . Wrap
up a half dozen herrings for me. • to turn off.\'. You forgot to turn off the faucet. —-, . Turn the gas off; the tea is

boiling. . The car turned the comer.

• {no dur) ^-. Drop in sometime.

{dur /) to wrap.

{dur of) to witness.

(-,-; p -,- -, -; -; pet

of) to lead. ? Where have

you led us? • to drop off (by foot).? you drop

my boy off at school on your way into town? 'to start.? Who started this

new sj'stem here? • to strike up.. struck up an acquaintance with the girl next

door. • to take in. . They took

cats into the house. • to wind. . I

forgot to wind my watch.

*Hy, . Well, we're in for one of those

long, tiresome talks.

testament, will.

{both dur and pet) to bequeath, to will.

{dur) to be jealous.? Are you really jealous of his success? • to envy.. I don't envy them.

(-,-; dur) to depend. A? On whom does the decision in my
case depend? — Bo ,. Anyway, I'll know that I don't depend

on anybody. — . That

depends on the circiimstances.

^. I'll do everything in

my power.

{F) envy.

See.
or (iSee also) factory

employees' committee.

factor^-. . My wife is

working at the factor\'.

Q gas works.

sawmill.

machine-building factory.

metallurgy plant,

sugar refinery.

steel foundry,

tractor plant.

(-^,-; dur of) to start. He- . It isn't worth starting an argu-

ment about, "to crank. ,<. It's an old car, so you

have to crank the motor.

to make an acquaintance.. makes acquaintances

very easily.

factory management, administration. -
— . The office of the

factory management is across the street.

See.
or factory. -. Our factory hbrary has all the

classics.

Q factory equipment,

factory committee.

{pet of) to conquer.^ ^. This region was

conquered three hundred years ago. 'to win.. won our trust right away.

{dur/&) to conquer, to win.^ See.10 See.
tomorrow. . He's leaving tomor-

row. — 5 . I'll put

these chops away for you for tomorrow.- before long. -. This job will be over before long.& breakfast. 5' .
Take his breakfast to his room. •Itmch., 5 . Take your lunch

with you; there's no dining car on this train.—. I invited her to lunch.^& breakfast.. We usually have breakfast at eight o'clock.& {dur) to have breakfast. 6^7ty. I'm going to have breakfast at the hotel. • to

eat lunch. ? Where do you

usually eat lunch?^ See&.
(-^ ,-; pet of) to tie., . All we have to do is

tie our suitcases and we're ready. — ^-. Tie something around your cheek to keep

it warm. • to knot. . Your

tie is poorly knotted.
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{dur of) to tie. He, . Don't tie

it up into a package; put it into a big envelope.

to make an acquaintance., .
It's not worth making new acquaintances when we're leaving

so soon.

riddle, puzzle.

tan. ? Where

did you get that beautiful tan?

title. A ? Do
you remember the title of this book?

or (///).
{dur of) to drop in.? How come you never

drop in to see us?

(-^, -; pd of) to look.

A ? Did you look under the

dresser? 'to drop in. .
Drop in in about two weeks.& plot. Oh. was involved in a plot against the govern-

ment.

(-) headline. -. I looked at the headUnes.

{dur of) to obstruct.. This shed obstructs the view of

the park.

He ,,. Don't

stand in my light, please.

{dur of) to burn. —. The matches are damp and won't burn.

(-,-; pet of) to start

burning. . The soot in the

chimney started burning.

Oh . was
very much taken with it and promised to help. •? Why are you so eager to leave?

• *BoT- . That was
at the bottom of the whole trouble.

(-^,-; ppp-; fct of) tQ block. -? Wby did you block the hallway with

all these suitcases? • to screen. .
We screened the bed from view.

^ See .

{dur of) .

{-pet of,, and-) to stock up. Hii.
We've already stocked up some firewood for the winter.

collection.5^ . The schedule for the

government's collection of agricultural products hasn't been

fulfilled yet.

{dur of) .

foreign countries. -. I've traveled in foreign countries for many years.

Q . I have
wide foreign correspondence.

See.
See.

foreign. 5
—. Almost all the equipment of this

factory is foreign-made. • imported. Ha -. wore imported shoes.(-, -; fct) to thunder.. It began to thunder and rain.( ) zags (govern-

ment office for registering births, deaths, marriages and
divorces). -. went to the zags to register his newly-

born son.

(-, ; imv -; 'prger -; dur of) to give.. The new teacher gives too much homework. • to

set the style. . sets the style there.

to ask questions.^ . I never should have asked

him that question.

(-, -; pet of) to crush to

death. . He was crushed to death

by a car.

(dur o/).
See.

assignment.. They carried out their assignment successfully.

(-) deposit. ,,.
Leave deposit, please.— . I

gave five rubles deposit. • promise.. She gave promise of good character as

a child.

(-, -, §27; imv-; p,,,
-; , sh F; pet of) to give.! That's some problem

you gave me! —, , .
Well, I see you're giving quite a party. —. We have to give the horse some fodder.

*Hy ^! They'll make it hot for him!

problem. .
The problem on the exam was a cinch, 'task.

— . Our main

task is youth education. • job.? What jobs are you setting for

yourself in the immediate future?. I'm not concerned with it.

bolt.

(-^,-; pet of) to detain., . I intended

to call on you, but I was detained. • to arrest.. The criminal was arrested at

the border. • to hold. ,. Hold him here minute. I'll be right back.

- to be delayed. . The plane

was delayed on route, 'to be detained. ,. Pardon me, I was detained.

{dur of&) to detain. He,^ . Don't detain him, he's in a great

hurry. • to hold back., . You
can go; no one's holding you back.

delay. -? What caused the delay in the

delivery of the food supplies?

rear. . You
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enter the troUey at the rear door. • back.^. We sat in one of the back rows.

Q to back up.. The backed up.

ulterior motive. *,,. I really said that without any

ulterior motive.* — !
It's easy for Monday-moming quarterback to talk.

(///) long before.. We got to the station long before

the train was scheduled to leave.

(/p -, -/; pet of) to

suffocate. ! .
There's so much smoke here that you could almost suffocate.

(pci of) .(-, -; pet) to start to doze., . The bell rang as

soon as I started dozing.

(-^, -; pet) to begin to shake. ^. I was so nervous my hands

began to shake.

{pet of) to intend. Sto'? I xmderstand you intend to leave? 'to plan.

Oh . planned this trip

for a long time.

thoughtful, pensive.

{dur of) to plan, to have in mind,

(dur of^') to be suffocating.^. We're simply

suffocating in this small room. • to choke.. actually choked with anger.

See,
{dur of) to stop an. 4.. Stop in at our place on your way over.() loan.

national loan.

(-, -; ivw; pet of) to call.. promised to call for us.

{dur of),
(pet of) to roast.^ . I roasted duck for you for tomorrow.^ See,

(-^"^,- [i]6i]; -, -, -, -; pet of) to Ught. ?
Why did you light all the lamps?. Turn on the light

See,
(dur of) to heal.. My wound doesn't heal.

cigarette lighter. §. My father made this cigarette lighter himself.

(dur of) to Ught. ,- . I didn't Ught the candles, some-

one else did. 'to turn on (a light). He ,. Don't turn on the lights, it's still Ught.

well off. . Our
kolkhoz is well off.

(-^,-; p,,, -; pet

of) to heal. ? Has your

finger healed yet?

(no dur) . Once the

war is over we'll really begin to Uve.

(dur of) to stutter, to stammer, (no

pet) . She's been stuttering since

childhood. — .
stammered bit at the beginning of his speech.

(pet of) to mention., 5 ^. I saw him
yesterday but he didn't even mention it.

(pet of) to interest.. I

was able to interest him in our project. —. He's

personally interested in the successful completion of this

matter.- to become interested in.. Your friend became interested in my future.

(dur of).
See.
(->', -; -, -, -, -; -; pet

of) to drop into. He? you drop into the store on your way?

•to stop in. ^ 1. I'll stop

in for you at eight o'clock.

See.
order. ' . The order will

be finished on time.

to make to order.^? Was your suit made to order?

(-^,-; pet of) to order.? What have you ordered for

dessert? — ? In

what drugstore did you order the medicine? 'to reserve.,,. Please call the railroad station and

reserve a ticket for me for tomorrow.

registered. ?
Where do they take registered letters here?

Q , registered mail.

customer. —. The Moscow department store

is our factory's best customer.

(dur of) to order., . You order dinner. I'U be right back.&() sunset, simdown.

(dur of) to start boiUng. ,. The water is starting to boil; put

the eggs in right away.

(-, -; pet of) to boil over., . See that the coffee

doesn't boil over.

(dur of) to put away. He-, -. Don't put the winter clothing away; we may
still need it.

(dur of) to seal, to paste up, to tape.

(-,; ppp-; pet of)
to stop up. ^ , ^. We
should stop up aU the cracks because it's drafty. 'to

seal. . I've already sealed the letter.
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on the wound.

{dur of) to conclude.? What do you conclude from it?

to bury the hatchet. ,,
— . Well,

fellows, that's enough quarrelling. Let's bury the hatchet., ;^? What makes

you think I'm angry?

(ppp of) prisoner.

{pet of) to gather., . From this I gathered

that my chances are poor. • to close.. closed his speech with a

toast to the master of the house. • to conclude.. They concluded a treaty.

to make a bet.. They made bet of five rubles.

law. -. You'll have to study the income tax

law thoroughly. •— Bduie —. Your word is

law.

legal. .
You were refused on legal grounds. — 9. It was perfectly legal play on

his part. . She has every reason

to be indignant.

{pet of) to knot. , a

TO . Knot the thread so the seams don't

come apart. • to fix.. I've already developed the film and

just have to fix it. • to reserve. 3a. An apartment was reserved for

us in a newly built house. • to fasten. .
Fasten the rope.

{dur of) to freeze.? Were your war

workers frozen in their jobs during the war?

(-4^, -; pet) to cry out. .
cried out in his sleep, 'to scream.. just screamed with pain. • to yell.

3d, ! I did was touch

her hand, and did she yell!& (p -d, -6b) bin.

{dur of) to close.. The gates are closed at six o'clock. —. This exposition is going to

be closed soon." to close. .
The meeting will be closed at five o'clock. —? When do the stores close here? —. My eyes are closing

by themselves. — . The Ud

doesn't close right.

(-,-; ppp-; pet of&) to

close., . Close the window,

please. — . Road closed. —. The store is closed. —-^1. They had to close the school because of

the epidemic. • to shut. , .
Shut the umbrella; the rain has stopped, 'to turn off.

, . You
didn't turn off the faucet and the water kept running all night.- to close. Pdna . The wound has already

closed.

Oh ,. He's holding the newspaper in front of his face and
thinks no one sees him.

{dur of) to light up. He^^,^. Don't light up now; we're going

to have dinner.

(-, -^; pet of) to light a ciga-

rette. Oh .
lit cigarette and inhaled deeply.

(-^, -^; pet of) to have a snack.. Let's have a snack, 'to bite.^ . She bit her Up and

was just able to hold back her laughter.

to take the bit.. The horse took the bit and bolted.^ ^ . Give him

some jam after his medicine. • *Hy,
— . Once he gets the

bit in his teeth there's no stopping him.

appetizer. Ha. For an appetizer we have kipj)ered

herring and pickled mushrooms.

{dur of) to have a snack.^ . He's drinking one

shot after another without having a snack.. We drank

vodka and had some herring after it.^ See.
hall. . . This hall has

good acoustics. • room.. The Rembraiidts are in the main room. — ^. I'll be in the waiting room.

gymnasium.

customs room.. Go to the customs room.

«See.
(-,; pet) to start barking.. The dog suddenly started barking.

bay.

deposit. ,. You have to leave a deposit if you want

to hire a boat. • guarantee. —. Belief in your own strength and in the

justice of your cause is the guarantee of victory.

(-^,- pet of) to stick.

6to ? Who stuck these news-

papers behind the dresser? • to clog. fmn.
My ears are clogged. • to lay.. They laid the cornerstone for the new

school yesterday, •to harness.. They harnessed the horse to the sleigh

and went for a ride.

-assistant, vice-, acting.

Q acting manager.

vice-people's commissar.

<.See.& See&.& (-, -^; pet of&) to paint out.
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h6bjto. Paint

out the sign on the door and make a new one. 'to fill.

^. The cracks on the floor will

have to be filled, 'to cover up.. tried to cover up the

faults of the factory committee. • to smear.. I smeared paint all over my coat.

{dur of &) to putty.

.? So you also putty window
panes in winter?

{/pet//).
(pd of) to slow down.. We'll have to slow down.

{dur of) to slow down.. Your method of work slows

things down a great deal. — .
Slow down on the curve.

substitution.-,-; ppp-; pet of)
to take the place of. . My
assistant will take my place.

{dur of) to substitute. .
Nowadays we often have to substitute one material for

another.& {dur of) to freeze over.,§ . Usually at this

time our rivers are already frozen over.

(p -,- pet of) to freeze.! You can freeze to death here!. My windows

are all covered with frost.

{M) replacement. ^,^^ . I can't go away until I find a

replacement for myself. • substitute.. We found

good substitute for that rare metal.

assistant director.

vice-chairman.

{pet of) to take someone's place.. At present we
have no one to take his place.

{pet of) to notice. ,. I didn't notice that I had passed

my station. — ,? Have you noticed how many women are

working in this factory? • to see. ,. Go straight ahead and you'll

see a house with a balcony. • to keep in mind.. Keep the munber of the house in mind.
• to make a remark. 9 . You
made a good remark there.

paragraph. 06 .
There was paragraph in the papers about it. • note..
You shouldn't make notes in the margins of library books.

,
account of one's travels.? Have you read his account of his

travels?

noticeable.

reprimand. ^ -. received severe reprimand. • remark.

. made several

appropriate remarks.

wonderful. .
He's wonderful man.

wonderful. .
She's wonderful cook.

(dur of) to notice. .
doesn't notice anyone. — .. We never noticed anything bad

about him.

See.
{dur of) to replace.? Who replaces the mana-

ger when he's on vacation?^ See.
hitch. .

There's hitch about your permit.

{-) lock. Stot . This lock is

broken.

under lock and key.. You've got to keep everything under

lock and key here.& {dur of and).. The argument didn't cease for a long time.

(p-,-; pet /).
(-^,-; pet /) to become silent.. Suddenly he became silent. • to be

quiet.! He ^! Quiet, please!

We want to listen., ^ ^. Stop, I can't

listen to it. • , -. used to write frequently and now suddenly

he's stopped.

{dur/) to freeze.

(ppp/) frozen.

(pet of) to freeze.5 — ^. I advise

you to freeze this meat. It'll keep better. • to put on ice.

He . Don't forget to put

the champagne on ice.

(-3K0B P) slight frost. Ho, . Although it's spring

already we still have slight frosts in the morning.

(///)& to marry (said of a woman). 3a

OHd, , ? Whom did she

finally marry?

to get married (said of a woman)., OHii ^. I heard she's getting

married.

{/cf/) married (said of a woman). Ond-. She's married to my friend.& curtain. ,. We arrived at the theater just as the

curtain was going up. — , ^. Draw the curtain; there'll be more light for you.

(-^,; p -,-; -, -; pet of)
to drop off. He ^. Don't forget

to drop that book off at his place. • to bring in.? What brings you in here? • to put. -, . Check and see if he's been

put on the list. — .
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This worker has been put on the honor roll. • to take down.

Bee . All his

testimony was taken down in the minutes.. The road is

completely snowbound.

(dur of) to take up. , -. I'm afraid we're taking up
too much room, 'to occupy.? Who occupies the next apartment? • to hold.

Oh . He holds a responsible

position. • to absorb. 9 .
He's very much absorbed in the problem. • to entertain.. enter-

tained us all evening with his stories.. You've been

on the phone too long.- to busy oneself. Ond. She was busy packing yesterday. • to study.^ ^ .
He's senior and has to study hard. • to go in for.? Do you go in for sports?? What
do you do for a living and how much do you make?

splinter. ,,. Please pull the splinter out of my finger.! You certainly get under a person's

skin!

(-^,- dur of) to bring. He, ^ . Don't bring me
the book; I'll go for it myself.

See.& See.
occupation. ? What's your occupation?

— . The
occupation of the town was accomplished in an unbe-

lievably short time.

classes... Classes won't start until August.

hobby. —. Fishing is my hobby.

busy. . He's very

busy man.& {sh-/ of/) busy.^ ?
Are you very busy? — . I'll be

busy all day today. — .
He's busy on a new project now. —. The line is still busy. • taken.,? Excuse me, is this seat taken?, . You'll have

to wait now; somebody's using the telephone. •. She's only interested in herself.

(^,; p,,, -;, ah F; -, , -, -,-; pet of) to reserve.? Have you already reserved a table? • to borrow.. I borrowed five rubles

from him yesterday. • to occupy. 9. This city was also occupied by the

enemy, 'to keep busy., -^. Please keep the kids busy till

supper time.- to take up.

? Why don't you take up music seriously? «to
busy oneself. -, .
Get busy with something; don't sit on your hands. • to take
care of. . You
ought to take care of your health.

(///) while you're at it. ,. Go to the store, and while
you're at it mail this letter. — .
Buy me some cigarettes while you're at it.

Oh . He'll back us up.

west. .
The woods begin immediately west of town.

western. . I

lived for long time in Western Europe.

{gp -) trap.

(pet of) to pack. HfsKHo-
5tot : . Pack

the suitcase better. I've got a long ways to go. • to wrap.. You wrapped this

package badly.

{dur of) to pack.

reserve. . Put it away as

reserve. • stock. Bee . We
used up our whole stock of raw materials.

food supplies.. Large stocks of

food supplies were found in the captured city.

vocabulary.. has very large vocabulary for

a foreigner.

(dur o/).- to stock up. He ,,. It isn't worth while to stock

up on firewood, since we don't know how long we'll be here.

spare. , ,. It doesn't matter that this corkscrew is

broken; we have a spare one. —, ^ . We
had flat tire on the way but we put on the spare in ten

minutes.

siding. -. Our train was switched off onto the siding.

(nac;^,-; p -ndc,-, -6, -; pet of).- to stock up. -? Did you
stock up with coal in time?

—,, ^. You'll have to have a lot of patience,

since the answer may be long in coming. •. I armed myself with a

pile of letters of recommendation.

3&nax (/g -y/) smell, odor. 5 -? Where does that wonderful pine smell come

from? — .
What an unpleasant odor your perfume has!

(-np;^, -; p,, - -; pap-; , sh F; pet of) to

lock. 5^ . Don't forget

to lock the door. — . locked the

cupboard.

Q to latch. ,. The door was latched.

(pet of&) to seal. sane-
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6 , . The letter

is sealed with wax; evidently it's secret.

{dur of) to seal. He-, . Don't seal the

letter yet; I want to add a few words.

(dwr of) to lock.. never locks his room. • to close.^ . They close the park at

six o'clock in the evening.

(-^,-; pet of) to write down,

to jot down. ? Did you

write down his telephone number? —^,-. Jot it down, please. • to make a list., . I made list for you of

everything that has to be bought.? Should I put you on

the waiting list for a ticket? •. I made four-o'clock appoint-

ment with the doctor for you.- to join. . I'd

like to join a public library, •to make an appointment.

Ha ^.. You have

to make an appointment to visit the doctor. • to sign up.. I signed up
for the contest.

to enUst.. enUsted in the army.

note. . left you
note.

{dur of) to write down. -, .
writes down all the Russian proverbs he comes across.-

to join, to become a member.' ^? Why
don't you become a member of our club?

See.
See.
(-, -; pet) to start crying.. She started crying and

left the room.

patch. ,^. If you put patch on the elbow

you'll still be able to wear the jacket.

(-^,-; pet) to pay.5 . I paid five rubles for this book. —? Have you paid for the dinner

yet?

See,
See,

{pet of) to fill. 9. This box is filled with papers. —. Students filled the whole yard.
• to fill out. . Fill out this blank.
• to crowd. .
The reception room was crowded with visitors.

—. I am so occupied I have no time to get bored or

lonely.

{dur of) to fill out. 6-

. I'm already bored to

death with filling out questionnaires.& {dur of) to memorize. ^-. I used to memorize poetry easily,

•to remember. . I can't

remember names well.

{pet of) to remember.. You've got an easy phone

number to remember. —. Even old-timers can't remember such a

severe winter.

cuff link.

lock. Bee . All the doors are locked,

•constipation. . He sxrffers from

constipation.

{dur of) to ask steep prices. ^? How can you ask such steep

prices? • to inquire.5. We've inquired about it at the embassy

several times now.

(-^, -; pet) to forbid.. The doctor forbade me to smoke,

•to prevent. ,. You can't prevent me from saying what I

think, •to be not allowed. ^ . He's

not allowed to drink.

{dur of) to forbid., ^. Nobody forbade me; I just

don't want to! • not to let. -. I won't let you talk to me in

this manner.

See,
(-,-; pet of) to make

inquiries. , , -. We made inquiries at the

factory where he worked and got a favorable report, •to

inquire. 06 Stom .
We'll have to inquire about this at the people's commissariat.^ See.

«See.
{dur of) .

>See.
([-prjec], -, -; [-prj6k],-, -, -; pet of) to hitch up. -. Hitch the horse up to the sleigh.. They're

certainly making me work like a horse here.

{dur of) to neglect.. He's been neglecting his work

lately.

(-^, -; dur of) to neglect.. You've neglected

your illness too much.

^', .
One more minute and I'd have thrown something at him.

See.
{AF) comma.

{dur of) to make, to earn. Ond. She makes a good living.

{pet of) to make, to earn.? How much did they

make last week?
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(-) earnings.& (dur /).- to become infected, to catch (an illness).^ See.& at once. ^ . I can't do

two things at once.& infection. 9 — .
This ditch is a real source of infection. — -, . The students

were sent home in order not to spread the infection.

{pet of) to give someone an illness. He, . Don't

come close to me; I'm afraid of giving you my cold.

Oh . The other

children caught scarlet fever from him. •. We found his unusual energy

catching.

- to catch (an illness). .
I caught head-cold from my sister, 'to become infected., , . I see you

became infected with his pessimism.

contagion. . She's

in the contagion ward. • contagious. He ^,. Don't visit him; he has a con-

tagious disease.

(// /) in advance.. Try to prepare everything

in advance for the trip. • beforehand.. We have to get tickets beforehand.

• prematurely. . There's no

use eating your heart out prematurely.

pre-

meditated murder.

{pet of, which is both dur

and pet) to file. ,-. File this paper, please. • to register. 5^-. I'm on my way to register

the birth of my child. — .
You're not registered here.

- to be registered. ,, -. You probably have to be

registered at j'our consulate.

( ). My
brother got married yesterday.

(pet) to prove oneself.. proved himself good

worker. • to acquire a reputation.. acquired good reputation for him-

self.

See.
salary. ^? Were there increases in salary this year at

your office?

Q 11 monthly pay.& nominal wages.& real wages. .? When do you
get paid at the factory?& {dur of) to be buried., . was already being

buried when we came to the cemetery. • to bury. ^,

OH . It's pity he's burying

his talent.

(-, -; ppp-; pet of) to bury.

M^cop^ . It's best to bury

this garbage in the ground.

{/a/, P, or,) dawn.. We stayed up with him till

dawn.

G sunset. A ^? Have you seen- northern sxmsets?5 , ? Why did you get

up at such an unearthly hour?

setting-up exercises.,. Friends, we're just starting our

morning setting-up exercises.

{dur of) .

(-,-; dur of) .

conference. . The
director is now in conference. • meeting. -. The committee meeting is

set for two o'clock. • session. -. This question will be dis-

cussed at a closed session.

{dur of) .

(-, -; pet of and) to sow.§^ , .
This year we've sowed more wheat than last.

service. "". was decorated for "outstanding service under

fire." — -. This man has done great service for the

workers' movement. • effort. ^-, ^ . If the

work is finished on time it will be entirely due to your efforts.^^ ;^.
got medal which he certainly deserved. •^. got what was coming to him.

{dur of) to deserve.. This plan de-

serves careful consideration. • to be worthy. Ond -. She's not worthy of your love.

(-^,-/ppp-/ pet of) to earn.. earned the reputation of the best

steel smelter in the factory, 'to deserve. ,,. Now really, I don't deserve

your reproof.

(-, -; pet) to burst out laughing.

Oh, ^ . burst out

laughing when I told him about it.

{pet of) to fall asleep.. I couldn't manage to fall

asleep all night.

(-, -; pet of and)
to clog up. ^,. Our

kitchen drain is clogged up.. I got my eyes full of dust.

{dur of) to cram. He 6-. Don't cram your head with

such trifles.

(p, -, -, -; pet of) to wilt., . What pityl
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the flowers wilted. • to be stale. . The
bread is absolutely stale.

(-, -; -; prger-; dur of) to find.. I've never found him idle yet. —^ ,, ? I came home and
can you imagine who I found there?

{-pet of) to make, to force, to compel... No one

can make me go there.

{dur of) to force. He, . Don't force him to sing; he's very

tired.

See.
(-,-; -pet of) to find.. I found him at work. • to catch.. You can't catch him at

home at that time. — . You
caught me unawares. • to get.? When can I get you at home? 'to reach.^. be reached

at the office only in the morning.

See.
([-g*v-] dur of) to button.

(pd of) to button up.. Button up your overcoat, 'to hook up. -, ^^ . Wait, I'U

just hook up my dress.

shy.

(/-, -/; pet) to start to groan.. He started groaning loudly.

{pet of) to insure. -}'. I've insured my Ubrary.- to take out insurance. .
You should take out some insurance.

{dur of) to insure.

{dur of) to take (someone's) part.^ ? Why do you
always take his part?(-,-; pd of) to

stand up (for someone). .
stood up for his kid sister.

drought.

{dur of) to fall asleep. ,. I go to bed early but fall asleep

very late.

{dur o/) to dry up, to become stale, to wilt.

{dur of) to light.. I Ught the stove before going

to work.

(-, -; pet of) to close.. Close the window.

{dur of) to close.^ -? ^! Why don't you close the door?

There's a draft!

(///) after that. ^. After that you'll have to go to the post office.

• then. , a. First get unpacked and then

come to meet the crowd., . I sent

him to warn you. •" ?" "

". "Do you need money?" "Yes, that's the reason

I came."

eclipse.

eclipse of the moon.
eclipse of the sun.

(///) on the other hand. ,. works slowly, but on the other

hand he works very well. • but then. Cdxapy ,. W^e only have little sugar,

but then I can give you some jam with your tea. —,. It cost me lot of money, but then I got the best

product.

(-,-; pet of& and)
to light stove. ,. Light the stove in here; I'm absolutely

frozen.

{d'-' of) to overflow. ^,. Every spring the river over-

flows its banks.

traffic jam. ,. We got into big traffic jam as we were

nearing town. • jam.. There was an awful jam near the box office.

((fur /).
See.

{pet of j to put on the brake.. The driver put on the

brake.& expense., .
We'll go to any expense to equip our workshop properly.

• expenditure. ,. It's shame that this whole expenditure didn't

bring proper results.

5to . This

job will take a great deal of energj'.

difficulty. ,. The greatest difficulty Ues in

the fact that he doesn't know Russian. • hitch.? What's the hitch, then? • trouble.-. spoke to the landlady and got me out of trouble.

(-) back of one's head. ^1;^-. I banged the back of my head when
I fell. . Your hat is

sitting way back on- head.

([-g'v-] dur of) to heal.. His wound is already begin-

ning to heal., 5 -. Spring is

somewhat late this year.

(-,-; pd of) to take

a puff. Oh .
took puff on the cigarette with great pleasiu^. • to be drag-

ging along. . The
solution of this matter has been dragging along for a long

time.

{dur of) to memorize. 5, . I memorized this song in

no time at all.
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(-^, -^; pd of) to learn. ^. I want to learn this poem by
heart, 'to memorize. -. You have to memorize these rules.

invader.

(pet) to take sick. . He
suddenly took sick.

{pet of) to slam. Ond,. She slammed the door angrily.

{dur of) to slam, to bang.

(-,-; dur of) to call on.. called on us quite often, 'to visit.^ ? Why don't you

ever visit us? 'to stop.. This steamer stops at every port. • to go.-
, .
See here now, you're going too far in your criticism. • to

set. , . The sun is

setting and it's getting cold.

See.
(-,-, §^7; pd of) to want., . he only

wants to, he can manage it easily, 'to feel like. -,.. Come when you feel like it.- to feel like. .
I suddenly felt like talking to him. • to want., ^. You'll find

boiling water in the kitchen if you should want some tea.

See.
See,

30X0 See.
(-, -; pd) to snore.. threw himself down on the couch

and was snoring away in no time.

(-^, -; p- -; pap;
pd of) to start to bloom.. Our lilac bush has started to bloom.

{dur o/) .

(// /) why. ;^! Now, why didn't I listen to your advice? —, . Ask him why he came.

• what for. ? What are you
getting up so early for?

([-k»v-]; dur of) to cross out. He. Don't cross this sentence out.

{ppp-; pd of) to cross

out. .
Cross out his old address and write in his new one.

{pd of) to enroll. .
He's enrolled at the university.? Have you become a

member of the staff yet? •. I asked to enlist in the army.

{dur of) .

See.
{dur of) to sew up. He -

; ei.'^ . Don't sew up the pack-

age; they will examine it at the post office.

(,-; imv-; ppp-; pd of)
to sew. . Let me sew the tear

for you. 'to sew up. . The doctor

sewed up the wound.

{pd of) to darn.

. Ask her to darn your socks for you.

{dur of) .

(-, -; pd) to make noise. Bee -. Suddenly everybody started

making noise and talking all at once.

See.
protection. , .

I don't know where to look for protection. • defense.^ . I

still want to say another word in defense of my proposal. —. Counsel

for the defense will have the floor now. —. Their team had stronger defense.

(-^,-; pd of) to protect. He, . Don't be afraid, he'll protect

you.

defender. , ' .
Thank you, I don't need defenders. —! Glory to the defenders of Stalingrad!

• counsel for the defense. ?
Did you hear the address of the counsel for the defense?

• halfback.. I was left halfback on the winning team.

{dur of) to side with.. always sides with the underdog.

• to protect. He; , ^. Don't be afraid; if someone tries to hit you,

he'll protect you. 'to defend. Ond. She defended her point of view vigor-

ously. • to stick up for. -! Don't tell me you're still sticking up for that

loafer! . . This hat hardly

keeps the sun out.

See.
(-, -; pd of) to give notice., . gave notice that he's

leaving his job. • to notify. -? Whom do I notify about the loss of my
money? • to declare flatly. , £1. She declared flatly that she

doesn't want to talk to me any more. • to let know.. I've already let them know about

my loss.

application.. I made out an application for a job. • statement.. Write out

statement that you've lost your watch. —^? How am I to take your statement?

{dur of) to apply. ,. I've already ap-

plied for another room.() jack rabbit. .
You can hunt jack rabbits here.

Ha . I sneaked into the con-

cert for nothing. •*. In that way, you can kill two birds with

one stone. •*3a ,. There's such thing as having too many
irons in the fire.

grade. ,? Guard, what's your grade? •title. ^. was awarded the
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title of of Labor. — . The heavyweight title

has been set aside until the war ends.

(5^,; p) to call. ? Who
called me? 'to invite., . I've often invited him to visit

us, but he never comes.? What's your name? • *0, . kicked over the traces.

(P) star. .
The whole sky is dotted with stars tonight. —. got the Order of the Red Star.

—, .. They say that he's an up-and-coming star in the

literary world. —, ,. You evidently were born under a lucky star.

Oh . really isn't too bright.

star. . The
first star appeared in the sky. • asterisk.. The footnotes are marked by asterisks.

(-, -) to ring. . My
ears are ringing.

(P,-,) link.. Take several links out of this chain.

• detachment. , , -
. We pioneers of the fifth detachment are afraid of nothing.

— (). My wife

is in the Stakhanov detachment of the kolkhoz.

(P-,-) beast.

ringing. . The ring-

ing of the bells was even heard here. • crash.. The plates broke with a crash. • click.. We heard the

cUck of glasses when we came into the foyer.

*,, , . You
heard something about it, but you don't know what's going

on.

to ring. ? Did you ring?

no to phone. ^"
(). I phoned him several times.

(-HKU) bell. ? Where is the

janitor's bell? — Ha . No one is

answering the bell.

sound.

building.. The Palace of Culture is the tallest building in

town,

here. . He's not here. —? Are you going to stay here for a long time?
• local (inscription on local mail). • here, present. "!" "!" " !" "!" "Ivan
Ivanov!" "Here!" "John Babel!" "Here!"

D ,, . I really

don't see anything insulting in this.

local. . I'm not ac-

quainted with local customs.. I'm a stranger here.

(-,-) to greet.. They even stopped greeting

each other.^ healthy. . The

climate here is very healthy. —. He's healthy person in body and mind.
• sound. ! A sound idea! • wholesome.

^^^, . It's not very tasty,

but it's very wholesome.

5>^! God bless you! •, . gave me hell for nothing at

all. «! Hello!^ (sh -,, -, -) strong, big.

very, much, properly, well.^. I was very tired yesterday.. We did a lot of drinking

yesterday. • . That was quite

an idea of his.

health. .
Even with his robust health he couldn't stand it. — 3a! To your health!

public health.

People's

Commissariat of Public Health.

([zdrdstv»ytji]) hello.,? Hello, how are you?! ! Good night!

What kind of nonsense is this?(,/1:- and/) to yawn.? ? Why are you yawning?

Are you sleepy? — , a. Stop yawning before the hostess becomes

offended.

He! Keep your wits about you.

{pet of),
{sh, -,, -) green.. The landscape is turning green. — He, . Don't eat these apples;

they're still green.

green peas.. Give me some green peas with meat.* —! He's still wet behind the ears.

(P) vegetables. ^ .
You should eat more vegetables.. . Our summer house is sur-

rounded by trees and shrubs.

{See also) regional office

of commissariat of agriculture.

agriculture.

agricultural.

earthquake.

(, P) earth.. We've already turned the earth over in our

vegetable garden. • land. ,, .
We finally saw land. — Ay ?
Does your kolkhoz own much land? —. In our country all the

land belongs to the state. • soil.. We dug up the soil

near the house and planted some potatoes. — -. . They fought for

every foot of their native soil • dirt.. We have to fill up this hole with dirt. • ground.

He . Don't sit on the damp ground.
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•country. .
I would like to visit some foreign countries.

continent.. They impatiently waited for a

steamer from the continent.

{-&) countryman. . He's my country-

man. .. There will be

several of us there from back home. •,,? , fellows, who's got smoke?

wild strawberry.

neighbor; fellow countrywoman.

land office (regional land office in charge of the

agriculture in a region) (See also ).
{P) mirror.

pocket mirror. He -? Didn't I leave my pocket mirror at your

place?

(P) grain. .
train of wagons loaded with grain got in yesterday.

unground coffee. .
Buy some ungroimd coffee.

granary.

(a, P,,) winter.

^! What severe winter we're having

this year! — ,? Have you
enough wood for winter?

winter. . I like

winter sports very much. —1 ?
Have you winter coat?

{/ of/) in the winter.. You can't go without skis here in the winter.

See.
See,

(/pd: -, -/) to be mad.. His wife was mad at him all week
because of it.

{gp) harm., . Believe

me, he doesn't wish you any harm.

ill feeling. ^ . I have

ill feeling towards him.

topic of the day.. The incident became the topic of the day.

spiteful. ,. I didn't know he was so spiteful.

wickedly. ;^. He smiled

wickedly.

[sh,,,) wicked. . She
has wicked tongue. • mean. ,. She's pretty, but she has a mean face. • bad.

Oh . He's not a.bad guy at all.—
Sto . didn't mean any-

thing bad by it. • vicious. ;^ , .
The flies are so vicious here I just can't stand it. • nasty.. He's had

nasty cough for two weeks. • angry.! I'm so angry at them!

worst. .
Even his worst enemy wouldn't accuse him of that.

mean. 6- . Someone
played mean trick on him.

(pd of) to take advantage of.

^, . I

don't think that he'll take advantage of our trust.

{dur of) to take advantage.

Oh , .
He's not the kind to take advantage of his position. • to

abuse. , -. I'm afraid we're abusing your hospitality.

(P) snake. . He was bitten by a

snake. — ,,? ! Did he

really say it? The snake!

mark. . This is a trade-mark.

• decoration.. got decoration for his outstanding work on

an essential job. • token. .
I give it to you as a token of our friendship.

to signal. -: , . He's signaling to us.

Let's see what's the matter.. Silence means consent.

to introduce. .. Nobody introduced us; we just

started talking on the train.-
A .. Here's my wife. I

want you to know one another.

acquaintance.. We're only nodding acquaintances.

to make friends.. makes friends easily.. has

lot of acquaintances among actors.

familiar. ^ . That

sounds like familiar tune. • acquaintance., . He's not friend of mine, just

an acquaintance. • friend. ^*^ . In

the meantime, I'm staying with friends.

to know well.. knows bookkeeping very well.

5'',! —. Let's get

acquainted, buddy! I'm Ivan.

See.
See.

famous.(, -, ,, N)

banner.. His brigade took over the Red Banner from the

previous winner. • flag. . Flag

of the Soviet Union.

knowledge. . He's

man of considerable knowledge. —^. doesn't have any knowledge of mechanics.

superficial knowledge.

OH! .
What kind of an expert is he? He only has a superficial

knowledge.

{sh -) noted (honorary official title given to out-

standing agricultural and craft workers). A -. This is our noted milkmaid.

darn good. .
You can get a darn pood meal here.! It's unusually cold today.

to know. . I know her personally.—
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8£ , . I know him by
eight, but we're not acquainted. — ? How
should I know? — ,. Let me know ahead of time when you're arriving.

— . They know their business. —, ^5. Who knows? Maybe
he'll be able to do it. — A ,! The only thing you know how to do is

criticize others. — He, — ,! Don't worry, he knows what he's doing. —"^"? " !" "Wbere are

all your pencils?" "I'll be darned if I know." —, ! Who the devil knows what he wants?
— ,-. You know what?
L^'s go home. —9 , ^!, . I

want you to know that I think it's an outrage. —? . You never know.
It may be for the best. • to imderstand. A ,^? Does he understand what's in store for

him? 'to realize. ,,. Apparently you don't reahze who you're deal-

ing with. • to be aware of. 5-. He's aware of this fault of his.

to know by heart.. knows all of Pushkin by heart., . I

wonder who gave that order. •! Let us hear from you often. •. She's had plenty of trouble in

her day. • ! .
It can't be helped. The years tell on you. • ^',

ndnrax! I'm paying for everybody; how do you like

that! • . I don't to

have anything to do with him any more.

meaning.. This word has an entirely dif-

ferent meaning in another context. —. You completely mis-

understood the whole meaning of what he said. • im-
portance. . This plant

is of national (Soviet) importance. — -. I don't attach any importance
to his words. —. The success of the concert is very im-
portant to him.

considerable. Sto^. This will amount to a considerable sum. —-. Considerable changes took place here while you
were away. • important.. I don't consider him an important person.
• significant. -. This was the most significant part of his speech.

to a great extent.. It was your fault to a
great extent.

much. -;^ . You speak Russian
now much better than before.& to mean. : "sweetheart"? What
does "sweetheart" mean? — &?

What does your silence mean? — Bima. Yoiu" friendship means a lot to me.
it means. . Does it

mean that you agree? • so. ,,. ... So he comes to see me and says. . . .^! That's what you grt for

disobeying!

(-4KU) badge. . This is

the Komsomol badge. • emblem.? What emblem does your team wear? 'sign.5 ? What do these signs

in the margin mean?

{only SS, PS) to feel chills. .
I had the chills all evening long.

30Bf See.
See.& ashes.

sister-in-law (husband's sister).

gold. . This ring

is made of solid gold. —. The costumes of the chorus girls are embroidered
in gold. — *He , . All that

glitters is not gold.

gold. Oh- .-^ .
once worked in the gold mines. — ^ -. I want to buy a gold watch. • darling. -! My darling son! —,,! Dearest, darUng, come back soon!! You said just the right

thing. • *Oh . promised me
the moon. •* ^. She's very

clever with her hands. • ^. I

arrived at the happy medium. '. This worker is worth his weight in gold.

zone.

umbrella.

(-4KU) pupil. . Your
pupils are very much enlarged.

sight. ! What an awful

sight!

(-) ripe. ^? Is this watermelon

ripe? • mature. ,. He's longer boy, but quite mature man.
mature. . She

shows mature judgment.

sight. . My sight has gotten

weaker.

point of view. ^ ^. I don't agree with your point of view.

fro angle.' 5 . I haven't considered

his action from that angle.. It's only an optical illusion.

(M) spectator.

for no reason at all. .
You got angry at him for no reason at all. • for nothing.§; |. I bought this ticket for nothing; I haven't got any
time to go to the theater.

Q , . I shouldn't
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have come here with you; I'm bored. • He .
Don't talk too much.

(P ^,, or/ teeth on machinery/afCbR, -,-) tooth.. His wisdom tooth is just beginning to grow out

now. — . She had a tooth pulled

yesterday. — *Hy ! &. It certainly gets cold around here! My teeth

are chattering. • fang. ,. The dog bared its fangs, and the kids ran away.

molar. ^^. You'll have to have two molars filled,* , .
We'll have to tighten our belts until the next payday.
• *y . He's had it in for me
for a long time. •* ^! Don't

pull the wool over my eyes! •* no. I don't know beang about mathematics. •*0. just can't keep

his mouth shut.

tooth. ^ . I need a tooth-

brush.

toothache.. I didn't sleep all night because of a toothache.

tooth paste.

dentist.

tooth powder.

toothpick.

(F) autumn plowing.

(P, -,- ) son-in-law (daughter's hus-

band), brother-in-law (sister's husband).

and. . I took

suitcase and typewriter along with me. —. Take some paper and write. — ^? And you believed him? • too. A ,? And what will happen

if we're late for the second train too? • even.? Is it possible that he doesn't even know
that?

... both . . . and. . She's

both beautiful and clever. • both. .
Both of us will get a bawling out.! I knew it! • ! It serves

him right!

willow.

(P, or,) needle.? Haven't you got bigger needle? —. You have to buy some

new needles for the phonograph. —. The needles have already started falling off

the Christmas tree.

surgical needle.

needle. ,5'. I have needle with me; I'll sew on your button

for you. — Oh, . was on pins and

needles. — .
Borrow the needle from the neighbor to clean the primus

stove.

(P,,) play.. The children became so absorbed in

their play that they forgot about their lessons. • game.^ ;^ . I'm losing one

game after another today. —.. She's holding the games in the chil-

dren's playground. — ;^. You're

playing a dangerous game. • acting. ^? How did you find the acting of

this young actor? • playing.. I don't like that pianist's playing.& gambling.. Gambling is forbidden here.

,. It's just pun. •. It's not worth the trouble.

i/pct: /) to play.. We played cards all evening yesterday. —? Do you like to play tennis?—. I don't play the piano. —? Who's playing this part?—
— . The children are playing hide

and seek; don't disturb them. — {no pet). The children are playing in the back yard. —
{no pet) ? Do you play the horses?

— {no pet) *He . Don't play with fire.

{no pet), ;, . Look here, stop playing mum;
tell me what happened. • {no pet)

— , . Don't tell me any stories;

I know what's up. • {no pet) *0. He's the key man around here. •. It doesn't make a big difference.

(-a) player. Ha. There are few players on the tennis courts today.

• gambler. . He's drunkard and a

gambler.

toy.. We've recently received toys for tots.

G ! This is serious business.

ideal. .
Our political ideals are very much alike. — -. mind she's an ideal wife and

mother.

idealist.

idealist F.

ideal. ,. This isn't the ideal solution of the

problem, but there isn't anything else you can do about it. —. The

weather today is ideal for a boat ride.. thoroughly.. He's thoroughly decent person.

idealistic. . He's an ideaUstic
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person. — .
did it out of idealistic motives.

ideologj'.

idea.

$\ The idea of this organization is his.—? What is the underlying idea of this

novel? — !
Where did you get that silly idea! • principle.5. Now I understand the

principle of this machine.

obsession. -. This has become an obsession with him.

idiot.

or ([itjf], <',; p,, -, -; pap

/iter: /) to go. ? WTiere are you

going? — ? Does this trolley

go to ?— . The road

to the village went through the woods. —? Are you going to the concert today? —
^'^ . The curtains go to the laundry.

— Oh . He goes his own way. — 06 Stom. Talk has been going around

about it for a long time. — . Everjlhing is

going smoothly. — ?
Aren't you going to work today? —. That goes contrary to my plans. • to go

on. . .
Work goes on here continuously from morning till night.

• to walk. . They
were walking down the main corridor of the factory, 'to

come. . The business was coming to an

end. — Ha . The new
generation is coming to replace us.

a go. " ?" "!"
"Do you agree then?" "It's a go!"

to sail. .
We're sailing tomorrow.

to compromise. §
X04J' . I don't want to compromise in

this matter.

to walk. , . Let's

walk; it's not far from here.

to play (a card). ^ . You have

to play your queen.,, . Apparently this

work agrees with you. • 5. They
weren't talking about that. • ^. Mail takes long time to get there. •? What's playing today at *he opera? •. This dress is very becoming to you.
• . This book is selling poorly. •? What's the argument? •^. This watch is right. •. His nose is bleeding. •, . We can rely on the younger

generation. • . She's

doing well in chemistry.^ See.
(-) dependent. ?

How many dependents do you have?

. I'm support-

ing my mother and two brothers.

dependent F.

from. . She came
from Leningrad yesterday. —? Is your friend from New York too? — §. I found out about it from the newspapers.

— . This is chapter from his book.
• of. ? Which of you is going

with me? — §. Not one of them could answer this question. —. The
investigating committee consisted of three people. —? What do you make of it?

• out of. ? What is this made out of?

— 5 . You're

insisting on it only out of stubbornness. — ^,. I don't know how to get out of

this situation.— ^' .
I just didn't have enough time to take my things out of the

suitcase. . Toward
evening I was completely knocked out. •. just left the room. •. This word isn't used

any more now.

(a, P, ,) hut, cottage. 5.
They had to rebuild almost all the cottages in this village.- village reading room. -5'-. Come to the village reading

room this evening.

*B {1. The home team always

has the advantage.& {pet of) to save.. You saved me lot of unnecessary

trouble. • to deliver, (no dur)! Deliver me from such friends!5. Take this job off my
hands, {no dur) , a . Go
yourself and leave me out of it.

{dur of) to release.. This doesn't release you from

responsibility.

{dur of) to avoid.

5. avoids speaking about it.

See.
(-^,-; §27; pd of) to avoid.. I'd Uke to avoid

bumping into them.

Oh 4 -
. had narrow escape in the automobile accident.

See.
{dur of) .

voter.

franchise. -? When
was the franchise extended to women here?

{dur of&; to choose. ^ -? WTiat specialty have you chosen?

{Jppp of/) beaten up.
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place. Er6 . His article

is full of commonplace expressions, 'trite.. This is a very trite comparison.

(/pc< of/) to beat.

UVVV of/) selected.. I bought the selected

works of Pushkin in one volume.

Oh . writes

only for select audience.

(-^, -; -.; -pet of) to elect.. was elected delegate. —. was elected unanimously.

(-) surplus. ^ -. This year we have a surplus of dairy

products. , . They don't

have too much, but they get along. •. was so happy he even

hummed a little.

news. . There's been

no news from him in a long time. • "Izvestia" (official news-

paper). "". Buy me a copy of

"Izvestia."

{-pel of) to announce.. You ought to announce

your arrival beforehand, 'to inform. ,.^. We'll inform you when there's an
answer.

See.
([-sn-]) well-known. nncd-. He's the son of a well-known writer. — Sto. This phenomenon is well

known in chemistry. • notorious. .
He's a notorious trouble-maker. • known.. This was soon known to everyone.

— .
She's known here by her maiden name. • certain.. This

method is good only under certain conditions. • some kind of.. We have to estabUsh some kind of order in

our work. , . As
far as I know, it was absolutely not so.

(F) Ume.

(dur of) to inform.^ See.
excuse. . was

just spilling- over with excuses. . I won't ask him
to forgive me.

{pet of) to excuse.. Excuse

me. — . Excuse my troubhng

you. — . There's

no excuse for his conduct.- to apologize. . Go and
apologize to him.

{dur of).
on the outside.. The car had no distinctive

markings on the outside.

cabby. ? How
much shall I pay the cabby?. We'll have to take a
carriage.

{F) hedge.

(-, -; irm -; prger -; dur of&) to publish. ? Who pub-

lishes this newspaper?

(// /) from far off.. The building of our Institute

can be seen from far off.

Oh . started to speak

about it in a very roundabout manner.

See&.
edition. . I have the works of Lermontov

in a fine edition. —. The book is coming out in a revised

edition. • printing. .
The book went through ten printings.

publishing house.

(-,-, §27; imv-; p,, do,
-; , sh F-; pet of) to pubUsh.§ ^. wants to

publish this book this year. • to issue.. This decree was issued not very long ago.1 See.
product. .

The finished products were sent to the warehouse.& handicraft articles. Stom. There is

very interesting section of handicraft articles in this museum,

industrial products.. The industrial products of our nation

increased considerably.. I made this table myself.

heartburn.- from behind. Ond -. She

looked from behind the screen. • from.-. We just got up from the table. • be-

cause of. -^ . I

couldn't make out what he said because of the noise. • on

one's account. - . I was late to

the theater on your account. • over. -- ! It's not worth getting ex-

cited over such trifles.- why. - ? Why
did you start arguing?

{dur of) to state.. Learn to state your ideas more

briefly.

unnecessary. ! That's

an altogether unnecessary luxury.

unnecessary.

§. It's unnecessary to remind me about this.

(-^, -; pd of) to put down.. I put it all down in my
report, 'to state. . State your

business. • to explain. .
Yesterday he explained his plan to me.

treason. .
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was accused of high treason. • unfaithfuhiess.. His wife's un-

faithfulness was a terrible blow to him.

(-,-; ppp-; jpd, of) to

be unfaithful. . Her husband was un-

faithful, 'to betray. ). He betrayed

his country. • to change.. The new manager completely

changed the whole plan of work.

^. His luck ran out.

traitor.

traitress.

{dur of) to change.. I wouldn't change it. "to fail. -. My sight's beginning to fail me. —, -. Un-
less my memory fails me I've met you somewhere before.

• to be unfaithful. ^ .
She's unfaithful to him every chance she gets.

{pd of) to measure.,-, 5. Measure the size of

the floor in this room, please.^^? Have you taken

his temperature already?

(dur of) to survey.. They're sur-

veying the land as a site for a new factory.& {dur of) to wear out.. wears out three pairs of shoes

a j'ear.

(-^,-; pet of&; to wear out.

6to . I wore out that dress

long ago.- to be worn out. .
My felt shoes are completely worn out.^ See.

on the inside. 6-,^,^. It seems the room is locked on the inside.

(/for before some dusters, §31/) with.. They tried with all their strength. —. pushed the boat

from the shore with all his strength.

day in, day out.. We do the same thing day in, day out.

See.
(-^,-; -, -, -, -; -;-; pd, of) to invent.

(Af ) inventor.

{dur of) to invent.

invention. ^? Are many workers' inventions used

in your shop?

See.
(-^,-; -^; pd of) to tear.§. I tore my suit badly

on these nails. —. got mad and tore the letter to bits.- from under. ^-. The
mouse came out from under the couch. — ,- . It's so cold I'm
afraid to stick my nose out from under the blanket. —- . They swiped it

right from under my nose.

Q §&-.
I'll use tin can for it. • -.
You've got to stand over him to make him work.

{pd of) to use. -. I've already used all my
gasoline, 'to spend. ^^. spent his month's salary in

one week.

(///) from time to time. ,. Yes, I used to meet him from time to

time. • now and then. . I go
to the theater now and then.

(dur of).
{pd of) to surprise. ?

Why were you so surprised?

{dur of) to amaze.. I'm amazed at the

achievements of American techniques.

{dur of) to study.. has been studying Russian for two years

now. — Oh . He's here studying the new ways
of manufacturing synthetic rubber.

(-^, -^; pd of) to learn.. He's learned this trade thoroughly.

HSiOM {/g -y/) raisins. ^ , . I

want some of these cookies with raisins.

smart. ^. She has a smart

figure.

D belles lettres.

mc&Tb {pd:^) to hiccup. ,,-. was hiccuping, sobbing and sniffing.

{pd of HK&Tb) to hiccup.

icon.

hiccup.

KP&' { P) caviar. ^ . Give me
caviar sandwich. — ,. We haven't got any black caviar, only the red.

&^ (P, or,) calf (of a leg).

or. ? Would you care for tea or coffee?

— ? Are you going by
train or by automobile? —^ ? Do you want
the door on your car repaired now or when you return? —? Are you friend of mine or not?

illusion.

illumination.11 illustration. 5? Who did the illustrations for this book?

{/dp of oh/).

See.
See.. Today is his name-day. •*. I feel Uke milhon.. Today is her name-day.

just. . These are

just the kind of people we need. — A? Just who said that? • namely. ^1 , . . . . We have
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many nationalities in our country, namely. ... • exactly." ". "A ?" "It'll

cost a lot." "Exactly how much?"

a such as. "". "?" "This suggestion has many
points in its favor." "Such as?"

that's exactly it. ",?" "!" "Does it mean that

you consider this so much nonsense?" "That's exactly it!"

to have. -. You don't have the right to talk to me that way. —. After

that he still had the impudence to come here. —, ^ . If you have no

objections, I'll go with you. —. I still haven't had chance to visit there. —-. I had something

to do with that.

to have in mind. ,,, ? Exactly who
did you have in mind when you spoke of loafers? • to keep

in mind. <^ ^. I'll keep you in mind.

to deal. . It's

pleasant to deal with him.

to matter. . It

doesn't matter at all. . This law is still in force.

• .
Paper money has equal value with coins.

(ipof OHj.

imperialism.

import.

property. ). We're demanding careful han-

dling of kolkhoz property. —. this is government property. • belongings.

Oh . took all his

belongings and left.(, i -, P,, N) name. -. Send the parcel in my name. —-? What's his name and patronymic?

(father's name). — ..
Fill in your first and last name. —

—-— ! I greet you in the name of

the komsomol of .

Q reputation. -, . If you care about your

reputation, don't do that.

noun.. Underline all the nouns.. Gorki Club.. He's an established writer.

• ! Call spade spade.

differently. ., . . works

differently from others. • other way.. There's no other way to do it. • or., . Come without fail, or I'll

be angry, •otherwise. , ^^! Tell the truth, otherwise it'll be bad!! . That's rotten

thing to do. You can't call it anything else. •

, . Anyway you look at it, the

thing is spoiled.

invalid. , . I may be old

but I'm not quite an invalid.

disabled soldier.

disabled worker.

{M) inventory. ?
Have you taken an inA'entory yet?

livesto<'k.

agricultural imple-

ments.

industrialization.

{both dur and pet) to industrialize.

industrial.

industry.

{-&} turkey.

turkey F.

frost. . All the trees are

covered with frost.

graduate engineer.

technical superintendent. 06. You can get this

information from the technical superintendent.

road and railroad con-

struction engineer.- civil engineer.- mechanical engineer.- electrical engineer.

initiative.. Our factory managers

show a great deal of initiative. —. He's man without any initiative.? Did you do this on your

own?
sometimes. , .

In the winter the trains are sometimes very much delayed.

• ocx;asionally. .. drops in

occasionally. • once in a while.. Once in while actors from the big city

Ci^me here. • at times. . .
He's unbearal)le at times.

out-of-town. -. Out-of-town subscribers receive

the magazine a bit later. • out-of-towner.. Out-of-

towners start their school vacations two days earlier.

someone else. .
Someone else wouldn't even have thought of it.

at times. , ,, . I don't drink as rule,

but at times it's awkward to refuse in a crowd.- in a different way. -.
I look at this in a different way.. People have changed

great deal here.

(-) foreigner.

foreigner F.

foreign. !1. knows several foreign languages. —-. People's Com-

missariat of Foreign Affairs.

college. .
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graduated from teachers' college. • institute.-. Scientific research institute.

f/P -., -6b/) instructor.

instruction.

instrument. Ha -? What kind of instrument do you play? •tool.. I'll

get my tools immediately and fix the faucet.

Lj surgical instrument.

intelligentsia.

interest. 5 .
I read this book with great interest. — ^. It's to your interest to go there as

quickly as possible.

interesting. .
His lectures are always interesting. —. She has an interesting face. —. He's very interesting man.

interestingly. -
, . speaks so inter-

estingly that you can listen to him for hours. • inter-

esting. 5to? Do you find it interesting?

• I wonder.,. 5 . I wonder
where he went.

I wonder. ,? I wonder what's happened to him since?

to interest. 9 ? Does this

interest you?- to be interested in. . I'm

not interested in technical subjects. —^. We're very interested in politics

here. • to take interest in.. doesn't take any interest in his work.

international. -. Communist International.

international.. International convention.

information. -. He'll give you detailed infor-

mation about this question.. Foreign news is very well

presented in American papers.

incident.. An unpleasant incident took place here yesterday.

— ! The incident is closed.

(lyotl) iodine.

race track (horse).

ironic.

irony.

(dur of) to twist. ^! You twist my words.

See.
{pet of&; to misrepresent.. You completely mis-

represented the facts in your report, 'to distort..
You have completely distorted idea about this event.

(^,) to look for. ? What
are you looking for? — 5 ,. I looked for this small street on the map, but

I didn't find it. — ;^. I'm looking for an

apartment. — ? Are you looking for

work? • to look around. ^. I looked around the whole hall for him.

Oh ^ ^' ^.
He's been wanting to meet you for some time now.

{dur of) to expel.. This is the second time he's

been expelled from school.

expulsion. ^.
He's threatened with expulsion from the trade imion.

•exception. 5 .
I'll do it today as an exception.— -. Every rule has its exception.

except.. Everj'body came except one person.

unusual. ,. got the permit, but
it was an unusual case.

solely.. We use butter solely in preparing

meals. • nothing but. -. reads nothing but adventure

stories, •exceptionally.. This is an exceptionally interesting movie.

{pet of&) to expel.. was expelled from the party.^ ^. Such
possibility is out of the question.

spark., >'. Careful, the sparks from the bonfire may
set the dry leaves on fire. • glimmer. ^. There's still a glimmer of hope., -. The blow was so hard I saw stars.

{sh or, -, -, -; adv- or

-) sincere. ,. The nice part of it is he's a straightforward and
sincere person.

sincerely. ,. I sincerely regret that it happened this way.
— . Sincerely yours.

skillful. Ond . She's a skillful

seamstress.

skillfully. , !
This is skillfully done— no question of it.

artificial.. They use artificial irrigation here. • false.

^'. You'll have

to have a set of false teeth made. • forced. 4-. She has kind of forced smile.

art. -. I'm interested in the new trends in art. • skill.-. The chairman directed the discussion with great skill.

applied arts and crafts.

Oh 6to , a. doesn't get anything out of it, but does it

simply for the love of it.& {pet) to soil. 5 ?
How did you soil your pants so? •to dirty.. Your face is all dirty.

See.
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See.
(-^,-; -,- -6, -; pd of*) to

bake. ^. I'll bake for you.() executive committee.

performance.? Did you like the performance of that sonata?

— . This

part gains lot by his performance. —. I haven't started performing

my duties yet. •execution.. The chief insists on

exact execution of the orders.. The verdict has

been carried out. • ! I hope your

wishes come true.

thorough.. He's very thorough in his work.() executive com-

mittee.

{-pet of) to carry out.. The order was carried out

immediately.

to play a part. £ -. She played the part brilliantly.. I'll gladly do

what you ask.

{dur of) to carry out. ^ -
^^^-. never before had such a difficult mission to

carry out. • to keep. .
rarely keeps his promises.

G acting man-
ager.

{both dur and -pet) to use. -. You can use this

material in your book. — 5 -. Our plant will use these waste

products in manufacture. • to employ. ,. will employ all means at his

command to acbieve his goal.

{-pet of) to ruin.! ^ -. Be careful! It's easy to ruin this

machine, 'to spoil. -. His story spoiled my good mood. • to corrupt.. They completely corrupted him

there.

Oh . caused me plenty of

worry.

{/ppp of/) ruined.. It doesn't make any difference; the evening

is ruined anjrway. —? What'll I do with my ruined suit? • spoiled.! Spoiled brat! • broken.. Our phonograph is broken. • out of

order. ,, . Your tele-

phone must be out of order.

Hdme . Our

spirits dropped completely.

See.
{pet of) to fix.. I'll fix your radio myself, 'to improve.

Oh . He's trying to im-

prove his handwriting. —. I'd like to improve my English

pronunciation. • to correct. ^ -
. I want to correct my mistake.* . You can't change

him; that's all there is to it.

{dur of) to repair.. Workers are hur-

riedly repairing the railroad tracks.^ fright. . She turned pale

with fright. . The frightened horse got

out of hand.

{pd of) to scare, to frighten. , -. Quiet, you may scare the baby. —. Your tele-

gram scared me out of my wits. —,. Excuse me, I didn't mean to frighten you.- to get frightened, to get scared. ^ ,. She got terribly frightened when
she saw the crowd near the house. • to be scared, to be

frightened. , ?. What are you scared of? Nobody but our

gang will be there.

{pet of) to try out.? Have you tried out the new motor yet?

{dur of&) to try. {no pet) -! You're trying his patience, 'to ex-

perience. .
I've never experienced such fright.

real, true. . . . . The

real meaning of the matter is. . . . — .
He's real friend of mine. . He's pain in the neck.

history. . He's

teaching Russian history. — -. History will remember them. • story -. That's likely story.

the same old story.: ! It's the same old story with

him. He's always late.! What an unpleasant situ-

ation! •"' . This is a pretty

kettle of fish. •^^!! We'll have to start all over again; what a bore!

•*06 Stom . Things like that are

better left unsaid.

spring. -. Our town has name for its health-giving springs,

•source. Oh - -. gets his information from a

doubtful source.

{dur of) to sap.^. This dieting saps his strength.

{pet of) to exhaust. ,,-. I think I've exhausted all my argu-

ments, •to be run down. , ^. He's very much run down; he ought

to go for a rest.& (pet of) to spend. -? How much did you spend for

furniture?
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(dur /) •

See.
{dur of) to disappear.? Where does he disappear every evening?

{pet of) to disappear.^? Where did my pocketbook disappear to?

so. , ? So you're leaving us, eh?

• well. , ! Well, good-by then. • well

then. , . Well then, we'll

have to part., , ? You
know what you have to do now, don't you?

. T. . {written abbreviation for ) etc.

total. ? "^Tiat total

did you get? • addition. ,, ^-. Apparently there's some mistake in your

addition.

to total up. ,. Total up these bills. • to take stock. .
We've taken stock of our six month's stay.. It added up to so much
nonsense.

See.
(/gap / /).

, ! Keep your shirt on. •-,^ . So you think I'm going to

tell you her address, huh? That's what you think!

See.
{} July.

{) June.

/with d/) to Ond ^. She came to the

window. — . I call this meeting to

order.— ? What political

party does he belong to? — ^. This

hat is becoming to you — .
They invited us to dinner. — ^. His efforts came to nothing. — ^

^. I can't get used to this noise.

• against. He ,. Don't lean against the wall; the paint still isn't

dry. • towards. 5^. The cold let up
towards morning. — ^ . We'll

be there towards evening. —. has decided tendency towards

exaggeration. • by. ^ ^. By that time the work will already be finished.

• around. . I'll come around six.

• for. ^^. We have

cabbage pie for dinner. — . He's

studying for his exams. — .
sets high standard for himself. • at.^. My car is at your disposal.

unfortunately. ,. Unfortunately, it was too late.

unfortunately. ,, ^. Unfortunately, I won't be able to come.

on time., .
I'm afraid we won't get this work finished on time.& luckily. . Luckily

the doctor was at home.

and besides. ^, .
And besides, he's not very smart.^ what for. ^ ? What are you
saying that for?. Ask a policeman. •-

^. Have pirozhok with your soup.

• . Come over for tea. •. loves to quote proverbs.

• . I'll keep your

suggestions in mind. •

. I second your motion. •. likes you very much.- {added to imperatives and some other words).- well. ^-, ^. Well, let's see what you've learned at school.*--^-. Get out of here now
if you don't want any trouble.

(-4Kd) squash.

study. .
Father's study is the best room in the house. • private office.. This room

is next to the manager's private office, 'laboratory.. We
have wonderful physics laboratory at school.

beauty parlor. -. The

beauty parlors are full of customers.

(-U) heel. . My heels are

run down. — Ha .
You won't be able to walk through there on high heels.

cavalry.

Caucasus.

(- P) quotation marks. ^.
You don't need quotation marks here.

barrel. . I filled the barrel

with water.& (-OB P) personnel.. The train-

ing of personnel is one of the most important problems of our

industry.

3a -. The number of technicians has grown

rapidly in the past few years.

every. . I get

up every day at six in the morning. —^. The clock strikes every half hour. — He -. Not every city can

boast of such a waterfront. —
^. lectures us every chance he gets. • every-

one. Oh . talks about
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it to everyone, •each. -
Stot. Each of you must fill out this form.

• each one. .
talk to each one individually.

. I won't let every Tom, Dick, and Harry butt into my
business.

5ee.
(-a, P) Cossack.

barracks. :. The barracks are empty now; the soldiers are on
maneuvers.(,) to seem. -. At first, the work seemed difficult, 'to
look. . She doesn't look

her age. 'to look like.,, a-, . See, it looked like rain and now it's

clearing up. — Ond, . Next

to him she looks like a child. • to think. ,^ 5. I thought I could

handle it myself.—, -. You'd think he'd be glad you're doing

so well.

seems. ,, .
seems to be very capable fellow. • looks.,, a, . looks so

shy, but see how he's carrying on. • I believe. ,,? I befieve you're from New York, aren't

you?

treasurer.

{both dur and pet) to execute.. The criminal was executed.

(F) execution.

capital punishment.

how. ? How did you find us?—? How did you like the play?—? How is your throat today? —? How are you? • what. 5 (-)-? What is that called in English? —^? What's his name? — -? What is your first name and your patronymic?—! ? What! You didn't know it?

—! ? What! Are you against me, too?

—"5^ ?" " ?". "Why didn't you write?" "What do

you mean I didn't write? I sent you three letters." 'that., . It's amazing that

you didn't notice him. —, -! Watch out that he doesn't get you into trouble! • as., , . You, as physician, will

understand it at once. — , .
was cold as ice to me. — , ,-^. Clever as she is, she still has

a few things to learn. — , ,.
I'm advising you as a friend. • but. , ,^. Nowhere but in Moscow have I

eaten such rolls. • like. M6pe, . The sea is like

a mirror. • when. ,. When you're in town bring back a kilo of sugar.

• as soon as. -, -. As soon as you find out something, write me
immediately, •once. ,

. Once he makes up his mind to become
stubborn, he won't listen to anybody.

really. ! A . Really? I

didn't know.

as if. ?! Did you send telegram again? As
if that'll help! • it seems. ^ .
It seems to me he intended to come.

as if. , , .
passed her as if it were by chance.

I should say not. " ?"
", ! ".
"Did you get it free?" "I should say not; I had to pay three

bucks for it." — "Oh?"" !" "Did
he apologize?" "I should say not!"

anyway. ,. I'll keep my promise anyway.
when suddenly. ,. I was already on my way to bed

when suddenly the bell rang.

it seems. , -. It seems it's not in the cards for us to work together.

why, yes! " -?" " ! !" "Did you hear the last

speech of Stalin?" "Why, yes! Of course!" • why, certainly." ?" " ?" "Will you
come to the meeting?" "Why, certainly."

as many as you can.. Bring as many jaencils as

you can.

as quickly as possible. §. Do it as quickly as possible.

as if on purpose. ,^.
The light's gone out as if on purpose.- (§:?S) sometime. ^-.
Drop in to see me sometime. • somehow., -. Never mind; I'll manage some-

how.- anyway.- ! Any-

way, he's your boss!

just. . Why,
he just spoke to me about you today. —-, . You came just in

time; the train will start any minute now.—. Your gloves just fit me.

KUK-TO (§:?S) somehow. - -. Somehow he always gets out of giving a

straight answer. • once. - Stom.

I once spoke about it.

as soon as. , ^. As soon as I get any news from you, I'll start out.

— , , --. As soon as I saw him, I understood that some-

thing had happened.

KUK-To once. ,-. I remember once we went out to

pick mushrooms and got lost.

no one else but. " 5 ?"", ". "Who could have done it?" "No
one else but your own son.", ! I'm afraid

that maybe something happened to him. •
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§. I don't under-

stand single thing in this story. •-? I wonder how he'll take it. • -. I don't feel quite myself today. •-^, ^'. You can't make good dictionary in a slipshod

manner; you've got to work seriously. • ,^ '. There's been no word from

him since he left. • , . Her

mother has been dead three j'ears now. • -5? I wonder what would be the quickest

way of letting him know about it. • ,. I saw him drop the letter into the

mailbox myself. • , .
dreams of returning home. • ,

6. Suddenly he jumped up and

banged the table with his fist. •,, -
5'. She dances wonderfully. • !
You certainly make me feel wonderful in your house.

•" , ?" ",!" "You don't agree that she's a beauty?"

"Well, you know,' to his own taste." •"". ", — ".
"This new timetable is ver}' convenient." "Maybe for some

people, but not for me." •* ,>'? Why are you so down in the dumps? ••-, . He's disappeared into thin air.

• 5to ? Why
do you allow him to put his feet on the table? •? What am I to do now? • ,. I've ahready been waiting for you a whole

hour.

(inded N) cocoa.

(-, -, -/sh forms ordy/) how. ",?" "! !" "Well, how's

your new worker?" "Wonderful! She's tops!" —, . You can

just imagine how surprised I was.*, . Like teacher, like pupil.

• ?
Do you already know the results of the conference? • "A?" "!" "What does she look

like?". "She's beautiful!"

what. Ha ? What ship

did you arrive on? —? What is the annual breeding rate of your livestock?

— OH? What is his nationalitj'?—
Ha ? What stop do you gpt

off at?— He noHHMdro, . I don't under-

stand what the difference is. — ! What a

coincidence! •which. Hpd-? Which room do you like bettor? • any. A <'? Won't there be any appetizer?

\^- See-.- {%23) some. ,-' .
You've got to have at least some idea of what it's all about if

you want to run the business. • a. -}' pj'ccKyro. Give me good

Russian grammar. • any kind." -
'?" ",-". "What kind of tie

do you wafit?" "It makes no difference; any kind will do."

• any.- ^ ,. Any fool can tell him any kind of non-

sense and he'll believe it immediately.— A -5' ? Have you read any Russian books?- {%2S) an. - -. There's an American there who wants j'ou.

• kind of. Oh- . He's kind of

sad today. • some. -
HdcMopKa. discovered some new drug for colds.

—- .
Some kind person gave me a lift on the road.

it depends. " ?" "-". "Will you go with us?" "It all

depends on the weather."- ^, -^?
Yes, I wrote to him, but I wonder what his answer will be.

• <' cumjto, itaK^. buy you the best caviar I can find. • ---.
We have only about two to three kilometers to go to get to

the village. •, ! !
He's scholar; he's just fake. • '?

^'. I have time to fool around; I'm

up to my ears in work. •" ?""!" "Did you have some trouble?" 'TU say I

did!" ' ^^.
There isn't woman-hater alive she couldn't get. •. took offense

for some unknown reason. •* 5. I wouldn't agree to that for all the tea in China.

•"?" "!". "Did you read the book through?" "Lord, no!

I didn't even get to the second chapter."

(/, F) cripple. ,. was run over bj' a car and now
he's a cripple for life.

(3/) calendar. Ha , Mde,. It's as warm as if we were in

May, but the calendar shows February.( P) rubbers. . Rubbers

repaired.( P) (men's) drawers,

stone. ). We've only one stone house in our village. • of stone.? -.
Have you no pity? You must have a heart of stone.

(3 ^ coal., ? -!
Whj' are you standing there like a statue? Say something!

(-, P,) stone. ^-. They're planning to pave this

street with stone. —. gave her ring with precious stone. • flint.' . 1 need new

fhnt for my lighter.* ^ .
The whole town was a ruin after the bombing. • >', . It was load

off my mind when I received the letter. •

— . I finally agreed. After

all, I've got a heart.
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cell. . They

sat in the same cell in prison. • bladder. (-) . You have to

change the bladder in your soccer ball.. Check room for

handbags.

fireplace.

campaign.. There's an election campaign going on here

right now. — Oh . was wounded during

the 1942 winter campaign.

ditch. . This ditch should

be filled. • drain.. The drain runs through the whole lot.

canal.. This barge came here by the Volga Canal.

thick rope, cable.

candidate. -? Has the candidate for chairman already been nomi-

nated? — Oh
;. received the title of "candidate of economics"

(equivalent of college degree in economics). —. He's been the party

candidate for two years now. • choice. -. He's the first choice for this job.( P) vacation.. We want to spend our summer
vacation in the country. • holidays.. Come to see us during the

New Year's holidays.

(/, -//<:/) to drip.. The ceiling is leaking.

usher.. The usher showed us to our seats.

capital. , . The
country is investing large amounts of capital in the industry

of the extreme North.— . We're

studying the relationship between capital and labor in

Western Europe. — 5? What's the fixed capital of this trust?

capitalism.

capitalistic.

captain.& drop. no . Ten
drops to be taken after meals. — .

doesn't touch drop. — —. This kind of help is just a drop in the bucket. —. They fought

till the last drop of blood.

'* ^,. These sisters are as alike as peas in a pod.)^ ipct of; to drip., . Excuse me,

I got some ink on the table.

cabbage. ;^ . We
have cabbage from our own garden.

sauerkraut.& cauUflower.

(-) pencil. ,,.
Sharpen the pencil, please. . Write out

the address with an indehble pencil.

guard. ^. You can talk with him after the changing of the

guard.

to stand guard.. He's standing guard now.*, . In such

predicament I just want to scream out for help. •;^!! Help! Thieves!

carriage.

ambulance.. Call an ambulance immediately.

pocket. ,,,. You men are lucky! You have so many pockets.

— . I'll have

to pay for it out of my own pocket.

*0h . He's always got

ready answer. •* ! Not chance!

•* . I can't afford it.

map. . I bought

big map of the USSR. • card. ? Do
you play cards? —* ..
Finally he put his cards on the table.* . our work
is at stake. •*0 ^. put

all his eggs in one basket. •*,. You're the expert; you should know.

picture. , 5. I

need frame for this picture. • painting. A? Where are the

contemporary paintings? • movie.. We saw wonderful

movie last night.

cardboard.

i/g /) potatoes. {See also).
potato starch.

mashed potatoes.

menu. ,? See if they have hamburgers on the

menu today. • ration card. 5'
cdxap . You can get week's sugar

with these ration cards. • photograph.. Could you give me your photo-

graph to remember you by? 'card.. Admission by membership card

only.

potato. ;^ .
Give him two baked potatoes. —? How about some potatoes boiled

in their jackets and some herring?

fried potatoes.

visored cap.

{/pd:/) to touch. ,6- . I felt that someone was

touching my shoulder. • to mention. He. Don't mention this question. • to concern.. This doesn't concern me
at all.
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{ pet) ,. As for me, I prefer to keep out of it.

KUcca ticket window. K4ccy . The

ticket window will be open in half an hour. • box office.. You
can get ticket at the box office the day of the concert.

• cash register. . There's

only hundred rubles in the cash register now.

cashier.

castor oil.1 saucepan.

catalogue. ,^-. Take the catalogue with you when you go to

the museum. —. Look into the catalogue and take down
the code number of this book.

catastrophe. -:, .
series of catastrophes hit the town: a flood, a big fire, and

a typhus epidemic. • accident. pdnen -. was hurt in an automobile

accident. • calamity. ,5
5' . If they don't pay us today, it'll

be a real calamity. . The

fire assumed catastrophic proportions.

{iter of) to roll. '. She rolled the dough quickly and skillfully. —. The children

rolled Easter ^gs on the floor. • to take for a ride.. They took us for a ride in

a troika today.-
Q to skate. <? -. The children were skating until evening.

to boat. .
Let's go boating.

to sleigh-ride.? Do you still go sleigh-riding in the

States?

(, /i/er: /) to push.. pushing heavily

loaded wheelbarrow. 'to roll.. The bicycles rolled

swiftly along the asphalt paths.

- to roll. , a . She's

laughing, but tears are rolling down her cheeks.* , , !
Yes, you're on the skids, buddy.

(-) rink. . Take

your skates and let's run down to the rink.

spool. ,,. Buy me spool of white thread, please

to shake. ?? Why do j'ou shake your head? Don't you like

it? • to dangle.. was dangling his leg and accidentally kicked

over the little table, 'to pump. ,. Pump some more; the tire is still quite soft.

— . Water has

to be pumped from the well here.

. We
had rough weather while crossing the ocean. • !
Three cheers for him!- to swing. 5to ? Who's
that swinging on the swing?

KU quality.. Our factory pays great deal of

attention to the quality of the goods. — ,^, ;^. Show me the

best quality gloves, please.

See,
iSee,
(cooked) cereal. ^! What can be better than buckwheat

cereal with mushrooms?

Q cream of wheat.

millet cereal.* , . You made
your bed, now lie in it.

(- ) cough. ^ .
was racked with heavy cough.

to cough. ?
Who's that coughing so hard in the next room?

chestnut.

cabin. . Your cabin is in the

stern. — ? Do you want a single

cabin?

square.

qualification. ?
What are his qualifications?

(ppp of, to qualify)

skilled. XBaTdeT-. We're short of skilled workers in our

factory.

(both dur and pd) to qualify,

block. . The

hotel is two blocks away from here.

apartment. ? Were

you able to find an apartment? —. They moved into new apartment yes-

terday. — 5? Who lives in this

apartment?

Q furnished apartment.

rent. .
The rent for the apartment must be paid in advance.

(P -) kvass (a popular Russian soft drink).

receipt. ;
Bdma. I mailed your registered letter. Here's

the receipt, •check. Bdma ?
Where's your baggage check?

(bowling) pin.

to bowl. ?
Are you good at bowling?

(/ //).
cap. . Buy

me cap with large visor.

kerosene.

i/pct:/) to nod. ,-. Look across the street; somebody is

nodding to you.

{pd of) to nod.

or kilogram.
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or kilogram (See Appendix 2).

See.
{inded N) movies. . Let's go to

the movies today. • movie theater.? Are there many movie theaters in your city?

See.
stand. . Let's go to

the stand and have some kvass. —. Our stand re-

ceived an award at the agricultural exposition.

newspaper stand.. You can get

foreign papers at this newspaper stand.

(-, -) to boil. , .
Brew some tea; the water's already boiling. • to boil over., . Stop the

car; the water in the radiator is boiling over. —,. boiled over with indignation.. Our work is moving along in

high gear. • , ,. I've

got my hands full here.

{/pd: -/) to boil. ^ Stom-. I boil water in this big tea kettle.

(-TKU/g -y/) boiling water.. Go and get some boiling water at the

station.

boiled. ? Is this water

boiled?

4^ See.
(-d M) brick. .

They delivered a truckload of bricks.

brick. —. The big brick building is the school.

( -/-/) kissel (a kind of cranberry dessert).

*0h . He's something like

a thirty-second cousin of mine.

pouch. ^^. She gave

me pouch and a pipe.

(sh -) sour. ,. These cherries are so sour you can't eat them.

— ? Do you want some sour milk?

• bad. . I'm in bad

mood today.

sauerkraut.^^. Give me an order of frank-

furters and sauerkraut.

long face.^ ?
Why do you have such a long face?

Oh . He smiled halfheartedly.

brush. . I

want shaving brush.

[ -,- F) brush. , .
Here's the paint, but where's the brush? • bunch.^ . Give him a bunch of grapes.

Em^ . His

whole right hand was torn off by the machine.

intestine. . His intestines

are inflamed. • hose. .
The fire .hose burst yesterday.

''' . bothered the

life out of us here.

^ cemetery.

(AF) pantry. . The butter is

in the pantry. • storeroom.. fire broke out yesterday

in the storerooms of our cooperative.

See,
See,

{/pet:/) to take a bow.. The artists came out to

take bows many times. • to beg. ^. I'm not going to beg him.. Remember me to

your wife.

valve. .
oiled the safety valve. • flap. ,-

overcoat pockets, please.

, . Put flaps on my

class. ,. .
ran into the class after the lesson had begun. —. He's teaching piano class.* Sto ! He's set mark for you to

shoot at!(, -/pd:/) to put.. never puts things in their

place. — He . Don't

put so much sugar in my tea.. doesn't have to be

sent to a hospital. • {no pet)* !
You'd better watch out for him!

clover.

slander.

waterproof cloth. -? Do you have waterproof cloth for the compress?

• oilcloth. . Put an oilcloth

on the table.

(,) to glue together.? Who's gluing these boxes together?

{/g -; /; glue.

white paste.

(- ) pincers.

enema.

climate.

(, -, -) wedge. ^. wedge will have to be driven in here.

G . Our

field juts into the next kolkhoz. • .
His beard juts out. • *He, ,. Don't worry, the world hasn't

come to an end; you can find another job. • "^Hy

, — -. He's so stubborn that once he gets something into his

head you can't hammer it out. •* -. My advice to you is to fight fire with fire.

clinic. -. be operated on in the university

clinic.

toilet.

(-d) bedbug. , ? Are

you sure there are no bedbugs here?— -. Give me something for bedbugs.

, , ! He's still knee-

high to a grasshopper and yet he understands everything.
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* club. ^.
There's party in the transport workers' club today.* (P -, -6b) puff.! ^'.
Look how the smoke is pouring out in great big puffs,

•cloud. ^. Our
was raising clouds of dust.

(no P) strawberries.

(-d, M) key. ^ .
Your key is with the doorman. —. Give your luggage keys to the

customs clerk. — 5 . The key

to this closet is lost, 'can opener.? . May I

borrow your can opener? I have to open a can of preserves.

to lock. ,. Lock the door before you go.

monkey wrench.

book. . This is a very

interesting book. — ? Where is the

telephone book? — .
keeps his head in his books all day. • volume.5. I read only the

first two volumes of this novel.

house register.'. The house register is in the manager's office,

complaint book.. It's sometimes

interesting to look through the complaint book.

cook book. ? Can you do

bookkeeping? •* , ^.
You're the expert; you should have it at your fingertips.

book. .
doesn't open book all summer. —? Did you bring your trade-union

membership book with you?— ^ .
Here's your membership book. ,. WTiy don't you put j'our money in a savings bank

instead of spending it all?

button. ,. I was about to push the button when
the door opened. • snap.. This dress has snaps.

(-a) whip.

KG {/for before some dusters, %31/) for. ^? What should we give him for his

birthday?- . Somehow I feel sleepy.

coalition.

(-) carpet. -. The carpet on your staircase needs cleaning. • rug.? Is this a Persian rug?

when. ? When does the

express arrive? —? When will you be able to press my suit? —? When do they lock

the door in your-hotel? — ? When
does the show start?— He, -. I don't like it when the room is all upset. —, .
There was time when the kulak was the complete ruler of

the village, 'until. ,. ^^. I can't wait until I can go to the

country.

whenever. ,. We're always happy to see you whenever

you come.& . . . sometimes . . . sometimes. "?"" , ". "Do you drink

tea or coffee?" "Sometimes tea, sometimes coffee."- See-.- {%2S) ever. -? Did you ever travel on the Volga? —- ?' Will they ever stop making
noise? • sometime or other.- 5. This has to come to an end sometime

or other. • one of these days. -. One of these days you'll find it out. —-. One of these days I'll

go traveling too.

if that's so. , ^.
If that's so, then I don't even want to know him. • if so., -. If so, then do it your own
way.

0&- {%2S) once. ^ . We
were friends once.

{1- ! Who
knows when we'll have a chance to meet again!

{/ of /).
(- I-xtj-] , ) claw.

code. . He's

got his own moral code.

labor code,

criminal code.

{prefixed to question words, ^23).- in some places. - 5. In some places they still preserve this custom.

Koe-K&K just about. - .
We just about made it to town.- some. -.
I'd like to make some corrections. — -. I still have some matters to clean up.

• a few. -. He's got

few things to his credit, too.- few people. - -
^^. There are few people here interested in this

problem, "some people. - ,,. Some people haven't shown up yet,

but let's get started anyway.- something. -. I

wanted to tell you something. — -^-. You'll have to take some things at their

face value. • a thing or two. -. I know thing or two about this work.-. mended my
shoes in a slipshod manner.

skin. .
The skin on my face is very sensitive. —

— . got

so thin after his sickness that he was just skin and bones,

•leather. . This

wallet is made of genuine leather.
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goose pimples., — . It's so cold she has goose

pimples all over; bring her a coat.

*0h , . He's

bending over backwards to please you. •*: , . What does he see in her?

She looks awful.

leather. ?
Who's that man in the leather jacket?

K03U (P) goat.

(-) goat., . Be
careful, our goat butts.

scapegoat.

*Hy, , . Well, getting some-

thing out of him is like getting blood out of a turnip. •*1: . That's like putting

the cat near the goldfish bowl.

(- P) box.? May I sit up on the box with the driver? • saw-

buck. capde, . You'll find

sawbuck and a saw in the barn; take them yourself.

(-) visor.-. I think the visor on this cap is much too

large.

(P -,- ) trump.- (prefixed to question words, ^23).

berth. ,. The steamer is leaving

in two days and we can get only an upper berth. • bed.9 . This hospital has two hun-

dred beds. • bunk. —-, iiTo6 . Tomorrow the

general is coming; see that all the bunks are in order. • cot., . .
Take your shoes off when you lie down on my cot.

(P) sausage.. Take some bread and sausage along on your trip.

liverwurst.

bologna.() agreement reached by
collective bargaining.(,-) to hesitate. Ha. I wouldn't hesitate if I were you.
• to fluctuate. -
^'. The patient's t(!mperature is fluctuating. • to range.

. The prices range between one and five rubles a kilo-

gram.

Oh, ^ -. can't make up his mind whether to go

to technical school or medical school.

(P, -,) knee.

^. I hurt my knee and can hardly walk. —, , ? What do
you want me to do? Beg him on my knees?

Q on one's lap.. The child sat on my lap throughout the

trip.

no knee-deep. :, . The mud was knee-deep and we went

ahead with difficulty.

(P) wheel.

. We'll have to remove the front wheel and
fix the axle. — ;^. jumped from moving street car and fell

under the wheels.

cogwheel.

tall stories. *0 ;^! told us lot of tall stories.*, ,? How is it possible for us to work when
someone is always throwing a monkey wrench into the

works? •*0 .
She's busy as beaver all day long.

quantity. ;^. We succeeded in

putting out a great quantity of bicycles this year. • amount., .
Take equal amounts of sugar, flour, and butter. • number..
The number of workers in our factory has increased greatly.. You can get the latest figures

here on the population of this oblast

board. -( ). The question

was discussed at the board of People's Commissariat of

Justice. ^ bar association. -^^^. I know
the secretary of the bar association.

collective. . The komsomol col-

lective organizes group discussions for newcomers. —-. The "Maly" theater collective arrived in our city

on its tour. —. The whole collective developed a new plan

of work.

collectivization (social reconstruction of

Soviet agriculture whereby individual holdings are unified

into a kolkhoz).

collective. . We're

convinced of the advantages of collective organization in

farming. • combined. 9!1 — -. This story is our combined creation.

(See also) collective

farming.

{See also) agreement

reached by collective bargaining.

collectively. -. We're used to working collectively.

collection.

(-) well. .
We dug an artesian well.

colony. Oh -. sees only the members of the foreign

colony. — -. Many colonies want to become

independent.

column. ^. wait for you near that house with the

columns. • group.
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group,

(P,-,;) ear of grain.

colossal.

(,) to chop. . He's

chopping wood now. • to break.. You can break the ice with this knife. • to sting.. The wind and snow are

stinging my cheeks.^. I've got stitch in my side.

•*^. The truth hurts.() kolkhoz.. Our kolkhoz

received prize for its beets. (A kolkhoz is a farm owned and
worked collectively.)

kolkhoznik. .
The collective farmer drove to the market with some milk.

(A kolkhoznik is a collective farmer, a member of a collective

farm.)

collective farmer F.

kolkhoz.

kolkhoz nursery.

kolkhoz market.

(P) ring. . gave

her ring. • flying ring.. We're exercising on the flying

rings.' (P,-,-) lump.. Lumps of dirt stuck all over our car. —. I had lump in my
throat.^ {/I of/).

team.. Our team won prize in the spring meet.

• command. . took

over command of the regiment. • brigade. .
Two fire brigades took part in putting out the fire.

soccer team.

commander. -. We had wonderful commander.

G ! Who are you to give

orders?

to assign.. They're assigning him to a new job. • send on an

assignment. ^ .
They're sending me on an assignment to the North for three

months.

mission, assignment. ^ -. I've come here on an assignment.

to command. .
commanded my regiment, 'to order around.,, . Stop ordering every-

body around.

(-d) mosquito.

harvester-combine.

harvester-combine-operator.

government-owned vertical trust (USSR).

combination. .
It's very strange combination. • scheme.

KpdcoK .

The color scheme in this picture is very successful. • slip.. Her slip is showing.

overalls. !. put on his overalls and began to repair

the pipe.

comedy. ?
Did you see the comedy at the "Maly" theatre? 'farce.! It certainly turned out to be a
farce. • act. He ! Stop putting on
an act!

commissar.

people's commissar.& The People's Commissar
for Education. () Council of

People's Commissars.

commissariat.

People's

Commissariat for Foreign Affairs.

committee. . The investigating com-
mittee approved the annual report of the plant management,

•commission. ^. special commission

has been appointed to investigate this affair.

Soviet Control Com-
mittee.

committee.(). He's member of the cen-

tral committee of the (communist) party.() e^fficutive com-
mittee.

Q
Public Utilities Section of the local soviet.

5^. We have large gas, electric and water bill this

month.

communism.
communist.

communist.. argued from the

communist point of view.

(«See also (6), Appendix

9) Communist party.

communist F.

room. . We have room

for you. — ? Do you want

single room? — . I'm looking

for double room. —. We have only large room with twin

beds. — . Your room is

on the second floor. —^. I'd like room with window facing on the street.

G furnished room.

chest of drawers.

crowd. :^^, ^. I'd rather go where our crowd goes. • company.

Oh ! He's no company for you! —,! Well, one more for company's

sake.

to be a good sport.
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with us. ^ ^,. Come on, the

bunch of us will go there.

compass. —. This place is not familiar. We'll have to use

the compass.

stewed fruit.

compress. ^. Put cold compress on his head. —. Put warm com-

press on your throat.

(See also, Appendix 9) komsomol (Young
Communist League).

(-) member of the komsomol.

member of the komsomol F.

komsomol. ,^. I give you my word as a komsomol
member, I won't let you down.() commanding personnel.

(d of) .

envelope. . Give me
pack of envelopes.

congress. ,? Is it true that he's a member of

Congress? • convention. -. The International

Convention of Architects is set for May of this year.

{A F) pastry shop.

conductor. ?
Has the conductor taken the tickets yet? —, . Ask the conductor where to

get off.

(-.) small horse. . That's

nice small horse you have. • skate. -. I was given pair of racing skates.

to skate.? Do you know how to skate?, ^- -. Well, now that you're discussing his field, there's

no stopping him.

(-) end. .
Take hold of the other end of the rope. —^ . Go to the end

of the street and turn left there. — ;^. They live at the other end of town. —
6to . Read this from be-

ginning to end. —. Until the end of his days he

dreamed of returning to his homeland. —, . There's the end of the road; we'll

be arriving very soon. — ;^. We are just dead on our feet at the end of the

day. — . We can just

about make ends meet. • trip.. The coachman wants three rubles for the

round trip.

endlessly. ! She talks

endlessly!

completely. ;^. wore me out completely with his question-

ing.

after all. , , .
After all, it makes no difference to me.

if worst comes to worst. Ha ,. If worst comes to worst,

we can always take him to a movie.

toward the end.. I lost my patience toward the end.

— . disappeared and left

tangle of loose ends behind. •! Let me finish telling it. •. Nobody expected it to end that way. •. gets letters

from all over the world. • —! Give him the money and end the whole

matter. /'

last. . You *^

have to get off at the last station.

[-§n-] of course. ",?" ", !" "I hope you're not of-

fended." "Why, of course not!" — ,!. Yes, of course; you're right. • certainly."?" "". "May I smoke?" "Certainly."

cavalry.

conservative.

conservative.

conservatory of music. ^ -. She's studying at a conservatory of music.

(- P) canned food.

constitution.

constructor.

consul. ? What are the

consul's office hours?

consulate., . The Consulate is open

every day except Saturday and Sunday.

office. .
Our trust has an office in Moscow. —. Call up the factory office. — -. They'll certify the copy of your certificate at

the government notary office.

contraband.

contract.

contrast.

ticket inspector. -. He's ticket inspector on the trolleys. • in-

spector. . Pre-

pare the books for the inspector.

(M) inspection.. The inspection revealed big

defects in the work of the factory. • supervision. 9 uexd-. These shops work under constant supervision of the

chief engineer. • check. -. There's sanitary health inspec-

tion as a check on pork.

state inspection committee..
The tickets have already been inspected several times.

military intelligence.

counter-revolutionary.

conference. .
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I was at the conference of the factory personnel. —9 -. This is the decision of the

party conference.

candy.

concert. ^ . I'd

like to invite you to the concert.

{dur of) to finish. , !
Well, it's time to finish. • to quit.? What time do they quit work at your place?

(pet of) to finish. §. She has already finished that book. • to be through.,;^ . As soon as

we're through with the work we'll have tea. 'to end up., . I'll end up running away
from here. —, . I'm afraid

he'll end up badly. — ^, -. never thought he'd end up as a translator.() to graduate. -? Have you graduated from college?

(, P, ) horse.(-) skates.

(-) stable.

cooperative store.

cooperative movement.

to dig. , .
The earth is frozen solid; it's very difficult to dig.

kopek. — no 5". Apples

are six kopeks each.

— . Everything bal-

anced, penny for penny.

i/pct: c-/) to copy. .
She's copying the drawing.

copy., -. Please make of this document.—. This is just poor

copy of a famous picture, 'carbon. -. The typist brought you
an original and three carbons, 'carbon copy. -. He's carbon copy of his old

man.

(P,,) rick. ^'. The hay has to be raked into ricks. • shock., , .
You can't get along with such a small comb with your shock

of hair.

(P) soot.

smoked. . Give me
some smoked ham.

hoof.& (-) ship.

(-, ,) root. -, . These weeds have

such long roots that it's hard to pull them up. —. The dentist pulled out the

roots of two of my teeth. — Ond. She blushed to the roots of her hair. — ,,)? Actually, what's the root of

the trouble?

basically. ^ ,. The trouble is that basically

you have a wrong approach to this matter.

to uproot. ^,. The storm uprooted our Unden trees.

square root. A? You haven't

forgotten how to find the square root, have you?

to take root.. The transplanted bushes have already

taken root. — *9 -. Those Americans arrived long time

ago and have taken root here.

D . The grain hasn't been reaped

yet.

basket. .
We bought whole basket of peaches, 'straw trunk., .
Check your straw trunk, and take the suitcase along with

you in the car.

basket. . The
wastepaper basket is under the table. • (small) basket., . Buy some
strawberries: onl^' a quarter a basket.

corridor.

([-§nj-]) brown. cmj'. Give him my brown suit. 'tan.. He's all tan from the sun.

crust. . The bread crust has

been burned. • peel. 5? Who threw orange peels around here?*, . If he

comes I'll curse him out.

(P or,/ -; /) fodder.? Have you given the horses

fodder?

(P) stem. . was
sitting in the .stern of the boat.(,/<: -/) to feed. Ond. She feeds the baby from the breast.

— ? What do you feed your dogs?

— Oh . fed the whole family

for a long time. • to give a living. 5-? Does this occupation give anybody

a living? . You can get some

good food in this restaurant. •* ,. She'd rather talk than eat.

box.

cow.

queen.

(- ) king.

crown. ^.
I had gold crown put on my tooth today.

{sh, -,,; )
short. ^ . Write him

at least a short letter. —. ,. The sleeves are too short; they'll have to

be lengthened. —. There was short circuit and all the

fuses burned out.

briefly. ^.
answered briefly and dryly. • close.. We are on close terms with him.
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in short. , §. In short, I don't like it.

shorter. A ? Which is the

shorter road?

very short. . Cut

my hair very short.: ! In nutshell —
it's forbidden! •* !. I won't waste time talking to him!

I'll just throw him out! •*0 —^. Don't worry, he can't do a thing to you.

{Icp of/) .

(P -u, -) building.. The dyeing shop is in the other building.

diplomatic corps.-. The diplomatic corps were present at the

embassy reception yesterday.

military high school.

Oh . He bent way over.

mail. ).
Registered Mail Accepted Here, 'correspondence. -

—,
5^. I studied both EngUsh and Russian business

correspondence. • report. -. There is very

interesting report in the paper today from New York.

trough.

{F) measles.

E0C& (a, P) scythe. ? Are

your scythes sharpened? • pigtail. ,
3d ! That'll teach you to pull girls'

pigtails again! • braid. . I

never wore braids.

(-) one who mows.

indirect.

mowing machine.^ (^, /pd: -/) to mow. -? When do you start mowing here?^ to be cross-eyed. -, . I

believe your child is cross-eyed.

{jpct of) to touch upon. -
^' . The conversation touched

upon contemporary music.

mowing. ^-. There's been delay in our mowing this year.

{sh,,, -) slant. .
She's got slant eyes.

crooked. . The picture is

hanging crooked.

Ha 6to . They frown on things hke

that here.

(-) campfire.

(P,// F) bone. ,. We were afraid that he had a

fractured bone. — .
choked on fish bone.

ivory. -. I lost an ivory cigarette holder.* — ! She

gave the secret away again. She sure has a loose tongue.

KOCTfoM suit. .

I'd hke suit with two pairs of trousers.— 1, . The jacket

of my suit is still in good condition but the skirt is all worn
out. • costume.. Be sure to notice the costumes in this ballet.

(-) tomcat. — . We
need tomcat to catch the mice.* — . We have no money to

speak of.

(-) kettle. ^ -. It's better to boil potatoes in this big kettle.

common pool., .
members of the expedition threw everything they got from

home into a common pool.

steam boiler.

(-) kettle. Ha .
kettle of borscht was on the table. • derby.,,. That man wearing the

derby is probably a foreigner.

chop.. Give me veal chop with

fried potatoes.

hamburger, chopped steak.

what. ^ ? What time does

the train leave? 'that., . My warm coat is in

the suitcase that's been checked. • who. ,,? Is this the man who was here

yesterday?, . That's the

girl I spoke to you about. • ?
Where's your place in line?

(inded M) coffee.. Give me cup of strong, black coffee. —? Do you want your coffee with

milk or cream? — . Give

me kilogram of ground coffee.

coffeepot.

woman's blouse.

Q cardigan.& fireman. -. I worked for five years as a fireman on a loco-

motive.

(-) purse. . I

found purse with money in it. —. My purse is medium size and

made of black leather.

cat. ^ . They fight like

cats and dogs.

Q* . They're not

on good terms now.^ «See^ iSee.
regional.

theft. . was tried for theft.

(P, /g -; /) edge.^. Our house is at the very edge of town.

• brim., . Be careful,

the glass is filled to the brim. • verge. .
He's on the verge of death, 'country.
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9to- . That's in some God-forsaken

place. • ! I'd even go to the

ends of the earth with you! • .
There's no end to the work here. • ^? Have you been in our neck of the woods long?

• 6- 5 ^. I heard something

about it. •,, 5 .
Well, you know, this is a little too much!

last. .
Our seats are in the last box on the third tier. • lowest. 9. That's the lowest we can go. • com-

plete. Oh . was in

state of complete exhaustion. • drastic. ,5. This will be most drastic measure.

deadline. A -? What's the deadUne for applications?

no at least. no'. Do at least half.

very.. made verj' unfavorable impression on us.

•extremely. . He's extremely

careful. • highlj'. . That's highly

important. • badly. .
I need money badly. . Call, if there's no
other way out. • 5 . It's

not absolutely necessar>'. • .. If it comes to the worst

we'll have to give up the idea of the trip.

.See.
faucet. ^ . Wash yourself

under the faucet in the kitchen.

derrick, crane.

beauty. Ax, ! Lord, what a

beauty!

beautiful. . She's

very beautiful woman. • pretty. Sto. It was only pretty gesture on
his part.

beautifully. . He speaks

beautifully.

to paint. .
The painters came to paint the apartment, 'to dye. Ha. They dye wool in this

factory'. — . She dyes her hair.

paint. ! Wet Paint. • dye. ^
KpdcKy ? What dyes do you
use for silks?

Bbi 5 . You're

painting the situation too dark.

to turn red. .
My nose tiUTis red when it's cold, 'to blush.! lies without blushing.

Sto ? Wbat's that

reddish thing in the bushes?

(-) Red-Army soldier.

(-) Red-Navy sailor.

{sh <.) red. ,,. Give me red pencil, please. —
£. We ordered bottle of red wine.

— ^ . Yoiu* hands are

all red from the cold.

Red army.

paragraph. ! Start a

new paragraph.

Red Cross.

recreation room, reading room.

Red Navy.
(P) beauty.). The beauty of this island is simply

indescribable. — .
added this for its beauty of style.. She wouldn't win first prize

at a beauty contest.(, -; p /pct: -/) to steal.& {sh -TKd; cp;) short.. There's

short report about yesterday's incident in the newspaper.

G& briefly. ! Speak briefly!

short-lived. -. Their friendship was short-lived. • short-term.

6.~ This is short-term work.

starch.& (/pd: -/)
See.
credit. . They don't sell

on credit here.

cream. ? .What

kind of face cream do you use? —
;^' . asked me to buy him some
shaving cream.

(-) flint. -
. I've lost the flint from my Ughter.!! What tough son-of-a-gun

he is!
<

(- M) Kremlin.

{sh -; cp) strong. ,. I need very strong. —., . The soles are still

quite strong, but the uppers are torn. —? Do you like your tea strong? • steady. ,^, . I see you have very

steady nerves. • sound. ,. became seriously ill but

his sound constitution saw him through.

Q hard Uquor.. doesn't touch hard liquor.

seriously. 5 . We
have to think it over seriously.

.^ warmest regards (friendly closing in

letters).

to sleep soundly. £ ?
Does he always sleep so soundly?^ love and kisses.^. They loved each other

dearly.

See.
armchair, easy chair. .

Take a comfortable armchair.

orchestra.? Do you still have seats in the orchestra for

tomorrow evening?
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(-U) cross. ;^? Do
you see that cross on top of the church?

Red Cross.^--. It's better to

tie this crosswise. • *Ha . It's

bit early to cross him off our Ust.

(P,,) peasant.

peasant woman.
peasant.

(sh, -,, -) crooked.,
— . Look at the way you're

writing — all the lines are crooked. • blind in one eye. A6- . Your horse is blind in one eye.*6, ! Cheer up, we maj' get

out of it somehow. •* .
You can't bluff your way out of it this time. •. He smirked.

crisis.

shout. Sto ? What are those shouts

over there? • cry. ? Did you hear a

cry?

last word. ] —. Her hat is the last word in style.

{pet of) to shout. 6-,. shouted something, but I didn't

hear it.

criticism.

to criticize.

critical.

(-4^, -/pct:/) to shout, to yell., . He's shouting

at us that we've taken the wrong road.—. yelled at his son terribly. — ,? What's he yelling at the top of his

lungs for? 'to scream, {no pet) , ?§! How come you don't

know? All the newspapers are screaming about it.. I don't like such

loud colors.

{F) bed. -? Do you have room with twin beds? 'cot.§ . We
can put folding cot in this room.

blood. . and I

are blood relatives. • thoroughbred.. My dog is a thoroughbred setter.

terribly. . You of-

fended her terribly. • vitally. -. I'm vitally concerned about this.. and I are tied together by
close bonds. •. The work on the construction of this factory has

become a matter of great personal concern to us. •*. , I bought you
ring with my hard-earned money.

{AN) styptic.

bleeding.. The important thing is to stop the bleeding

as soon as possible.

{P -,-/ / F) blood. .
was covered with blood. —. His blood pressure is too low.

. I cut myself

shaving and I'm bleeding. • .
My finger is bleeding. •* -, . Just to think of things like

that makes me suffer. •* —. the kids here are bursting with health.•*6 . Don't get his goat.

• . He's naturally boastful.

croquet.

rabbit.

besides.. Besides your regular pay, you'll get bonuses.

• except. . There was no
one there except us. • in addition to.-. In addition to the

letters, he brought some kind of a box from the post office.

except. , ,. I don't trust anybody except you.

besides that.. Besides that, I'll have to give lessons.

joking aside. , ,? No; joking aside, can that be true?, nowhere else but., . Nowhere else but in the

Ukraine have I eaten such cherries.

minute. .
This is very minute work.

{sh F) mild. .
She has very mild disposition. • meek.. looks as meek as a lamb today.

(P -, -/, as adverb; , ^/)
circle. . Draw circle. — -. This is somewhere beyond the Arctic

Circle. — . has wide

circle of friends. —. This affair caused much talk in party

circles. — - .
This looks like a vicious circle. • range. ^. It's out of the range of my interests.

on the average.. I'm earning on the average a

thousand rubles a month.

life preserver. ^-. Throw him a life preserver.

{sh, -) round.. We sat down at a round table. • complete.. He's a complete fool.

all day and night.

^. The telegraph office is open all day and

night.

all year round. ^. wears the same hat all year round.

in round figures. -. In round figures this cost me
five rubles.

Oh;^. He's an orphan.

{/cf/) around.. There's nothing but wheat fields around here.,! Platoon, about, face! •. It's his fault all the way through.

mug.

roundabout. .
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We'll have to go in a roundabout way. —. We found this out in a roundabout way.

(sh -/-/) large.. I prefer working for large

enterprise. — ^.
The letter was written in a large handwriting. • big.>'. We Uke to do

everything in a big way. — ^.
I have nothing but big bills. • great. 55' ^' . You can

sense great literarj' talent in this description.

big. Kp^TiHo. They had a big

argument.

{sh, -, 5', ^; ') steep.. There's steep slope here. • sharp., tj-t . Careful,

there's sharp turn in the road here. • hardboiled. -( . Take some hardboiled eggs

along. • hard. . He's hard

guy. • drastic. ^.
I wouldn't Uke to resort to drastic measures.

Ond KpfTO . She made a thick dough,^ See.
(P, -, -) wing.. The kids brought in a

crow with a broken wing. — -'. The whole left wing of

my plane was punctured with bullet holes. —. was always linked

closely with the left wing of the party. — -
<'. This failure clipped his wings.

• fender. . The
right fender of our automobile is smashed.*, - . It's

nice to see how he came into his own here.

(P,,) doorstep. Ond. She waited on the doorstep for us.

rat.

roof.

lid. . Cover the pan
with a Ud. • cover.? Where did you put the cover of this box? • top.. ^' .
Press down on the top of the trunk; I can't lock it.* . His number's up.

(-U, P -, or, -,-/ ^/) hook.. Hammer the hook into the wall.

• detour. .
We got lost and made a big detour.

(-.) hook. .
Hang your coat on a hook. — -. I have left to do is to sew the

hooks on my dress. • (fish)hook.. The fish got off the hook.. Latch the door.

at the right moment. .
came just at the right moment.

talking about. : &? Talking about the work, how is it going?

by the way. ,. By the way, he was absolutely right.

(, d, t, I; ^20) who.

? WTio's caUing me? — --? Who speaks English here?— ?
Who do you want to see? —^ 5?
Who is this letter addressed to? — komj' ?
Who can I ask? — ^ 5? Who
do I have to talk to about this? —? Who are you getting the information about? —
Tex, , ' Those who came
late weren't let into the hall. • anybody. -,, ^'. If anybody calls, tell

him I'll be back soon.

whoever. ,,. Tell whoever comes that I'm busy.- anyone. 5 ;^, -. knows it better than anyone else.- any one. -^ . Ask
an}' one of them. • someone.,-
.1? Tell me, did someone see him?- someone. -. Someone
was asking for you. —- ,. I forgot to invite someone, but I

can't think who.

-^', a^ Sto. , of all

people, should know about it. •, , . . One went to

play tennis, another went swimming, and nobody's at home.
•" OH ?" ",,^". "How can he go there?" "Everyone to his

own taste." • , a . I don't care what the

others do; I'm going to sleep. •, ,. Whoever told you that doesn't know
what he's talking about. • ^ . Few people

knew him.- See.- See.- *See.^ (-) . ^ .
The automobile-factory team won the cup.

pitcher.

where. ? Where are you going? —? Where are you going? —.,. I'll go where I'm sent, 'what for.? What do you need so much money for?

far better. 5'.
This road is far better than the other.- (§;?S) someplace. -. Let's

go someplace.- (§^S) somewhere. ^-. He went

somewhere.

Oh . He's a swell guy. •! You could never handle him. • *Hy,5. Well, that could still get by. •*,, . Let's chance it and start out to-

day.

{-&) blacksmith.^ ^.
You have to take the horse to the blacksmith. —. He's the blacksmith at the factory.

com. . Com doesn't

grow here.

i-u.) fist. Oh . He clenched his fists,

•kulak (rich peasant). . His

father was a kulak.
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to come to blows. -, ,, . The

argument is becoming so heated that they may come to

blows.

*A OH . He's sitting and
laughing up his sleeve.

backstage. -. Admission backstage is forbidden to the public.

• behind the scenes. , -. knows everything that goes on behind the scenes in

this office.

civilization, culture.;^. He's teaching the history of Russian

civilization. • culture. Ond .
She's a highly cultured person, •cultivation. ;^. Cultivation of

sugar beets is very important to this area.

industrial crops.

physical culture, sports.

cultural. -. We tried to lift the cultural level of

our masses, 'cultured.

(!> . He's cultured person himself and will

understand you.

Q .
All-Union Society for Cultural Relations with Foreign Na-
tions., . Behave yourselves,

folks.

bathing. . I

don't have bathing suit.

U'pcl: -/) to bathe. .
She's bathing the child now.- to bathe. . Bathing is

forbidden offshore. — , .
The bath is ready, go bathe. • to swim.? Have you been in swimming today?

(inded N) compartment. ,. We traveled on the same car, but in

different compartments.^ (, ^; pd of) to buy.. Buy me a dozen postcards.

— 5to . I'll buy it

as a souvenir of our trip.

smoking.

chicken.

chicken croquettes.

chicken soup.

() smoking room. -(). He's in the smoking room., ^) to smoke. .
No smoking. — . No smoking, please.

{/for the P^ is often used/) chicken. Ha^^. We're having cold chicken for

supper. — . This

kolkhoz breeds chickens and geese. • hen.

5^. We bought two hens.

roast chicken.., ^. Here's your cap;

you're blind as a bat. • ^? , ;^! You didn't get up enough
courage to invite her? You're just a sissy. •*9^ ,. It's enough to make a horse laugh. •*,, ^ ! I have money to

burn!

course. ?
Who's giving the chemistry course for beginners? • rate of

exchange. ? What's the

present rate of exchange of the dollar?

series of treatments. ^. He'll have to

undergo a long series of treatments.^ school. ^.
She's enrolled in a drafting school.

Oh . He's just started his junior

year at college. • ,
CMj', . doesn't know what's been going

on, so let's bring him up to date.

italics. Sto. Run it in itaUcs.

lumberjacket.^ See.
express. . The

express is leaving in an hour.

to bite. ; . I didn't

sleep all night; the fleas were biting. —. Stop biting your nails.- to bite. He,. . Don't be afraid.

The dog doesn't bite.

*Hy ,,. Good
caviar makes quite a dent in your bankroll nowadays.

(-CKU) lump. ;. I don't like my tea sweet; one lump will

be enough. • piece.? May I offer you another piece of pie? • plot.. They planted

vegetable garden on their plot of land. • bolt.. We bought bolt of linen,

•cake. ,. Be sure to take along a towel and a cake of

soap when you go to the public steam baths., . I'm

so worried I can't eat a thing.

(-U) bush. ^ . We
planted raspberry bushes in our garden.

*BoT! , a ? You started

it yourself, and now you want to back out?

bushes.. I got all scratched going through the thorny

bushes.

handicraft, kustar. . You'll get

embroidered table cloths in the handicraft store. —. These are kustar toys.

G kustar industry, home
industry (mainly rural).

(- ) kustar (craftsman, usually peasant).& woman cook.^ kitchen. ^. Take the dishes

to the kitchen.^ heap. ^. Take away these
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heaps of rubbish. • lot. ^-. I've got lot of trouble. — Ha ^. There were a lot of people at the party.^ coachman.

dish. ! What a tasty dish!

• meal. ^ ^, . Come in and
eat or your meal will get cold.

(Jjx^'- c-/) to eat. He ,^,-. Please don't wtut for me; start eating.

couch.

laboratory.& store. .
We buy" groceries at the store around the comer. • bench.. They were sitting on a

bench in front of the house.& iM) camp.. My son spent the whole summer in a Pioneer camp.& to camp.

^'^. Then we camped on the bank of the Dnieper.& to get along. ^. They get along

very well together.& well. ! O.K.! Very well! «all right. ,! Well, all right! 'in harmony., . We have large family and
we all live in harmony.

(F) palm. .
His palms are calloused from rowing.

D* , . You can

see the whole town spread out before you from here,& See,
(military) hospital.. The sick soldiers were taken to the hospital.&{ of) .

barking.

Ug-y/)

nail polish.

to varnish.. Father varnished the shelves himself.

lamp. ;
KepocHHOBjTO. The electricity will be turned on

tomorrow; in the meantime, I'll give you a kerosene lamp.& icon lamp. . The icon lamp
went out.& bulb. Ha. the bulbs on our floor burned out last

night.

(Af ) Uly of the valley.

paw. Sto , — .
That's not my dog; mine has white paws.

G, ^ . See to it that

you don't fall into his clutches.

(-, P-,- M) bast shoe.. We wear bast shoes in summer.§ lapta (Russian game). y^ieere ^"?
Do you know how to play lapta? • bat. -

^'. The boys carved out a new bat for

themselves.

noodle. ,, .
us some noodle soup, please.

(-) stand. ^ .
went to the stand to buy some kvass. — -. You can buy cigarettes

at the next stand.

{gp) kindness. .
The httle boy is not used to kindness.. If you're nice

to him, you can get anything you want out of him.

to pet. He . Don't pet this dog.

warm. .
Thank you for the warm reception.& kindly. ^ .
She asked him kindly about his health.

*Em^: .
gets there by playing up to people.

swallow. — .
It's spring! The swallows are here. —*. One swallow doesn't make a summer.* .. This is evidently the first sign of bigger changes to

come.& (, ^) to bark. . The
dogs barked all night.

See.
See.
(,; &/1: -/) to lie. ! You're

lying!

(-, / in poetry also F, fourth declension/)

swan.

() Uon. . We have

many Uons in our zoo.

Q , . Our soldiers fought

like tigers.& {gp- M, F) left-handed person.

left. Oh . He writes with his left

hand. — Oh- ^. was once member of the left wing of the party,

•wrong. . You're

wearing your socks wrong side out. — *0. got up on the wrong side of the bed this

morning.

G V5 ^.
This material is the same on both sides.

See.
legend.

([--]; -, -6; -; [--];

[-XC-]) Ught. . Your suitcase

is quite Ught. —. Your coat is too Ught for our cold weather.

— Em^ . You can give

him only Ught food. — -? Do you have something for Ught reading? —. He's very Ught sleeper. • sUght., . had sUght cold. • gen-

tle. . There was gentle breeze. • easy.. He's used to an easy life. —
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for me to let him go away?

track and field sports.

light industry.

easy. — !
It's easy to say, "Let's start the work all over." —, ? Do you think I have it easy there?

• easily. 9 . This can be arranged

easily. • simple. . It's very

simple to find our house. • slightly. .
was slightly wounded. • lightly.. You're taking his care-

lessness much too lightly. • quickly.,. It's amazing how quickly he

grasps things.

easier. , . It's easier said

than done. . You started the

ball rolling here. • !. It's just

one thing after another here. Now I have to act as an

interpreter all evening. • . Careful! or

Watch your step! •*A, ! Speak of the

devil! • *y . He has a lucky touch.

iA'N) lung. . has weak
lungs.

([--]) thoughtless. -. He's very thoughtless man.

thoughtlessly. -, . You acted very

thoughtlessly, to say the least.

See.(/ -; /) ice. ,. The ice is strong enough;

you can cross the river. — -. Put few pieces of ice in my glass.

— . I'll give you some beer

right off the ice. — ^. Put an ice bag on his head. — , .
Your hands are like ice.. Our ship was icebound.

(-) hard candy.

icebox, 1«11.
(-dj glacier.

ice drifting. Ha . The
ice began to drift along the Volga.

icy. . An icy blast blew

in from the river. —. Nothing could disturb his icy

calm. • ice4;old. .
He's in the habit of taking1; showers.

(-^, -; ) to Ue.^ .
On Sunday I was lying on the couch all day, reading old

magazines. — . The
doctor ordered me to lie flat on my back. —*^! That's enough lying around doing nothing.

• to be situated. . The town was
situated in a valley. • to be resting. ,? Do

you think that the beams the roof is resting on are strong

enough? . His whole plan is

based on this idea. • .
The bread is on the table in the dining room. •. The towels are in the upper drawer.

• 9to . It's on my conscience. •. He's been confined to bed for two
weeks now. • . The whole

care of the family is on her shoulders. •. There are three letters waiting for you
at the post office.

* . Nothing ven-

tured, nothing gained. •* . Don't hit f

man when he's down.

blade. . I

need some new blades for my razor.

f,; p,/:/) to climb.. I had to climb

to the attic to get the suitcase. • to fall out.. My hair is falling out. • to bother. He; . Don't bother me with trifles; I'm

busy. — He Jtesb , .
Don't bother him with your affections; he doesn't appreciate

them.

to pop into one's head.. sorts of silly

things keep popping into my head today.

to pick pockets. -! Somebody's picking your pocket!

to hit the ceiling. —
Hd1". was so mad he just hit the ceiling., . Things are

so tough now that I'd like to end it all. •. I just can't get into the old jacket now.
• *0h , . goes

to great lengths to make an impression on her. • He. Mind your own business. •*^ . Stop it. Your butting

in may hurt her.

sprinkler. . Get

sprinkler and water the flowers.

lieutenant.

drug. . We're

short of drugs. • medicine. 5. Take this medicine twice a day.

lecturer. ? Who's the lec-

turer today?

lecture.? Are you going to the lecture at the community

center today?() flax. . The girls were card-

ing flax. . She's towheaded.

lazy. ! Aren't you lazy!

• idle. * . The devil finds work for

idle hands.

lazily. . works

very lazily. . Everybody pushes

him around.
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leninism.(,) to be lazy. !, . Don't be lazy;

make sure everything is locked up. • to get lazy. 6-. For one reason or

another he started getting lazy recently.

ribbon. . She has

red ribbon on her hat. —. My typewriter ribbon is all worn out.

lazybones. , !
What lazybones! didn't do his homework again!

• lazy. Oh . He's hopelessly lazy.

(F) laziness. , . Well,

shake off your laziness and let's go for a walk.

Er6 , . Everybody who can

talk scolds him. • ,. I feel so lazy that I don't care to lift a finger.

• *0h —! just can't get started working. He was
just born lazy!

(-ctvA) petal.

cake.. She gave us some small rye cakes and hard-

boiled eggs for our trip.

peppermint. -
Kj'? Would you like a peppermint?

* . I'll knock him as flat as a

pancake.

(P -A, 6/ -; /} woods.. Guerrillas used to hide in these woods. • forest., . Be careful you don't

get lost in the forest. • lumber. -? How much lumber do we need to

build the fence? 'timber.

). We float all our timber down the river.

scaffolding. ,. The workers are pulling down
the scaffolding because the house is almost built.

*JIec ^'^ — . You can't make an omelet

without breaking the eggs. •* ,. The deeper you go into something, the bigger

the problems get. •*5'^, !, . Look here; you can't do it with every-

body going off in different directions. •. I'm completely in the dark here. ' -. can't see the woods for the trees.

(P) fishing line. ^' —. As soon as he threw his Une in he

got a bite.

timber industry.. works in the timber

industry.

or collection for state

lumber stock pile. . We walked through a

path in the woods.

sawmill.

([-snj-]) stairs. ,. We don't have an elevator but the stairs aren't

steep. • staircase. ,,. Go to the staircase and see who's knocking.

no to walk upstairs.. I find it hard to walk
upstairs.

stepladder.

([-sn-]) favorable.. His book received very favorable notices.

flattering. , ,,5 . This is very flattering, but really I

don't des&rve it.

(F) flattery. . That's obvious

flattery., , .
Without trying to flatter you, I must say you've done a

wonderful job.

See.
{Her of) to fly. -?

Did you ever fly? • to dash. *0. dashes around the city all day.

(^,/;/) to fly. ^. I'm flying to the Caucasus tomorrow. —, ! My goodness, how time flie?!^,-. Our plane took off early

in the morning and, after a non-stop flight, reached Moscow
on schedule • ! Money
simply disappears here in Moscow.

summer. ? Do you have

a summer coat?

(P /lhe gp mosihj replaces that of/) summer.. We spent all

last summer in the country.

(is of; in the summertime.. Most of the theaters are closed in the

summertime. • in the summer.. It's hot and damp here in the summer.

leaflet. . The plane

dropped some leaflets.

flier, aviator.

aviatrix.

clinic. ^.
Take this child to the eye clinic.

(^,) to treat.. This doctor treated my brother.

- to be treated. . is being

treated for gout, 'to doctor oneself. -. I doctor myself with home remedies.. You're in need of serious

medical attention.^ See.
(,; imv ; ,, -, -; pet of) to lie down. , .

She lay down in bed and fell asleep.

Oh . took before

dinner. • . The ship anchored. —, . the responsibiUty

fell on me.

<See.
iSee.

false. . Everji,hing about him is

false. . He's liar.

if.,, . Please ask if he's
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at home, •whether. , . I

don't know whether this is possible. — ,. I don't know whether he is teUing the truth.

— He ,,. I don't know whether to send this letter by
registered or regular mail.

... either ... or. , —,^- . Either you go or I

will, but someone has to go., ? By
the way, can't you let me have a ruble until tomorrow?
• He ? Shall we have a cup of tea?

liberal. .
He's man of liberal views.

or. Er6 . You
can take him to the theater or the movies.

. . . either ... or., . He'll arrive either today or tomorrow.
• or. "", . Sink or swim.- {added to -question words, %23).

G-,-,- See,,.
{indecl N) libretto.

(- ) downpour.? Do you have such downpours often?

The League of Nations.

leader. A ? Who's the leader

of that party?

{both dur and pet) to put an end to.. We put an

end to that unpleasant incident, 'to wipe out. -̂. This year our kolkhoz will be able to wipe out all its

debts. — -. In our region all illiteracy has been wiped out.

Easter lily.

purple.

{/g -y/) lemon. -? Do you take lemon or cream in your tea?^ . I'm all

worn out at the end of the day.

lemon soda; lemonade.

ruler. . I need

ruler and compass.

ruled paper.. Buy some ruled paper.

line. ! -. He's draftsman. can't even draw
straight line. — -. Several bus lines cross here. —

— .
We've got forty-four trolley lines; they'd get you anywhere.—. The front line passed

through here.

G general party line.

no as the crow flies. Sto. It's twenty kilometers from

here as the crow flies.

to fade. . This material fades.

• to shed. . My dog is shedding

now.

linden tree.

{sh -) sticky. ^'^.
My hands are all sticky with candy.

G . Some
flj'paper ought to be hung in the kitchen.

{P) fox. ;^ . I saw fox in the

field. —, ^ .
Look at the fox collar I bought my wife.

G , .
Be careful of him; he's not as easygoing as he looks.

(-d, P -/"sheets"/ , or,-,./"leaves"/)

leaf. . The leaves have al-

ready begun to fall. — ,? . Why are you shaking like a

leaf? Nobody's going to touch you. • sheet. ,, . Give me few

sheets of paper, please.

literature.. There's extensive literature on
this subject. — ^^'. An excellent book on the

history of Russian literature was recently published. —5^,. You can get literature, guidebooks, and a

timetable at the Intourist.

literary.5*^. Come to the meeting of

our literary circle tomorrow.

liter.

(,; inw; p) to pour. He, . Don't pour it in this glass; it has

a crack in it. — . It's been pouring all

day. • to cast. Ha ^. They cast

pig iron in our factory.

G! . Careful, it's

spilling over!- to run. ; .
The water isn't running. There's something wrong with the

plumbing.

elevator. . Take the elevator up.

brassiere.

fever. . I

caught swamp fever. — , -? Why are you trembhng as if you had a fever?

G lie? .
Don't you see the fellow's madly in love?

face. .
His face muscles are paralyzed.

G right side.? Which is the right side of this kerchief?

hypocrite. He ^,. Don't trust him! He's such a hypocrite.

(P) face. . His face is

familiar. • person. Bee, ,. persons connected with the

case must appear in court.

Q by sight. . I know him by

sight.

character.? How many characters are there in this play?

face to face.

^, . We
face to face and I just couldn't avoid greeting him.
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figurehead., . He's not the real

leader. He's just a figurehead.

to face.- ! Face

the light! . Look me straight in the

eye. •*0h . He'll give good

account of himself. • *Ha ; ?
He's as pale as a ghost; what hapjjened? •

^'. This suit looks good on you. **0
Toadp. He can show things in their best

light.

person. --. The hundred and twenty-seventh paragraph of

the Soviet Constitution guarantees inviolability of the

person. • individual. -, .
In my opinion, there's no contradiction between the interests

of the individual and those of society. • figure., . isn't

character out of fiction but an historic figure.

personal. >^. The Soviet Union recognizes personal

property. — . It's my personal

opinion. —. The operation was performed under the

personal supervision of the professor,

personnel. 5' -. manages the personnel of our

combine.

in person. ^ . You'll

have to come in person. • personally.

^. Personally. I have nothing against

it.

i/prt:/) to deprive. ^. I don't want to deprive him of his income.- to lose.

(pc/ of) to deprive. 3a? Why was he deprived of his vacation? • to deny.. The chairman denied

me the right to speak.

to deny a right.. The embassy was
denied the right of a private code.

Oh . has no sense

of proportion.• to lose. Oh ^. lost his sight

and hearing. — . I lost my father

when I was still young.

G to faint.. She fainted from complete exhaustion.

unnecessarj'. . Put

the unnecessary things in the attic. —^. Tell us about it without unneces-

sary details. • spare. .
I never have spare penny. • extra.? Do you have an extra pencil? • superfluous.

Sto . This is altogether superfluous.

Q once more. He ^. It wouldn't hurt to remind him of it once

more.

odd.. It'll cost you two hundred odd rubles., . I see that I'm in the way
here. • Oh,, . He evidently had
one drink too many. • ^. Don't waste any words; just show him the door.

only. ! If he'd only get well!

as soon as.-, . Write me as soon as you
hear something. . You'd do anything for a

joke. • He , .^! All

we need now to make it a complete flop is for him to come
late.(/ /) forehead. .
His forehead is all wrinkled.^ . About the

only way out for me is to put a bullet through my head.•* . It's written all over his

face. • *0h . He's as smart as a whip.(, /pd: /) to catch.! Catch the ball! —. Our kitten doesn't catch mice j-^et.—. I often catch

myself wishing that I could bawl him out.

Q to take at one's word.. I take you at your word.

to fish. . They

went fishing.

\Z\ifio pd) ! Here's your chance!

(sh -; cp,) nimble. -^ pdny. Someone with nimble fingers

bandaged his wound. • clever. ,. I didn't know that he was such a clever

player. • shrewd.. His shrewd answer left me speechless.

smartly. . sits

smartly in the saddle, •cleverly. .
tricked you cleverly.. knows how to get

himself out of tough situations. • .
That was a ma.ster stroke.

(F) agility. -. climbed the tree with remarkable

agility. , ond..
It's pleasure to watch how skillfully she works.

trap. ndniy . A fox was

caught in our trap.

Oh , ^.
He's too smart to fall for that.

See.
See.
logic.

boat. , . I

have boat, but I don't know how to row.

Q motorboat.

submarine.

Ufeboat. ^? Do you know the number of your

lifeboat?
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. I like to go

sailing.

() loafer.

box. . Let me have two

box seats, please.

(little) spoon.

pit of the stomach.. so hungry I have an empty feeling in

the pit of my stomach.

teaspoon. Ha. There aren't enough teaspoons on the table.

i/pd: /) to lie down. He 5, OHd. Don't lie down on this bed; it's

broken. • to go to bed. ,. would be the first one up and the last one

to go to bed.

to go to bed. , -. Well, it's time to go to bed.

Ha § . This paper

doesn't have a good surface for painting.

spoon., . You've laid

out tablespoons and dessert spoons, but you've forgotten

the ladle.

or teaspoon.

Sto 5' . Take

teaspoonful of this medicine every morning and night.

*9to . That's the fly in the

ointment. •* ,
^^^ . You'll

never finish this job if you do it piecemeal.

false. ,. It's pity you believed these false rumors. —
Sto . It was a false alarm.^ , .
I don't mind saying that I know this business very well.

(, F) lie. . I

caught him telling lie. — ! 6. It's an out-and-out lie. I wasn't there.

slogan. Sto . This

is our most popular slogan.

locomotive.

curl. , . Her head is all

covered with curls.

(-, P -, M) elbow.. Take your elbows off the table!. You're coming out at the

elbows. •*, . So near and

yet so far.

(P -, -6b) crowbar. .
Bring me crowbar and an ax.

scrap iron.. We're collecting scrap iron.

i/pct: c-/) to break.. Our friends are breaking twigs for a fire.

• to break away. ^ 5^^. At his age he'll find it difficult to break away from

his old way of living, 'to damage., . Don't damage the trees or

pick the flowers.

(.1^0 pet) * ,. Don't rack your brains over it; it'll be all right.- to break. , . The ruler

bends without breaking. — .
My nails break easily, 'to change.. His voice is changing.

{no pet), . Come now, don't

be coy; sing something for us.(,).- to bend. ,^. The branches are bending under the weight

of the apples this year. • to break.. The crowd was breaking down the door.. The table is piled

high with refreshments.

{sh -) fragile. Sto . These

dishes are very fragile. —!! Handle

with care. Fragile.

(- M) thick slice.. Their mother gave every one of

them a thick slice of bread.

slice. .
She cut off a thin slice of ham.

D ^^' . The white bread

was sliced thin.

shovel, spade. .
threw shovelful of dirt into the hole.

shovel. . I need

a small shovel. • shoulder blade. !
I have a sharp pain under my shoulder blade.

Oh .
pinned him to the canvas in one minute. • *0. started to run as fast as he

could.

Upd:/) to burst. Ond. She's just bursting with curiosity.

{pet of) to break. Ha. the strings on the guitar broke. —, . Put spoon in the

glass. It'll keep the glass from breaking. • to break open.

He , . You don't have to

lance this boil; it'll break open by itself. • to burst., . Our plan burst

like a bubble. ,. If this keeps up I'll lose my patience.

• . We have a flat tire. •*. I nearly died laughing.

(-d/P', -, -/) piece of material., .
I have suitable piece of material that I can make elbow

patches out of.

salmon. He? Would you care for some creamed salmon?

lottery.

tub. ^^.
Get me tub to wash dishes in.

«See.
(- P) tatters.. This dress is all in tatters.

pilot. . The pilot

steered the boat into port.
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horse, . This

is hundred-horsepwe motor.

( -,, t F) horse.. You'll have to take a horse-

drawn carriage at the station to get to our house.

race horse.

saddle horse.

BepxoBjTO? Where can I hire a saddle horse?

truck horse.

(P -, -<5/ ^/) meadow.. There are very large meadows near the

kolkhoz.^ puddle. ^^. There were big puddles in the street after the rain. —
— , ^^. The house is in terrible condition. The roof leaks

and there are puddles on the floor.

*0h , ^. was
poorly prepared and failed miserably.

i/g -y/) onion. ;^. We have

an onion pie today. — ^? Would
you care for a steak with onions?

scalUon.

^'. I like herring with scallions.

(P; moon.^ magnifying glass.

{-.) ray. .
Not single ray of sunshine ever gets in here. • beam.^. The flier came
in on the beam.

kindUng. . Get

some kindling ready to heat up the samovar,^ See,
(/cp //}.

ski. . I broke my ski.

to ski. .
They ski well.

*0 . decided to skip out.

skier.

(sh -cd) bald. , ,. He's not bald; it's just that his head is

shaved. — , . He's as a bald as a billiard

ball.

See.
«See.

at a reduced rate. -^'. The railroads

give all their employees transportation at reduced rates.

See.
ice floe. ,. held on to an ice floe for two

days until he was rescued.

5ee.
See.

flaxen.

to flatter. ^ .
feels flattered by the attention artists pay to him. —. He flatters everybody.

See.
See.

(F) politeness.

, . didn't do

anything special for you; he just did it out of politeness.

• favor. . Do me this favor.

kind. . He's always

very kind. — , !
Will you be kind enough to stop that noise! • polite.. He's poUte to everyone.

graciously. ^. The professor graciously

consented to lecture at our club. • kindly. -. kindly agreed to

take the package for you.

(-) favorite. .
was his mother's favorite.

favorite. F. .
This actress is a favorite with the public.

(/prpp of /) favorite. <^. put on his favorite necktie. —. This is my favorite dish. • darling.! Darling!

sweetheart.. received letter from his sweet-

heart.

hobby. —. Photography is my hobby.

(/) fan. . I've

always been sports fan. • amateur.^ . These amateurs

are as good as some professionals. . I'm not so

crazy about mushrooms.(,) to love. :? I love you. Do you want to marry me?
— <' ^. They loved each

other madly. • to like. ,. I like lot of light in a room. —. I like Chekhov very much. —. likes his work, 'to be fond of. ). I'm fond of sweets.— (-, i F) love. Hdma. Our love proved short-lived. —. What

won me over to him was his unselfish love of people. —
— . This girl was my first

love • devotion. ,. Only in wartime did I imder-

stand the meaning of devotion to one's country.

Oh &TO — . did

this just for the fun of it. •*6,. Love is blind.

any. . Come to see

us any time you like. — .
I'll get it done at any cost. • any kind.. Any kind of work will suit me. • any one^ . You may choose

any one of these books.

curious. , ,. He's so damned curious he sticks his nose in

everywhere, 'odd. . It's

an odd comcidence.

curious. ,
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,,. I'm cxirious to find out

just why he came. , . This book is

so unusual that it's well worth reading.

curiosity.. The locked door aroused her curiosity.^ (,, P/serves as of;
the is in part replaced by; see/) people., a 1&. They are more hke beasts than people. —? What will people say? — ,. I know you all as energetic people.

• men. ? . Who'll I

send? I have no men.

friends. ^. We're all

friends here. . It's hard being

without privacy all the time. • *Ha .
Misery loves company

.

trapdoor.& cradle.< {gp) chandelier.

i^y See.
M

mausoleum. ? Have

you seen the mausoleum of Lenin?

store. 9 -. You'll find it in a department store.— -. All the

latest editions are in this book store. — -. You can buy

good toys in the kustar store.

"Tezhe" store (cosmetics store). -. You can

buy excellent cologne at the "Tezhe" stores.

dairy store.

paint shop. 3a. You'll have to

go to the paint shop for your paint and glue.

butcher shop.

vegetable store. ^

(F) main (railroad) line.

magnetic.& See&.& (, -) to smear. He ^. Don't smear iodine on an open woimd. • to smudge.

Oh . always

smudges the wall with his dirty hands.

(/ u&aA/F) ointment. .
Zinc ointment will help you.

axle grease. -. I've got axle grease smeared all over me.* ! Things are shaping up.

May. . I was bom in May. —. May Day is big hoUday

in the USSR.& sport shirt.

poppy. . I bought

bimch of red poppies. • poppy seed.. Let me have some poppy-seed bvms.

(- P) macaroni.

(F) mackerel.& small. &. Her

children are still very small. — §. We won't be able to crowd into such

a small room, •little. ,4. little girl came up to us.— Co. I had a little trouble. • petty.

Oh . He is a very petty person.

•baby. , . I'm no baby;

I know that.

raspberry. ,. Go to bed, drink some hot rasp-

berry tea, and you'll be well in no time.

*y —. We're in clover.& i/sh N of) few. ^^.
We have few cases of absenteeism at our factory. —. Few people know him. • not much.^. I don't see much of them now.

more or less.. I understand it more or less.-& halfway. - -. Any halfway decent

person would do the same thing.&- little by little. -. The crowd started to break up little by little.

not only. , ,. Not only is he deaf but he's

also blind in one eye.

less. ^. It'll take you less time to travel now.

not enough, too little.. doesn't eat enough.! Who knows

where we might meet! •. It was tough job to persuade him.

• , , . I

don't care what he says, I know what to do. •, ^ . was expelled from

school, and doesn't care at all. • § .
I don't like this very much.& too Uttle. A ^? Isn't that too

little?

anemia.

minor.. He's still minor and can't decide that matter for

himself. •juvenile.. This is reformatory for juvenile

delinquents.^ {sh -&/-6, -u/; cp;, adv) small.. This played

no small part in his decision.— ^ . These

shoes are small for me. — ,.
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This room is too small. • little. <^
You're acting like a little child.& just under. ^. owes me just imder a himdred rubles.& slow freight.. Send your baggage by slow freight.

little. ^.
She can't be satisfied with little.

smaller. Bdnia .
Your room is very much smaller than mine.

smaller. ^ . I'll take

the smaller portion. • lesser.. It'll be necessary to choose the lesser of

two evils.

or big and small.4 . Everybody, big and small, came out into

the field.

no at least. Ha ,,. This work will take at least a week.

Oh . He's been fond of read-

ing since early childhood. • ,-. She has five children, each one smaller than the

next.* {/noun; fellow/^lAf) fellow. ^.
He's a nice fellow.

boy.. In our school the boys and girls study separately.

• youngster. Oh ^. He's still a yoimg-
ster.

(-d) house painter. , a. He's

more of a house painter than an artist.

malaria.& mama.
tangerine.

mandolin.

{also) maneuver. ^. Our regiment went on maneuvers in July.

• move. .
gained his ends by shrewd moves.

manner. . has an
vmpleasant manner, •way.. I like the way he argues. • style.. She has her own style of painting.

cuff.,. Careful, you'll get your cuff in the gravy.

manicure.

textiles.

{-pet: -) to pickle. -. She knows how to pickle mushrooms. —? Would you
like some pickled herring as hors d'oeuvres?,, ^ §,. Don't lay aside this bit of news; print it

immediately.& stamp. . You
forgot to put a stamp on your letter. • make.? What make is your car? • brand. 9^. This is a well-known brand of wine.

G & postage stamp.. Please get some postage stamps.

Marxism.

Marxian.& gauze.

& candy made of fruit.

March.

{M) march. ^ . The
orchestra played a funeral march.^ .
The regiment paraded through the city. • !
Get out!

to march. ^
4acd. We marched for two hours today.^ route. §? What
route does this trolley take? • itinerary. ^. The itinerary of our trip is

already worked out.§ mask. .
Take gas mask with you.- . finally showed his

true colors.

carnival.

butter dish.& (P, or,) butter. ^. Give me some bread and butter. • oil.

9to ^. This is fried with

simflower-seed oil.— ^ &.
Put some olive oil on the salad. — *He^^. Don't pour oil on the fire.

Q & {See also) castor oil.& vegetable oil.. Your needs oil-

ing. •* , . Things are nmning
along as smooth as grease.

Mficca a great deal. , -. We've had great deal of trouble recently.

• plenty. ^. We still have plenty

of time. • lots. ^. has lots of work.
• very many. . has very many
pupils. • substance. §> . They're using new sjni-

thetic substance in place of rubber.

masses. 9 uiccax.

This slogan is very popular with the masses.& (Af) massage.

Mficrep (P -d, -) foreman. . He's

the foreman of our shop.&& head foreman.. Ask the head foreman.

Oh . He knows his business. ••^. He's jack-of-all-trades. •*. It takes an old hand to do a good job.

skilled worker, F. Ond. She's skilled worker in a hat

factory. . She's an expert

at baking pies.& {AF) department.? How many people work in the

repair department? • workshop. -. works in small handi-

craft (kustar) workshop. • studio.. This place isn't

suitable for an artist's studio.

Q tailor shop.& shoe-repair shop.
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& RUSSIAN-ENGLISH& ([-a§t-]) scale. -? Have you got large-scale map? —. We build things on a large

scale here.

mathematics.

See.
or material. -. Take the first-aid material with you.

— Oh . He's collecting

material for his book. —9 -. This is made of good material, 'cloth.. sent me some cloth for

an overcoat.

materialism.

dialectical materiahsm.

materialistic.

or financial. -. He's fixed pretty

well from a financial point of view,

warehouse.. takes of our warehouses.

financial.. I have financial interest in this business.

(-U) continent.

fabric. ? Is this a woolen

fabric? • matter.. tired of speaking about such lofty matters.

• subject. ;^. This is a very

dull subject.

frosted.. I want two frosted fifty-watt bulbs.

A , -? Have you ties in the same color but somewhat duller?

mattress.

sailor.

(M) game. ? Will

you come to the soccer game? •tournament.. I played in the finals

of the tennis tournament.(, P, F) mother.? Do you write to your mother often?

godmother. .
She's his godmother., ! My goodness!

What's going on here?•,,. Hurry, ma'am, the train's leaving.

{/mamf, ///;^/j to wave.? Who's that waving to us from the

window? •to wag. ^.
The dog is wagging its tail happily.

(pet of) to wave. ,. Wave to the driver and he'll stop the

car.

(no diir) (-) to give up (on

someone). * ^^ —. We gave up on him long ago. He's impossible.. Let's pack up and go to

the Caucasus.

Makhorka (coarse tobacco).. filled his pipe

with makhorka and lighted up with great satisfaction.

stepmother.

mast.

machine.. easily learned how to run the new machine. —. §, . Give

me those handkerchiefs. I'll hem them by machine. • car.. We'll call for you by car.

machinery. -. the machinery in our plant was
made in the USSR.

steam engine.

sewing machine.

engineer.

typist. ^-.
I am looking for a typist-stenographer.

typewriter.? Where can I buy a second-hand typewriter?

• clipper. Oh .
cut my hair with scissors and a clipper. • machine. A? Don't you have a sewing

machine?

machine.

mechanical equipment.-. {See, Appendix 9)

machine-tractor station.

machine parts.

manufacturing of machines.^ iS'ee.
(-d) lighthouse.

(F) furniture.

(ppj) of; furnished.? Where can I find fur-

nished rooms?

(both dur and pd) to furnish., 1\6. . We have an apartment,

but we've still got to furnish it.

(P/ -, n, /) honey.. We have honey in combs here.* 6i>i . I hope to God you're

right.

(/'') medal. ;^ -
1>1. Our hogs received gold medal at the

exposition. —
.;1. received gold medal when he graduated

from high school.

*.0to . This is the dark side

of the [)icture.

(M) bear. 5^? Are there any

boars in these woods? •clumsy. *Ax, !. Gosh, I'm clumsy; I

broke your favorite cup.* ^ . Don't

count your chickens before they're hatched.

medicine.

medical. -. We receive free medical care.

See.. Bring doc-

tor's certificate.

slow. . It's

very slow process.
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slowly., .
Please speak slowly. — ^'^ . You
have to drive slowly along here.

copper.() medical staff.

nurse. Ha .
Three nurses are supposed to be on duty in this ward.() university medical school.

(F) copper. . Copper

is mined here. — ? Do you
want your change in silver or copper? • copper coins., ? Do you mind if I

give you your change in copper coins?

interjection.^ {/with %!) between. -. I lost my suitcase somewhere between

the two stations. —'^ . I'll

be at your place between two and three. —,! There can't be any com-

parison between them. • among.. We'll distribute the candy among all

the children.

incidentally. ,? Incidentally, you didn't for-

get to mail the letter, did you? • by the way., ? By the

way, could you let me have five rubles till Tuesday?. I'm through with you.
• 6to ^. Keep it to yourself.

• , a^ , .
People don't like him; but he's not a bad fellow at all.

• , a , . I'm not

real pianist; I just play when I have the time.

international.

(/(7 -; ^/) chalk.
''

(sh -; ;) small.. She tore the note

into small pieces. • light. .
There's a light drizzle. • petty.. They're completely engrossed in

their own petty interests.

dinner plate.. Give me half a dozen dinner plates.

goats and sheep.

shallow. He , . Don't

be afraid to swim; it's shallow here.. Here's five

rubles for pocket money. •*? Why is he fawning all over them?

petty bourgeois.

(P -,- F) detail. ,. We make it point to

pay special attention to detail, 'change.. I have no change. • trifle. He -4,- . It doesn't pay to get excited

about such trifles. .
She took all my everyday worries off my hands. •. He's wasting his talents.

(/ /F) shoals.. We had to drag the boat over the shoals.

to set afloat.

. It was very difficult to set the ship

afloat.

*0h . He's been on
the rocks for the last three months now. •. Our ship ran agroimd.

miller.

mill.. This is the largest steam-operated mill in the city.

— *9to . That's grist for his mill.

windmill.. There are many windmills in our region.

— *He . There's

no sense fighting windmills.

coffee grinder. £? Where is your coffee grinder?

See.
See.
exchange. 5 . I don't want

to make that exchange.

(/cp of&'; //).
>See,,.
{/ of/) .

() minority. 5-.
Only small minority spoke in favor of the proposal.

— . We remained in the

minority. — . In the national

minority schools, teaching is conducted in their native lan-

guage.

{inded N\ menu.

{/ of /).
to exchange. ? Where do

they exchange money around here?— ). I'd like to exchange my
room for one in another neighborhood. • to change. -
' ? Why do you keep

changing jobs all the time? —'. I don't feel like changing apartments. —, . changes his

convictions as he does his gloves.- to change. ,,. I think the wind

is changing. • to exchange. ?
How about exchanging rooms with me?

measure.? Was it hard for you to get used to our mea-

sures of weight? {See Appendix 2). • step. -, . It's necessary

to take immediate steps to stop this.

to large extent. -
^. It's your fault to a large extent.

in moderation. , . We
did some drinking yesterday, but in moderation.

completely.. I agree with you completely.

capital pimishment.

precaution.. We took all the

necessary precautions.

no& at least. 9 , -, . This work will take at least two days to

do.
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at least. , -, . The ticket will cost you at least a

hvmdred rubles.

no 4 as ... as possible. Stot, ,. I made the trans-

lation as exact as possible.

G . She goes to extremes in

everything. •, . As the work
neared completion its faults stood out. • -, cBolb. He's leaning

over backwards in his anxiety to prove his loyalty.

(-) scoundrel.

(sh -sKd) miserable. He ^. It's not worth going out in such miserable

weather. • mean. ,^'! Who'd believe he was capable of

doing such a mean thing?

frozen. . The soil is

completely frozen. — 9 -. These frozen potatoes have to be thrown out.} (/p,/) to freeze. ,,. It must be freezing for you here.

{/pet: c-/) to measure. -. we measure cloth by the meter. • to fit.? When shall I come to have my
suit fitted?

measurements. . Take his

measurements. • yardstick.. You can't judge everydody by the same yardstick.

measure.

. . The
government worked out a series of measures for the improve-

ment of housing conditions.

( -TBU/-6, -/) dead. ? Is he dead? —^ . This is our deadest

season. —* , . I was
so frightened I didn't know whether I was dead or alive.

deadlock. He ,. We're deadlocked; there's no use

arguing any more.

siesta.. In our rest home we take a siesta after dinner.

at a standstill. Bee. his activities are at a standstill.

dead. ! Our
streets are dead at night.

G Oh , ^ . As soon as he

hit the pillow he was dead to the world. • Bee^ . All his knowledge is

just so much excess baggage now.

(^,;,, -, -;;,
ah -, -, -, -) to sweep. ,. Don't walk in now. She's just

sweeping the room, •to snow. ^ ,. You'd better not go out. It's

snowing too hard.() trade-union committee (in an

office). ^. I

was member of the trade-union committee in our office.

([-8-] F) district.? Do you know the name of this district? • area,

region. . It's very moun-
tainous area.

G summer resort. -. We live at summer resort.

([-sn-]) local. ^ -? Is your watch set at local time? — 9; ,, . This is

local expression. In Moscow, for instance, they wouldn't

understand it. —9 . This fac-

tory manufactures only for local use. — ^- . You'll have

to ask one of the local residents about it.

(P) place. .
The bridge collapsed in two places. —, . Point out

the place in the newspaper where it mentions our work. —. This is

not the place to talk about personal matters. — -? Don't you ever

get tired of moving from one place to another?— -. We'll have to put her in her place. —. Place and date of birth. • spot.. This is a good spot for fishing. —,^ ? I believe mathematics is

your weak spot, isn't it? • room.. We have no room at all at our house. —. There's

room here for sulking and false pride. • seat.? Is this seat occupied? —, . Try to get good

seats for tomorrow's performance. • berth.. I took berth in the sleeping car. • part.. Cattl^ breeding plays an important part in the

economy of this kolkhoz

.

G («See also) jail.

destination.? When will he arrive at his destination?

populated place.

commonplace. ^,.? Does think he can con-

vince anyone with such commonplace arguments?

right off the bat. * ^ -. I can't decide this right off the bat.^ bottleneck.^ ,, .
At present the lack of manpower has created a bottleneck in

our industry.

G ()? How much luggage do

you have? • §. I was born around

here. • . Put this book where it

belongs. • ! Welcome! We
are proud to have you with us. • On ,. He's so excited he doesn't

know what to do with himself. • . The Com-

missariat of Agriculture only just mailed out instructions to

all its local offices. • .
They've been marking time for a year. • Ha. If I were you I wouldn't go there.

• Oh . was caught

red-handed. • ,. I'm uneasy because I haven't heard from him
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for long time. • , ^! Don't

move or I'll shoot!

address.. Changes of address

should be reported immediately.— -. Fill in your permanent address.

pronoun.

(F) revenge, vengeance.

month. . I've been here

five months already. — .
We're leaving at the end of the month. —? How much do you earn a month?
— . I go to the theater once

a month. — . My
friend will be back in a month.

monthly. ^ ^. I'll pay out the rest of the sum in

monthly installments.

metal.

metalworker. -. My father and grandfather were also metal-

workers.

metal. ;^^ -. You'd better take a metal bed. • metallic.. She has

metallic voice.- metallurgical engineer.- .
metallurgical engineer can always get work here.

metallurgical.

metallurgy.

(F) snowstorm.. The whole town was buried under

snow after yesterday's snowstorm.

to aim. ,. I aimed the snowball at my friend, but

hit you accidentally, •to initial. .
Your underwear isn't initialed. • to refer to. -, ? Do you know who he's referring to?- OH . I think he's got

his eye on the chief's job. •* , a! You're way off the mark!

{sh -tkA) keen.

.. flyer must have keen eye and a

sure hand.

appropriate.. made very appropriate remark about her.

G 9to . That was a bull's eye. •

6to ! That was well put. •. He's a dead shot.

(P) broom. ^? Where

do you keep the broom? —*6 .
new broom sweeps clean.

method. -^.? What method do you

use in teaching foreign languages? —. This method has already been

tested in our shop.

meter. ? How
many meters of cloth shall I cut off for you? • ruler.

, ^. Here's ruler; measure

the width of the window.

metric,

{inded N) subway.

See.^ See,
(P -&/8"/ or -u/"beaow8"/, -6/& ^/) fur.,. We export furs. —. She wears expensive furs.*^ ^, -. That coat is as thin as paper; be careful you don't

catch cold. • ^ ^.
I got good buy on coat Uned with squirrel. •*. Don't put new wine

in old bottles.

mechanization.

mechanism.. This old watch has a wonderful mechanism.

—^. I'll try to explain to you the compli-

cated mechanism of- organization.& mechanic.& mechanics. ^.
He's studying applied mechanics.

9to . That's a smart set-up.

mechanical. ;^^-. All of our mechanical equip-

ment needs a complete overhauling.

mechanically. ,,. Evidently you copied it qiiite

mechanically.

fur. ' ^.
Get yourself fur cap with ear flaps.

mosque.& dream. Bee . All my dreams came

true.

9to ^, a! That was one swell supperl

dreamer.

to daydream. ?-^ . What are you daydreaming about? Get

down to work. • to dream. .
I keep dreaming about next summer's vacation.

«See.& to disturb. ? Am I distiu*bing you?

• to mix. . The workers

mixed sand with clay. • to stir. . ,. She keeps stirring the cereal so it won't burn,

•to hinder. . The clothes

hindered me while I was swimming. • to stop.,, . Nobody's stopping you;

do what you want.

;^'. It wouldn't hurt

you to see a doctor. • . The

mosquitoes wouldn't let me sleep. •

^ . His pride wouldn't let

him admit his mistake.

(-) sack. .
They brought three sacks of potatoes for you. —. That suit fits you like a

sack. •bag. -. The saleslady put my apples into a paper bag.

Q knapsack.. We packed our things in knapsacks.
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(, -,-) common person.§ -. How can that narrow-minded, common person

understand what's happening here?

common person, F. Er6 ,. His landlady turned out to be

a stupid, common person.

in no time. . . I'll be back in no

time.

Oh , . He had a ready

answer.

(-) little finger.

small toe.

microscope.

policeman. ^ -. (You'd) better ask policeman. • officer.-
{or),,-, . Officer, can you please

tell me how I can get to this address?

police (USSR). . Call the

police.

G police station.. They want you at the police station.

to register with the police.. You'll have to

register with the police^in person.

million.

miUionth.

{F) mercy. .
They threw themselves on the mercy of the conqueror.

• favor. , . Do me
a favor and keep quiet for a moment. • good graces. On
KUK-TO .
Somehow he always manages to be in the good graces of his

superiors.

welcome."^-?" ",". "Will you let use your phone?" "You're

welcome to use it any time.". It's your fault that

we're late. • ^. Dinner is served;

please be seated. •, ,? For goodness' sake! That's no way to do things!

• . Come on now; forgive and

forget.

{sh -/-/) nice. . They're

very nice people. • kind. !
has such kind face. • dear. -:"!" The letter begins with these

words: "Dear Johnny." • sweetheart. .
His sweetheart went away.

nice. . We had

very nice time. • kind . 9 6 .

That's very kind of you.* — ! It's just

lover's quarrel. Nothing serious! •*^. That'll be more than enough for you.

• 5^-, ,, .
Well, my fine, feathered friend, what have you been up to?

MUMo past. ,. You're going past the post office; buy me some

stamps. * by.

? How come you passed by and didn't come to see me?
OH , —. His remarks never hit

the point. •! Missed! •. I decided to pay no attention to

those dirty cracks.

on the way. ;^. We stopped at our friend's on the way. • in

passing. Oh . mentioned

you in passing.

mine. . Our ship hit

mine. • face. * . Now don't

make wry face.

(-/^-)/) almond.

mineral.

mineral.

mineral water.

minimum. —. Two weeks is the minimum time

for this work.

minimum. . We
cut our expenses down to a minimum. • least.? What's the least you can

live on around here?

ifct) to pass. . We've

already passed that town, 'to escape. Ox,. Well, I guess we can't escape being

bawled out. 'to avoid, to escape. *^,. You can't escape the inevitable.

minute. Ha§^. The train makes twenty-minute stop at this

station. — — ^^, .
There's ten minute intermission; let's go for a smoke. —. It's three minutes after twelve

now. — ! Just a minute! —^^. I ask your attention for a minute.

CHio in a minute. ^,^. Tell him I'll be there in a minute.

any minute.. We expect him any minute now.5 . I'll do it

the first chance I get.! (p -1;/ 5^/) world. . The

whole world knows about it.

Oh . He's used to

spending his time with scientists. •. I've never lived under capitalism

•* , .4 .
She can't manage household; she always has her head in

the clouds. •*Ha^ . Misery loves

company. • *C no, . Every

little bit helps." peace. ^ . It

will be difficult to make a peace treaty with them. —*, ^^. My grandfather used to say that a lean peace is

better than a fat victory.

perfect accord.. The neighbors lived in perfect accord.

{/Tpd: -,-/) to be a go-between. ^, . I don't want to be their

go-between, let them make up by themselves.

- to make up.
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. They'd quarrel and make up several times a

day. 'to put up with.. I can't put up with such injustice.

quiet. . We
spent the evening in quiet conversation. • peacetime.,. We were eagerly awaiting the

time when we would be able to reconvert to peacetime

production.

peacetime. .. In peacetime you could get

there without a visa.

mild disposition., . He'd never have

gotten along there if it weren't for his mild disposition.

in peace. He . They

wouldn't let us Uve in peace. • peacefully.. She's sleeping peacefully.

personal philosophy.

world-wide. ^.
deserved world-wide fame. • world. -. writes on questions of world

economy.

peaceful.

bowl. .
The housewife put bowl of soup on the table.

mission. .
carried out his mission brilliantly.—. An American military

mission came to Moscow. • agency. -. works, in some foreign diplo-

matic agency.

rally, public meeting.. There's big rally at the

City Theater today.

(F) target. mardx ^'. hit moving target at hundred paces.

younger. 5" -
6piiTOM. I want you to meet my younger brother.

youngest. .
He's the youngest in the family.-

i/d and I of /) .

opinion. .
has very high opinion of himself.

public opinion., . thinks

that nothing will come of it. • .
I dissent.

imaginary. .
The danger was only imaginary.

{adv, which see).

many. Bo. turned out to be right on many occasions. —. Many of them were

disappointed.

a lot. . There's

lot around here that you won't Uke.

{/adc of; / supplied from/) much.^. The patient is much

better today. — & .
You ask too much of him. • a lot.. We have lot of work in our

office now. — . She knows lot

about it.

more. ^ .
They'll pay you more over there. —. We like it here more and more.

— , ^! The more the merrier!

any more., ^. Thank
you, I don't want any more. • no longer.. I no longer smoke.- at the most. —-

— . visits us at the most once every

six months.

many times. .
has been abroad many times., more, less., — . He's asking

fifty rubles for it; no more, no less.

Em^' . He's well past forty.

• ^ . You must lie

down as much as you can. • . I won't

do it again. • . I^aven't

seen him since.

my dear. -! My dear Ivan Petr6vich.

many.. I receive letters from my many
students. • numerous. -. has numerous descendants.

plural.

(;///).
See .5,

mobiUzation.

See.
grave. . We

put flowers on his grave. !
That little brat will be the death of me!

Mor^ <SeeM04b.5.
fashion. . It's out of fashion.

• in vogue. . This

artist is very much in vogue now., 6to —. What do you think you're doing sitting up all

hours of the night?

{sh -) latest style. Ha .
She wore dress of the latest style, •fashion. ,. We haven't any fashion

magazines.

«See.
<See.

can. ! How can

anyone be so absent-minded! — ^,. I think that can be arranged. —. Come as soon as you can. • may, can.? May I come in?, . You'd think

he was very busy.

(P -/ -; ^/) brain. -. My sister had brain fever. —
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— . Calves' brains is an inexpen-

sive dish. — Oh . He's a brainy fellow.

• head. ! Use your head!. She's rotten to the

core.

(F) com. . I have

large com on my foot. — -. You stepped on his pet com. • callous. Y^ . My hands are all

calloused from rowing.

(§i5) my. ! Here's my brother! —9. That's my book. • mine. . All

this is mine.

Mofi my folks. . My folks have

been away in the country for some time now.- my way. -6. Please do it

my way. • I think, in my opinion.- ^. I think it'll rain tomorrow.* , . Wait till you're

my age before you talk.

{sh, -) wet. , .
I'm dripping wet.

* . She's cry-baby. •*
, , -. Don't get him mad or he'll knock

you for a loop.

prayer.

(1,) to pray.. The old woman prayed for her son. • to worship.

Oh . simply worships

his mother.

lightning. . The

house next door was hit by lightning. —1;. ran up the steps as quick

as lightning.& urgent telegram.

(F) youth. --? Do you belong to any youth organi-

zations? • young people. -. Yesterday we had a crowd of young people over.

f-) good boy. ?!
Al 1 done? Good boy

!

. She adds up to quite a girl.

• ! Good for him! •. Doctor yourself up

for a week and you'll be as good as new.

{sh, -,, -; ) young.

Ktq ? Who is that young man? —
• ! We were all young once! 'new.. The new

generation has gone through a great deal. —,
CBaplb ? What do you say I cook you

some new potatoes?

newlyweds. -. Our newlyweds haven't come back yet.

D Oh & . He's two years younger

than I. •* —, . Youth

will have its fling.

(F) youth. ,. I didn't notice that my youth had sUpped away

from me.

in one's yoimger days.

. was good swimmer in his

younger days. . She's far from young.

young-looking. , -. Luckily she's young-looking.

See.
milk. . our

milk turned sour today. —. I don't advise you to drink raw milk. —? Do you have can of

condensed milk? — ^. In the country they'll give you milk fresh from

the cow.* , .
Once burned twice shy. •*, . He's still kid and is already

handing out advice.

hammer. Ha. Our factory has the most powerful steam

hammer in the Union. • sledge hammer.. The blacksmith handled his sledge

hammer skillfully.

*0h .
found himself between the devil and the deep blue sea.

threshing machine.

(^, /pd: -/) to thresh.

(-) hammer. ,,. Give me hammer and nails, please.

croquet mallet.

(,/< -/) to grind. ^ .
We grind our own coffee.

*0h . He talks a lot of nonsense.

threshing. ^-. The threshing will soon be finished at our place.

([ §ni ]) cream pitcher, milkman.

([ §nj ]) woman who delivers milk.

dairy. Stot -. This kolkhoz is famous for its dairy products.

• milk. . My
daughter lost one of her milk teeth. • milch. 9. It's a milch cow.^ See.

(///) without word.. left the room without a word. • silently, in

silence. . sat silently all

evening long. — . always

works in silence.

silent. ^ -? Why are you so silent today? —9. This was done with his silent

consent.

silence.

(-4^,) to be silent.^ ?
Why is she always so sileut? • to keep silent. , 5
^^. Well, it's best to keep silent about

this matter.

D ^ , . I've

already written him three letters, and he still hasn't answered.

{F/coUedwe, never in Pform/) moth.

moth-eaten.

moment.^ . I'll wait for the right moment to tell him what
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happened, 'time. . We lost an experienced

coworker at the most critical time.

immediately. § .
I'U arrange that for you immediately.

inmiediately. ^ -. Hand him the package and

come home immediately. • instantly.. Death came instantly.

(- ) monastery, convent.

coin, . This coin is coimter-

feit. . She takes every-

thing at face value. •, -. Be careful! He'll pay you back in kind.

• ! Pay up!

monopoly.

assembler. .
works as an assembler in a factory, •electrician. -. Call the electri-

cian to fix the lights.

(F) morality. ^ ^, ^. I don't know who is entitled to talk about

moraUty; but he certainly isn't. • moral. :^ .. The moral of the story is: Don't

take anyone at face value.! Stop lecturing me!

muzzle, snout.. The Uttle dog lifted its shaggy muzzle.

(P) sea. ^ . The
best way to get there is by sea. —. We're already out on the open sea.&- overseas. 3d . Overseas

everything is different.

*Em^ . Nothing fazes him.

carrot.

(F) carrots. A . We
have stewed carrots with our meat course.

{ppp of) frozen. -. These potatoes are frozen.

{AN) ice cream. -:,,,.
We have several flavors of ice cream: vanilla, chocolate,

strawberry, and lemon.

freezing cold, ^ . It was freezing cold

this morning.

A . It's freezing weather in

Moscow now. '. Stories like that send shivers up and down
your spine. • . For

the past week it's been bitter cold. • -. Today the thermom^«r is ten degrees below

zero (centigrade, See appendix 2).

to freeze.

frosty. ! What
clear, frosty day.

freezing. |>. It's freezing today.

to drizzle. . It's been

drizzling since morning.

sea. ^ . The sea

air will do you good. • naval. Stot ?
Who is that naval officer?

seasick (ness).? Do you get seasick?

the Marines.

morphine.

wrinkle. -. has deep wrinkles in his face.

(-,) seaman.

Moscow, .
has Moscow accent.

(/-d/, -/ -; uocrf/) bridge. ^. That street is just beyond the bridge. — A? Have you seen our new
bridge?(- P) footbridge. no.
Please use the footbridge. • dock. ^. moved the boat up to the dock.

(AF) paved street.. the streets in our town are

paved with asphalt now. • street. no,
a no. Use the sidewalk instead of the street.

reason.,, ?
Tell me: what reason did you have for refusing? 'tune.§? Do you know the time of

this song? '

motor. . Shut off the motor.

— , -. This car is old, but the motor is still in good running

order, 'car. ^ . I'll take

you there by car.

See.
motorcycle.( or, P,) moss.& hairy. ^! What

hairy arms he has!

Turkish towel.? Do you have Turkish towel?& washcloth (made of bark). ,-. Here's of soap, towel, and

washcloth.

(Morj/^,; ,, -, -) to be able, can. He^, . I can't understand what

you're talking about. — ^. I do all I

can. — ? Could you go

there instead of me?— .
We can't give you permission., . You may be right. •-? How are things? • He !
That's impossible!

swindler.

paved.

(F) power. .
This is a high-powered motor.

See.
See.^ See.& marble. ^? Where did you g^ such a wonderful

marble table?& {sh -&) dark. ,
rpo3d^. The sky is getting so dark we're sure to have

a storm. • gloomy. . .
She always goes aroimd with such a gloomy face.
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sullenly. ^. glanced at us sullenly and didn't

say a word.^ ? Why are

you in such a blue mood today?

{pet: -) to get even. , ^. swore that he would spend his

whole life getting even.

MTC ([em-te-es] inded M)(-)
Machine Tractor Station.

(sh -HU, -6, -bi) difficult, hard.. It's not a difficult thing to do.

hard, difficult. Ha. It's hard to support a family on this

money.

Oh . He's a hard man to figure out.

•*^ . You can think better after a

night's sleep. • He, ,. It's wonder you didn't

recognize him; he's changed a lot. • -? It's easy to catch cold in such cold

weather.

(F) wisdom.

(sh, -) wise. 9 .
That's very wise decision.^ wisely. ^. You judged

that wisely.

(P, -,-) husband.

courage.. I didn't have the courage to tell her the

whole truth.

(-U) muzhik, peasant.

men's. . This is

the men's clothing department. —. The men's room is to the right.

(M) man. . We need two men and a

woman for this job. — ! Be a man!

Men's Room.
museum.

music. ;^? Do you Eke music?* . You upset the apple

cart. •* . It's

different story now.

musical.

musician.

flour. .
Take some finely ground wheat flour.*, —, ^. Never mind;

it'll come out all right.^ suffering. §^? Why
should I go through all this sxiffering? •^ !
I have so much trouble with him!

(-) cigarette holder. ^. Give him a silver cigarette holder as a gift.

• bit. . Fix the

bit in the horse's mouth.

(-) ant.

muscle.

M^cop garbage. A ^? Where should

I put the garbage? • rubbish. ^? What is all this rubbish under my desk?

(sh -THU/-THbi/) cloudy. .
The water in the pond is cloudy. • dull. ce-!? Why is there such a dull look

in your eyes today?

*0h . He's always

ready to take unfair advantage of a situation. •-^ . I feel blue.^ fly. . You certainly have

lot of flies around here. — , ^. He's the sort of person that wouldn't hurt a fly.

*Hy ^ ? Now why do

you make a mountain out of a molehill? •*,, ^. It looks as if your friend

had one drink too many today.

(/;^, /) to torture.

^ ! Why do you torture me?;^. I'm terribly thirsty.

- to suffer. . She suffered all her

life. • to wrestle. §-! Why do you want to wrestle with this problem?

Oh . His conscience

bothered him.

(AN) starchy foods. . You

mustn't eat starchy foods.

of flour.

flour bag.

Mxa<SeeMox.

(,)- to race. , -. The train raced at great speed to make

up for the delay, "to rush. ? Where are

you rushing to? • to shoot. .
The car shot up the road

.

! How time flies! - ^

See.
(gal, d, , §£i) we.. We arrived here today. — Sto^-. We'll do all this exactly the way it's

wanted. — . There were three of us

there.— . They

asked us to be in the office at four o'clock. —. wants to go to the theater with us.

— - ? Will you ever

think of us? . My brother and I look

very much aUke. •. My friend and I would like to stay at your

place.• . Come to our house

tomorrow. • , .
Tell us all the details; we'd hke to hear all about it.

ipd: -) to soap. Ond ^. She

soaped her hands for a long time.

(P) soap. , ?
What do you want, kitchen soap or toilet soap?—. You have to use tar soap.

• lather. , . Let

the horse rest; he's all covered with lather.

shaving soap.

soapy. , — ^?
Here's some soapy water. Do you need it?

cape.
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. We're rounding the cape now and heading for the

open sea.

(prpp of) possible. 5?
Could that be possible?

to think.

(F) idea. . That's a good idea.

— .
For long time I've been mulling over the idea of going to

the country. — ? What gave

you that idea? 'thought. ,. Keep quiet minute; I've got

to gather my thoughts. • notion., . I suddenly got the

notion that he did it.

ulterior motive.. had ulterior motive

when he did it. . thinks

along the same lines as I do. • ,§ ! What do you mean? I wouldn't even

think of it. • .
I didn't have the slightest intention of insulting him.

(,) to wash. >',. His hands look as if they've never

been washed. — He , .
Don't go into the room. They're washing the floor there.*^^. Crooks always cover up for each

other.- to wash oneself. . I

always wash myself with cold water.

washing. Ha,
Mdcca. There's lot of time spent washing, cooking,

and darning. , ! How can

you think of washing now when we're so late? •*5 , . I'll get it

from him by hook or by crook.

mousetrap. ^ . We'll

have to get a mousetrap.

(P -,- F) mouse.. We heard mice running around all night long.

bat. 1& . I'm

afraid of bats.

{-&) arsenic.

([--]; sh -ncd; cp [-xc-];^1 [--])
soft.* . The beds here are very

soft. • mild. £ .
You should live in a milder cUmate.

softly. , .
She spoke softly but decisively. • mildly. 9,, ^. put it mildly,

it wasn't a very inteUigent thing to do.. We don't have any
more seats in the firstKjlass car. •. He's very soft-hearted person. •*, . pats you on the back and then

kicks you in the shin.

See.
{AN) meat. Ond . She doesn't eat

meat.

nat. ^ . The
meat market is near by.

M^co meat. . I roasted

large piece of meat. — . The meat is

overdone.

*Bce . Some material

came off with yoiu" buttons. •*5 , . It's

neither fish nor fowl.

See.
mint. ^ .

Mint drops are good for nausea.

Q mint. .
Give me some mints.

(,; ) to wrinkle. .
Don't wrinkle the tablecloth.,. softened the clay for a long time before getting

down to work. • Tpaa^ . Keep off

the grass.

- to wrinkle. . This suit

wrinkles a lot., ? Well, what are you hesitating

about?

(-U AT) ball. ?
Where can you buy tennis balls?

H

{JwUh a and I/) on. He 5 . Don't sit

on that chair. — . The old man
leaned on his cane. — . limps

on his left leg. — Ha. Such work can't be done on an empty stomach.— — . The samovar is on
the table. Let's have some tea. — Ha ^. There's lot of traffic on this street. —. We live on Tverskaya Street. —. walks on crutches now. —^ . The entire responsi-

bility lay on my shoulders. — Ha. She had a beautiful drees on. * in.

. hves in the Caucasus now. —, . I knew him

when I was in the service. — Bee -. All the children are now left in her care. — Ha
oHd . She's usually very

reserved in public. — . He's blind in

one eye. • by. . We'll

drive there by car. —, . Some fruit is sold by

weight, some by the piece. — Stou ^. This room ought

to have a nine-by-twelve rug. — §. Multiply this number by twenty-five.
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• to. 5? What did he answer to

this?— 5^ . I'm on my way to work. —. We're going to a party to-

night. • at. . You can

get this at the market. —. He's at work now, and will return only

toward evening. — .
You got mad at him for no good reason. —. Let's have dinner at the station. —. We spent the whole summer at the

seashore. — . He's working at the

factory. — §. We
looked at the picture a long time. • into.. Cut the pie into eight pieces. —

(). It has to be translated

into English. • upon. ^ § . I take this

upon myself. • with. .
They cook with butter here. • for.! Thanks for the kind word. —. Here's your work for tomorrow. — Ha!1? What time is the meeting set for? —. She came to stay for a week. —. We have

enough supplies for a whole month. —? What do you have for dinner today?—
6to . Save it for a rainy day. — -. This room is for two. —. I'll have to cook

for eight people today. —? Do you need the cloth for a coat or for a suit? —? How much
money has been allotted for building the factory? • here,

there. Ha! There! — Ha, Sto! Here, take

this apple.

what . . . for. Ha 6&? What
do you need this box for?

Ha .
Next day, we met him in the museum. • 5. All this happened in my presence. • Ha. It rained all last

week. • . I have heavy heart.

• 5 ? ? What are you
doing there? Taking in the sun? • ^ -

;^. She's got squirrel-lined coat. •? Do you play the vioUn? •? you play billiards? •, . You and I will handle the

oars and she'll take the rudder. •

noKd . In the meantime, you can use him as

an errand boy. •, § .
Well, let your conscience be your guide. •*. They're aU pack of fools there.

• . We boarded the ship

at Leningrad. • .
They were going farther and farther east. •. Answer my question. • ^ .
I'm hurrying to catch the train. • Ha .
They slandered him. •*,,! Just wait, buddy, they'll catch up with

you one of these days. •. The sale of bonds is movirvg along very

successfully. • . I got

month's leave. •. This invention made him famous all over the

world. • Ha §TOT . This

time everything went off smoothly. •! You're making so much noise you can be heard all

over the house. • . Give

me dime's worth of sunflower seeds. •. You're two hours late. •, ^. The ticket cost me two rubles

more than I expected. • .
My brother is five years younger than I am. •^? Why didn't you
mention it a week sooner? • Ha. Take down my address in case you need it.

• . We took two

orphans into our home. • 5 . Take

this as a remembrance. • Ha^ .
Unfortunately we didn't find him at home. • Ha -, . It's good thing for you that I'm

not the sort of man to bear a grudge. • nd.
I take your word for it. • .
I memorized my part so that I had it down pat. •. He's liable to do anything. • ,? Do you know what I just thought of?

• *BoT ! Well, that's a fine how-do-you-do!

(// /) clean. 5. clean of this manuscript.

{AF) waterfront. >?
How do I get to the waterfront?

{dur of) to stuff. A — -. I'll save the down to stuff pillows. —
He — . Don't

stuff the suitcase so full. It won't close.& (dur of) to take on.. The locomotive is taking on water. •? Are they

hiring new workers in your office? • to gain.,^^. Our plane is certainly

gaining altitude rapidly.

(-, -; imc -; ppp-; pd of)
to fill., noKd . Wait a minute

while I fill my pipe. • to pack.

—5 . Our cellar is packed with ice;

it's really our icebox, •to shoot.

^. We shot lot of ducks today. • to trounce., ! Our

soccer team trounced the visitors.^? Where did he

get that bump? •*0 ^. be-

came an expert in that. •*§ -. I've been sick and tired of these discussions

for a long time.- to pack. ! The

room is packed to the rafters!

(dur) to watch.. The children watched his every move, "to

observe. . I've

never had occasion to observe it.;1 ? Who keeps order

here?

set. -. Give me set of crayons.
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. That's just lot of words put

together. • . The article has

already been sent to the printers.& (-^, -; p-; pet of&) to pick.. We picked basket-

ful of mushrooms. • to get. ^)? Where will we be able to get some gas? 'to

set in type. .
Our report is already set in type and will be published soon.

• to take on. . You
took too much work on yourself, 'to dial.. went to the telephone and

dialed the number.

Oh 4t6-to 3H&T, , ^. He's got something up his sleeve, but won't let on.

See,
See.
(///) forever. ,, -. Come on, cut it out. You're not parting forever.

See,
(///) probably. ,,^. It'll probably be cold tomorrow. • surely.? You'll surely come then?

(///) for sure. ?
Do you know that for sure? • probably.. He's probably thinking of

going away soon.

definitely. ^. She'll definitely be home after dinner. • to be sure., .
This is no time to act by guesswork; you've got to be sure.

to bet on a sure thing. -. He's betting on a sure thing.

(///) upstairs. , -. Let's go upstairs; it's cooler there. • up.. Look up. — ? Shall

I send him up to you?^ (// /) upstairs. ^,. My sister lives upstairs in the same house

with us.

shed. . The tractor is

under the shed.

(-^, -; p-,-, -, -; -; pet of) to lead. .
The dog led us on the trail of the fox. • to point.. I pointed gun at him.

to get information.5. I'll get you the information at once.? Who gave you this lead?

• ? What made you think of

that? • ! crammed the

house full of guests. • .
He'll put things in good order here.

(pet of&) to go to see.- . We ought to go to see him
sometime.^ {dur of) to come to visit.? Do your friends ever come to visit

you?^ See,
(-^,-; dur of)^ to primp.

^^. She'll be primping for another

hour now.^ to bore to death. ,^. lessons always used to

bore me to death.^. This song gives you the

blues. " . It makes you
wonder.

flood.^ See,
manure.& pillowcase. .

Change the pillowcase.

{See also ) it's unlikely.. It's unlikely that I'll finish today.& (///) for good. ^.
I'm going to Moscow for good. • forever.! Good-by forever!

(///) toward. ,. walked straight toward tis along the

road.

to meet halfway.. We'll try our best to

meet you halfway., . come
our guests. Let's go meet them.& experience. § ^.
has lot of experience at this work.& {dur of) to bend. He ,. Don't bend the branch so; it'll break.- to bend down. ,. It's difficult for me to bend down; my back aches.

(///) . But-

ton up your coat well and put on a warm muffler. • Bee. All the windows are boarded

up.& {sh, -) impudent. -! What an impudent boy!

insolent. . His

behavior was unbelievably insolent.! It's an out-and-out Ue!

visual. -. Most of our visual aids are

made by the students themselves.

object lesson.. Here's an object lesson for you.. This can be demon-

strated.

(pd of) to bend. , a. Bend- head or you'll hit yourself.

- to bend down.,,. Bend down and pick the book up, please.

bawling out. .
I got good bawling out yesterday.

(///) ready. -. Keep the horses ready., .
Stand by; you may be called any minute.

{ppp-; pd of) to reward.

Oh, . hoped that

he'd be rewarded for that. • to decorate.
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Order of Lenin recently., ! We've got

fine son, I must say!

{dur of).
See.

{dur of) to load.. They just started to load the car.^ See.
(-^,-; /pet/ and/)

to load., . Wait until

they load the ship, 'to pile up.. They sure piled me up with work.

load. . The

cart can't carry such a heavy load, 'capacity.. Our factory is work-

ing at full capacity. . I'm loaded down with

work.

{/ijoith i/) over. . The

plane flew over the village. —. I spent the whole night over my books. • above.^. very noisy

family lives above us. • on. §-. He's already been working on that for a year. • at.? Why do you laugh at him?-.
an effort and get up on time.

{dur of) to put on. He ,. Don't put on your coat; it's warm out to-

day.

hope. , -. I'm afraid there is no hope of his getting well. —, . The
only hope is that he won't find out about it. • expectations.. She lived up to our

expectations.

to show promise. -. shows great promise. . I

expected good dinner so I had hardly any lunch. • -. I have lot of faith in

my son.

safe. . The
soldiers found a safe hiding place. • reliable. -. He's a reUable man.

(-,-; ppp; pd of&) to put

on, to wear. Ond . She put on
her best dress. — , . Wear
your rubbers; it's raining.(,; dur) to hope. ^ -. Let's hope for the best. —. I hope to find him at home.

to count on.. We counted on your help. • to rely on.. I don't rely on him.

D . The doctors

still believe he'll get better.- (///) one of these days. ^-4-. I'll write him one of these days. • the other day.-. I few him the other day. • recently.-. It's only recently

that I've spoken to him.

' to have to. ^ . I have to

stop at the post office. • should. ., . never acts the way he should.

Q ! It serves you right. •. She doesn't need a thing. • ^ ?
What does he want here? • — !
She's quite a girl.^ {/for before some dusters, %S1/) at.? Why are you laughing at me?

{dur o/).
{dur of) to annoy. He. Don't annoy the guest with

your questions. • to bother. -. I don't want to bother you.

See.
See.
(-, -, § 27/ /; -, -) to be tired.

Sto, . I was tired of

Ustening to it so I left. — :^.
They're tired of each other. • to bore.. bores me to death.

(/) for long time.. This play killed my
desire for the theater for a long time. • for long.? Will you be here for long?

{F) inscription. ^. I can't read the inscription on this monu-

ment. • sign. Sto ? What
does the sign on that post say? . Will you write

something in this book?

{dur of) to trick. .? How is it that he's able to trick everybody?

{ppp-^; pd of) to put air in.? Have you already put air in your tires?

•to put one over on, to trick.. They certainly put one over on me yesterday.

• to fool. . You can't fool him.^ to sulk. ^? Why
are you sulking? ^ :^'. You probably caught cold

in your ear.

in private. ?
May I speak to you in private? •alone.,, . When she was

alone with me she was much more talkative.

(-^, -; ppp; pd of) to

push. . Push the buzzer. • to

press down. , .
Press down little harder and we'll be able to close the suit-

case. . Try using a Uttle pressure

on him. • . Come on,

let's go all out and finish it today.& {dur of&).^ See.& back. ^. Set the watch back. —. Let's go back. —. Put the book back. — ^. I never go back on my word. • ago.^. I was here year ago.& title. ,? What is the title of the book the pro-
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feasor recommended yesterday? • name. ^-. I don't know the name of this station.

(-^, -; p-; pet of; to call. Ond. She called me a fool. • to name., . you name the

countries you visited? — ?
What did you name your son?

(dur of) to set. He -. Don't set the meeting too early.

noKd§. I wouldn't like to say as yet when this work
will be finished.

assignment. -. got an assignment to the Far North. • use.? "VSTiat's the use of this

lever?

destination.. We reached our destination

safely.

{pet of) to set. -? Has the date for the start of the expedi-

tion been set yet? 'to appoint. Er6 5. was appointed to this post recently.

• to assign. ? Who's
assigned to duty here today? 'to make (an appointment).

Ond ^. She made date to

meet me in the park.

See.
{dur of) to mention. He^. It's best not to mention his name.

so4;alled. , -,? And is this your so-called palace?

-. , ,. hit the

nail on the head, as you say.

naive. , . He's as naive as a

child, •childish. -. That was childish supposition.

naively. Ond. ^ .
She judges everything very naively.

inside out. .
You've got your stockings inside out.

Oh .
changed everything from to Z in our office.

by heart. . You have

to learn this by heart.^ See.
See.^ See.

(-^,-; -,-, -6, -; ; pet of) to find. § 5'. I found

this watch on the street. — ? Have
you found a room yet? — -. We foimd new way of processing steel. —;1 §. They found

him unsuitable for the work. — ^. I found him at the club playing chess. —-
Top . The doctor found that he

had tuberculosis, 'to come.? Where did all these people come from?

He, ? I can't understand

what you see in him. • Sto , -
^. What got into her? I don't imderstand it. • {no

dur)* Kocd . He met his match.

-cb to be found. , ,? By the way,
were- papers found?

{no dur) Oh , . had
ready answer. •{ dur) ?
Could you spare ten rubles?

See.
pimishment. ,-, >6. In my opinion the punishment is too severe.

• penalty. A ^ ? ^Tiat

penalty is he liable to for this?

to serve time.. He's now serving time for bribery.^ . deserves to

be punished for this. • !
What did I do to deserve this! • c^ee-! He's a trial to me.

(-<', -; pet of) to pxmish.' Sto . should be

thoroughly punished for that.

{dur of) to punish. He. Don't punish him too severely.

the day before. ' -. seemed quite well just the day before. —
Oh . dropped in to

see me the day before he left. • before. -. The stores are crowded

with people before the hoUdays.

— . Big things are

about to happen.

{pet of) to pump.. Pump some water out of the well. —-! air into the tire!

He, ,. Don't worn»', we'll coach you and you'll make a

fine report.

{dur of&) to pump.

(AF) bill of lading. ,,.. My shipment's probably arrived. Here's

the bill of lading.& {dur of) to fill. He. Don't fill my plate so.

(/cf/) at last. . At last

he's here.—-! At last!- finally.- .
I finally found his address.,, . They served

borscht and pork and finished it off with stewed fruit.

(-, -; pet of) to feed.

. Feed the baby at once. —! They gave us a royal feed

there!& {pet of&) to starch.^1? Do you want your shirts starched?

See.
{dur of) to set. .. Dinner is ready. You may set the

table.
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(-,-; -; pet of&) to

cover. , ^.
I'll cover the pitcher with a saucer to keep the flies out.

to set a table.. The table was set for four.. Put the tablecloth on.

(pet of) to set straight.

^. You'll have to set things

straight in this shop. . The manager got

things going smoothly in no time.

{dur of) to organize.. We're

now organizing the production of artificial rubber.

See.
(-^,; -; dur) to lie. ,. Don't believe him; he Ued to you.

(///) to the left. , 5
^. Take that street to the left. — . The

exit is to the left. • to one's left. . Look

to your left.

air raid.. We had several air raids in our town. • holdup.

pdnen. During the

holdup one of the bandits was wounded. • spot.. has big white spots in his

throat. . You shouldn't rush into it.

iSee.
{dur of) to fill.. I spilled some ink on

the table while I was filling the inkwell.

cordial, liqueur.

(-,; imv -; p,,,
-; , sh F; pet of) to pour.? Shall I pour you some more tea?

•to fill. . We filled

barrel full of water.

i/cf/) present. Bee -
6. the members of the trade-union committee were

present.

He — . Don't deny it;

the evidence is in front of you. • Bee. The supplies were all there.

() cash. ^ .
You've got to pay cash here.

tax. ? Have
you paid your income tax yet? — Sto. There's a high tax on it.

(-^, -; pet of) to pack.. She

packed basketful of food for me. • to load.. loaded the wagon with hay.

G collect on delivery (C.O.D.).

to bandage. ^
^. Quick! Bandage his arm.. Give me big helping

of cereal. • . The director

will decide. •. The years of hunger left their imprint on him.

(/d of/).

See.
(-, -; pet of) to spread.? Shall I spread some

jam on your roll?

to butter. -? Would you like your bread buttered?, . I can't make out this

scrawl. • Ond. ^. She put

too much lipstick on.

{dur of&).
hint. . took

my hint immediately. . This is anything but

luxurious.

{dur of) to hint. ,,? What are you actually hinting at?

{pet of&).
(-, -; dur) to intend., -? What do you intend to do to stop these outrages?^ .

I meant to speak to you before you left.

{/ of/) .1 {pet of).
{dur of) to hire.. You can hire the boat by the hour.

(/) over again.. I had to write it over again.

(-;^, -; p,,, -;, sh F; pet of) to hire.. I'd like to hire a maid.

— . Let's hire

horse and wagon to take our things to the station.

(///) the wrong way. ,,. I think you've got your hat on the wrong

way. • just the opposite. ^ ,. always does the opposite of what he's

asked. • on the contrary. "?" ",". "Are you bored?" "On the con-

trary, I'm very much interested." 'all different., .
We planned to have a good time this summer, but it turned

out all different. • the other way around. ,, . It wasn't as he

tells it, but the other way around. • vice versa.^, ,. You can go to Moscow first and then to Lenin-

grad, or vice versa.& {dur of) to take the offensive. ^ -. Our team took the offensive. • to pick on.? Why do you always pick

on him?

attack. -. The enemy's attack wasn't unexpected. • offen-

sive. . After minute of confusion, our

forwards took the offensive.

See.
{dur of).& See.& (-^, -; -; dur of&) to attack., . We'll
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know how to hit back if eoemies attack. * to stumble on.

He, npdBo, §. I really don't

know how he stumbled on this idea.

TocKd . I've got the blues.

(dur of) to hum. § ?
What are you humming?

for spite. . She

does everything to spite me.

scarce. , , -. Workers him are scarce around here.

^ Oh . knows
every one of the doctors here.

(-) thimble.

(-),-; ; pd of) .

{pet of&) to publish.? Where was this article pubUshed? • to print.. Print

hundred calling cards for me. • to te.5? Do you want this letter typed?

{dur of) to get drunk.? Does he often get drunk like that?& (-^,-; pet of&) to write., . Write me as soon as you arrive.

— Oh . It took him six

months to write this book. • to paint. §? WTio painted this picture?

(-) beverage. ? What is this

beverage?

soft drink. -? 9 ! Only soft drinks?

That's too dull!

hard liquor.,. Thank you, I never take any hard liquor.

soft drinks. §) . They sell soft

drinks at this stand.

wines and liquors. Ha. There were no wines or

Uquors at the party.

(-,-; inw-; p,^,
-,; pet of&) t& get drink.? Could I get drink of water here?&. We haven't had time

for tea yet.^ See&.
(-,: -; pd) to spit.,,— ! They threw

things on the floor; they spit all-over; and now they want me
to clean it up.

A ! I don't give a damn!

(-, /ivw/; pd of&) to give to

drink. . Give

the children some milk to drink and put them to bed. • to

water. . First of all,

we have to water the horses. • to get someone drunk.? Why did you get him drunk?

(pet of) to fill. &. She filled our basket with food. —
ndpyc, . The

boat went faster as the wind filled the sails.. The was
crowded with school children.

- to become full. . The room
became full of smoke.

(dur of).
(/cf/) half. .

The house is half ready. • halfway. -. does everything halfway.& (dur of) to remind.. You remind me whole lot of

my brother.

(pd of) to remind., a . Remind me tomorrow,

or else I'm sure to forget.& (pd of) to aim. 1£. aimed the tommy gun at them, 'to send.

Oh . was sent to work
in the country. — ^.
I'll send you to a good doctor. • to refer. ,. didn't refer you to the right place. — Bdme. Your request was
referred to the Commissariat of Foreign Affairs. • to strop.

nopd}. It's about time you
stropped your razor.4. We'll have to use every effort to improve our work.- to go. He, . I don't

know where to go npw.

direction. -. You have to go in the opposite direction. —. The hunt-

ers scattered in all directions. • way.? Which way do we have to go? —. Your mind works in a

pecuhar way. ?? Do you want to go tomorrow? Have you got

your assigrunent yet?

(dur of).- to go. ? Where are you going?& (/cf*/) to your right. . The

exit is to your right. • to the right. , a. Go straight ahead and then turn to the

right.

Oh Stom . talks

about it wherever he goes.& for nothing.. Excuse my bothering you for nothing.

Q baseless fear, ^. That was a baseless fear.& unjustly. . They

accuse her unjustly of being lazy, 'for nothing. -: . I went to the

city for nothing; the stores were closed today. • useless.! . It's useless to

try. You can't make him change his mind.

sapdnee. It'^too bad

you didn't order the tickets in advance.

(/cf/) for example, for instance.

for hire. . Boats for hire.

to hire.. wants to hire car.& to rent.4,? \^Tiere can I rent a typewriter?
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to rent out.. Bicycles are rented out here.

(//) across the street.. lives right across the street. • across.. You were sitting across

the table from me. • apposite. §-. Look at that man opposite. — -. His room is opposite mine. • on the

contrary. " ?" ",". "Did I disturb you?" "On the contrary, I'm

very glad to see you."

{dur of) to strain. He .
Don't strain your eyes. , -. No matter how hard I tried I couldn't make
out a word that was said.^ See.

straight. . Go straight

ahead across this field.. Come right out with it!

([-prjec],-^,-; p- [-]],-,
-, -; pet of).

to make every effort., . made
every effort to pass the exam with the highest mark.

<See.
(///) alongside.. The rowboat was moving alongside the steam-

ship. • on a par. Oh. His pay is now on a par with all

adult workers'. • as ... as. -. The old man carried as heavy a load

as the young fellows did.

Oh.̂ He'll take part in the elections just Uke all

the other citizens.

wide open. , a -. He's got his coat wide open in this bitter cold.. The tickets were going

like hot cakes.

adverb.

(pet of) to draw. ;^. Draw plan of your apartment for me.

•to paint. Oh. painted very tempting picture for us.() People's Commissar (See

Appendix 4)-

{/g -y; in part this g replaces that of/) people..
We have very warm feeling for the American people. —. . There are not

always so many people here. — -. We have nothing but young people here. • nation., . The entire na-

tion arose as one man. • nationality. Bee -.
nationalities living in the Soviet Union enjoy equal rights.

people's. . This is the

people's property.—. This city is in the Mongolian
People's Republic. • folk.

. Let's go to the Ukrainian
folk-song recital today.

national economy.

juryman.

(See also) People's Com-
missar.

People's Commissariat (See Ap-
pendix 4)-

people's court.

([-§n-]) on purpose. He! ,,. Don't be angry; I really didn't do it>on

purpose. — —. As soon as we went out it began to rain as if on
purpose. • purposely. ,. says it purposely to tease you.

(See ).
(F) appearance.. makes fine appearance. • looks.. Looks are often

deceiving.

outward. -. I liked the outward appearance of the house very

much. — .
She knew how to keep an outward calm. • external.. This

medicine is for external use only.

(dur of) to break.^. broke the traffic regulations.

• to go back on. . I

never go back on my word.

(pet of) to violate.. They violated their oath. • to break.. They're the ones who broke the

agreement, 'to upset.. This upset her equilibrium.( ) wooden bunk.

abscess.

outfit (used only for a woman's clothing).. I like your outfit very much. • squad.^. The squad

of poUcemen had a hard time keeping the crowd in check.

(-^,-; pet of) to dress up.! How nicely you've dressed

up the kids!- to dress up. ^ ? What
are you dressed up for?

dressed up. ! You're

all dressed up today! • dressy. Bee. your clothes are too dressy to

work in.

gaily. 5^. The hall was gaily decorated with flags and

flowers.

(cf) side by side.. At that time minors worked side by

side with adults, •besides. . Be-

sides the university library, you can use the public library.

• as well as.. We use electricity as well as candlelight.

(dur of) to dress up. -. Don't dress up the children so.
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- to dress up. . She likes to dress

up.

See.
See.

{gal of)
(AN) insect. , . It's

clean here; we have no insects.

insecticide.- -. Go get some kind of insecticide at the drugstore.

population. Bo. The entire (civilian)

population was evacuated from here during the war.

{ppp of) populated.. The
nearest populated place is twenty kilometers from here.

— ^. This is very thickly

populated section.

{pd of^) to populate.

(dur of) .

through. ^ . The
bullet went right through the wall. — -, . Stop pretending.

I see right through you. • through and through. ^. I got soaked through and through

yesterday.

(///) as far as. ,. As far as I understand, you don't

Uke it here. • to what extent. ,. I don't know to what extent you're inter-

rested in it. • so much. ^-! Your room is so much better than mine!, ..
the best of my knowledge, your train leaves at two.

HficKopo (c/) quick. ^^. Let's have quick snack and hurrj' to the

theater. • in a hurry. , 5. You can tell right off it was done in a hurry.

(pd of).
(dur of).- to enjoy. . I was

enjoying myself resting and taking in nature.

delight.. It was delight to look at them. • great

pleasure. .
stretched himself out on his cot with great pleasure..
I enjoyed your article very much.

inheritance.,. Of course, he didn't leave any inheritance.

• heritage.. We're careful to preserve our cultural heritage..
This furniture was left to us by our parents. •. I inherited

all his unfinished work.

to make one laugh. ?! You certainly made me laugh.*— . Haste makes waste.

taunt. . I'm not

afraid of your taunts.

5to ? Are you sajring that to

make fun of me?
HficMopK head cold. ^? Where

did you get that head cold?

pump.
wide open. ?, ? Why do you have all the windows

wide open? Do j'ou think it's summer? —. The door was wide open.

(///) so much. ^ ^,^. He's so much better that he

can walk around without his cane now. • so. -^, 5''. He's

nearsighted he doesn't recognize the people he meets on

the street. • that much.--? That much Russian you do understand, don't

you?

genuine.. I bought genuine leather briefcase. • real.. This is real Crimean wine.

— . His arrival

is real holiday for us. — . He's

a real artist. — . She

keeps her real name secret. — ,. hasn't real accent; he's just kidding

around. • present.. There's need to talk about it at the present

time.- really. -, -.
You've been working in a shpshod fashion right along; now
you've really got to get down to work. • as a matter of fact.-, ^ .
As matter of fact, we should put the car up for repairs.. We'll

make human being out ofhim.

mood. .
She's in very good mood today. —"-!"
" !" "Sing something!" "I'm not

in the mood!" • spirits. ^? Why are you in such bad spirits? • humor.

Oh ,. He's in such bad humor today that

you can't even talk to him. • frame of mind. 5^ . You've got to

get into the right frame of mind for a job like that.& (dur of) to advance.. Our armies were

advancing during the whole week, 'to step on.! Hd. He's

so clmnsy; he's always stepping on somebody's feet, 'to

begin. ? When
does winter really begin here?

(-, -^; pet of) to start., .
The thaw's started already and it's dangerous to cross the ice.

• to step on. -
. Someone stepped on this box and broke it. —,-, ^- nd! Evidently you

stepped on somebody's toes.

<'. It'll soon be morning.

offensive. Hdnra. Our soldiers quickly took the offensive.
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• campaign. . -. At that time we were conducting a campaign against

the Kulaks. . We're

waiting impatiently for spring.•, . Try to get there before

dark.

(///) about. 1&? How
about shot of vodka? — ^^. They're very strict about traffic

r^ulations here. — . I

don't know anj^hing about it.

(F) embankment. -
ndcbnra. Let's walk straight along this railroad

embankment.

(-^,-; pet of) to sharpen. -
jrae Stot. Sharpen this knife for me.& on an empty stomach.. Take this medicine on an empty stomach.

nature. — ^. Habit be-

comes second nature.

in kind. -. The kolkhozniks

get the greater part of their pay in kind.

from Ufe. 5 ^? Did you

paint this from life? ^. He's very generous.& in kind. -. The kolkhozes pay their

taxes to the government both in kind and in cash. • Bfe-size.^. life-size

picture of him.

([-g'v-]; dur of).
(-^, -; pet of) to pull..

pulled the covers over his head and went back to sleep.

• to pull in. . The driver pulled

in the reins. • to get on. ^. I can't get this glove on. • to tighten. Ha5, . The

strings on this balalaika are loose; have them tightened.

• to strain.. Relations between us have been strained lately.& §. I just made guess.& (///) at random. -, , , ^. I

picked this book out at random, and it was exactly the one

she needed. . I took

chance and went to see them, but I didn't find them home.
• . I gave the

first name that came into my head.^ science. ^, .
Medicine is not only a science, but an art as well. • lesson,

;^!. Let this be lesson to you not to walk around with-

out a flashlight.

G&^ himaanities.

naf natural sciences.

^ social sciences.(-^, -^; pet) to teach. ,. Teach me how to play chess.

Oh ^ . You can learn

no good from him.- to learn.-. You'll learn how to talk Russian in a very short

tinje here. — . You have to

learn to be patient.

scientific.. has purely scientific approach to that matter.^-^ research insti-

tute.^ ear muff.& smart aleck. ?
What could I do with such a smart aleck?

nerve.. actually had the nerve to visit us.

(-^, -; dur of) to find.. keeps looking for that

letter but he can't find it.^, . I don't think

you look bad at all.- to turn up., — .
Keep looking; the keys always turn up eventually. • to be.

(no pet) 9. This village is two kilometers from the city.

• to be located, (no pet) §?
Where is that office located?

find. 9 . It's very

lucky find.

Lost and Foimd office.? Where is the Lost and Found office?)? Where can I turn

in this thing I found?^ See.
See. '

nationalization.

(F) nationality. -? What nationahty are you? — -? What's his nationaUty? — ^. This

question will be raised at the next meeting of the Coimcil

of Nationalities of the Soviet Union.& national. ,? Have you ever heard him sing our

national anthem?& nation, people.(; national minority, a

member of a national minority,& beginning. ) ;. I'll call you at the beginning of next week. —
Oh .. did the

whole job by himself, from beginning to end. —. It's hard to judge from the beginning.

• rise. 5, ^. This river

rises in the mountains. • start. * . The

start is the hardest part of the job. • principle.. This

school is set up on entirely different principles, •basis.^ &
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a self-sustaining basis.? When does the performance

begin?& chief. ^ ?
Who's the chief of poUce in this district? • head. ^. I want to

speak with the head of this office. — ^-. He's the head of a military school, •boss.. Tell your boss

that I'm here. • superior. 06§ ^. Your superiors will take care of it.

station master. ^? Where can I find

the station master?

early. .
He's in the early stages of tuberculosis. • elementary.. My son has already

finished elementary school.

superiors. -. His superiors speak of him very

favorably. • boss. >-?! Where does he get off ordering

everybody aroimd here? You'd think he was the boss.. You'll take orders

from me.

( -^,-; p ,,, -;,
^, -, -; jypp, sh, &,, -; pet of) to begin.. We began this work
on a very small scale. — . It b^an to get

light. — ,. begin with, he often doesn't show up for work,

•to start. . Come on,

let's start another bottle. — . I

started out well this week.- . Somehow or other

I've been getting very tired lately. —. You were the first to talk about it.- to start. . It all started

over a trifle. • to begin.. The concert b^an at exactly eight o'clock.^ alert. §,-^. When you work on this machine you
have to be alert. • on one's guard.^. You have to be on your guard with him.

(-^,-: ppp-; pet of-) to draw. ^ -. We have to draw a map of

America for our geography lesson.

See.& (dur of &) to begin. ,. It's too late to begin now. • to start.!! Attention! We're ready to start!, ^ .
From today on, I'm going to bed early.- to begin. ^ ? When
does the lecture begin?, .
You've just made up and already you're quarreling again!

(§ 16) our. ! Here's our house at last.

• ours. ^^! Victory will be ours!

my folks. Hdnra^». My folks

are coming tomorrow. •* bunch.^ -? . WTiy didn't

you come to the party? Our whole bxmch was there.-. This is certainly different from
home. •,^ . Things don't look

so bright for us. • , ! What
beaxitiful job! That's showing them!

See.
See.

not. He ! Don't drink water that

hasn't been boiled. —, ^. Thank
you, I don't want any more. — . I don't

imderstand. — ? Don't you feel warm? —
9to ! It isn't my coat. — ^,. Tell him not to go there. —9^ '. It'll cost not less

than five rubles. — ^. I don't know
anyone here. — A nopd ? Isn't

it time for us to go to the station? — He ? Isn't it

too late? — He . It wouldn't

be a bad idea to go swimming now., ? Do you know where my
pen is? •"!" "He !" "Thanb". "Don't

mention it!" • . Nothing will

come of it. • ^ ^. I can't do

anything but agree with you. • ,. Everything's different around here now.• . You're boimd to

have some trouble.& careless. . He's a

careless worker.

carelessly.. Yoiu" factory turned this work

out carelessly.

<Se«.
See.

imgrateful. -. You shouldn't be so ungrateful, •thankless.

Em^ ^. got the thankless job of correcting other

people's work. . She

hasn't the looks for the stage.^ unwise. ^.
was very unwise.

not wise.. It wasn't wise to go without a

spare tire.

(P^,) sky. , .
The sky is a bright blue today. —*. The critics are praising this

violinist to the skies, •heaven.. She's so happy she's in seventh heaven.

Em^ , . He's nowhere near good

enough for her. •, ? ,? Didn't you know? Where have you been all

this time? • ^1^ —). It's getting cloudy; it'll probably rain. •. Last night

we slept out in the open. • *Hy,§,,. You're way off the mark, pal. •'-
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loafing and get busy!

palate.

rather small. !. I have rather small room and a

tiny kitchen. • not great.^. I'm not great lover of classical

music. • short. -. There was only short distance left

for us to travel. • little. -. There's little to stop us now.

Bee, ,5'{1 .
With few exceptions everyone contributed to the collection.

• Em^ . He's just over fifty.

probably. ,, .
It's probably very hot now where you come from. • surely.

Oh,, {1, . surely must know
we're waiting for him. • I suppose. ,? I suppose you're tired after the Irip.

(F) negligence.. That's unforgivable negligence, 'careless-

ness. Bee —. All her mistakes

are due to carelessness.

careless. . has

careless style. • casually. 5. She told it to me very casually.

carelessly. .
This work was done very carelessly. —. She dresses very carelessly.

(sh -) poor. .
I have a poor appetite. • indifferent. ,4-. He's an indifferent student.

not well. .
doesn't feel very well. • not good. ^.
Things are not so good. • unimportant. He:
6to. Never mind; it's unimportant. • it doesn't

matter. , -,. It doesn't matter that he

doesn't speak Russian well as long as he's a good engineer.

bad. . The
food is bad here.

(M, F) crude person., ! God,
what crude person he is!

(Af ) ignoramus. — . He's a

complete ignoramus.

ignorant. , Sto, .
It would be bad enough for an ignorant person to have said

it, but he's a college graduate.

impolite.

incredible. -. They were moving at incredible speed.

unbelievably. ;^ .
He's unbelievably lucky.

bride. . The bride

wore a white gown. • fiancee. ?
Where is your fiancee now?, ! Well,

your little sister is quite a yoimg lady now!

sister-in-law (brother's wife), daughter-in-law.

(Jas if ppp of &/; not seen.

. You've never seen any-
thing like it.

innocent. .
turned out to be an innocent victim. • harmless., . It was a harmless he. —! That's perfectly harmless

drink.

impossible. -. You put me in an impossible situ-

ation. — . He's

absolutely impossible, 'the impossible. He. Don't ask him to do the impossible.. We're having

terrible heat wave.

inconceivable.. The disorder at their place is inconceivable.. . His answers were way
off the point.

safe. ,. It's nothing short of a miracle that he came out

of it,safe and sound.

unbearable.. The unbearable heat gave him a

headache.

(§ 23) no room.. We have no room for so many valises. • no

place. . There's no place to spend

the night here. • not . . . anyTvhere, nowhere., . You can't get

car anjrwhere around here, so we'll have to walk.

— . What room!

You can't even turn around in it.

See.
worthless. ^-,,-. It turns out that the material is altogether

worthless. • imfit. . This

water is unfit for drinking. • naughty. Ax ,, . You naughty girl,

you ate up all the candy again.

Oh . As a worker he's

a total loss.

rascal. .
turned out to be an out-and-out rascal.

{F) ilUteracy.

illiterate. . My
mother was illiterate.

Oh . He doesn't

know anjdihing about medicine.

recent. -. Recent events have shown the serious-

ness of the situation. —. tell you about something that happened re-

cently.

recently.. We only met him recently. — -^. came to Moscow recently. • a while

back. . Only while back

there was no one living here.

the other day.. Only the other day he spoke differently.

not far. ^ . I don't live
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far from the factory. — 3a .
You don't have to look far for an example. • not far off.

H . Vacation time is not far off.

not for nothing., §. Then she didn't write this letter for ijothing.

• no wonder. ^1,. No wonder he warned us not to go there!

not valid. -. Your pass is not vahd any longer.

week. Ha . I'm very

busj- this week. — .
came to see us last week.

for weeks on end. ,,. He'd often stay with us for weeks on end.

([-sn-]) dishonest. -^. I didn't think he

could do anj-thing dishonest. • not fair, unfair.1—. It 's not fair to act that way.

distrust. . They
met us with distrust. • doubts. OTHomj'Cb 5>'. I have great doubts about it.

undernourishment.

not permissible.'. Such careless attitude is

not permissible in a war plant, •inexcusable. Sto. It was an inexcusable mistake.

Oh '. He spoke in

a way you couldn't tolerate.

misunderstanding. -. It happened through a misunderstanding. —\' Hdira <1. We
had quite a misunderstanding.

{sh, -rd,, -) inexpensive.> . I'd like to

buy an inexpensive bookcase.

inexpensive. -. The trip proved to be rather inexpensive. • eheap(ly).,, 5. You
certainly bought that carpet cheap.

{/no pr Si/; -; dur of) to lack.. They lacked the

bare necessities of hfe. • to be short. ^6-}'. We're always short of something

at our house. • to miss, {no pci) ,. Come back soon; I miss you verj'

much.

{no pet) *9 ! That's all we need!

• {no pd) , .
The only thing we need now to make our day complete is to

miss the train.

(-") fault. —.
His main fault is laziness. • shortcoming. :^,. I Uke him even in spite

of all his shortcomings. • defect.. won't be taken into

the army with that physical defect. • shortage.

>«£. We have no manpower
shortage here. • deficiency.. He's suffering from deficiency of iron., §,. Since he got this job they've got every-

thing they want. •

, ond. There's one thing wrong with

this room: it's too dark.

{/no pr Si/,-; pet of) to be

short. , -. We were few rubles short on the rent

for our apartment.

{sh -,-) imworthy.. I'm imworthy of this honor.. Such work
is not up to the standard of a Stakhanovite.

inaccessible. -. Until now this mountaintop was con-

sidered inaccessible. • beyond reach.. The prices here are beyond our reach.

aloof. -. Generally he's cold and aloof.'. His book is

not for the general public.

(§/«).

artificial. .
has an artificial smile.

unnaturally. ond ,. She was unnaturally lively the

whole evening.

{sh -) affectionate. ,. I didn't know that she was such an affec-

tionate mother. • soft.. She had soft, melodious voice. • dehcate.. She's ven.' deUcate.

tender.. She took such tender of her sick girl friend.

Oh . He's got crush on

you.

(F) independence.

independent. 5—, a. It's not a colony, but an independent coimtry. —. has ver>' in-

dependent nature.

independent. -. He's ver>' independent, 'whether or not.,^'. We'll fulfill our plan whether we

receive the new machinery or not.

(///) not long before. ^ep. He died not long before the war. • shortly be-

fore, just before. -. I saw him shortly before his sickness.

inconspicuous. . He's

an inconspicuous sort of person. • hardly noticeable, in-

conspicuous. . The

patch is hardly noticeable.

unnoticed.. slipped out of the room vmnoticed.! God, I didn't notice

how fast the time has gone.

there is no need. ^. There's

no need for you to go there.

unhealthy. .
The cUmate here is damp and imhealthy. —. There's an unhealthy atmosphere

in" department. • not well. >. I

don't feel well today.
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unfamiliar.. We passed through places which were unfamiUar

to me. — -^. I'm entirely unfamiUar with American literature.

• unknown. . Envy is a

feeling unknown to her. • stranger.! I don't speak to strangers.

unimportant. -. made several unimportant

corrections,

unavoidable. ^,. The doctor thinks that an operation is un-

avoidable. • inevitable. ,. Then everybody reahzed that war was inevitable.

Sto . It just had to

happen.

8).
neutral.

unskilled. -. We've been organizing brigade of both skilled and
unskilled workers.

(§:?5) no time. ^ . He never has

any time. — . I haven't got the time

today.

( §2S) no one.. I didn't know your address and there was
no one to ask.— . I have no one to write

to. — . There's no one to take his place.

(§^S) certain. 9 .
This has a certain significance. • some. (). Rome people just, don't understand it!—. You'll have to

take some things with you. —. Some houses around here

haven't been rebuilt since the war.

awhile.. We'll have to wait here awhile.

homely. ;^ —,. She has girl friend who is very nice but

rather homely.

not nice. -, .
Really, now, that's not a nice way to act.

obituary.

out of place. ^^. Your
joke was out of place. • at the wrong time.. certainly came at the wrong time.

• not to the point. . That

quotation is not to the point.

(§^S) somebody, someone.. Someone by the name of Ivanov was asking for you.

(^SS) no place. .
There's no place to go here.. I'm in no hurry to go any-

where.

imcultured. ,. You speak Uke an absolutely

xmcultiu^ woman.,, ^. Mister,

you've got bad manners.

non-smoker. . There are no
non-smokers here.

. No Smoking in This Car.

(F) nonsense.

crazy. ^.
These streets are laid out in a crazy way.! What a guy! He does everything

the wrong way.

{sh-) clumsy. ,, . She looks pretty clumsy,

but you should see her at work in the fields. • awkward.. I was placed in

very awkward position.

embarrassed. . Everyone

was embarrassed.

should not, ought not. ,. The doctor said you shouldn't

get out of bed yet. — .
You oughtn't to speak to her in such a tone. • could not., ^. Things couldn't have turned

out worse. — , ;^. The
way things are turning out couldn't be better.

couldn't. ?
Couldn't I come tomorrow?

can't help but.. You can't help but admire his work.! No smoking! • .
You can't come in here,

See .
immediately. . We'll

go immediately.

(-) German. . The

Germans -ned our village.

German.. speaks with heavy German accent.

German (language).. knows German very well.- German. -? Do you

speak German?

German, F.

a bit. . I'm a bit tired. —-! I wouldn't mind having a bit

to eat. • a while. . Keep quiet for a

while. • not much. . He's not

asking for much.

a little. , a .
Pour off a little or you'll soil the tablecloth. • trifle.^. He'll be a trifle late, 'slightly.

Oh . He limps slightly.

{sh -HCMd) mute. . was

born mute.. This is blank outline map.^ See.
it's no wonder. ,. After that it's no wonder he got mad.

(-, -; dur) to hate. 3a? Why do you hate him? • to detest. -. I detest child prodigies.

Oh . He can't stand garlic. •. I can't stand insincerity.

See.
for a short time. ^.

I've only come to Moscow for a short time.
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abnormal. ,. She grew up under abnormal conditions.

•cracked. 6-. He's somewhat

cracked.

abnormally. .
Prices are abnormally high.

{sh -) unnecessary.. Put everything unnecessary in the closet.. I don't need you
any more today.

uneducated.

(F) need. Stom -. There's no need for it.1 indispensable. .
An interpreter is indispensable to us. • obvious.. I came to the obvious con-

clusion.

CI necessary.^. Take along only what's absolutely

necessary.

it's necessary.. It's necessary that we contact him by
phone immediately. . I've

just got to talk to you.

unusual. Co -. Something imusual happened to

me.

Q imusually.. This book is unusually well written.»; (F) surprise. -!- What a pleasant surprise!

imexpected. -. His unexpected arrival changed all

my plans.

unexpectedly.. Wje went to the theater yesterday quite

unexpectedly. • suddenly.. The thunderstorm broke suddenly.! ! I'm sur-

prised to see you. Come in.

indefinite.. left for an indefinite time.

sloppy.'. It's impleasant to work with a sloppy person.

inexperienced., -. You can see that this was done by an in-

experienced hand.

OH , .
may not have lot of experience, but he grasps things

very quickly.

careless. -. Your careless

talk can cause a lot of trouble. • reckless.. You mustn't be so reckless.

without caution. -. You acted without caution.

iu"gent. . I

have an urgent matter to take up with you.

reluctantly. . She

reluctantly agreed to sing.

Oh . shows

interest in or real desire for the work.

bad weather. ^ ^ -. It's better not to go out in such bad weather.- . They
spoke in some language I couldn't understand. •. There's

wcrd I can't make out at the end of his letter. •. The new teacher

doesn't explain things clearly. •,^. I just can't see why he doesn't write.

imniediate.? Who's your immediate boss? • natural. Ond. She's very sweet and
natural.

direct. ^ -. You must go direct to

the head of the factory.

it's not true., 5 -. It's not true; I never said it. • lie. Ond, 5. She told an obvious

Ue and I'll prove it to you.*^ .
used to try to get what he wanted by hook or by crook.

wrong.. You drew wrong conclusion from what he

said. • irregular. . She

has irregular featiires. • incorrect. ,, -. It seems that the bill is incorrect.

incorrectly. -. You pronounce this word incorrectly.

• wrong. . . She acted wrong.

9to . This word is

misspelled.

{sh -BU) wrong. ^, . I

think you're wrong.

without fail. 5. I'll do

this without fail. • surely. ,. You'll see, he'll surely be late, 'be sure to.. Be

siu« to mail the letter this evening.. Don't fail to come.

continual. ^ .
There are continual downpours here, •endless..
All day long an endless parade of demonstrators filed past us.

continually.. The phone was ringing continually today.().
Our factory operates on a seven-day week.

obscene.. doesn't use obscene language. * off-color.. She doesn't for off-

color stories.

indecently. -. acts very indecently.

() enemy.. The enemy began to retreat on all fronts.

(F) trouble. ^. I

have a lot of troubles, •bad luck.. had quite bit of bad luck.. likes to say

things that will hurt you. •,. See that nothing unpleasant comes of it.
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unpleasant. . She has

an unpleasant voice. — Co. An unpleasant thing happened to me. • unfavor-

able. Oh .
made an unfavorable impression on us. • disagreeable. Er6. His brother is a very

disagreeable person.

unpleasant.? What smells so unpleasant here?, . I

feel very bad about making you wait for me. •

5. I didn't like

breaking the news to him at all,

waterproof. Bdnm ?
Are your boots waterproof?

raincoat. . ^. You'll have to buy a

raincoat.

not to mind. . I

wouldn't mind renting this room. — -. She doesn't mind fhrting a little. • to have no
objection. ", !" " , ".
"Come, let's go have a drink." "Sure, I have no objection.". I could go for some lunch.

(Jahn -ivritten pus/ cf ^) more than once.^ ;0^. was
advised more than once to go to this surgeon.

illegible. .
Her handwriting is illegible. • easy to please., . I'm easy to please as far as food

is concerned.

Oh . He hasn't any scruples.

nerve. Stom ;^. I'll have to

kill the nerve in this tooth. —. That noise gets on my nerves.;^ ,. You had to be made of iron to stand it. •- . Somehow, I'm

all on edge today.

nervous. . He's very

nervous man. • nerve. ^^^? Who's the best nerve

specialist in this city?

nervously. ^.
nervously paced the floor.

hesitantly. Ond.. She said it hesitantly. • timidly.. knocked at the door

timidly. 5^. It's difficult to deal with people who can't make up
their mind. • .
spoke as though he weren't sure.

{M, F) sloppy (person). On . He's'

very sloppy. — . She's terribly

sloppy.

sloppy. ,. You're so sloppy-looking you ought to

be ashamed of yourself. • untidy.. He's very untidy in his work.

not on time. -- . The
completion of the order was delayed because the raw material

was not delivered on time, • inopportune. -. My congratulations

turned out to be inopportune.

(§^5) several.. Several people have already spoken to me about
you. • a few.^ . You can check your luggage a

few minutes before train time. — ^. I want to stop here for a few days.

• somewhat, bto , I understood

this somewhat differently. • a little.. I was little disappointed

in his new book.

unheard-of. .
The actor had an unheard-of success. — Sto. That's unheard-of impudence. • unimaginable.. They went

through unimaginable suffering.

in spite of. ,-. left in spite of all my protests. —-, ^'. She still believes him in

spite of everything.

G .
This activity conflicts with my main work.

no doubt. ,, . No
doubt the doctor is right. • decidedly. ,,, ^^^.
He's decidedly fine fellow, but he bores me to death,

•without a doubt. ,,, a. This is without a doubt the original and not a copy,

•without any question. ,, -. This is withoxit any question the best

picture at the exhibition.

not gifted. . .
She has no gift for mathematics. • not capable. ^,;^. I don't think he is

capable of doing a thing as mean as that. •slow., . He's very slow

but hard-working student.

unjust.. That was very unjust decision.

unfairly. -
. You acted unfairly.

(^, -; ,, -, -; -; /iter:/) to carry. ? What
are you carrying in that basket? —,. Look at the way they're being carried away by the

current. • to bear.? Are you prepared to bear the responsibility

for this decision? • to lay eggs, {no iter) ;^
^. This hen lays an egg a day, • to

smell of, {no iter) . smelled of

vodka,, ^! What kind of nonsense is

he talking! • {no iter), .
She deserves just what she gets,

-cb to rush, ? Where are you rushing in
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such hurry? • to lay eggs. 9^. This hen no longer lays any eggs.. The horsemen rode

hell-bent for election.

([-sn-]) unhappy. . He's

very unhappy. — ^- .
He's miserable over an unhappy love affair. • unfortunate.. It's just an unfortunate

coincidence. • measly. He -! It doesn't pay to worry about

five measly rubles.

accident. Ha5. There have never been

any accidents on this road.

calamity.. An awful calamity hit our city. • bad luck.. took the bad luck

in his stride. • trouble.. You first learn the value of true friendship when
you're in trouble.

R unfortunately. , -. Unfortunately we haven't single copy of that

guide book left. . terrible

thing happened to them yesterday. •*He, . It's an ill wind that blows

no good.' no. " ?" ", ^". "Would
you like some tea?" "No, I don't care for any." —,. No, you don't understand me. —

—, —. At
that time he lived in Moscow. No, I'm wrong; it was
Leningrad.

*0h,, . Every once in

while he'd put his two cents in. • *OHd,,. She'd steal glance at him from time

to time.^ {/negative form of '/) not. . He isn't

here. — , . We've
been waiting for him a long time now, but he hasn't shown
up. , .
We've been waiting for two weeks now, and still no news from
him. • . There's no one at home. •? Do you have any cigarettes? •. , .
won't be still minute. Now he's climbing that tree again.

•*, , . Evidently our
work is petering out. • *Ha . If you haven't

got it, you just haven't got it.

impatient. ^,. If you're so impatient, don't go in for

nursing.

impatiently. -. The car behind us honked its horn im-
patiently.

impatience. . His
impatience spoiled everything.— ! Don't
be so impatient!

to look forward. -

. I'm looking forward to my vacation.

>. I was dying to hear what he had to say.

(F) ii;itolerance.

hard luck. . He's having
a streak of hard luck. • failure... Our project was a failure.

unsuccessful.,, . We finally found him home
after three unsuccessful tries. • unlucky.. This is my unlucky day. • unfortunate.. That was an unfortunate

answer.

inconvenient. , ,. The trouble here is that

transportation to the city is inconvenient. • uncomfortable.. This is a very uncom-
fortable apartment, 'embarrassing. -. I'm afraid to put you in an
embarrassing position.

awkward. 5. It's little awkward talking to him about it now.

really.? Can't you really come, even for one day?
• does that mean. ? Does
that mean I won't see you any more?? You don't say!

poor crop. ^ OBcd.

This year we have a poor crop of oats.

tireless. On . He's

tireless swimmer.

^',. You won't have dull moment with her. She's

always thinking up something new.

(F) oil. . This

region is vcr}- rich in oil.

oil.. Many ships are equipped with oil engines here.

{dur oj; to be short... We are short of English

teachers. — ^! This is five rubles

short!

[]] !! That's the limit! Now they're playing the

piano nights!

{/no pr Si/, -; pd of) not to have

enough. Ha . I

didn't have enough money for a trip to the Crimea. —. I didn't have enough

courage to refuse.

{sh -, -6, ) bad. .
He's bad man.

not well. - .
1 don't feel so well. — . didn't

behave well.

(/) reluctantly. .
agreed reluctantly. • unintentionally. -. I insulted him unintentionally.

accidental.. This acqidental meeting changed things a great

deal.

accidentally, by mistake, -
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take. • through accident.. made an important discovery through sheer

accident.

He , . Don't

be angry with him; he didn't mean to do it. • -- . I suddenly foimd myself a hero.

(g -, d-, t -, i - , §;?5) nothing.. There's nothing more for

me to do here. — ,. Well, I gue^ there's nothing else to do

but get down to work ourselves. — Ha. I have nothing to say to that. —. There's nothing surprising in that. —, . There'll be noth-

ing more said about it; we're going, and that's that., . Open the window;

you can't breathe in here. •

— ,! So he didn't pay off his debt;

what a fine boy he turned out to be! •*3, . I must say, you've certainly made a

mess of things! • . There's no point in

even trying.

odd. ^.
The odd numbers are on the other side of the street.

(§^S) something.. I just learned something new from him.^ not., ! Remember now, not a

word about it. — . There's not a soul

here today. — . This

word isn't in any dictionary.

G ... neither . . . nor. , .
Neither he nor I was there. — ,. You can get there neither by boat nor by
cart.

no matter what. , ^. I won't believe him, no matter what

he says. , ,. They made so much noise you couldn't make
out what was said or who was talking. •"?" "-! ". 'Is it all right to

doit?" "Not on your life! Don't even think of it." «-, §^ -. Now remember, don't even

breathe a word about it. •

^. I don't know thing about it and I don't want to.

• *Hy — , . He's wishy-

washy sort of guy! •* , . You're

blocked at every turn.* {prefixed to question words, §^SJ.

(§£S) nowhere. .4 .
Nowhere will you find a better wine.— Boi&cb,. I'm afraid you'll find it nowhere.

(Jcp of/) .

lower. .
The river broadens out very much at the lower end.

underwear.. The underwear is in this drawer.& ground floor. ?
Who Uves on the ground floor?

lower jaw.

1 petticoat.

(P /g; ;^/) bottom.? How could you put the

shoes at the very bottom? 'lower part.. The whole lower part of the house is used

for storage.

(/) under no conditions. -. won't agree under any conditions.

Q He, . Don't try to taUc

me into it. I'm not going. •"^ ,". "!" "I beg you, come with us." "Not a

chance!"

{sh -sKd; cp;,) low.. The table is too low. —. has low forehead. —. We use low-voltage current here. —^. I never

expected him to do anything as low as that. • short., &.
I'm too short to reach the shelf. • inferior. 5. This is inferior soap.

below. . See below. — ^
Stom , . They live in the same house

but on the floor below. —. It's five degrees below zero today. • beneath.. His act was so low it was

beneath criticism.

low. . The plane

flew low over the city. • down. ,. The barometer is down; it'll probably rain.

(F) lowland.

HHKUK (^23) by no means. -. By means can you call him a loafer. • abso-

lutely. " ?" ", ".
"May I see him?" "No, it's absolutely impossible." • it

seems. , ^,. It seems I've gotten

lost here. • looks as if. ,, . Well,

it looks as if the boss himself is coming.^, . I just

can't go without saying good-by to them. • ^, . I just can't understand why
he didn't come. • . This was

something I least expected.

(§;25) none at all. " ?""". "Have you any objections?" "None at all."

• not any, none. ,. I'm sure you won't have any difficulties.

• not much. , a -. He's not much of an artist, but he sells his

paintings.

OH , . But he's not

an engineer, he's an economist. «. There's nothing you can say to con-

vince him.

nickel. ,.
This isn't nickel coin; it's made of silver.

{ppp of) nickel-plated.^ . I want to buy a

nickel-plated samovar.

{both dur and pet) to plate with nickel.

{M) nickel (metal).& (§;?S) never.
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. He's almost never here mornings. —. I've never seen anything like it., .. She sang better than

ever today.

(-, d -^, -, Z , §55) one., . talked, but no one

listened to him. • none. . .
None of us have ever been there. • nobody. 06§-^. Nobody knows about it. • no one, no-

body. ^. I know no one here.

no one else. 5. No one else would have had the courage to do it.

no one else. Sto.
No one else can do it.. I didn't talk about anybody.

(§^5) no place. , ^ — ;^.
I'm going no place; I like it better at home.

Oh . He's just worthless.

• . His work isn't worth a

damn. • . I've no use for it.

See.
See.

(//, §:?3/) trouble at all. ^. It's trouble at all for him to

hft fifty kilograms.

Em^ . He finds everything a snap. •,^ . You can bawl him out all

you want, but he doesn't care. •. She thinks nothing of going without sleep

for several nights.

( §;?S) not a bit. .
That doesn't worry me a bit. • not at all. " -?" "". "Am I intruding?" "Not at all."

— Oh5 . isn't at all

interested in it.

thread. ? Where can I

buy some thread around here?^. This dress was just

thrown together. • . I got soaked

through and through. •*Bo. During the war they lost everything they had.

• *Bce . The story

they're giving us is full of holes. •* ^:,, . I go with my husband, as the thread

follows the needle.

See.
{/g of, §;?S/) all right. -, . Everything would have been all

right but it began to rain. • that's all right. ",,,?" "". "I'm sorry I pushed

you." "That's all right." • nothing. -, ^. There's nothing to be

done about it; we've got to give in to him. • pretty good.5, . Let's go to

that restaurant. The food is pretty good there.

so so. " ?" " ".
"How are things?" "So so.". It doesn't matter. • , a^. I bawl him out but he doesn't seem to mind a bit.

• , . There's no getting out

of it; we'll have to go.

23, 15) nobody's. " 5?" ",

". "Whose umbrella is this?" "No-
body's. You can take it." • no one's.. I'm afraid of no one's criticism.

in a tie.&. The soccer match ended in a tie. • in a draw.^ ,. I won one chess game, and the other ended in a
draw.

flat on one's face. .
stumbled and fell flat on his face.

([-§t-], g-, d-^, -, I , §;?S) nothing.. Nothing interests him. —: . Don't

get excited; nothing terrible has happened. —^ . Nothing surprises me any more. —. Nothing'U cheer him up.

nothing of the kind. " -?" "". "Did you quarrel

with him?" "Nothing of the kind." • not at all. "?""". "Are you offended?"

"Not at all!" • no such thing.. I told you no such thing.

nothing else. -. Nothing else interests him.? Can't you sense there's

something up?

not a bit. . I'm not a bit afraid.

• not at all. ",, ?" "-". "It seenos that you're mad at me?"

"Not at all."

*See.
^ee.

^

(ns F of , 2S).

{AM) beggar.

HO but. Ho , .
But I told you I won't be back before evening. — Onsi -, HO - .
She's not beautiful, but there's something very nice about her.

— Oh ,, -. He's very

busy, but he'll see you nevertheless. —
"". There's one little "but" in it. — ,. I'll agree, but on one condition.

OH , . Even though

he's at fault, it's not for you to judge him. • Ho!!
Giddiyap!

latest (thing).. This store has all the latest books.

• novelty. ^ . It's not

novelty for him to work this way.

(F) news. ? What's to-

day's news? — . ,It's news to me.

• 06 5tom "^ ". There was notice about it in the

"Science and Technical News" column, 'newness. -. The newness of the job doesn't

frighten me. ! What's the big idea?

{sh -,;/ -/) new. . We have

new teacher. — . This hat is

still quite new.— ,. This book is in the new orthography and that

one in the old. — .
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I'm new here and know very few people. — -? Where are you going to celebrate New
Year's Eve?— ! Happy New Year! —? What's new? — .
Everything here is new and unfamiliar to me. • modern.? Who's teaching

the course in Modern History here?

G See.
(See aJso) New Testament.

(a, P,,) foot. -. . It's hard for

me to get shoes; I have such large feet. — -. Stop getting under my feet. —. She's on her feet from morning
till night. — Oh,, .

found work at last, and got on his feet. —
&. The new doctor put me on

my feet quickly. — ;^! I won't set

foot in here again!— ^ .
I won't set foot in his house after our quarrel. —, . I've already

got one foot in the grave, so I won't start telling lies now. —
Oh . was
shifting his weight impatiently from one foot to the other. —* . I'm so tired I'm dead on my
feet. • leg.. You won't be able to lie down here with your
long legs. — . I was so

frightened my legs went limp on me.

upside down. ,,. I think you hung the picture up-
side down.

in step. . Keep in step.

D . The children be-

gan to run as fast as they could. •. The old man can just about walk. •*, . I'm friendly

with him and can ask him more easily. • nordx. I won't humble myself before him.
• *0h . threw
stone through the window and then took to his heels. •*- . I escaped by the skin of my teeth.

•*Ohu , . She's so

happy she's walking on air. •*" nord -" — ! acts according to whim.
•* . They're used
to living in grand style.

(- [-xtj-], P-,- M) nail.. You should cut your nails shorter.

(-d, M) knife.,,. Pardon me. Miss, you forgot to give me a knife. —
9to . This is a very dull knife. —
5^ . died under the knife.. — *0x,! You might just as well have stuck a knife

in me!

razor blade.? Where did you buy those razor

blades?

to be at swords' points. *. I called him fool and
since then we've been at swords' points.

penknife. -? May I borrow your penknife?

penknife.. I got new penknife as present., ? Why are

you bothering the life out of me?
leg., .

Be careful, one of the legs on this chair is shaky.

hand-rolled cigarette. .
clean player won't trip up other players. • *5^^-. Somebody pulled mean trick

on him at work.

(- P) scissors., ^. I had pair

of fine steel scissors, but I can't find them. • clippers.,, . Give me some
nail clippers, please.

shears.? Where did you put the pruning shears?

{P,,) nostril.

knockout.

or (- ) zero. ,,-- . Give me 2-0-1-0-0, please.

• naught. ,. And so all the good of his stay here

came to naught. • nonentity. .
He's a total nonentity.

G ^, — . I told him
but tie didn't pay any attention.

(P -d, -6bj number. .
Take down my telephone number. —. The number five trolley will

take you right to the house. — -? What's the number of your room? • (license) num-
ber. . The (license)

number of my bicycle is 105. • room (in hotel).. There's not

single vacant room in our hotel. • issue.? Do you have the

February issue of this magazine? • size.? W^at size shoes do you wear?

G* ! You won't get away with it.

•*Hy . That was some trick he

pulled off!

(-) check.. Leave your briefcase and take a check.

quota. .
Our production quota has been increased. — Ond-. She produced five times

her quota.

normal. opda. His

temperature is normal. —. It wouldn't have happened under

normal conditions. —- opde. In

my opinion he's perfectly normal.

HOC (P -bi, -6;/ -, ^/) nose. cda .
There's bit of soot on your nose. —, ndcMopK?. You're speaking through your nose.

Have you got a cold? — 3aMe4deT,. doesn't know what's going on right

under his very nose. — de
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. can't see any further than his own nose. • bow.. The bow of the boat needs

repair. — Ha^ , .
There are folding chairs on the ship's bow; go and he down.

4t6 ? What are you muttering

there? • *0h 6- .
He's been putting on airs lately. •*3 ^.
Winter is right around the comer. • *He 6-,. You didn't come on time. That's

why you were left out in the cold. •*
. . She ought to be ashamed of herself for

leading him on. •* .
Mind your own business.

(- P) stretcher. -. You two take him to the car on a

stretcher.

porter.! ? Porter!

Are you busy?— ,,!
Will you get me a, please! —? Did you notice the number of yoxir

porter?

(^,; iter of) to carry. ^. This case is very handy for carrying

books, 'to dehver. 9 .
This woman delivers milk to us. 'to wear, {iter ordy). She always wears black.

{iter ordy) *^ ^?
Why don't you use your husband's name? •*? . What do you do with

yourself all day? You're never at home. • {iter ordy)* . They made big fuss

over me.

(;^, gp or) sock.? Do you want woolen or cotton socks?

— . There's pair of

socks missing. • toe. 5 ^ .
These shoes pinch slightly in the toes.

Oh . kicked the ball

skillfully.

note. Ha ^. His

high notes always sound flat. —5. Our ambassador sub-

mitted note of protest on this matter.

score. 5 ? Do
you have the score for this new song?^-. Her enthusiasm sounds false. • -, . The sports parade went
off beautifully.

(both dur and pet) to spend a night.. We'll have to spend the night out in the

field. • to stay overnight. ^ .
I'm staying overnight with my friends.

Ond . She's at their house day
and night.

night.. Put glass of water on my night table. —. He's on the night shift

now.

(P, F) night. ! Good
night!

white night. —

^ . It won't g^ any
darker— we have white nights in Leningrad now.. It happened
New Year's Eve. • ^.
We'll get there at two o'clock in the morning.

(is of) at night.. It's his habit to work at night. — ^^ ^. Our street is badly lighted at night.

Homf See.
See.() November.

temper. ^. I'm afraid of

his nasty temper. • disposition. .
has meek disposition. • nature.. She's plain person with cheerful nature.

customs. , ,. Apparently you don't know our customs yet.

§TO, , ? Apparently this goes

against your grain doesn't it? • -. We're very puritanical here.

to Uke. . I don't Uke this.

— . They like to poke

fim at him. —. , .
I Uke her but I'm not in love with her. —? Do you like the view from this window?
— §? How do you like this?

come on. ,! Come on, hurry up! • well. ,
a ? Well, and then what? —, ,. Well, if that's the way it is, then there's

nothing to be done. —, . Well, that's

your business, "what a. .
What day this turned out to be!? not really! " ". "
?" " told her he loved her." "NotreaUy!"? So what? •, . Now
I'm ready. • , ! Oh, cut it out,

don't bother me. • , ^. They set fine table, I must say! Everybody

will go home hungry. • ! My, oh my!

(P^) want.. We were in great want after the war. • necessary.. In case it's necessary,

write me. • necessity. ^. Necessity

is the mother of invention. —*, -, . Necessity will make you do any-

thing. ^. I won't go there

unless it's very important. • , ,. We may be bit crowded but we do have fun.& to need. .
We need experienced engineers. — ?
Does he need any money?, 3HileTe, . You know, they're

pretty much up against it.

{sh -/-/) necessary.? Did you give all the necessary instructions?

— Oh . didn't

consider it necessary to answer my letter. • need.. I don't need this book any

more. — ^? How much money do

you need?

Oh ^^. He's key man
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here. •*0 1^, .
We need him like a fifth wheel on a cart.

necessary. , ^.
She talks more than necessary. — ^, ^-. If necessary, I'll work overtime.

• to have to. ^ . This has to

be packed well. • to want. ? What
do you want here? • must. 9^ .
This must be done today.

^- come on. ^-,, ? Come on,

show me what you have here.

(- M) zero («See also) .

this. . This summer has

been very hot. • modern.. I prefer modern customs.

nowadays. -^. Nowadays, even

material like that will do. — -. Nowadays
schoolboys, too, have to work hard.

today. )? Is it cold out to-

day? • nowadays., , . People

like him are scarce nowadays.

{pd of) to dive. -. dived and came up quite a way from

the shore.

{/pd/) to dive. , a? You s\,im well; can you dive too? —, Stot ! Look at that plane

dive!

(,) to complain. . He's always

complaining. • to ache. - ,,. I think it will rain; my feet ache.( ) New Economic

Policy.

to smell. ,-. You'd better swallow this medicine right away
without smelUng it.

to take snuff.. My grandfather takes snuff.

*0h , . He's such youngster

he's still wet behind the ears. • On, ,. evidently doesn't know the first thing about

technical subjects.

nursemaid. ^. When I was child my nursemaid

was my best friend. • matron. . The little boys

threw their coats to the matron and ran into the classroom.

• nurse's aid. . The nurse's aid

washed the patient.

{mth a and I; before vowels,; ^31) over. On. He stumbled over the doorstep. • against., . You got dirty when you rubbed

against the wall. • about. ? What
is it you're talking about? — ^ ?
What do you think about his work? • on. ^. I'm going to lecture on Tolstoy., " ." I've read

an article called "The Tasks Before the Komsomols."
• . He's well spoken of.

• *Hy,,5 . Well, you know,

this can turn out either way. •* , ,? What's the matter with you? Do you think

you're leading a charmed life?

(for before vowels and in a few set phrases, ^31) of.

Stom . I didn't think of that. • on.,
^. Be careful; don't bump yourself on

that edge. • in. . We walked hand

in hand. ? Have you heard that they

left? • . I just feel

Uke throwing in the sponge.

(§ SS) both. . Both of

her sons were killed in the war. —. I know them both.

to watch closely. *3. You've got to watch him closely.

charge.5^. They brought suit against him

on a charge of criminal negligence, •accusation.

. This accusation is

groundless.

prosecution.-. The

prosecution presented its side.

to indict. ^. was indicted for embezzlement.

() prosecutor. §? Who's the prosecutor in this case?

(pot of) to accuse.. I publicly accused him of lying.

{prpp of) defendant.? Have they begun questioning the

defendants yet?

{dur of) to charge. ?
What is he charged with? • to blame. 5, . I blame one but myself

for this.- to be charged. . He's charged

with murder.

See.
{dur of) to outrun.,! Look, our horse is outrunning

them all!

{pd of) to think over.

51- . Let's first think it over care-

fully. .
It was premeditated murder.

{dui of) .
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{/F of, § 22/) both, . Both books

are mine.

* 5 .
I jumped at the proposition.

dinner. . Dinner's ready. — 5. We'll discuss it at dinner. —. We have to invite them to dinner.

— 4t6 — ? Tell me, are

you having a dinner party today? • lunch time.-! Let's work till lunch time.

home4;ooked meals. -. Home-cooked meals are served here.

idur) to have dinner.. We always have dinner at two o'clock. —? Have you had dinner yet? •. Let's dine in a restaurant

today.

monkey. .
There are twelve monkeys in our zoo. —,! . Look at him; he's as ugly

as a monkey. — —! He's regular monkey: he can imitate

anybody.

(pd of and) to wrap.. Wrap your book in a newspaper.- to turn. Oh . turned in

our direction, 'to turn out.,! Let's see how it'll turn out.

(dwr /).
insurance. . citizens of the

Soviet Union have old-age insurance.

social security.

(dur /).
{-pet of) to provide for.. wanted to provide for his family.

• to insure. -. It's necessary to insure the com-

pletion of the job on time. • to stock up.. We've stocked up enough firewood

for the whole winter.

{yet of) to make uneasy. -. His last letter

made me very uneasy. • to worry.. I'm very much worried about his absence.

promise. . kept

his promise. —^ ? Why
did you break your promise?

{both dur and pd) to promise. .
He promised to come. —. I was promised vacation in rest home with all

expenses paid. — .
The performance promises to be interesting.(,- [-Jj]; p,, -, -;

[-i]-]; pd of) to burn.

^? Where did you bum your hand like

that? — . My legs burn

from stinging nettles. . This statuette is

made of baked clay.- to burn oneself. . I burned myself

on the stove. • to burn.* ,
,. Once burned, twice shy.

(dur of).
insult. 5. I won't soon

forget that insult. • offense. He -, . No offense

meant, but this speech was not so good.

angry. ,? Tell the truth; are you angry with me?
He, . Don't worry, I won't

let anyone take advantage of you. • On 5. said it in an injured tone of voice.

• Em^ . He had to swallow

his pride.

(-, -, pd of) to insult., -? Don't you understand that you've insulted this

poor professor terribly? 'to offend. -! -! You'll have a tough time trying to offend him.

• to slight. lEe , . She

feels slighted because she wasn't invited.,. was left out when

brains were passed out.

offensive. ,. I don't think there's anything of-

fensive in his proposal. • insulting.. That's very insulting comparison.

it's a shame., ^ .
It's shame that it happened that way.! I was awfully hurt.

{dur of) to take advantage of. He
— , .

Don't take advantage of him. He's here all alone with no

one to take up for him. • to hurt. ^. I wouldn't think of hurting him.

See.
abundance. !

There certainly is an abundance of fruit in this part of the

country!

abundant. ^-. Last year we had an abundant crop of

apples. • hearty.^^. It'd be good idea to take a nap

after such a hearty meal.

obkom (committee of the Communist Party of an oblast).. Go to the obkom.

See.
(dur /).

(, -) cloud.. There are only few small clouds in the

sky today. — 3a -. You couldn't see the car because of the clouds of

dust. — *Ohu . She's always up

in the clouds., . I'm afraid

it's going to rain; the sky is all cloudy.

oblast. Ha. There were many delegates at the oblast

convention of Soviets, •local. .
This word is only used locally.

(P :,- F) oblast. (-See Appendix 4)- 9
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autonomous oblast is part of the RSFSR. — Hdma. Our oblast is noted for its

timber. — . The oblast

authorities sent him to us. • field.. I understand nothing about this field.& wafer. . Give me
quinine wafers.

([-xc-]; dur of) to make easier.-. The dictaphone makes

the work much easier for us.

relief. 4. cpdsj'-. took the medicine and immediately

felt relief.

([-xc-]; pet of&) to relieve. ,
Stot , I'm sure this

compress will relieve your pain, • to ease. ^,. I wish they'd ease my load of

work. — ^. My con-

versation with him eased my mind, 'to make easier.) ,. You can make the

job easier for me.& (dur of) to pour (something over).^ ,. You've got to pour cold water on him
every morning; otherwise he won't get up.* ! How
can you sling such mud at a man?

-.
Oh . He was all sweated up.& bond. ^!

Buy war bonds!

district executive committee (See Appendix 4)-(,-; imv; p,,,
-;, -, , ; , eh F; pd, of) to pour on.. I accidentally poured some wine on the

tablecloth.- to douse oneself. ,. Douse yourself with cold water; your hangover

will pass.

cover. .
This book has thick paper cover.& fraud. §. accompUshed

it by fraud, •illusion. . It's

simply an optical illusion. • bluff. -§ ? How could you be taken in

by this obvious bluff?

(-^, -; pd of&) to fool., . fooled you;

he's never been in America, •to cheat.

oa5i'! You cheated me! • to deceive. ^. succeeded

in deceiving us' by his ingratiating manners, 'to let down.?> , ! Don't let

me down. Be sure to come. . This movie
didn't live up to our expectations.& deceiving. -. Appearances are often deceiving. —, . Dress warmly;
the weather is deceiving today.

& (dur of) to cheat. , -. His wife cheats on him. • to fool.. Her forced gaiety doesn't

fool me.

trade. :
;^, . What do you say we make
a trade? Give me your jacket and I'll give you my overcoat.

• exchange. . Books
can be exchanged in the morning. — -. After the report there

was a lively exchange of opinion.

metabolism. -. Something is wrong with his metab-

olism.

(dur of and).- to trade. -. My friend and I always trade textbooks.

(-,-; pd /).^. I took someone

else's hat instead of my own.- to switch. ,,, .
It seems that we switched overshoes.

(pd of) to exchange. -5 , . I'd like

to exchange these gloves for a larger size.- to change. . Let's change

seats. ,. I didn't have minute

to say even a few words to him.

slip of the tongue. . It

was just a slip of the tongue.

threshing. . We'll

be finished with the threshing soon.

fainting spell. ^ ?
Does she have these fainting spells often?

to faint. > She

fainted.

(dur /).
(pd of) to discover. -. I suddenly dis-

covered I'd lost my wallet, •to show. :^. showed great musical

ability. — ;^.
She showed complete lack of tact. • to find. -. We found serious

mistakes in the work.& (dur of) to hug.. was so happy he hugged

and kissed every one of us.^ «See.
(-^, -; ,,, -;, -, -, -; , sh F -;

pd of) to hug. , ^^. Let me hug you and kiss you good-by.

•to take in. .
It's difficult to take in the entire era in one book.

(f(yr before certain forms, %31 ) of. -. He'll take of everything.

(),; ,-,-, -;

pd of) to head off. 5-. We'll head off this car. •to outdistance.
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distanced his classmates by far.

See.
See.

>See.^ See.
See.

transport. pdHO^. The grain

transport left early in the morning.

{pet of) to become angry.? Why did he become so angry all of

a sudden?

(dur of) to mark. 9. This thick line

marks the soiithem limits of the wooded zone.

{pet of) to mark.§ ? How are the in-

dustrial centers marked on this map?( P) wallpaper. . I'd

like lighter wallpaper. —. Your room will be done over and new
wallpaper will be himg.

See .

See.
(-, -; -, -, -, ; -; pet

of) to by-pass. . The

enemy by-passed the city. • to do the rounds., §. did the rounds

of every store before he got this book. • to leave out. Bee, a -. Every-

body else got a raise, but he was left out.

-Cb to get along. , . Never

mind, they can get along all right without an icebox. —. They can't get along

without my help, 'to treat (someone).. was treated poorly there. • to cost.9 . The trip

won't cost you very much.

to work itself out. , ,
KdK-! Don't worry; it'll work itself out

somehow.(, -; p; ppp or; pet of&) to rob.*. The apartment was
robbed while we were out.

See.
See.

(dttr/) .- to turn around. ,.
She's looking at us; don't turn around. • to manage.§? How can you man-
age with so Uttle money?& (-^, -; p-; pel of) to pick.- ^. Someone picked all the

flowers in the garden, 'to tear.. I tore buttonhole on my coat, 'to cut off.

Oh . cut his

explanation off suddenly. • to cut one short. .. She cut him short.- OH ? Why is he so ragged?

defense.^ ^

. Our anti-aircraft defenses were well

organized.

Council for National
Defense.

reverse side. . Sign this

on the reverse side. — or. . See

reverse side, •turnover. §? Wbat's the yearly turnover of this syndicate?
• revolution.. This motor makes six hundred revolutions per

minute, •circulation. ^? When were the new bills put into cir-

culation? • turn. . The
affair is turning out badly.

equipment.. All the equipment in our

factory was sent to the East. • equipping.? Has the equipping of

your workshop already been completed?

{both dur and pet) to fit out. '-. This factory is

fitted out with the last word in technical equipment. • to set

up. -. We'll set up the children's playgroimd by summer
without fail. • to arrange. ,§ -. Well, we'll arrange this in no time.

See.
See.
mutual. -. The problem was settled to our

mutual satisfaction.

{dur of) to process. -. They process leather here, •to cultivate.^ ? How much
land does your kolkhoz cultivate?

{pet of) to bring aroimd. ,!^? How did you ever

manage to bring him aroimd?

cultivation. -. The cultivation of land in the kolkhozes is done by
mechanized means. • adaptation.>. This is an adaptation of an old folk song.

5tom.̂ This shop finishes spare parts for tractors.

{pet of&) to make happy. ,. Thanks; you made me very

happy.- to be happy. ! He'll

be so happy about your arrival!' portrayal. .
The author was very successful in his portrayal of Kutuzov.

• fashion. Oh^ ^, .
tricked me in the mo^t shameless fashion. • kind.! It won't take long

before you get sick leading that kind of life.& mainly.. writes prose mainly.

how. &?
How did you happen to get here?

imder no circxunstances. §. Under circum-

stances should this be allowed. • in no way.
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could you call this a good bit of work,, . It

turns out then that we're related.^ (/P -&, -6b/) icon. ^ . Icons were

hanging in a corner of the room.

(-,) sample.. Here's good sample of our production.

• model. —. This book is model of Russian prose. —-- . Build box for me
according to this model. —. We hold his conduct up as a model, 'type.§? What type of shotgun is this?

education., — . I received my high-

school education back home, and my college education in

Moscow, 'training. ^, . Because of his

special training we find him indispensable.

{/ppp of/) educated. -. He's an educated man.

{pet of) to add up.. Altogether it

adds up to quite a sum. 'to make.. We made very friendly group.

(dur of) .

(-,-; pd of) to direct. -. Direct your

criticism elsewhere. • to make.^. tried to make joke of it.(-) to draw one's attention

to. ,. I'm drawing your attention to the fact

that your friends are coming late too often.

D . Be sure to try

some of this appetizer. •, -,,. I'm sure you'll be able to put him

on the straight and narrow.- to apply to. 3a -. You have to apply to the

administrative division of the Moscow Soviet for the permit,

•to ask. , .
Ask the policeman; he'll show you. • to turn to.. I have one to turn to.

•to become. ,, .
You certainly seem to have become a pessimist.

to request.. I requested an extension of

my visa. ? Where can I get

some information? • ,? May I ask you a question, colonel? •. The enemy made a hasty retreat.

return.. The return trip seemed very short to me.

G return address.

back. ^§? When will

I get it back?

{dur of) .

to pay attentiont He! Don't pay any attention to him.

- to come. -. Many people have already come to me with that

question. • to treat. ^-
. You ought to treat him better. • to handle.. She doesn't know how to

handle children.

circulation.. This currency has been taken out of circula-

tion. • salutation. . We put an exclamation point

after the salutation in a letter. • appeal.. The appeal to the

population was posted throughout the city. • handling.! Handling this

machine isn't easy. .
We insist on courtesy to our customers.

See.
See.

See.
(-, -; pd of and)

to cut. ? Why did you cut

your hair?

{dur of).
(dur /)-.

precipice.

{dur of) .

{both dur and pd) to inspect. -. The commission in-

spected the work in our factory. • to investigate.. They are investigating

the causes of the fire.

{dur of) to serve.. This Ubrary serves a big

neighborhood. • to operate. -. She operates two machines at the

same time.

(-,-; pot /).
furniture. -? How do you Uke our new furniture? • environ-

ment. . We
have very pleasant working environment.

circumstance. ,,. This is an extenuating circumstance. —, . We'll decide accord-

ing to circumstances. • reason.. I had to leave for

reasons beyond my control.

{/no pr Si/-; dur) to stand. ,. I'll find out right away just where the

matter stands.. Everything's O.K.

(-, -;//; pd of-) to talk over. .
Let's talk this plan over together. • to discuss.

5;' . Let's discuss the situation

calmly. • to consider. .
We've considered your proposal.

{dur of) to discuss.. We've discussed this problem already.

discussion. -. Let's postpone the discussion of this
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matter until tomorrow, •consideration.. presented his

project for consideration by the commission.

See.
rubdown. -. You shoxild have an alcohol rubdown

dailj'.

(F) shoes.

{dur of) to teach.. It's not simple matter to teach

children the three R's.

(-,-;//; pet of) to

teach. 5? Who taught you
this trade?

(-,-; dur of) to make the rounds., ^. The doctor makes
the rounds in all the wards every morning. • to pass over.

Oh . usually

passes over this question without a word.- to do without. . We' to do without many
customarj' conveniences here, 'to go by.. They won't let one day go

by without a quarrel. • to cost.. Room and board cost me a

hundred rubles a month.

See.
.See.

dormitory. .
I live in student dormitory. • Uving quarters. -. We visited

the Uving quarters of the building-trade workers.

all-union.

public. -. The pubUc
welcomed the nonagression pact. — -. Pubhc property is

the basis of the soviet system.

public kitchen. Cp^y.
Soon after the city wa.« freed, public kitchens were set up.. My
evenings are taken up with volunteer work.

association.. was member of the Association for

American-Soviet Friendship. • society.. You can
hardly call him a useful member of society. • organization.

Oh . He's

member of many scientific organizations, 'circle.. You should

travel in Russian circles more often. • company. -. I'm never bored in her com-
pany.

() common. .
This is our common property. • general. Ha -. general meeting of

employees is fixed for Wednesday. —^ . High school

gave him a rather good general education. — -. The general

impression of this children's home is very good.

altogether.. worked here

about five months altogether.

all in all. ^. All in

all, it turned out very stupidly. • on the whole.. On the whole, I'm satisfied with his

work. . We all eat dinner

here at one big table. •. and I don't talk the same language. •^ . I don't want to have

anything to do with him.

consolidation. -. The

consoUdation of peasant holdings into kolkhozes is now
almost complete. • union.. He's member of the Union of

Leningrad Authors.

(-,-; pet of) to announce., ^. -
noimced that the director is leaving for Moscow, 'to

advertise... You have to advertise in the newspaper for your

lost passport. . The

chairman called the meeting to order.

declaration. ^'. declaration of war was expected at

any moment, •bulletin. ^. The bulletin board is downstairs in the hall.

• ad. . Put an ad in

the paper about your lost article. — -. Theater

ads are on the la.st page. • advertisement.. There aren't any commer-

cial advertisements in our newspapers. • announcement.

^^ .
The announcement of this meeting will be pubUshed to-

morrow. • poster. Ha^'. The street was full of posters about his coming

concert.

(dur of) to announce. -. They usually announce big sports events in the

newspapers.

explanation.. The explanation of the rules of

grammar took a whole hour. • discussion., . We had

long discussion and cleared everything up. • declaration.

9to? ? Is this a declaration of

love?

{pet of) to explain., . I'll explain to

you right away how we make phone calls here, •to tell.

^, . Tell him how to get to

your place. ^ . I can't

imderstand his silence.

{dur of) to explain. ,, ? So they didn't explain it to

you at school? —
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How do you explain his action? • to tell. ,, . They told us how to go, but
we've forgotten.

average. Ond .
She's just an average girl.

Q usually.. We usually work in the evenings. • generally.^. I don't go out so

late generally.

search. .
search was made of his apartment.

custom. 4 . I'm
ignorant of local customs.

customary. § . It's not

customary with us.

usual. . His usual seat

is at the window. • ordinary. -; . It would be possible

under ordinary circumstances.

usually.. usually comes home at five o'clock.

(F) duty.. I consider it my duty to warn you. • re-

sponsibility. -? Did you take on this responsibiUty voluntarily?

Q
acting manager..

to have to.. I don't have to give you an
account of my behavior. • to be obligated.; You're obligated to help them. • to owe.

;^. owes him everything.

compulsory. -. Compulsory education was introduced

here. — -. EngUsh is now compulsory subject in

our school.

G surely. .
She'll surely arrive tomorrow. • without fail.. Come without fail. ^. Don't fail

to see the Palace of Culture.& ovation. ^ .
His friends staged a real ovation for him. • applause.. The audience

greeted the musician with applause.

() oats.

See.& (-,,-; dur /;.
(pet of&) to take possession.§. We took

possession of the town after a prolonged struggle. • to mas-

ter. .
She mastered English perfectly. • to learn the use of. Hdnra§. Our woman
shockworkers learned the use of this lathe quickly.

G to get hold of oneself. On -. He got hold of himself quickly.

G ^. I was terrified.( P /of/ F). vegetables. -. Fresh vegetables are very high vfiw.

G* . There's time and place

for everji/hing.

{see).
See.

oatmeal cereal.& (F,,) sheep. 9, . They raise these sheep for wool,

not for meat.

G*apa . One rotten apple

will spoil a whole barrel.

table of contents.

{dur of) to look back. He-. Don't look back.

{pet of) to look back. -. I looked back and saw him.

G , .
The work Avas finished before we knew it.

(M) fire extinguisher. -? Is there a fire extinguisher in this house?

See.
«See.
(- ) fire. . Put the

teapot on the fire. —. The enemy opened fire on our positions. —. I was able to put the fire out. —* . Where there's smoke, there's fire. —* . I was caught between two
fires. • light. . You can

see the lights of the city from here. —. We sat on the stoop for a long time

without any light.

G"" ! That's what you
call out of the frying pan into the fire. *. He's one in milUon. •*3. I'd go through

hell for my teacher. •*^ ,, ^. take anji;hing;

he's been through the mill.

(dur of) to fence.

vegetable garden. .
Our vegetables are from our own vegetable garden. • truck

farm. -. The kolkhoz truck farms are several kilometers

long.

G *9to ? You wouldn't mean me,

would you? •"' ?
What did we have to start it for in the first place?

(-^,-; ppp; pet of-) to fence. . All the

gardens are fenced here.^ See.
{dur of) to make (one) feel bad. ^, . I don't want to

make you feel bad, but we'll have to part company. • to take

to heart. . I'm taking

his failure very much to heart.

{pet of) .

G disappointed.^? Why do you look so disappointed?

limited.. We have very limited number of
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workers. — . He's man
of limited intelligence.

(dur of) to cut down on.. doesn't know
how to cut down on his expenses.- to limit oneself. ^. I can't Umit myself to ten cigarettes a

day.

(pet of) to limit.. I make
motion to limit the time of the speakers to five minutes.- to Umit oneself.. The chairman limited himself to a short speech.^§ ? Do you think this

will be the end of it?

great. .
We walked great distance on foot. • a great deal.. His book created a

great deal of interest. • huge,. I never saw such huge watermelon.

• tremendous. 9 . This

film is having a tremendous success.

(-.) cucumber. -. Slice the cucumber thin.

dill pickle. ^ -. This year my dill pickles

turned out very well.

See.
See.
(dur of) to dress.. You dress your boy too warmly.- to dress (oneself). . Dress quickly.

— . in the

country you could dress more simply. • to dress up (oneself)., ^, . It's not

necessary to dress up; come as you are.

clothing. .
You can't go there without any warm clothing. • clothes.. They issue

work clothes to us at the factory.

overcoats. -. I haven't any kind of an overcoat.

eau de cologne. -. This eau de cologne has a very pleasant odor.

(-, -; ppp; pet of&) to dress.. Dress the child and
let's go for a walk, 'to clothe. .,^. There are five children in the

family and it's not easy to clothe them.

Oh . He's always neat as a pin.- to put on (clothing). . They
put on brand new clothing. • to dress (oneself)., . Dress as warmly as

possible; it's bitter cold outside today.

blanket. ,, .
Give me another blanket, please.

quilt.. I usually cover myself with a quilt.

(§16) one. . They have one son. —^ . This is one of his best plays.

• alone. ? Are you home alone? —. She alone can bake

such pies. • only one. . She's

the only one who can help me. • same.. and I are from the same town. • by oneself.^ 5. I can't move
this dresser all by myself. • nothing but.

— . What kind of roast is this

you gave me? It's nothing but bones. • one thing.. I'm sorry for one thing.

to the last man.. Everyone in our

village to the last man became a guerrilla.

no other., . There's other musician who plays this

piece quite the way he does.-,- all alone.-. After the

death of her mother, she was left all alone.

once. . I've been there

only once.

in short. , §. In short, there's no use talking

about it any more.

one or the other.: .
Either we go ourselves or we send a telegram; we'll have to

do one or the other.

same thing. -? How many times do I have to repeat

the same thing to you?: ,. Take your choice: either we go immediately

or I'll stay home.

identical. .
You and I have identical coats.

equally. Bee -. children are equally dear to me. • in the same

way. Oh . treats every-

body in the same way.

TO, ^. The price

is the same, but these boots are better.

eleventh.

(gdl -, t -, ^22) eleven.

lonely. . He's very

lonely man. • single.. We'll rent this room to a single man only.

lonesome. .
She's lonesome here without the children.) . I like to walk by myself.& {nF of) .& once. .

showed up at our place once late at night.& but. Oh , .
He's changed great deal, but I recognized him inunediately.

— Oh , .
promises lot, but you can't rely on him. • nevertheless.

Oh , ,. didn't want to tell me his plans;

nevertheless, he told me that he'd stay here about a month.

•really. ,,? What's it really all

about? • now., ! Now, that's

going a bit too far.

(np of) .
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(nN /).
at same time.^. and I came to Moscow at the

same time.

approval.

{fxt of) to approve of. ,. I'm sure your boss

won't approve of it.

{dur of) to approve of.? Do you approve of our plan?

-,-; dur of) to get the upper hand., .
Finally toward evening we began to get the upper hand on

the enemy. . Towards the

end I began to get sleepy.

ifct of) to master. ,,. Well, I guess I've mastered

all the ins and outs now. • to overcome.. I was overcome by laziness.. Our house is overrun with

roaches. • . The mosquitoes

just ate us up alive.

favor. . Do me a

favor, will you?,, .
You're welcome to stay as long as you wish.

{/-pel of/) .

{fct of) to revive.

(ppp of) lively.. It was a very lively ineeting. —. was in lively mood
yesterday.

excitedly. - -. was excitedly describing something.

{d^ir of) to revive.

wait.. After long wait I got a letter from him.

•expectation. Bee . All my ex-

pectations were realized. —. The success exceeded our highest expectations.—. Our
excursion was success in spite of our expectations.

waiting room.. Between trains I stayed in the

waiting room.

not to live up to expectations.. This play didn't live

up to our expectations.

burn. Oh . He suffered

serious burns.

{j)ct of) to worry {someone else).

(ppp o/) worried. ^? Why do you look so worried?—. I'm very much worried

about his health.

{dur of) to worry {someone else).

(P) lake. . Let's go

and take a swim in the lake.

(AN) winter crop. ?
When do your winter crops come up?

winter crop. .
We've already cut the winter wheat.

{pd o/).
chills. . He's got bad chills.

(p ,, -, -; pet) to be chilled.

ydco. I was chilled through and
through last night..

See,
See,
(-^, -; pet of) to render.. rendered us great

service. • to use.. Use your influence on him and make
him go to a doctor. . She showed

lot of confidence in me.- to happen to be. ,. The door happened to be unlocked and I walked

into the room. • to happen.,. It happened that we were riding on the same

train. • to turn out to be, to prove to be.. She turned out to be a very

competent woman. • to find oneself.. I found myself alone in a strange city.

— . She

found herself in an awkward situation.^ . They were

better off than I expected.

{dur of) .

ocean.

occupation.. The occupation of this city

was a hard blow for the country to take.

{both dur and pd) to occupy. -? When was this city occupied?

(P,,) window.. There are two windows in my room. —. Our windows face the park. • window

sill. He ^ . Don't put the packages

on the window sill.

next to, by. , . Sit right down

next to me. —,, .
Please stop by the gate. • about.^. was here about an hour ago. —. I paid about ten rubles for it.

end. .
Wait for me at the end of the show. • finishing.. After finishing

school he started to work in the factory.. Concluded in the next

installment. •. After work they go out together for dinner.

final. pe-? Are the final election returns in? —? Is this the final decision? • defi-

nite. Oh .
promised to give us a definite answer tomorrow.

absolutely. -. I absolutely refuse to do it.

trench.

(P -u, -) a ham.

outskirts. . Our house

is on the outskirts of town. • border district. -
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Our northern border districts began to be settled only a rela-

tively short time ago.

([-sn-]; F) outskirts.? Have you been to the outskirts of

town? • vicinity. A -? Can you find a doctor here in the vicinity?

(P -A, -6b) okrug (a territorial administrative division

comprising a national group).

{dur of) to surround.. She was surrounded by nice people there.

Q Er6 . had

everybody's love and respect.

(pd of) to surround. -. The girls surrounded the

American aviators. — . fence

surrounds our house.

oktiabrionok (child between the ages of seven and

eleven, in the first stages of Communist training).

(- ) October.(1) October revolution,

1917. -. gave that speech on the twenty-fifth

anniversary of the October revolution.

October.. Today is the anniversary of the October

revolution.

(-; (cigarette) butt. He ! Don't

throw (cigarette) butts around!

{/gp or/) fritter.

(/) reindeer.

tin.

tin.

omelette.

OH (§/5) he. ,. Wait for the manager. He'll show you the rooms.

— " "? " on". "Where's Ivan

Ivanovich?" "Here he is." — .
and I are good friends. — . He's

very much taken with her. • him. ? Do you

know him? — euf cdxapy. Give him some sugar. —. Ask him to go to

the theater with us. — . I'm not satisfied

with him. — . They

considered him an expert in his line. —^. There are all kinds of rumors about him. • his.

Sto . This is his brief case.—9 .
It's none of his business. • it. " "? "
". "Where's my key?" "Here it is."—"?"" ". "Where's my pencil?" "I don't have

it." ^ he has to. ^^ ^.
has to go to the doctor.

{/nF of oh/) she. .
She doesn't understand j^our question. • her. He. Don't leave without her. — ,. I

saw her yesterday. — , ?
Have you already told her that you're leaving?— He^ , ond. Don't go over to see her now;

she's busy.— ? Did you speak to her?—? Do you know her address? • hers.9 , . This book isn't mine; it's hers. • it.

" ?" " ". "Where's my cap?"

"I haven't seen it." — 5,. I haven't read

this book, but it received very good notices.

{/np of oh/) they. . They're great

friends. — — .
They make so much noise that they annoy their neighbors.

• them. , -. Tell

them that someone was asking for them here. —, nopd. Why don't they get a move on;

it's time for them to leave.—. We spent the whole evening talking to them. —^ , .
Give him some pancakes; he's never tasted them. —? ? Have you

seen our museums? What do you think of them? • their.? Have you seen their new
apartment? • theirs, .^ ,5 . This

isn't our car; it's theirs.

OHO (/nN of oh/) it." ". "". "Close the window." "But it's already closed."

—. I read the letter through and found nothing insulting

in it. — , . It

happened just as you said it would. — - ,.. That's just it; you should have

been more careful. — ,
\' . My fountain pen isn't working and

I can't do without it. — , -^ . You have pretty dress on;

but it wouldn't hurt if it were a little longer.

&10 , .
The work was well planned, but badly carried out.

{dur of) to be late. -. He's always late.

(dur) to be afraid of, to fear. 5-. This is what I'm afraid of. —, . The

doctor feared that the patient couldn't stand the operation.

(F) danger. . The

radio operator sent out the danger signal. —. The danger isn't over yet. • risk..
At the risk of his own life he pulled her out of the fire.

out of danger. -. We're out of danger here.

dangerous. .
This is a rather dangerous undertaking. — -, . Be careful with him; he's a

dangerous person.

onucHo dangerously. . He became

dangerously ill. • dangerous. .
It's dangerous to swim here. —, . It's dangerous

to take this medicine without a doctor's advice. • risky.. It's risky to walk here at

night.

opera. ? What's being given

at the opera today?

*Hy, &TO ! That's horse of

another color!

operation. . You must
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have an operation. — . This part is manu-

factured in four separate operations, •function.? What functions are

carried on by the Gosbank? {See appendix 4)-

{pd of ) to get ahead of.-§. Try to get ahead of that car.

•to leave behind. ,. We left them so far behind that I

can't see them any more. — .
left his whole class behind.

Oh ^. gave

me ten-minute head start.

{dur of).^ See.
operetta.(, -; ,;, -,, -; , ; ,

sh F; pet of) .- to lean on. . Lean on me. —. leaned on the window

sill with his elbows.

(both dur and pet) to operate. -. They operated on him yesterday, •to handle..
certainly handles large figures easily.

misprint.

{dur of) •- to lean on. . was leaning on

a stick, •to lean against. He ,. Don't lean against the wall. You'll soil your

clothes.

description.

(-^, -; pet of) to describe.? Can you describe him?

G *Ohu , ,! Her beauty defies description.

{dur of) to describe. ,,) . I think I described how I

met him.^ See&.& pay.

(-^,- pet of&) to pay.. They'll pay your ex-

penses on the trip. — 9tot . This bill

is already paid.

{dur of) to pay.

See.
(F) blunder. 9 -. Ifs an unpardonable blunder. • slip. §^? How did you ever make

such a slip?

{pet of) to let know, to notify. -. Let everyone know about the

meeting.& (dur of) to let know, to notify.

See.
delay. 0 ^. There'll be some delay in the

delivery of this merchandise.

— .
He'll be put on the black list if he's late two more times.

• . The train is coming in

late.

{pet of) to be late.. Our train was three hours late. —. You're very late with your report.

— . Those

who were late waited at the entrance of the auditorium,

•to be late for., a .
Hurry or you'll be late for the train.

opposition.

opportxmism.

opportunist.& frame. .
ordered pair of glasses in a gold frame. • setting.. I'd Uke to have

this stone put in a setting.& justification. ^! There's justification for doing thing like

that! • excuse. !1.
offered all the excuses he could. • acquittal.. The attorney for the

defense asked for an acquittal.& {pet of) to acquit.. The defendant was acquitted. • to justify.

Oh . completely justi-

fied our confidence in him. • to excuse. ^. I just can't excuse your

conduct. . This new ma-

chine has already paid for itself.

- to clear oneself. . You
certainly won't be able to clear yourself. • to prove correct.. Our assiunptions

proved correct.& {dur of) to find excuses for. -^ ? Why do you always

find excuses for him?- to jxistify oneself. ,. Why are you trying to justify yourself?

We're not accusing you of anything.{ of) definite.? When will we get a

definite answer? — , .
Don't you understand? His speech had a definite political

meaning. • sure. , . It's

sure flop. • steady. -. Now you'll have steady income. • cer-

tain.. be of use only under certain circumstances.

(pet of) to determine. -^? . Have they determined the

location of the ship yet? • to fix. -. Let's fix date beforehand for

meeting again. • to diagnose.. The doctor still can't diagnose his illness, •to

form. .̂ I still haven't been able to form an

opinion of the new employee.

(dur of) to define. -"?" How do you define the term

"society"?
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(pet of) to disprove.^. easily dis-

proved the accusation made against him.

{dur of) to tip over., . Take away
this lamp; I'm always tipping it over. • to down.-, ^ .
Look at him downing one shot of vodka after another.

{pet of) to tip over, to upset.^ . The wave tipped our

boat over. — 6- .
Someone upset pail of water here, 'to demolish, to

destroy. ^ 6-. The latest events destroyed all your arguments.

neat. . They

have large, neat room.

neatly. . She's

always neatly dressed.& (pet of) to publish. -, . I think

this information should be pubUshed. •to announce.. The winning

numbers were announced yesterday, 'to make public.

9to ^.
This rule was made pubUc a month ago.

(dur/&).
{dur of) to lower. ^. It's better not to lower the shades.

*He , . Don't

give up in despair; everything can still be straightened out.

(-^,-; pet of) to drop. -. Drop the letter in the mailbox,

•to lower. Oh .
lowered his eyes and took his time answering. • to omit, to

leave out. , § .
Well, these details could be omitted.

*4to , ? Why do you
look so down in the mouth?

devastation.

See.
experience. 5 . We need people

-with a lot of administrative experience for this work. —8 5to no . I know it from my own
experience. — ,^ ^. Bitter experience taught him
not to get off a rnoving streetcar, •experiment.^? What are the results of-
experiments?

experienced. . He's

very experienced doctor. — -. We need experienced welders. —. It's evident at glance that this is the work
of experienced hands, •expert. -§. An expert noechanic will know
how to fix this machine, •experimental.. An experimental station was set up
here. • old hand. .
There are many workers here who are old hands at this job.^ again. ! we are at home
again!— . You're late again.& orange (color).

op&Top speaker.

organ, 18. This

newspaper is the official organ of our union.

G & executive government

agencies.

sensory organs.

party agencies.

government economic agencies.& organizer. , -. We value him as a good organizer.

organizational.

organization. . If we had had good

organization we'd have finished this work much sooner.

Q party organization.& economic organization.

Ha . It

took great deal of time to organize the thing.

{ppp of&) organized.

Hdnra . All of our

workers are organized into labor unions. —.. The work is well organized

in oiu" factory. — .
His time is well organized.

Q in an organized way.. This has to be done in an organized way.

{/pr forms both dur and pet/; pet of-) to organize.. We often organize excursions in the. —. We
decided to organize a theatrical group.

(dur/).
{indeel N) orgbureau {See Appendix 4).

(P -d, -) order. . The yovmg pilot was

awarded the Order of Glory, first grade.

Kp&CHoro& Order of the Red Banner.

Order of Lenin.

(P -&, -) coupon. .
She was issued a shoe coupon. • certificate.. I received certificate

entitling to an apartment in the new house.

() eagle. - ?
Did you ever see a real Uve eagle?? Heads or tails?

nut. ^1,§ . Look here, all

these nuts are rotten, •walnut., . The wardrobe is plain

pine but has a walnut finish.

walnut. ^. Walnuts are much more expensive than hazel nuts.

* owA ! She bawled him out

good and proper. •*Hy,^ .
Watch out, you're going to get it good.& original.. The original of this picture is in the Hermitage.

• character. . Your

friend is quite a character.

{both dur and pet).- to get one's bearings.? Do you still have trouble getting your

bearings in our town?

OH , . Let him
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lead; he has a good sense of direction. • -; . I'm new here and still

haven't gotten into the swing of things.

orchestra.. We organized string orchestra at our factory.

• band. . military

band is playing in the park.. There are usually symphony concerts here on

Fridays.

.See.
gun. -. We fired heavy guns against the enemy. • equipment.. We

haven't enough agricultural equipment, •tool. ,-. I know
that he's been nothing but a tool.

arms.. You'll have to get a permit to carry

arms. — Bee, ,. men able to carry arms were mobilized.

• weapon. . There's an exhibition here now of

ancient and modern weapons.. I used his own arguments

against him.

(P) wasp.

(-;^,-;//; pet of

and) to besiege.. We managed to get into the besieged

city. ! Back up! • ,. tried to rude, but I put him in his

place.

{dir o/) to besiege. -. was besieged with requests. • to crowd around.. The enthusias-

tic audience crowded around the artist.

{dur of) .

See.
{dur of) to reclaim. -. We're reclaiming the north of the USSR rapidly.

- to make oneself at home.. makes himself at home readily in new
surroundings.

i/ppp-/; pet of) to inform.. You'll be

informed of the decision in your case.

-CH to find out. .
Find out what time the show starts.

{dur o/) .- to ask about. . He's

asked about you several times already.

(-;^,-; ppp; pet of)
to light. Stot .
This poster must be lighted from all sides.. You didn't

make the matter entirely clear.

{dur of) to give light. 9
ocBcnidcT. This lamp doesn't give enough light

for the room.

light.. It's difficult for me to work in artificial light.

— . This house

has electric light. • lighting., . The street lighting

is not as bright here as in New York.

»S'ee.
{ppp; pet of) to

free. ,. The Red Army freed me along with the other

prisoners. — . Pensions

are tax-free. • to release.. I'm asking to be released from

secretarial duties. • to clean out.,,, . Please clean out this closet;

I need it. • to give up., §. Will you give up this place, please? • to exempt.. was exempt from

military service.

{dur of) to excuse.. has already been

excused from duty twice.

liberation. -. The liberation of peasants in Russia and slaves in

America took place almost simultaneously. • release.. After their release from the prison camp they

had to be sent to a hospital.

.See.
{pet of) to get on to.. We'll get on to this system easily

enough.- to feel at home. ?
Do you already feel at home in the new place? • to familiar-

ize oneself. Oh CO . He's

already familiarized himself with his new work.

() donkey. Ha . We
rode donkeys in the Caucasus. • ass. Ax !
What a stupid ass he is!

11) (\ He's as stubborn as a mule.

autumn.. We decided to wait with the autumn sowing.

• fall. ! . This is real fall

weather! ? Do you have a topcoat?

(/'') autumn, fall. .
We've had rainy autumn this year.

{is of) in the fall.. In the fall the mud here is knee-deep.

{pet of) to insult. ,^. You've insulted him by offering

him money.

{dur of) to offend.. I didn't mean to offend her at all. • to

hurt. He ! Don't hurt his

pride.

.See.
{pet of) to weaken.. The illness weakened me a great deal. —

He , -. Don't add anything more; it'll only weaken the im-
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pression you made. • to loosen. . Loosen

the leather strap.

{dur of) to relax. ,. Be careful not to relax the

discipline. • to slacken. ,. We've been working for a month straight

now without slackening the pace.

{dur of) to examine.? Have they already examined your things?,. We spent the whole day sight-seeing in the city and

I'm just dead on my feet.

inspection.. Prepare your luggage for customs inspection. —. The factory inspec-

tion is put off until tomorrow. • examination.. We had medical

examination at school today. • seeing.! Let's start the tour by
seeing the historical museum.

(-,-; pet of) to look

over. Oh . looked me
over from all sides. • to examine. -? Has the doctor examined you yet?,. We didn't have enough time to go through the

whole museum.

basis.

— . Public owner-

ship of means of production forms the basis of the Soviet

system. —. We'll accept your proposal as a basis for a

resolution.

the fundamentals of Leninism.

basis. Ha 5?
What is the basis for your statement?

to level.. The enemy was out

to level our factory. ? Do
you remember the year when this university was founded?

justified. -. This is justified demand.

solidly. -. This chair is solidly built. • thoroughly.. studied his sub-

ject thoroughly. • hearty. .
We had a hearty snack.

(-, -; ppp; pd of-) to found. ^. This city was founded two hundred years ago.

•to establish.. Our school was established by a well-known

teacher, 'to set up. . They
set up a new club. • to base on. Ha? What are your arguments based on?. This accusation

is unfounded.

basic. . This is basic

question, • main, principal. .

It's my main work.— —. The principal cause of your illness is under-

nourishment.

basically. .
Basically, they agree.

or constitution.

fixed capital.

{dur /).
See.

Osoaviakhim (society for the promotion of de-

fense, aviation, and chemical industries).

person.

particular.. I have particular desire to go there. —" ?""". "What
are you doing now?" "Nothing in particular." • peculiar.

Oh-, . He's

so peculiar I just can't make him out. • unusual. He. I don't see anything unusual

in her. • unusually. ,. There's something unusually sweet about her.

•extra-special. -. They prepare extra-special dishes for him.

especially. , .
It's especially nice here in the spring. • exceptionally.. You look excep-

tionally well today.

smallpox.

(-,-; imv-; dur of)
to stay. Bo -. My family stayed in Leningrad during the war.

— ? Did you stay there

late last night? 'to remain. -. The problem still remains undecided, •to be

left. .
Not much time is left before the train leaves. —,. There was nothing .left for me to do but to wait for

— the next train.

to hold good., -? So our agreement holds good,

doesn't it?, nopd. ! I'm going

now; keep well!

{pet of) to leave.. I left my overcoat in the car. —. They left dinner for you. —? Did he leave a message for me? —. We've left him far behind.

— ^ . The

deceased left wife and seven children. —. We'll have to leave the question

open. • to leave alone. , .
Ijcave him alone; he's very tired. • to quit.. I plan to quit this job soon,

•to stop. . Let's stop this dis-

cussion.

to reserve. ,. left, but reserved the room.. was left back. •-
, ? Come on, why be angry?
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(dur of&) to leave. ,? I hear you're leaving us; is it so? • to park.! It is

strictly forbidden to park your car here.

other. ?()? There's only two of you! Where are

all the other fellows? , -. I'll leave twenty rubles with you and bring the

balance tomorrow.

(dur of) to stop.! You shouldn't stop the

car so short!- to stop. .
We always stop at this hotel.— -. He'll stop at nothing.

(-1&,; pet of&)
to stop. .
The guard stopped me and asked for my pass. —, . he made
up his mind, nothing could stop him.- to stop. . The car

stopped at the gate. — ^^,
^. Please stop at the next comer. —^, ^ .

became so carried away by his own story that he couldn't

stop. — . We stopped

halfway, 'to stay. ? Where are

you staying? 'to dwell. §^. Let's dwell on these facts in greater detail., . I didn't know what
to choose.

stop. ? Where is the

A bus stop? — .
You get off at the next stop. —. It's forbidden to get off

the troUey before it comes to a full stop.

*3a ? What's holding things up
now?& (-,-; pd of&) to stay,

to remain. , a ^. You stay here,

and I'll go. — Oh . He was the only one

who remained there. • to be left.. My suitcase was left at the station. —. I was left without money. —,. It looks as if we're left with

nothing. — *0h . He was left out in the

cold. — -. I was left with an unpleasant feeling after

that conversation. • to have left.? Don't we have any sugar left?

to survive.-$? Did anybody survive

the accident? . stuck to his opinion.

•- ! At last we're alone!

{dur of).- to beware. '^! Beware of thieves!

•to watch out for. ^ .
I advise you to watch out for drafts.

See.

See.
(-^,-; -, -,, -, -;

pet of) .- to be on guard.

careful. :. He'll get you there safely; he's a
very careful driver. —^. Be careful crossing the street. —

— . Careful with these things;

they're fragile.

carefully. -. They carefully placed the wounded
man on the stretcher.! Be careful! or Watch out!

See.
{dur of) .^ See.
(^,; , -, -, -;; pet of) to cut (fingernails, toe-

nails, and hair only).? Why did you cut your hair so short?

(P -u, -) island.

witty. Oh . He's a very

witty man. • clever. ^^. found clever way out.

G clever. 9 ^.
That's clever idea. • smart. ^, §? You think you're smart, don't you?

{sh or, /-, -/) sharp. ,, . Give me sharp knife, please.—! You certainly have sharp

tongue! — —. I suddenly felt sharp pain; the bee had
stung me. • keen. . has

very keen eyesight. • acute.. There's an acute shortage of raw materials here,

•witty. ! How gay and

witty he is today! • spicy. ,. It's very tasty but too spicy.

cutting. . That was a

cutting remark.

sharper. . Make these

knives sharper. . has pernicious anemia.

{dur of) to cool off.

See.
(-,-; pet of) to cool off.

KjTiUHbeM ^. You should cool off before

taking a swim. —. cooled off to the whole business. • to get cold.. Your tea got cold.

{pet of) to realize.-. Finally I realized my
heartfelt desire, •to carry out. ^ -. It was not easy for him to carry out

his plan.

{dur of) .

{P, F) axle. ! The axle is broken.& the axis powers.

or from.. We had sleeper from Moscow to Leningrad. —
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9 ? Is it far from the station? —
B4epd . I received a letter from

him yesterday. — .
I have lesson from nine to ten in the morning. —. She caught the

measles from her sister. • for.. Brother Petrov will be the speaker for

our shop. • of. .
is his letter of the fifth of August. — ^ep. He died of pneumonia. • off. 1^ . button came off my coat.

• to. ? What became of

the key to the suitcase? • by, 9^. This is his son by his first marriage.^ 5.
I refused to take any part in this matter. • -. Give me headache powder.
• ^ . Give him my regards.

• - . There's something about him
that reminds me of his grandfather. • -. I wish you all the luck in the world.
• . One shot of

vodka is enough to get me drunk. ". All this hurrying gets me dizzy.

•. The children in m> class are seven to ten years old.

• Bee .
Everyone, young and old, helped clean the snow away.
• }'. Let well enough alone,

See&.& {dur of) to beat. -. was singing gaily and beating

time with his spon. • to sharpen. -. Someone's sharpening the scythe.

(dur of&) to take away. -. I always have to take
cigarettes away from the children. • to pick. Ond. She always picks the

best pieces for the children.

(), -; ivw; ppp; pd of&) to fight off. . We
fought off the attack successfully, 'to recapture.. We were able

to recapture a large detachment of prisoi^rs. • to break off.. I broke off the spout of the
teapot.

to discourage.

ox6tj' . Her moods discouraged me
from seeing her., ^ — -. Watch out that he doesn't take your girl

away from you; he's a well-known lady-killer.

all clear. -! It was quite relief to hear the all clear

signal at last.,,. Hang up, please. '. There's no g^ing rid of

thraekids! •* : . Can't
you see he's backing down?

See.
(-^,; -,-, -6, -; pet of)

to take (by conveyance). — ^

^. Take him home; he's quite sick. —5'^ .
I'll take the luggage to the station and return immediately to
get you.

5ee.
(pet of) to turn on. !

Turn thejaucet on. •to pull aside. ^. pulled aside his coat and
dug into his pocket.- to turn away. -. He's turned away and doesn't want to talk to me.
— . After

this, all his friends turned away from him.

opening.

screwdriver.

{dur o/).
{pet of) .,,. Letme havethree hundred grams of Uverwurst, please.

(-^, -; p -, -, -, -; -; pet

of) to lead to. .
Lead the horse into the stable. • to take.. I'll have to take the kids home. • to

disqualify. . The court

disqualified several witnesses.

to take aside. -. Take her aside and tell her.

Q . I couldn't take my eyes

off her. • ). You
got room on the second floor. •*-^! At last I've got somebody I can

my heart out to. ••. You can't pull the wool over my eyes.

answer. ? Won't there be any answer?
— ^, ^, , . I

keep writing and writing and she doesn't even answer.
• reply. ^ .
Send him postcard with prepaid reply card. •. There's prepaid

reply envelope for you. — .
nodded his head in reply.* — , . All right; we might

as well be hung for a sheep as for a lamb.

to answer. ? Did
he answer" l^ter yet? — .
You'll have to answer for these words, 'to recite.. recited the lesson without

stumbling.

(F) responsibiUty. ! ^. Do it this way; it's my responsi-

bility. 5 . You
can be held to answer for that.

resjKjnsible. ^ -. You can give him responsible work.

— , ,. has more to answer for he's

a responsible worker. — 9; ^ . That's too respon-

sible decision to make. I can't give an immediate answer.

Q & editor-in-chi^.
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executive positions for many years.

{dur of) to answer. ,^ . I can't understand

why he doesn't answer my letter, 'to be responsible.;^ . You yourself will

have to be responsible for it.. ? Does she return your

love? • . I stake my life on it.

See.
(dur of) to weigh out.

cdxap. They are weighing out the sugar for

us now.

See.
(-, -; dur of) to lead.. This path

leads too far from the road. • to take.? Who takes the children to school here?

See.
See.
(-,-; dur /) to drive.

(dwr /) .- to turn one's back. He,,, . Don't turn your back on me;

listen to what I have to say.

(-,-; pet of) to open. -! Open the window.

(-,-; pet /) .

{dur of) to open. ,,! I keep ringing, but they don't

open the gate.

disgust. .
I couldn't hide my disgust. • aversion. -. I have an aversion to greasy food.

{dur of) to get out of the habit.. I'm beginning to get

out of the smoking habit.

(p -,-; pet of) to get out of

practice. -5'^. I got out of

practice in my Russian.

pdno. I'm not used to getting

up so early any more.^ See.
See.
(-, -; pet of) to untie.

Hii . Untie the horses for the night.- to get loose. 5, ?
How did the dog get loose? 'to get rid of.. I just can't get rid of him.! Let me alone!

{dur of) to untie.- to get loose; to get rid of.

(-,-; imv-; dur/) to devote..
devotes all his free time to work in the club. • to smell of.. This candy smells of soap., . My tooth aches

so that my whole head's throbbing.

See.
(-,-, ^29; imv-; ,,,

-;, -, -, ; , sh F; pet of) to return. ^

? Did you return the book to him? • to give.; . I gave the order;

they'll let you through. —
— . You've got to give him credit.

He knows how to work, •to pay.? How much did you pay for the felt boots?

— , . Pay
your old debt first; then ask for more. • to send.-, . Would you send my
things to the laundry? 'to send in.. I sent my passport in to be registered.

to take to court. 3a§. They took him to court for it. ? Where can

I have my clothes cleaned here? • —
, ! plays so well that it takes your breath

away. • .
The goalie made spectacular save in the final quarter.

10 See.
department. A -? What did they tell you in the information depart-

ment? — 3a . Go to

the shoe department for your boots. • section. -? Did you go through all the

sections of the museum? —. There was write-up in the

sports section about yesterday's match.

technical department.

branch.. They'll accept your check at the local branch of

the Gosbank (state bank of USSR). • department. -
^*", . Tell this

man how to get to the lingerie department. • compartment.

xo4f .
I'd like to buy a wallet with several compartments. • separa-

tion. .
We have separation of church and state.

police station.. You'll have to go to the

police station.

5*' . There

will be a concert after the lecture.

separate.. Put these papers into a separate folder. —? May we have a sepa-

rate table? • isolated. -. You can't judge by a few isolated

instances. • individual. He -. Don't go to the manager with

each individual problem.

extra. 3a§ .
You'll have to pay extra for this. • away. ;^ -. I live away from my parents.

{pet of) to take a rest. -. Let's sit down and take a rest. • to rest.. You'll have to go away for a rest.

rest. Oh . worked all

year round without taking a rest. — .
went to rest home. —;^ ^-^'. The coach took him out of the game for

a ten-minute rest. • relaxation.. I find chess wonderful relaxation.
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{dur of) to take a rest. OvA -. She's taking a rest in the country now.
• to rest. . You'll have no

time to rest here.

Oh . He's having his afternoon

nap.

(oTud) father. ^ ' . My
father was killed in the war. — -

OTud . This is skill which is handed down
from father to son. — , .
This is the local priest, Father Ivan. — .
<^. This is my foster father.

godfather.. I got this as gift from my god-

father.

domestic.. These are domestic goods.

fatherland.

See.
See.

refusal. , -. I asked permission for the trip, but got a re-

fusal.

Ond ^ 11. She gave

him an emphatic "No" for an answer. •. We crowded into the car until it seemed

it would come out at the sides.

(-;^, -; pet of) to refuse., ^. Unfortu-

nately I have to refuse you this. • to deny. ^&. You can't

deny that he's being consistent, at least.- to turn down.. I'm forced to turn down your proposal. —
Oh .
just turned down very good job. • to give up.. I'll have to give up my
trip.""? "He". "Do you care for

some vodka?" "I don't mind if I do."

{dur of) to deny. Ond
cdMOM. She denies herself the bare

necessities of life.- to refuse. odaec OTBe4dTb . He
refuses to answer questions. • to go back on.

OTKd3MBarocb. I don't go back on my word.£. I just

can't get any more wear out of my shoes. •

OTKdsbiBarocb, ^. I completely fail to

understand what he wants.

{dur of) to delay. Ha BdmcModa. I were you,

I wouldn't delay going. • to save money. ,oda . No, I don't have

to save money for a rainy day.

(-, -; ppp-; jtct of) to decline. .
declined my offer, 'to deny. d

ooed. His request was denied.- to get off. ^. Our
steamer got off its course. — OpdTop .
The speaker got off the topic.

| . The hand of

the barometer pointed* to the left.

{dur of) to decline, to deny.- to decline.

frank. -. I had frank talk with him.

frankly speaking. -, . I'm not satisfied with you,

frankly speaking.

frankly. ,? Tell me frankly. Are you very hungry? • out-

spoken. Oh . was
outspoken in expressing his opinion.

(-; dur of) to open. He
OKHd, MPre. Don't open the window; I feel cold.

— ^'. They are

opening two new colleges in our town.

to show one's hand.^ OTKpbiBdTb . I don't want to show my
hand yet.- to open. oTKpbiadcTCfl . The

store opens at nine o'clock. . There's

beautiful view from this balcony. •*Adp! It was as simple as all that; it wasn't neces-

sary to make a big problem out of it.

discovery.. This professor made great

discovery recently. —: ^ . I made
wonderful discovery this summer: there's crayfish in the

pond next to ours. • opening. Ha. There was big crowd at the opening

of the exhibit.

{See also ) postcard. -
5' . At least drop him a postcard.

{/ppp of/) open.. You left the door open. —. We reached the open sea. —. This question still remains ojjen.

• low-cut. Ondd . She wore a

low<"ut evening gown.

in the open. A
H04eBdTb ? Wasn't it cold spending

the night out in the open?

openly. -. Sheopenlyexpressedherdissatisfaction. 'frankly., 5'. told

them frankly what he thought about them.pd . During the

summer they act on an open-air stage.

(-, -; ppp; -; pet of-) to open. Kdcca .
The box office is open from five to seven in the evening.

— . I'll open a can of sar-.

dines. — . Admission to

the University is open to all. —, odyca,. Open my room, please. —,. Open the door, please. — ^^'
OTKpbiTb §. I want to open an account in

this bank, 'to turn on. 3dBTpa. They'll turn on the water and gas in the new
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house tomorrow, 'to discover.. They discovered new

method of manufacturing glass, 'to reveal.. revealed all his intentions to

me.

no . The road

across the ice is already open. •,! That's old stuff, or That's stale news.- to be opened. §^. Three new schools will be opened here this year.

— . The con-

vention was opened with the chairman's speech.

{/compare /) where from. ?
Where are you coming from now? — ? Where

are you from?— 5? Where'd you get

that idea from? — ! Why don't you

go back where you came from?-)^ {%23) somewhere or other, some place or

other. He,- .
Don't worry; I'll get the money somewhere or other.- {%2S) some place or other. -,. Some place or other he found

out that you need workers.? How do you know that? •, .
returned to the village which he had left as a boy.- See .- See.

low tide. . Low
tide is at six P.M. • drain (of a sink). -. The drain of our sink is stopped up.

(dwr /).- to be different. ? What
makes him different from others? 'to stand out..
She stands out in class because of her great ability.

Ond . She's

extremely neat.

contrast. , -. In contrast to his brother he's a lively and
witty fellow.

Oh .
received several decorations for bravery under fire.

{j)ct of&) to tell from.. You can't tell her from her sister. • to recognize., . I im-

mediately recognized him as a good worker.- to distinguish oneself. .
distinguished himself in this war.

— .
did it again; he missed his train!

excellent. . He's an ex-

cellent worker.

perfectly. ^ .
knows that perfectly well. • all right.,. right, I'll do it that way. • highest mark.. passed the exam with the

highest mark.

(-^,-, pd of) to put aside.§ . Put these books aside

for me. • to put off, to postpone.

. Let's put off our talk until tomorrow.
— . They decided to

postpone the excursion.

(-,-; ppp-; pd of)
to call off. . The performance is called

off. •to revoke. emie

^. That order was revoked last year, «to
cancel. - . Be-
cause of bad weather we canceled our trip.

{dur of) to countermand. ^. I can't countermand his orders.

{pd of) to mark., . Mark
the items you need with a red pencil. —- . I'd like to mark this day
out in some way or other. • to mark down. Sto. Mark it down in your notebook,

•to note. . His fortieth anni-

versary as a teacher was noted in the newspapers.

mark.

{dur o/) to mark.

See.
(-5^, -; -, -, -, -; pd of)

to carry. . I'll carry him
home. • to carry away. Hdmy .
The boat was carried away by the stream. • to deliver.. delivered the parcel last

night.- to treat. . They
treated me very kindly.

to be unaffected by. -;^ .
was completely unaffected by the news.

{dur of) to take up.. This work takes up all my time.

relatively. . It's

relatively near, •concerning.§. As yet I have no answer con-

cerning that matter.

(-5', -; dur of) to take.. takes the

mail to the post office every evening.

He § . It wasn't meant for

you.- to feel. ;^-^. I couldn't feel friendly toward him after that.

• to treat. Oh^ ^. She

treats him with contempt. • to think of. , ^, . I always thought

of him as a good friend.

D . I

never have any faith in his proriiises. •(5. This has nothing to do with it.

attitude.. has frivolous attitude towards his work.

• relations.. Our relations have improved a great deal

lately. • relation.. This hasn't any relation to the matter at hand.

• respect, way. -
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. In some respects I agree with you. —. In every

way he's the man for it.() on good (bad) terms.. They're on very good

terms. . This

job suits me fine. •

^. You've been imjust to him.^ See.
See.1 by no means. & . By no means

am I arguing. • not at all.. I don't at all share your view.(,; p,,, -;,, -, -; , sh F -;
pd of&) to take away.. Take the scissors away from the child. • to take.. This work took a lot

of time. • to take off. ^. Take twenty rubles off this amount. • to amputate.

Em^ . His leg was amputated.

to wean. Ond. She recently weaned her child.

{for before certain clusters, ^31) from. Sto. I hear it from everyone. —^
^. He's getting worse from day to day.&(, -; p,-; pet of&)

to take away. , ^.
Take the drum away from him; I can't stand it any more,

•to collect. . The con-

ductor has already collected the tickets. • to pick out.^. I'll pick out the

largest eggs for you.

See.
{/compare /) from all over. -^. People ran from all

over to the scene of the accident.& {dur of).
{pet of) to move away.,, . Help me

move the cupboard away from the wall, please.

See.
(-^, -; , -, -6, -; -;

pet of) to go away from. ,
^. Go away from the window; it's drafty there. —. We've already gone quite

a distance away from town. • to pull out.. The train pulled out of the station. • to come
out. . This spot will come out

in the laundry. • to get off. . You
got off the subject. • to thaw out. ^,, . My hands are frozen and just

won't thaw out. • to drift away.. He's been drifting away from
his old crowd for some time now.; . Let him
get angry; he'll soon cool off.

{pet of) .

heating. .
This house has central heating. • heat.-.

Just you try getting along without heat in oiu- climate during

the entire winter!

OTonpf See.
(-^, -; -; -,-, -,

-; pet of) to tear off.. Tear off piece of paper and
write a note. — .
The machine tore off two of his fingers. • to tear away.. You can't tear him away from a

book.- to come off. . Your button

came off. 'to take off. .
The plane took off. • to lose touch. -. This writer has lost touch with the masses.

• to lose contact. . He's lost contact

with his family, 'to tear oneself away., . It's wonderful book; you just

can't tear yourself away.&(,; pet of) to send. -, . I'll send you- money as soon as I get home, "to send off.. Your letter was sent off long

ago. • to refer. 3a. For further explanation he re-

ferred me to the manager.

See.
See&.(, -; ,,, -;,, -, -; ; -,,; , sh F -; pet of) to unlock. ^ Stot. I just can't imlock this drawer.- to unlock. . The door imlocked

easily, 'to deny emphatically. On. Afterward, he emphatically denied what he had

said.& {dur of) to unlock.. At night the landlord himself

usually unlocks the door for me.- to imlock. . It's hard to

unlock this safe.

to drive back.

^. We succeeded in driving back the enemy.

{M) addressor.

{pet of) to mail.. This letter has to be mailed as soon

as possible, 'to send. .
I've sent my family south.- to go. *0h ^. He's ah-eady

gone to bed. — -. We're going to the zoo with you tomorrow.

{dur of&) to send.. He's being sent to work in the Urals.

- to go out.. Air mail goes out twice a week, 'to get out.

^, . Get out of

here while you're still in one piece. • to start.? When are you going to start on

your trip?& ([-zn-]; pd o/).
leave of absence. ^. She's on
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leave of absence now. • leave. .
He's on sick leave. • vacation.. spends his vacation at the seashore.

(dur of) to let go.. The child won't let his mother go a step

away from him. — ,. They wouldn't let us go and we stayed very

late. • to wait on.,. Thank you; another salesman is waiting on me.

•to grow. ? Are you growing a

beard?

(-^'', -; pd of) to let go.; ^ ? Let the bird

go. What do you need it for? — -. We won't let you go without having tea. • to let up.,. The pain let up a little, but now it's seized me
again. • to dismiss. pdno.
School was dismissed early today, 'to sell.. The salesman sold us the goods,

•to appropriate.? What amount of money was appropriated for

this construction? • to loosen. ! Loosen

the rope! *

See.(,; pet of) to poison.,. The Germans poisoned the well in our village

before leaving.- to take poison. . He took poison. • to be

poisoned. . The whole

family was poisoned by the mushrooms.

(dur o/) to spoil.. He's forever spoiling all our fun.

(dur of) to be reflected.. The trees are reflected in the pond.—, , .
You can see all he goes through reflected in his face, •to
have an effect. -. The constant excitement has a

bad effect on his health.

See.
{pet of) to ^ow.. Over-fatigue may

show in your work.

branch.. This branch is now under the

jurisdiction of another people's commissariat.

See.
(-, -; pet of and) to

cut. . Cut piece of bread for

me. — Oh ,
^. cut me so short that I'll never ask him

for anything again, •to cut off.. We were cut off from the

world for a few days.

G"" , a . Look before you leap.

(dur of) to cut. He. Don't cut more than three

meters of this cloth for me.

(dur of) .

negative.

(dur) to deny.,? So you deny you had anything to do with

this business? — ,. I don't deny that he did a lot for me.

(dur of) to take away. ,. doesn't like to be

taken away from his work.-
Oh , . wrote the

whole day without interruption.

outfit. .
We went through the whole war together in the same outfit.

• detachment. .
served with medical detachment. —. was sergeant in my detachment. • group.. The Pioneer group is

going to camp.

(dur o/).
(pet of) to postpone.. Their departure is postponed

for two weeks, •to put off.. They decided to put off the

signing of this agreement, •to delay.. My return to the

front was delayed for a week.

(-,-; imv-; dur of) to lag

behind. &, . Speed

it up; don't lag behind the others. • to be slow.. Your watch is slow.

(d r of) to defend. -. stubbornly defended his point

of view. • to stand up for.! You've got to know how to stand up for your rights.

See.
(-, -; pet of) to be behind. -, . In my opinion

you're hopelessly behind the times. • to be left behind.. I was late for the

train and was left behind, •to be loosened up., . Don't you see

that the plaster is loosened up here?! ! Leave me alone! I've

had enough of you. •*0 ,. He's caught in midstream.

([-g*v-]; dur of) to unbotton. He. Don't unbutton your top

button.- to undo. . These

snaps are hard to undo.

(pet of) to unfasten.. I'll unfasten the hook.- to unhook. . You have a hook un-

fastened.

(;, -; pet of) to save. -. The firemen

were able to save the next house., -
. They wanted to fire me but my foreman talked them

into keeping me.

(dur of) to retreat. -. The enemy is retreating. • to shrink. ,
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culties, 'to get off. . You've

gotten off your topic.(-, :^; pet of) to move back.- ! Move back one step! •to

break. Ha . This

once I'll break my rule, 'to indent., . Start new paragraph;

indent bit from the margin.

absence. Sto .
All this happened during my absence. • lack. -. Plugging won't

make up for the lack of talent.

3a-' . Since

there was no quorum, the meeting didn't take place.

{dur of) to send away.>'. I wouldn't like to

send him away empty-handed.

([atsuda] /compare /) from here.*
}\6. It's just stone's throw from here

to the station. • here. He . I

don't feel like leaving here.

([-k"v-]; dur of) to repulse.. He's repulsive-looking.

(F) thaw. . It began to thaw.

{/compare/) that's wh}'. , -, . I didn't know you were at

home today; that's why I didn't come. • because. ^, . I didn't call him
up because I had no time.

(pd of) to push off. 5? TVTio pushed the boat off

the shore? 'to push away. -.
pushed me away roughly-. • to repel. 5'. You repelled him with your rudeness.

{/compare /) from there."". " ^'". "Come with us to the

movies." "I'm just coming from there." — ^''. They won't let him go from there so

.soon.. . There's plenty of

time before the train leaves.

(-^, -; dur of) to leave.? When is the ship leaving?

See.
«See.

(///) partly. . But he's

partly right.

despair.

{/compare /) why. ?
Why didn't you come -esterday? — ,^ . I don't know why, but I feel kind of blue.- for some reason or other. -

^. He's in bad mood today for some
reason or other.

patronymic (middle name which every Russian has,

derived from father's first name). ?
What's your patronymic? —".^,, ^ —"? "!"
"Your father's name is Ivan; does that mean your patronymic

is Ivanovich?" "That's ri^t."

. ? Who's
writing report on the work of the department? • accoimt.

Oh . presented an
account of his mission.

to reaUze., §? Do you reahze the seriousness

of aU this?

clear. . You
have verj' clear handwriting.

distinctly. ,. speaks very distinctly; I under-

stand him verj- well.

stepfather.

departure. . Their

departure is set for tomorrow.

(-',-; pet of) to find.-,, ? Did you finally

find your relati\-e?

([-k"v-]; dur of).
>See.
{/P -, - or -, -/) officer.. was naval officer.

official. '. You have to have official permission for the

trip. • formal. -. I still haven't gotten formal

notice of my assignment.

officially'. -. This isn't permitted officially.& waiter. ,. Tell the waiter. He'll bring you the menu.

waitress.

{pet of and) to make of-

ficial. §? Have you al-

ready made the agreement official? 'to make legal.. It's necessary to make
these papers legal.

{dur of) .

{dur of) .

hunting. . They went hunting.

• desire. -. I lost all desire to travel.! Why do you bother with

him! •* -? ,^! Are you going swimming in such weather?

Well, once some people make up their minds, there's no

stopping them.

(dur) to hunt. .
You can hunt wolves here. — §. I've been hunting for this issue of the

magazine for a long time now.

hunter. ^. He's

big-game hunter. . likes to

say witty things.

gladly. . I'll gladly

show you our city, 'readily.. readily ^jccepted this offer. • willingly.

Ond . She answered all

the questions willingly.

unwillingly.. speaks very unwillingly about this.
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See.
guard. ^. It was his job to organize the guard over the crops.

• protection. .
You're under my protection now.

(pd of) to keep (someone) away.. I managed to keep

her away from this excitement.

{dur of) to protect.. We placed guards to protect

the warehouse.

{dur of).
(-,-; -; pet of)

to appraise.. They'll appraise your ring in the jewelry depart-

ment. • to appreciate. . No
one appreciated her efforts.

appraisal.

charming.

(-) eyewitness.

obvious. . This

is an obvious misunderstanding.

apparently. 1,, .
Apparently you didn't understand me. • evidently. ,,. You're evidently mistaken.

very. I'm very tired. —. He's very good friend of

mine. • very much. Ond .
She wanted very much to go there.— .
Thank you very much. • greatly.. He's greatly pleased with his apart-

ment. • highly. 9to . That's highly

probable.

(P -, - F) hne. !
What a long line!— 3a ? What's this line

for? — . Save place

for me in line. — . There

are five people in line ahead of me. • turn. ^. It'll be your turn tomorrow. — ,
CBoi6, . , in his

turn, offered some objections.

first.. This has to be done first.

{dur of) .(,; ; pet of

and) to sharpen. .
Let me sharpen your pencil for you.

{dur of) .

{pet of) to clean.. It's necessary to clean the yard thor-

oughly, 'to clean out.. The thieves cleaned out the apartment, 'to

peel. ? Can I peel you an apple?

•to vacate. .
They have to vacate these premises.

{dur of) to refine. Ha. This factory refines oil.

See.
04Kfi( P) glasses. . He put on his

goggles.? Do you have a pair of goggles?

(P,,) point. Ha? How many points behind are you? —. I'll give you handicap of

several points.* , ^ . Don't

think that you can pull the wool over his eyes.

See.
{pet) to come to. .

came to. . just came

out of the anesthetic. • ^. I haven't gotten over the surprise yet.

{/no pr Si/, -^; pet) to find oneself.- . I never ex-

pected to find myself here. — -. found himself in very awkwArd

position. ? How did you

ever get here?

{dur of) to be mistaken., . You're mis-

taken; it wasn't Uke that at all. —. He's rarely mistaken about people.

(-;^, -; p -,-; pet of) to make a mistake. . I

made a mistake in counting.

Oh, , . Apparently he didn't

figure right.

mistake.. His letter is full of mistakes in spelling. • error.. There's an error in your

report. — . That was a judicial

error. • fault. . I admit it's my
fault.

no by mistake. no ^. I took someone else's hat by mistake.

erroneous.

{pet of&) to fine.

, .
was fined for entering the streetcar through the front door.

{pet of) to plaster.. They plastered this

room only yesterday.1 gropingly. . I foimd the

door gropingly.
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{ItxA: and/) to fall, to drop.. The leaves are falling from the trees. —. The barometer is falling fast.

— . The price of bread is dropping.&^ to lose courage. He ^,. Don't lose courage; everything will be all right., . You're the one under svis-

picion. — . I'm so tired that

I'm simply falUng off my feet.

(-U M) case (grammar).& stepdaughter.() ration.

parcel, package. . parcel

just arrived for you. — ,,. Could you please wrap all these things

up into one single package for me?
{jxA: y-) to pack. ^ .

I'll come to help pack the books.

ward. . My
friend is in ward number two.

*y ! He's got a head on his shoulders.& tent. ;^ . The
Pioneers live here in tents in the summer. • stand. 5. They sell de-

licious kvass at this stand.

to pitch a tent.. Let's pitch our

tent here and camp for the night.& (-) finger. ^,. She has small hands but long fingers. —. The fingers of my gloves

are torn. — !
I dare them to Uft a finger against you! — *0. won't Uft finger for you.

third (ring) finger,

thumb.

toe.& middle finger.& index finger. . Their

father makes Ught of all the tricks they pull. • Sto, ^ . If you
do that you'll be a marked man. • "^^^. You've got to watch your step with him. •*-^, 5 . Admit that

you dreamed this up. •*Hy !
You're way off the mark! •* 5 ^,. I know it like the palm of my hand.

stick. ^ — .
Give me heavy stick to beat the rugs with. • cane.. You'll

have to walk around with a cane for some time yet.

Oh , . was
sick for three months, and now he's as thin as a rail. • *Hy,
Sto£ . You never can tell how it'll turn

out.& deck. . Let's go on deck. —. My cabin is on the middle deck.

{indecl N) (over)coat. ,. I haven't got winter coat.

I only took along a summer one.& monument.& (F) memory. . He's

got a marvelous memory. — .4-. My visual memory is very poor. —, 5.
If my memory doesn't fail me, he signed this declaration,

too. — ,, ! You seem to have
a short memory. — 5. I dictated the hst to her from memory. —. . The book is dedicated to

the memory of his teacher.& to remember by.. Give me your picture to remember you by.

no&& for old times' sake. no. For old times' sake

I dropped into the college library.5 . It's still fresh in my
mind. • Oh . He's crazy about

her.

panic. . The
audience rushed to the exit in a panic. — He; ^ . Don't get panicky.

We'll be ready on time.

board. ^. You'll find it hard to get a room with board.

(- P) bloomers, panties.

n&na (M) daddy.

cigarette. ? Are these

American cigarettes?— ^? What
brand of cigarettes do you smoke? — ?
Would you care for a cigarette?

folder. ? What have you got

in that folder? • cardboard.. These cardboard covers

turned out to be very strong.

nap (P -, - /g -y; nap^/) steam.-!
Hey, give us some more steam! (Phrase commonly used in

steambaths.)& full steam.

napdx. Our^train was going fuH steam ahead.& fallow.? Is much of your land lying fallow?

nap^ to get up steam.. The engineer is already beginning to get up steam.

napdx. The way you're running things you're heading

straight for ruin. • *C ! I hope you enjoyed

the steam bath.

n&pa pair. -. I could use another pair of shoes. —. This suit is sold with

two pairs of pants. — . We'll har-

ness a pair (of horses) to a carriage for you. • two.

ndpa. These apples are two for a

grivennik (See Appendix S.) • couple. ^
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ndpa! What a model couple! • suit.. came in new black suit. • partner., . Everybody

started dancing, but he didn't have a partner.

— .
Keep away from him. He's no one for you to pal around

with. • . Let's

get an order of tea and bologna. • ndpy. We finished a bottle of beer. • ndpy? May I speak to you a minute? • ^! I'll give him piece of my mind! •,. They're two of a kind, all right.

dress. . The

sailors were in dress uniform.

front entrance. ,. The front entrance is closed; let's use

the back one.

(-. M) paralysis.

(M) parachute.

(- ) guy, fellow. .
Your friend's very cheerful guy. — !
He's regular fellow. ,

{indecl N) bet. .
ate twenty pancakes on a bet.

to bet. ,. I bet him you'd come.? Want to bet?

barber. .
I ought to go to the barber.

hairdresser or beautician.

{AF) barber shop, beauty parlor.

beautician.. Your beautician is a real artist.

park. ^ .
I'll wait for you at the bench near the park entrance. —,. Come on, we'll show you our park of culture and

rest.

locomotive.

steam. . There's

no steam heat here. — .
This machine has a steam engine.

ferry.

(steam)ship. ?
What ship did you come on?

active party member. See also.
orchestra. ^.

Our seats are in the third row orchestra.

(-) Communist party member.

partisan, guerrilla..
guerrilla warfare.

partisan detachment.

party. -
. Party discipline is very strict here. — -. He's an old party worker.

game. , .
Let's play game of checkers before dinner. • (Communist)

party. Oh () 1915.
has been member of the (Communist) party since 1915.

political party.

() party committee of basic unit

of Communist party.() party organizer.() party cell (basic

unit of Communist party). -. She was elected secretary of the

party cell in her factory.

nupyc (P -d, -) sail. , .
There's no wind; we'd better lower the sails.

canvas,

sailboat.

sail.

sailboat., . They went by sailboat and we
took a motorboat.

cloudy. . It's cloudy

today.

(P -A, -) passport. ^ -? When can I get my passport back?

passenger. ,. Speak little softer; the other passengers want
to sleep.

waiting room,

paste.

tooth paste.

(P) fruit candy.

{-A) shepherd.

{pd of) .

Easter.

Easter cheese cake.

(-) stepson.

phonograph.

patriot.

patriotism.

patriotic.

(-A) spider.

cobweb.

(M) plowman.

(,) to plow. ;^. We'll start plowing next week.

(p,) to smell. ;^ ndx-? What smells so delicious? — .
This perfume smells like hay.* . There's trouble brewing here.

• , 5? You know what that'll mean,

don't you?

plowing. . They've

already begun the plowing.

patient M.
patient F.

pack. .
There was pack of cigarettes here a moment ago. • bunch.. There's whole bunch

of letters for you there, 'stack.. brought large stack of

American newspapers.

to soil., . Careful;

you're soiling your dress. • to stain. -. My fountain pen leaks and stains

my fingers.^ See,^ to solder.
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(^) singer.

singer F.

teachers'. -. My daughter is going to a teachers'

college.— .
doesn't have teachers' training.& (F) pedal.. The left pedal on my bicycle doesn't work well.

— 9tot ^1. This pianist

uses the pedal too much.

^ {jg-p-) bakerj\

h (/P -, -/) baker.

I ^ See*.
'^ singing. .

is studjnng singing with a well-known teacher. —. I was awakened bj' the birds sing-

ing.

(-) ashes.

ashtray.

championship. . Our college football

team won the championship of the USSR.

May day demonstration.

first. -. Tomorrow the first issue of our magazine appears. —. I'll return the first

week of October. — . was

the first to' this seat. —. This is the first time in my Ufe

I ever met such a stubborn fellow. — ;0^^. I'll tell him about it at the first

opportunity. — Oh .
He's playing first violin in the orchestra, •best.. He's the best student in the class.

first aid. ^. That's the place he was given first aid.

at first. ^.
At first I didn't understand him well.. She's far from young.

See.
{dur of) to interrupt. He,. Don't interrupt him, please.

(-, -; imv -; ppp-; -pet of-) to break. ^. I broke

all yoiu" cups. • to reupholster. ^ -§? Where can I have this armchair reup-

holstered? "to interrupt. ^ ?
Why did you interrupt me?! So many people were killed!

(dwr/).
{-pet of) to throw over. -, 5. Please

throw the rope over this bough. — nej)e-)5 . Help me throw this bag
over my shoulder. — . We'll throw board over

the brook and walk across. • to transfer.'. was transferred to another city.

.See.
.See.
See.

(-}", -; -, -, -, -; -pel of-) to move. -^'. Tomorrow I'll move you and
all your stuff to another hotel. • take across.? you take us across the

river?

See.
advantage.. After half hour of play the advantage

was on our side.

(-",-; p -,-, -, -; -;
pet of) to take across. He,' >'. Don't worry; I'll take the

children across the street. • to switch off.

-. The train was switched off to a siding.

• to transfer. -. was transferred to the convalescent ward, 'to
translate. ? Will you be able to

translate it?

to catch one's breath.,. Wait minute; let me catch my breath.

to set back. ,. Your watch is too fast; you have to set

it back.

no to send a money order.' . Send him money order.

translation. , 5 ?
Tell me, is this a literal translation? • transfer. -. He's waiting for transfer

to another city. • waste. Sto. This is just waste of time.

money order.. Money
orders are issued at anj' post office.

money order. Sth. I'll send you a money order

for this amount.

(-5', -; dur of) to transfer., ?
Is it true that yoxir brother is being transferred to Moscow?
• to translate. . He translates well.. I won't take

on the translation into English.

interpreter. ^-? Do you want to be " interpreter? • translator..
The Russian translator caught the stj'le of this novel very

well.

translator, interpreter F.

See,
<See,
(-', -; dur of) to move.? WTiat

time will you start moving the furniture?

[pet of) to exceed.. We
hope to exceed our quota this time, too.

{dur of) to exceed. ^. Our

Stakhanovites systematically exceed their quota.

<See.
(-^, -; pet of) to tie.
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leather strap, 'to dress. .
dressed my wound.

dressing. .
comes for dressing every other day..

Q & material for a dressing.

aid station.

(dur of) to tie. He, . Don't tie the straw valise

yet; I'm not all packed.& (-,-; pet of) to outdistance., . Our car

is more powerful; we'll easily outdistance them. —,. We began studjang English together,

but he outdistanced all of us. • to surpass. .
We're trying to catch up with and surpass the leading in-

dustrial countries.

. kicked the ball to the other end of the field.

{dur of) .

partition. ^-. The room was divided by a partition.

{/with /) in front of. -. Someone's auto stood in front of the house.

— ? . Didn't you

see me? I sat in front of you. • before.. I saw him just before I went away.

— . Close all the windows

before you leave. — .
difficult question came up before us. —, no. Take one pill before going to

bed.— . I won't humiliate

myself before her. . I feel very much
embarrassed to face him. • -. You owe him an apology.

(-, -; irm -; -prger -; dur of&) to leave. , .
No; he left nothing for you. 'to tell. ,. I've been told that you're

dissatisfied with me.

no to broadcast. -. His speech was broadcast.. You're repeating

his words incorrectly.& (-, -, %29', irm -; ,,, -;,-,-,-; -, sh F ^; pet of&) to give.^ ? Did you give him my
message? — ;^. Please give him this money and ticket. —-^ . Give him my regards, "to

pass. ,, cdxap. Please pass

me the sugar, 'to tell.. told me what was in your letter.

to sue., . If they

won't move out of the apartment we'll sue them.

transfer. -

. The ceremony of the transfer

of the honorary banner to our factory takes place today.

• gear. . I broke

the gear on my bicycle.

radio. §. We found out about it over the radio.

transportation. A? What means of transportation have you
got here? • movement.. The movement of troops was kept secret.,- mobile library,- mobile movies.

{pd of) to alter. 9. This suit has to be altered. • to

change. ! You'll never change him.

alteration. , -. She gave her dress to the dressmaker for altera-

tion. • fix. ' got him-

self into fine fix!9 — . This play is from a

novel. • ! This

guy's been through the mill.

{dur of) to do over.

5to ! I've done this over and

over again a hundred times!

front. ,. The front car is overcrowded; let's go to the rear

one. — . Our front wheel

broke.

apron.

{AF) hall, foyer.

{f(yr, §5/) before. -. perfect stranger stood be-

fore me.

editorial.

{pd of) to change one's mind.? You haven't changed your mind yet,

have you? • to think over. :^. I thought over lots of things during the night.

{dur of) to mull over in one's mind.

OH ^? Why is he mulling it

over in his mind so much?

breathing spell. -. worked all day without a breathing spell.& {dur of) to cross.. I've already crossed the ocean

twice, 'to move.. We're moving to new apartment today.

(-, -; imp; pet of) to cross.

pdno^. We crossed the bor-

der early in the morning, •to run over.,. Be careful that you don't get run

over. • to move. ,. The Commissariat of Labor moved into another

building.

Ond . She to live with her

parents.& {dur of) to take. -^. She takes her husband's absence

very hard.
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(-^.-; ,,,

-; , sh F-; pet of^ tx) live

through. . . She'll never

live through such a blow. • to go through.. I've been through great

deal these past two years. — . It's

not easy to go through such an experience. • to outUve. He, — . It doesn't

mean thing that he's so old. He'll outUve \is aU.

(-^,; p-, -, -, -; -; pd
of) to cross. ,. When you cross the bridge timi to your

left. • to go over. . The

army went over to the offensive. • to go. -^ >'. Let's go into another room, 'to transfer.

Oh . transferred from

the infantry to the cavalry. • to change.^. changed to another job. — -.
Our factory will change back to the manufacture of tractors

now., . I'm afraid

their argument will lead to blows soon. • -. My brother is now» entering his second

year at college." ""! Let's start

using "ti."

(-) crossroads. Ha. Turn to the left at the first crossroads.

(dwr/).
(-^, -; pci of) to fly over.

onedn.

We flew over the Atlantic Ocean safely.

fracture. , . I'm

afraid he has a fracture of the shoulder. • change.. There was great change in our relationship after

his marriage.

change. ? Did you
give notice of a change of address? — -! What sharp change in the weather! —. You need a change of

scenery. • recess. Ha. During the main recess the children play in the yard.

(-,; ppp-; pet of-) to change. ).
You have to change your front tire. —, ^'. up and
change your shoes before you catch cold. — )-

x> ? Do you want to change your room? —, ^ »^-. Wait for me. I'll just go to the hbrary to

change my book, 'to shift. ^'. Let's shift the topic of conversation. — ,§. I see you've
shifted- stand on this question.

(di/r/).
truce, armistice.

(-5', -; -, -, -, -; pd of-) to carry. ;^ -. Help me carry this trunk to the fojrer.—. We carried the children

over the ditch, 'to postpone. On

. requested that his lecture be
postponed to some other day. • to go through. Ond). She's just

been through a major operation. • to take.. took the shock like a man.
(-^, -; dur of) to move.^^ !

suddenly decided to move the piano to the dining room.
• to stand. . She abso-

lutely can't stand pain.& {pet of) to stay overnight.5. We'll

have to stay overnight at this hotel.

{dur of) .

{dur of) to change. Ond. She's changing the children's clothes.- to change clothes. He ! It's not worth
while changing clothes.

(-, -; ppp-; pet of) to

change one's clothes. . She
went to change her dress.- to change one's clothes. . I'll

change my clothes right away.

(-;^,-; pet of) to copy., . Will you please

copy my application for me?
to type.

nepemim^ . Let me type it for you.

correspondence. Ond .
She carries on an extensive correspondence, •copying.55' od . The
copying of this manuscript took me two days.

tji^ing. Ond sanmideTCH -. She does typing.d 5. We
corres{X>ndcd on this question.

{dur of) to copy. ^. There's no need to copy this

manuscript.- to correspond. ^ nepecTdnn -? Why did you stop corresponding with him?

(-^, -; p -, -ed, -, -;-; pet of) to bind. enoBdpb. This dictionary has to be bound.

binding. de KpdcnoM-. Let me have this book in the red binding. —5 . I left that book for binding.

*Hy uod ! Did I get into hot water!

{dur of) to bind. epeIed. I bind my books myself.

{ppp of) packed.

pod 3dne. The opening perform-

ance played to a packed house.

{pet of) to overcrowd.. The hall was overcrowded.

{dur of) .

rumpus. - ?
What's all this rumpus about?

crossing. ndninx -
j)enpdBe. Several of our men were lost in crossing the river.

• ferry landing. d nepenpdsH. We
waited at the ferry landing for a long time.
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? Where can I get across

this river?

recess. .
The chairman of the meeting called a recess. • break.. I'll do it

during the next break, •interruption.. I took up the English language again after a long

interruption. ? When is your lunch

hour?

changing (said only of conveyances).. I was changing trains and took
the wrong one. . You'll have to change
trains twice.

{dur of) to change., -. If we go by streetcar, we'll have to change
several times.

{dur of) to cross. -
^^. This bus crosses the main street.

See.
{yd of) to move. -. We moved to another city.

{dur of) to move in. -. Move in with us as soon as you
can.

(-, -; p -; pd of) to

take another seat. . Take
another seat closer to the light, 'to change.. You'll have to

change to another train here.

(-, -; -p ?, -; j)ct of)
to cut across. .
Cut across the square and turn to the right, 'to drive

through. . We
drove through the city quickly.

(-, -; fct of) to send.. I want to send money
order. — . I sent him
bank draft.

(;, -; imv-; dur of)
to stop. ^'. I never stop thinking
about him. — , .
She talked without stopping for a whole hour.

(-, -; pet of) to stop.. It stopped raining. — !
Stop making noise.

! —. Let her alone;

she'll be angry for a while, but she'll get over it.

{dur of) to rebuild.. We've already started re-

building the factory.

{-pet of) to do over.

nopd,. This building should have been
done over long ago. 'to reorganize.. We intend to reorganize
our whole setup.& {dur of) to forward. He-. Don't forward my mail.

.̂ ? Does this sum include
•postage? •. Books are mailed prepaid in this store.

(-) alley, small street., . This alley is so small
that it's not even on the map.

(-^,-; dur of) to cross.. You can't cross the street now.
• to change over. -. He's changing over to another plant now.

(-) pepper.* . came
in in very angry mood and bawled everybody out.

([-§nj-]) pepper shaker.

See.
See.( ) banisters., -. Careful; these banisters have

just been painted. • rail, raihng.,. Careful; hold on to the rail.

period. . It

was difficult peroid in his life.

periodical.

periodical.

(P, -,-) pen.. You'll find pen and ink there on the

table. • feather. . She has

new hat with a feather.

or fountain pen.

*y . writes in free

and easy style. •* n^xa, nepd,! Good luck!

(station) platform. .
We'll wait for you on the platform.

peach.

See.
glove. ndpa. I have pair of woolen gloves for you.

boxing gloves.

See.
dog.

song. . This is my favorite

song. — .
Today is the festival of national songs of the Soviet Union.
—* . That was his swan
song. • tune. *Hy, ! Well, it's the

same old tune again!

*4to ,, . I guess his goose is

cooked. •, . That's long story!

(-cKU;/gr -/) sand. . Cover

the walks with sand.— — -! The sand is so hot you can't walk on it.

granulated sugar.? Do you have granulated sugar?

pessimism.

(.<?/ /-£, 6, /) mixed.. There's mixed population here., . No, this material

has too many colors.

buttonhole of a lapel.
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lapel?

stitch. , .
I don't know how to knit; I keep dropping stitches. • but-

tonhole. ? Can you make
buttonholes? • hinge. . The

door came off the hinges. • eye. ;. The dress is finished. All you

have to do is put the hooks and eyes on. • loop.. The pilot made a loop. —-. Make a loop with this rope.' . I have run in my
stocking. •* . We prac-

tically saved him from suicide. •*,. I'm in such spot that I might just as

well commit suicide.

(-d) rooster. '. We have

three roosters in oiu- chicken coop. — --, . We live like farmers and get

up with the roosters.

till daybreak.

>'6. We chatted till daybreak., , ^! What guj' —
always looking for a fight!

(, /pct: -, -/) to sing.. She sings folk songs well. —. sings at the Bolshoy theater. —? WTio's singing the part of Onegin

todaj'? —, ? Listen to the

samovar sing!* ! I'm tired of your hard-luck

stories!

infantry-.

sad.? Whj- do you look so sad today? —. I don't like to

recall this sad event. • unpleasant.. left unpleasant memories behind

him.

mournfully.. She looked at me so mournfully! 'too bad., § . It's just

too bad that you don't understand it.

{/pet: -/).
to type.. She types badly.

printer.

printed. 5 .
Write this out in printed letters.

printed matter.

(printing) press. 5 .
They work with hand press in this small printing shop.

(F) seal. -
. The certificate is invalid without a seal. —. The secretarj' has the seal. • press.

PiTtoiracb . The manuscript has been

sent to press. — 065. There was series of articles in the trade-union

press about it. — 6-. The new play got a very good press. • papers., ^ ! Look at this;

your friend got his name in the papers. • type. -. This tj^pe is too small. • mark., ,. The years he spent at the front left a mark
on his works.

periodicals.. does reviews of periodicals..
was delegate at the journaUsts' convention. •. This book has just come
out.

Uver. ^ — -
<«. Today's special is calves' liver with onions.

— Ox, ! Mj»^ liver bothers me.

baked. ,. There are no more baked apples; take some kissel.

(F) liver. . has liver

trouble.

cookies. .
I bought some almond cookies for you.

stove. , . Light

the stove; it's verj' cold in here.* (P-,/ /F; see).* (<',; ,, -, u/pct: -, -/) to bake.. She was baking pies yesterday.. The sim is really

beating down today.

pedestrian. .
This path is for pedestrians only.

on foot. . You can

go there on foot... I walked over. •. I walk to work.

{inded N) upright piano. §. An upright piano won't pass through this door.

pianist.

beer. '. Buy a dozen bottles of

beer.

*C . You can't do business with

him.

(-d) suit-coat.

pajamas.

(P) saw.(,; prap) to saw.. I'll come tomorrow to

help you saw the wood. • to nag. .
Stop nagging him.

pilot. Oh . He's an experienced pilot.

overseas cap.

pill. pdaa .
Take these pills three times a day. —*^5. That was bitter pill for him

to swallow.* , 5-. As much as he tried to sugar-

coat it, I still found it unpleasant.

Pioneer (member of the Russian Boy Scout organi-

zation "Pioneers," for children ten to sixteen years old).

• pioneer. -. was one of the pioneers in the labor movement.

Pioneer, pioneer F.

(-d) pie.
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cabbage pie.

meat pie.

rice-and-mushroom pie.

(AN) pastry.

(-).
pirojok with jam.

pirojok with meat.

() writer. , ? 9! How come you don't know him?

He's a well-known writer.

writer F. —. My
mother's a writer.

(^, -11/1: -/) to write. He, . Don't write in pencil;

use ink. — Oh . He's writing a book. —-? Do you know how to write

Russian? — Oh . He writes for the news-

papers, 'to paint. . She paints

from life.

to type. ^. I'm learning how to type.

to take dictation.. She takes dictation well.* . There's telling what fool

will do. •*, ! Well, it's as good

as lost. •*,, § . Well,

brother, it's not for us.& stationery.. You can buy ink at the station-

ery store.

written. -. My written examinations begin tomorrow.

desk. -. I'd like to get a desk

with large drawers.

written. .
Put your request in written form.

(P,) letter.. Seal the letter and take it to

the post office immediately. — -. I have

letter of recommendation from an old friend of yours. —^ -. I sent him two letters and several postcards. —
—. Here's registered

letter for you; sign for it. —? Did you get my two letters by general

delivery? • writing. ,^ . He's already learned how to

read, but he still has trouble with writing.

mail. ? Is there any mail

for me?

letter with postage due. -. You've got

letter with ten kopeks postage due.' (-) See.( diet. -. This child needs an extra-nourishing diet. • feeding..
The patient was undergoing artificial feeding for a whole

week.

nourishing.

. Only the most nourishing

foods should be sent there.

(,; imv; p; , , ,
-) to drink. ?
Do you drink tea or coffee for breakfast? —. We're drinking to your health. —? Do you drink vodka? —. I never drank any wine like that.! I'm awfully thirsty. •. He's an habitual drunkard. •* ,- ^. We're going to have
trouble because of that, siu^ as you're born. •. He knows how to hold his liquor.

drinking. Sto. ? Is this water fit for

drinking?^ See.
food. ^ . Give him

only light food. — .
The news gave fresh food for gossip.

digestion.

food. .
Canned goods are sold in the food department.

food industry.

swimming. .
won prize in swimming. • cruise.. We were on three-month cruise.*) . big man
deserves big job.

{iter of) to swim. ? Do you
swim? — Oh, . He swims like a fish. —? Do you swim the breast

stroke?& to sail.

ndpycoM. We sailed lot this summer.

6. I've been to sea all my
life.

to melt.

melting.& poster. On .
made very good poster.(, -) to cry. ^ ? Why
are you crying?*, ! Well, we can kiss our

money good-by!

See.(, i -,//,,-
'') flame.

plan. . The com-

mission made up a plan of work. —^ . We made plans for the summer all

last evening. • map. .
I'll get map of Moscow for you. • outline.. I've already made an outUne of my
book. • quota. ,. We promised not only to fill our

quota, but to go beyond it. — -. Our quota is already seventy per cent

filled.3& background.. Everything else has been pushed

into the background.
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to plan. ?
Did you plan' work?() five year plan.

according to plan. . All industry

in the USSR is run according to a master plan..
[^ planned economy..
G . beet plantation,

tea plantation.

phonograph record.. We have all the latest records. • (photographic)

plate. ? Where
could I develop these plates?

(/) adhesive tape. .
Cover the wound with adhesive tape. • plaster.. Put some drawing plaster

on the abscess.

charge. 3a5 . There's

no extra charge for it.

Qj admission. —. Admission: two rubles.

wages, salary, pay. See also..1 rent. ,, . The rent, including

heating, is a himdred rubles a month.() payment. |. This month I'll have to make large

payments.

Q C.O.D.. The books have been sent to

you C.O.D.* . One good turn derserves

another.

platinum.(,) to pay. . Pay
the cashier. — . You
have to pay for this room in advance.—? How much did you pay for the cloth?^ . I'm just returning

your favor.

See.
paid. ? Is there paid admission

there?— ? Are you paid for this work or

are you doing it voluntarily?

(-TKd) kerchief. .
11 give you kerchief to tie around your head, •shawl.

Ond' . She threw

warm shawl over her shoulders.

handkerchief.

platform. Ha ^-. There's crowd of people on the platform

meeting the train. — ^. The party's election

platform was pubhshed in yesterday's paper. • track.. The train leaves

from track number three, 'way station. Ha. Trains

rarely stop at oxu- way station. • flatcar.

(). The machines were

loaded on the flatcars. •wagon., . We had
so much furniture we had to hire two wagons.,. Fortunately, the AlUes foimd com-
mon ground for agreement.& (P,-,-) dress.. She's wearing very pretty dress. • clothing.§. You can buy men's and women's clothing in this

store.

reserved seat. Ha -. All the reserved seats for today's train

are sold out.

deplorable. -. The results were deplorable. • pitiful.. looked pitiful after

the fight.

See&.^ iSee.(, /pct:/) to spit.. No spitting.* ?
You ought to be ashamed of yourself for loafing all day.

•*He , .
You can never tell when you'll need a friend. •

, . I don't give damn what they'll

think about it.

See.
See.
See..

Q pedigreed cattle.(, -, ,, N)
tribe.

nephew.

niece.

(/^/).
to escape from prisoner-of-war

camp. Emj' . succeeded in

escaping from a prisoner-of-war camp.& to be taken prisoner. ^1. was taken prisoner near Kiev.

prisoner (of war).

plenary session.

{F) mold.

(^,; p,, -, -, ) to

weave. , .
Look how skillfully she's weaving the basket!

*0h ^. He's just talking nonsense.^ See.
(P,,) shoulder.. has broad shoulders.§ . has

to do all the work all by himself.

(P) tile.. The floor was made of marble tiles, •block.^ . The

streets here are paved with stone blocks, •stove. -. Light the stove.— -. - stove smokes something terrible.

Q & gravestone. -
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RUSSIAN-ENGLISH. It's hard to read the

inscription on this gravestone.

range. . We
have gas range with two burners. • bar.. This chocolate bar is for the kids.

(-) swimmer.

fiUing. ;^. I lost

filling from my tooth.

(sh -,; cp,) flat.. lives over there in the

house with the flat roof. — .
That's rather flat joke.

flat surface.

(- P) pliers.

{-A) raft. ^.
We crossed the river on a raft.

dam.

carpenter.

{sh -) heavy.. Such heavy material isn't

good for a summer dress. • thickset.. Our chairman is the

tall, thickset fellow over there.

tight., -
. Sec whether the shutters are shut tight. • firmly. Ha. The snow is firmly packed

down on the walk. • hearty. , ,. No, I'm not going to have supper.

I had a hearty dinner.

{sh, -xa,, ; cp;) bad.-. They made you good suit, but they used bad

material. — . She's in

bad mood today. • poor. . He's a

poor writer.

Avorst.^'. You must prepare for the worst.—, !, . The worsu that can

happen to us is that they won't let us in.^ worse. . The patient got

worse. — , ! It's so bad

it couldn't be worse.

badly. . You
treat him very badly. • poorly. .
The laundry is poorly done.? Don't you feel well today?

• Oh . He's in a critical condition.

platform. .
Exit by the front platform only (sign on trolley cars). —. The train was overcrowded and I had to

stand on the platform all the way there. • landing.. stood

on the landing looking down.

ring, boxing ring.

croquet grounds.

tennis court.

soccer field.

(P -, - F) square.? What's the name of this square? —. Red Square isn't far

from here. • area. §?
What's the area of this park? §. In this oblast, one hundred thou-

sand hectares have been sown with wheat.

{P -) plow.

See.(, -; , /iter: /) to swim.,,. Let's swim to the other shore and see who gets

there first, -r- . Every-

thing is swimming before my eyes, 'to float.? Where are these rafts floating to?, .
There's nothing else to do. We just have to go along with

the tide. • ,. you have wonderful opportunity right

under your nose, and you don't see it!

{pd of) to spit. nd' . spit in the

subway, and had to pay a fine.* ! Don't waste your time! •*
6to — . I can do it as easy as rolling

off a log.

plus.

See.(,) to dance.! How well our kids are dancing! — *0
^. dances to her tune.

{/with a, d, and I/) on.. You have to drive slowly on this road. —
Oh . gave him friend-

ly slap on the shoulder. —. On holidays we usually go out of town.

• by. . We get paid by

the hour. —. You can get there by boat or by train. — He
no. Don't judge by appearances.

— .
I've been collecting library for a long time, volume by

volume. • according to. . We're

working according to plan. • over. no. He's been all over the world. • in.. She dresses in the latest style. • as

for. —, . As for me, you can

do as you please. • of.. I did it of my own free will. • out of.. I'm telling you that out of

friendship, •because of.. was absent for two days because of sickness.

• for. .
He's been longing for home lately, 'to.. I can't understand it to

this day.

no as usual.. Sunday we got up late, as

usual.

no by mistake. .
I took your hat by mistake.

^'. These apples are

five cents apiece. • .
The youngsters lined up five in a row. • -
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• Oh . He's schoolmate of mine.

• , . Come back

soon; we miss you. • .
Call me tomorrow. • . This

suit fits you just right. • On -? Does he

speak English? •-6, . I think

you're wrong. • . These shoes

are bad fit for me. •. I have time to go visiting. •. I've been doing housework all day. •? What line of work are you in?

•,, ! Now, children, take your

seats! • .
The train is scheduled to leave at eight o'clock. •' . I had physics exami-

nation on Wednesdaj'. • .
At night we took our direction from the stars.

no- {irith comparative and adverb forms of adjectives; see ^11).

escape. IIx -. Their escape was arranged by the partisans.

• shoots. . There are shoots

appearing on the bush.

\nctory. . We
won brilliant victorj'. — -. The match ended in a victory- for the visiting

team.

(/) winner. . The winner of the

motorcycle race turned out to be one of the chauffeurs of our

factory. —* . The winner is always

right. • victorious. -. It wasn't just matter of luck

that our nation came out of the war victorious.

(/n/) -pr Sl/ppp; pd of)
to win. , . We knew that

we'd win over the enemy. —? \Mio won at yesterday's swim-
ming meet? 'to overcome, {no dur). I overcame my dislike for

him and talked to him. 5. I ad-

mitted ha\''ing lost the argument.

(--^, -, %27; pd) to run., . I ran after him but he

was already out of sight.

(di/r/) .

coast, shore.

{pd) to have a talk.''^. We had talk and were

pleased with each other.

{pd) to disturb. ?
May disturb j'ou?

(rf?<r /) .

(-, -; imv -; -; pd of and) to beat. . The
boy was badly beaten. — . The enemy was
beaten. < 'to smash. ^',! You'll smash all the china that way, you clumsy

ox!

to break the record.

. broke the

record at the last swimming meet.

{pd of) to thank. He. Don't forget to thank
him for me.

near. -. There is good hotel near here. • in the neighbor-

hood. E]cTb ? Is there a
good doctor ia the neighborhood?

{pd) to talk a bit.!,^. Drop in; we can talk a bit and have some tea.

(/cp//).
See.

See.
(-, -; ; pd of) to

shave. ? Shall I shave'?- to shave. . I

still have to shave before I go out.

(-',-; pd) to stroll. -
no. Let's go for a stroll around the towTi.

• to wander. cJ^ He's

wandered quite bit over the whole wide world.

See.
See.

{dxir) to visit. -. I didn't have time to visit anyone, 'to go see. -. Go see them without fail.

(--, -; p,,, -; pd) to

stay. . I'll staj^ here about a

week.

no6bio See.
(-, -; pd of) to blow down.. The storm blew

down a telegraph pole. • to tip over., -. Be careful you don't tip over the coat rack,

•to pour. Tedrp. The people

just poured into the theater.. The snow started to come

down heavily.

(P -a, -) cook M.. We have very good cook in our hospital, 'chef.

Oh . He's chef in a res-

taurant.- See.
behavior. -. Your behavior puzzles me. • action.. I don't agree with his line of action.

• conduct. . got

zero for conduct again.

See.
(-, -; -,-, -, -; pd) to drive.. I'll drive j^ou to town

on Monday. • to have luck. :'- . I had luck; some-

body turned in his (train) reservation at the last minute.

— cpday. The poor fellow had tough luck. He came here

and got sick immediately.

{pd of) to believe.. I'll never believe it. • to take one's word for it., .
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Take my word for it, it's dangerous to walk across the frozen

river these days.

{ppp-; pet of and -) to turn. ,. Go straight ahead; then turn to the left. -^. Let's turn back.- to turn over.- . Turn over

on the other side. • to turn around, {no dur)

— ! What room! You can't even turn

around! • to take a turn. ,, I never expected this matter to take such a turn.! How could

you ever say such a thing?

{dur of) .

(/) over. .
Put raincoat over your overcoat.

superficial. ,5-
pdna. Don't worry; it's only a .super-

ficial wound. — Oh . He's a super-

ficial person.

superficially. 5. You're judging this superficially.

{F) surface.

{dur of) .

{pet) to have fun. , -! right, we've had our fun; now let's stop it.

{pet of) to hang.. Hang the picture a little higher. — 3a! Hanging is too good for a man
who does such things.- to hang oneself. ! He hanged himself.

(-^, -; p -, -, -, -; -; pet)

to take. . I'll

take you there by a new way today.

notice. ^ . Send
out the notice about the meeting. • agenda.? What's on the day's agenda? • sum-
mons. Oh . got summons
to court.

(P ;,- F) story. -? Have you read the stories of Turgenev?

See.& {pet of) to see. ^? When will I be able to see the director?- to see. .
Most probably I won't be able to see him today.

i/ef/) apparently. ,,. Apparently the train is late, 'evidently.,, , .
You evidently don't understand what's going on here.

{pet of).' cause. ? What was the cause

of the argument? • reason.- ^ -. I don't think I

gave him any reason to talk to me like that. • score. A? What would you say on
that score?

Oh no . He gets excited

on the slightest provocation. •. We'll talk about it further.' (P, -,-/, /) rein.^. I got down and led the

horse by the reins.

, ;^ -. Don't } OU know that his secretary leads him around
by the nose?

cart, vehicle.

{dur of and) .- to turn around. ,! Come on; turn

around.

bend. . Their house

is right around the bend. • curve.!! Danger, sharp curve! • turn.. There's

turn for the better in our relationship.* ! -
! Watch your step! You don't want to get into a quarrel

with him, do you?

(-^,-; pd /) .

(-^, -; pet) to grumble little.. likes to grumble little.

{ppp-; pel/ and)
to hurt., § . Have drink;

it won't hurt you. • to do harm. , -. I'm afraid that your inter-

fering will only do him harm.

(dur o/).
injury. -. He's got big bruise on his elbow

and an injury to the bone.

repair office. ,. The telephone is out of

order. Call the repair office.

See.
{/eompare Bcmjiy/) everywhere. -. I've been everywhere. • anywhere.. You'll find this newspaper anywhere.

• all over.. There are dramatic clubs all over the Soviet

Union. • throughout. -. There are good restaurants throughout

the city.

(-, -; pet of) to repeat.,, . Repeat it,

please; I didn't hear you. • to go over., . My homework is

almost finished. I only have to go over my vocabulary.

• to run over. .
It wouldn't hurt you to run over your grammar.

{dur of) to repeat. He
— ^^. Don't repeat that;

people will laugh at you.

Oh , . he

knows is to parrot what other people say.

{pet of) to raise. -. We were able to raise our out-

put a great deal, 'to increase.. This review increased the interest in

his book.

P . Prices have gone up a great

deal.

{dur of) to raise. ^ -! Please don't raise your voice.

See.
bandage. ^? When can I take the bandage off my arm?
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{dur of) .

(-^, -^; pd of racfixb) to put out. -, . Fortunately,

we were able to put out the fire quickly. — ^.
Put the candle out.

(p-,-, -, -; pet of and)
to go out. nordc.
Yesterday the lights went out suddenly in our house.

See.
{dur of) to die.

cK^TtH. I'm just dying of boredom here.. You're

wasting your talent; you should have been a comedian.

(p -,-; pet of) to die.. died at the front.

{pet of) to pet. -, . My son was petting the dog

and she bit him. 'to iron. -. All my wash is already ironed.

*Hac 5to no ! They won't thank

us for it.

(-^,-; pet of) to look. -, ! Look at what they are doing!

•to watch, {no dur) ^, ^. You go to the theater and I'll watch the children.

• {no dur) 4t6-to , ^! It's my
impression that something's not right here.

<See.
{pet) to talk. ^ -. You'll have to talk to the manager. —-5 . They talked about it

for about two days and then forgot about it.

saying. . It's an

old Russian saying.

weather. . The
weather was terrible all week long.* , -. Don't let grass grow under your feet. You've

got to get out and do something.

{pet) to wait., . Wait,

he'll be out in a minute.

waif and see., !
Wait and see, you're going to get it from your father!. Call a little later.^ See.

without exception. -. Everybody, without exception, is guilty.

frontier guard.

(P -d, -) cellar.

{pet of; .

loading.? How many men will you need for loading?

(-,-^; pet of) to ruin.,. Keep quiet — you'll ruin the whole

thing.

{pet) to take a walk. . Let's go

take a walk.

^, a ! You've had
your fun; let's get down to work now.

{/with a and i/) under.. You'll have to put the suitcase under the bed.

— Em^ . He's just under fifty. —

. I keep these things

under lock and key. —^. She's been under doctor's care

for several years now. — . I

served under his command. — -. She's entirely under his influence. —. writes under pen name. • below.

^. They used to live a floor

below us. • underneath. .
Put sweater on underneath your overcoat. • near.. At that time they were

fighting near Leningrad. • into.. This empty lot was made into a vegetable garden.

• towards. ^. I only fell asleep

towards morning.

downhill. .
The road goes downhill now.

in the rain.. We had to stand in the rain for an hour.. I have everything handy
here. • . I met

him New Year's Eve. • §? What does that term mean to you? •. used clippers on me. •,^ . Let me take your arm. •. was put on trial for it.

waitress. -. She was waitress in lunchroom.

(-,-; imv-; -; dur/)
to serve. ^, ,. Will you serve us quickly please? We have to

make a train. — . We
always serve tea in glasses, 'to give.. gave cause for

suspicion. — ^. You shouldn't have given him any false hopes,

•to set. Oh . sets bad

example for you.

D to show. ,5. Be sure to show you know nothing

about it.

to show promise, {no pd) -. This vioUnist shows promise.

Oh .
There wasn't any word from him for six months.

(-, -; pd of and&-
).- to choke. .
Yesterday at dinner I almost choked on a bone.

{dur of).
{dur of).& all the more reason. §,. If he's done it, there's all the more

reason why you should be able to.§, . If you find

it's hard to hear, think how much harder it is for her.

<See.
{pd of) to give a present. ^? I don't know what to give him for a present.

•to make a present. .
The author himself made me a present of this book.

(-) present. ^ ^ -
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. I'd like to make him a nice present. • gift.. I mean it as gift.

(-, -, §;??; imv -;,,,
-;, -, , -; -, sh F
-; pet of) to serve. ^? What time do you want breakfast served? —, . Dinner is served; come

on in, please, 'to give. .
You gave us a good idea.

to take to court. ,. He's threatening that he'll take them to court.

to serve a ball. ^,. I'd serve the ball better

if I had a better racket.

to shake hands. ^. After that, I couldn't even shake hands

with him. ^. Help him on with his coat.

• ! The carriage is ready.

.See.
{dur of) to pick up. He. Don't pick these apples up from the ground.

(-) chin.

basement.

.See.
(-5*^,-; -,-, -, -; pet of)

to bring up. , -.
Fortunately the food supplies were brought up on time.

• to give a lift.,^. Get in; I'll give you a

lift.

.See.
{dur of) to expose. ^

ondcHocTH. I don't want to expose you to

danger. ! I can't under-

stand why you want to be the butt of every joke.

(p-,-; pet /) .

to criticize.<5 . His conduct was severely

criticized.

(-5^, -; -,-, -, ; -; pel

of) to lead up. .
The horses were led up to the stoop. • to place under.§ .
It would be good idea to place a stone foundation under

this house. • to let down., -. I he won't let us down, •to put on the spot.. You put me
on the spot with your remark.

to add up.^? Did you add up your expenses?

to take stock.. Tomorrow we'll finish

the job and we'll be able to take stock./ ? Will

the railroad run to our city? • , ^. I don't know how to type him.

• *y , I feel faint from

hunger.

great deed. ^. We'll never forget the great deeds of our Army.^ — -

. You have lot of courage to go out in such weather.

{dur of).
-. , ? Well, how's your

work coming along?

{pet of) to move.. Move the table closer to the couch.- to move over, {no dur)-,,. Will you move over, miss, and
make room for me.

horse and wagon.. Hire horse and wagon to move the furniture.

(-5',-; dur of) to bring to. He
<^. Don't bring the child to the

window. • to let down. --? When did I ever let you down?
Ond . She uses too

much eye-shadow.

.See.
supply.. There was poor supply of vegetables on the

market todaj'.

(-,-; dur of).
garter.

{dur /) .

ipct of and) to

prepare, {no dur) ,? Do you think your boy is well

prepared for the exam? • to get together.. Get your material to-

gether and get down to work. . You have to

break the news to her gently.

{dur of).
(d' of).
{AF /ppp of/) subject. Ond. She's a Dutch subject.

(//7) //).
British subject.

citizenship, nationality.

{/pet of/) to add.

imitation.? Is this genuine Persian rug or just an imita-

tion? • forging. Oh .
He's in prison for forging documents.

(-^',-; pel of) to hold

up. , a . Hold him up or

else he'll fall, 'to support. oepd -. He supported my proposal. — oepd. The entire shop supported her candidacy.

• to maintain. , oepd. did it to maintain his prestige.

HdMH, od. Be a good

sport; come along with us.

{dur of) to support. Ond-. She supports her parents. • to

keep. Oh . He keeps things

in order here. • to keep going. ydco<^ . It was very difficult for me
to keep this conversation going.. We see him

every so often.

support. . He's
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their sole support. —. My plan got his wholehearted support.

ipct)., ^ .
You can go. take over j'our duty for tonight.

{pd of) to have an effect.. This treat-

ment had wonderful effect on me. • to use one's influence.,-. Maybe you can use your influence

and make him come on time.

(pel)., . It just

can't be helped; we'll have to crowd ourselves to make room
for others.

(-, -; ppp-; pd) to divide.^ . Divide this money
among you.- to share. -. He'll share his last penny with j'ou. —. I came to share my
good news with you.

(dur).

'~2 , ? I haven't seen

j-ou in a long time. How're you getting along?.
by the day. . I'm paid

by the day.

{ppp of) secondhand.? Do you want to buy a

secondhand bicycle?

(-, -; pd) to hold.. Will you please hold my package a

minute?

{dur of),
{pd of) to fry.? Should I frj" some potatoes for you?

underground. . There

was an underground passage here.

(dur of;,
lining. ' -

. bought topcoat with silk lining. . Now I

understand what's behind this affair.

horseshoe.

(See also .) near, next to.. was standing next to me.

(-}', -; dur) to be subject to. -. This is not subject to duty.. So far this

news is not for publication. •. There's no doubt about it.

(-d) rascal.

gravy.

original.. Show me the original of this document.

{sh, -,) low. .
He's just low person.

mean. ^ . They
did mean thing to us.

5ee,
(-^,; -, -,; -; pd of

) to sweep. .
Don't forget to sweep before you leave.

{dur of) to sweep. ^? Who'll sweep the floor today?

sole. . Put
new soles and heels on my shoes.

*0h . He's not fit to lick

her boots.

«See,.
under one's arm. -. always carries large

briefcase under his arm.

{dur of) to lift.. mustn't lift anything heav>-. 'to arouse.,, .
Competition undoubtedly arouses interest in work. — --'. There was no sense in arousing everybody in the

house over such a trifle.

He ! Don't make a

fuss over such a trifle.- to go up. '
It'll be very hard for him to go upstairs, 'to

come up. Stom^. Ever>i;hing is coming up beautifully in our

vegetable garden this year. —,. It looks as if a snowstorm is coming up. • to be

rising.). The barometer is rising..
just can't sign this order.

>See.
See.
running board. .

I jumped on the running board of the trolley.

traj'.(,; p,, -, -;,, -, -;, sh F -; pd of) to lift... I can't lift it by myself, 'to

pick up.- .' 5. Will you

help me pick this box up. • to raise. -. They raised the American flag. —5? Which one of you raised this

question? 'to get someone up.. The}' got me up very early today. • to boost..
boosted everybody's spirits with his jokes.

to make fun of. ,. They made fun of him.

to raise a howl.

.^'5. The newspapers raised howl about it.. Your task is to

make them more active.- to rise. Oh ^. He rose from his chair.

— . The water level rose

sharply. — TecTO . The dough had already

risen. — . The wind rose. — Bee,, . They rose as one in

defense of their country. — .
Our spirits rose. • to get up.. I got up earlier than usual today, 'to go up.
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went up again. • to climb. . We
climbed up the mountain.. She's already out of bed.

ijor before some dusters, §5i) below. Ond. She lives on the floor below. • under.. fell in and disappeared

under the ice.

similar.. similar thing happened to a friend of

mine. • Uke. -? Have

you ever seen anything like it?

TOM^ (...) and the like., ^. They sent

me some jam, cookies, and the Uke from home.! Nothing of the kind!(, -; p-;-,-,
-,-; , sh F-; pd of-) to pick up. .
The medical corpsmen promptly picked up the wounded,

•to gather up. ,, .
She gathered her hair up under her kerchief, 'to match.^ 5.
I just can't find necktie to match this suit, 'to select.

Ond, .
She selected number of suitable people for this work.^. Try

to find key to fit this lock.& (-^, -; p-; pd of) to wait.. Wait for me. —! ,,-. Wait, there seems to

be some kind of misunderstanding here.& (-, -; dur) to suspect.. I don't suspect him of anything

bad. — ,-. didn't suspect that you speak English

so well.

suspicion.. He's held under suspicion of robbery. —9. It's an unwarranted

suspicion.

See,
(-^, -; -, -, -, -; -;

pd of) to come near. ^.
came near the window. • to approach.. We approached the border on foot.

— 5 . This matter

has to be approached seriously.

window sill.

ins and outs. -. certainly knows all the ins and outs of this affair.

sole. .
I bought pair of shoes with thick soles. —. I have com on the sole of my foot.

foot of a moimtain., . This roast is as

tough as shoe leather.

See,
(-^, -; pd of) to sign.. Sign this paper. —. We already signed the contract.

- to sign. ? Where do I sign? • to

subscribe. ^ §. I want
to subscribe to this magazine.

subscription. Bee -. post-office

branches take magazine and newspaper subscriptions.. The loan is

being well subscribed. •^ . We all chipped in

for his birthday present.

{dur of) to sign., . I never sign anything without

reading it first.

- to sign. ? Do you
sign your full name? 'to endorse. -. I endorse this statement

wholeheartedly

.

(P -,- F) signature. ? Is

this your signature? — -. This directive was sent to the mana-

ger for signature.

See.
See.
{gp -) cellar. -. We hid the weapons in the cellar. • underground.

Bo . During the

occupation he was active in the underground.

{dur) to imitate. He ^". Don't

imitate him. • to copy. .
They copy our methods. • to ape.. She apes her sister in everything.& (-, -; dur) to mean. , -, ? Just what do you

mean by that?

(-^, -; p-;-,-, --,-; pd of; refl is pd of /refl

//).
{F) detail. He -. Don't go into unnecessary details.. We dis-

cussed the question at great length.

detailed.. gave detailed report of his trip.

in more detail. ^. I'll write you about it in more detail later.

in detail. ..
He'll tell you about it in detail.

friend. . She's

my sister's best friend. • mate. -. We were schoolmates.

Ond ^ . She was

good wife to him.

{pd of) to become friends, {no

dur) . We became great

friends.

(// /) in row. ^, . I told him that three times in a

row; I hope he'll remember it.

for several days running. -.
For several days running I've been trying to get tickets to

the opera.
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raining steadily for several days now.

([-§nj-]) candlestick..^ . I need some addi-

tional income. • ^ -. For the time being I'm just a helper in this

shop.

([-§]-]) sunflower.

sunflower seed.. keeps nibbUng sunflower seeds all day.

{dur of) to be on the watch.? Who are you on the watch

for here?^ See.
See.

(-^,-; -,-, -, -,
pd of) to ambush.. We ambushed the detachment at the edge of

the woods.

{dur of) .^ See.
See.

(-^, -; ;, -;-; pet of) to trim.? Do you want your mustache trimmed?

(AM) defendant. -. The defendant refused to answer

the question.

{pd of) to figure out. -
;^! I figured out the expenses

and was I scared!

(dwr/) .{-; pd of) to

confirm.,,. Confirm the receipt of this letter, please. • to back

up. Oh . He'll back up
what I say.

{dur of) to confirm. -. This confirms his testimony,

•to bear out. 9 .
This bears out my guess.

^ See .

([-g*v-]; dur of) to hitch up. ^, a. I'm going to put on my suspenders or else

I'll have to keep hitching my pants up all the time. • to join

in. Oh . began

to join in with her in his deep bass voice.

(- P) suspenders.

(-;^, -; pd of) to tighten.. Tighten the

straps oft the suitcase, •to pull up.. Pull the boat up closer to the shore,

•to take in hand. ,! Your son is very lazy; you'll have to take him in

hand. . We'll have to get our shop

to work harder.

{pd of) to think. ,
Stom. I'm sorry I didn't think of it before. —" Sto ". " !" "You

must do it." "I wouldn't think of it!" — {no dur)-, ^ . Just think

what he had to go through. • to think over. ;^. I'll think it over and give you an
answer tomorrow. • to consider.5. We didn't consider these possibiUties.

(-^, -^; pd of) to blow.

pillow. . This

pillow is too hard. — ^-^. You can get another pillow. • cushion.^. I have couch with
three cushions in my room.

approach. .
has the wrong approach to the subject.

(-^, -; dur of) to approach.! . Hurry up! The train's

approaching the station. • to suit. ^. This job suits him perfectly, •to fit.. This key doesn't fit. •to go with.^. The red

necktie doesn't go with your hat. • to near.^. Our work is nearing its end.. The house is on the very

edge of the forest.

{/prap of/) suitable.. I didn't find suitable room. —. This is suitable price. • right.. He's the right

man for this job. — ,. This is the right time to look for a

job. • proper. ;^' .
I just can't find the proper expression.

OH , .
Let him stay with us; he's a regular fellow. •! Well done!

^ See .

(/cf /) sometimes. ^. I

get bored with it sometimes.

([-k»v-]; dur of) to underUne.

He 5. Don't underline this

sentence.

Oh .
Ukes to make show of his superiority.{-; pd of) to

make a point. 5 ^.
point of it when you write to him.

Oh, . made it

clear that he's doing it unwillingly.& (-K0B P) (men's) drawers.

entrance. . Stop at the

entrance. — ,? Let's

meet at the theater entrance. O.K.?

slope. 5 . There's

steep slope on this side, •lifting.

^'. We use elevators for lifting

loads. • rise. Ha Stom ;^-. The rise of the water level is marked on this post.

• instep. . My
left shoe pinches my instep, •boom.. It was the period of an in-

dustrial boom. • enthusiasm. , -. She sang with great enthusiasm today.
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5 ^? How
long does it take to climb this mountain? •*0. thinks nothing of moving at the drop of a hat.

•* . I've been very sluggish

lately.

(--,-; pd). . Let's go for

some fresh air.

(d ' r o/) .

See,
(P -&, -6) train. ? Are you

taking fast train?

express train, through train.

slow passenger train.

mail train. He ,. Don't go by mail

train; it'll take too long.

([-sk-]) trip. ,.
We're arranging trip to the country. • journey.

iv#' ^ , . It's only

day's journey, not more.

See.
(-6, -, §f7; imv-; -; pd of) to eat.-? . Is there

anything to eat? I'm very hungry. —. The patient ate little soup and

then went to sleep.

(-,-; imv supplied as; pd of) to

go (by conveyance). , .
We'll go there by train. —. We can go there either by trolley or by bus.

•to go. ,! Well, let's go! 'to drive. -. Drive straight to the station.

{pd of) to be sorry. , §! Well, you'll be sorry about it some day.

• to spare. Oh .
spared expense and gave us a royal feed.

{pd of) to complain. -. I'll have to complain about

you.

perhaps. ,,,. Well, per-

haps he's right. • I don't mind. " -?" "!" "How about a drink?" "I don't

mind."

Oh,,. He may get angry. • ,,^ -. I think I'll go with you.

([-l*sta, -Ista]) please.

fire. ! There's fire in your

house! — , . What's the

matter with him? He looks as though he's running to a fire.

— He ,! Where's the fire? You'll make
it!

fire. ! Call the

fire department!

{AM) fireman.& {-muf, -; ppp -; pd of) to

shake. ;^ ^. I shook hands with him. —^
5^. We made them make up and shake hands, 'to

shrug. Oh . shrugged

his shoulders in perplexity.

wish.

. My best wishes to your family and yourself.

• suggestion. . Please come directly to me with all

complaints and suggestions.

{pd of) to wish. -. Let's wish our friend

success in his new work.

{/pd of/).
{pd of) to sacrifice. -. sacrificed his life for his

country, 'to give up.. We had to give up some

of our flower beds to make room for a vegetable garden.

{(1) to get on. ? How
is your brother getting on?? How are you?

See.
elderly. . An

elderly woman met us.

{dur of) to shrug.,;^ Sto. just listened and shrugged his

shoulders.

(-^, -; p,,, -;, sh F.; pd) to live.. I'd to live down south for a while.. had

his fling in his youth. • —! Time will

tell.

no «See no .

{pd of) to look after. -. I'll look after your son. • to see to it., -. See to it that

dinner is served on time. • to see. He, -. Don't worry; I'll see about the

tickets.

iSee.
, {pd of) to envy. -. Your good health is to be

envied. ! They're in a bad spot.

{pd of) to have one's breakfast.? Have you had your breakfast yet?

(///) day before yesterday.. We went to the movies the day before yester-

day.

behind. . I sat behind

you in the theater. — . I left

them far behind. . always brings up

the rear.

(-^, -; -^; pd of) to call.-. Call doctor immediately.

—,, . She called me to eat.,,. Call me a taxi, please.

permission.

{pd of) to allow.. They allowed us to stay

away from work today. —! I won't allow anyone to talk to me in that

tone, 'to give permission.? Who gave you permission to take my car?
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•to let. , -. Let me tell you that you acted without tact.

to afford.. I can't afford such luxury.. Will you give me a light from

your cigarette? •. You're welcome to use my typewriter.

{dur of) to permit.. My health doesn't

permit me to take this job. ! You're taking

too much liberty!

{pet of) to ring.. Ring for the man on duty. —,, 6-}'. Please

ring if you need anything. • to call. ,. I'll call you tomorrow to make
arrangements to meet. • to call up.. Call me up tomorrow morning, 'to phone.

no . Phone this number.

([-znj-]; cp; adv f-zn-]) late.. I worked late into the night. — Stom. Spring is late this year.

later. '. I'll come later.

late. . We came
too late. — , . Better late than

never. — Oh . went to

bed very late yesterday.

(-, -; pd of) to say

hello. , . Go say hello to him.

{pd of) to congratulate. :«,? May I congratulate

you on your raise?

congratulations.

{dur of) to congratulate.?,! Did
you pass your exam? I congratulate you!

Q ! Happy birthday!

• ! You got luck, but it's all bad!

See.
{pd of) to introduce. ,. Come, I'll introduce

you to this co-ed. • to acquaint.. We'll acquaint you with our rules.- to get to know.. I'd like to get to know your sister. • to become

acquainted. \. He'd like to become acquainted

with our medical set up. • to meet. ^. I'm very glad to meet you.

See.
{pd) to play. 1.

Go and play with the other kids. —. I'll just play the violin for

half an hour and then I'll go.

{pd of) to be interested in., .
You weren't even interested to know whether I had any
money.

(-, -; pd) to look for.. Look for it in the desk drawer.

(,; ivw) to water. -. went to water the horses.. ,. She has five children

to take care of.

See.
See.

{pd of) to catch. ,! Boy, did we catch a lot of fish today!

— A ? Where is the easiest

place to catch him? — . caught

the ball on the fly. —* . was
caught red-handed. • to catch hold. ?! WTiere do you hide yourself?

It's hard to catch hold of you.

to take at one's word.,. Be careful; I'm taking you
at your word.

See.
(-, -; /inw and /; -, -^,

-6, ; pd) to go. . went there

alone. —,! Well, let's go!—, '. Go and tell him I'm waiting. —. went to work in a factory,

•to go into. . These

potatoes can go into the soup. —. Our youngest son decided to go into

another field. • to leave. .
The train will leave from another station. • to start.! There's no

stopping them now that they've startAi telling jokes, 'to

take. Ha .
It'll take two and a half meters of cotton to make this shirt.

• to resort. . We had

to resort to a trie" .

: to gpt shorter. ^.
The days a ^ getting shorter.

to walk. . We'll walk.. Your-
cation was sent to the chief. •. This fumitiu^ will be put in your room. •. Now the work will run

smoothly. •*Hy,,! She's at it again!

• ! Get out! • . The ice is

breaking. • He '! I won't marry

him. • . You should have

led your queen. •, ! People

aren't what they used to be!

for the time being. 4 § . This

money will be enough for me for the time being. • while.4 , .
All the tickets were sold while you hesitated. —, 5. Read this article

while you're waiting for the doctor. • till.. Wait till I come back. • until. <', . I'll keep on insisting

until I get what I want.

as yet. HoKd .
We've had no answer as yet.

for the present. . ^. I'm

staying here for the present.

— 4 !
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Let's go for a walk. It'll be some time before your guest

arrives. •! So long!

See.
See. '

showing. ^. The first showing of the new film will be today.

testimony. -. One of the witnesses gave unexpected

testimony. • reading.. She recorded the instrument readings on a

chart.

(-^, -^; pd of&) to show.. Show your papers. —. Show me some

inexpensive handkerchiefs. — Ha5. In this work you'll have a chance to show
what you can do. — .
has shown great learning. — ^ .
I showed him the door, 'to point at.. pointed at the notice. • to prove., ^. Experience

has proven that the new system is better than the old one.

•to teach. ^, !
I'll teach him not to be rude to visitors!

to set an example. -. set an ex-

ample by his earnest attitude toward his work.. The swimmer
made good time. • ,. wants to show that he knows a lot.- to seem. . That hour

seemed like an eternity to me. • to appear.. This appeared very strange to me.

• to come out.,. . Wait

till the sun comes out.

§To . I thought

it was perfectly acceptable. •.. I've been ashamed to meet her ever

since. • , .
No one rang the bell; it's just your imagination. •

^. It wouldn't hurt you to see

a doctor,

{dur of) to show.. was showing us the town all

day yesterday. — .
doesn't show up around here any more. • to point to.

6to, . that points to

the fact that he does not know this work, 'to indicate,. The barometer indicates

that we're due for some rain, 'to register.. The thermometer regis-

ters thirty degrees.

to show. He ,. Don't show that you're interested in it.

{pet).() to go sledding. -? Do you want to go sledding?

(-^,-; pd).- to roll. . The ball rolled down
the road.

to roll with laughter.. was just rolling with laughter.

(pd) to shake. -. She shook her head reproachfully.

See.
greeting. . didn't

answer my greeting. • regards. . My
regards to your wife.^ ^. I won't go begging to

him. (-,-; pet of) to

greet. ? -. Didn't

you notice? Somebody greeted you.^ . Remember me to him.

rest. . The
patient needs complete rest.! Leave me alone!

the deceased.

the deceased F.(-, -; p-pp-; pd of).- to hesitate. ,, . hesitated moment and then

decided to say everything that was on his mind.

generation.

{pet of) to paint.? What color do you want your table painted?

{pd of) to turn red.. was so angry he turned red. •to blush., . She blushed

when you told her that.

See .

See .

{dvr of) to cover. . The

shoe production still doesn't cover the demand of the coun-

try. • to shield. ? Why
are you shielding the people who are really guilty?

(-,-; ppp-; pd of) to

cover. ^ . Cover the

trunk with that rug. — ,. Now you won't see a thing; everything is

covered with snow. —. We covered ten kilometers in half an hour. —. This regiment covered it-

self with glory.

to varnish.. You have to varnish these shelves.

to pay expenses. ^, ^-. I think your

office will pay all your expenses for the trip., . I don't know
how to wipe out the deficit.

{/compare /) while.,. Wait while I run to the store. —, . While you're getting

yourself ready, the train will leave.

{M) customer. -. There were many customers in the store. • buyer.,. I would like to sell my car but I

haven't found a buyer as yet.

customer F. -. She's steady customer here.
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{dur of) to buy.. I always buy eggs and butter at the mar-

ket.

purchase. ^ ?
How do you my latest purchase? • buy.^. It's a good buy.. She went shopping.

(-, -^; pd of) to have a smoke.. Let's have a smoke! —,? Do you have a smoke on you,

fellows?

{pet) to eat. He ^? Would you
care for something to eat? — ,, -. It seems he likes to eat.' (P -, -<5/ ^/) floor. ,. I

spilled some water on the floor.^ (P -, 6b) sex.. When you fill out the blank you have to put down
your sex and age.' half. . Give me a half

kilogram of sugar. — ? Is it

actually half past twelve already?

-* {prefixed to nouns, §7).

{dur of) to think. ,. I think we'll be

able to finish our,work on time. • to guess. ,;'. I guess you'd better go. • to suppose. ^, . I suppose he'll be back soon.

{dur of) to put stock in.. I wouldn't put any
stock in his promises if I were you. • to be customary, {no

pet) ^, , .
Don't give him more than is customary.

{no pet),, ! It

seems that you're not supposed to smoke here. • {no pet)? How much do I owe you?

{^7/cf/) half a bottle.. Give me half a bottle of red

wine.( or , §7) half a year. -^. I'll spend half

year here and the other half in the Urals.. I'll stay here another
six months.

or, P,,/
See also/) noon. ;^ .
I'll be there exactly at noon. — .
I waited for him till noon.( or , §7) five (pieces).( or F, §7) half a
dozen.

{P) field. . They've
sown buckwheat in this field. — ^. You have wide field of activities

before you here. • brim. -
». I have hat with large brim. • margin.. made notes in the margins of the
book. • background. —. I chose wallpaper with blue stripe on a
white backgroimd.

(-,; pet) to lie down (for a while). ^

, . I want to he down
for a while; I'm very tired.

useful. . This

is a very useful reference book. • helpful.. You can
receive helpful information in the hotel office.

useful. . It's a good thing

to know. ^ . change of

climate will be good for you. • ^ -? What can I do for you?

{P,-,-) log.. put few logs in the stove.

flight. .
During the fUght his motor b^an to miss.

bird's-eye view. -. I'll sketch bird's-eye

view of the city for you.

Oh , a ,. didn't study the subject; he's just talking

through his hat.

{pet) to fly. A ? How
about you? Would you Uke to fly?

(-^,-; pet) to fly. ycnfere,. You won't be able to make it by
train. You'll have to fly. • to take off., . The plane won't take

off today, because the weather is very bad. 'to fall.. I fell down the stairs and
hurt myself.^ See.

{iter of) to crawl., . My baby boy
doesn't walk yet, but he crawls a lot. —
Hordx, . crawled at our feet asking for

mercy.

(^, -; p,/ iter: /) to

crawl.! . Look! There's

bedbug crawling on the wall, 'to creep.. The woxmded crept slowly

across the field, •to crawl along. ,! Why are you crawUng along like a snail! —. Our train is just crawUng along.

{dur of) to water.. We water our v^etable garden every day.

polyclinic.

{pet of) to fade.. Your dress came back from the laundry

all faded. (&) elementary poUtical

science.. You should look into an elementary

political science text.

politics. ^.
Everybody is interested in poUtics here. • policy..
I read an article yesterday deaUng with the foreign poUcy

of the USSR. —^, ,. tell the truth, I can't understand yoiu- poUcy.

political. -. You show complete poUtical

ignorance.
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politician.. He's well-known

and respected politician.

politically. .
He's politically immature.

( -, -; into -; ,,,;, -, -, -; or, sh,,, -; pd /).
(&/ -, ^/) regiment.^. and I were in the same regiment. —? ,? Why did you prepare so much food? Are you

expecting a whole regiment??, ^! So you like to sing too? Fine, the more the

merrier!

shelf. . The books are on the

shelf. • berth.. One upper berth in our compartment is

still vacant.

colonel.

full moon.

authority, power. -. The commission was given un-

limited powers. — § . I have

authority to do that.

in full. . I

paid him in full.( or F) midnight.. The train leaves at midnight. —. We sat gabbing till mid-

night.

(sh, -/ -6, -/) full.. The children brought baskets

full of berries. — . The room

was full of people. —. The car started at full speed. —. The work is in full swing.—. We're here in full force, •complete..
You can buy complete outfit in this store. —? Do you

want to buy the complete works of Pushkin?—. I have complete

confidence in this man. • unabridged." ?" Is this really the

unabridged edition of "War and Peace"? • stout., 5 . She's so

stout that she won't be able to get into this dress.

enough. , ,!
Come now, enough crying! Calm yourself. —. That's enough quarreling.

He, ^' . Don't

fill up my plate so. • . I wish

you every success. •. She's the exact opposite of her mother.

• -. The people were

packed in there to the rafters. •*. We have enough trouble without that.

(-d) mat. .
Wipe your feet on the mat near the entrance.

( ^22) half. .

We rented half of our apartment. — ,-, . Give me two and a

half kilograms of sugar, please. —. He's spent half his money already.

-— . Come at half past one.

• part. . We expect

him the latter part of May. . We
promised to be there at eight thirty.

situation.. Our food situation has im-

proved considerably. —. came through this situation with flying

colors. • condition. Ha. Local conditions were discussed at the meeting.—. The doc-

tor declared his condition hopeless.

income-tax rules and

regulations. -. I agree completely with the main ideas of his speech.

• , . She's

an expectant mother, and mustn't take on this work.

(-<^,-; pd of and of) to

put. . Put the book on the table.

— ,, . Put some

sugar in my tea, please. — 5^. I want to put some money into the savings bank.

— . We'll have

to put him in a hospital. — 5.
It's time to put an end to this, 'to suppose, (no dur), , -. Suppose I am exaggerating the danger;

it won't hurt to be careful.

{no dur) no honestly., :^ , ;^.
Tell me honestly what you think about it.

(-,-; pd of) to rely.

Ha . You can rely on him

completely.

(pd) to damage.. The wind damaged many trees in our garden.

• to break.- .
Throw these broken chairs out of here.

(/a/, P,,) stripe.. She has on white

dress with black stripes. • zone.. There are many rich

kolkhozes here in the black-soil zone. • spell. Ha ,. Sometimes she gets into

spells of melancholy, •period.. It was happy period in his life.

, . Well, we're in for a

siege of rainy weather.

striped.
—

cecTpd. The girl in the striped dress over there is my
sister.

(/-^, -/; dur) to rinse. npd4Ka no-. The laundress is rinsing the linen.

to gargle. dooocd
pdsa . You have to gargle three times a day.
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towel. .
towels are dirt}'.

bath towel.

() linen.. Buy me some good linen for shirts. • canvas.. The

artist showed me his latest canvases.

roadbed.. Walk

along the roadbed and you won't get lost.

linen. .
Give me linen handkerchiefs.

See,() ambassador of the

USSR. () embassy of

the USSR.( or F, §7) fifty.. About fifty people gathered

in the hall. —. The trip cost me about fifty rubles.

poltinnik, fifty kopeks.

{%22) one and a half.. Give me meter and a half of elastic. —. left an hour and a half ago.

5". It takes about

thirty-six hours to get there.

{%22) one hundred and fifty.. This building is about one

hundred and fifty years old. —. This must cost at least one hundred

and fifty rubles.

semicircle. -
<'. The benches were placed in a semicircle.

(P -a, -) peninsula.

(-; dur of) to receive.. I receive many letters from home. —. We receive American

newspapers. • to obtain. ,. We use gas obtained

from burning coal, 'to draw. -. I draw all my clothing from the

Army.

to get profit.. We get large profit from our

milk farm.- to be delivered.. We get mail delivered twice a week, 'to be

achieved. -. Excellent results are achieved under this system.

(-^ -^^; -; -pel of) to get.? Have
you gotten your food ration card yet? —? Did you get my letter? — !
Get your change! — ?
Can I get my money back? • to receive.^' . We just received this

cabbage from the kolkhoz. — -. received an order to leave immediately.

— Oh . He has received a

good education, 'to obtain.^. obtained work in his field.

to win a prize.. won first prize at

the swimming meet. ? What do you
serve for breakfast? •. Here's your briefcase; it's safe and sound. •

Oh ' §. was noisy and
was reprimanded for it. • .
This incident came to light. •. This method became wide-

spread here.- to come. . package

came for you. • to come of it. 5! Nothing came of it after all.^. It turned out to

be a foolish mess.

payday. . I'll

give you what I owe you after payday. ^'. I get\ big pay envelope this month.

hemisphere.( or , §7) half an hour.^. The train leaves in

half an hour. • half-hour.. Take the medicine every half-hour.

— . It's about half-hour

ride to the house.

good.. I too would Uke to do some good for my country.

— ^ . This lesson did

him a lot of good. • profit.. squeeze some profit out of any-

thing. • favor. . I decUne

in his favor. — .
This fact speaks in his favor.

to use. ,,. I don't think he knows how to use a dictionary.

• to have use. '. You'll

have use of the kitchen. • to enjoy. -. enjoys everyone's confidence.. This

play is big hit here. •. I don't like to have other people do things for.
Uv^ of/) .

(-,-; -pet) to fall in love. Ond-. She fell in love with him at first

sight, 'to become fond of. . I

became verj' fond of him.* , a. Take me as I am, the good along with the bad.

pole.

Arctic.

Arctic expedition.

pomade.

See.(- ,-^; -pci of) to smear.-. Smear j'our lips with some-

thing greasy.* OH , a .
did nothing but make promises.

{-pel of) to put up.
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up?

Q Oh . had
several articles printed in magazines.- to be put up. . In the

meantime, I'll be put up at a friend's house. • to fit.. My things will not

fit into this suitcase.

note. .
your notes in the margins.& {pet of) to prevent., . I wanted to finish the

book today, but I was prevented from doing so. • to dis-

turb. ? Am I disturbing you? 'to
stir. , cdxap . Stir it with a
spoon; the sugar is still on the bottom.& {dur of) to put.. I put my savings in a savings

bank. . Our
newspapers don't publish private advertisements.- to fit. .
Only six people can fit in the car. • to be (located).(). Our office is (located) in a large building at the

edge of town.

quarters. ^-, . This building could be used

as living quarters. • place. Sto. This place isn't suitable for a

large meeting.

See .

See .

tomato.

i/cf/) despite.. this happened despite his wishes. • besides., . Besides

everything else, he was rude to me..
every minute. -

{1. We were disturbed every minute.

{pet of) to make peace. -. I'll make peace between you.- to make up. . They've

made up long ago.. Kiss and make up!

to remember. ? -
^. Do you remember me? We met

last year. — . I remember my life

ever since I was three. • to keep in mind. ,. Don't worry; I'm keeping it in mind.

Oh . was beside himself

with joy.

See.
{dur of) to help.. I help them as much as I can. • to assist.. I'm assisting the

professor in his experiments.

See.- (///).
See.( ) slop. ^? Where

do you pour the slop? — , a. This isn't

soup; it's slop.

garbage. . Throw it in

the garbage.

(-4^, -; pd) to keep quiet. -! Keep quiet for a, while.

(-^, -; p -,, -, -; pd of-) to help. 5^ . can't

be helped any more. — ^^^ . I'll be glad

to help you. • to do good. .
This medicine will do you good.

([-Snj]) assistant.. You were very good assistant to me. —. He's assistant editor.

([-§nj-]; assistant F. .. She was the assistant principal of

the school.

{F) help. , - 6-. We heard someone cry for help. • aid. ;^. always

came to my aid when things were tough. —? Which one of you can

give first aid to the injured person? —. Soldiers'

families got free legal aid. • assistance.. get

out of bed without anybody's assistance.

ambulance.. Call an ambulance.

«See.
See.
(-, -; -; pd of) to wash., ;^. Let me wash the dishes.

- to wash up. ? Where can I

wash up around here?(-,-; pd) to count on. -, . I counted on him

but he didn't do a thing.

{pd of) to need. ^? How much money will you need? —. You may need

these papers. — ,. If you should need my help, I'm at your

service.- See.
against one's will.. I had to agree against my will.^ .

You've got to get used to this noise whether you like it or not.

• 5 ;^ . This music

starts your feet tapping.

Monday.
little by little. -. Our city is being rebuilt little by little. —-. We're

beginning to talk English now little by little. • gradually.. The guests began

to leave gradually.

(///) a little.. knows little of everything."?" ",." "How
are you?" "Getting along, thanks."
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(dur of) to understand.-? Do you understand Russian? —. I don't understand you very well. —. I understand only when
you speak slowly. — ,. I don't understand when you speak so quickly.

— ^. We understand

each other very well. — He,. I don't understand what you want of me. —,, . doesn't

want to talk about it any more, you understand. —9-. This term can be

understood in different ways.. She knows what I'm

going to say before I half finish. • —! That's what I call a real friendship!

diarrhea.

(pet) to like. , ond? Tell me the truth, did you like her very

much?
cpday ^. They took to

each other immediately,

{pet of) to smell. ,51,^ —! It seems there's vinegar in this bottle.

Smell it!

bright. .
He's very bright boy.

understandable. .
It's very understandable desire.

clearly. .
.spoke simply and clearly. • it's apparent. ,^ . It's apparent

why I agreed to his proposition.,. The book is written in a way everybody can

understand. •., , .
As expected, she immediately burst into tears.

(-;^, -; p,,, -;, sh F -; pet of) to understand.. understood me the wrong
way. — - ^, . Somehow I

can't understand what he's driving at.

to give to understand., . She gave me to understand

that she likes me. , .
This timetable is so arranged that j'ou can't make head or tail

of it.

{pet of) to eat dinner.. We ate dinner in the

factory dining room today. • to have dinner.? Where shall we have dinner?.
;^ Kdcce. We'll take turns

at the box office.

{dur of) to hit.. easily hits the

center of the target at a hundred meters. • to get.--? How do you manage to get up so late

and yet get to work on time?

See.

See.
(-^, -; -; < of) to hit.. This house was hit by a shell. • to get.. We got home late at

night. — . I didn't get to the theater. —
Oh , .
He's very proud of the fact that he got his name in the paper,

•to find* (oneself).-. I went for walk the other day and
found myself at the Zoo. • to step into.!

^. Be careful! You'll step into a puddle,

•to come across. ,. You were lucky to have come across a decent man.& hit or miss.. I didn't study for my exam and
answered hit or miss.

in any old place. ,! They put things away in any old

place; and then just try to find them!

nonicTb to pull a boner. *. I don't know anji,hing

about this and I'm afraid of pulling a boner.

to hit right. .
You've hit it right.

any old thing. 3a ,, . eats any old thing because nobody

looks after him over there.

Oh . He's always out

of step with them. • ?
How come you became a translator? • -? How did you happen to come here? •^ 5! He'll get it for this! • *He^ , God help you if he starts talking about you,

• ""Hy ! You're way off the mark!

crosswise, across. ^. You can put the children crosswise on

the bed. —;^ -? Why did you park the car across the middle of the

road?

Oh ^*" . traveled

all over the country. •*. I'm fed up to here with this job.

alternative, by turns. -. We took turns caring

for our sick friend.& {/cf noaV) in half. .
Cut the a;pple in half, •half-and-half. ^. Let's go half-and-half on a radio.. They

sell milk that's half water. •"' -. I just manage to make myself under-

stood in English.

(//,/) P. M,,. The steamer leaves at exactly three

P.M.
{pet of) to fix.. Send us an electrician to fix our

electric light. — . Fix your tie. •to

correct. . This translation

has to be corrected. • to improve. -. It's absolutely necessary for you to im-

prove your health. • to straighten out.
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matter.- to correct oneself. 5,. pronounced the word the

wrong way but immediately corrected himself. • to improve., ^.
When his health improves he'll come to Moscow.*, . It's your mis-

take; now get out of it.

correction.. Correction of notebooks takes a lot of my
time. • amendment. ^. His resolution was accepted

with few amendments. • recuperation.. was sent to the Crimea for re-

cuperation. . She's on the mend now.

{dur of) to correct. ,
^, . I'm not offended when I'm

corrected. —,. Please correct my mistakes in Russian.- to get well.! Get well and come back as soon as you can.

•to recover. . The pa-

tient is slowly recovering.

as before. -
.'^. After we returned from

abroad everything went on as before. • still. -^ ? Do you
still meet in the club Sundays?. We're friends just as

we always were.

(pd of) to try. nonp66jTO. I'll try to get you a job. —,. Try it; maybe the door

isn't locked. • to taste. ! Taste

some of my pie.

(-^,-; pd:) to ask. -. Ask him to come in.? May I have another

piece?

i/cf) simply. , a. isn't sick, but simply tired.

in plain words. ,. In plain words, it's just impudence.. Drop in to see us; don't

stand on ceremony.^ See.
(pet of) to say good-by.,. I come to say good-by to you.

parrot. . What
beautiful parrot you have! — , ,-! Why do you keep repeating like a

parrot?

(///) . . Why waste time?

fellow traveler. ^?',. Are you going to Moscow too? Then we're

fellow travelers. — , ,. He's not party member but

what is known as a fellow traveler.

fellow traveler F.

{pet of; to try.. I'll try to get tickets

for today's show.

attempt. ? When was the

first attempt made to fly across the Atlantic Ocean?. I

tried to reach you by phone more than once. •. was killed while trying to

escape. •*, ! It never hurts to try.

nopa^ (a) time. . We
still lived in Kiev at that time.

how long.? How long are you going to stand for it?

for some time to come.. We'll have'

to comply for some time to come. ,

up to now. .
I haven't heard about it up to now. • up to here.. We have to learn it up to here.

at the beginning. Ha nopdx

;;$>^. At the beginning it was difficult for

me here.

since then. .
Since then I haven't seen him any more.

nopa^ it's time. . It's high

time this was finished., . Well, I've got to go.

(pet) to work.. I still work bit before dinner.

{pet of) ., ? Well, what good news have

you for us?

(dur of) to amaze. -. I was always amazed at how calmly

he takes things.

defeat. . The

enemy suffered defeat. . The

doctor is afraid that the nerve of the eye was damaged.

See.
striking. !

What striking resemblance! • marvelous. -. has marvelous memory.
• wonderful. . She has

wonderful endurance.

remarkably.. mastered the Russian

language remarkably fast.

(pet o/) to surprise.. Her answer surprised me very much.. His left lung is affected.

(-, -; p -; pet of) to tear.

{no dur), & — .
Careful, don't tear your dress; there's a nail here. — {no dur)? Where did you tear your

suit like that? • to break up. ?
When did she break up with him? • to sever.-.
Diplomatic relations between these countries were severed.

See.
(-,-; pet) to cut.
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RUSSIAN-ENGLISH. I cut my foot on a piece of glass.. Dice the

apples for the filling.

{pet of, whuJi is both dur
and pet).

(///) equally.' . Divide the chocolate equally among
the children.

threshold., . Careful of the

threshold here. • doorstep. *'. I'm not going to camp on his doorstep.

rapids. -? Have ever seen the Dnieper rapids?. They won't even let

him in.

t}!^. 5? What type of tree

is that?

thoroughbred. -. This dog is a thoroughbred.

empty.? Why are you riding all day with an empty
wagon?! nj- .
Stop wasting your time in idle chatter.

(is of nop&') on occasion. . He
tells lies on occasion. • sometimes. 5 -. Sometimes I just can't stand it any more.
• at times. . He's unbearable at

times.

vice. , ? Well, what
is your biggest vice?, . I'm afraid he has a
heart ailment. •* . Poverty is no crime.

(-, P,,) suckling

pig. A ) - )-? Have you ever tried a suckling pig with horseradish?

gunpowder., 5 . Be
careful; there's gunpowder in this box., ,. I tried to contradict him, but he exploded im-
mediately. •*, OH . He won't set

the world on fire. •* § . You
wouldn't have the guts for that. • *He ,. Don't waste any effort; he won't change
his mind.

(-; powder.. The doctor prescribed some cough powders for him.
— . We
have to put some insect powder on the bed. —? Shall I give you tooth paste

or powder?

(/P -; ^/) port. ^!1. There are few foreign ships in

port.

(Jpct- -/) to spoil. He ^,. Don't spoil your ej'es; turn on the lamp. —,. I'm afraid this work
spoils my disposition, •to make a mess of. ^ -, . Better keep quiet; you're
making a mess of the whole business, 'to bungle.. always bungles everj-thing he does.'. Friendship
with him ruins your reputation.

dressmaker.

(AM) tailor.

portrait. ? Whose portrait is this?

cigarette case.. I forgot my cigarette case on the table in my hotel

room.

( ) brief case. . I

left' brief case in the coach.

{dur of) to trust. -^ ? How can you
trust him with such a respnsible job?

errand. . I'll

gladly run your errand. • mission. ^ -. was given responsible mission.
• message. . I'm
calling you with a message from j^ur friend.

(-^", -; pet of) to ask.. I was asked to

deUver this package to '. 'to charge with. -' . He's charged

with the management of this office. • to put in charge. A<' ?
Who will you put in charge of nmning your house while

you're away?

- to vouch. . I can vouch for

him. • to guarantee. A ,? Who'll guarantee that he'll be

able to handle this work?

;1. , -. The food is good here, but the portions are small.

• helping. ? Can
I have a second helping?

damage. ? \Sat
caused the damage to the car? • spoilage. ^;«. If there's any spoilage of

food, he'll be responsible.

See.
{dur of).
(-) order. .

Everj-thing in her room is in perfect order. —. Put the cards in alpha-

betical order. — ! Order! Order!

• arrangement.. We have new arrangement for receiving leaves

now. • setup. , , . I see

you have new setup here. — ! What kind

of setup do you call this! • wa^ -. You'll have to act in the cus-

tomary wa3% •condition. .. returned the books in perfect condition.

• formality. , -. knows us, but asked us

to show our pass_\ for the sake of formality.

to put in order. ^,'. put things in order every-

where in a week's time.

no step by step. no ,. Tell me everything that happened, step by step.

agenda. ?
WTiat do we have on the agenda today?5 5' .
This work must be done in an extra hurry. • Sto
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. That's quite natural. • ^? Where can I clean myself up? • .
Everything's O.K. • §. I had to do that aside from

my regular work. • .
this is in keeping with the rest of it.

considerable.. The orchard brings our

kolkhoz considerable profit. • quite.. We've already covered quite a

distance. • decent. .
Decent people don't act that way.

decently. .
acted quite decently. • quite a lot. ,. drank quite lot yesterday.. He's pretty bad egg. •

,, . She's evidently fed

up with him.

-;^,-; pet of and) to plant.^ . This year

we planted a lot of potatoes, 'to seat.. I was seated next to the hostess. • to

put. . The doc-

tor put me on a strict diet. • to lock up.. They locked him up for two years.

to chain.. This dog has to be chained.. The landlady

just put the bread into the oven. •. The porter showed me into the train. •. wasn't

acquainted with the river and ran us up on the shoals.

• 5to ? Who made the blot

here? •* ^ ! I'll show him up!

planting. . We've
begun planting the vegetables, •landing.. The
plane was forced to make a landing some distance from the

airfield. • seat. , ^. He's been horseback riding since

childhood; that's why he has such a good seat. •, . Passengers aren't

allowed on board yet; let's go for a bite.^ See.
(;^, -; pet) to Ught. Ha, ^. It's dark on the stairs. I'll

light the way for you right away.^ See.- See.
{pet of) to dedicate. ^5? Who is this poem dedicated to? • to

let in on. Oh . let us in on
his plans.

{dur of) to devote.. devotes all his leisure

time to reading.^ See.
sowing. ^. The time

for sowing is already near. '.. Our crops are coming up already.

sowing.. The results are pubUshed regu-

larly during the sowing campaign.

{pet of) .- to settle. . At first we
settled in the North. • to move in. -? How long ago did they move in here?

{dur of) .- to settle.

(M) visitor. -. Visitors are allowed in

the hospital only on Sundays. • customer.. He's steady customer in

our restaurant.

visitor, customer F.

(-^,-; pet of) to visit.

{dur of) to visit. . You can

visit him at the hospital Sundays and Thursdays only. • to

attend. ^. I attend

lectures at college regularly.

visiting. (). Patients may be visited only from

one to three. • attendance.. Regular attendance at the lectures is com-

pulsory.

See.
(-, -; pet of) to sow. .

The oats have already been sown. • to lose. *A? Where did you lose your mittens?

(-^,-; pet) to sit (for a while). -. We sat an-

other hour or so on the stoop and then went to sleep.? . What's

your hurry? Stay a while longer.^ See.
{dur of).
{pet of) to sUp.. sUpped

and fell flat.

(///) as far as., ^. As far as I'm concerned

I'll do everything I can. — ,. As far as I know, he wasn't there.

(-,-; pet of) to send.,, . Send the package

to my hotel, please. — § .
Send this letter registered mail. — -. was sent away on an assignment.

after. ^ . Come right

after work. • later. § . We'll

talk about this later.

afternoon.? you see me tomorrow afternoon?^ . left

wife and three children. •. left many unfinished

manuscripts.

last. .
Spend the last evening with us. —. He's riding in the last (railroad) car, —^? Why didn't

you answer my last letter? — -. He's ready to share his last penny.

• latest. ? Have you read

the latest news?
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lately.. He's been very nervous lately.. He'll return

late in March. • .
He's over there cursing for all he's worth. •,,. Well, if best friends begin to quarrel, that's the worst

thing that can happen.

(///) the day after tomorrow.

proverb.. We use many proverbs in our daily speech.

• saying.? Where can I get complete collection of Russian

sayings? . Their shrewdness is

legendary.

('^,-; pet of).
(pd) to Usten. ,,,:, -. Of course, he's American and not English; listen to

the way he pronounces the word "tomato." — -, . listen

to him, you'd think there's no one more beautiful than she

is. —, .
Listen, don't hand me any stories now.

{pet of) to obey.

, . didn't obey the teacher and
caught hell for it. • to listen to. , -. It's pity I didn't listen to you.

obedient. ,§. Your child is much too obedient; that's not

good.

obediently. -. obediently carried out all the in-

structions of the doctor.

(pd of) to dare. §. I didn't dare tell him about it. —! Just dare not to come!(-,-; pd of) to see.§. I'd Uke to see that

movie. • to see about, {no dur)? , § . So you think you're

leaving tomorrow? We'll see about that., , ,. The fact that he's a college student won't stop me
from bawling him out.

aid.? How can I teach without visual aids? • textbook.. It's good text-

book for beginners.

scientific equipment.

sick-benefits.,, . Thanks, I

don't need any money; I'll get sick-benefits.

{pd of) to give advice. -, . Unfortunately,

I can't give you any advice. • to advise. -. advised me to wait a while., ^ .
you tell me the best place to spend my vacation? •-, . Tell me

how I can get out of this fix!

- to ask advice. , -. did that without asking anyone's advice.

(-) ambassador (only of a foreign country;.. The ambassador is not in Moscow
right now.

embassy (only of a foreign country).,, ? Can you
please tell me where the American embassy is?

(-, -; p-; pd) to sleep.,. It'd be nice sleeping for an hour

or so.

(-, -; dur of) to get ripe.. Our apples are getting ripe now.

•to be ready. . He's

never ready on time.

{pd of&) to be ready. ,
a . Dinner has been ready for quite some time

and they're still not here.& -
We must have the work done by the first. •*! gets around quite a bit!

{pd) to hurry., a -. Hurry or you'll miss the train.*, . Haste makes waste,

{pd of) to get into an argument.-. They got into an argument

over a trifle. . I'm willing

to bet you that it isn't so.

in the middle of.? Why did you stop in the middle of the road?

in the middle. ,? You've put all the furni-

ture along the wall; what will you put in the middle?

{pd of) to make (someone) quarrel. Ond. She made him quar-

rel with his best friend.- to have a quarrel. -. For the first time in their lives they had a serious

quarrel, •to quarrel. -. I can't remember what we quarreled

about.* (P -, - / /) position. ,. I didn't know he occupied

such an important position, •office. On. He's been in office for ten years. • post.

^. The guard is at his post. —, . I know him; he

won't leave his post. ? W here is

the nearest policeman stationed?' (-d//) fast day. Ond . She

observes all the fast days.. Lent.

*He , . The

good years don't last forever.

{pd of) to put.. Put the furniture in this room, —. This medicine will put you

on your feet in no time. —. I'll put this question before the club

presidium. • to set. On
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RUSSIAN-ENGLISH. set new record for the thousand-

meter run. • to organize.. organized the work here excellently. • to assign.,-. If he's assigned to this important work,

he must know something about it. . has well-

trained voice. • . Take

the patient's temperature. •^ .
They erected monument to him. •^. got low mark and deserved it.

deUvery. -. This factory took over the delivery

of the necessary material to us.

grain due the government. See also-.
{dur /).(-, -; -pet

and) to decide.-.
They decided at the meeting to send the exhibits to the

agricultural show.

setup.. I don't like the whole setup here. • production.. The

new production promises to be the hit of the season. • show.

3to, . That was the

best show of the season. . I

don't think you're putting the question right.

decision. -. This has been done in compliance

with the decision of the general meeting.

governmental de-

cree.

(dur of) to decide. -. This has been decided several

times.

(pc< of) to try.6-. Try to come on time.

(pet of) to age.. He's aged considerably in the last year.

(-,-; pet of) to make (up)

a bed. .
up bed for him on the couch in my study.

(F) bed. . I've already

made the beds. — . still isn't

out of bed.

bed. .
Change my bed linen for me..
G gradually.. Gradually the noise of the planes subsided. —, .
At first he was aloof, but gradually he got used to us.

See.
(-^^^, -; -, -, -6,

-; pet) to guard, to watch. ,. Watch our bicycles; we'll be back in a

minute.

(pd /).
(dur of and ) .

(pet) to wash.

([-si-], -, -; p-; pet of

and) to make (up) a bed. ,?
Where do you want me to make up your bed?

(///) then., . Inas-

much as they didn't consult us, then we can't be held responsi-

ble for it.

foreign. . The X ray showed

that a foreign particle was lodged in his chest. • outsider.. Outsiders won't under-

stand it. • stranger. .
Strangers not admitted. — He. Don't speak of this in front of strangers. ^'

Ha . *^

You've got to stick to business while you're working.

steady. .
I'm your steady customer, 'constant.! I'm sick of your constant

quarreling. • permanent. ?
Is this your permanent address? —. I came to stay here permanently.

• perpetual. Stot ?
How can you stand this perpetual noise?

resident.? Are you resident of New York?

always.? Why is your child always crying?, , ;^.
It's evident your tastes don't change much.

(-,-; pet) to stand.. I stood at the gate for about

ten minutes and then went home, 'to wait. ,. Wait minute, it'll come to me.

to take care of oneself., . Don't worry about it;

he'll take care of himself., ? Hold on now, how

do you know that? •, ?
Just minute, what did you say?

(pet of) to suffer.. The city

suffered great deal from last year's flood. — ond-TO. Of all people, she was

the one that suffered, and through no fault of her own.

(pet of) to build. 5. We've built this city in record

time. — . The

dormitory hasn't been built yet. • to organize.. His report is very well organized..
The gym teacher lined the boys up.

building. §?
Will we have enough lumber for the building?. You can see

him where they're building.

(dur of) to act. ,. He's acting fooUshly to hide his

mistake, 'to come in.. The membership dues come in on time.

(-,-; pet of) to act.. acted absolutely
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right, 'to do. OHd , . She

didn't know what to do. • to start.? When did he start on the job? 'to enroll.. My
son enrolled in the technological institute.

(-) action.. This action speaks well for him.^. It's a dishonest thing to do.

(-4<r, -; pet) to knock. ?
Shall I knock again?

dishes. ? Do you have

enough dishes here? • set of china.^' . I don't like the design on this

set of china.

kitchen utensils. Sto

^'. This is the closet for kitchen utensils.

{dir of) to send.. sends half of his pay to

his wife. —. We've sent carriage to the station for you

three times. . Inwardly I was

wishing he'd go to hell.

parcel. §? Do
yod want to insure the parcel? • package.: — . Write "handle

with care" on the package.

(AM) messenger.

(P -; /g -y; ^/) perspiration, sweat.. broke out into cold sweat

from fear. —, . Wait,

just let me wipe the sweat off my brow. — !. That was job! I really sweated

over it.

perspiring. ^',^. came running, all out of breath and per-

spiring.

(pd) to dance.,. Let's

dance!

(pd of) to darken.. The colors of the painting darkened

with age. • to go black. -. I felt pain and everything went black.

{pd of) to get warm.. It'll probably get warm towards evening.

(-,-; pd) to be patient.

— . Be patient

little while longer; the doctor is almost through bandaging.

to fail. Bee

. our tries failed

.

. Our

train was wrecked right near the station.

loss. . Notify

the police about your loss. —. We promised to take in the crops without loss.

— Oh . took the loss of

his wife hard. • waste. .
It's an unnecessary waste of time.

Em;^ . He might be-

come permanently incapacitated.

{pd of) to lose. ^'. I lost my wallet on my way

from the theater to the hotel. —, . I've already lost count

of the factories I've seen here. — ,. You'll lose your turn if you go away
for long. — ' . We lost

touch with one another. —. After that he lost much of my
respect. — , .
You won't lose anything by asking again.

quietly. ,. Go in quietly so you won't wake anyone.

• slowly. , .
We don't have to hurry; let's walk slowly. • on the sly.

Oh , .
took this book on the sly, and no one noticed it.

stream. :. Be careful going across; these mountain streams

are very rapid. • flow. >^. heavy flow of people streamed out of the meet-

ing, •conveyer belt. Ha. conveyer belt was installed at the plant

and the work began to go faster.

(pd) to talk over. <' §. Let's talk this over seriously. • to talk., ^. Drop in today, I

have to talk to you.

(-) ceiling. ,. It's not large room, but it has a high

ceiling.

*4to ? -, ? TVTiat do you want me to do? Twiddle my
thumbs?

(/cf tot/) later. . We'll do this

later. • afterwards. A ? What happened

afterwards? • then. ,. They stayed here for two days and then

went on.

i/cf tot/) therefore. ^^ ^. I don't know him and therefore can't

recommend him. 'because., . I didn't answer you

simply because I didn't have your address.- that's why. , -- .
lived in America for a long time; that's why he speaks with

an American accent.

because. ,^. We didn't get into the theater

because we couldn't get tickets. — ,^ . sold

his car because he was badly in need of money.

(-TOHf ,-; pd of) to go under.. The boat went under before our

very eyes, 'to drown. He —. Don't go so far out; you'll drown.

(-,-; pd of'') to sink.. Our Navy sank the

enemy cruiser. • to drown. , ?
Do you want to drown us?(-,-; pd of) to hurry

up. , a . Hurry him up,
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or we'll be late. • to hurry.. You should hurry them about your visa.- to hurry up. ? Can't

you hurry up a little?.
conveyor system., . The conveyor system has been

introduced in our factory.

{pet of) to spend. Ha5? What did you spend this money on?& See,
() consumer.

consumer.

{pet of) to demand. ,
;^. demanded that

we appear before him immediately.- to be required. , ^. I present my diploma if it's requii-ed.

• to need., -.
Ring if you need something.(-, -; pet) to work.

^. He's workecThard in

his day. ! Get up out of

there and close the door!

See.^ See.
{dur of;.
(p -^, -^; pd of and)

to go out., ^. See that

the bonfire doesn't go out.

Oh KdK-To ^,. Somehow, he's lost

all his pep and has grown thin.

(-^, -^; pet of) to put out. He. Don't

forget to put the light out before you leave.

(-^, -; pet) to pull.. Pull the tablecloth bit toward

you. .
After listening to his story I felt more eager to get home.
• . cool breeze came from
the river.

(pd o/),^ {pet of) .

praise. . His

praise is worth more than anything to me. •compliment.. Your boss

was throwing compliments about you all over the place.

favorably.. spoke very favorably of you.

(-,-; pet of) to praise.. deserves

nothing but praise for such action.

{pet of),& (-^, -; pet of)
to put in a good word. .
Put in good word with the director for him. • to use one's

influence., .
Use your influence and have them hurry with oiir food.

See&.
march. .

Proper shoes are most important on a march. • campaign.

,, -. We started campaign against laziness,

carelessness, and sloppiness. . I weighed

off two kilos of butter plus a Uttle extra for you.

(-^,-; dur) to walk.. The doctor allowed

me to walk around the room a bit today.

field. . .
She was nurse in field hospital.. I have folding

cot with me.

like. ! You're lot

like your brother.

to resemble.^. the children in this

family resemble each other.

like. 5? 9. Did he really do that? It's not like him. • it looks

as if. , . It looks as if

I'll be staying here.,5 ! Look here, that's

downright shame!

See.(-, -;/ -/; pet

of) to bury. ? Where is

he buried?

f-,- ) funeral.

{pet of) to get thinner.. got lot thinner after his illness.

{pet) to scratch.

^? Where did you scratch your hand Uke that?- to get scratched., ! Be
careful! You'll get scratched.

([-c"l-]; pet of ) to kiss. ,^! Let me kiss you for that!- to kiss. , . Come
on, let's kiss one another good-by!

([-cal-]) kiss.

soil. Sthx . The

soil around here is very fertile. • ground. ,. I felt

I was losing ground and stopped arguing. .
This accusation is groundless.

(///) how much. . How much are

the apples? • how. ? How should I know?
who knows. ,. Who knows, maybe he's right.^ (// /) why. ^? Why don't you want to go to the doctor? —, ;^ ^ . It's

hard to understand why they gave him such an assignment.

—;^ ? Why do you think so?

EOT^ that's why. ^ §.
That's why I did it.

why not.^? Why don't you write down your impres-

sions?- for some reason or other. -. didn't come for some reason or other.

handwriting. ,,! Your handwriting is certainly hard to make out.
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(-^, -; -; pet of) to

scratch. . scratched his head.

- to scratch oneself. , Sto,,. I want to scratch myself, but it

doesn't seem polite.^ See.
See,
(-,;//; pet of

and) to fix. ?
Where can I get my watch fixed? —. This shoemaker will

fix your shoes very promptly. • to mend. -. She mended my whole suit.

mending. Ha. Mending clothes takes a lot of time. • repairs.^ ? Who's going to pay for

the repairs? . I h&ve to have

my radio fixed.

{dur of) to repair.. Watches repaired here.

(pet) to clean.? Who cleaned the rug so well? —
^. The dentist cleaned my

teeth very well. • to polish. -
caMOBdp. If you like, I'U help you polish the samovar.

• to shine. ? Where
can I have my shoes shined here? • to brush off. -, . Please brush off my clothes.

• to peel. ? Shall I peel the potatoes?

(pet) to read. , ' ?
If you like read out loud to you.

See.
kidney. . Something is

wrong with my kidneys. — ^. They served us veal kidney with rice. 'bud.. The buds are beginning

to open.

mail. ? When do

they deliver the morning mail? —9^. It's better to send it by mail, 'post office., .
Of course, the post office and the telegraph office are always

in the same building in our country. —. works in the post office. •? How do I get to the post office?

air mail. ^. I want to send this letter air

mail.

return mail.. I'm waiting for an answer by return mail.

postman..
main post office.. During the

evening only the main post office accepts mail.

almost. £. I've

almost finished all my business. — .
He's almost well by now. • practically.. She's still practically a kid. • nearly. Ha §. I spent nearly all my money
on it.

almost.. I've almost finished my work.

postal. — . He's

postal clerk. • postage. ?
Do you have postage stamps?

writing paper. ^. Give me some writing paper.

postcard.

parcel-post package.

branch post office.^. The
nearest branch post office is two blocks from here,

mail car.

money order.() local (train).(). We go by local (train).

postmark.? What date is on the postmark?

mailbox.

5'. The mailbox is on the next comer.

([-cust^'-]; pet of) to feel.. I felt sharp pain in

my leg. — ^^, , ^.
I felt I didn't say the right thing.^ .
I took liking to him the very moment I saw him.

(-4Jho, -^; pet of 4f) to get the scent.. The dogs have gotten the scent of the

bear, 'to sense. ^/, -.
I sensed that something's wrong here.

(-),-; pet of).- to budge. , -. We were so crushed in the crowd we
couldn't budge.

(pd of).
See.

duty.. You have to pay a duty of ten rubles.

See&.
(-^, -^; pet of) to joke.. I was only joking.^ See.

(pet of) to spare.

— , . They spared no one, neither

young nor old.

See.
slap in the face. 3a ^. deserves slap in the face for such

language.

(pet of) to feel. ^^. Let me feel your pulse.

p>oetry.

hoSt poet.

noSroBiy (/cf Stot/) therefore.

,, ^, ^. You're on the

outs with everybody here, and therefore I think you'd

better leave. • that's why. ,,. I've gotten lost and that's why I'm late. • so.,. The concert starts at nine sharp,

so be there at a qiiarter to.

not5 See.
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(-,-; -pd of) to appear., . Finally the

guest of honor apf)eared. —. Wrinkles have appeared under her eyes.. new theater

opened in our town.

ifct of) to show up. Oh. It's been month now
since he's shown up in this house.

(P -A, -6b) belt. .
I need new buckle for my belt.

truth. , , .
There isn't word of truth in what he says. —, . tell you the truth, I was

afraid. • right. , . What's right

is right. — , .
You're right; he really let us down. • really. ,,? Was he really there? • it's true. ,,§ , , . It's

true I wasn't present at the time, but I know what happened.

—, ? Is it true that they got

married? —,, ,. It's true that the road is a little longer,

but on the other hand it's much pleasanter.

*0h 5. was trying to get the assignment by
hook or crook.

rule. A --? Is there some sort of grammatical rule

about this?— . Rules for visitors.

— . There are no rules with-

out exceptions. • regulation.^. Obey traffic regulations.

right, correct. ^? Did you give him the right address? — -. That sure is the right

point of view. • regular. .
She has regular features. • normal.. Normal train service has

already been resumed.

correctly. ?
Did you take the number down correctly? • right.? Did you understand him right?

— ? Did they give you the

right change? — ^? Is this clock

right? ,. You have very accurate idea of what

happened. • - .
writes Russian perfectly.

government. -. They know about it in

government circles already. — -. works in government office..
Soviet Government.& to govern. —. It's not an easy matter to govern a country,

•to drive. ^ ? Who'll drive

the car?

to read proof.5>^? Haven't you ever read proof?' (P) right. -. citizens of the USSR are

given the right to work. — -. You have every right to demand an answer.

— . By rights

this room belongs to me.

copyright.

public law.

Soviet law.

criminal law. .
This ticket is good for a round trip.- really. ,, . I really

didn't want to offend you.,,! My, you're stubborn!

lawyer.

spelling.

(Greek) Orthodox.. (Greek) Orthodox Church.' {sh -BU) correct. . You're

absolutely correct. • right. ,, . I don't

know who's right or who's wrong, but I do know it's a pretty

moss.^ right. ^^^. I don't see with

my right ej-^e. — no , a -. Go along the right-hand side and then turn

the corner.

f[-zni-]) holiday. .
On holidays everything is closed around here.

*He, ^ . Don't

worry, every dog has his day.

([- nj-]) holiday. -. I'm in holiday mood today.

holiday. -. The library is closed

on holidays and Sundays.

Oh . put on his

Sunday best.

([-zn-]/pd: -/) to celebrate. .
We celebrate the October revolution on November seventh.

— . We're celebrating his twenty-fifth anni-

versary in this factory today.* ^ ^^,
I would never expect you to act like a coward.

practice.. I'd like to put my knowledge into practice.

— ^ -,? How can I speak

English well if I don't get any practice. —. This doctor has

small private practice, •experience.. has lot of experience in this

field. .
Mining students are going to the Donbass to get practical

experience.

practical.
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put to a practical use.

Oh .
doesn't know thing about everyday living.

practical. 5
^^^? How could such practical

person make such a mistake? — ,, . This cloth is good-looking,

but not as practical as that one.

([-sn-] AF) laundry.. Our hotel runs its own laundry.

laundress. .
The laundress hasn't brought your wash yet.

stay.. My stay here is for a very limited time. —-. I'm asking for temporary permit to stay

in the Soviet Union.

wonderful. .
We're having wonderful weather today.

excellently.. knows three languages excellently.

• fine.! ? Fine! Now
we can start, can't we?

(-^,; ppp-; pet of) to transform.§ nj'CTbipb . We'll try to transform this vacant

lot into a vegetable garden, 'to make, ^ —! What terrible mess they

made of this room! 'to change. . The
children's home changed this young rowdy into a fine little

fellow.

- to become. 3a .
has become an old man during the years.

{dur of) to make. He^! Don't make a joke of it!

See.
See.
(-, -; imv -; prger -; dur of).

See.
{) traitor.

treachery.

(-, -, §^7; imv -; ,,, -;,--,-; ,
sh F -1; pet of) to betray. .

betrayed me.

to put on trial. ^^^.
was put on trial.

Ond . She's very devoted

mother.

-. . He's

busy building castles in the air again.

(-, -; dur) to foresee., . But you
couldn't foresee the consequences. — ,- . I foresee

that we'll have a lot of trouble because of it.

See.

( ) chairman

of the factory employees' committee.

{dur of) to suggest.. I suggest we go to the movies

tonight. • to propose.. I propose toast to our guests, 'to offer.5. We're

offering you our help in this matter.' pretext. ^ .
seems to look for a pretext to start a quarrel. • excuse.. left

early on the excuse of urgent work.^ preposition.^ proposal.? Does anyone have any objections to

this proposal? • suggestion.. The workers of our

factory submit many suggestions. • supply.. In our country

the demand exceeds the supply of many goods.^ sentence.. made three mistakes in one sentence.

(-;^, -; pet of) to offer.^. I want to offer him a

job. — ? May I

offer you a glass of wine? • to put forward. -. They put him forward as a candidate,

•to present. ? Who
presented this resolution? • to ask. ^. was asked to give an ac-

counting of his records immediately. — -? May I ask you a question?

suburbs. .
lives in the suburbs of Moscow.

subject. ?
What's j'our favorite subject in school? —^ . This event will be the

subject of conversation for a long time to come.-. I

bumped into something in the dark. •.
They've increased the production of consumers' goods again.

• He, ^'. I don't understand why you're

always making fun of him.

{dur of) to warn.. warned

me about the possible consequences.

See.(-,; ;,,
-, ; pet of) to warn. ^ -: ^ . I want to warn you not

to trust him.

order. -. We received an order from the commissariat.

• instructions. -. You've got to follow the doctor's instructions

to the letter.

{dur of) to suppose., ^. I suppose that by the time we arrive everything

will be in order. • to imagine. ,
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. I couldn't even imagine that he didn't

know it. 'to intend.. I intend to stay here for about six

weeks.

supposition. 9 -. It's just a supposition on my part.

(-^, -; pci of) to

suppose., .^? Let's suppose that he'll be late.

What will we do then? —,, ^ ? Suppose she

doesn't agree; who can you entrust it to then?

next to the last. -. This is our next to the last lesson.(, -; p -, -, -, -; jypp-; -pd of) to prefer.. preferred to go by train.

{dnr of) to prefer. -. I prefer not to meet him.

See.
See.

{dur of) to undertake. He, .
Don't undertake anything without consulting him first.(,-; p,-,-, -; jypp, sh F -; pd of) to do. ^-. There's something I'd like to do with regard

to this matter, 'to take. -. We've already taken certain steps.

plant.? Have you been working at this plant for a

long time? • undertaking.. The success of this undertaking depends on
you. — , §To . Well, it's

a risky undertaking.

(M) chairman. -? Who's the chairman of today's

meeting?

or-
Chairman of the Council of the People's

Commissars.

(M) representative. On. He's a representative of an American

firm. • delegate.§. We sent delegates to this convention.

{pd of) to submit.. Submit the

Ust of workers and clerks to the director, •to present.. Present your credentials.

— Oh . He presented

strong arguments. — -. At the end the young people

presented an amusing Uttle sketch. • to introduce. -^. May I introduce my
friend? • to imagine. He^ ,,. I can't imagine where I put that paper,

•to recommend. . was
recommended for a decoration.

Q . This

won't cause us too much trouble. • ,! Guess who I met yesterday.

performance.. The first performance

of the play went over with great success. • idea.5 . I don't have

the slightest ide^a about it.

{dur of) to imagine., . I can't

imagine that it could be otherwise, •to represent.. He's representing

our union at this convention. . This

has certain interest for me. • {nopd). She doesn't amount to much. •.
You have the wrong idea about it all.

(;,-; dur). . I have

very unpleasant evening ahead of me. •. You're going to have an interesting

trip.

{ppp-; pd of)
to prevent. . I had

tough time preventing the quarrel. — ,. Fortunately we were able to

prevent the epidemic. • to let know.

sapdnee . Let me know beforehand that

you're arriving. • to tell beforehand. 5, ? Why
didn't you tell me beforehand that you were expxjcting guests?

• to warn. Stom.
You should have warned us about it.

{dur of) to look ahead. He. Don't go looking too far ahead!

•to give notice. 06 -. Two weeks' notice is usually given

before dismissal.

See.& {dur of) to provide for.. The agreement doesn't

provide for it.(-,-; pd of)
to foresee. . It's difficult to

foresee everything.

(-, -; pd of) to show.. Show your pass.

(dir of) to present. -
4. You don't have to present any

papers here.

previous. 06 -. I spoke to you about this at the previous lesson., .
If you don't know everything that took1 before, you

won't understand it.

before. .
used to visit us very often before. —. I was there before anybody else, •in the past.) . This place used to

be more popular in the past. • first. -. First of all tell me about his

health. . Everything there is the same as

it was.
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former. ;^. The
former manager was better.

in the past.. We had no school in our village

in the past.

presidiima. —. He's member of the Presidium of the

Supreme Soviet of the USSR. {See appendix 2.)? Who are the officers of

today's meeting? • Er6 .
was seated with the officers of the meeting.

{dur) to have contempt for. 5. I have nothing but contempt for this

man. • to despise. <^ .
Everybody despises this traitor.

beautiful.! What beautiful view you get from this window!

•excellent. . has an

excellent appetite. — . He's

written an excellent book. • fine. ^. One fine morning they dropped in on

us. — Oh . He's a fine doctor.

perfectly. 5(;.
understands this perfectly. • very well.. She sings very well. —, §^. Very well, I'll keep it in mind. • fine.-
. . Fine, I'm very glad.

(-^',-; pet of) to stop., ! Please stop talking!

— . I move we stop the

discussion, 'to discontinue.-. I had to discontinue my studies

because of the war.- to cease. . My pains

have ceased now. • to stop. -? Will this noise ever stop?

{dur of) to stop. Bee. We haven't stopped

writing to each other all these years.- to end. -. During the spring thaws, all communication with

the city practically ends.

See,
r[-sn-]) charming. .

It's a charming melody. • cute. !
Whate a cute child!

charmingly. . She
dances charmingly.

{both dur and pet) to give a prize. 3a. was
given gold watch as a prize for his top>-notch work.

prize. }.
received the Nobel Prize. • award. .
The workers of our factory were given an award for exceeding

the quota of the plan.

{di r of) to pass up. Ha5.
I wouldn't pass up such an opportunity if I were you.

See,
See,

(-^,-; -,-, 6, -; pet of

) to disregard.. You were wrong in disregarding his advice..
discussion. -. After the report there was lively discussion.

(dur) to predominate. -. Bright colors predomi-

nate in his latest paintings.

Ha . There are

mostly young people at our factory.

(-, -; dur of) to overcome.

He 5. It

was not easy to overcome all these obstacles.

{ppp-; pet of) to get over..
You've got to get over yoin- inability to make up your mind.

•to overcome. ,. I hope we'll be able to overcome their

resistance.

(-, -; imv-; prger-; dur) to

teach. ? Who teaches

Russian here?

obstacle. .
These obstacles don't frighten me. • hurdle.. The horse took the first hurdle

easily.

steeplechase.. won prize in steeplechase.

• obstacle race. *, 5 , -. It's not job; it's an obstacle race.

(dur) to stand in one's way., ^. doesn't

agree with this, but he won't stand in- way. • to prevent.. The shortage of raw materials prevents the work
at our plant from running normally.

(-^, -; p -;, -,-,-; , sh F-; vet of) to interrupt. .
We'll have to interrupt the meeting. • to cut.. Telephone connections

with the city have been cut. • to sever.. I severed all connections

with them a long time ago. • to cut short.1. cut me short and changed

the subject.

{dur of) to interrupt. He,-, -. Please don't interrupt

your work because of me.

press. .
follows the Soviet press very closely.

crime. §?
Who committed this crime? —

— ! With such talent

it's a crime not to study music.. The thief was
caught red-handed.

criminal M.
criminal F.

{dur of) to exaggerate., . I think

you're exaggerating bit.

(pet of; to exaggerate.
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. You've

greatly exaggerated the difficulties of this matter.

(/with If) at. . She

roomed at school. — .
We organized public nursery at our plant. —-. Show your tickets at the door. • on.

^. I haven't enough

money on me. • with. -. There's always nurse with him. —^ . I always have my papers with

me. —. With his help I found a room in no time. • in

front of. He . Don't mention

it in front of him. — -. I'm ready to repeat this in front of witnesses. • near.

Ond . She was near death.. When I was there, another person was at the head

of the institution. • CnpociiTe .
Ask him about it when you get the chance. •. I'll do it the first chance I

get. • 5, . You can

always do it if you really want to. • On. was attached to the headquarters of

the Eighth Army. •" ? What have got

to do with it? • *0h . was left out

in the cold.

(pet of) to add. ^ cd-

xapy . Add some sugar to his tea. —. I have nothing to add to it.

to gain weight. 3u. gained lot of weight during the

summer.

to step up one's pace. nidry,

TO. We have to step up our pace, or else we'll

be late.

{dur o/) .

{dur of and) to come. Ond
npu6erdeT d . She
comes to me every day with her complaints, 'to resort.

npH6erdTb . I

don't like to resort to such drastic measures.

i/j) -,-/ -pet of) .. We'll

have to ask him to help us.

See.
(-, -, \27; pel of) to come

running. ped pdHO. came
running into me early in the morning.ped od .
I got to the station a minute before train time.

(dur of) to nail on.5. This is the third time I've had
this heel nailed on.

(-, -; imv -; ppp; pet of

and) to put up. cd. Put

a shelf up over here. • to toss. Hduiy. Our boat was tossed ashore. • to beat down. Ha
5tom pdo. The hail has beaten

down all the wheat in this field.

fd//r /).- to approach. cTdnann. The

train is approaching the station. • to get close.-
ndmero. The day for us to leave is

getting close. ^. Our work is

drawing to a close.

See.').
approximate. -.

The approximate value of this machine is three to four

hundred rubles. • rough.. IVIake up a rough estimate.

approximately. d-. It's

approximately ten kilometers from here to the next station.

• about. , a ?
Well, about how much will this cost? • just about., . That's just about all I

know. • by rough count. oodc -. By rough count the trip cost

a thousand rubles.

(pet o/).- to approach. Kod . When we ap-

proached the house we saw a large crowd near the stoop.

set. . .
I lend you my shaving set. • place. Ha? How many places should I set?

• instrument.. The chemical laboratory is equipped

with new instruments. • apjjaratus. -. does exercises on the (g>'m) ap-

paratus.

See.
(dur of) to arrive. oedpd-. The trains here usually arrive on

time. . The water is rising swiftly.

arrival. . Arrival and

departure of trains.

Bdmero. Stat;e

the exact hour of the arrival of your train.

(-,-; p, pd,, -;

pet of) to come. -
ndpTHH TOBdpoB. new lot of goods will come any day now.

See.
See,

See.
(-\% -; -, -ed, -, -; pet of)

to bring (by conveyance).. They brought me new sweater from home. —
Bnnd. Bring me some good wine.

See.
(-, -; -, -ed, -, -; -;

pet of) to bring along. -
Bdpnnia. I brought friend along.

to put in order.^ ed . Before

leaving I'll have to put all my affairs in order.

to bring to.. We brought him to with difficulty., 6to . I'm afraid

this will result in a great mixup. • oadeco
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prove his point he quoted from an article by Stalin. •! It was meant for us to meet again!

• . Here, I'll give you an ex-

ample. • . We
gave the car a complete overhauling. •. They administered the oath to us. •,! I'm sure no good can come of that.

regards, love. . Give my regards

to ^our family. ! Yours sincerely, or Sin-

cerely yours (a formula commonly used at the end of a letter).

friendly. !
She has such a friendly smile!

friendly. -. gave us very friendlj- welcome.

congratulatory message.. They read the congratu-

latory messages at the beginning of the meeting. • welcome.

Oh . waved

to me with his newspaper as a sign of welcome.

{both dur and pd) to greet. -\' .
The students gathered to greet their friend arri\nng from the

front, 'to welcome. .-. The workers welcome this proposal.

vaccination. -? Did you get a vaccination against typhus?.
The tree has been giving excellent apples since the grafting.

See.
(rf/r of) to attract, to draw.. The exhibition is

attracting a lot of people. —. She attracts everyone's attention.. I look forward

to the trip with a great deal of pleasure.

See.
(-,-; -,-, -, -; pd of) to draw, to attract. -. We'll have to draw some

young people into our club membership, 'to win over.. We'll

have to try to win him over to our side.

(-, -; diir of) to bring over.

Oh . brought her

over to our house several times.

to drive to despair. IDe-. Her stubbomess drives

me to despair.

Sec and.
(-,; dnr of) to bring (by'). .

Friends bring me tobacco from home. —, ^. You don't

have to bring bed linen with j'ou. They'll give you some.

See.
(dur of) to get used to.. I'm beginning to get

used to the customs here.

, § ! I've gone
through all that before!

(p-,-; pd of) to be used to.. I'm used to getting up early. —
Oh . He's not used to

driving this car. • to get used to. .
I got very touch used to him.

habit. .
has terrible habit of biting his nails. — —

•

. Habit is second nature. —,, . It seems that he's not

in the habit of returning books. —\ It became habit of mine
to meet her every day.

See.
(-,-; pd of) to tie.\ tied the horse to the tree.

(dur of) to tie (up). -
nd. We only tie up our

dog at night.

(pd of) to invite.. I invited my friend

over for tea. 'to call. .
We'll have to call the doctor, 'to ask. -. May I ask you for a waltz?

(dur of) to invite.. Thej' often invite me to their house.

invitation. -. Admittance to this concert is

by invitation. — . I received an invitation to

spend some time with my friend in the country. —? Have you sent the invitations

out yet?

See.
(dur of).

sentence. .
The sentence was carried out.' . They pro-

nounced him guilty. • ,. In my opinion, an acquittal is certain.

(j:d of) to sentence. -. is sentenced to death.

(pd) to be useful.. That man can be very useful to us.

•to come in handy. ^ ^'. His knowledge of Russian came in

might}' handy to him here.

See.
suburb.

suburban. .
They live in suburban summer house. —. Look at

the timetable of the suburban trains.

(dur of).
(pd of,,-) to prepare, to get (something) ready.. I prepared everything

you need for work. — . Your

room is prepared for j-^ou. —
Bdnuy. Get a warm bath ready for me. • to do.. I still haven't done my homework.
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(dur of; to prepare.. Food for

the excursion has to be prepared the night before.

(pd of) .

{dur of) to pick on.. They were picking on me
something terrible at the customs office.

(-5^,-; p-,-, --,-; pet of) .^ See.
{pet of) to think up, to invent.

6to . That was a very clever

thing you thought up. — ^. invented new way of packing. —^ . You couldn't invent anything

better than that.

{dur of) .

«See.
«See.
arrival.. Tell us beforehand when you're going to arrive.

{dur of) to come.,, . always

stays with us when he comes to town. • to arrive.? When will she arrive?

(]-|) visiting.. visiting lecturer is speaking at the

club today. • visitor. ? Do
you belong here or are you a visitor? • guest. Stom^. There are many guests at

this summer resort this year. • newcomer. ,. You're newcomer and
don't know how we do things here.

admittance. Sto. The admittance of students to this school has

already stopped. • welcome.. They gave us a hearty welcome. • stroke.-. ,. First learn the basic tennis

strokes, and then enter a match. .
Parcels will be accepted till five o'clock in the evening.

• . No visitors today. •. Come and see me during visiting hours.

• ^ 5.
I'll teach you very simple trick for this work.

{AF) waiting room.

(-, -; imv supplied as; pet of) to arrive. ,, .
He'll probably arrive today, 'to come.? Did you come by train or by car?

(P -u) prize. Oh .
won first prize in the contest.

(-^, -; p -; ppp, sh F-; pet of) to call. ,. Such noise arose that the chairman was forced

to call the meeting to order. . was drafted.

(-, -; imv-; -; dur

of) to recognize.. doesn't recognize authority.

- to confess. ,, ?
Come on now, confess; which one of you is guilty?,, . Frankly, I didn't

expect it.

sign. .
The wounded man didn't show any signs of life. —; ,. always feels insulted; that's the

first sign that he's not very clever.

{ppp, sh F-; pet of&)
to admit. He .
Don't be stubborn; admit your mistake. • to find.. Doctors found

his condition hopeless.- to admit. ,, .
I must admit, I don't understand it completely. • to tell.

Oh . just told me
he loved me.

>See.
{dur of) to make an appeal.. The city

soviet is making appeals to the population for aid to the

refugees.

(1/^,; p, -,, -, -; -;
pet of) to arrive.

;^. Our train arrived early in the morning. • to come

in., . See who came in.

• to come. . A letter came for you.

— ? How did you come

to this conclusion?

to come to. *, , .
She's already come to. • to pull oneself together.-, . Calm down; pull yourself together.^ to be horrified. ^'^,,. I was horrified to see what he had done.

to have a fit (of anger).^^? Why did he have such a fit all of a sudden?! Well, winter's finally here!

• He, § . I

just can't understand how you got this into your head.

• . This

typewriter is no longer serviceable.

-Cb to have to. ^ .
still has little more to learn. — 5. We had to agree to that. • to fall.§& . The fifth of this month

fell on a Saturday.

any way. ., . Just put the books down

any way; I'll straighten them out later., 5^- ^. Look!

That fur coat looks as if it was made just for me. •*, ^. It seems that he just

couldn't get along there. • ,,-
^. It looks as if that dish appealed to your

taste. • ^. It'll be hard for us

without you.

iSee.& order. , ,. You must understand, I'm only carrying out

orders. — . This

order was made public yesterday.
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Bdine . Your
appointment lias not as yet been approved.

command. Bdme ^.
Your command will be carried out. • order. 9-. This order from higher

up.

(-^, -; pet of&) to order.. We were ordered to

leave at dawn. • to instruct. -, . I was instructed

to see to it that you get good accommodations.

(no dtir) ,^? What can you do when
new orders keep coming every day? •*. died.

{dur of) to give orders.. Nobody gave j'ou any such orders..
applied arts,

applied sciences.

(dur of) to apply. -. Apply cold com-

presses to your eyes.

(dur of).
(-,; pel of) to paste, to

glue. sdniy }'.
Paste your visiting card on the door.

adventure. £ ^. We had lot of adventures on the trip.

— - . Give

me some kind of adventure story.

(pet of) to fasten. He -̂. Be siu^e to fasten your letter of recommendation to

your application, 'to tack up.. Tack the poster up.. Well
arrange for you to get goods from our store.

{dur of).
See.

(dttr of) to cover up.. covers up his

ignorance with generalizations. • to put a cover on. -
KpHsdftTe , BdpnTe.
Put a cover on the pan when you cook vegetables.

(-,-; ppp-; pet of)
to cover. . I covered

him with another blanket, 'to close. ,. Close the door, please.

{dur of]).
(-, -1?; pet of) ., . Don't put out

your match; give me a light. • ?
May I have a light from j'our cigarette?

(-) counter. Ha npn.ndBKe ed. There were all kinds of goods lying on the counter.

Oh . He's a salesclerk.

{AN) adjective.

{dur of) to enclose. .^^. I'm enclosing your receipt,

diligence..<. His diligence amazes me.

Q Oh , —. He's capable boy but just doesn't apply himself.

hard-working. !
What a hard-working student!

very hard.. He's studying Russian very hard.

{dur of) to arrive (by air).? WTien does the plane

from Moscow arrive?

(-5',-; pet of) to fly in.. We flew in today.! The skylarics are back!^ See.
(-,-; twir-; -,-, -, -; pet)

to lie down. . lay down for

rest.

decent. 5' -. We can guarantee him a decent income,

•clean. He — .
Don't worrj'; this story is completely clean.

Q pretty wdl.. The work's been done pretty well.

proper.. ?
Is it proper to leave without saj-ing good-by?, -6, . This coat,

in my opinion, is still in quite good shape.

supplement. $-. We're taking this

magazine mainly because of the suyiplements you get.

• appendix. 9 .
This word is in the Appendix of the dictionarj\

(-5',-; pet of& and-) to put on.

^. Put compress on the sore spot, •to put.

ne4dTb. You still have to put your seal on it. —
Boi&cb, ^. I'm afraid that it'll be difficult to put your theory

into practice. • to enclose. ^" cnpdsKy . Enclose your

diploma and a reference from your last place of emplojinent

with your application.

Q to do one's best.

cTapdHHH yd 5. I'll do my best

to settle this matter.

Oh pjhcy ^. He saluted.

See.
Se-e.
(-,-; of) to make use of.

Tj'T de SHdnne. You
can make use of your knowledge of languages here, •to

apply. pdo . This rule can't

be applied here.

{dur of) to put. 5. We're putting this system into

practice.

example. He ! Don't follow

his example.— 5 . I'll explain

this to 5'ou with an example. —5 oadc. This example was catching.

for instance.. Take my nephew, for instance.

{or) unlike.
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many mothers, she knows her son's faults.

(dur of) .

{pd of and) to try on.. Try on this pair of shoes.

{dur of) to try on.. went to the tailor to try

on his suit.

notes. Bee. All the notes are at the end of the book. • footnote.

9to . That's indicated in the foot-

note.

{pet of and) to reconcile., 5 . I just

don't know how to reconcile these two points of view.- to reconcile oneself. ^§. I just can't reconcile myself to this idea.

(dur of) .

application. , .. Apply hot applications and your

swelling will soon disappear.' ? Do you have any eye-

wash?^ See.
{/P -&, -6b/) primus (kind of kerosene stove).. We've been

cooking on a primus stove for many years.

(-^, -; dur) to belong.. This meadow belongs

to the next kolkhoz. — -? What union do you belong to?^ 5.
I'm not one of this actor's admirers.

See.
(-^, -; -,-, - -; pet of)

to bring. . They brought you
package. — ,, -
. Bring me some soap and a towel, please.

to sacrifice.^. I'm ready to sacrifice

everything for that. . It will do you a

lot of good. •* ! Why the devil

did he have to show up?^ See.
(dur of) to receive.. I was received very graciously

everywhere. — ()?
When does the consul receive visitors? • to assume.. I assume all

responsibility for this. • to take. .
We took an oath. — He. Don't take it so to heart. — -. Take the medicine regularly. • to accept.§. Letters and
packages are accepted at this window.& to see patients.() .
The doctor sees patients in the clinic from nine to twelve.&& to take over.. The new chief is taking over today.

to take part.? Did you take part in the competition?

(-;^, -; dur of) to deliver.? Do they deliver milk

(to your house)? 'to offer.^. I offer you my heartfelt thanks.

to net a profit. . The dairy

farm nets a good profit for the kolkhoz.

to bear fruit. Hdnie -. Our education is beginning to

bear fruit.^ See.
compulsory. ,

—,,, . This is not

compulsory bond sale; you buy only if you want to.

(ppp-; pet o/) to compel.§. Circum-

stances compelled me to do that., .4.
As unpleasant as it is to me, I've got to tell you that.

{dur of) to force.. Nobody is forcing you to go there.

See.
(^,; ,,,

-;, -, -,; , sh F
-; pel of) to accept. ^. I can't accept such an expensive

gift. — ? Who
can accept registered letter here? —5? Didn't he really accept this

position? 'to take. ? Do you

want to take a bath? —. I would never have taken you for a foreigner.

— . Take this pill. —. We have to take

every precaution. — .
His illness took a turn for the worse. —. took your remark seriously. —: ^.
You took the blame for somebody else. I know it very well.

• to adopt. . His motion

was adopted, •to admit. ,. You'll be admitted to college if you

pass the exams, 'to see.. The chief engineer will see you immediately.

• to make. , .
Once he's made decision, you can't talk him out of it.

•to take on.. Today our town took on a holiday atmosphere.

to take into consideration.

BO, . Take

into consideration the fact that he's not quite well.

to take notice. ,. Take notice of the fact

that the rules have been changed.. We took over the

furniture as it was listed. • .
was hired. • — ! Let's

make it point never to take offense. •* Sto. She thought they meant her.

(-^, -; p -, -, -, -; -;
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pet of J to acquire. -5. Our library is trying to acquire

these books.

{dur of) to acquire..
We're gradually acquiring equipment for our laboratory,

•to take on. .
This takes on greater and greater importance. • to assume.. The disease

is assuming the proportions of an epidemic.

See.
{dur of) to interrupt.. We'll try not to interrupt the work during repairs.(-,-; pet of-) to stop.. They had to stop work on the construction

temporarily.

(-) attacK.. had heart attack last night.

• fit. .
only could have said it in a fit of irritation.

(- P) supplies. ^. We keep food supplies in the cellar.

G & ammunition.

refrain. ^,. I'm going to start singing and you join me in the

refrain.

nature. ,. In these parts great deal of energy must be

spent in overcoming natiire. — —! You can't help it; it's a law of nature.. He's not mean at

heart. • . I like northern

coimtry.

natural. -. The school helped develop his natural

abilities.

(dur of) to sit down.-,. Let's sit down and have a talk.

(-, -; p -; pet of; to sit

down, . Ask him

to sit down and wait.

(-,-; ppp, sh F-; pet of

) to send (over) . ^.
We'll send (over; for you. • to send (up).,, . Send me up my break-

fast, please.

(pet of; to Usten.-'. Listen and you'll

hear the rumble of the train.

{dur of) to listen.^ 5? Why bother

hstening to such talk?

{pet of) to dream. ,-? Why did you cry

out in your sleep? Did you dream of something terrible?

— , ,. You must have

dreamed about it.

{pet of).- to join. ?
Do you want to join our excursion?

{dur of).- to join. Oh . doesn't

want to join us. . I fully

agree with your opinion.

{dur /).- to adapt oneself. npHcnocd6AHBaeTCfl. quickly adapts himself to new
surroundings.

{pet of and)
to fit out. .
This attic can be fitted out as living quarters.

- to adjust oneself.? Did you adjust yourself to the local conditions?

{dur of).- to adjust oneself.. doesn't adjust himself readily to new work,

(-, -; ina-; prger-; dur

of) to dock. . The

ship is already docking. • to stick to, to stay on. §^ . Paint won't stay on this

canvas, 'to bother. He ^! Don't

bother him.

intently. .
stared at me intently. .

I'd advise you to watch him more carefully.

See&.
(P -,- F) dock.. Let's go meet them at the dock.(- , -; pet of&) to stick., ! Thorns are stuck to my

dress and I can't get them off. 'to join up. ^. joined up with

the excursion toward the end. • to bother.^- . Some fresh guy

bothered her on the street today, •to put in.

^^. Let's put in to shore, •to be be-

coming, {no dur) ^ -! Such talk isn't becoming to you. — * §. It's as becoming to her as a

straw hat is to a horse. ^ ^. I caught some kind of a fever and just can't

get rid of it.

{dur of) to begin, to start.. Don't start working jret.-, -^; pet of^) to begin,

to start. .
We'll soon begin building a grain elevator. —. They've already started

renovating our neighbor's place.

{-cymf, -^; ppp; p<i of) to sentence. ^. was sentenced to five years in jail, •to award,

to give. KoM^^ ? To whom
was the first prize given?,, .
You'll probably get fined a Uttle.

(dur /).
See.
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presence. §;^. I feel awkward speaking about it in his

presence. — Bdme . Your presence

is absolutely necessary. — ;^-
^. never loses his presence of mind.

(dur) to be present.? Was he present during your conver-

sation?

(dur of) to send. ^. They send him packages

from home very often.

oath.

See.
(pet of) to pretend. -. He pretended to be asleep.

to play dead. On, . played dead, and that

saved him.

(dur of; to pretend. ^: . I don't believe him.

He's only protending to be sick.

tributary. . This river

has many tributaries. . We need some

new blood around here.

(/compare /) besides. ^ ;!,. It's already too late to go there,

and besides it's raining. • into the bargain. Ond. She's not clever and she talks too

much into the bargain.

([-g*v-]; dur of) to touch.,. He's been feeling so bad for several days now that he

won't touch any food.

(pd of) to touch. ,. It hurts so badly you can't

even touch it.

(dur of; to teach.. I'm teaching him not to be late.

(/-^ -^; ppp/) to get used to.5. I got myself used to

the idea a long time ago.

G . You've got to

discipline him.

arrival.. I decided to wait for the arrival of the train at all

costs. • parish. -. He's been priest in this parish for

more than ten years now.

debit and credit. ,? How are your books?

Do the debit and credit sides balance? .. War was unavoidable after the Fascists came

to power. •*, . Like teacher

like pupil.

(-^, -; dur of) to come., . comes here every day.

— . Come over tomorrow

evening.

to occur.

. It doesn't even occur to me to

complain. :, ,. There's sense giving up; maybe the letter

was lost.- (S 3 only) to have to. , .
It seems that I'll have to go.. They didn't have an

easy time there. • (no pd) ?
What's he to you?

.See.
See.

(// /) and., , .
He'll arrive next week, and it's not all sure that he'll have

time to see you.

A- ? And what have I to do with it?

(-^, -; ppp; pd of-) to comb (^someone else's) nair. ^,. I'll come in minute; I only

have to comb my daughter's hair first.

- to comb one's hair.,, ^^,. Just wait till I get shave and comb

my hair. You won't even recognize me.

hair-do. 5. This hair-

do is very becoming to you.

(d>)r of) .

- to have one's hair done. .. She always has her hair done at the beauty

parlor. ? Do you

always part your hair on the side?

See.
cause. -. It was impossible to discover the cause of the fire,

•reason. .
His reason for not coming was satisfactory. —,. I didn't do it simply for the reason that I didn't

have enough time.

(pd of) to cause. -. This can cause lot

of trouble for us. —
:^ . The flood caused great damage

this year.

(dur of) to cause.. I don't want to cause you

any trouble.

(dur) to be due.? How much do I owe?

See.
See.
(dur of; to sew on., . My wife sews on my

buttons for me; I don't know how myself.

-,-; imv-; ppp-; pd of-) to sew. ,. The coat's almost ready; all that's

left is to st!W the lining.

Oh , ,. dogs her foot-

steps.< «See&. ^
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See.
(3/) friend. — . We are

pood friends.

(girl) friend. -
^. My (girl) friend invited us over

for tea today.

pleasant. !
Wbat a pleasant surprise! • nice.. He's very nice person.

pleasant. .
We've had verj' pleasant evening. • pleasantly.5. I was pleasantly sur-

prised by this news.(^ ! Pleased to meet you!

(/tcith a/) about. . I heard

lot about you.

(pet) to run around. -. I ran around all day for nothing.

{dur of) to run by.,. The porters just ran by us, but nobody wanted

to take care of us.^ See.
(-^,-, §;?7; pet of&) to run.5 . ran that

distance in record time. — ?
Wbo ran down the hall? • to run up and down.. Cold shivers ran up and down
my spine, 'to glance at.. I only had time to glance at the

headlines.

See.
(dur of) to scold.. He's already scolded me more than once

about it., ! .
Oh, how terrible! I just shiver at the thought of it.- to work one's way toward.. Let's work our way toward the exit.

cork. . Help me
get the cork out of the bottle. • tie-up. -,). Snowdrifts caused tie-up

at the station.

*0h, . He's a dumbbell.

problem.

trial. ^ ?
Wben will the new automobiles have their trial run?

test.. You'll have to take a test.

to try. ? Did you
try to persuade him?

part (in hair). . The part in

your hair is crooked. ? Do
you want your hair parted in the middle or on the side?

corkscrew. ),^-
. Here's corkscrew; open the bottle.& (-6epf, -per; p-;-,-, -,
-; , sh F-; pd of; .- to get through. ^. I was
just barely able to get through the crowd. • to get in.? How can we get into the house?

See.
(-^-, -; ,,, -; £)

to stay. ? How
long do you intend to stay here?& (dur of) to ruin. , -,. In my opinion you're ruining the

whole business.

{no pet), ! Beat it now!

- to fail. Oh. failed the geometry' exam twice.

(-, -^; pet of&) to defeat.. Your motion was

defeated, 'to flop. Ond 5 . She

flopped in this role, •to flunk.. The professor will surely flunk

her in the exam.

- to fall into. .
Yesterday in the dark I fell into a hole. • to fall in.. The roof fell in here, 'to fail, . I'm afraid I'll fail the

examination, •to fall through. Bee -. All our plans fell through, •to disappear.

OH ? Where did he disappear to

again? — Bee -. pencils disappeared into thin air.. I

was so embarrassed I could have gone through the floor.

• *Ax, ^ ! Damn
him and his instructions!

See.
See.

(pel of) to verify. ^. This report has to be verified, •to check.. The cashier checked the register.

— He. '. It would be a good

idea to check the car. —. These tables were checked carefully.

check.. The commission is making a check

of the office personnel.— .
Passports will be checked now. •examination, check.,. An examination of the cash register showed a

shortage of six hundred rubles.

inventory.. We take inventory once a

year.

(dur of) to check. ^-? Who's going to check the tickets?

(-^, .-; p -, -, -, -; -;
pet of!) to lead. -. led us through the forest along a

straight path. • to put over.. We put over our loan drive very success-

fully, •to put into operation.. The plan was put into operation, •to pass., . I

hope we'll be able to pass this resolution. —-^ — !
All the housecleaning she did was to pass a rag over the

furniture two or three times, •to install.
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stalled, 'to draw. ^. Draw a

straight line. • to spend. .
I spent many years out of the country. • to fool, {no dur),! You sure fooled an old man
like me!9 . This railroad

has been built recently. • (no dur) !
I wasn't born yesterday! • .
We had a wonderful time. • ,,, . Your payment evidently

hasn't been entered on the books yet.

food. ?
Do we have enough food for six people? • provisions.. We receive our

provisions straight from the kolkhoz.

(pet of) to do Csomeone) a bad

turn. . I did you bad

turn. , ? Tell me,

what have I done this time?

{dur of; .

wire. ^ . The

storm tore the telegraph wires down.. The fuses blew out.^ -^,-; dur of) to take.-,,. Take me to the

manager, please. • to spend.. She spends days and nights at the factory..
presents an interesting idea, in this article.^ (-^, -; pet of) to see off.

A ? Who's going to see him

off at the station?

to see home.? May I see you home?

(-d) porter.. Ask the porter to make up the upper berths.

— . Ask the

porter to wake you up.& {dur of*) to see off.. We'll all go to see you off at

the station.

Ond . She stared

after me for a long time.

See.
wire.

{dur of) to swallow.' (-;^, -; pet of; to

swallow. ,. Call the doctor; my boy's swallowed a pin.

•to gulp. Oh HUCKopp . .
gulped down cup of tea quickly and ran out.. You just couldn't take such an insult lying down.

• ^^? Where did you get the time to finish reading this

huge book? •* , ?
Why are you standing as stiff as a ramrod? •*, ?. What's the matter

with him? Has the cat got his tongue?^ See.

(-, -; -; , sh F-; pet of) to chase away.! Chase the dog away! • to fire.. They won't fire you because of this.

• to kick out. , .
I had to work and so I kicked him out. • to drive.. They had already

driven the herd through the village to the field.

(pet) to get hungry. ?
Didn't you get hungry?

See.
(dur of) to chase. -, . Nobody chased him. went by

himself.

program. -. The program of the convention is already pub-

lished. — ? Have you read

the program of the Communist Party?—? What's the next number on the pro-

gram? • curriculum.. This subject is included in the high-school

curriculum.

production program.. I wasn't able to learn all of the history material

for the exam.

(-,-; pet of) .

progress.

{pet of).
absence without good reason.,§^ . If you're not here

tomorrow, it'll be considered an absence without good reason.

absenteeism.. We're fighting absenteeism very

hard at our factory.

walk. .
They just came from a walk. •ride.. We took wonderful

automobile ride. • airing. .
Take the baby out for an airing. • stroll.. This is beautiful place for a stroll.

(-, -; imv -; -; dur of) to sell. ? Where do

they sell milk here?- to be sold. .
Berries are sold here at the kolkhoz market.

(-,) salesman. ,,. I think this salesman is free.

salesgirl. -. I was waited on by a very nice salesgirl.

sale. . We don't have

these goods for sale.

wholesale. -. You can buy wholesale at the factory.

to go on the market.. These Ughters just

went on the market.

stamps (on sale).

retail. ^. This apparatus is not sold retail.

Oh :^ .
He's junk dealer.& See&.
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RUSSIAN-ENGLISH& (-,, -, §^7; inw -; ,,, -;, -,, -; -, sh F-; pet of) to sell.. I sold my.*^, .^; , . I

don't know if it's so, but I'm just passing it on the way I

heard it.

(pet of) to make. ^-. We'll have to make an opening here,

•to do. .
We had big job to do. • to perform. -. performed clever trick.

^. The whole trip

took us three hours.

trick. ! I'm on to his tricks!

• prank. , .
Don't mind it; it's a rather harmless prank.

(dur of) .

(pet of) to dictate.

6to . Dictate this letter to the typist.

(pet of) to extend.. My furlough was extended five days.

food. -? Where do they accept food packages

here? — 9to. This is the largest food store in the city.

food supplies.. They sent sled-train to

town with food supplies.

(dur of) to continue. -, ^.' Continue your work;

I'll wait, 'to go on.,!^, §. Go on, go on! I want to

know how it turned out. "to resume.^ . We'll resxmae work after dinner.

continuation.§. You still don't know the continuation of this

story.

during.. During the whole evening

she didn't even say a word.

to be continued.

(pd o/ ),
(p-,-; pet of) to chill.. I was chilled through and through.

npf product. ^. You can buy dairy products on the

kolkhoz market. • food. 5,. The food can spoil in this heat.

output, production. -
Stom^ . Industrial output

increased greatly this year.

See,
fare. . I'll pay the fare.

— . We'll have

to turn; there's no road through here. • .
No thoroughfare.

(dur of) to pass.^, . I passed through Moscow
but didn't stop there.

plans. . His

plans won first prize. • plan.

. They drew up plan of new r^u-
lations for the union. -. His

head is always full of some kind of plan or other.

(-, -; inw supplied as .6; pet of) to pa.ss (in a conveyance)., . The bus passed by without

stopping. —,, . It

seems we passed our station. • to get. ^? What's the best way to get there?. We're already halfway

there.

searchlight.

(dur of) to spend. -? About how much do you

spend a month?^ See.
(-^, -; ,,, -;, sh F -; pet of) to live,

(no dur) . I've

lived in the Far North for several years. — (no dur). hved for three more

days after the operation, 'to get by. (no dur). It's difficult to get by on that

kind of money.

(pet of).
transparent. , -. No, this material is too transparent. • obvious.. It was rather

obviou.s hint.& (pet of) to lose. •,?. Well, admit it; how much have

you lost? — , -. They knew long ago that the war was lost. —
npOHipdJi ,^ 5.

I lost lot of respect for him when I found that out. • to

play. . They spent

the whole evening playing chess.

(dur of) to lose. -^ . He's losing one game

after another today.

See.
See.

(->', -; -, -, -, -; pet of-) to do. ? Have you

already done your figuring? • to make.? What kind of impression did he

make on you?

(F) efficiency. &. We're striving for

higher efficiency of labor.

(-^,-; dur of) to turn out.? How many

tractors do you turn out a day?

to excavate. Ha 5. They're excavating at that

spot.

production. . We can

only hire a man with a lot of production experience. —.
We've already prepared a production program.
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RUSSIAN-ENGLISH& production conference..'5^ -5. I went to production conference

at this factory today.

production.. We still have an insufficient paper pro-

duction. . We place great deal of impor-

tance on machinery-building. •^ . They took him
from his job in industry and sent him to take a specialist's

course. • Bee . All

these goods are Soviet-made.

See.
See.
-^, -; -,-, -, -; pd of-) to pronounce.

"th". It's hard for me to pronounce the sound "th." • to

utter. 3a . didn't

utter single word all evening.

to deliver a speech.. delivered very good speech.

(-^,-; dur/) to pronounce.5.
1 just can't learn to pronounce this word correctly.

to mispronounce. -5. You mispronounce this

word.

pronunciation^ See .

(-5^, -; , -, -, -;; pd of) to happen.. The delay happened through

no fault of mine. • to come about. ?
How did that come about? • to arise. -6-. Some misunderstanding

arose between them.

See.
(-^,-; dur of) to take place.

(no pd). The meetings of the circle take place once a week,

on Tuesdays.? What's going on here? • Ond() . She's of peasant

stock.

origin. -. He's man of proletarian origin.

See.
accident. -. The police arrived at the scene of the accident.

• occurrence. 9 .
That was an unusual occurrence.

Co . strange

thing happened to me.

See.
See.

(-^; -; , -nuid, -6, -; -;
pd of) to walk through., . walked

through the hall so quickly that I couldn't get the chance to

talk to him. * to walk. ,.

walked by without greeting me. —
5''? How many kilometers

can we walk in one night? • to go. -, ,. The trolley was
so crowded that it went by without stopping. • to get.? How can we get to the station?

• to go through. , 5. No, your desk will not go through this door. —. My
petition has gone through all the necessary steps. • to pass.

^?^. This letter passed the

censorship. — . The holidays

passed happily, 'to move. ! Move to

the front! • to go over.-^! Go over the table again with the rag.

to overlook. ^§ . It's impossible for me to

overlook this outrageous thing.

to walk.. You'll have to walk this distance.,, . Evidently there

was a heavy rain here yesterday. • He -, . It's not even

two months yet and he's ready to go away again. •,? Have you gotten rid of your cold?

• ? How far have you gone in

algebra? • . has had good

training. • .
The resolution was passed by majority vote. •*! You won't get away with this!

-Cb to walk. Oh -. walked around the room a while and then sat

down at the table, 'to go for a walk. -, . The weather's nice; let's go for a,

walk.

*A , !
You just can't get along without making some nasty remark

about him!

(pd) to boil.. Be sure to boil the instruments well.

See.
{dur oj) to lay. -. We're laying new road here.

prosecuting attorney.

proletariat.

worker, proletarian. ,! Workers of the world, unite!

proletarian.

{dur of) to spill., -. Careful, you're spilling the gasoline. • to

shed, (no pd) . We shed our

blood for it.

-6, -; inw -; p,,-, -; , sh,^,,
-; pd of&) to spill.

^1. upset the glass and spilled

the tea over the tablecloth. • to shed. He-. She shed many tears on account of him.

(-^, -; pd of) to lay.^ ^. Some pipes will be laid

here.

to pave the way. -
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paved the way for important discoveries.

to make one's way. ,. I don't

doubt that he'll be able to make his way in Ufe.

See,
See,
(-^, -^; pet of) to miss., ! What shot! missed

again.

{dur of).
miss. ) ^. I had four misses during the last shooting

lesson. • mistake., . I

admit I made a mistake.

Oh . He scores a hit every time

he fires. •*0 . He's nobody's fool.

(cfur /).
f-) interval.. Letters have been coming at long intervals.. Try to see him between meetings.

(dur of) to soak through. ,, ^. Unfortunately, my
coat does soak through.

(p -m6k,-; pet/&; to be drenched,

to be soaked. ,. We were drenched by the time we reached home.
— . I was soaked to the skin.

(-^,-; pet of&) to get wet., ! See that you don't get your

feet wet!

(no dur) , . I

didn't drink much, just enough to wet my whistle.

(F).

G mining (industry).

mining and petroleum

industry.

light industry.

manufacturing (in-

dustry).

textile industry,

heavy industry.

coal industry.

industrial.

(dur of) to get in. -. No light gets in there.

(p-,-; pet of&) to get in., ^? How did water ever get

in there? • to get into.

Sto. We decided to get into the

meeting at all costs, •to leak out. .̂ Rumors
about this mustn't leak out in the press prematurely.

propaganda campaign. ,. We don't need slogans here,

but rather a concerted propaganda campaign. ^.
We threw all our forces into bringing the war loan to public

attention.& {dur of) to be missing. -. Things

are never missing from the rooms in our hotel. • to be lost.5,. When I see things like this I lose all desire to

work. • to lose oneself. ? Where
did you lose yourself all this time?

See.& (-^, -; -; pet of&) to be lost.. My wallet is lost. • to get lost., ?
I didn't get your letter. Could it have gotten lost? • to be

missing. Oh . He's

listed among those missing in action, •to disappear. "
OH?" "He, ". "Where is he

now?" "I don't know; he just disappeared into thin air."

OH ,. If he keeps drinking like that he'll lose his voice.

•, ! . What play!

It's boring me to tears. • *Hy, !5 . Well, that cooks our goose!

Nothing will come of this. •. We wasted the whole day yesterday.

• 3a , . I'm not

worried about him; he'll make a place for himself wherever

he is. • ! The hell with him!
• ! . What downpour!

It'll ruin my hat. •* ^, .
What's lost is lost.

propeller.

(, -; -; pet of) to sing.. She sang

the refrain with much feeling.

r^stration (with the police). ^ -. His passport is at the police station for registration.

Oh . He's registered

with the police here as a temporary resident.& (dur of) to swim, to cover (by swim-

ming). 5 ^.
I used to swim that distance in half an hour.^ See.

(-^, -; -; pet of) to

swim, to cover (by swimming). , -5? Do you think you can swim this

distance? •to float.. big barge floated past us.

nponoio See.
(/P -., -/) pass. ! Show

your passes! • password. A ? Do you

know the password? •cut (omission).. This movie is being shown here

with many cuts. . Skip two lines.

(dur of) to let through, to let in.

nponycKdeT. This curtain

doesn't let any light through at all. —. I have orders not to let strangers

in. • to serve.. Our dining room serves about five hundred

people a day.

(-^, -; pet of) to let

through. 5 . Let this old

lady through to the front. • to let in. ^,. I'll tell them to let you into the
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meeting. • to miss. . I

missed several lessons. • to leave out. ;^-^. There's letter left out of this word, 'to

leave blank. 5^ , -^ . Leave this space on the ques-

tionnaire blank; you can fill it in later. • to run through.^^ . Run the meat

through the grinder once again.

—. I had to let three buses go by because

they were so crowded. •*0 5 .
turned deaf ear to it.

See.
(dur of) .

(pd of) to work, (no dur)5. I worked in that

factory for many years. • to work out.. This problem hasn't been

sufficiently worked out as yet.

(dur /).
(-, -, -; pd of) to drill through., -. Be careful, don't drill a hole

through the door.

(^,) to ask.. asked me^to come tomorrow. —^ ,. I'm asking you to do this for me. —^,. I'm asking you like a gentle-

man; get out. • to plead. -. pleaded very strongly for his friend.. No smoking. •^! May
I have the floor? •;^',, .
Please, don't be bashful; help yourself! • (no pd). We'll be very glad to have you at our home.

(dur of) to look over.

5^^? Who looks over the manu-
scripts here?

(-,; pd of) to

glance through. . I

haven't had chance to glance through the paper yet.

•to look over. ; . I

looked over the bill; everything's O.K.

(pd of) to wake up.. I woke up very early today. —?! What are you day-

dreaming about? Wake up!

millet.

(;1, -; p-; pd of) to over-

sleep., . See that you don't over-

sleep, 'to sleep. . I

slept for ten hours straight.. You were asleep and
missed your station.

avenue. -? How can I get to Pushkin Avenue? • prospectus.§
»«-, . We still haven't had time to look into the pro-

sptectuses of the firm.( of) expired.. Your passport has expired.

(<2ur/).

(pd of) to let expire.. I let my visa expire.

(pd of) to excuse, (no dur)!
Excuse me — , ,,? Excuse my ignorance, but what does

that mean? 'to forgive.: ? Forgive my indiscreet question,

but how old are you? — .
We'll never forgive them for this.

- to say good-by. ,. went away so angry that he didn't

even say good-by to anybody.
1 (sh, -,,,; ; adv) simple. .

The solution of this problem is very simple. —, . The

furniture in the room is simple, but everj^hing you need is

there.—,, , .
Look, brother, I'm not so simple that I believe that! —, . It isn't so simple as you

think. • plain. .
This book is written in a plain style. — -. He's good, plain fellow. • regular.-? Shall I send

your letter by regular or registered mail?

simply. Oh . looks

at things simply. — -? Are you going somewhere or simply taking a

walk? • simple. !1,
^^ . With your connections, it'll

be very simple to find out. 'just.. It's just your imagination. —; ^, . I

just said it. I didn't think he'd take it seriously.- just. - ,! just doesn't want to spend any money, that's

what! ! That's a rotten thing to do.

• . You

can't see this with the naked eye. •

5>'. That's too complicated for an

ordinary person. • !. You smoked so much around here that there's no

air to breathe.

^ shutting down. - .
Because of the shutting down of the machine we couldn't

fill our monthly quota

sour milk.

(-CTOH^,-; pd of) .

open. , ! It'd

be nice to go to the country now, and be out in the open,

•space. ! ! It's

really fine here; there's lots of space. • fresh air. -, . Look

how happy the kids are out in the fresh air.^ .
They'll give your initiative plenty of play here.

roomy.. We now have fine, roomy apartment. • loose-

fitting. ) . I Uke loose-fitting

clothes.
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room. ,. Let's meet in the school; there's more

room there.

cold. ;^. has

terrible cold.

(;^, 5^; pd of and) to let (someone; catch cold.

— ! Careful — don't let the baby
catch cold. . I've a bad cold.- to catch cold. . He caught a

bad cold.

(dur of),
(dur /) .- to catch cold. . . She's forever

catching cold.

See,
(P,,) (bed) sheet.. The sheets are in the

lower drawer.

(dur of&) to oversleep.. This is the second

time that I've overslept and been late to work.- {dur of) to wake up. pdno? Do you always wake up so early?

request. .
I'm sending you this book at my brother's request.: . Do
me favor, will you? Introduce me to him. •, . Don't pick the

flowers and don't walk on the grass.

(dur of) to flow. -. small stream flows some-

where near here. • to leak. Hdma . Our
boat leaks. . His

sickness is taking its normal course.^ See.
Q)o(h dur and 'pdl'pci also o-/) to protest.^ . I protest

against being treated that way. —, . They're protesting

their passes being taken from them.

(-TeKf, -; p -, -, -, -; pet of-) to seep. . Water seeped

into the motor.

opposite. 3a ^.
We sat opposite each other at dinner. —. The elevator is just opposite your

room. • against. . I

haven't got an3i,hing against it. — , ,. You seem to have something against him.
— ? ? ? Who is

"for"? Who is "against"? Who is not voting? —. We were going

against the wind and that's why it was difficult to row.
• to. mdncoB , .
It's ten-to-one that it won't succeed.. It's difficult

argument to brush aside. •^ -. you give me something for a toothache?

opponent. . I'm an

opponent of this theory. — He, :. It isn't any wonder
I lost; I had a strong opponent, 'enemy.. The guerrillas

helped us track down the enemy.

nasty. 9. That nasty brat has been up to some mischief

again.

otherwise. 5, — .
Maybe this treatment will help; otherwise, we'll have to

operate.

head wind. ,^
ndpyc. There's a head wind; we'd better pull down

our sails.

disgusting. ,. It's disgusting to watch how lazily he works., -. After all that's happened, I just can't stand

talking to him.

gas mask.

contradiction.. There were evident contradictions in his

testimony. • conflicting. -. Evidentl}' you and have conflicting

interests.

G& conflicting class interests., 5 ^-. I'm sure that you're saying that just to be con-

tradictory.

(dur) to contradict. -
^. contradicts himself at every

turn. — ^^! ^. You'd better not contradict him; it's bad

for him to get excited.

antidote.

minutes. ? Who's

keeping the minutes today? • record. Sto! Put that on record! —. The policeman came and made a

record of what had happened.

([-g'v-l; dur of) to string. -. We're stringing

new telephone line through here.

(-^, -; pet of) to stretch.. Stretch a rope through here.

• to last, ( dur) Ond . She won't last

long., , ^^^. Don't be angry.

Why don't you make up and shake hands? • (no dur)^,. If you take so little care of your health,

you'll soon kick the bucket.

active group in trade unions.

trade-union card.

professional. <«. I have professional interest

in this book. — ,. He's attiateur; he's professional actor.

trade union movement.& occupational disease.

vocational training.
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(labor) union. (-;? Are you (labor) union member?
occupation. ?

What is your main occupation?

no by trade. no ,. He's physician by trade, but is

working as a teacher now.

(P -d, -6b) professor.

See .
trade union.

cool. ,^ .
Thank God, cool breeze blew up.

cool. . It's cool today.

— Oh ^ .
was cool toward my proposal.

passage. . There's no passage

through here. • aisle. He ,. Don't stand in the aisle; sit down in

one of the empty seats.

Oh — .
He's pestering the life out of me to take him along. •^ ,
^. If you give them an inch, they'll take a mile.

(-^ ,-; dur of) to pass.^. trolley passes

here every ten minutes. — ^''. I pass his house every day. 'to go along. Stot

.^. This bus goes along

our street, 'to go away.. My headache is already going away. • to go

through. ! The bed won't

go through the door, 'to study. -? Did you study grammar? 'to turn out. -. Their par-

ties always turn out very gay.

(no -pet). The highway is two kilometers from here. •-,, . Keep moving,

everybody; don't block the entrance. • -. I searched

for cigarettes all over town today.

{AM) passer-by.^ See.
(-,-; yd of)^

per cent.. The plan was fulfilled ninety-five per cent.

• percentage.! The percentage of defective goods must be

decreased without fail!

process. -. It can be cleared up only in the process of

working it out. — -.
We've been making great improvements lately in the produc-

tion process.() trial. ^? When will this trial start?. has tuberculosis.

See.
(^, -; , -, -6, -; -; pd of and) to read through.? Have you read his letter

through yet? 'to read.! really read that poem beautifully.. lectured us for

long time.

(pd of and) to read.. I haven't read the editorial yet. —. Read this to us aloud. —*. I read this book

from cover to cover.

(dur of and; to read

through. , -. I read the newspaper through at breakfast every

morning.

(sh -4Hd) durable. ,.
This is good, durable material. • fast. Kpdcita, . This is a fast color; it won't fade.

• strong. .
There's strong attachment between them.

solidly. . This house

is solidly built.,, . It's obvious that you've

really settled down here.^ «See,
out. ! Get out of here.. I wouldn't mind

meeting them.

(/pap of/) .

past tense.

See,
See.
(-,-; pd/).

(AN) bygones. -. Let's let bygones be bygones and make up.

• past. . She lives in the past. —. has dark past., Sto . Oh, that's water over the dam.

last. . We
spent last summer in the mountains. —

;^. This building was started last

year. — .
Last month we ran over our quota. • past. Ha. This past week we were

in the theater three times.^ «See.
(pd of).

(/imv of/) good-by.

(/pd:; the refl has also pd: no-/) to forgive.

Ha . I'll forgive you this time.

- to say good-by. -. came to say good-by before leaving, •to be

forgiven. . Such

things are not easily forgiven.

«See.^^ «See.
«See.
(-, -; pd of) to reveal..

revealed very good organizing ability, 'to develop.,. Develop this

snapshot for me, please. . He's

shown his best side in this matter.
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{dur of) to show.. Their entire

brigade shows a great enthusiasm for their work.

(pd of) to brighten up., . She hstened

to me and her face brightened up. • to clear up.. In the morning my head

cleared up. — , -. The match will take place if the weather clears up
before evening.

{dur of; to become clear.. The situation is becoming clear now.

(P -, -/ ^/) pond.,
;^? Do you hear the frogs croaking in the

pond?
*y , . She could fill a couple

of banks with the money she has.

spring. . The spring is

broken here.

i/pd: /) to jump.

^. I had to jump puddles

the whole way. — .
I'm so happy my heart's jumping with joy. 'to bounce., 5 . Give me
another ball; this one doesn't bounce, 'to hop., ! Stop hopping! Stand still for a

while!

Oh . pole-vaults well.

ipd of) to jump. Bo, . During

the fire he jumped from the second story and got badly hurt.

(-) jump.. That was his first parachute jump. • leap..
reached the other side in one leap.

Oh no ^. He's a champion

high jumper.

buckle. .
I need new buckle for my telt. • hair clip.? Do you have any hair clips?

ish, -d /-6, -/; adv) direct. no
— 5to . Take the paved

road; it's the direct route to town. — He —. Don't hedge; give me a direct answer.

• straight.. We followed an almost straight path down to the

river. • straightforward. .
He's very straightforward person.

through ticket.? Do you want through ticket or a transfer?

direct taxes.

straight. , .
Go straight and then turn left. —, . Look me straight in

the eye and repeat what you said. • straight out. He
— MO ^ . Don't be bash-

ful; say it straight out. • directly.. We'll go directly to your house. • really. ,. You know, I'm really

amazed at his patience. • just. !
This is just wonderful! • right. ^.

fell right into the puddle.

. It'll be to your
advantage to act this way. •. It's my duty to warn him. • Ond

—^^. She can't refuse to take shorthand;

that's just what she was hired for.

cake. , .
We have both honey cakes and mint cakes.(, -; /pd: -/) to hide. ond? Where on earth does she hide the knives?- to hide (oneself). ? Why's
he hiding from me? • to keep to oneself.? Why are you keeping to yourself?

See.
See.

bird. , -. Throw out some crumbs and the birds will come
and get them. — *A 5 ? And who's

that bird? • poultry. Ha. There was lot of poultry at the market today.

public. . The museum
is open to the (general) public. • audience. ^'. The audience applauded

the speaker loudly. • people. Ha. There were many people at the concert.

one's own bunch. He,. Don't be bashful; just our own bunch

are here.

public. -. I'm not used to public appearances —. I'm working in a public library.

publicly. vOh 5tom .
He admitted it publicly.

i/pd: - and/) to scare, to frighten. He
— . Don't

try to scare me with the hardships; I'll go anyway. — He, . Don't frighten

him; he's upset enough as it is.

(pd o/).
button.^ powder. , ^ . No, I don't

use any powder.

(-) bottle. . I

broke the bottle of iodine.

machine gun.

pulse. . Let me take

your pulse.^ bullet.

point. . There's

such point in our agreement. —. I raised objections on every point he made.

• place. ? Where is the

meeting place?

aid station.. . Everything in the

new plant is ready for operation.

let. ^-. Let

him come to me tomorrow morning.

, ^-! Well, have it your

own way!

i/pd:/) to let. -
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•to open. . We're opening

the factory today, 'to start. , nopd!

Start the motor; it's time.- to start. . We're

starting on our way tomorrow morning.

(^,; pc< of) to let.. Will you let us spend the night here? —. The doctor wouldn't let

me see my son today. —. I didn't let my daughter go to school today. • to

let into. -, , . I

think they won't let you into this meeting. • to start. ,, 5? Just who started this

gossip?

^^^ . The blast

furnace will be working in two weeks. •. The first lathes are already operating.

• . You can put

this material to use.- to start. Oh . He started running.

Lj Oh,, . Thej' say he let

down all bars.

(sh, -, -^, -) empty., . We came too early; the hall

is still empty. — ,^^. Eat first; it's not good to work on an

empty stomach. —. never comes empty-handed. —-,. I think those were empty excuses.

• idle. , . Well, this is all

idle talk.

n^CTO empty. ^̂. Toward the end of the month
my pockets are quite empty., . I think

he's nice fellow, but there's nothing much to him. • Ax,^! .
Oh, damn them! They gave me somebody else's shirts

again. • , ! Darn that

memory of mine! I forgot again! • ,.
It's all just talk. •*! Don't you ever get tired of talking

and saying nothing?

nycTOTU (P; emptiness.

desert. . We
had to cross the desert. • wilderness.

— . There's not soul here; it's

like a wilderness.

let. . Let him tell you. —. Let him wait. —*^ !
Let him amuse himself! • may. -, . You
may not agree with them, but you must carry out these

orders.

Oh ? ,! Is that the way he

wants it? All right, let him have his way. • ,- , . It

might have been so, but I don't believe he did it on purpose.

C-d.) trifle. -. I have no time to bother with such trifles.

D! Nonsense!

mess. ^
^^^. I just can't make head or tail out of this mess.
• confusion. Oh. has the knack of causing confusion wherever

he is.

to mix up. ^. I always

mix those twins up. —^ —. You can't give him any task; he mixes it all

up. — , 5. Do what you like; but don't get me mixed up in

it. • to confuse. —. Keep still for minute; you're only confusing me.

permit. .
The union gave me a permit for a rest home." ?" Did you see

the movie, "The Road to Life"?

{M) guide book. -? Did you take the guide book with you?

{/is of /) by., . I was able to find out what the

trouble was by asking. • way.. You'll never be able to get anything out

of him that way. • well. .
doesn't know single thing well.

traveler.

traveler F.

trip. ,, .
This is turning into a regular trip, 'travel.. He's making re-

port tomorrow about his travels.

to travel through. -. and I traveled through the

Caucasus together. • to go. -? Where have you been going all day long?

(, , , ) way. -? What's the shortest way to the

village? — ! Stop at

our house on your way back. —. We went to town in a roundabout way.

— , nopd -! Well, it's time to be on our

way. — ,, . I think you're

going my way, aren't you? — ,. You picked the hard way;

it calls for many sacrifices. — 5. I found it out in a roundabout way. • path. -. The ice blocked the path

of the steamer. • journey. ,! So long; pleasant journey!

means of communications.. We
were getting food supplies by air. • -. There's good sleighing there now.

• . Your train is

being switched to the siding. •! Here's the one who will set you straight.

• 5^, . I

think he didn't use the right approach.•. Try to settle this

matter peacefully. •,! It's evident that we travel quite different roads.

(/ 5^/) down. ^^.
We're collecting down for pillows.
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*-6, ^. I think he has

finger in it too. •*, ! Look
at her! She's all dressed up like Mrs. Astor's pet horse!

(-) bunch.

^. I brought two bunches of radishes

and one bunch of scallions from the market.^ cannon.

See.
(P) bee..

winter wheat.

spring wheat.

millet.

(// F) dust. ^ .
You ought to wipe the dust off this table. —. There were clouds of dust on the road.

*0h ,! Ukes to put on

airs.

{sh -) dust. ?
Where is the dust rag?

dusty. ^ . It's

dusty out in the street today.

to torture. , .
They tortured him, but he wouldn't betray his comrades.- to try, to attempt. -, . tried to say some-

thing several times but no one would listen. —, . I tried to

persuade him, but he wouldn't even listen. — He
—5. Don't attempt

to court her, it's hopeless.

play. <;? What theater

is this play being given in?

See.
(/, F) drunkard. . He's

terrible drunkard.

{sh - /-6, -bi/j drunk. ,? Can't you see he's absolutely drunk?

Oh . He's just beside himself

with happiness. •*? What did he babble about while he was in his cups?

• *4to , . man
will say things when he's drunk that he'll keep to himself

when he's sober.

(-d) piatak (five-kopek piece) (See appendix 2).

{-4vA) piatachok (five-kopek coin) (See appendix 2).

number five. . Number
five doesn't pass through here. • five rubles."

Sto?" "". "How much did you pay for

it?" "Five rubles." • (grade) A. -. got in all his subjects.

five of clubs.

{%22) five.

fiftieth.

five-day week.() Five-Year Plan..
Five-Year Plan.

five hundredth.

heel. . My heel is

blistered. — . The heels

of my socks are torn. — *0, -. took to his heels.

fifteenth.

{gdl -, i -, %22) fifteen.

Friday.

*y . She's always changing

her mind.

(P) stain. ,. Your suit is all covered with stains; send it

to the cleaners. — 5? What
can I take these stains out with? • blotch.. Red blotches appeared

on her face from the excitement. • blot.. This is blot on his reputation.

(-TKil) ? How much do five

eggs cost?

fifth._ {gdl, i, %22) five.

{%22) fifty.

{\22) five hundred.

(-d) slave.

work. ^. The
work at the factory goes on day and night. —, , . I was so

engrossed in my work that I didn't notice how the time flew.

— .
For person with your training this is easy work. —. I have some urgent work to do. —1 ? Will you be able to finish

your work on time?— ^.
His work will be published soon. • job.. was taken off this job

last year. — . I

couldn't find suitable job there.^ . The road is

under construction here. •. The new manager got things going immediately.

• . We've already

begun to work in the fields. •. This young artist ex-

hibited a number of interesting paintings. •. This old lace is very finely

made.

to work. . I work on

the night shift. — .
works for the whole family. — : ,. Our slogan is: "If you don't work, you don't

eat." — Oh .
works as night watchman at the kolkhoz. —. Our factory works in three shifts.
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— . He's

working on large painting now. —, . I fixed your

cigarette lighter; now it works fine. — ,. They work without letup.. Our house

is heated by coal. • . Time is in

our favor.

worker. . is

very valuable worker.

salesclerk.. spent his vacation

at a rest home for salesclerks.

woman worker.. Many of our women workers have children.^ workers'.. The workers' settlement is right next to the factory,

•working. . I

haven't had time yet to change my working clothes.

manpower.. We have manpower shortage here.

working hours.. Our working hours have been

lengthened during the war.

labor.

draft animals.. We're short of draft animals.^ (AM) worker. ?
How many workers do you have in the factory?—-. Most of the

workers live not far from the factory. —. Most of the delegates

were factory workers.

slavery.

c"uality. . The constitution guarantees

equality Ixiforc the law to all citizens. • equal rights..
nationalities living in the USSR have equal rights.

equal sign. .. You forgot to put in the equal sign.

plain. — .
There are no mountains; just plains.

balance. .1 .
lost his balance and fell dovn.

composure. -; . She never

loses her composure.

indifference

indifferent.^' . I'm angry about the in-

different attitude they're showing to her hard luck.. This

doesn't bother me one way or the other. •. Sports don't mean much to him..
equally. ^[; . These goods will be dis-

tributed equally among the stores. • (^vonly.[). The warm clothing was

evenly distributed among families who were victims of the

flood.

equal rights.

(sh -BHU, -6, -) equal. 5. Cut this pie into equal portions. —, ^ ^^.
thinks there's nobody equal to him in intellect and education.

— -. I like to play chess against an equally strong

opponent.

it makes no difference. —! Let him be mad; it makes no difference to

me. • anyway. ^,. I won't tell him; he wouldn't understand anyway., . Do as you like; I

don't care.

{sh forms only) glad. . I am
always glad to see you. • pleased. ^. My sister will be very pleased

to meet you.* , a . Like it or not, I have to go.

• , . I regret ever

having started this conversation. • ^ — -, ^ ^^^ .
be overjoyed if I don't have to do this work.

for (someone's) sake. ! For God's sake! —. Do it for my sake.

what for. ^? What

will I go there for?

ui^TKH for fun. He,. Don't be angry; he only did it for fun.

<^^, 5? You don't think he did it for love, do you?

drastic. .,1. It's necessary to take drastic measures

in this case. • thorough. -. We're making

thorough cleaning of our apartment next week. • radical.

There will Ix» some radical changes made in our office.

radically.

(indccl N) radio.. In the evenings we read or listen to the radio..
radioactive matter.

See.
radio program.. Today's radio program is very interesting,

•broadcast. .^ ^ -? When is the English-

language broadcast tonight?

radio (receiver.) ^? Where can have my radio fixed?

(F) radio contact.. Radio contact with them is already es-

tablished.

radio station. 1 -? Have you seen our radio station yet?

{/pd: -/) to make happy.. His success makes me happy.
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news more often.

- to be happy. . There's nothing

to be happy about.& ([-sn-]) happy. 5: ! This is happy day for me. My son

has arrived. —^ ?
Why are you looking so happy today?. They

greeted us with cheers.& (F) pleasure. § .
I'll do it for you with pleasure. • joy.. was beside himself with joy. • darling., ! Darling, I missed

you so!

in one's joy. -& . In my joy I forgot to give you her

message.& rainbow.

hospitable. . They

are very hospitable people.

warm.. The host gave us a warm welcome.* (P -bi, ,; /g -f/) time. 5. That was the first

and only time I ever saw him. — -. Come earlier next time. —? When was the last time you

saw him? — . I've been here

many times. —. learned how to ride a bicycle the first time

he was on one. — ?? How many times do I have to repeat the

same thing to you? — Stot <1. I've read this story through three times in a row.

• once. . We go to the

movies once a week. — . I've

met him more than once. • one.:,,.
Count: one, two, three.

twice. .
Your friend has already been over to see you twice.

again. 5 . Sing that song

again.

never. . I've never been

to see them.

once and for all.

— . I'm telling you once and
for all, leave me alone.

A- . These 118 fit me per-

fectly. • ' ! How do you like that? •*, 11. Look Ix^forc you leap.

•. ^! , —. They haven't so many memlx?rs. You can count

them on the fingers of one hand.* once. .,.,
.... Oi\(v, last \vinter, he came to me and said. . . .

— Oh - .('.
once even wrote an article in the paper. —, . Once you start to

t<'ll something, continue. • if. 3Hdcuib, .
If you don't know, don't talk.

just. , ^^. It's

just what I need.

(pd of; to thin. , 5. It looks as if this milk

has been thinned quite a bit with water. • to mix.. For rubdown, mix
the alcohol with water.

(dur of) to dilute. He
— . Don't dilute this wine; it's

not strong.

(dur of).
{dur of)*.
(pr by §^7; pet of) to take a run.

Oh 5^. took

run and jumped over the puddle. • to run off.? Where did all the kids run off to?, , .
Wben I saw all those books my eyes started wandering all

over the place.

See.
See.
(dur of) to break up.^. I wouldn't want to break up

your group.

(dur of) to sort out.. last evening I was

sorting out my old letters. 'to sort. ^. I'm going to sort the mail now. • to

make out. . I can't make out

his handwriting.

(no pet) !, ! Don't

be so particular! Take what they give you! •^ ^. I was itching to tell

him off. • ! He's being eaten up

with envy.- to be taken apart. ^,. It'll be easy to ship this machine;

it can be taken apart, 'to come up. ^. This case will come up next

week. • to judge. .
He's certainly no judge of people.:, ^, . Believe

me, nature has a way of letting you know what's good for

you and what isn't.(, -; imv; ppp -; pet of&) to break., .
Be careful! Don't break the vase. • to break down.. Break your report, down

into sections. — . I had

trouble at all breaking down his arguments. • to divide.. I divided my
class into several groups. • to ruin.

poMdn . This unhappy love affair ruined

her life. • to break up.. The first thing to do is to break up

this lot into plots.

to crush. ,. The enemy was completely crushed.

to pitch tents.

^. We pitched our tents right in the snow.

€ to plant a garden. ^
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in front of the school.^ . had para-

lytic stroke last year.- to break. . This

mirror was broken in moving.

robber; rascal.

{pet of) to get sick. —! Be careful you don't get sick! .
The place was so full of smoke I got a headache.

analysis.. We made an analysis of this story at

yesterday's class. • discrimination.. They invite everybody without discrimin-

ation. . We came
toward the very end of the gathering. •. He'll read anything.

(dur of) .

{pd of) to scatter.. You scattered all my papers again.

(-^^^, -<^; pd of) to wake up. -. Wake me up at eight o'clock.^ See.
(dur of) to break up. ?

Don't you feel sorry for breaking up a good working unit?- to fall apart. ,. Our house needs renovation; it's

falling apart.

ruin. -,. was still breathing when they picked him
up from the ruins. • wreck. 3a. He's become physical wreck
in the last year.

(-,; pet of) to tear down.9 . We'll have to tear down
this wall.- to be broken down. Ham . Our
fence is all broken down. • to fall to pieces.-. My boots are just about falling to

pieces, 'to sprawl. , .
sprawled all over the armchair. • to go to pot.. After he left, our group

went to pot.

why. A ? WTiy, haven't you
read it? • really. ? Don't you really

know each other? • maybe. !? I'm bored. Maybe I'll go to the movies. • unless.;^— . surely

come unless I get sick. • possibly.,,, <^. We have all

kinds of entertainment in our town, except possibly ballet.

PU3BC ? Can't
you postpone your trip? • ,? You know you're not allowed to

smoke here, don't you?

reconnaissance. Ha. We went out on reconnaissance at dawn.
• search. . They
made search for oil in this region.

scout. . The scout

was crawling on his stomach.

See.
See.

(ppp-; pet of) to unroll.§ . Unroll this piece of

cloth, 'to open. , ^'.
Wait, let me open the package. • 1 turn around. -

— ^. It's

hard to turn a car around here; the street is too narrow.
• to develop. 3a§ -. We developed our war industries

extensively during these years, 'to outline.. The
lecturer outlined the great building program.

distribution.

{dur o/).
(-, -; -, -, -, -; -;

pd of) to mix. . Mix
the powder in water. • to dilute. ,, -5 . They evidently

forgot to dilute the alcohol and served it that way.

to raise a drawbridge.. They're about to raise the drawbridge.. to start a fire.,. Finally, we
started the fire and warmed ourselves up a bit.

G Oh . took the children to

their homes. • . The locomotive got

up steam. • , ! They made
such mess in the house I just can't stand it. •. made helpless gesture with his hands.

-Cb to divorce. ^.
I divorced my wife three years ago.

— !
It's just awful! You have more mice now than you've ever

had.

{dur of) to describe.. Yesterday he

described to me at great length his plan for enlarging the

plant.- to develop.. Civilian aviation has developed greatly

in the last few years.

See.
fork of a road.

development.. I was anxiously watching the development of

events. — OhA. Her mental development is so un-

usual for her age that she amazes everyone.(, -; imv; p;,-, -, -; , sh F -; pd of) to develop. ^. We intend to

develop the watchmaking industry greatly this year. —. de-

veloped this idea brilliantly in his report.- to develop.. Dancing developed her leg muscles a great deal. • to

mature. . ! cer-

tainly matured this past year. • to shape up.,
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will shape up. . The took,

the wave out of her hair.

See.
{dur of).- to amuse oneself. , -. so busy I don't have any tune for

amusements.^ See.
amusement.. For amusement, I began to learn chess.

• entertainment. 5 — -. This new game is excellent entertainment.—-
^. There's not much around here in the way of

entertainment, •recreation. &
— . I read fiction in

the evenings; that's my entire recreation.

(-^,-; p -,- -6, -; pet of) to entertain. ^,. Entertain the audience before

the performance starts. • to cheer up (someone).. ? He's been sad lately. How
can we cheer him up?

divorce. .
It's not so easy fo get a divorce nowadays.. They're divorced. • 5 -? Where did you buy
that figiu^ tie?

(-^,-; dur of) to breed.. This kolkhoz

breeds good hogs, 'to raise.. We raise chickens only for ourselves.^ ! What nonsense you're

saying! •*, .
Do it at once; don't drag it out.- to divorce. , . I've heard

they're going to be divorced.

See.
See.

See.
See.
(--, -; of) to untie.,>',5 5'. Untie this knot, please,

•to loosen. , -^ . Wine loosened their

tongues and they all began to talk of their experiences.! Why did you
open your big mouth?- to be untied. riuicrjnc. Your tie is

untied, •to rid oneself of.,. Wait, I'll gpt rid of the

visitors and we'll go.

ending.,? Is it true that you Uke only

pictures with happy endings?

(dtir of).^ to free someone's hands.. The new ruling

frees our hands.

Q ,

? Why unpack your suitcases if you're not staying

here?

{pet of&) to solve.. I couldn't solve this putzle. • to guess.. I guessed his intentions

immediately.

solution. 5 —. The solution to this puzzle is in the Sunday issue.

{dur of&) .

thick. , .
came in during the very thick of the argument.

full swing.. Our work is in full swing.

(-^, -, pet) to see clearly. -. It was
impossible to see the number of the house clearly in the dark.

{dur) to look through. ^ ,
adnra. While you weren't here,

I was looking through your photographs.

See.
{dur) to talk.^? What did you talk with him about so

long? — Ox, ! They
talk so damned much around here!. We haven't

been on speaking terms with them for a year now.

{/g -y/) conversation.. Our comrade entered into a conver-

sation with the driver. —,. Wait minute; the conversation isn't ended yet.

•talk. . We
had long talk on this subject. • discussion.? ^' .
This is no matter for discussion. It simply has to be done

right away. • argument. . Go
to bed and no arguments, now.

Q to change the topic., ^! I tried to change the

topic, but it was no use.

gossip. ^ ,. avoid gossip, you oughtn't to

go out with her so often.

(telephone) call. .̂
I had several long-distance calls yesterday.. We had words.

• . 5! It's altogether out of the question. You're

not going Monday.
colloquial. § , 5. I never heard this; it just

isn't a colloquial expression.

talkative.

See.
(dur/).

{dur of) to begin to burn. 4; . The firewood is damp; it won't

begin to bum. •to spread. A^ !
The fire keeps spreading!

(-,-; pet of) to run

high. , —
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it may end up in a fight.

destruction. Bee :" ."
the newspapers came out with the headline, "Destruction of

Enemy Army Achieved."

{dur of) to unload.. They've already begun to un-

load the freight car.

See.
(-^,-; pd of) to unload.. The ship isn't unloaded yet.

• to relieve. .
should be relieved of at least part of his work.

(-, -; imv -; prger -; dur of) to hand out. ,. Go quickly; they're handing out theater tickets

there. • to issue. , ? When are they

going to issue the rations?

(-, -; pet of) to crush., . Be careful not

to crush this box.

{dur of) .

See.
(-, -, §;27; imv-; ,,-, -;, -, -, -; pet of-) to hand out. 5 .-. Hand these books out to your comrades. • to give

away. Oh . gave

away all his money to his friends, 'to stretch., . My boots pinch;

they'll have to be stretched a bit.

distribution.

{dur of) to undress. ,. While they were

undressing the wounded man, the medical aid men lost his

papers.- to take off (clothes). , -. You have to take

your coat off here. They won't let you into the auditorium

with it on. — , . I'm not

taking my coat off, I just dropped in for a minute, 'to
undress. . Get undressed

and go to sleep.

(-,-; ppp-; pet of)
to divide. , 5 —? Divide this number by five. How much is it?

•to distribute.. Let's distribute this work among all

our co-workers.- to split. Hduia .
We split our excursion into three groups. • to be divided.5 . Votes were di-

vided on this question.

(dur of) to divide. -
ndniy ^. partition divides

our room in two. 'to share.. I don't share your opinion.- to l)e divided (into).

See.
(-, -; ppp-; pet of) to un-

dress. . You have to

undress the child and bathe him.- to take off one's clothes.,. Take off your clothes; the doctor will examine
you immediately, 'to undress. ,. undressed quickly, lay down,
and fell asleep almost immediately.. Leave your coat and hat in the

hall.

See.
(dur/) .

(-^ -^; pet of) to get.5 ^ -. We've got to get a good specialist on this job.

— , .
Be friend and get me a ticket for this meeting.

freedom. ! What sense

of freedom you feel on the steppes!,, ? You
must have it nice and easy without the boss being around,

don't you?

(dur of; to annoy.. annoys me terribly, 'to irritate.. This soap irritates the skin.

irritation.

(pet of) .

(pet of) to change one's mind.. I changed my mind

and I'm not going to the movies with you.

(dur of) to hesitate, ( pet). didn't

hesitate long and agreed at once. • to think, (rw pet),. What's there to think about?

Let's go!

(dur o/).
overflow. .

This year the overflow of the river started late.

(dur of) to pour. ^? Who's going to pour the tea?

- to overflow, to flood.(, -- imv; p, -,
-, -; , sh -.; pet of) to

pour. . Pour the wine into the

glasses. • to spill. . I spilled some

ink here.- to overflow. , . The

river overflowed and flooded the shore. • to flood.. The

pail tipped over and the water flooded the whole room.

(dur of) to distinguish.. I don't distinguish colors well. • to see.. I

hardly see the road in this darkness.

(pc< /) .

various. .
There are various possibilities here.

differently. ,,. Evidently we look at this question

differently. ,. I prefer not to go there for several reasons.

decay.. The corpse was in a state of complete decay.
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• breakup. §. The breakup of the enemy army
had already begun at that time.

(-^, -; pd of and) to spread. ,. There's such strong

breeze that I just can't spread the tablecloth. • to put away.. I put my things away
into their respective drawers, 'to break down.. We're trying to break this down into its

component parts. ^. Help me make this folding bed up for you.

• . We built a campfire.- to be decomposed.. . The corpse was
completely decomposed and we couldn't identify the drowned
person.

Oh , , —, ! Now he

drinks, plays cards, and doesn't want to work; in a word,

he's just going to pot..
Ond . She's been

parted from her son for five years.(-, -; pet of) to stop

loving. , ? Well,

does that mean she's stopped loving you?. I don't like the theater any

more now.

{dur of).
(/g -/) extent.. The extent of our building activities is

tremendous. • scale. pasBidxy.

He's used to doing things on a large scale.

Oh . swung the hard.

• -. I ran into the door full force.

([-x*v-] dur) to wave.. was waving white flag.

(dur of).
{pd of) to change.? Where can I have this one-

hundred-ruble note changed?

size. ? What size

shoe do you wear?

G . The
famine was reaching tremendous proportions at that time.

(pd of) to place. He ^, ^,. I really don't know where to place

them all. ? Have you been

assigned to your respective apartments? • -. I

could hardly get my things into the little room. •9. This war
loan was subscribed very quickly.

(dur of),
See.

(pd) to miss each other. ^!5^. What shame that we missed each

other! • to pass each other. ^^ ^,. This alley is so

narrow that two cars can't pass each other.

See.
(d^r of).

(-,-; -; pd of) to wash
out. — . You'll never

get through because the whole road is washed out.

(-;^, -; p -, -^, -, -; pd of)
to scatter. .
The wind scattered my papers all over the room. • to shatter.. A bomb shattered the house, 'to
spread. He ;. Don't tell her; she'll spread it all over town in no

time. • to enter (into books). ^-. These bills have to be entered on the books.. critics tore

into him mercilessly. •,, .
You've gotten as big as a house. •. delivered the announcements to the respective

addresses. • ! gave me
good calling down yesterday.

difference.. I don't see big difference be-

tween these two methods. —, ?. What difference does it make? You'll go to-

morrow. — ,,. You paid too much yesterday. You can

get the difference at the cashier's.

difference of opinion.. There's difference of opinion among
us on this question.

change., ,, . Let's go to the ballet tomorrow for a

change. • variety. -. That trip gave me a

remarkable variety of impressions.

(-^,-; dur of) to deUver.? When do they deliver mail here?^ See.
different. ^. My tastes are

different from his. —. There are different ways of getting there.

• unlike one another. —, . These sisters are entirely unUke

one another. One takes after the father and the other after

the mother. • various. 06 ^.
There are various rumors spreading around about it.- in different ways. 065-. You can judge this in different ways.

P&3HO in different ways. ,,. Evidently, we look at things in different

ways. ,. There still remain lot of odds and ends that

won't go into the suitcase. •, ^. They had

such large variety of cheese that I didn't know which one

to taste first.(, -; p;, --, -, -; pd of&; to take apart. -. We'll have to take the engine apart.
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•to make out. ?. What's written on that poster?

I can't make it out from here. — —. The devil himself couldn't make out

what they've done there, 'to clear up. ,. Won't you try to clear up our disagreement?

— . I

got there late and the peaches were already sold out.- to figure out. .
It's difficult for me to figure out what their relations are.

See.
<See.

See.
«.See.(,-;; pet of)

to scatter. ^.
The downpour scattered the crowd immediately. • to scare

away., a -. Careful or you'll scare all my chickeris away. • to

drive away.- .
Little by little she drove all his friends away, 'to fire..
The new manager fired all the poor workers.,! ,. Well, thanks; the talk with you pulled me out

of my blues. • ,. Thej^ stay far into the night and you just can't

get rid of them. • ? Why
did he step on the gas so?

(pet).- to get mad. ,. got mad at me for no reason at all.

See.
'^-^, -; , -, -,; ; pet of) to go (said

of several persons). , .
You're late; everybody's gone already. • to separate. Ond^. She and her husband have separated,

•to break up. - ,. We were once very good friends, but

we've broken up now. • to part company.;^ . We'd better part company
peacefully, •to be sold out. ^^^. The textbooks of the

Russian language for foreigners are all sold out. • to let one-

self go. ,, ! It would have done your

heart good to see how he let himself go at the party last night.

;^, . We'll take off when
it clears up. • ,. My money's all gone and I have no idea where it went
to. •, , -. careful. Don't trip over the loose floor boards.

See.
(-^, -; -,;, -,-,-; pet of) to tear. -. tore the letter into small

pieces. • to tear up. .
She tore the sheet up for bandages. • to tear to bits. .^. Yesterday wolf in our neigh-

borhood tore a sheep to bits.

disarmament.

disappointment. —. What disappointment! The
show has been cancelled.

— ?! Don't tell me that at your age you're disillusioned!

See,
See,
(-, -; pet of and,

and of) to cut. .
She cut the ribbon in two.

(dur of) to cut. He nnpord,. Don't cut the pie before the guests

come.

(dur of) to cut.

(dur of) to let.5? Will you let me read that letter?

• to solve. . That doesn't solve

the problem.

permission. .4. You have to have permission to visit

the palace. — Ay ?
Do you have permission to take pictures? • solution.

6to . This is a good solution

to the problem. . If you don't

mind, I'll close the window.

(pet of) to permit, to allow.. The doctor permitted him

to get out of bed. •to clear up. ,. I hope you'll clear up my
doubts. . May I p^ss, please?

disorganization. -
^' . We avoided an economic disor-

ganization during the war.

destruction.

(dur of&) .

classification. —. I'm secretary and get paid

according to the fifteenth classification. • class.. He's locksmith, fourth class.

(dur).

of course., §,. Of course, if you insist we'll do it.

it goes without saying. ,, . It goes without

saying, I agreed at once.

intelligent. ;^. ,. You're an intelligent person; you

ought to know that you mustn't do such things. • sensible.,. I didn't expect that of her; I always

thought she was such a sensible girl.

wisely. ,-. You acted wisely in refusing to go

there. • intelligently. .
You have to divide your time intelligently.- . He's finally

said something that makes sense.

{pet of) to disconnect.. We were disconnected, •to tear apart.. Life tore us apart.
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(diir of) to disconnect.,,. Operator, please don't

disconnect us.

railway siding. . The train

was standing at the railway siding.

Oh . He's always on the move".

(/ /; heaven, paradise.. In summer our garden is a real heaven on

earth.

district executive committee.() district committee of the Com-
munist Party.

region.. This is one of the largest coal-mining regions. —. was sent to work
in the region. • district.? In what district of Moscow do you live?() regional soviet, district soviet.

crawfish. ^. We
caught plenty of crawfish yesterday. • cancer. ;^. died of cancer.* . Nobody thrives on trouble.

• , . got red as lobster. • *0, ^. He'll show you what's

what. •*0h, . knows which

side his bread is buttered on. •* ^,. That's why I'm really in a fix. • *Ha. Any port in a storm. •*, 5,. Oh sure, we'll get it when hell freezes

over.

flare.. flare marked the beginning of the races.

racket. moi^ ,-. I can't play tennis; I lost my racket

somewhere.

shell. ^. We'll use this shell as an ashtray. • sink.. We have ?arge sink

in our kitchen.

frame. 5. I need

frame for this painting. —. They're painting our window frames now.

frame. . This

photograph has to be put in a frame.^. We'll organize

our work along very strict Unes. •. This doesn't fit the usual pattern.

wound. . The
nurse will dress your wound right away.

(AM) wounded man. .
The wounded were carried away on stretchers.

(both dur and pet) to wound. .
was wounded three times.

(cp; adv pdno) early. ^. We have an early winter this year. —! Such an early hour
and already working!

early. ^. They
are leaving early tomorrow morning. —. We arrived at the station too early.

• early in life. On . He was
on his own early in life.

sooner or later.§. He'll learn it sooner or later.

earlier. . gets up
earlier than anyone else here. • ahead. Hani -. Our factory carried

out the plan ahead of schedule. • before.. I liked her more before. • first.,. First you've got to know what's happened,

and then you can give an opinion. — ,. I have so much to

do, I don't know what to do first.

*0h , . may be young but he

knows all the answers. • pdno .
He's too young to read that book.

See.
race. . You'll meet

men of all races here.

(dur of) to be sorry for.. He's sincerely

sorry for what he did.

(-,-; pet of) to regret.5 . I promised

him this and immediately regretted it.

(dur of).
(- P) excavation. -.

During the excavation of the bombed-out houses, they found

important documents.

See.
(dur of; to open.

(-, -; ppp-; pet of)
to open. . Open all the windows.

— . didn't open

book all summer, 'to solve.. The police finally solved

the crime.

(pet of) to unpack.? Have you already unpacked your

things?

(dvr of) to undo. He pacna-. Don't undo

these packages before he comes.

(pet of) to open.. I haven't had time to open this

package yet. — . She opened the

letter. • to unseal.. These letters were already unsealed when

T got them.

(dur of) to open. Ho^ ! But I just can't open

other people's letters!

schedule. -. There's train schedule hanging in the sta-

tion near the ticket office. — ,. Their whole life runs as if by schedule,

•timetable. .
The train leaves at three o'clqpk according to the timetable.

(-^,-; pet of) .

- to sign.,. Sign here, please,

•to get married. , . You
know, they got married yesterday.
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§, ^ .
When he said that he practically admitted his own ignorance.

• ! 5. Why are you writing there so long? You
could have said it all in two words.

receipt. .
Give him that letter after you get a receipt. —. I sent letter with return

receipt.

{dur of).- to sign.

See.(-,-; pd of)
to pay. ? Have you
paid the bill yet? • to settle.,! Wait, I'll settle with you yet.

(dur o/).
See.
{dt~ of) .. immediately ingratiates

himself with you. • {no pet) , -
rdro. Unfortunately, my time is not my own.
• {no pd) . I'm at

your service at any time.- to settle down. He ,. It doesn't pay to settle down for an

hour; we have to go on.

layout. §. The layout of the rooms in this house is very con-

venient.

Oh . He's in

good mood today.

f-^,-; ppp- and--; pd of) to situate. Stot. This rest home is verj' nicely

situated. . Try

to win him over. •. I'd like to change the furniture around.- to settle down. HoKd, . In the

meantime, I'll settle down here.

Ha ^.
We stayed overnight in a clearing in the woods.

{pd of) to see to it.-, . See to it that they get some

food.

{dur of) to supervise. -. The work
here is supervised by these two engineers. • to give orders.? Who gives the orders here?

• to run things.! -. Enough of that! She's already been running

things around here too long.d ,! If they'd only given me a free hand around

here, you'd have seen results!

instructions. -. We haven't as yet received any

instructions regarding you.

D government di-

rective.

See.
distribution.

. This method of dis-

tribution of supplies justified itself completely. • division.. There's an

unequal division of strength in this match.

(M) store. -
^'^ . Sugar will be

given out at our factory store tomorrow.

{pd of) to divide. -. We divided this money
among us. — . You
divided your time poorly. • to distribute.^ . The clothes were dis-

tributed among the refugees, 'to assign. -. We
were assigned to various hospitals after finishing medical

school.

{dur of) to give out.? Who gives out the work here?

(-, -; imv-; prger-; dur of) to sell out.

«See.
(-, -, §f7; imv -; p, --,-, -; pd of) to sell out.. tickets

are sold out for today's performance. —. We sold out all our furniture

before leaving.

{pd of) to circulate.. This book is

worth being circulated widely.

- to spread.. The news spread like lightning around

town.

{dur of) to spread. ,, ^? Who actually

spreads these rumors?

- to concern.

nduiy. This directive doesn't concern our region.

spring thaws. .
You can't get there during the spring thaws.

See.
{dur of).

{/p nfx, -, -, -/; pd of) to

swell. Hord. His foot swelled up.

dawn. ? Do you leave

at dawn? • daybreak. . We
got up at daybreak.

(-^,-; pd) to make angry, to anger.. His answer made me
very angry.

- to get mad, to get angry, .
I got very angry at him.

See.
(F) absent-mindedness. Bo. this trouble was caused

because I'm so damned absent-minded.

absent-minded. . I'm very

absent-minded.

See.
story.. Her story made big impression on me.

• account.
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Stom. We listened closely to his account of

the incident. • tale. ^ ,. They listened to his tales with bated breath.

• short storj'. 5. Be sure and read this short story.

(-^',-; jxA of) to .tell., ? Did you tell him what

happened?

(dwr of) to tell., . Don't tell me any

stories; I won't believe them anj'way. — ^§ , . Only see that you

don't tell it to anybody; it's a secret.

(^ dur and pet) to investigate. ;^§. was assigned to

investigate this matter.

(-,-, pd) to hear., .
We sat so far back that I didn't hear any of his speech.

• to catch., .
Excuse me, I didn't catch your name.

{dur of) to look at.-. You can look at it from

different points of view, 'to conader. Bdme, ^.
Your behavior could be considered as unwilUngness to help

him. !
You have to use a microscope to see this steak!

(-, -; pd of)
to see clearly.^ , .
I can't see clearly what it is. • to study.. Your case has already been studied.

{dur of) to question.. We questioned

him about his trip for a long time.

(-, -; pd of) to

ouestion. o55. Question

him about it in detail, 'to ask around. no, . Ask around the

neighborhood if there's a vacant room someplace.

See.
installment plan. .

We bought this on the installment plan.

(-, -; imv -^; prger

(; dur of) to part.! So we have to part! • to leave.. It's hard for me to leave Moscow.

See.
(-^',-^; pd of to part., ? You don't

remember when you and he parted? — pac-. I'll never part with this ring.

([-g'v-]; dur of).
{ppp-; pd of) to open,

to unbutton. . » the

collar of your shirt.

distance. ^,5? How long will it take to go this

distance? —. He's vray cool toward me and keeps at a

distance. —^ -

. I like to stay at a respectful distance

from him.

Q -. These stations are very close to each

other.

(dur of) to upset. He-
, . Don't upset her; it's hard

enough for her as it is.- to get upset. . You're getting

upset unnecessarily.

{pd of&) to upset.. This upset all my plans. —^? Why are you so upset? — pac-. My stomach is upset. • to ruin..
ruined his health doing this night work. • to be out of

time. . Our grand piano is out of

tune.- to fall through. - ^-. our plans fell through because he came.

(pd of) to figure out.. I didn't

get the work done on time because I didn't figure out the

time right. • to figure. -. This hall is figured to hold a hundred people.

Oh . bit off more than he

could chew.

{dur of) to estimate. On 3|^. doesn't know how to

estimate his time. • to expect, {no pd). I didn't expect to meet you here,

• to count on. { pd). You can safely count on me for help.

• to depend, {no pd), ,. I'm depending on you to be there.

(-,-; pd of) to scatter., ^ .
Be careful — rat poison was scattered in the comers. • to

spill. cdxap? Who spilled the sugar?- to scatter. . The hunters

scattered through the forest, •to fall apart.,,,. It's wonder oiu: organization fell apart;

the members didn't take any interest in it.

{dur of) .

-. . was throwing

compliments all over the place.

(dur of) .

(-., -; pd of) to melt. Mop6-. The ice cream melted completely.

Ond^ , a ,, .
She flirted with him, and he feU for it, like a fool.

solution.

plant.

(pacT^, -; p,, -, -) to grow.. My hair grows very fast. —. Wheat can

grow in the Far North now."—^ . This tumor appeared about a

month ago and has kept growing ever since. • to grow up.

KOM^ , ! .
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Well, who'd know him if I wouldn't? We grew up together.

• to increase. . The

production of steel continues to increase. • to develop. 3a. Technical know-how has developed amazingly

in recent decades.

(F) vegetation.

vegetables and fruits. -. only eats vegetables,

fruits, and dairy foods.

Q vegetable oil.

([-g*v-] dvr of) to draw out.. drew out his

speech unnecessarily.

(-^, -; pd of) to stretch.,, . Stretch these

gloves for me, please. • to pull.. I pulled tendon in my leg. • to draw out.. This story is too drawn out.

- to be stretched. ;^ ^.
The elastic has been stretched so much that it's no good.

• to stretch out. .
I stretched out on the cot with the greatest pleasure.

Oh ;^ . fell flat.

expense.. We've had great many expenses lately. —. We'll pay your ex-

penses on the trip.

out on an errand.. our messenger boys are out on errands now.

state expenditure.

(-^,-; dt of) to break

up. , . It's already mid-

night — time to break up. • to vary.. Opinions vary sharply on this

question, 'to disagree. , -
^^^. I disagree with you on that point... ? There's

fork in the road here. Which way shall we turn?

(dur/pd: -/) to use.. They've now learned

how to use material economically.

calculation. . You made
mistake in calculation here. — -. My calculations missed fire. . The

way I figure it, it will happen very soon. •? We're even now, aren't we? •. You must take

all the circumstances into consideration.

{pd of) to make larger. ^. I want to make this hole larger,

•to let out. ,^ . If you'd let this jacket out in the

shoulders, it would fit you perfectly. • to broaden. -.
The trip abroad broadened him a good deal.

(dur of) to enlarge.. We're continually en-

larging our primary school system. • to widen. :^. They're widening the street now.

round. .
was knocked out in the fifth round.

rationalization.

«See.
(, ; ;,,,) to tear. . The sewing ma-

chine is tearing the thread. —! ought to be ashamed, tearing the books like

that! • to pull. ^. This doctor

is very good at pulling teeth. • to pick.. Picking flowers is forbidden, 'to vomit.. was vomiting all night.

*0h . He's storming all over the

place.

vomiting.
^

See .

reactionary.

reaction. .
The solution shows an acid reaction. — -. At that time we lived through a

period of reaction.

realistic. . That's realistic

politics. • real. -. The real wages here are increasing.

realistically. ^ .
Let's look at things realistically.-, . In my opin-

ion, that's quite a practical plan.

(-, P,,/^ in the mean-

ing "children" is mostly supplied by /) baby.. She has a six-month old baby.

• child. . I'm not a child any' more. —. They have five children. — ,. I see that the children pulled

off one of their pranks again.

(P) rib. —! Poor fellow, how thin he's gotten. His ribs

are sticking out all over.

on edge. . Stand the

board on edge. . We'll have to

put the question point-blank. •*,! Watch out, they'll break every bone in

your body for that.(, P/of/) fellows, guys. ,,! Come on, fellows; let's go! —! They're fine guys!

one's own gang.. Nobody but our own gang was at our place

last night.

inspection.

rheumatism.

jealous. ? Is your

wife very jealous?

jealously. .
guards his freedom jealously.

to be jealous. ,. She hasn't got bad husband, but he's

awfully jealous.

(F) jealousy. , - -. She broke up with him because of his jealousy. —5^, ond ^
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revolver.

revolutionary. — -. My friend is an old revolutionary.

revolutionary.

revolution. — -. these things are accomplishments of

the October Revolution. — Sto. This discovery caused a revo-

lution in medicine.

registration. —. Marriage registration, room number five.

^^ , 5 .
I'm doing filing, and it's a very dull job.

(both dur and pctf-pd also -/) to register.? Who regis-

ters the freshmen? 'to record.5'. That woman-official over there records

marriages.- to register (oneself).

regular.. Our regular studies have be~un already. —. You
ought to lead a regular life.

regularly. -. We get the mail regularly. — ^. We meet regularly once a month.

(/P-u, -/) editor.

editor-in-chief.

editorial office. . The
editorial office is one flight up.. This translation was edited by a famous scientist.

rad'sh. .
Bring me bunch of radishes from the market.

{sh-; cp;) rare.. IlUteracy

in our district has now become very rare. • unusually.

Oh . He is an unusually kind

person. • seldom.. day seldom goes by that he doesn't telephone.

• thin. . I have thin hair.

seldom. ^ ?
Why do you write to us so seldom? • rarely.. I've rarely heard

anything like it.

Oh . doesn't talk much but

when he says something it's to the point.

white radish. . I Uke white

radishes very much.
*' 'H ^- . I'm so tired of

him I can't stand the sight of him. •*^. Six of one, half a dozen of the other.

See.
regime. Sto. It all happened during the Czarist regime. • pro-

gram. . We have
planned conservation program. . On doctor's

orders I have to lead a regulated life.

stage director.

See.

(,; dur) to cut, ,. The scissors are so dull they don't cut at all.

— ;^ ^. The handle of

the suitcase cuts my hand badly. • to sUce. ,. The bread is hot; you can't slice

it yet. • to cut open. . ,. The finger is all infected. Evidently it

will have to be cut open.

to grate on one's ears.! . What an unpleasant voice!

It just grates on your ears.. We were digging peat. •^ ^. The professor is

in a bad mood today and is flunking people right and left.

•*0h . always calls

spade spade.

rubber.

eraser. 9 .
This era er can be used for pencil and ink. • elastic.? Do you have any elastic

for garters?

{sh -; cp) biting.! What biting wind today! • shrill. -. Her shrill voice gets on my nerves.

• glaring. ! ?. Put shade on the lamp. I can't stand such

a glaring light. • sharp.. speaks in very sharp tone. • gruff., . I didn't know that he

was such a gruff person. • brusque.. People avoid him because of

his brusque manner.

sharply. . The
weather changed sharply. • harshly.. You criticized him too harshly.. She cut him very short.10 resolution. .
His resolution was turned down. • decision. .
The manager has to make a decision on request.

result. 5'^. I came to find out about the result of my
application. — .
The results of the experiment were brilliant.. Only lot of nonsense

came of it.

See.
(a P,,) river.

reference. --? Do you have any references? • recommenda-

tion. — -. S sample of his work. It's his best

recommendation.

(both dur and pct/pct also no-/) to recommend.^. I heartily recommend him

to you. 'to urge.5. I heartily urge you to read this book, 'to

present. ^ — . ,
may I present our best shock worker?

record.? What's the record for the hundred-yard dash? —.
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broke all records in the recent track meet. — -, ,.
The other women workers attained the same record in their

work as she did.

record.. Our plane made record speed in this

flight. — .
Our factory filled the order in record time.

religious.

religion.

rail, track.. Rails are produced in one of the local factories. —, -. You see,

something's lying on the track up ahead.. .
freight train was derailed here yesterday. •*. The whole thing can begin to run

smoothly now.

(- M) strap. ;^ -. Tighten the straps on the suitcase. • belt. -. The belt on the machine is worn
out.

craftsman, artisan.. We have few independent craftsmen, •trade-

school student. ^,
— . Our trade-school students

go to school part-time and work in a factory part-time.

trade-school student, artisan F.

(P) trade, craft.. This shoemaker knows his trade.

(-) strap. He? Would you have strap or a piece of string?

reconditioning. .
The reconditioning of the plant is almost finished. • over-

hauling. ,. Your car needs complete overhauling. • repair.

5^^ . The museum is closed

for repairs. • repair work. ^? Who'll pay for the repair work on the house?. I'm having my
apartment renovated.

(both dur and pd) to repair, to overhaul, to

renovate.

pena turnip.

rehearsal.

loud-speaker. ;^,. The news began to come over the

loud-speaker.

reputation.. has the reputation of being a very capable

man. • good name. ^ . I think

a lot of my good name.

eyelash.

republic.

spring. . Our
broke spring. —5 , ^. This wagon has springs, so you won't be shaken

up.

pecTop&H restaurant. . Let's

go eat in a restaurant. —. You can get good meal cheaply in this

restaurant.

- dining car.

reform.

notice.. There was notice about this play in the news-

paper yesterday. • review.? Have you read the review of his book?

prescription. . Take
this prescription to the drugstore. • recipe.. I made pie according to your

recipe.

river. - .
River trolleys run along the Moscow River. (A river trolley

is a small steamer that makes stops for passengers every few

blocks.) • fresh-water. — ,. This is fresh-water fish and doesn't breed in the

sea.

(P -,- F) speech. -. I liked his speech very much. —. This expression is not

in use in everyday speech. • address.. He'll deliver an address

of welcome at the convention. • conversation. ,. I don't know what the conversation is

about.

part of speech., ^.
Don't even think of leaving without first having supper.

• Oh . started to talk about

getting a raise all over again.

i/pd:/) to decide.. never decides offhand. —. decided more than once to give up

drinking, 'to make up one's mind. !
Make up your mind quickly.

(prap of) decisive.

^. We finally delivered the

decisive blow to the enemy. .
This circumstance decides it for me.

solution. — .
The solution of this problem is not an easy matter. • decision.-. This decision was taken after prolonged discussion.

— , . The court's decision is

already known.

or bars.. There are iron bars on the

window at the psychiatric clinic. • fence.. The garden is surrounded by an

iron fence.

(P) sieve. .
Screen the giain through a sieve. — *Ax !
Your head is like a sieve!*? ,! Do it all over again? Working here is

like carrying water in a sieve. •*, !. Will wonders never

cease! He was the first on the job today.

determined. , , -,. I see you're determined man. • decisive.. This was

decisive moment in my life. — -
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. We'll have to take decisi .v measures. • defi-

nite. ^. I

can't give you definite answer yet. • flat. 9. It was a flat refusal.

definitely. ,. No, I definitely reject this. • absolutely.. The boy does absolutely nothing all day long.. I don't at all. •. You can

find practically anything in his pockets.

{pd of) to solve.. Help me solve the problem. • to make up one's

mind. . I definitely made
up my mind to go. • to settle. To,, . The fact that I knew English settled

the matter, 'to determine. 6-. The timely arrival of the tanks de-

termined the course of the battle.

rust.. '

rye bread.

See.
(/g -y/j rice.

risk. 9to . It involves a

great risk. —, , .
Do it if you want to, but at your own risk. —. risked

his life to save his friend.

*4to ,! — .
Well, let's try; nothing ventured, nothing gained.

(pd of) to take a chance. A? Shall we take another chance? • to chance.! Lot's chance it!

(dvr of^) to risk. .
He was risking his life. • to run a chance, (no pd). We're running chance of

missing our train.

drawing. ^. He's studying

drawing.

Oh<4 . She's an art teacher.

{/pd: -/; to draw. . She
draws rather well, 'to paint.. painted black

picture of life here.

(-) drawing. ;^^ -. The drawings of these kids are very interesting.

• design. .
This embroidery is copied from old designs. • sketch.? Wbo made this sketch?

rhythm.

rhyme.

(sh) timid.

(;/ ^/) ditch.! -. Careful! There's deep ditch on your left.

(sh -BHd) smooth.? How did you manage to trip on such a

smooth spot? • even. .
has very even temper. —. Give me one more ruble to make it an even

figure. • equal.. We divided the chocolate into three equal parts.

absolutely nothing.. I know absolutely nothing

about it.

smooth. . The road is

smooth here. • sharp. .
Come at twelve sharp, 'exactly.. Now I owe you exactly one hundred
rubles. • positively. -. Now, I positively don't understand a thing.

(P -u, -) horn. 5>^
pord. We had to file down the bull's horns. —*, . Don't hesitate; grab

the bull by the horns.* . hasn't the bite

to back up his bark.

matting. ^ .
It would be better to pack these dishes in matting.

(P -/ -; /) kind.. This kind of work doesn't suit

you at all. — ^.
This kind of amusement is not to my taste. —. I'm used to doing all kinds

of work. —, . Jealousy

is kind of sickness. • sort. - 5d. I've read this sort of thing before, 'clan.

nrpdeT . In this

tribe the clan still plays a big role. • generation. -. This art has been

handed down from generation to generation.

after a fashion. §. I'm interested in this too, after a

fashion.

in their own way.. They're all good in their own way.

feminine gender.

masculine gender.

neuter gender.^'? Where is your place of birth?

• ,. It's the kind of thing where you've got

to finish the job in a hurry. • .
was born in Kronstadt. •

^! I never saw anything like it in my life. •*,. I guess it was in the

cards for him.

native country. A ? What is your

native country? • one's country.. The people rose to the defense of their

country. • home.. It's been long time since I've had a letter from

home.

(- P) parents.' (/pd: ''/). . The

soil here isn't fertile.- to grow. . Wheat grows

well here.^ (p;, podc,,-; ; pd of ',, and; to give birth. . His wife

gave birth yesterday.* . We found him in

his birthday suit.
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- to be born. . was born

and bred in the country. — *,, -. Evidently you were born under a lucky star.,,. .
I don't know how or when I ever got this idea.

native. .
This reminds me of my native town.— —. My native language is English. • dear.^! My dear Vania! • relative.. has no relatives.? Is he your

brother or your cousin?

relative. . He's

distant relative of ours. • relation. -. We're related.

relative F.

(- ) childbirth. . She died

in childbirth. . She was in

labor for thirty hours. • . The
doctor left to deliver a baby.

{/pel:) to give birth.. She gives birth every year.

{/vet: ^/),- to be born. . Heroes

aren't born every day. ^. I'm beginning to have doubts about the whole

matter.

birth. He ;^. Don't forget to give the date and place

of your birth.

birthday. .
Tomorrow is his birthday.

Christmas.^ See.
(, F) rye.

rose. . gave me some
beautiful roses.

retail. -! No retail trade here!

pink, rosy. ! What
nice rosy cheeks you have! • rose-colored. -. Stop looking at life

through rose4;olored glasses.

fatal. . It was a fatal

mistake.

{P -,- F) part.. She's exceptionally good in this part. • role..
That event played big role in his life. —. She adjusted herself quickly

to her new role. — -
. proved himself to be tops in the role of organizer.

Oh . He's the leading man here.

• . Modern con-

veniences are of no importance to me.

POM {/ -/) nim.

poMUH novel. ? Have you read this

novel? • love affair. .
The whole town knows of their love affair.

{dur o/) to drop. .

She's always dropping her hairpins. —,. Careful, you're dropping your brooch.

See,
{as ^; P) dew.

{F) luxury.

Russia.

{/g -y/) increase.? Do you have any figures on the increase

in iron-ore production?

BO full-length. Ha. This is full-length picture of him.? How tall is he? •. Mv brother is very tall. • -. stood up at his full height.

roast beef.( /g -; /) mouth. ,. Close your mouth and breathe through your

nose. —. At the decisive moment he didn't dare open his

mouth.*^ . She won't let

anyone put a word in edgewise. •*,? What's the matter?

Aren't you able to think for yourself? •; ^ ^. Nobody's going to stop

me from talking; I'll say what I think. • *0. His jaw dropped in astonishment. •*, ? Why does he sit

there without saying a word? •*. He's got million things to attend to here. •, . The soup is

dishwater today.

company (military)

.

See.
{) grand piano. ,. We have grand piano, but no one plays it.

([er -es -ef -es -er]; inded M)(). Russian

Soviet Federal SociaUst RepubUc.5.
(-) plane. ^ . Give me

saw and plane.

shirt. .
You can put your shirts into the upper drawer.

Oh —-. He's a regular guy.

shirt. ? What
size shirt do you wear? — -. I was left with only the shirt

on my back after the fire. • Russian blouse. Ond ^. She embroidered a Russian

blouse for him.

nightgown. ^. She left her nightgown at the hotel.

*0h . He was born under a lucky

star.

(-) border, boundary.(, ^) to chop. ^. He's

chopping wood. • to slice up. ^^^.
Mother is busy slicing up cabbage.

""^ — . You can't make an omelet

without breaking the eggs. • .
You shouldn't act rashly in this case.
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(-) ruble.

(/7)<: BU-,/) to blame. ,. TSTiy blame others when you're the

guilty one? • to scold. . She

was scolding him for all she was worth.

(pet of) to bawl out.;^. I couldn't restrain myself and bawled him out.& (P^) ore.

iron ore.

manganese ore.

(-U) mine. -. We went to see the copper mines.

(P^,-,-) rifle, gun.

(a p^Tty, P^,,^) hand.^ ^. They shook hands. —^. I had hand in this too. —
pjTtd. He's the chief's right-hand

man. — ^. You've got to

take yourself in hand. —*
^! God help them if we ever lay our hands on

them! — *0 . came back

emptj^-handed. — ^.
decided to take the matter into his own hands. • arm.. She held the child in her

arms. — ? May I take your

arm?

*4to ? Why do you sit

around doing nothing? •*
'. They work their heads off. •* 4. They make big fuss over him here. •*

^' \'. I've had yen to hit him for a

long time now. •* — , pjTt! I'm lost

without you. •*. This medicine took all the pain away. •*. I'm all thumbs today.

• pyidLx. Now they're com-

pletely in our power. •*9 — . It's

stone's throw from here. •* . That's his

handiwork. • *Sto . This fits right in with my
plans. • . We're short-

handed.

(-U, -, -) sleeve.. The sleeves of my jacket are worn through.

• I ranch. ^ . At its

mouth the river divides into branches.

fire hos".

to have a careless attitude.'. He's got careless attitude toward his

job.

(M) head. 06§-. It would be better for you to

talk this over w th the head of the section. • leader.^ ? Who will be the leader

of the excursion?

(-,-) to conduct.? Who's conducting the

practice class? • to lead., .-, . The brigade which she led

was considered a model organization. • to guide. pjrKO-. guides his pupils*

reading, 'to manage. .
actually manages the shop.

management. ^. He's 8811 for the management of the

entire shop. • supervision. -. She took over the supervision of

the playground. • guidance.. The decision of the cen-

tral administration was sent on to us for our guidance.

• leaders. -. The new leaders rose to the occasion, 'textbook.

EkjTb ? Do you
have an organic chemistry textbook?

See.
(/P -,- or-/) manuscript.

(- ) wheel. ,? Who was at the wheel when the accident

occurred?^ (P ^') bed. 9^ > ^.
This river has already changed its bed twice, •channel.. At

last our life runs in normal channels.

(AF) Russian.

() Russians.^ Russian. — -. He's an American of Russian descent. —? Did you start studying

Russian a long time ago? —. There's "Russian stove" in almost

every house here. (Built-in oven often foimd in Russian

homes.) — . always

wears Russian blouse. — :. I'm telling you in plain Russian I have

no money.- Russian. )-. I don't

speak Russian.^^ (AM) Russian. ? . He's

Russian? I didn't know.^ light brown. ^. She has Ught brown

hair.

(-) brook. -' . We
drank some water from the brook. • stream., . The rain

stopped, but there were streams of water on the pavement.*, . The tears

streamed down her face when she saw ' im off. •. The blood streamed out of the

wound.^ doorknob. ^,, . Try to turn the doorknob; may-

be the door isn't locked. • handle. ,^ -1 . I'm afraid the handle on the suitcase

isn't strong enough. — ! ,^. What teapot! It doesn't have a spout or a

handle. • penholder. ^ , hi. I have penholder, but the penpoint is bad.

• little hand. ,^. Take this boy away from the samo-

var. He'll burn his Uttl? hands.

handmade. . This em-

broider}' is handmade. • hand.. moved our things in a hand cart,

•tame. He, 5 . Don't be

afraid, this bear is tame.
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Q& hand-operated sewing ma-
chine. & handbags. .
I've only got handbags with me.

wrist watch. . We have man-
ually operated telephone system.

fish. ^ . We have

fried fish for supper tonight.

*0h, . feels free and easy here.

(-U) fisherman.1 {sh -»cd) rust-colored.? Why did you buy that rust-colored coat? • red-

headed. .
They kidded the life out of that redheaded girl at school.

pUHOK (-) market.. Let's go to the kolkhoz market and get some

cucumbers. —. Our factory works for the local market only.

— ! 9, .
Stop that racket! It's an office, and not a market.

(,) to dig. . They're

digging well at our place. — ;^ 5! How difficult it is to dig this rocky

ground!

(-U) lever.

pioMKa wine glass. ? Did you wash the

wine glasses?

! Let's have a shot of vodka!

(P -A/g -y; ^, /) row.

^. They're sitting in the second row. • line.. line of cars stood in

front of the theater. • file. -. The demonstrators marched in straight

files. • number. §1). I arrived at this decision for a number of

reasons. —. We have card-filing system in

a number of offices.

extraordinary.. This is an extraordinary event.. We willingly

took him in. '. At school as well as at work he was always

among the best.^ ordinary. . He's an ordinary

worker.^ {AM) private. ad ;^ .
started in the army as a private.

{/is of/) next to each other. . Let's

sit next to each other. • next to.? Who's standing next to your brother?

• close by. . It's right close by. • along-

side. . They live alongside of us.

every day.. Such things happen every day.

{/with a, g, and i/) off.? you get this box off the shelf? —. Their house is off the road to

the right. • from. .
comes home late from the factory. —. These apples fell from the tree. — ,, . Please bring

me the old suitcase from the attic. —. First of all, I read the news from

the front. — . The
whole square can be seen from the fifth floor. — ^. approaches

the matter from the practical point of view. —! What can you expect from a guy like that!

— . It's translation from the

English. — ! Regards from the Caucasus.

• of. ? Have you got change

of a chervonctz? • about. . I'll

stay there about a week. • and. 5. There are raisins and nuts in this bag. • on.. . I arrived on the last

train. — . I congratulate you
on your success. • per. ,. I don't know exactly

how much wheat they raise per hectare. • since.

. I haven't eaten anything since morning.
— -, I've spoken English

since I was a child, 'to. 6.) ?

When did it happen to him? — !. You ought to talk to him about it. • with.. It's hard for me to go down the stairs with my sore

knee. — ^"^ . I'll start

with a short introduction. — ^?
Can I go with you? —. Go to the baggage room with the porter. —! You can't do a thing with

him. — ? What's the matter with you?— ,6- . Something is wrong with

his kidneys. — . I don't agree with

you. —"?" "". "Do you

want some kvass?" "With pleasure." — cMf. Give him some tea with rum. —. They arrived with suitcases and

packages. — . I took the

book with his permission.

Ond . She gets more beautiful

every day. • ,; ,. On the one hand, I'd like to go now; on the other

hand, it would be better to wait for my vacation. •"-"? " ". "How much do I

owe you?" "You owe five rubles." •. Use the back entrance. • ^. We don't hear the street noise here. •. Why don't you follow his example? •
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•, ^' . Wait minute; I'll

take your measurements. • ,? Where did you ever get the idea that I was
offended? • ? Aren't you tired

X after your trip? • Mecrd . You
really had to fight to get a seat. • 6. . He's

as tall as you are. • — -. After you've Uved as long as I have you can argue

about it. •,, ! I've really had
enough! • ^ .
I used to meet her at the homes of common friends. •? Do you know my brother?

• ^ ^^. She and her husband separated.

• 5? What's that pie got in it? •. She smiled as she listened to

me. •, ^. Thank you,

I'll be glad to come. • .
Send me that book when you have the chance. •

, ^. I worked over your
car for a full hour. • ? How are you
fixed for money?

saber.& (AT) sabotage.& saboteur.

(P- Ig -a; /) garden.. Their house is surrounded by a big garden. —
^^^ ^. We'll drink the tea in the garden.

[j kindergarten.

zoo.

orchard.

{-pel:).
(/pd: /) to sit down. He ,' . It's not worth while

sitting down because we have to leave in a minute. —,. Please sit down. • to shrink.. This cloth shrinks.

to sit down and start.. Sit down and start working right away.

gardener.& soot. . Your face is covered with

soot.* — ^. Things aren't going too well.

(/pd:/) to seat. -. They seated us in the first row everjnwhere we
went. • to plant. )<'
<'. We're going to plant apple trees in our garden

tomorrow.

See.
(/) handbag, traveling bag. 5? What have you got in that handbag?
(- P) sled.,^ . Look at the sled I made for

my little son.

to go sledding.. The kids left to go .sledding.& salad. . . There's no
dressing on this salad. —'. Give me some potato salad with the meat. • let-

tuce. . Buy some lettuce at the

market.

salad bowl.

& lard. Ha , ^? Do you fry hamburgers in butter or lard?

Oh . took

chunk of pork fat with him on the trip.

napkin. .
She forgot to put napkins on the table. —. Take some paper

napkins out of the drawer.

salute. .1 . Our
steamer was greeted with a salute.

(§lff) myself, yourself, himself, herself, etc. §. himself said it. —. I'll manage this work by myself. —, ^. You don't have to

explain it to her; she knows it herself. —
^! Just do it yourself!

not self. .
^? You aren't yourself today. What's the

matter?

by itself. k^Lk-to . It

just turned out that way by itself.] it stands to reason, it's obvious.

pasjTieeTCH, ^ . It

stands to reason that he'll pay for himself.

of self. He, pa-. Don't worry; speed in your work

will come of itself. • by itself. 4-. Our conversation just oied out by itself.&(///).
(-) male,

dunca female.

{ns N of).
samovar.

tie. Ha .
wore dotted blue tie.

{F). . The

show they put on themselves turned out to be a big success.

self-satisfied. ^ -? Why does he look so self-satisfied?

self-defense. Onii^,. She assures us that she wounded

him in self-defense.

self-criticism.. Self-criticism helps us

eliminate the defects in our work.

airplane, plane.. shot down forty4hree enemy airplanes. —. Your plane is

taking off at seven o'clock in the morning.

touchy. .
He's very touchy person.

pride. ^ ,. You should have the interests of your

work at heart and pocket your pride.^ ,. >' to explain his mistake to him without

hurting his feelings.

conceit. . He's

very conceited.& self-control. Ond -. She has shown a lot of self-control.
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. . was

already on his own at fifteen. • ^-. can think for himself.

suicide. .
committed suicide.

self-confident. .
He's too self-confident.

self-government.

{) self-teaching book. -^. used self-teaching book

to learn English.

([-ustvj-]) condition. ^-. He's been complaining

about his condition for a long time., ^^? Well, how do you
feel?

same. 9 ,? Is that the same girl who came yesterday? • very.^.
I met that very person at the factory club yesterday. —^ (). Our house is on the

very bank (of the river). —. had plan of work all laid out at the

very beginning. • most. — -. That's the most re-

markable object in our town.

cUMOM really. , ., ?
Have you really decided to leave?. Stop right a* the dock.

• . I haven't eaten anjiihing

since early morning. •" ?" "". "Is this your girl friend?" "No one else but."

• . Could you wait a bit

longer?

sanitarium. -. was sent to tuberculosis sani-

tarium for two months.

(M) sandwich.

(- P) sledge, sleigh. . The
sleighs are waiting for us at the stoop. —? Do you want to take a sleigh ride?& medical aid man. -. The medical aid man dressed the wounded immedi-

ately.& medical aid woman.
sanitary. -. The sanitary conditions in our factory

are fine.& (-HOK P) sled.. Let's go to the park to take a ride on a sled. • sleigh.

Oh .
He'll hitch up the horse immediately and take us for a ride in

his sleigh.

tape measure.- -. Take tape measure and measure him.

(-d) boot. . put on high

boots.

'* — ndpa. They're two of a kind.

shoemaker.

. Ask the shoemaker to repair my
shoes as soon as he can.

shed. . Bring an
armful of wood out of the shed. • barn.

— -. His room is

large and not cozy; it's more like a barn.

sardine.

i/g -y/j sugar. cdxapoM? Do you take

sugar with your tea?

G lump sugar.. I prefer lump sugar.

sugar bowl.

sugar. .
There are two sugar refineries in our town. — He,. You're not made of sugar; you won't melt.

G diabetes.

granulated sugar.

(jid) to run over. . I'll

run over for some bread. —, -; . Run and get doctor,

please. My friend's sick.

{dur of) to run down.. I have to run down-

stairs for every little trifle.- to rush. Co .
People rushed from all over to see the fire.

(pr by §^7; pet of) to run down.. The children quickly ran down
the hill. • to run away. . My dog

ran away.

-.
G Ha . All the neighbors

came running at his cry.

{dur of) to save. —. The saving of fuel is the duty

of every tractor driver.

(-per^,-; p -[),-., -, -; pet of)
to save. . Save those

documents for me. — .
I saved two hundred rubles this year.^) savings bank.() savings-bank book.

{d of) to knock off. He. Don't knock the apples off with a stick. • to whip

up. . The house-

wife was whipping up the eggs for an omelette.

- to get confused. Ha t. Under questioning the prisoner began

to get confused in his testimony.(,; imv; ppp; pet of) to

knock off. Oh .
knocked off the padlock wth one blow. —. was knocked off his feet in the jam. • to

knock out. . We
ruickly knocked our opponent out of position. • to knock

together. . We'll

have to knock a box together from these boards.

G to baffle. ,. I was baffled and didn't know what to do.

G . His feet were all

bruised from walking so Ion .- to slip. , . Your
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bandage has slipped. Let me fix it. • to huddle.^- . The children huddled together in

fear.

D CO to lose count. :- . Can't you be quiet? You made
me lose count. . I lost my way in the dark.

(// </) aside. ,. Stand aside. Keep the passage clear. • side-

ways. ^ .
The house seems very tall and narrow if you look at it side-

ways.

gathering. >. The Pioneers set the gathering for eight o'clock.

• picking. ?
When do you start picking the grapes? • collection.^ . Our
kolkhoz took up a collection to buy a tank.

preparations. 5 -, . The preparations

for the trip took longer than the trip itself., . We're all here, we
can start. • . We
began getting ready for the trip.

sale. (). The sale of bicycles has

increased a great deal recently here in the Soviet Union.

(gp) wedding. Ha. We danced till morning at their wedding.

*"4to, ohu ?"",". "Did she get bad bump?" 'Tt's nothing; she'll

get over it before long."

{dor of) to shift.. always shifts the

hard work onto his co-workers.- to pile up.! I never had so many troubles pile up on me in all

my life.(,; pet of and) to

blow down. ^. The storm blew down several trees in our garden,

•to dump. ^ capde. The
firewood can be dumped into the shed. • to shift.^ . doesn't mind shifting

the blame onto someone else.- to fall., 5. See that the suitcase doesn't fall on yoiu- head.

G, ! Just

think of what bad luck they have! " ,
ropd . I turned in my translation

and heaved a sigh of relief.(,; pet of) to boil.. I boiled new potatoes for

you. , ^, .
two soft-boiled eggs for me, please. •*C. You just can't get anywhere with him.

-. . The borscht is ready now.

information. ^^ ? Where
did j'ou get that information? —

. The order

was broadcast for public information.

Q to take into consideration.^ . I will take your

criticism into consideration.

(sh -tkA, -6 /-/) fresh. §. They have fresh bread in this

bakery in the afternoon. — Ha. You can get fresh eggs at the

kolkhoz market. —,,. Please pour some fresh water into the pitcher.

—, . W^ait, I'll

spread some fresh Unen. —. You ought to get out into the fresh air

more often. • renewed.. I had good night's sleep and
took up my work with renewed strength.

with a clear head. •^ . I'll do it tomorrow

morning with a clear head.

cool. . It's cool out today.>? Do you know the

latest news?

beet. . Buy
some beets and cabbage for the borscht.

(-) father-in-law (husband's father).

(F) mother-in-law (husband's mother).

(pet of) to check. ,,§ . Please check this copy with the

original.(,) to bore.? Why do you bore holes in this board? • to drill.

He, . Don't

be afraid; I'll drill your tooth very carefully.

(// /) above.^. Our factory produced five hun-

dred tractors above its goal. —. I got fifty rubles

above my regular wage. . It turned out

better than expected. • . does

more work than he can stand.

i/cf/) from above. -. I was looking at the crowd from above.

• on top. ,. ^ you start packing, be sure to put

the suit on top. • from higher-ups.. We followed the instructions we got

from our higher-ups.

from top to bottom. 5, . We searched

the house from top to bottom, but didn't find the ring.

(-; to look down at

(someone).. You're in the habit of looking down at people.

() overtime (pay).. Overtime is paid for at the end of the month.

overtime. .
took some overtime work. —' }'. The whole shift was put on

overtime.

overtime. .
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The factory works overtime-

(-) cricket.

{di r of) to check. .. I always check my watch by the

station clock.^ (P -d, 6b /g -y; ^/) light. nordc. The

light in the window went out. —-! Let's

have some light! — -. My eyes get tired from the electric hght. —. The light

from the lamp was falling right on the open book.

moonlight.

sunlight.

crack of dawn. . I

got up at the crack of dawn today.. . She looks at everything

through rose-colored glasses.^ world. Ha. Representatives from all over the world

will attend the conference.

Oh . He's been all over the world.

• OTud . My father has been

dead a long time. •*. I'd give anything to get away from here.

• . We won't

agree to it for anjlhing in the world. •*0. gave mo holl.

{cBenf,) to shine.

('!. The moon is shining very brightly tonight.- (prefixerl to fuljedives) light-.

light\.
(sh -T.:iA; adv';) light. 5 —. Take this room; it's very light. • clear., — . It's

pleasure to talk to him; he's got such a clear mind. • bright.. It was a very bright day. —
9to . These

were the brightest moments in my life. • light-colored. Ond. She put on a light-

colored dress today.

light. . It's light already. — He, . Don't put the light on; it's

light enough for me.

light.. The orders were transmitted by light signals.

light. ,? You don't

have to be told to cross the street only when the lights are

green, do you? — ?? Where are you going? Can't you see

the red light?

(P, or,) candle.

^'. put the candle into the candle-

stick. — . The game isn't worth the

candle. • watt. Morf. I only give you twenty-five-

watt bulb. • spark plug.. spark plug burned out in my car.

See.^ See.& appointment. ,- ? Are you free today.

or do you have some sort of business appointment? —
nduie. We'll have to cancel

our appointment. • date.. has date today with very

nice girl.. Good-by! • ! I'll

see you soon!

() witness. ,, -? Were you really witness

to this accident? — ? Are

they summoning you to court as a witness?

witness F. -. The witness refused to testify.» certificate. -? Do you have a medical certificate? — He.
Don't forget to bring your smallpox-vaccination certificate.

birth certificate. -. I lost my birth

certificate.

pigpen, sty.

(-Hua) lead (metal).

pork. ?
Do you want roast pork and potatoes?

hog-raising.. They do lot of hog-raising in this region.

pork. .
These pork chops are not well done.

pigpen, sty.

lead, made of lead.

(P,,) pig, hog.. Ask her

to s' ow you our prize-winning pigs. —- 5? , ! Did he really say that?

What a pig!

"", . I'm afraid

that he'll play a dirty trick on us.

terrifying. !. What terrifying look you have! It sure scares

me. • bitter. Ha . It's bitter cold

outside.

fierce. ,. She gave me such a fierce look that I

froze up.

whistling. ,
—. In America whistling denotes approval,

while in our country it means the opposite.

(^,; imv./pct:/) to

whistle.

(^, /pet:/) to whistle. He. Don't whistle so loudly. —. ^. The bullets were whistling over

his head.

*y . I got a pocket full of nothing.

([-sn-]; pet of and) to whistle.

Oh . He whistled for the dog.

(-CTKd) whistle. HanpdcHo .
You shouldn't have given the child a whistle. —.: . The conductor just

blew the whistle. The train's leaving.

sweater.^ See.
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liberty. ,. I'd like to see the Statue of

Liberty you told me about. • freedom. -,? Do you think we're

giving the children too much freedom? —^? Aren't you

permitted full freedom of action? • spare time. 5^-. Think about

my proposal in your spare time.

freedom of worship.

freedom of press.

freedom of speech.

freedom of assembly,

freedom to strike.

free. . This is a free

country. — ^ ,. Let's go for walk when j'ou have a free day.

— ? Are you free tomorrow? —. Admission free for members.
• vacant. ? Do you have

a vacant room? • empty. ? Is that

seat empty? • loose. Ha. She wore loose woolen housecoat.

free. .
He's too free in his ways. • easily. Bee4, ^§. your things can

easily be packed in this suitcase. • fluently.-. speaks Russian fluently. • freely.- ! At last we
can breathe freely.? Is the phone being used? •,. It looks as if you have

a lot of extra money.

See.
{ 4).

Q, ^ . Of course I'll

show you my work. • . I

couldn't believe my eyes. • He ^/^. Don't forget to take your typewriter. •

6to . Do it at your own risk. •, -. all your own things and let him pack his own.
• Ond 5\ She'll give you her book.
• ^? You mean this

old man still has his own teeth? •. They put their suitcases on
the upper rack. • ,. No matter how I tried to convince him, he still

stuck to his own idea. • .
figured it out all by himself. •*. wasn't himself all day long. •-6,. In my opinion, he's very well

suited to the work he's doing. • .
He's like one of us. •, ,. I see you insist on getting your way.•' . I'm going to spend my
vacation in the countrywith my family. •^ . Only our own group will be at the

party.

in due time.^ . You'll get all necessary

instructions in due time. • once.

. was once well known.

homemade. ^, . Eat it;

it's homemade jam.

*0h . He died a natural death.

•* erd , —. I don't blame him; after all, you've got to think of

yourself first.

(fd of) to steal.

si?ter-in-law (wife's sister).

(///) upwards of. Ha. Upwards of hundred people came to

the meeting. . I have

altogether too much work.

See.
(-5',-; pd of and) to knit.? Who knitted this sweater

for you? 'to tie. 5 . Tie

all these packages together. • to bind.. I'm bound by my word of honor. . My
decision has nothing whatever to do with it. •. can't put two words together.

{dur/).
He, ! I don't see

what you have in common with him.

(/ /F) connection. ,,. We'll probably

be able to restore tel^raph connections soon. —5 . I don't see the con-

nection between those two facts. • contact.. I keep in

close contact with my former college classmates, •com-

munication. — :, . We're both communications

workers. I work for the post office and she's a telephone

operator.

G People's Commissariat of

Communications. ,. All leaves have been cancelled in view, of these

circumstances.

priest.& {dur of) to bend.? . Why you bending the

cardboard hke that? It may break.(,; pd of) to rot.. The cellar was so damp the

potatoes rotted.& {dur of) .. I'm just dying of curiosity.

(-, -; pd of) to burn up.^^ . Everything he

owned burned up in the fire. • to burn out.. burned himself out working so hard.,. I almost died of shame when they pointed out the

mistake to me.& (,; imv; prger; d ir of)
to give up. -. They didn't give up the fort for three whole weeks.

• to yield. Oh .
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won't yield from his position and continues to argue.

• to hand in. ^ -. I hate to hand in unfinished work. • to turn over.. We're turning over

our grain to the government tomorrow. • to take an exami-

nation. . I'm taking a chemistry

examination today. . My heart is starting to

go back on me. •. He's usually relieved from duty at ten o'clock.

• KoM^? Who deals?- to give up.! ,. Give up! Don't you see that the game is

already lost?

Oh . was deaf to

all pleas. • , . I

heard they have room for rent.

See.
(,, %27; imv; ;,,-, -; pet of) to turn over.^. The secretary has already

turned the work over to his successor. • to slow down.. They were able to

carry out their plan because they didn't slow down the work.

to check through.? Have you checked your baggage through yet?

to pass one's exams. .?? How were your exams? Did you pass?*, . Poor

fellow! He's been going to pot lately. •

nopd, . That's ready for the scrap heap.- to surrender. . The

detachment surrendered after a short battle, 'to give in., ,,. She wouldn't agree for a long time, but finally

did give in to our coaxing.& surrender. . We
demanded unconditional surrender. • change.. Here's your change, •turning in.. The schedule for

turning in our grain was met before the deadline.* , .
Watch your step with him; he can hit back.

(pet of) to make. ?
What's this made of? •. We can make you a suit to order. —. You haven't made single

mistake today. — ! He's made
human being out of me. • to do. , ^.

I'll do my best.— §,,. Do
it quickly, please. — . It's done. —. Do* me a favor.

(no dur)""-. No sooner said than done.

• ^ . I had to take him
to task. • .
We had to go a long distance on foot. • Ond. She ordered herself new dress

for winter. •,, ! You
don't think you made a discovery, do you?. & piecework pay.

piecework. . This

is piecework.

piecework. . They do

piecework.

piecework.. Piecework was introduced long ago in this

factory.

{/ppp of/; adv -) reserved.. He's very reserved person.

• pent-up. Oh .
was shaking all over with pent-up rage.

reserved.. The critics were very reserved

in their praise of the new play. • mild. ,
^. I thought you answered his insulting remark in a

rather mild fashion.(,; pet/) to hold back.... She couldn't hold back her

tears. — . I held the horses

back with difficulty, 'to keep. .
You didn't keep your word.- to keep in. ^. I couldn't

keep it in, so I told him everything, 'to restrain oneself;

Ond. ^, . She wanted to

answer him, but restrained herself.

{dur of).
show. cedHC ?

When does the last show begin at the movies?, . Two more

sittings and the portrait will be finished.

{F) cost. -. These goods sell at cost. • cost of production.? What's the cost of production of a ton of iron

castings in your factory?

(a, g/no n form/d, I, ,, ^21) myself,

yourself, himself, herself, etc.. I hardly know myself these days. —^ . I'm taking it upon myself. —, . Take him away, or I

won't answer for myself. —. I'll never forgive myself for that. —. You don't spare yourself at all, do you?

— He — .
Stop aggravating yourself; there's nothing you can do about

it. — . You don't take care

of yourself at all. — .
Now tell me all about yourself. — §. You can show yourself to best advantage

in this work.

beside oneself. .
was beside himself with joy.

to lose one's temper. He. Don't lose your temper over nothing.

of (from) me, you, him, her, etc.. We haven't heard from him in a

long time.

to come to. 5^,. She fainted, but she's already

come to.

with me, you, him, us, etc.? How much money do you have with you?

to oneself. 6- .
muttered something to himself.
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of itself. ,. Don't expect that it will take care of itself.

it goes without saying. -, , . It goes without

saying that you'll stay at our house.

with me, you, him, her, etc.. Take him to the theater with you.

so so. ""? "". "How are

you?" "So so." • just fair. " "?"". "Is it good play?" "Just fair.",. We're getting along

all right. • . I haven't

been myself for a whole week now. •,, . No, we're not connected with

them in any way. We're by ourselves. •. We made it our

goal to finish the job ahead of schedule. •,, Sto! Well, you know, it doesn't pay. •. isn't bad guy at heart.

•*0 . always has something up
his sleeve. • , 5 . BeUeve

it or not, I didn't know it. • , ^, . I'm very sorry

I can't invite you over because my wife is sick. •^ . I've re-

peated his exact words without adding anything of my own.
• Oh , . He's in and will see you

at once. • Oh . He has good self-

control. •. The members of the brigade spUt up their work.
• . She's not bad looking. •. You can keep this book. •. You're taking too many liberties.

sowing. . The spring sowing

has already begun.

north. ,
— . Part of our expedition went north, and

the other part south. —. This lake is located north of Moscow.. Our windows have a

northern exposure..
Northern Hemisphere.

Northern Lights.

North Pole.- United States

of America {See also).- northeast.- northwest.

(P, -, -) Northerner.. He's Northerner and isn't

afraid of cold.

Northerner F.

rotation of crops.

([-sjiv6-]) today. .
just arrived today.- one of these days. -. We'll go to the Crimea one of these

days.

tonight.? Where will we go tonight?

\

^ this morning. ^.
I saw him this morning.. Let's call it a day.

([sjiv6-]) today's.. Today's trip gave

me a lot of pleasing.

from now on. -. I promise not to smoke
from now on.

(P) saddle.

{sh,,, -) gray. .
has gray hair. — , ond -. She's only thirty and she's all gray.* , . You'll

change your tune when you get older.

seventh. . His

room is on the seventh floor. —* .
She was in seventh heaven.. wait for you at the trolley stop at a quarter

past six. • . The

train will arrive at six-thirty. •. He's in his sixties. • *Hy, -! ^ . What kind of relative is

he? He'e something like a thirty-second cousin of mine.

season. . The
swimming season hasn't started yet. —. You're not dressed according to the season. —
Ha . Come to the

Crimea for the grape season.

slow season.. There's slow season now at

the resorts.

().
up to now.. Up to now we haven't received a reply.. I'll be back right away. •! . Just second. I'm ready now.

safe. . The

director put all the papers away in the safe.

(// /) in a moment. . He'll

be here in a moment. • shortly.. We'll start going again shortly. • right away.

5 . Do this right away. • right now., . He's busy right

now, but he'll see you later.

just this minute. Ond. She just left this minute! You don't expect me to

swallow that, do you?

secret. He, .
Don't worry; I won't give your secret away. —§ — . There's

point in trying to keep it secret. Everj'one knows about it

already. — He, .
It's secret that he and I don't get along very well.

no confidentially.. I only tell this to you confiden-

tially.

administrative office. -
^. She works in the administrative offices of

the college. • secretariat. -
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office of the Narkom secretariat and asked them to arrange

an interview for you.

secretary. . The

secretary will give you the information.

(- ) secretary. , -? The manager isn't in;

would you Uke to speak to his private secretary?

Q
general secretary of the Communist Party.

letter card. ^,. I find it's very convenient to

write a letter on a letter card.

secret. ^ . was
given secret mission. —. This desk has secret drawer.

confidential. :" ". "Strictly confidential" was
written on the letter.^ second. ^^.
Every second of his time is taken up. • moment. ^, . Just moment; it will come to

me.

section. . He's the secretary of the

dramatic section of the art-workers' union.

herring. Ha ^.
We had herring with onions as an appetizer.

kippered herring. -. I bought a kippered herring.

spleen.

(P) village. cend. It's only five kilometers from this village to

the city.* ^ . His

remark was neither here nor there.

celery.

rural. . He's

teacher in rural school.

rural soviet.

agriculture..
D agricultural exhibition.

agricultural machinery.

agricultural products.

farm work.

village soviet.. was elected chairman of the village soviet.

salmon.

family man. . He's a

family man.

Q home life.. has very happy home
life. .
took leave for personal reasons. •-. They took an apartment and

set up housekeeping.

(See also ) family.? How many families live in this house?

— . Come to visit us

with your whole family.

5ee,
See.
Number Seven. ^. Number Seven will get you there best of all.

seven of diamonds.. Play the seven of diamonds.

{^S2) seven. . There are seven of us.* . The majority rules.

seed. . I swallowed

watermelon seed.

sunflower seeds. ?
Do you like to nibble on sunflower seeds?

seventieth.

seven hundredth.

seventeenth.

(gdl-, i-, §^;2) seventeen.

igdl,, ^22) seven.

* . He's just like the

weather. •* ,. may be as clever as they come but I prefer

to follow my own advice. •* .
Too many cooks spoil the broth.

(§;?;?) seventy.

(§f:?) seven hundred.

(P,,) family.. has large family. — -. Our entire family went for a walk. —
*B . There's black sheep in every

family.(; -, ,, N) grain., . there's

enough grain, we'll even sow this strip of land. 'seed..
We got flower seeds from the neighboring kolkhoz.

hay.

(-) September.

warm-hearted. .
He's very warm-hearted person. • heartfelt.! You have my heartfelt thanks!

•heart. . She has

serious heart ailment.

love affairs.. I'm not interested in his love affairs.

warmly. §. That family received us very warmly.

angry. ?. What happened? You look so angry. —. I'm very angry at you.

angrily. He .
Don't look at me so angrily.*, . It's cheap, but good.

(-^,-) to make angry. He .
Don't make him angry.

- to be angry.. She's angry at you for the way you acted

yesterday. —, ! Well, what are you

angry about? — ? Are you

very angry at me? • to get angry. -
itdM. gets angry about trifles.

([-rc-]; P) heart. -, . Something's wrong

with my heart; I'd better go to a doctor. —
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strict but he has a heart of gold. —*. I left with heavy heart. —* -
— . I couldn't refuse her; I haven't

got a heart of stone. — *He
}'. Don't take it so much to heart. — *. His heart isn't in this kind

of work.

with all my heart. ,. Believe me, I'm doing this with all

my heart.

*y , ^.
It was load off my mind when I found out about it.

palpitation (of the heart).. complains of frequent palpita-

tions of the heart.

silver. . This ore

contains silver.— ,, .
Please give me my change in silver.

silver. A ?
And how much does a silver watch cost?

middle. ? Can

you make the middle of the river? — ^'. I don't want to quit in the middle.

• mid. .
We go to the country only in midsummer. • medium.• . Try to strike

a happy medium.

(-d) sickle.

Q hammer and sickle.

(sh -.) gray-? Who's that man in the gray checkered suit?

—^ . The morning was gray. • dull.-, OH . In my opinion, he's

a ver\' dull person.

serious. , . She's

verj' serious person. — ,. The illness is verj' serious; it ought not

to be neglected. • grave.. This mistake may have grave

consequences, •earnest.. has an earnest approach to his work.

seriously.. We ought to talk about that seriously.

— 6to ? Are you saying that

seriously? —,! ^»?
No! Seriouslj', are you really leaving?

session. ^!? When will the next session of the

Supreme Soviet be called? • term. 05. The Supreme Court term is

opening tomorrow. • period.^ (). I'll

have to postpone my exams until the next examination period.

cecxpi (P,,) sister.^. Come with your sister.1 first cousin F.:. Meet my cousin Masha.(, cecxpfi) nurse. (.). The nurse will give you an in-

jection.

(>', -; pd of) to sit down.. Sit down on the bench for

a while and wait for me. —. She sat down at the piano and b^an to play.

• to sit. . Sit closer. —5? Do you want to sit at this table? • to set., . When the

Sim sets, we'll go farther. • to land.. The airplane landed not far from our

kolkhoz.

to get on a train. ?
Where did you get on the train?

to take a streetcar., ? Where should I take

a streetcar to go to the theater?

H& to walk all over (someone). *- , & . If

you don't stop him in time, he'll walk all over you.

to moxmt a horse.. mounted the horse and galloped away.

to take (or board) a ship.. We'll take the ship at Odessa.

*Hy, !
certainly looked fooUsh with his criticism.

set. ? Who won the last set at last week's

tennis finals?

net. .
My helmet was covered with a camouflage net. — Ond. She asked me to

buy her a hair net. • screen., ^^. It'd

be good idea to put a screen in the window so the flies

won't come in.

(P,/ /F) net., . So many fish were caught

that the net broke.

network of railways.

school system.

(, ; to sow. .
They sow lot of wheat. —. We don't sow by hand any more.& O'ppp of /j concise. -. made clear, concise report.

compressed air.^ (^,-; ; pet/4) to clench.. clenched his fists. • to press. 4^ . She pressed her Ups

together and didn't say a thing.* (^,; ; pet of*) to reap.^. The rye is aheady reaped.

(^, [-i]-]; ,, -, -;

[-i]-]; pet of& and) to bum up.. Burn up these old news-

papers, "to bum. * . I've

aheady burned my bridges behind me.& (dur of) to bum. He ,
OHd. Don't bum this paper; it still can be used.& {dur of*) to clench.& behind. ^ .
came up behind me and scared me. • in the back.
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in the back than in the front.

cigar.

signal. . Our detachments com-

niunicated by means of Hght signals.

distress signal, SOS.
alarm signal.

practical nurse. ;^.
The patient will need a practical nurse.

seat. , -. Put your suitcase on the back

s' fit and sit next to me.

(no P) staying.? Aren't you bored with staying at home so much?

(,; prger) to sit.? In what row are you sitting? —. I don't like to sit in an armchair. —? How can you
sit around at such a time? — ,
(- . Why don't you take a walk instead of

sitting around all day? — - pa-; , ^! Give me some
kind of work; I hate to sit idle. • to sit up.. had to sit up
nights before taking that exam. • to fit. -,. I don't think that dress fits

you.

to stay at home. no. We stay at home nights. . I

worked on this translation till two o'clock in the morning.
•!, .
That's enough; get out. You can't stay in the water so long.

• . They're always broke.

• . He's in jail. •*! I'm fed up with him.

strength. -. You have to have a great deal of physical

strength for this job. — ,^ Sto .
Believe me, it's beyond his strength. — -: . Save your
strength; we have a hard trip ahead of us. —! In union there is strength. • power.. You have to have a lot of will

power for that. • force. Bee Sth. All these directives are still in force. • ability.

no. Choose your work ac-

cording to your ability. —. promised to do it to the best

of his ability. • might. .
Push the door with all your might.

G exhausted., ond, .
Poor thing, she's completely exhausted.

armed forces.

to take effect. § -? When does this law take effect?

power (energy).

horsepower.

to build oneself up.

. took month's vacation and

built himself up., . You're

overexerting yourself; better quit working right away.
• ,. has to rest. He's all tired out. •! It's more than I can stand. • -5 . I can't stand listening

to all those cliches. • . I

can't take it. •, . I'm

afraid it's too much for me. • . The employees

of our factory organized a nursery on their own.

silo.

(sh-) strong, ,. You have strong hands. Unscrew this lid

for me. — Oh c . He has a

strong personality. —-. Better refrain from using strong language.

— ,, . It

seems you're not too strong in geography. • powerful.. Use

powerful car for this trip. —. delivered powerful speech. • severe.. I have severe pains in my
stomach. • hard. . It began to

rain hard.

powerfully.. This poem is very powerfully written. • powerful.: .
Be careful. This is a very powerful drug. • greatly.. Your plan differs

greatly from mine.

Oh . was thoroughly

chilled and caught cold. •,,? Do you really want this so badly? •. During the past year,

I've become very fond of them.

nice. .
He's the nicest man you want to meet.

Oh ? Do you like him?

sympathy..
symphony (concert).? Are you

going to the symphony (concert) today?

symphony.

syndicate.

{sh -) blue. ? Would

you like a blue suit? —. Only in the South can you see such a blue sky.

(-d,) bruise. ? Where did

you get such a bruise? ! has black eye

again. •,, —. You look very tired; you have such

circles under your eyes.

siren.

lilac. . She has a lilac

dress.

(F) lilac.

syrup.
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( , F) orphan.

system. ^. Your entire system of work is no good

at all.— .
You still aren't acquainted with our educational system.

• type. . These tractors are

of a new type. • order.5. I'll explain to you what

order to put these papers in.

metric system.. works systematically.

systematic.

(-) calico print.. She bought five meters of calico print for a

dress. • chintz. ^ .
You can reupholster this chair with chintz.

(P -, -) strainer.

sieve. ^ . Run the flour through

a sieve.

lemonade.

calico.. Calico drapes divide the room in two.

See.(,; pet of) to tell. Ha5'. This time he told the truth. —?, , ? Don't

mince words. Tell me what you think of it. — (no dur)

He , .
Don't forget to tell them to bring you some hot water. —
(no dur) ,. Call them and tell them you'll be there at five o'clock.

— (no dur) , ^ . tell

the truth, I didn't believe him. • to say. (no dur)? What did you say?— (no dur) §?
WTio said so? — (no dur) ^^,, . say the least,

he's not very intelligent. —- (no dur) ,». I can't say that

his answer satisfied me fully, 'to talk, (no d'^r): , . You know
the saying: You've got to know when to talk and when to

keep quiet. — , ^.
talked for long time but said very Uttle.

by the way. (no dur) ,. By the way, I was never

able to get an explanation.

so to speak, (no dur) , ,. This is, so to speak, our best room.

G (wo dur),, ? Will

you please tell me where the post office is? • (no dur), ! Just see how brave she is!

• (no dur) *BoT ! {1! It's fine mess,

I must say! • (no dur) ;. Take it from me; some day you'll

thank me for it. • (no dur) *^,. It's push-over to fight an

enemy like that. •( dur) 5,, . Get this ready for me for Saturday.

fairy tale. . This

is one of my favorite fairy tales. — -. It all turns out just Uke a fairy tale.

• story. 4 ! Stop telling me
stories!

*Hy, ^! Oh, you're still

singing the same old song.

(P) rock. ,. Be careful rnoving the boat, there are rocks here.

• cUff . ' . There's

beautiful view from this cUff

.

bench.

(P, ^,) bench., . Get long

bench and we'll all sit on it. . and I have

been friends since our school days. • ,. finished up bj' being

put on trial.

scandal. -.
was mixed up in a scandal. • row.,. Look here, don't start a row.

• disgrace. ! That's a real dis-

grace! • shame. ! ^. Wat shame! I forgot to call him again!, . Be careful

or you'll get yourself in trouble.. scarlet fever.

(P -,- F) tablecloth.. Put clean tablecloth on the table.* — ! We're

not holding you back. Good riddance!

(- P) horse races.

crack.

Q keyhole.

(sh -pnd) bad. . He's a bad

man. "nasty. ^ ! What nasty

weather!

", 4?" "!" "How are things?"

"Bad!" •-, . I

think thej' gave him a dirty deal.

through. pdna. His wound goes

clear through. — ? Is this a through

train?5 . You can go to our house from this

street through the yard.

(-d) draft. . You're

sitting in a draft.

(/unth a/) through. ^.
I could hardly get through that crowd. — -. The blood soaked through the band-

age.* . disappeared

into thin air.

discount. : . We
don't have any discounts, just one price, "reduction.-. Excursion members can get a reduction on their tickets.

(P,,) ' rick.. There are lots of ricks of grain

here which haven't been put away.

haystack.
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stacking hay now.

{Ig -/) warehouse.. Many new warehouses were built at the docks.

• yard. Oh . works in

lumber yard. • make-up. *0. He's got an unusual make-up.

military warehouse.

railroad warehouses.

in stock. ,. We don't have such boots in stock,

but we can order them for you. . Our factory

is now manufacturing for stock.

crease.,! Look at the sharp creases in his trousers! • pleat.

Ha . She was wearing a pleated

skirt. • tuck. , -. Put tuck in the sleeves; they're too long,

•fold. .
There's lots of dust in the folds of the curtains.

folding. . Take

folding chair along with you. — ^ -. I'll be able to give you a folding cot.

(dwr o/; to fold.. I don't know how to fold the bedsheets.

parenthesis.

(P,',) frying pan.

frying pan. ,. Ask the landlady for a frying pan

so we can fry some eggs.

(s/i -) slippery. ,;^. Be careful; the steps are slippery.

slippery. . It's very

slippery out today.*-, OH . In my
opinion, he's heading for trouble.

how much. ^? How
much is a ticket to Moscow? — ? How
much bread do you want? — ? How
much money have you got on you? —,, . Will you please

see how much this adds up to? • how many.? How many people were there

at the meeting? — ?
How many rubles is it per person? — -? How many more kilometers is it to

Moscow? ? How old are you? •? What's the time now? •

— .
No matter how hard he tries nothing will ever come of it.

• ,. I can't see it that way in spite of all your

arguments. • ^, -. No matter how you try, you won't think up a

better way. • ^,. I've explained it to him many times and he still

doesn't understand. • , ,. We'll support you to a man. •*
— . You can find all the mush-

rooms you want here. •*, ! It's

been a long time!

(pd o/&).
(P) shell.

nutshell.

eggshell.

() speed.. made new speed record for two hundred

meters. — ?
What's the speed limit here? —. The driver went at top speed,

slow freight. ^. It'll be cheaper to ship this by
slow freight. ^. Put the car

into second.

(s/i -pu) prompt. .
I'm counting on a prompt reply.

before long. .,. She intends to come here

before long.^ in a slipshod fashion.* -
^. The dress was made in a slipshod

fashion.

ambulance. -? Have they already called the ambulance?

sooner. , ^. The

sooner you come the better.

soon. ^. Breakfast will

be ready soon. — . The mana-

ger will be here soon. —, .
They say you're leaving soon. —. We'll be there soon if we take the

through train. • in the near future. ^.
I'll write them in the near future. . You're best

able to catch him evenings. • -, . looks more like an Eng-

lishman than an American. • ()! See

you soon. • — ,. Hurry as much as you hke; you still won't do it

any "aster.

(^^,; -pci of) to mow.. We have already mowed the whole

meadow.

(-U) livestock.

cattle.

sheep and goats.

horned Uvestock.^ »See,
(-d) violinist.

violinist P.

viohn. . She plays

the violin well.

*0h . He's the key man

here.

{sh -MHd) modest. Bee, -. Everybody knows that he's a very modest

person. — . , ,? How can he

manage to buy so many books on his modest income?
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modestly. .
behaves very modestly.

See11.
See,

{dur of) to hide.. They hid the wounded flier for a long

time. • to conceal. 6- ! You're

concealing something from me!

Oh . always wears

his heart on his sleeve.- to hide. ? Where was
he hiding all this time? • to be concealed. 3a6-. There's another meaning concealed

behind his words.(,; ppp; pet of) to

conceal. . I couldn't

conceal my indignation, 'to keep from.. We kept the news of her son's

death from her.- to hide. ! So that's where you're

hiding, 'to disappear. .
quickly disappeared around the corner.^ bore. ^ ! What

bore, doing the same thing over and over again! • bore-

dom. Oh, ^. writes

I
he's dying of boredom there.

* -& (P) cheekbone.

sculptor.

sculpture.

mackerel.

{sh, -, ^, -) stingy. -. He's considered stingy. • miserly.. Her grandfather is a miserly old man. • sparing.

Oh . He's sparing with his praise.

CK^no sparingly.^. They gave us supplies very sparingly.

to be bored. . I don't have

time to be bored, 'to be lonely.. I'm lonely for my friends. »,, . You certainly are home-

sick.

([-§n-]; sh -&) dull. 5. I never finished that dull book. • boring.

Oh . He's extreme^

boring to talk with. • tedious. -. We still have

to imdergo a few tedious formaUties.

dull. Em^ 65'? Won't it be

dull for him there? • boring.. His telling of the story was long and boring.6- . I feel a Uttle blue today.

{pel of) to eat.^ -
pord. Eat another piece of pie.

{AN) laxative.& (F) weakness. . We
all have our weaknesses. —§. showed inexcusable weakness in

this matter. — — . Ballet is my weak-

ness. • soft spot. -, ^ ^ -. I think you have soft spot in your heart for him., ?
So you feel very weak in the morning, is that it?

& {sh -6&) weak.

^. Her voice is too weak for such a
large hall. — ^? Do you
want strong or weak tea? — . man of such

weak character is no good for this business. — -^ ^^. Your arguments

seem rather weak to me. — . He's

a weak chess player. — ;^. That's

his weak point. — . This

is the weak Unk in our work. • delicate.; . You're in deUcate

health and must take care of yourself. • mild.. This tobacco is too mild for

me. •. . The re-

sults turned out to be poor. • feeble. ^! That's

a feeble joke!& weakly. .
spoke weakly and without persuasion. • p)oorly.. The brigade worked poorly.

glory.^. The Red Army has covered itself with glory.

• fame. ,, ^. finally achieved

fame. • reputation. .
has reputation as good worker. — ,, .^ . has the

reputation of being a scientist, all right, but actually he

doesn't know anything about the field.^ thank God. ,. Thank
God we've arrived! — He! , .
Don't yell; thank God, we're not deaf!^ ^1! Hats off to him! •,. Come on over; we'll give you a real

feast. ® * , a. good reputation is never heard, but a bad name
is broadcast far and wide.& {sh -bhA) glorious. 5 -. This city has glorious past. •nice.. He's very nice little fellow.

{sh -.; ef,) sweet.. Crimean grapes are very sweet.

• sweetened. ? Do
you drink tea already sweetened, or do you sip it through

lump sugar?& sweetly. ,. smiled sweetly, but didn't help us at all.

Oh , .
was sleeping so blissfully it was a pity to wake him. •^. Your praise doesn't make it

any easier for him.& {AN) dessert. Ha -. For dessert you can have kissel or fruit.

— , , &. Give me
glass of tea instead of dessert. • sweets.

. I prefer salty things to sweets.

10 dessert.. There's wide choice of desserts here.

(,) to send. .
sends you his r^ards. — .

sent her one letter after another.

See&.
{/ef /) on the left. ^
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, . You'd better put the table on the

left and the bed on the right. • on one's left.. Take seat near the window on your

left.

(// /) slightly. .. He's

slightly hurt. • lightly.. just touched on the question lightly.

Oh . He's in his cups today.

(P -bi/gs; g -y/) mark.
— . An automobile passed here; look at

the tire marks. —? Is it possible that all he's gone through hasn't

left a mark on him? • trail.-. We finally found their trail. • footsteps.. We were dogging the enemy's footsteps.

• track. euf .
Now he'll have no way of covering up his tracks. • clue.,,,. You may be able to find out who did it while the

clues are still hot.^ . They're following us.

• . She's disappeared into thin air.

{dur) to follow.. I followed the trial closely. • to see to it.. You'll

have to see to it that this job is done. • to shadow.^
;^, ? What makes you

think he was shadowing you?^ .. I

read American newspapers and periodicals regularly.

then., ? I'm right

then? • so. ;,. This was the last

train, so we'll have to spend the night here.

to follow. ! Follow me. —,. First sketch of the machine is given, and then

its description follows. —. Follow his example and you won't go wrong.

— , .
I hope that you follow the doctor's orders.

andei'e, -? Do you know where you ought to ask for permission?

• 6to . You should have known that.

• Em^ . ought to

visit that museum. • ,-. As was to be expected, the hotels

were full. • 5? Well, what's your

conclusion? • .
You have to get a good rest. •. Everything was done exactly as it should have

been. • . Behave yourself.

• . You have to pay five rubles.

(/prop of/) next. 1';,. If we're late, we'll go by the

next train. —! Next! • following.. I'd act in the following

manner.

(P,,) tear. ;^'-. Tears came to her eyes. — Ond. She came running, all in tears. — 6-. I replied something through my

tears. — Oh .

laughed at my story so hard that tears came to his eyes.

to make (someone) cry. -. You made her cry when you poked

fun at her., . It

hurts to think that all this work was done for nothing.

{dur of) to get off.. I always get off the trolley on this corner.

— He , . Don't get

off the cot until I sweep.! This is our stop!(, -; p,, -, -; -pet of)
to climb down. ^,. Tell him to climb right down from the tree. • to

peel off. . the paint

has peeled off this shelf.

{sh, -nd,,, -) blind. .
The puppies are still blind. — . He's

been blind from birth. —* !;1! You're blind as bat; don't

you see the copybook right under your nose? — ,? He, ? Are you blind

or something? Don't you see you're being cheated?, implicitly. Ond ^ . She trusts

him implicitly. • blindly. 5^
yKa3dHHHM. I won't follow anybody's instructions

blindly.

(P -,-) locksmith.* {dur of).^ {•pet) to fly. 3a cneTdTbyd ed. In week I can fly to Irkutsk and

back and arrange everything.

{^,; -pd of!) to fly.. The sparrow flew from the roof. • to fall

down. Oh . fell down

flight of stairs and was hurt, 'to get fired. 3a

ed OH HaBepHHKd. That sort of thing will get

him fired., ced, . Be pal;

run down and buy some cigarettes.

plum. . Buy some plums at

the market. — .
We have stewed plums for dessert today. • plum tree.

^. We've planted three plum

trees in our garden.

(-BOK P) (sweet; cream. aad -? Who ordered coffee with (sweet) cream?

whipped cream.

too. . She talks too

loud. — . You're too impatient.

— Oh . takes too many

liberties. — ycd? Aren't you too tired?

• too far. , ! Now, that's going a bit

too far!

(- ) dictionary.

as if, as though. ? 6- -. What's that? It sounds as if someone's

walking along the hall. — - ,, ond yd. made me present

of this book just as though he knew I needed it. • like. Ond, . She treats him like a nursc-
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maid would a child. — ,. * Why does he walk around like a lost soul?

(P<) word. 5. Repeat that

word. — ,, . At least let

me put in a word. — .
Tell it to me in your own words. —. and I understand each other with-

out saying a word. — . I didn't under-

stand single word. — , !
But remember, not word to anyone. — ^. I always keep my word. —

Hd. You can take his word. —: . I'm taking you at your word;

you're coming tomorrow. —* —, a

—. Don't give your word unless you
intend to keep it.

G without mincing words., . Without

mincing words, he asked us to move out of the apartment.

in other words. ,? In other words,

you were dissatisfied with your trip; is that it?

lyrics. . The lyrics

of this song are from Pushkin.

— . It was propos, so I

said it. • , ! Mister

Chairman, may I have the floor? • Hopd. It's time to stop this talk. Something has to

be done. • . I

have few things to say to you. •* —,
—. Silence is golden. • ,. Unfortunately

he doesn't do what he says he does. •-,. I think j'ou're only splitting hairs. •, .
I made him promise he'd stop in to see us on his way back.

• , . There's no doubt that he's a

clever fellow. • , cmj/ 5. I have time to write, so you tell him. •-. The defendant

waived his final plea.

addition. . The
children have already learned addition. • constitution.<'. It isn't hard for a man with a strong constitution to

go without food for a day.(,; pd of) to arrange.,. Arrange

these folders neatly, please. • to fold.. Fold the napkins in four. • to add up.. Add up all these numbers. • to put.. You can put the

books in this case, 'to make up.. We made up a song about him.

to give up (a duty).. I'd like to give up the

duties of secretary. • to get rid of. He. Don't try to get rid of the re-

sponsibility.

A OH . still doesn't

want to give up fighting. • {no dur)*? Why are you sitting on j^our hands?

(F) problem. ,? Why do you make problems where none exist?

{sh -) complicated. .
This is a complicated question. • intricate.5 . I haven't quite

figured out this intricate device.

compUcated. ,. always speaks in such a

complicated manner that you can't possibly understand a

thing.

{pd of) to break. ,,
<'-. I think I broke my arm. —,! Be careful not to break the chair.*^ ! You'll be digging

your own grave with this thing.- to break down. . Our
cart broke down on the way.

{-&) elephant. Bo ,. One of the victims of

the bombardment was the elephant in the zoo.

*, no, . As
usual, they're making a mountain out of a molehill. •*-,- ! You've missed

the main point.

{AM /M of prop of/) employee. 6.-
Ko 5? How
many employees work in this office? • clerk.^', -.
Send up to my room a clerk who speaks English.

service.. I was in active service in the Navy. • work.^ ? What time does

he come home from work? • job.? Are you satisfied with your job? • favor. -, . Do me
favor and deliver this package to him.

to serve.- . His ex-

cellent hearing served him well more than once.

office. -. I'll give you my office telephone number.

working hours. ^-. I can't

have private conversations during working hours.

(5%; prap) to serve.. He's serving in the .\rmy.? What's this crank for?

• — .
Let's rest while; my feet won't move another step.

{/g -y/) hearing. .
After his illness he became hard of hearing. • rumor.. kinds of rumors are

spreading throughout the city.

no by ear. ^.. plays by

ear.

*0 ^. I've seen neither hide nor

hair of him.

case.. The doctor told about an interesting case

in his practice. • occasion. He ,! There wasn't single occasion Avhen he

wasn't late. • accident. .
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It was sheer accident that we two met. • chance. ,, ;^ . Of course

he won't miss the chance of meeting her. • opportunity.. He's always glad of an op-

portunity to drink, •circumstance. ,. don't know how to act under

such circumstances.

in that case, ^,. In that case, I'd act decisively.

if worst comes to worst., . If worst comes to

worst, we'll have to take the entire summer house.

BO in any event, in any case.^. I'll come in any event.

in case. —. In

case something comes up, wire me. — ^^^,, . In case I'm late, don't

wait for me for dinner.

just in case. Ha -. Take an umbrella with you just in

case.& accident,. The number of accidents in

our factory has decreased.

under no circumstances.. Under cir-

cumstances refuse that job.

secondhand.. Secondhand piano for sale. • for.. The museum is closed for repairs.

opportunity. 5,. I'll talk to

him about it as soon as I get the opportunity.

(F) coincidence. ,. I was able

to find him because of a lucky coincidence. • accident., -. I assure you your name was overlooked through pure

accident.

unexpected. --. An unexpected event pre-

vented my being there on time. • casual.^^' ^'. Their casual

acquaintance grew into a great friendship.

odd job. Ha. You can't live on those odd jobs.& by chance, accidentally. -. They met in the theater by chance. —. We got to know each

other accidentally. • by any chance. ,,,? Are you on the way to our house by any chance?

Oh . He just happened to be

home.

(dur of) to happen.. Something un-

usual is always happening to her.

Em^'^ . He's been late

before. • £?
Have you ever been in our town?

(pd of) to happen, {no dur)? What happened? — !, . See, it happened the way I said

it would. — - , ,
I happened to pass through here once in the summer. —, . No matter

what happens I'll always be your friend.. They had stroke

of very bad luck. •. got into an awful mess.

() listener. .
He's an attentive listener.

Ha . His lectures

always draw a large crowd.

to listen. ? Did you
listen to the radio today? —. The audience Ustened to him with

great interest.; ? Hello; who's speaking?

•, . This is Moscow speaking,- to obey. Oh, .
demands that everybody obey him.? When does his case come

to trial?

(-,-; /pd: -/) to hear. ,
. Speak louder; I don't hear you. —? Did you hear the news? —*,, . heard something, but doesn't quite

understand what it's all about.

{no pd) Ha ^xo . He's ab-

solutely deaf in one ear.

(F) slush. , ! Look at the slush

today.

He, a -, He's not a man; he's

just a jellyfish.

See.(, -; pd of) to oil.. The car needs oiling. • to paint.-. Paint your throat with iodine, "to

gloss over. . You de-

liberately glossed over the question.

oiling.? What do you use for oiling your car? • grease., . We need some grease for

the wheels.

{d>tr of) to grease. He
noKd . Don't grease the engine before it's

cooled off.

{dur of) to grind,

adjoining. . They

have two adjoining rooms.

{sh -,) brave. 9 . It was

a brave thing to do. • courageous. .
He's a courageous fellow. • bold. Boi&cb, Sto-. I'm afraid that's too bold a

statement to make.

courageously. .
They courageously threw themselves at the enemy. • pluck-

ily. , . The boy

answered pluckily without hesitation, •easily.. Three people can

get in here ea-^ily, 5. You can take

this work on without hesitation,» See.
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shift. .
Only women work on our shift. —? Do 3'ou work on the night shift? •change.. What you need is a

change of scenery. —. took only two changes of underwear with him.

• youth. &6. We ^ve lot of care and attention to our youth.. W^e came to relieve you.« (pet of) to measure.-. Measure the distance between the windows.

•to take. ^. I'll take your

temperature.

OsA , ^ . She
looked him up and down, and he got embarrassed.

{dur of) to get dark.. It's getting dark.

(p /^form only/; -pet of).. It's already dark.

fatal. . His

wound proved to be fatal, •mortal.. They're mortal enemies.

fatally. {1, -
. He's badly wounded, but not fatally. • dead.. I'm dead tired.

r^TOT . I'm just fed up
with this tune. •! Danger!• {P -,- F) death. ^, ^. They knew they were facing certain death.

— ! You scared me to death!

— Oh . He's near death. — 6. I'm bored to death with his stories.? . What's the mat-
ter with you? You're pale as a ghost. •, . They're deadly enemies. •* ,, . Well, you
only die once. •* ^ . I just

love to listen to his songs. • .
was smashed to bits. •* ! I'm
dying for a smoke!

sour cream.

to dare. !
How dare you talk to her in that manner? — He

5. Don't even dare think about it.

(/g -a, -y/) laugh. !
WTiat contagious laugh she has! • laughter.. We just rolled with laughter.

• laughing. mf, . Quit kidding;

I'm in no mood for laughing. —. We just died laughing. • fun. 5 ,. I said it just for the fun of it.

HU to make fim of. ,. I said that, but they made
fun of me.

Oh 5to . , ? was kidding about

that, wasn't he?

[pet of) to mix. Sth, ;^ , .
Mix these two paints and you'll get the color you want.

{dur of&) to confuse. He5 . Don't confuse these two ideas.

[sh,-, -, -) funny.. I don't see anything funny about it. —

^. It's funny how
much alike they are. • ridiculous.. You put me in a ridiculous position.

• silly. ! .
Aren't you silly! We're talking about something altogether

different.

humorously. -. described yesterday's incident very

humorously. • silly. 5 ^. It's silly to talk about this at such a moment.
• funny. ? A . Is it

funny to vou? I feel Uke crying.(,; to laugh. .
We laughed fit to cry. — He! 5 .
Don't laugh. This is a very serious matter. —. Everybody's laughing at him. •to kid. He! ,, . Don't get sore; I'm
only kidding., 5' . Let's see

who'll have the last laugh.

quiet. ?
Whv is your little boy so quiet today? • gentle., , . Rest assured, the

horse is gentle and won't throw you.

still. —! Sit stiU; I'm

taking your picture. —. She can't be still even for a moment.! Attention! (military).& {dur of).
{-^,-; pet of and-) to thresh.(,; ; pd of arvd) to grind., .

Wait, just grind the coffee.& {pet' -).- to blow one's nose. He . Don't

blow your nose so loudly.

(/ ^/) parade. .
There's Pioneer parade today.

to review. ^. Ijet's review our achievements.(,) to look. ,! Look! What pretty girl that one is!

— Oh . He's looking daggers at

me. —, ! Look at that tin-horn

hero! •to look after. ,, . She looks after my children while I'm

at work. • to see. . We
saw new play yesterday. • to attend to.^! . Why didn't you

attend to it before? You can't do anj'thing about it now.

be sure. , ;^,. Now be sure you don't forget I'm expecting

you tomorrow.

depending on. A5 —. It depends on how you approach the

question.

no depending on. ,. We'll decide this on the spot, depend-

ing on the circumstances.

Ha . He's

tolerant of all her little tricks. •. We came face to face with death
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more than once. • .
You've got the wrong slant on it. • He ,
— . Don't follow his example; everybody

knows he's lazy. • . You
have to face the facts.

{/frger of/) .

(;^,; j),, -6, -; to be able,

can. ? Will you be able to

get there on foot?— ^, ^. I'll come if I can.

— ^,. I don't think he'll be able to do it by himself.

meaning. . You're

twisting the meaning of my words. — -. It was difficult for me to get the

meaning of his report. —9 —. That's crime in the full meaning of

the word. • sense. A? What's the sense of your going to the Caucasus

now?— . I don't

see any sense in all this hurry.

common sense., —^ ^^^. It'd

be better if you let common sense rather than theory lead you., , ,,. Well, as regards organization, we're certainly not

behind you. • -? Do you mean it literally or figuratively?

bright.. That boy's unusually bright.

^ee.
{-pet of) to supply.. He'll supply you with what you need.

{dnr of) to supply.. The branch library

supplies us with books.

supply.? How's your supply of raw materials?^ See.
outside. ^^^. Clean the

windows on the outside as well. • from the outside.. The door is bolted from
the outside.

{-pet of) to fit out.-. Well, we've fitted you out for

your trip. • to equip. -. Our expedition is now completely

equipped.

(/ /) .

See.
(// /) first.. finish my work first.. We'll have to begin

all over again.

(P -d,, -6b /fir -a, -y; , ^/) snow.,! Watch out! They're clean-

ing the snow off the roofs. — 3u. The snow sure piled up during the night.

it's snowing. . It's

snowing again today.

G *0h . barged in

on us out of a clear sky. •*9 1;^, -. hasn't the slightest interest in it.

See.
snow. - -. the trains are delayed because of the

snowdrifts. — . The chil-

dren made a snow man.(, ?; -p,, -6, -; pet of) to

take. . I'll take your letters

to the post office. —,, .
Take my baggage downstairs, please. • to blow off.. The wind blew our roof off. • to

put up with. . I couldn't put

up with such an insult, 'to carry, {no d'lr), ^. You can't carry it

alone; let me help you. • to lay. {no dur). The chicken laid an egg.

from below.

^. Up here you won't hear any noise from below. —/. I feel an awful draft coming from

below.

{dur of) to take off. He ,. Don't take your coat off; it's cold here. • to rent.. We rent this summer
place every year. • to take a picture., . I took his picture many times,

but none came out well. • to skim. He ,. Don't skim the cream off. The
milk hasn't settled yet. . I'm

longer taking responsibility for his behavior.

(-) picture. -. took many interesting pictures during

the trip.

X ray (picture). .
We'll take an X ray of your leg and see what the trouble is.

See.
{/pel: -/) to dream. .

I dreamed of my father last night. —. I didn't even dream about such a success.. I had strange

dream last night.

(///) over again. .
I've read all of Tolstoy over again. • again., . I awoke in the

middle of the night, but went back to sleep again immediately.

to do over again. ,. The' so bad we've got

to do it over again.

(-d) sheaf. 1; . They were

tying the wheat into sheaves.

technique. 5. has developed wonderful technique in this work.. It's tricky

job.

(^,; dur of) to put up with.! How can he put up with

all these insults! 'to carry backwards., . We're rowing as

hard as we can, but the current is carrying us backwards.

bearable. ,. Living conditions are not too good there,

but bearable.
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pretty fair. "^ ?" ",". "How's he getting along there?" "Oh, pretty

fair."

(AN) sleeping medicine.

See.
(^,; ^;,, -,

-; , sh F; pd of&) to take off.5 . Take these boxes off the

truck. — , ^. Take your

shirt off; I'll examine you. — . was
taken off his job. 'to take down.. Help me take down this handbag. • to get off.. We couldn't get

the boat off the shoal by oiu-selves. • to harvest.. The wheat has already been harvested, 'to
pick. . All the apples have already

been picked, 'to withdraw.. They withdrew the charge of embezzlement

against him. — . I withdrew my
proposal. • to lift.. The enemy had to lift the siege from
the city. • to rent.. I rented room for you at a neighbor's apart-

ment.

to question. .
They've already been questioned.

to cut a deck.. cut the deck and started dealing.

to make a copy.. I've made of this letter.

to take measurements., &^ . Wait, I'll take your measurements.§ ;^ . We brought

in good harvest this year. • *3a Sto .
They'll chew my head off for that. • ,>. I took powder and all the pain

disappeared as if by magic.

CO {for before some dusters, §57) with.? Will you go to the theater with me? —. brought his own violin with him.

•from. ? Did you

get your change from the hundred rubles? —
Hd. I'm putting it off from day to day.

• off. ^ ^. Take your things

off the chair. • in. Co 5.
You'll understand it in time. • to. Co. Such things don't happen to me.

dog. He, . Don't be

afraid; the dog doesn't bite. —, 5. No, it's not a pedigreed dog.— !. Aren't you ashamed?

Always fighting like cats and dogs! — ', .
I'm dog tired. — A ,? ! What
do you think I am, a dog? I'm a human being, too! • hound.

co6dK. The hunter whistled to the

hounds.

—, . We
have more actors here than you can shake a stick at. • *M6-, . You
can rely on him; he's an old hand at it. •*! That's the root of the matter.

See .

See.
{dur of) to collect.1. I've been collecting this Ubrary for

twenty years. — ? Do you
collect stamps? — -. I'm collecting material for an article on

Soviet movies. — 5. This fellow collects the trade-union

membership dues. • to pick. —! We've got lots of mushrooms here. All you have

to do is to pick them, 'to prepare.. The landlady is preparing her sons for

a trip.- to get together.. People get together at their house every Sunday.
• to intend. ^ ? Where do you

intend to go this summer? • to get ready. , -, . The train left while we were getting

ready. ? What
are you going to do tonight?•. It

looks like rain.

cathedral.

meeting. ? Were

you at the meeting today? •collection.5^ . You'll find

the best collection of paintings of this artist here.

complete works.. I bought the com-

plete works of Chekhov.& collected works. >;? Do you have the collected works of

Tolstoy?& (-^, -; p-;-,-,-,-; , sh F-.; pet of) to

gather. . Gather all

your boys together in the yard. —. The dress is gathered at the neck, •to receive.

Hdma . Our

motion received a majority of the votes. • to assemble., .
took apart, cleaned, and reassembled my radio (receiver).,

§. I had to get up all my courage to tell him

that. • -. Give u -> some-

thing to eat.- to gather. ?
What are all those people gathered there for? —. Gather your

thoughts and tell everything exactly as it happ nxl.

D , .
I'll do it. Just give me a chance to get my bearings.

• ^ . Get up

enough courage to tell him the whole truth.

(F)

national property.

personal property.

publi? property.

socialist property.

private property.

own. . This

is my own typewriter. — ( 5)
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. I know it from my own experience.

no & voluntarily., . Nobody
is ordering him to f^o; he's going voluntarily.

proper name.

really. ,, 5? What does he really mean by it? • strictly

speaking. ,, ,. Strictly speaking, he's not an American, but he

grew up in America., ;^ § ^.
sure you hand it to him in person.•, §. As

matter of fact I wouldn't want to take this job at all.

event. , §? Don't you realize what a great event it

is?

{dur of) to commit.! He's committing a great crime!

of age. :. sign; he's of age.

absolute. .
This is absolute nonsense. • perfect.. Only perfect fool could have said

that. • complete. 9 . It was

a complete failure.

completely. -. I completely agree with you. — .
He's completely blind. • perfectly. .
I'm perfectly healthy. • entirely. .
It is entirely unnecessarj'.

6to ^. I have no use for it at

all. • ! That's right!

{/pd: y-/).

{fd of) to do. He )-. Not everyone can do something as

brave as that.

(F) conscience. He^ — !
I can't; my conscience won't let me. —. He's got lot on his conscience. —^- . I'll call

him anyway, so my conscience doesn't bother me.

— . I've got to

admit it's very well done. • »:!, 5. Truthfully speaking, I understand

very little about this matter. • ^' -. I recommend him to you
without qualification. •*0 ,. has his heart in his work.

advice. — .
My advice is not to get yourself mixed up in this matter.

— , .
Ask him; he can surely give you good advice. • council.? What did they

decide at the family council?

Supreme Soviet {See appendix 4).() town soviet.. Apply for permits at the town
soviet.

faculty meeting.. She went to her faculty

meetin .

() Council of

People's Commissars («See appendix 4)-

Council of Nationalities (See

appendix 4)-

Coiosa Council of the Union {See appendix 4)-

Technical Council of ths People's Commissariat for Com-
munications.

to advise. ' ^ .
The doctor advises him to go south, 'to recommend.. I don't recommend that

you quarrel with him.- to consult. Ond, . She
consults her mother about everything.

Soviet. . He's

real Soviet man. — -, . worked

more in the trade unions and the party than in the Soviet

administration.

Soviet power.

Soviet literature.

Soviet Union.

conference. . -? Who attended the conference yesterday?—--. The production conference planned a series of new

measures.

{pd of ) to combine.^ ^. It's difficult to combine these two

occupations. • to f t in. ^. I can't fit this in with the way
I imag'ne him. . The

interests of our two countries are mpletely compatible.

{dur f) to combine..
combines job at the clinic with lecturing at the university.

(-, -; p -; pd of) to lie.! . What guy! lied

with traight face.

contemporary. -;^? How do you like contemporary

Russian painting? • modern.^. Modern youth isn't much

interested in that.

(// /) completely. .
lost his mind completely. • entirely.. They take n entirely different approach

to the matter. • absolutely. ^. Everything hid to be done in an absolutely

different way.

just about. cobcJm -. I've just about made up my mind to stay here.! Nothing of the kind! •©-. She's good and sick now. •. don't quite get.. I certainly didn't want to offend vou. •. I'm better off because of it.

• . isn't so much in love

with her.

sovkhoz, state-operated farm.& consent. .
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You can't leave without his consent. • harmony.. They spent many
years in perfect harmony. • agreement.. They decided to

separate by mutual agreement.

{pet of) .- to agree. ^ ^,. I can't

agree with you at all. • to consent. ,. Ask him; perhaps he'll

consent to come with us. • to admit. !,. Admit that you've made a mistake.

(pet of) to time.. The bus

traffic is timed to the arrival of the trains. • to clear. Bdme. Your
appointment still has to be cleared with the director.;^ . It's

difficult to make such different interests mesh.

{dur of) to adjust.

{dur of) .- to agree. —. You've

convinced me — I agree.

See.
{pet of) to bend.

(-, -; dur of) to warm. 9. This stove doesn't warm
the room at all.

{ppp; pet of) to warm.

no, . Walk up and down the

room; you'll warm your feet, at least. • to warm up. -
^. Warm up some soup for me.

>? Shall I make you some tea?

(-^^ -) to support.. supports his mother, 'to keep. ^^ . It's

hard to keep such a big apartment clean.- to be supported. 9( . This children's home is

supported by our kolkhozniks.

(pet of).
compound. -. This is some chemical compound

I don't know about. • jimction.. Our imit went ahead to

make a junction with our regiment.

{/ppp of/).
United States.. I'm citizen of the United States.

(pet of; to connect. -? Haven't they connected

you yet with the information bureau? — ,,. Cormect me with the director,

please.

(dur of) to combine..
combines great learning with unusual modesty.- to unite. ,! Workers

of the world, unite! • to be combined., 5. In him, great ability is combined with modesty, and

that's a rare thing, you know
regret. .

I left there without any regrets.

R imfortunately. ,^ . Unfortunately, I can't do thing

for you.^ See.
See. ^

See. *

(dur /).(& (, -; ; pet of) to call

together. . called together

all his friends. • to call. ^ -? When do you think you'll call the meeting?

(pet of) to get on the phone.? Were you able to get

him on the phone?& (-, -; inw -; prger -^; dur of) to make. He .
Don't make new complications.& See.

(-, -, §^7; inw -; ,,, -;,-,-,-; ;
sh F -^; pet of) to create. -. We have created favor-

able working conditions for our scientists, 'to make.. I'm not made for this work,

•to coin. . You've

just coined a new expression.

(-,-; inw-; prger-; dur of) to be conscious. .
isn't conscious of his guilt. • to reaUze. ,^? Do you realize how important this is?

Oh , . He's so sick

that nothing registers on him any more.

- to confess.^ . The

criminal took a long time, to confess. • to admit. -
&, . I admit I was wrong.

realization. -. The realization of being unnecessary tortured him.

•consciousness. ? Has he

already regained consciousness? • sense.. She has strong sense of duty.

responsible.. He's already quite grown and

responsible person. • willful.. This is willful evasion of duty.

Q& knowingly. Sto,. did it, know-

ingly ignoring the interests of his friends. • conscientious.

Oh . He's very conscientious

in his work.

(ppp, sh F-; pet of) to

reahze. ). realized his mistake.

- to confess., ?
Confess now, didn't you swipe all my pencils? — (no dur); -. I must confess this was a complete surprise to

me.

*0h . made clean

breast of everything.

See.
{-, -; dur of). ^ -? When are strawberries in season here?
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(pet of) to be ripe. .
The grain is ripe already.

{dur of) .

iSee.
See.
(-, -; , -, -6, -; or; pet of) to come down. !

Come on down! • to get off. -. You have

to get off at the next stop and change to another trolley.

• to go away. . My sun-tan

hasn't gone away yet. 'to pass. ,? Do you think he'll pass as a

specialist?

it'll do. , ,-! This wasn't done well, but it'll do.. The trolley jumped the

tracks. • . Help her off the

bus.

-cb to agree. . We'll agree on a price,

•to hit it off. . We hit it off

right off the bat. . They were incompatible.

• . the

witnesses gave the same testimony.

(/^, coKf/) juice.

(-,-; pet of) to cut short.. My
stay here was cut very short. • to cut down on.^ . They're going

to cut down on the staff in our office. —. I'll have to cut down on my
vacation. § . I read an

abridged edition of that novel.- to cut down on expenses. §. We'll have to cut down on our

expenses this month. • to diminish, to fall off. 3a. The number
of technicians has greatly diminished during the war., . Cut it out; leave me alone.

(dur of) to make shorter.. I don't want to make this

article shorter.- to grow shorter. ;,. The days are grow-

ing shorter. No wonder our electric bills are getting larger.

• to get smaller. ,! You ought to understand that our expenses aren't

getting any smaller.

See.
(",-; ; pet of) to lie. Ond. She lied on purpose.

igp) soldier.

salty. . The soup is too

salty. • pickled. ?
Do you want pickled cucumbers or fresh ones?

See&.
([--]; gp) sun.. It got cold as soon as the sun went down.—

He . Don't stay out in

the sun too long.

(-) nightingale. , !
nightingale is singing. What beauty!* . hungry belly has no

ears.

straw.

straw. . Buy
yourself straw hat.

grass widow. ^. She's going to be grass widow for two
weeks.

corned beef.

salt-shaker.

(P, F) salt. .
Put little more salt in the soup. —! — ! They
have very high opinion of themselves. They think they're

the salt of the earth!

Epsom salts.? Can we get Epsom salts here?

,, ? Exactly

what is the essence of your story?

(-, -) to doubt.,.
I doubt that this can be done in such a short time. —. I never doubted

his honesty, 'to worry. He, ^. Don't worry; everji;hing will be all right.

() sleep. .
Sleep is the most important thing for a person in your con-

dition. • dream. . I saw you in

my dream last night. —5 , .
That time was just like a dream. — ,. I've been going around all day today as if in a

dream.

^^^ . He's very light sleeper.

• , . I heard them

come in while I was half asleep. • Co ,. I didn't understand what they were saying

to me; I was still half asleep. •? Do you always read before going to sleep? •*
, 5 . Really, I've got

clean bill of health in this matter. •* —. ? I can't under-

stand what's gotten into the old man today. He's the soul

of friendliness.

(dur of) to reaUze. , -. You shouli have realized what

you were doing, 'to figure out. He ,! Why ask me? Figure it out for yourself.

OH ! What a slow thinker he

is!

See,
(pet of) .- ! So you finally got it!

(dur of) to let know. -, . You don't have to let me
know in advance; just come. • to report. -

.... Our correspondent reports ....

information.. They were broadcasting

information from a theater of military operations. • word.. We received
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word of our uncle's arrival, •connections.. We have

very good connections with the center of town.

air connections.. There are

air connections between these islands.1 telegraph communication.

telephone communication.-? Do you have timetable for the suburban trains?

• .
There's trolley line running from town to the factory.

{pd of) to let know.. Let me know by telegram when you

arrive. • to inform. .
It's necessary to inform his relatives. • to break the news.

;' . I had

to break the news of his brother's death to him. 'to tell.. I must

tell you something very important, 'to announce. 06
6tom . They just announced

it on the radio.

building. 9. These buildings take in a tremendous area.

according.. acted according to your directions.

cop i/g -y; copy/) rubbish. cop?

Where can I put out the rubbish?*, ! We'd better

wash our dirty Unen at home.

(-^, -; p-;-,-,-,-; , sh F-; pet of&) to

tear off. . Tear off

the old wallpaper first, 'to blow off.. The wind blew my hat off. 'to pick., , . I see all your flowers

are picked. . You spoiled the

whole thing for me by this trick.- to tear down. . The curtain was
torn down. .
I don't know myself how I let such coarse language slip.

• He , ! Don't stand on
the running board; you can fall off! •

^'^ . suddenly jumped up
from his chair and ran into the hall. •-. Because of the

shortage of coal, important machinery parts were not finished.

competition.? Which plant won the competition? • meet.

Oh .
won first place in the swimming meet.

socialist competition.

Hdme no -. Our obligation in the socialist

competition was fulfilled.

to compete. ? Who's
competing with us?

(,) to mess up. He,. Don't mess up this place; it was just cleaned.

? What do you throw your
money around for?

(-U) weed.

{gdil copoKd, %22) forty.

fortieth.

(P -d, -) quality. A ^? And how much does a kilogram of the best

quality tobacco cost? • kind. Ha^. You can buy all kinds of fruit

at the market. — . This

is a very low kind of humor.

(coc^,; dur) to suck. " 5 ?""". "What are you sucking?" "A hard candy.". I'm so hungry

I have an empty feeling in my stomach.

(P, -, -) neighbor.. At the scream all the neighbors came running.

Oh . lived in the

same apartment house with me.

neighbor F.

neighboring. -. We are competing with the neighboring kolkhoz.

• next. 5^ . They live in the next

house.

hot dog, frankfurter. ,^,. Give me hot dog and a cup of

coffee, please.

([-k»v-]; dur o/) .

(-",-; pet of) to jump off.

Oh ^. jumped off the trolley

while it was still moving. • to come off.. The wheel came off its axle.

cocHU (P) pine tree.

{dur of) to concentrate.-. We're now concentrating all our

energy on the reconstruction of industry.

{pet of) to concentrate..
The main forces of the army were concentrated on the fron-

tier. — 5.
Concentrate your attention on this problem.

composition. ? What's

the composition of this powder? —? What's the composition of the new

government? • compound. 5:. Be careful with this compound; it

may explode.

rolling stock.

{pet of) to compile.. He'll help you com-

pile the statistical tables. — -. compiled good reference book. • to put together.. Put these

two tables together and cover them with a tablecloth.

• to pile. . Just pile all

the furniture here, 'to collect. -. collected rather large library,

•to make up.. They asked me to make up the lesson schedule.

• to amount to. .
this will amount to not less than a hundred rubles. • to form.
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? Have
you formed any ideas about this matter yet?

to make a (police) record.. The
poUceman came and made a record of what had happened.

to make a name for oneself., . He's already made
name for himself as a painter.

(dur of) to add up. 5^. this

together doesn't add up to a large amount.

condition. ,. This is an old car, but it's still in good

condition. — ,. I'm so tired that I'm not in any condition to raise a

hand. • state. ,. Until the telegram came she was in

a bad state. • fortune. -. His grandfather had quite a large fortune. • shape.

Oh;^ . returned in very

bad shape.

to be capable. -. He's capable of being rude to you.. He's in

very poor health.

(-, -; dur) to be made up.. Our club mem-
bership is made up mostly of young people. • to consist of.^ ? What will my
duties consist of? . I've been

member of the trade union for a long time. •? Who's in your family? • Ha. I support three people.- to take place. -. The show will not take place because of the

actress's illness.

(pet of) to cook. -. She cooked a wonderful dinner. • to whip

up. Oh , -. whipped up this report in half a day,

and that's why it's such nonsense.

meet. .
Sports meets take place here. • contest.. won first prize in a sprint-

ing contest.^ vessel. 9^. This acid mustn't be kept in a metal vessel. —
;^. One of his

large blood vessels burst.& {pd ofca^ and) to count.? Did you count those present?

(dyr of) to count.

{pet of) to create.

{gp-) hundred. Ha .
Hundreds of people came to the meeting. — -

5? Did you pay a hundred (rubles) for this?

corp^ See.
co-worker.. was my co-worker and assistant for

many years, •contributor. §.
He's contributor to this newspaper.

personnel.. The ruUng affects all

personnel of this office.

co-worker F.

hundredth.

coyc sauce.

gravy dish.

{pet of) to keep. 5. Keep this to remember me by. — Sto. I'll keep it for you.. I

have very pleasant memories of them. •5. Under circumstances start

conversation about it.- to keep. . The
fruit won't keep in such heat, 'to be preserved.. He's well

preserved for his age. • to have (something) left.. We still have

some jam left over from last year. .
Even in his old age he has a good memory.

{dur of) to keep.,-! Ladies and gentlemen, keep calm!

—1) . Keep in a cold place.

— §.
I'm keeping the newspaper clippings on this conference.- to be preserved. ,. Meat can't be preserved long in this climate.& socialization.

socialism.

socialist.

socialist..
social insurance.^ social science.()

socialist competition.

work.. I have the complete works of Turgenev.

•composition. .
The teacher gave us a difficult composition to write.

{pet of) to compose. u&njao. He composed a whole symphony. • to write.

Oh no§ . wrote

pretty good poem about it.

{dur of) to make up. He ^,. Don't believe him! He's making it all up!

{sh -4Hd) juicy., ,^. Be careful, don't get it on your

dress; the pear is very juicy. • rich.! What rich colors this artist uaes!^ See,
sympathy.

{dur) to sympathize. .
I sympathize with you very much.

Oh . Other people's

troubles don't concern him.

See.
See.1 See.

Soviet Union. CJoibae? Have you been in
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the Soviet Union for a long time? • union.? Are you a union member? • alliance.. These countries

concluded a defensive alliance. • coaUtion. -.
The coalition of democracies turned out to be stronger than

the Fascist Axis. • conjunction. "", . The word "" is preposition, not

conjunction.103 coios() See appendix 4-

The Soviet Union.

ally. ! Greetings

to our American allies! —5. was faithful ally of mine in this fight.

union..̂ Our country consists of sixteen union

republics..
sleeping car (Pullman).. We traveled by sleeping car (Pullman).

(gp -) bedroom.

asparagus.& rescue.. rescue party was sent into the mountains.

lifeboat.

Ufe preserver.. The life preservers are on the

upper deck.

life belt.. The captain ordered everybody to

put on life belts.

(diir of) to rescue.. rushed to rescue the drowning man.! Run for your Ufe!

thanks. ! You can't

expect any thanks from him! • fortunately.,.
Fortunately I met friend of mine at the railroad station and

he lent me five rubles.. Thanks a lot. •! Thank
you! •,. With pleasure, thanks.

• Sto, ? , , 5.
So that's all we got? Well, we've got no kick coming.

• , . I must thank

my friend; he helped me out.

(^, -; p,, -6, -; pd of) to

save. Stot . This doctor

has saved many Uves. — 5 ^. turned this whole thing into a joke

and saved the situation,(,; p) to sleep.? Do you sleep well on the train?— ,-. Sleep well. They'll wake you on

time, •to be asleep. ,. was stiU fast asleep when we came. —
A, ,,, ? And what
were you doing when it happened? Were you asleep?

• to dream. ,? !
What's the matter with you? Are you dreaming? You
almost ran into a pole.

*0h , . His
one dream is to get to the Caucasus. • ! It's

time to go to bed.& (M) play.? Are there still tickets for the Sunday play?
• show. Ha 5tot , . The
price of admission to the show has been reduced. —. They're

having an amateur show at school today.

{sh; ripe. ^? Are these

pears ripe?

(///) first. ,. Have some tea first and then go. • at first.

cneped . I didn't recognize you at first.— Cnep-

Bd OH , ,. At first I didn't Uke him, but now I see what a

fine person he is.

in front. ^. The coat

is a Uttle too tight in front.

(,; ppp; pet of) to sing.-! Sing something for us.

(/-/) expert. .
He's an expert on railroad matters.

speciaUst. ^. Our factory needs good speciaUsts. —^ .
You ought to go to heart specialist. • expert. He^, 5 . I can't tell you;

I'm not an expert in this field.

(F) occupation. A ?
What's his occupation? • specialty. —§. Making pancakes is her specialty.

special.. I advise you to pay special

attention to this project. —. Special knowledge is needed for this

job. — ). From
our special correspondent.

especially., , I came especially to talk

to you.

work clothes.. According to the agreement,

the plant has to supply you with work clothes,

(^,; p,, -, -; pet of*) to

bake. ^! I'll bake you pie.

(pet) to hurry. He, pdno. Don't hurry;

it's still early. — cnemd,. Don't

hurry; do this thoroughly, 'to be fast. Bdnra. Your watch is fast.

urgent. . was

called out on an urgent matter.

special deUvery letter.. There's a special deUvery letter for you.

urgent. ? Is this very urgent?. Send this special

delivery, • . got ready

for his trip in no time.& (a, P) back. cnnnd. My
back aches. — . stood with his

back to us. — Sto -
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? Aren't you ashamed of yourself for doing it behind his

back?

back. He -. I don't like chairs with such high backs.

(P -u/ff -y; /) alcohol.

(-) list. ,. They brought your laundry. Check it with

your list. — , .
Here's list of things you have to buy. • manuscript copy.

Er6 . His poems were

circulated in manuscript copies.

Q ballot.

match. ? May I

have match, please? — ,. struck the match, but it didn't light. —. Buy me a box of matches., . Her legs are like sticks.

alloy. . This is an alloy

of tin and lead.

(gp) gossip. He §. I won't believe all this gossip.

solid. , . The

crowd moved forward like a solid wall. • continuous.. The road leads

through a continuous stretch of woods. • complete.! This is complete nonsense!

straight. ,-. We worked for two weeks

straight to get the job done on time.

very often.. very often makes mistakes..
the walls were covered with paintings. • Bo. the

houses in our village were burned down during the war.

• ^. I won't

have minute to myself tomorrow.

calm. , -. The sea is calm today; we can go boating.

— . speaks

in very calm manner. • quiet. He, 5-. Don't be scared; this is a quiet horse.

rest assured. ,^ -. Rest assured; everything will be

done in time.

calmly. , .
She calmly replied to all the questions.! Good night!

(/cf/) in full. .
paid his debt in full.

{/g -y/) argument. ? What
is the argument all about? • discussion.. discussion has

been going on among scholars about this matter for a long

time. • debate. § ?
Aren't you tired of these endless debates?

G , . There's no denying

that she's a rather clever girl.

to argue. ! He ,. It's terrible! The minute you get

together you start arguing.— .

You can't argue against it. • to discuss., . There's

use discussing it with him; he never listens to anybody
anyway. . Everyone to his own taste.

controversial. He -. There's no use raising controversial issues. • debatable.. That's a debatable question.

sport. ? What's your
favorite sport?

sports. Oh -. doesn't miss single sports event.

athletic field.. The opening of

the new athletic field took place yesterday.

gymnasium.. The meeting is in the gymnasium at eight

o'clock.

way. . I've

tried to convince him every way. • method.5? Have you heard

about the new method of treating this illness? • manner.: ....
The manner in which this liquid is used is as follows: ....

(F) ability. ,. has great ability, but he just

doesn't know how to work. —. He's completely lost the ability

to control himself. • flair.. You have flair for languages.

knack.. This boy has

knack for mechanics.

turnover.? What's the daily turnover

in this dining room?

capable. .
He's very capable young scholar. — ,. He's capable of

saying nasty things when he fhes into a rage. • able. He
;^.

Not everyone is able to work a fifteen-hour day.

See.
{/cf/) on the right.. Put this table on the right near the window.

• to the right. . Drive up to

the right of the house. • at (someone's) right.? Who is sitting at the hostess's right?

(F) justice. ,. I'm not asking for any favors,

only justice. — ^,. You've got to do him justice; he's very intel-

ligent. • fairness. ^. In all fairness, he should

really go on his vacation before everybody else, 'truth.5,, -. Unfortunately, there's no doubt about the truth of

these rumors.

just. -. That's an entirely just demand. • fair. On
1&. He's always fair
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in what he says about people. • justified. -. Your suspicions turned

out to be justified.

right. . That's

absolutely right. • justly.. settled their argument justly.

(pd of).- to handle. A 5? Will you
be able to handle this job? — ,. What little devil! I just can't

handle him. • to manage. -. My mother couldn't

manage such a large household all by herself. • to ask.

Kdccy, . Call the

box office and ask if they have any tickets. —, ? Ask at

the lost-and-found office if your wallet is there. • to inquire.

no,, . Inquire

by phone when the train arrives.

inquiries.. You can make inquiries about me at my
factory. • statement. -. Bring statement

from your house management about the number of your
dependents. • note. .
I have written note from the doctor saying that I am sick..
Find out exactly how much the trip costs.

(dur of&) .- to manage. , ? Well,

how do you manage your work? 'to ask about.- . Someone asked

about you over the phone.

([-§nj-]) guidebook.

— ? Where can I buy
a good guidebook of the USSR? • directory.. I

was able to get a railroad directory for you. • handbook.,, -? I think you have an American handbook on
metallurgy'.

{dur of; to ask. He,^. Don't ask me; I won't tell you
anything anj'way. — (no pet) --? Did someone ask for me? — {no pet) -. Somebody asked for you.? What can you expect of him?

{/g -y/) asking.,. Pardon me for having taken your magazine
without asking. — ! No harm in asking.
• demand. . We have
an enormous demand for books.

(^,; pd of) to ask., ?
May I ask you how I can get to the station? • to inquire.. You can inquire at the ticket

office., . Find out when
our train leaves.^ See.(, -; pd of) to hide. -

. I hid my
purse somewhere and now I can't find it.. They hoped
that they could keep it under their hats.- to hide. . hid in the bushes.

See.
See.

sloF)e. ,. The slope was so steep

that the driver asked us to get out of the car. • way down.. The way down wasn't long.* , . If any-
one bothers us, we know how to take care of ourselves.

{dnr of) to let down. -. Let the load down carefully.

( pd), ,. Watch him closely; you're responsible for him.
• {no pd) Ohc4 . She couldn't take

her eyes off him.- to climb down. . We
were climbing down the mountain for a whole hour. • to

come down. - ?
Did you ever come down in a parachute? • to slope,^^ . The street slopes sharply to the

river. (,; pd of; to let down.. Let the curtains down
and light the lamp.

to launch. &. They launched big ship yesterday.,. You've gotten very fat. You ought to lose some
weight. • Oh. lost his whole monthly wages playing cards.

•, . Be care-

ful, they've let their dogs off the chain. • *3a. ought to have his

hide tanned for this. • ^, . We let him get

away with his impertinence once; but he shouldn't try the

same thing again. • ,, . If he goes on that

way, they're sure to throw him out on his ear.- to come down. , -. Wait for the manager; he'll come down shortly.

{/with a; prger of/) later., .
left our town as a boy, and I didn't see him again until

years later. • after. ,^ . After while he saw that they didn't

believe him.

carelessly. .
They worked carelessly.

See.
comparison. . This

is very good comparison. —? How can you make a comparison between

those two?

no in comparison.

— . Sverdlovsk is very

small town in comparison to Moscow.
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of his predecessor. • ^ ;^'-. The amount
of coal mined this year is triple what it was last year.

{dur of and) to compare.! How can you compare them?

{pd of; to compare., ? Compare these two
colors ; which one will go better? • to stand up to., . When it

comes to speed no one can stand up to him.

(pd of).
(dur of).- to fight. . They fought for

their country.

battle.

See.
(pd of).- to fight, to combat. ^. I had opportunity to fight the

enemy myself., . Do you want to have a

game of chess?

(/cf/) immediately.. couldn't answer my question immediately.

• all at once.. Five people barged into our room all at once. • right

off. . We took to him right off.

• at once. . I imderstood it at once.

right after. .
We'll come right after dinner.

cpeflfii (P,,) environment.. This is altogether the wrong
environment for him. • set. ;^ ^-. I'll introduce you to the literary set." (a, P,,) Wednesday.-. Come see me Wednesday. —. On Wednesdays I work
in the library.

in the middle of. .
round table stood in the middle of the room. • among.. Among all

these books there isn't a one that's interesting. —.
Among the visitors there were several well-known artists.? Who goes

dancing in broad dayUght?

middle. . Look in the

middle drawer. — — . She's

middle-aged woman, 'medium. — . He's

of medium height. • average. -. He's man of average abihty. —? What's the average pay at your

factory? • just fair. ^.
Our harvest this year is just fair.

on an average.. I work on an average of nine hours

a day,

Middle Ages.

high school.. He's already entered high school.,, . Well, you

know, this is a pleasure I can do without. •, . It's neither novel nor

short story, but something in between.

means. .
We don't have enough means of transportation. —. has means
of existence. — . They
always lived beyond their means. • way.. We tried to quiet

him in every way we could. • remedy.. I have good cough remedy.

means of production.- .
Give me something for a headache. • ,. I'd go to the country but I

can't afford it.

See.(,; pd of and) to

cut. . Cut the fat off the meat. —. I'll cut some roses for

you right away.

(dur of) to cut. He, ;^ . Don't cut your corns

yourself; better go to a doctor.

(dur of).
(/g -/) date.? On what date will you be able to deliver my

suit? • time.. promised to fix your shoes in the

shortest possible time. — ! Give me time!

on time. , .
I'm afraid we won't make it on time. . My as-

signment ends tomorrow. • Ha? How long is your visa for?

(sh -) urgent.. The factory is working three shifts on

an urgent order. — .
There's an urgent telegram for you.

immediately. -. had to be operated on immediately. .
I'll try to straighten out the matter promptly. •!
Urgent!

(dur of&) to tear down. He !
Don't tear down the posters.

He . Why take it out

on others?

quarrel. - ? What brought

on the quarrel? • squabble.. I can't stand their constant squabbles.

on the outs. , ? Say, are

you on the outs with him?

(dur).- to quarrel. . They're always quarreling.

CCCP(fes-es-es-er]; inded M)( -) USSR (The Union of Soviet Socialist

Republics).& to stand up. ^ ,. It's better to lay these bottles down than

to stand them up. • to put. He
— . Don't put so much on the table;
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we're not very hungry. — -. You're putting me in an awkward spot. — -. You put the

question absolutely wrong. • to stage. 9. This play has already been staged many
times. ^ to blame. ^. I don't blame you for it.. doesn't mean thing

around here. •* .
Don't be so exacting.

(gp) shutter. ,. Close the shutters; it's already dark outside.

stadium.

(P) herd, flock.

experience. !^. His experience fits this job perfectly. —. has lot of ex-

perience as an employee in industry.

internship.. This young doctor is going

through an internship in the hospital.

glass. . Give me a glass of

water.

([-k»v-]; dur o/).- to clash. . Our
interests clash here, 'to run across.. I just never ran across

him.

(F) steel.

steel.

standard. Bee -. All our production is according to the standard.

standardization.

standard. — -. This is standard model of our factory

cars. (-,-; dur of) to stand.. Stand in line. — 5-. These stories make
my hair stand on end. • to get. ,. It's getting cold; shut the window, 'to

become. . He's be-

coming a good worker. —. Our mine is becoming known all

over the country.

(-) bench. ^,. I came near the bench where he was working.
• lathe.^. She has to go from one lathe to the other during

her shift.

printing press.& weaving loom.

Oh . has been factory

worker for many years.

See,
station. 1^^§? What station is this?

— . It's not far from here to the

station. • stop. ^ .
You have to go to the last stop.

G & skiing resort.

weather bureau.

telephone exchange.. This is the building of

the central telephone exchange.

power works.

to try.. We tried with all our might to pull the car out.

•to work. ! He's the one

who worked hardest of all!

{/pd: no-, y-/) to age.. He's begun to age rapidly of late.

(-A) old man. On . He's a very

nice old man. • old-timer., . We have only few

old-timers left in the factory; almost all the others are new.

the good old days.. In the good old days they had even greater athletes.

• old boy, man, fellow, pal. , ,?
Why so pensive, old boy?. It's an ancient custom.

antique. .
They have heavy antique furniture. • old.. This is an old Russian custom. — ^. I'm going to the exhibition

of old icons.- old-fashioned.-, . His manner of

speaking is a little old-fashioned, but I like it.

(F) old age.. remained kindly and lively per-

son even in his old age. —,, ,? What do you want me to do in

my old age? Dance a jig?

"^, ! It's no fun to be old!

old woman. Ax, ,^ ! Go
on, you don't consider yourself an old woman, do you?* — ^^ !
You'll have to excuse me. Even the wisest of us can make a

mistake.

See.
older. . This is my older

brother. • oldest. . Her oldest

son is a flier. • senior.. The senior class took care

of the athletic field. • adult. ,. The adults went to the theater and the

children remained alone.

older. ; ,. has two sisters, one older and the other

younger than he. . This book is

for older children. • ? Who's in

charge here?& {sh -pa / -6, -hi/; cp) old.. He's old and sick. —. He's an old acquaintance of mine. — Moft. My old shoes are being

repaired now. —,, .
Oh, well, that's the way it was during the old regime. —. brought me

bottle of old wine. —
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Oh — . He's a man of old-

fashioned ideas.

older. . looks

older than his age.

statistics.

statue.(,; pet of) to stand.. Let's stand nearer the exit. • to stop.. The car suddenly

stopped in the middle of the road. — (no dur). My watch stopped. • to become. -. He became famous. —. This became known to everybody

very soon. — (no dur)? Since when has he become interested in tech-

nology? 'to begin, (no dvr). After the crisis he began to recover

rapidly. • to start, (no dur) ,,-, . Once he'd start talking, we
couldn't tear ourselves away. • to cost, (no dtr) *9^. It'll cost you a pretty penny. • to be., .
When I was boy, I dreamed of being a flier.

BO at any price.. I want good collection of Soviet stamps at any
price. • no matter what happens.. You have to be there to-

morrow no matter what happens.

so. — , -. There's dead end here, so we'll have to turn back.

BO to head. Bo. young worker headed the movement.

to be on one's feet., nd,. At first we had

a tough time of it, but now we're on our feet again.

to start working.. They started working

again today at six A.M.
to become of. A ?

What became of your friend?? , . You don't want
to? Well, don't then. • 3a ? What's the

hitch? • (no dur)*, ,. You'll see, he'll still bawl you out. You can

expect that from him. • (no dur) .
passed away at three o'clock sharp. • (no dur)1), .

wouldn't have said that if he hadn't known it for sure. • (no

dur) . The river is icebound. •

ndmy. was on our side from the very be-

ginning. • , ?
Do you think the wardrobe will fit in between the windows?

article. .
1 agree completely with the author of this article. • clause.?
What clause in the peace treaty deals with it? • item.. This item represents our

main profit. • matter. . That's an

altogether different matter.

editorial.

? Have you read the editorial

in today's paper?

no in every respect. *. It was an excellent dinner in

every respect.

(-) Stakhanovite (man who has set a record in

the field of production). .
of us are Stakhanovites in our shop.

Stakhanovite F.. Our Stakhanovites will never let us down.
Stakhanovite. . The

Stakhanovite movement was very helpful in raising labor

productivity.- like a Stakhanovite. -. works like Stakhanovite.

strike.

(-d,) trunk. .
carved her initials on the trunk of the tree. • barrel.. There's dirt in the barrel

of the gun.

(-, P -,- ) stem.

/ix . Long-stemmed roses cost more.

(P) glass.. This is made of unbreakable glass. • lens.. I wear glasses with

strong lenses. • crystal. .
I broke the crystal of my watch.

lamp chimney.. The lamp chimney is black with smoke.

window pane. .
The window pane is cracked.

glass. , ?
Where does this glass door lead to?

See.
(pci of; impersonal) to get dark.. It's gotten dark.

(a, P,,) wall. §? What's behind this wall? —*. We forced him to the wall

and he had to give in. . We stand up for each

other. • *3a — . We're

completely secure with him. • *Ha. He's as dependable as the Rock of

Gibraltar.() bulletin-board newspaper.. I read about it on the bulletin-

board newspaper.

(P -,- F) grade. '*.". received the Order of Glory, second

grade. • degree. -
:^. received degree in economics. • ex-

tent. . certain extent

he's right. .,

highly.. He's highly valuable worker.

comparative (gr)., §. I didn't

realize how difficult this was.

(P -, // F) steppe.^ See.
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(,; ,, -, -; or, ; pd of^) to erase.^
, ? Why did you erase what you

wrote? • to rub off. . Rub the chalk

off the blackboard.(,; prger; p,,
-6, -;,, -) to watch.. This dog watches the house. —, . Everybody went to the

theater, but I stayed home to watch the children.

(pci of) to inconvenience. ,? Will it inconvenience you
if I leave my valise here?, .
Right now I'm bit hard up for money.

(dur o/)., . Why
don't you stay? You're not in our way at all.- (pd:) to be shy. He,. Don't be shy; make yourself at home. • to feel

shy. He , -. Don't feel shy about asking me for anything you
need.

Oh . He's em-
barrassed because of his foreign accent.

(M) style. <^. We didn't know anything about the

Russian style of architecture until now.—, . Let him write this letter;

he has a good style, 'calendar., 6,. was born on the tenth of March by the old

calendar; that is, the twenty-third by the new one., ;. I'm surprised that she acted this way; it's not

like her at all.! ipd: -/) to launder. .
The landlady is laundering today.^ (dur of) to erase. -
pdeT, ^. This eraser erases badly; give me
another one.

washing. Ond, . She takes in

washing. • washing clothes. ,,? I guess you're busy washing clothes.? Where can I send

my laundry?

(- P) poem(s). ?
Have you read his latest poem(s)? • verse (s).- ? Would you have some
children's verses?

short poem.

([si-];,; p;,) to

make up (beds). . I

still haven't started making up the beds.

(dgil, ^22) hundred.? you change hundred rubles for me? —. left here

owing several hundred rubles. — ,. I told you hundred times not

to do this. — . She's

hundred times cleverer than her friend. —"'! It's done a hundred-pern^nt perfect!

to cost. . The ticket costs

ten rubles. — ? How
much does this room cost a day? • to be worth. *. The game isn't worth the candle. —*. It's not worth the trouble. —*. Forget the whole
thing; it isn't worth a damn. • worth while. He. . It is not worth while going there. • worth
(while). . This kolkhoz is

worth seeing. • to be worthy. . He's not

worthy of her.

not worth it. " ^-." ", !" "You'd better change your
clothes!" "Oh, it's not worth it!"

how much. ?
How much is this shirt?^ . This will come to five

rubles. •. It gave me great deal of trouble to get his con-

sent. •. doesn't mind wasting other people's time.

•* , , . You
just have to call and he's here in a flash.

counter.. The counterman put some vodka and salt herring

on the counter.

handstands. A ,
4.! You should see him do

handstands!

(sh-; cp) firm.. This man has a firm character.

staunchly. .
defended his plan staunchly.

(gp) stall.

(-&) table. ^? I put

the table near the window? • meals.. They serve very healthful and tasty meals here.

address bureau.

to set the table.,. Please set the table.

desk. ^.
needs desk badly.

(-U) pole. ^ . The

storm knocked down a telegraph pole.

spine. -. has curvature of the spine.

signpost.

lamppost. ? You
can't see anything through all this dust. •*A, . stands there

like statue, as if it were no concern of his.

(-) column.. The pages of this book have been printed in two

columns.

century. .
This is the dress of the nineteenth century. • hundredth

anniversary. .
This year will be the hundredth anniversary of his death.

table. , ? What!

Isn't there a single vacant table?

night table.
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your night table.

capital (of a country)

.

coUision. Ha Stom^. There was streetcar coUision on
this corner yesterday. • clash. -. The newspapers re-

port armed clashes on the border. —. We had clash on that

score again.

{pet of) to push.. Help me push the boat into the

water. . So our paths cross

again!- to run into.. Our automobile ran into a bus yesterday.

• to come across. 5.
It was the first time I came across this question.

to have meals. . We
have our meals at a friend's house. • to eat.. You can eat at the hotel.

(F) dining room. .
We have very small dining room. — -. I have my dinner in the factory dining

room..
dinner ware.

table Unen.

so much. ,. gets there not so much
because of his abilities as because of his persistence. —. My son has told

me so much about you. • so many.. There isn't enough room for so many
people here. — ,. They asked me so many
questions that I won't have time to answer. • as much.^ , . I'll

work as much as is needed. • just what. ,. Yes, that's just what I paid.

(-) carpenter, cabinet maker.

(/cTOH^,; pd: -/) to moan.? Why were you moaning all

last night? • to groan, (no pet). They just groan under the

weight of the work.& foot. CTond. He has flat feet. • foot-

step. Oh no . He followed in his

father's footsteps. • ream. 5? How much does a ream of this paper cost?

(P -, -6 M) watchman.. was night watchman. • guard. -. The railroad

guard raised the gate.

CToponfi (a, P,,; side.. We live on the other side

of the park. — ,. Listen to both sides before you judge. — Ha
CO . ' They fired

questions at me from all sides. —9. This is my uncle on my father's side. • part.

? Whose part did you take

in the argument? • party.. One of the parties offered to mediate.

apart. ^^ .? Why do you always keep apart from us?

aside. .
Call him aside and tell him.! Keep to the right! • A? And what
about the money end of it? • ;^?
Which way are you going? • ^^. Let's cross the street. •! It's very nice of you. •^, 5 ? Quit kidding; did it .

really happen that way? • A — V! What do I care? It doesn't concern me. •-
^, a .

Finish your work and then you can go wherever you please.

• - 5.
Try to find out about it in an offhand way.

adherent.

{SS only, impersonal) to get nauseated.. I got nauseated from the fast ride.

stop. ^^ -. We'll get boiling water at the next stop.

taxi stand.. We'll have to walk to the

nearest taxi stand. . No parking.

(,; prger) to stand., ^. Your umbrella is standing in

the corner of the hall. — He . Don't

stand in the draft, 'to be situated.^. Their summei house is situated on the bank

of the river. • to last. .
The warm weather lasted all month. • to be., . There was

such racket that you couldn't hear a thing. • to idle,. The factory has been idle

for a whole month. • to be stationed.. Our regiment was stationed in

this town for two months.

to stand for.. We stand for liberty and equality.

to be on guard duty. .
He's on guard duty.

to be anchored.. The barge was anchored in the river for a long time.

Oh . shares your point

of view. •* . She bawled

hell out of him. • .
We have number of serious problems before us. •!? Halt! Who goes there?

(P) harvest season.. The harvest season is in full swing now. • harvest

time. ,. W^ have to call on both young and old at harvest

time.

suffering. ,. I saw so much suf-

fering that I'm hardened to it all.

to suffer. . He suffers
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from insomnia. —. They suffered lot from lack of water. — Hdma.
Our work is suffering because of a lack of experienced

workers.

.. ^. His grammar is poor.

(P) country. -. There are no unemployed in our country. —. I never had
chance to visit foreign countries.

points of the compass.

Oh . He's hved in the

Torrid Zone for a long time.

page. .
There are three hundred and twenty pages in this book. —. You'll

find the table of contents on the last page.

(« -.) strange. Co. strange thing happened to me. — §, 5. This may seem

strange to you, but it's so. • peculiar.. speaks in pecuUar manner. • queer.. Everybody's little

queer in their family.

strange.,. It's strange that you didn't think about this

before. • odd. ! What
an odd smell these flowers have!

(P 5,- F) passion.. He's really got passion for crime

novels. • temper. ,, . They've all worked up
their tempers so much there that I'm afraid it'll come to

blows.

passionately. 1&. loves his work passionately.? Why
do you tell such scary stories with night coming on?
•, . I want
terribly to see America.

(/g -/) fright. . shook with

fright. • scare. , ,. We got an awful scare when our boat

overturned! • fear. * . Danger
always looks bigger through the eyes of fear. — *0 —. He's real

knight without fear or reproach.

Sto . I'll

do it at my own risk. • -. He's not very strong at figures.() government insurance office.

insurance. -. The insurance agent will give you all the

particulars about life and accident insurance.

national insurance.& (dur) to insure. ^^. My belongings are not worth insuring.- to take out insurance.& (sh -) terrible. ^!
What a terrible stroke of luck!—

647037 - 46 - 33

- ^? How can you work in such terrible

heat?

terribly. . I'm
terribly thirsty.

A ^ ? Won't
you be scai-ed alone in an empty house?

(P) arrow., ^ . The bow and arrow
they bought for the kid have become an awful nuisance., . The motorboat was
going like a streak.

arrow. . The arrow

points to the right. • hand.. The minute hand of my watch broke.

• railway switch. --. The accident was caused

by a faulty railway switch.

(f-Snj-]) switchman. -. Her father was
railroad switchman all his life.

*3, ! again it's

the little fellow who gets it in the neck.

(P) firing, shooting. Ha^. There was firing all night on the

street. — ^? Did you hear the shoot-

ing"* , -. I've always considered target practice a useful

pastime.

to shoot. . He shoots well.

^xe. I have a shooting pain in my
ear. •*Hy, Sto ^ 1! Why
crush nut with a steam hammer?

See.
See.

to aim.. has aimed at getting into the

Academy of Arts for a long time. • to be anxious.. I'm not too

anxious to meet him.

(-, P,, N) stirrup.

See.^ See.
See.

haircut. ^ ?
What do they charge for a shave and a haircut? • shearing.. Tomorrow we start

shearing the sheep.

(^,; p, -, -, -; -; dur) to cut.. I have to have my hair cut every week. • to shear.

'^ ? When do you shear the sheep?. She's worn

short hair since childhood. •*^. I don't intend to judge all people the

same way.

{sh -,; cp;) strict.. They have very strict mother.

—. We have very strict rules here about swimming in

the lake.
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strictly.. They inspect your things very strictly in

this customs house. —^. Thej* enforce

traffic regulations around here very strictly.

See.
() construction worker.-. They're working as volunteer

construction workers. • builder. ,. We feel that we are builders of

socialism.- civil engineer.

construction. Ha. There's shortage of experts on

construction now. • building up. Bee. forces

are directed toward the building up of heavy industries.

to build. . They are

building a new house for themselves. —. We're building a new life, •to construct.- . He's now
somewhere in the South constructing bridges and highways.

make eyes (at someone). * ^^, . She's making eyes

at him but he won't give her a tumble.

to make plans.. We have to make plans

for the next few years.

to make faces.. He's always making faces and causing

the whole class to laugh.

(P,/ /) ranks. He! No smoking in ranks!

to quit. ^. I'm not ready to quit just yet.. His left arm (or

hand) went bad.

construction job.. The manager left for the new construction job

early this morning, •construction (work)., a . The plans

are all ready but we haven't started construction yet. -. We're now building new socialist society.

shapely. ^. She has

shapely figure. • orderly.. The demonstrators marched in orderly files.! They do sing well together!

(a ^, P,,) Une.. only wrote few lines.

— , ^
. You can read between the lines that he's having

a tough time.& paragraph.. Begin new paragraph.* . You've got to make al-

lowances for mistakes.

line. ^.
Let me read three more lines, and then I'll go.51. This machine

sews with a large stitch.

(P,, ^) string.

. Tig'iten the strings on your

balalaika. ? Are you

trying to play on his weak spot?

{-pet: -) to cook.. She'll do your cooking and washing.

(See also; student. -. He's student at the teachers' college.

student, co-ed F. --. The co-eds of the First Moscow State University

worked in hospitals.

knock, rap. . There was a knock

at the door.

i/pct:/).^) (pd of) to knock. ,. I knocked at the door, but nobody

answered. • to bang. .
suddenly banged his fist on the table.

{no dur) . Well, I'm

already fifty.

(P, -, -) chair.. Move your chair away.* ;^. I'm tired

of sitting on the fence.

stoop. —. This is low stoop— just five steps in all.

foot. Em^ . They

amputated his right foot, •bottom of the foot.. I got splinter in the bottom of my foot.

(-4^, -) to knock. He !
Don't knock so loud! . My temples are

throbbing today.- to knock. ? Who's knocking

at the door?

(-.) shame. . I almost died

of shame. • disgrace. ! What a disgrace!.
ashamed. ^ .

I felt terribly ashamed -for him. —? Aren't you ashamed of

picking on every Uttle detail?

([-g'v-]; dur of) .

(^,; pet of) to make tight.^. Make the knot very tight, •to

pull off.- !. Pull the blanket off

him! •to swipe., -. See that they don't swipe your suitcase.

Saturday. 4. We go

to the public bath every Saturday.

snowdrift.

(-^) court. Oh .
filed complaint in the people's court (court of the first

instance). — . They went to court

over it. —. The honor court of his comrades found his

conduct to be entirely in order. • trial.? When will his case come to trial?* , . We could eat

in the time it's taking to get this settled. •* ,. Well, if you haven't got it, you j ust haven't got it.
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OH ? -
^. How can he judge my pronuncia-

tion? He doesn't know English. —^ no, . Judging by his

appearance, he seems to have recovered completely. — He. Don't judge him too harshly.

—*6 ^, £. As far as I can judge, the whole business isn't

worth a dam. •to pass judgment. ,, . Maybe he's guilty, but

it's not up to me to pass judgment.

Stom . There's

need to keep talking about it so much. • -). It just wasn't in the

cards for us to meet him.^ (P, -, -).^ warship,

freighter.^ tanker.

(-) cruet.

dishwasher F.^ cramp. :. Help me swim ashore; I have a cramp in

my leg.

navigable.

(P, ^, ^^) fate.. The fate of the

whole world hinges on the outcome of this conference.

, .
We thank our lucky stars that it happened that way. • Ka-! The lives of these

two brothers are so different! •,? Hello, what brings you here? •. I guess it wasn't in the

cards foivme to stay here.

(P^, ^', ) judge., . I'll describe everji^hing that took place to

the judge. — 5 . I'm judge of

this sort of thing. • referee, umpire. ^; . The referees are all ex-

perienced soccer players; they won't make a mistake.

superstition.

{dur of) .

5ee.^ (pd of) to take in. 9 ^. These trousers have to be taken in.

(-d/P ^, -, -; ^, ^'/) bough.. This bough should be cut down.
• branch. 1. The wind
broke a lot of branches.

(P^) cloth.. This cloth is for Red Army overcoats.*, , ^.
My application apparently has been pigeonholed.

crazy. ! What
crazy idea! • madman. , -. He's driving the like madman.

madhouse.. I don't want to work in

a madhouse like that any more.

Oh, . He was laughing like

mad.

excitement. In the excitement he forgot to take the most
important things, •confusion.. The whole house is in awful confusion. • fuss.- ? Why all this fuss

'

(- or- P) dusk. , nopd. It's dusk already— time to go back.

{pet) to be able. ? Will you
be able to do it?

pocketbook. .
Buy her leather pocketbook for a present. • schoolbag.

;^. The
children began to put their textbooks and notebooks into

their schoolbags. • mailbag. ^. The postman took pack of letters

for me out of his mailbag.

c^ME amount. A^ c^ifMa? What's

the total amount spent? • sum.^. That'll cost you nice little sum.

(-d) trunk. Ha ^ . Only

books are at the bottom of the trunk.

(P -/ -/) soup. . There's too much
salt in the soup. — c^ny c^ny? Do you want pea or mushroom soup?

(-d; M) sealing wax., strict. 5 .
We have very strict rules about that. • stem.. His father is a very stem man.
• severe. ^ ^ Stom^. What
severe winter we had this year! • unbleached. -. These sheets are of unbleached

linen.

severely. .
looked at me severely. • harshly.. You treated him too harshly.

cycT&B joint. , . All my joints

pain me.

c^TKH (-TOK P) day and night. ,^. get this ticket I

had to stand in line all day and all night, •twenty-four

hours. ^. The trip

takes forty-eight hours.

c^TKH twenty-four hours straight.^. Sometimes I have

to work twenty-four hours straight.

(- ) zwieback. -. Cut the bread and make some zwieback. • callous

person. PdsBe !
Do you think you can gpt any sympathy from that callous

person
*

cyxapfi bread crumbs. ,. First dip the cutlets in bread crimibs.

c^xo dry. Ha^ c5'xo, -. The street's absolutely dry. You don't need rubbers.

• parched. - c^xo —! My threat is parched; I'd like something to drink,

•coolly. . was re-

ceived rather coolly.

"^^ . was able to

get out of it with clean hands.
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(sh, -xd, c^xo, -; cp) dry. Ha! You haven't got a stitch of dry clothing on!

• stale.. They ate nothing but stale bread all day. • lanky.

Oh , a . He's

long and lanky, and she's small and chubby. • callous.

OH ! What a calloiis person he is!

drier. ^,. We can go for a walk as soon as it's a bit drier

out..
land forces.

land transport.^ See.^ dry land. ^
^. After three days

on the sea, it's pleasant to be on dry land again.^ See.
(^,^/pd: -/) to dry. ^? Where do you dry your laundry? 'to parch.;^. This tobacco parches

your throat.

TOCKd^. She's withering inside from grief.

essential.. introduced essential changes into

our program.

essentially. -. This changes our plans

essentially.

5to . It's not very

important.

{AN) noun.

essence., ,. It's obvious that he doesn't understand the es-

sence of this question. • being. §. I

wasn't able to find a single living being among these ruins.

• creature, person. ! What an

unpleasant creature!

no^ in substance. , no ;^,.
He's right in substance.

Oh ^. doesn't speak to the

point.

to exist. ,, ,^. Truthfully, I didn't know
that such strange characters really existed. —. Obstacles don't exist for him.

Hdma . Our school

is already ten years old. •*. ^, ,,. I can't understand how he keept'

body and soul together.

field. .
has wide field of activities here.

sphere of influence.. I'm quite at home here.

(pet of) .

(^,; pet of and)
to catch. . The thief was
finally caught. — ? Where
did you catch cold?& {dur of) to catch on.. catches on awful fast.

See.! (,; dur of) to get off.-, ! lifou get off here, mister.^ (^,; pet) to go., a. First I'll get a haircut; then ['11 go to the

public baths. —,, . Will

you go to the post office, please?(- or-) to go get

(something or somebody).? you gD get the bread right away?? Why don't you
take in a movie?

similarity. . There's

great similarity between you and him.

See. (

(-, -;/ /; pet of) .

stage. . The

stage in this theater is poorly lighted. —. spent his whole life on the stage.

• scene. ^. The last scene in the first act was the best one of

all. — . That was an un-

forgettable scene. —, .
Please, don't make a scene. —. The men prominent in the last war

aren't on the scene any more.

scenario.

([-slj-]; sh, -, -, -) happy.. Those were the

happy days of my Ufe. —? Do you like novels with a happy ending?

lucky. .
You were lucky to get out of it that easily.! Bon voyage! or Pleasant trip!

• ! So long! Lot's of luck! (said

by those going on trip to those remaining behind.) •,! . Well, so long!

Think of me sometimes, (said by those going on trip to

those remaining behind.)

happiness. ,. When the son returned from

the front his mother's happiness knew no bounds. • luck.! I wish you luck! —
^! It's great'bit of luck to have such a

friend. — . Here's my
handkerchief for luck. — !
What lucky break for you!

luckily. , .
Luckily he was at home.

(, etc) luckily for me (you, etc). Ha. Luckily

for me they had a room available., .
You're lucky that he's in a good mood today. • *He, . It's an ill wind that

blows nobody good.

(^^,; p,, -6, ; pap;; pet of'^) to consider.. didn't even consider it necessary

to answer me.

i/P, -; g -; ^/) bill.
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Put it on my bill. • check., ,-,. Waiter, give me my check, please. • score.- .. The game ended with a score of four to nothing

in our favor. —^, -. Look here, now isn't the time to settle per-

sonal scores. • account. . Your
accounts are not in order. • count."-?" ", ". "Will there

be enough room for the four of us and the baby?" "Well,

there's no need to count the baby", 'expense. ,^ ! But isn't he ashamed

to live at somebody else's expense?

coimtless, without end. ^
— . There are countless mistakes in this

manuscript.

in a jiffy. ^ —. All you have to do is tell him and
he'll do it for you in a jiffy.

to get even. -. get even with him some da3\

abacus. Sto . Total this on

the abacus.

checking account., — . If you want to

open a checking account, I'll be glad to take you to the bank.. I lost count of his love

affairs. • ! What's little

thing like that among friends? •. I'll take small advance on my pay.

• Ha ^ ^?
Who'll pay for the repair job needed on our ceiUngs? •-^ ? Why do you take

it as if it was meant for you? • ^, ^. keeps

track of every single pamphlet, so you better return the book

you borrowed. •9 ^. This class is in very good standing with all

the teachers. •,. We threw out that possibility. •? Do you mean me?
bookkeeping clerk.

census-taker. Bo -. I worked as census-taker during the

last census. • meter.. We have but one electric meter for the

whole apartment.

taxi-meter.. The taxi-meter says ten rubles.! {/pet: -/) to count.. already knows how to count up to ten. —
Oh . He's coimting the days

before he leaves.

not counting., ,. The trip, not count-

ing the gas, will amount to about twenty-five rubles.. There are only

a few days before vacation time.* (pd:) to consider. -^ . I consider it necessary to warn him. —. We always

considered him an honest person, 'to think. ,. I think that we
have to send a telegram immediately. — ,. I think you're wrong.,, . was already

given up for lost.- to be considered, {no pet) ^. He's considered our best specialist. • to take into

consideration, {no pet) -. It's necessary to take this circumstance

into consideration.

See .
{dur of) .(, -; ; ; pet of

and) to sew. ,^, 5. Sew these two pieces of material

together, please. • to make. ,! He'll make you the best boots there are.

{dur of) to eat.. always eats two plates of cereal.

edible.

convention. .
spoke at the trade-union convention.§^ . There are many

people at the health resort this year.

{pet) to take a Uttle trip.? Do you want to take a Uttle trip to town

with me?
{dur of).

See.
(-, -, ^27; imv -; -; -; pet of* and; to eat.,, -. Eat another piece, please. — ?. What should I eat? I'm awfuUy

hungry. • to eat up. , .
The boys ate up everything in the house.

"",,, . She nagged the life

out of the fellow.,; pet of) to ride down.. We rode down the

mountain very quickly. • to move out.. moved out of here a long time ago.. We weren't

allowed to go ashore. • nd, .
Your hat isn't on straight.

See.& {pet of) to play.§. played the sonata beauti'uUy. —. Let's play cards. —^. He's very anxious to play this role.

—*^ . . You played right

into his hands. — {no dur) ^^,^ . They played such

trick on him that he won't forget it for a long time.

(P, -,-) son.

See.
(F) rash. ,. This is just heat rash; it'll go away soon.

(P -/ -/) cheese. ? What
kind of cheese do you want?

*0h . He's Uving off

the fat of the land here.
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(sh, -pd,, -) damp.. It's harmful for you to live in such

a damp climate. — ,. The sheets are still damp; you can't put them on

the bed. • raw. , § ,
. This steak is completely raw. I can't eat it

this way.

cupo damp. . It's very

damp out today.

He^ . Don't drink unboiled water.

•9 , .
This article still has many rough edges; there's a lot of work
to be done on it.

(F) humidity.? How can you live in such humidity?. It smells damp here. • Ha. The walls were

moldy.

raw material. ?

How's your raw material situation? — Bo. During
the war, there was a scarcity of raw materials in our factory.

{sh) full. ? Are you full? —"-". ", ". "Eat
some more." "No, thanks, I'm full up to here."

detective.

(pd o/) .

here. ! Come here! — Sto.
Put this here. — He ^,. I don't think that he'll come here again soon.

• this way. ,. This way, please.

— , .
Our car is stuck in the mud. We can't budge it.

plot. 9to . That's

an excellent plot for a short story.

surprise. ! What
pleasant surprise!

See.

(/n F of/} .& (-,/ -f/) tobacco. ! What
fine tobacco you've got! — ,. I have cigarette paper but all my tobacco's

gone."" — ! It looks as if our goose

is cooked!

tablet. . Take an

aspirin tablet.

table.. You'll find all statistical tables at the end of

the book.

(P -, -6b/b ^/) washbasin.

^. washbasin and pitcher of water are in the

comer. • pelvis. . They
find that he has a fractured pelvis.

secret.. There's nothing secret about this trip. • mysterious.

Oh . looked mys-

terious when he said it.

mysteriously. -? What are you whispering about so

mysteriously?& targa (northern virgin forest).& {gp) mystery. ^ —! How he got here's a mystery to me. —, £. She likes to do

everything with an air of mystery. • secret.. Keep it secret. — . This is a

military secret.&.
G& secret ballot.

so.^ ^? Why do you think so? —? So, I see you've

decided to stay here. —^ ?
Why did he come so late? — ! She

sang so well! — -,

. speaks Russian so well that it's

simply amazing. — ^? So you're

leaving us too? 'that way. . You
can't say it that way. • this way.. It can't continue this way. —. . . . . I'll tell you right now; it

happened this way . . . . • then. ^,. Tell him that he's wrong, then. • nothing in

particular. "^ ?" ", -". "What are you smiUng at?" "Nothing in particu-

lar; just at my own thoughts."

by itself. He , . You
don't have to call a doctor; it'll go away by itself. • anyway.

He , . You don't have to

ask him; he'll do it anyway. • as it is. He ,. Don't scold him, he feels bad

enough as it is. — He — . Don't ex-

plain. It's clear enough as it is.& and so on, et cetera. :,, . I still have piles

of work. I have to do the cooking, the washing, and so on.

this way or that.. It can be done this way or that.

this way and that., . tries this way and that, but

still nothing helps.

and so. , .
And so he was left all alone.

. . . as ... as. -, . speaks Russian as well as you do.

just. , . That's just

what I told him; you're busy. — ,-. I see that he's just jumping out of his skin

to say something. — .
just gasped in astonishment, •simply. Ha. Trouble simply began to pile

up on him. • just what. ^.
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^ . She'll be here in no time. That's just

what you should tell him.

what do you know about that? !. What do you know about that?

The tire blew out again.

() you can be sure of that., ^. They won't let you do it, you can

be sure of that.

it serves (one) right. ^ !. It serves him right for sticking his nose

into other people's business.

because. ,
6>'. We had to make a detour because the

road was under repair.

but no. ; ,^. It would have been better had he kept quiet; but

no, he started to argue.

just passable. " ?" ",
". "Is she very pretty?" "No, just passable."

•So so. "?" " !" "How are

you?" "So so!"&- actually. -? You
mean he actually refused? • after all. --! managed to get the tickets after all!

just. ,?
You were just joking, weren't you?

so. ,. We're short of working hands,

so you have a good chance of getting a job., so that. §, .
Hang it up so that everybody will see it.

A ^, . If

you ask me, I think the truth should have been told. •! You won't get away with this. •. ! finally agreed.

should have done so long ago. •, . He's teasing you for the fim of it.

• — ! If you want to play, let's play.

• , . Well, if we're going, let's

go now. •

— . I've already used every argument I could

on him, but nothing helps. • ,-! You can wait till doomsday before he'll tell you!
• , a - . It's not

coat; it's something like a cloak. • 5-
, ? Uves in this room, doesn't he? •

OH: , . So he told me, "To
make a long story short, I've got to go." •. God, how I'd like to throw him out

of here. • ^, .
In short, we finally came to an agreement.& also, too.? you also give me clean sheets? —^, ^. I intend to go shopping and also to stop in at the

post office.

(-Bd, -, -/sh forms only/) this. , a

^. These are the facts. You can draw
your own conclusions.,, ^,. The force of the colhsion was so great

that both locomotives were smashed. •* ^

. packed in hurry and was off.

•,,. So that's how things

stand!

such. ^ . It's

better to stay at home in such weather. — ^.
He's such a clever man! —? How do you allow such goings-on? • that.. In that event let's go now.

who. ? Who's he?

and so. ,. And so everything tUmed out all right.

such things. ! I was
told such things about you!, the same as. ;, . Take these shoes. They're the same as

the others.

. . . as ... as. Ond^ ,. She's as beautiful as her mother.

Oh , ^. He's so stupid you can't explain anything to him.

• ^, 5 ^. I

didn't know he'd be so happy over it. •"
?"" ?" "Did you

talk to Mr. N ?" "Never heard of him." •"^." " ?" "You
didn't come to work yesterday." "So what?" •! That's hell of note! •

§! . What is this! Again

no hot water!

{inded N) taxi, cab. . Let's take a taxi.

— ! Call a taxi. — ?
Did you come by cab?

tactful. ^ 5,. You can trust him with this; he's a tactful

fellow. —^^ ^ 5.
It'll be necessary to drop him a tactful hint about it.& talent.& talented. — . He's

a talented engineer. . This book

shows that the author has great talent.

waist.

there. , ? Who was there besides

you? — . wasn't there. —., . She stayed

there week and liked it very much. "then., a . Work a week and then we'll see.

in the same place. ,. works in the same place as my sister.

here and there. -. and there you'll find some mistakes

in this book.*, . The grass is green on the

other side of the fence. • ^. We'll see

when we get to it.

customs. -. The customs inspection is at the next station.

Q customs official.

(gp -) customs office.

^. We were held up a whole two

hours at the customs office.

(-) dance. , 5
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. Of all the dances, I like the waltz best. —^. There's dance at our club today.

tank. ^ -. Our tanks proved to be better than the enemy's.& See.
to dance. . She dances well.? Do you waltz? • *0. always has to start off from the

very beginning.

(- P) moccasin. . It's

very comfortable in moccasins.& cockroach.

plate. c^ny. Give me a plate of

soup. — , -. The service plates are on the lower shelf

and the soup plates are on the top one.

* - . I'm kind of out

of sorts today.

rate. . We
have new postal rates.

tariff.& {iter of) to carry.. We have to carry water from

the well in buckets, 'to swipe. -^ ? Who's always swiping my news-

paper? • to pull. Ond,, , . In

the old days she used to pull' ears.

TACC( ) the

Soviet news agency, "Tass." -? Have you read the latest "Tass" reports?

wheelbarrow. . Put

the dry leaves into a wheelbarrow.

(^,/:/) to drag., ^? Why do you drag such a

heavy thing yourself? —? How can one horse drag

such a heavy load by himself? — ?
Where are you dragging me to?& (,) to melt. ^. The
snow is melting already. — — !
What pirozhok! It just melts in your mouth.

G . The thaw is setting in today. •.. She's falling away to nothing before your very

eyes. • . My money
disappears fast around here.

{sh -/-, -u/; cp; adv) hard,^ . This pillow is as hard as a

rock. • firm. -. She has very firm principles on this matter. • strong.. has strong character. —.. He's not so strong in his-

tory, •fixed.. Our kolkhozniks get goods at a fixed

price.

firm. . was firm

in his decision. • steady.. have ten shots of liquor and
still remain steady on his feet. 'well. Sto. Remember this well.

*0h . knew
what he was doing.

See.

(§/5) yours. , . Here's my
ticket and here's yoiu"s. — ^, ^! I don't want anything of yours; I

only want what belongs to me. • your. ?
Where is your coat?- your way., ^-.
All right, have it your way.

your family. ? How's your

family?

i/pd: CO-/) to create.

- to take place, {no pet) .
Big things are taking place in our country.

{no pet) , ^!
There are such goings-on there, it's just terrible!

{-A /g -f/) pot cheese, cottage cheese.

creative. . The workers in our

factory showed great creative initiative.

{/np of tot/) .

theater. . He's going to the

theater today. — Bee . The

theaters here are all overcrowded. —? What's playing at the Bolshoy Theater

today? — ? Have
you been to the (Moscow) Art Theater yet?

theater of operations,

{/d and I of/) .

{/ / /).
namesake. ; — —, .

You're my namesake; I'm Vanya; you're Johnny.

text. ^ . I'll bring

you the full text of his speech tomorrow. —, . You'll find this

quotation in the footnotes, not the text..
Q textile industry.

textile worker.^ See.
horse-drawn cart. . We traveled

in a horse-drawn cart.

telegram, wire, cable.. I expect cable from America. • dispatch. -? Have you read the latest

dispatches?- radio-telegram, wireless message.

urgent wire. ^. Send him an urgent wire.- urgent wire.& telegram with prepaid

reply. .
I sent her telegram with prepaid reply.

telegraph office.. The telegraph office and post office are in the same

building in our country.

(both dur and pet) t wire.^ ^. Wire him in Moscow, 'to cable.

5^ . I have to

cable my sister in America.

wagon. -. The porter will take your things in a wagon.

(-, P,,) calf (animal).

phone. ? Do you have phone?
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— . The phone's ringing. —. Somebody's calling you on the phone. —-. Get in touch with them by phone.

dial telephone.

no to call up.. Somebody called you up.

long-distance telephone.

hand telephone.

to phone.,,, . Please phone my wife that I'll

be late.

telephone operator.

telephone operator F.

telephone. ^ -^? Is there telephone booth somewhere

near by?

telephone book (directory). -. Look in the telephone

book.

telephone exchange.

telegram (delivered over the phone).. I took telegram for

you over the phone.

(P) body. . I have pains

all over my body.

*0h . treats her like slave.

See,
veal. .

I'll give you cold veal cuts and salad.

subject. . Let's change the

subject, •topic. .
Here's an interesting topic for an article for you. • theme.! Hum the theme of that

sonata!

(/pc<: no-, c-/) to tarnish. .
This metal does not tarnish, 'to get dark.! How early it gets dark here!- {prefixed to adjectives).

dark red.

(P) darkness. ,. The Ughts went out and we were left in

complete darkness. —. I couldn't make out the number of the house in the

darkness.! . Look how dark it is!

There must be a storm coming up.

{sh-, -6, -u) dark. -. I have very dark room.—. It's not hard to get lost in those

dark alleys. — Ond . She

always wears dark dresses. • shady.,. They say he has a shady past. • obscure'.

9to . This is the

most obscure part of his theory for me.

dark. ,^. We started off while it was still quite dark.

speed of work. . The
speed of work must be increased. • rate of work., ! At your factory

the rate of work is slow. That's your trouble. • rate.. Our
industry increases at a rapid rate.

^ temperature. -. This is the third day that his temper-
ature has been above normal. — ^^. You have to take your temperature.

shady. , . We
have small but shady garden.

tennis. ^ . I haven't

played tennis in a long time..
tennis court.

tennis racket.

termis net.

tennis ball.

(P -,- // F) shade. .
Let's sit in the shade. —. It was very hot even in the shade today. • shadow.. He's shadow of his former

self. — . I

haven't got shadow of doubt about his honesty.

theory. .
Explain the main principles of this theory. — 5, . It's

all very good m theory, but hard to put into practice. • ideas.. I have my own ideas on

this subject.

modern. -. Modern Russian youth is interested

in history. • present. .
I don't know his present address.

nowadays. -. They don't

use such cures nowadays.

now. ,. He's busy now, but in an hour he'll be able to see

you. — . I'm now work-

ing on the night shift. — ,. was very sick, but he's getting better now.

right now. ^ .
It's better to do it right now.

to grow warm. ,. It's only this cold in the morn-

ings, but towards noon it grows warm.

{sh-,, -/-/) warm. .
This is very warm apartment. — -
? Do you have warm overcoat? • cordial.. I've received very cordial

letter from him.

warmly. ,. Dress warmly; it's very cold today.

warmer. ,! .
Well, now that we've made a fire it'll get warmer.

warm. ! How warm it is at your

place! • hearty. . got

hearty welcome. . We
spent pleasant evening in good company. •*, ^. They're

bad lot; they're just covering up for one another.

thermometer.

patient. . He's

very patient man.

patiently. .
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She bore the pain patiently. —. patiently repeated his explanation.

patience. . I'm

surprised at your patience. — ^-, . If it goes on this way
my patience will soon come to an end. —. You can't have too much patience

with him.(,) to suffer along., ! Nothing can be done

about it; we'll just have to suffer along with it. • to sviffer., . They suffered from

both hunger and cold, 'to tolerate. ,, . If I were in

your place, I wouldn't tolerate such carrying on. • to stand.

He, ! I don't see how they

stand him here. — ^! I just can't

stand him. 'to meet. ^. They meet one failure after another.. The matter can't wait. •,. Take it easy; there's still plenty of time.•*, : . Write what-

ever you Uke; the paper you write on can't tell the difference.& terrace.

to lose. ! . How
armoying! This is the second pen I've lost. —.

stiU hasn't lost hope of finding work in his field. —. loses self-control easily.

— , . You've got

to run; don't lose a second. — .
I've got nothing to lose anyway. —^ . Let's not lose track of one another. • to

waste. He^ . Let's not waste

time on that. — Miiccy ,. He's wasting lots of money and effort on that for

nothing.

(sA -CHU) narrow. ,
•. The hall is so narrow, and still you

put your trunks there. • tight.. This jacket is a Uttle too tight for me. • close.. She and I are very close

friends.

close. , ^^. They sat snuggled close to one another. • crowded., ^ ^.
When everybody came into the room it became crowded and

sticky. • cramped. ^? Won't you

be cramped here? • closely.. This is closely connected with my work.

dough.

(ilf) father-in-law (wife's father).

aunt. . I

have two aunts on my mother's side. — Ond.

^. She's my aunt on my father's side, •woman.-() .
Some woman in shawl whom I didn't know came up to us.*6 — ! It's no joke to go hungry.

(F) notebook. . I

need notebook of graph paper. —. has notebook full of poems.

technician.

technique. -. Modern techniques are used in our plants.

— Oh . has

good grasp of the technique of this business. —. This pianist has an
amazing technique.

technical school. -. I graduated from the agricultural technical

school.

technical.(--) over-all annual plan of a factory.

current. He ,. Don't swim out far; there's a swift current here.

upstream.

during. . I'll

finish it during the day.

downstream.; In due time you'll

understand everything.

(^,; p,., -, ) to run.^ . The water isn't running again. • to leak.. This pail is leaking.. Time drags here.

mother-in-law (wife's mother).

type. . I don't Uke

men of this type. —. I never saw machine of this type. • category.. We have two categories of

students. ? Who's that character?

printing shop.

{inded N) dash, hyphen..
typhoid fever.

recurring typhoid fever.

spotted typhus.

(-xd; cp;) low. ,. He's good lecturer but

he has a very low voice. • quiet.. We had quiet day in our store.

— A ? Are the neighbors quiet here?

• calm. M6pe . The sea is calm today.

quiet. ! .
Quiet! Stop talking! —! .
Quiet! just went to sleep.

Tfixo quietly. , . She spoke

quietly, but distinctly. • quiet.. At this time it's always quiet here. • slowly., . If you

drive so slowly, we'll certainly be late.

no ^ — . Let's go

down the next street; there's less traffic there.

quietly., , .
Come in, but quietly, on tiptoe. — ^,^. Whisper to him quietly that I'm going away.

{/cp of/).
silence. Bo .. There must be absolute silence

during the broadcast. • peace.
—! Peace and quiet is what I need. • quiet.^ ^! Quiet please!
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{-.) weaver.

weaver F.

* {/ N of/) .

* then. , .
If he doesn't come by seven, then don't wait for him any

more. — , .
Once she doesn't want to, then there's no sense urging her.

— , . If I've akeady

promised, then I'll do it.

TO at that. ,. I've seen him, and at a distance at that.

TO otherwise. ,. Be sure to come there; otherwise they'll be of-

fended. • or else., 5, a ^
^. You better do it, or else you'll get into trouble.

TO ... TO either ... or., . said that either with

respect or fear in his voice.

TO every so often.

^. Every so often he peered out of the window.

TO ... TO either ... or., . She visits us either out

of habit or out of politeness. — To ^ ,, . was either busy or

he forgot, but in any case he didn't come., .
There are no letters from her and yet all he does is nm to

the post office all day. • ,, ^1. starts first one thing

and then another and finishes nothing. •, ; . scolds

me first, and then praises me to the sky. I can't understand

him. • A- ,. Tough luck; we've finished off the vodka.

You should have come earUer. •- -! I wonder what he'll think of us.(, / / /).
(/ -/) goods.

4.. There's been new shipment of goods to

the kolkhoz store. • merchandise. .
TOBdp. This store always has good merchandise.

Oh . knows how to put

his best foot forward.& (M) friend. -. was my very best friend, •comrade. -, ! Stay in Une, comradesl

• classmate. . He's an

old (college) classmate of mine.

G schoolmate, -^ . They're my son's schoolmates., ^?
Officer, can you tell me the way to the bridge?

comrade. -.
didn't act as comrade. • friendly.

H^inrax .
friendly game between our soccer teams is set for tomorrow., §To ^,. No, that's not love affair; they're just good

friends.& freight. Ha

. Several freight trains were standing at the station.

Q & freight station.& warehouse. .
The warehouse is on the left.

at that time. , . At that time I

Uved in the country. • then.. I'll think about it and then let you know. —5 ,,^ . If you don't

like it, then you'd better not take it.

Q& . . . when. ,. Answer only when you're asked.

t6 that is. ,^. It was last Sunday; that is,

exactly a week ago.

how come. "." ", §,!" "No one is allowed into the hall." "How come?

I've got a ticket!"

too. ^ ^. I'll go with you, too. —^ , ^ . I told

him that, too, but he won't even Usten. —? Are you against me, too?

Oh,, ! ! What
do you think of that! He's trying to show me how! •! ^? Since when is he an

expert? What does he know about it?

current. -. Our trolley was stalled for a long time because the

current was cut off. — . The current is

already turned off.. He was killed by a live wire.& (/pd:/) to bump into.,. Excuse me for bumping into you

all the time. • to keep after. ,^ . If you don't keep after them, they

won't give you the information in a year.

- to push. He,! Don't push,

please. . I've

been knocking around here a whole week doing nothing.

(pet of) to push. ,,. Push the door; it's not locked. —, . pushed me so hard I

almost fell. ^? What made him

do it?

-. ,. I tried to see his private secretary, hut he wasn't

in either.& to discuss. §. I discussed this matter with him tiU nightfall.

— He 5 . Why discuss

it so much? • to inteet.. -. You can interpret this several ymjs. • to harp.

A 0H& ^. She keeps harping on the same

thing.& (P,,) crowd, ^-. I recognized him immediately in the crowd.

— ^.
Crowds have been gathering in the streets since morning.
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• swarm. . swarm
of schoolchildren surrounded us.

{sh -; cp) stout.? Who's that stout, gray-haired man?
•chubby. !
Look at that chubby boy! •thick. 5. Hand me that thick book. • plump.! What plump pink

cheeks she has! • heavy.. The jacket is made out of heavy cloth.

thicker. ?
Do you have thicker notebook?

See.
thickness.

only. .
ticket for the movies only costs a ruble. —, ^ . Wait a minute. I only have

to dress. — . I've only been

there once. — , .
These apples are not only cheaper but tastier. —! If he'd only get well in a hurry!

• but. , .
right, but let's stop at the post office first. • just.

Stom. We're just beginning reconstruction work on this

mine. — ! Just try it! • ever.? How could you ever think

such a thing!

just as soon as. -, . was back at work
just as soon as he got well.

as soon as. , -! He'll see you as soon as he's free. • as much as.^ . I helped him as much as

I could.

all. —. he did was to wish me luck.- just barely. - -. I just barely had enough time to gather my
things.

just. . just caHed

up. • no sooner than. ,^. No sooner had I arrived than

they called me back to Moscow., -. The minute he stepped into the room, everybody

rushed at him with questions. • !
There isn't thing we haven't got. • ^, ! won't settle for anything

less than turkey and cranberry sauce!

TOM (/P -A, 6b/) volume. ?
Who took the second volume of the dictionary? —. His book wiH appear in two
volumes.

(P -Hd or , -) tone.. Nobody has spoken to me in

that tone yet! — ^. The
picture is painted in bright tones. • key.. This sonata is written in a

major key. •time. -. After your remark he changed his tune.

& to set the style. Ond . She
sets the style there. . You took the

wrong approach with him.

{sh -HKd; cp;) thin., ? This thread is too

thin; don't you have any stronger? •fine.. She smelled of fine perfume. —. The ring shows very fine

workmanship. — . He's

fine judge of paintings. • gentle.. doesn't understand gentle hints.

thinner. 6jrMdry. Give

me some thinner paper.

thin. . The
ham is sliced too thin. • keen. !
That's keen observation of yours.*, . chain is only as strong as

its weakest link

igp) ton.

(, /pd: -, -/) to drown.!. Help! Man drowning! • to be over one's

head. . He's

simply over his head in these old manuscripts.

i/pct:/) to stomp. ;^? Who's stomping around so upstairs?*(,) to heat. ? With

what do you heat your stoves? • to give heat.. They didn't give us heat all winter.

TonfiTb" (, /pd: no-, y-/) to drown. He. Don't drown the kittens. —,,? Are you trying to drown your sorrow in wine,

brother? •to doom.. His evidence doomed his accomplice.

fuel. ? What
kind of fuel do you use?

fuel oil.

{pet of) to stamp.. She stamped her foot angrily.

(-d.) ax. . Get the

and chop some wood.*3 , . The air

is so heavy here you can cut it with a knife.

to sell. . We don't

sell haberdashery here.. The stores were very busy.

(-) merchant. -. His father was small merchant.

trade. -. Trade with foreign countries goes on at this port.

foreign-trade monopoly.

commercial. -. the com-

mercial transactions with foreign firms have to go through

the commissariat of foreign trade.

merchant marine.( ) Torgpred

(trade representative of USSR).( ) Torg-

predstvo (commercial organization representing USSR
abroad).

solemn.
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. . I give you my solemn promise not

to go there without you. • gala.. Tomorrow is the gala opening of the

convention.

See.
(P -a, -6b) brake.,. Check the brakes.

to put the brakes on. He .
Don't put the brakes on.

Ha §TOM ^ . You've got

to put a lot of pressure on your brakes going down this hill.(,) to hurry. He ,
a . Don't hurry me, or I'll make
mistakes, 'to rush.;^, . They're

rushing us so much to deUver the manuscript that there's no

chance of our checking it.- to be in a hurry., . Excuse

me, I'm in a great hurry.

cake. ,. We have nut

cake to go with our tea.

peat; turf.

TOT {%17) that. .
- I didn't get chance to talk to him at that time. —. We suffered lot at that time.

— ^. The drugstore is on that corner.

— Tot , a . That was
the boss; this is his assistant. • that one.,5 ? Which design do

you like better, this one or that one? • other. no. It's on the other side of the river. —, . These are different

pencils; the others are already sold. • it.,. Believe me, he's not worth it. • same., . That's the

same girl who opened the door for us.

as it is. He^, .
I won't go there. I'm tired enough as it is.

before. , .
It was before you arrived here.

TO exactly what. ,
,. That's exactly what I need.^ and so forth., ^. I have stockings, under-

wear, and so forth in this suitcase.

TOT, both. "^ ?" "
^". "Which hat are you taking?" "Both of

them."

TOT wrong. . You took the

wrong train. — ! You're taking

the wrong book!, instead of. ; ,. yells all the time instead of

explaining it as he should., for reason at all. ,. got mad for no reason at all.

the same.). You can't do two things at the same time.

the same thing over again.! How many times do I

have to say the same thing over again to you

nevertheless. .
Nevertheless, I disagree.

any minute.,. Hurry up; he's liable to be back any
minute.

ago. ^. It

was many years ago.

TOT the same. , .
You're the same; you haven't changed at all.

TOT just the. ,. That's just the book I was looking for.

*Hy, 6to, . That's horse of another

color. • , ^ .
I told it to him just so he'd feel ashamed. • -, . That's the trouble;

he doesn't know the Russian language. •! ^ . He's not telling it

quite right; I'll explain it to you myself. •, . came to apologize. •"". " ". "Let's go to the theater."

"No; I have other things on my mind." •",?" ", ". "What, did he get drunk

again?" "That's about it." • ,. I'm very much surprised at what you're

saying. • , ^ —. I'm leaving the same way I came— with nothing.

• Oh , ,.
He's not what you'd call bad; he's just irresponsible.- {/compare /) that's why. Ax, ? 6-. Oh, so you were away? That's

why you weren't seen anywhere around here." !" ", -!" "Now I get it!"

"It's about time!" •"". "- !" "I decided to give up my plan."

"You'd better."{/ /) at once.. went to see the patient at once. • instantly., - . I saw

instantly that something was wrong. • on the spot.. I recognized you on the spot.

(^,) to sharpen. He's

sharpening his razor.

*Onik \'. She's had it in

for him for a long time.

dot. ^,. Put dot on the map where these two roads cross.

• period. . Use

comma instead of a period. • point. ^. I explained my point of view to him.

•end. , Stom.
Let's put an end to the matter.

word for word. -. I copied his petition word for word.* cdrMjTO! You hit the nail right on

the head!

as if, as though. ?
Why do you keep jumping up as if you were sitting on pins

and needles? — , . I

listened as though enchanted. • Uke. -, ! Come now, why are you

carrying on like a child?
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{sh -) exact.? Is this the exact translation of your cer-

tificate? • precise. . It was pleasant to watch

the light, precise movements of her hands, •correct. Ha
4acdx . The correct time is on

the station clock.

exactly. 9 ^-. This has to be done exactly according to instruc-

tions. — . These are exactly

the same shoes. —! Exactly! —. That's exactly how I would do it. • ac-

curately. ;,,.
this, please; but do it accurately.

just like. . looks just

like his father. • exactly. Ond, ,. She smiles exa?tly as her mother does. • ex-

actly like. . I'll

make it exactly like the original.

{SS only; impersonal) to feel nauseated.. I feel nauseated.^ . His constant

joking makes me sick.

(P) grass. no . Keep
off the grass.

*0h , . You don't hear

a peep out of him now. •*9 .
It's all gone and forgotten.

(/P -&, -6b/) tractor.

tractor operator.

tractor operator F..
plowing by tractor.

tractor plow.

trolley. Stot? Where does this

trolley go? • streetcar. .
The streetcar doesn't stop here., . It takes long time

to go there by streetcar.

springboard.

transit. . I have a

transit visa.& to spend. .
spends lot of money on books. — He. It's not worth while spending so

much time on this. • to waste. He . Don't

waste your efforts for nothing.

See.
demand. -. agrees to all our demands. • request.^,. We sent in request for coal but haven't

received it as yet. • requirement. -5. meets all the requirements

for this job. • claim. ^ -. I'm withdrawing my claim.^ -. You're asking too much of him.

to demand. ,-. They demand that we come to work
on time, 'to request. ^ .
They're requesting payment of their bill, •to ask.

. You're asking too

much of them! •to require. -. This work requires lot of attention.- to be required. 5. This doesn't require any special

knowledge.

Ha 5tot .
This factory needs experienced electrical technicians.

anxiety. Ond . She
couldn't hide her anxiety. • alert. ,. Fortunately it turned out to be a false

alert.''' air-raid alarm.

anxiously. . I'm

waiting anxiously for his phone call.

restless.. The patient spent a very restless night. • uneasy.. We lived

through many uneasy moments.

warning signal.

anxiously. Oad. She looked about anxiously.

{sh -3BU) sober. ,? Don't you see he's not exactly sober?

• sound. . This is sound

approach to things.

soberly. .
Try to judge this soberly.() coach, trainer.

training. ,. You've got to have long

training to be a good tennis player.

crash. , . We
heard the crash of the chair breaking under him. • crack.. We heard the

crack of the rifles.. The show flopped. /

(pd) to crack. . The glass cracked.

•to split open. . Your

jacket split open at the seam.^ 5, !
For the life of me I can't make out this signature! •:, . I know him; he'd rather die

than tell.

trust.

(§i5) third. . I

was third in line at the ticket office. — .§. The third chapter of this book is the

best.^ ^. I'll come to see you after

two.

(P -,- F) one third.. We've already gone one third of the way.

triangle.

three hundredth.

(dur) to crackle.,? Listen to how the logs are crackling in the stove.

• to chatter away. . ^. She chatters

away all the time.

Ox, ! I've got a splitting headache!

crack., . Careful!
^

There's crack in the cup.— Her, ,
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11. No, this board isn't good; it has too many
cracks in it.

igl, d), , 1^2) three.

platform. ^ -. sat on the platform, next to the chairman.

• stand. . The stadiimi

stands are overcrowded.

thirtieth.

(gdl -, i-, ^2S) thirty.

thirteenth.

{gdl-, -, ^2£) thirteen.

{^22) three himdred.

touching, .
This is a very touching story.

D touching. ! How touch-

ing!

(Jpct:/) to touch., -. Please don't touch any-

thing on my table. — -. I'm deeply touched by your thoughtfulness. • to

affect. 9to . It doesn't

affect me at aU. • to move along. , nopd! Well,

it's time to move along.

(no pet)! Get the horses going! • He
— ^'. Let him alone; he's in bad

mood today.- to budge. .
The car in front of us isn't budging. • to get going. ,

nopd. Well, we'll have to get going.

{^2S) three. ^.
Take enough food along with you for three days, —. There are three boys in my family.

troika (team of three horses). ^. It'd be nice to take a troika ride

now.

trolley-bus. -? Do you know the route of this trolley-bus?

ipd of) to touch. ^,- . I felt that somebody had

touched me on the shoulder. —. I was very much touched by your attention.

— {no dur) A^-, ! Just try to

touch me.- to start moving. ),. I went to sleep as soon as the train started moving.

path. Bee ^ .
the paths in the woods are covered with snow.—§. Take this path on yoiu- left.

sidewalk.

(P 5') trumpet. - .
Somebody started playing the tnunpet near by.

water pipe.. Our water pipe burst at that time.

• gutter. . I had to let myself down from the

third story along the rain gutter.

chimney. ,. I think the soot in the chimney is on fire,

stack. .
Smoke is pouring out of the stacks.

telescope.^. looked through the telescope.

*0 ^. He's been

through an awful lot. •*^ -
1?'. Everything will go

up in smoke the way you run things.

receiver. He^,,^. Apparently the receiver is off the hook; I can't get

the number. — ^ .
Put the receiver back on the hook and call again. • pipe.^? How long have you been

smoking a pipe? . The paper is rolled up.

(-U) work. Oh 5.
put lot of work in on this job —. He's credited with many scientific works. • diffi-

culty.. I managed to get this book after great difficulty.

— . I held back my
anger with difficulty.

child labor.§ industrial safety regulations.

mental work
physical labor.(,-) to work hard.5', a ^1. We're working hard here,

and he's only disturbing us.

to sweat.. He's had to sweat for everything all his Ufe.

He ! Don't trouble yourself.

(F) difficulty.5? Wbat is the main difficulty in this work?
• heirdship. . We're not afraid

of hardship.

{sh-) hard. 9 ^', .
This work is hard but interesting. — ^. You gave me very hard problem.

• difficult. . She's very

difficult child, 'trying.

*5'. They helped me at a tryin;; time. — ,. He's good man, but very trying.

difficult. -. It's difficult for me to speak Russian for any length

of time. • with difficulty. . He breathes

with difficulty.

worker's. ? Do
you have your worker's identification book with you?
• hard-earned. 9 -. All this was bought with my hard-earned money.. He's

well-disciplined in his work.

(- ) work-day (umt of work).

OH ? How many work-days did he

complete?

{F) capacity for work. -4. has an amazing capacity for work.

, ^. Well, if I'm incapacitated, I'll collect

a pension.

able-bodied.. We'll have

to recruit all our able-bodied people for this work. • efficient.

Oh . He's a very efficient

man.
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{AM/rejl prap of/).
working population.

Soviet.

corpse.

troupe. 5 . In this

play the whole troupe is taking part. • company,. The

company at our theatre only has young actors.

coward.

(-KOB P) bathing trunks. ,. We're going swimming,

so don't forget your bathing trunks. • shorts. ,
;^, . One

team wore white shorts and the other team wore blue.

(F) cowardice.

rag. . Wipe the floor

with a wet rag. . She's only got clothes

on her mind. • *He ,. Don't be Uke putty; insist on your own way.

(^, !; p [trjas] or [trjos],, -6, -;
pap /pci: ^/) to shake. He. Don't shake the table.^ to pump someone's hand.^ . pumped my hand for a

long time and thanked me.. You get terribly shaken up

in the bus. • . I'm shivering with

fever.

-Cb to tremble. . I was trembling with

fear, 'to shake. ;^. His hands are

shaking.

{pd of) to nod. . He
nodded his head.*- — ^ -. Let's bring back the good old days and

sing our college songs.

tuberculosis.

{sh, Tyrd, ;^^, -; cp^) tight.. This spring is too tight.

T^ro tightly. ;^. Your

suitcase is too tightly packed. • slowly. ^. The work moves along rather slowly.^- as tight as you can. 5
^-.. Pull these strings together as tight as you can.

*0h . He's bit hard of hearing.

there. . You
can get there by train or boat. — ? Did

you phone there?

T)T^u, neither forwards nor backwards.! ., . We're stuck

now! We can't move either forwards or backwards.! what do you know. ^,! doesn't know the language,

and what do you know! He has the nerve to translate.& there and back.? Is it possible to get there and

back in one day?

^»§.
{-&) . ^ . You

ought to have trumped that ace.

body. ,. has small body but large head.

fog. 5 ^ .
You've got to drive carefully in this fog. —. I'm in fog today.

tundra.

([tunelj];) tunnel.

(-) dead-end street. . Our
house is on a dead-end street. • blind alley. *,. I feel as if I'm up a bUnd alley.. stumped

us with his question.

{sh, Tynd, ^, -) dull.. These scissors are much too dull. —
^. I have dull pain in my side. • blunt., —. One

end of the stick is sharp and the other is blunt.

T^no stupidly. Ond ^ . She keeps

repeating the same thing stupidly., . The trouble is he's

thick.

turbine.

tourist.

tourist F.

{sh, -) dim.? How can you work in such

dim light? • dull.. This concert made rather

dull impression on me.

here. ? Did I leave my hat

here? — ? Who's been at

my papers here? • at that point. .
At that point even he couldn't stand it anymore.

Tjrr there he (she, etc.) is., ! We've just spoken about him and

there he is!

Who's there. • A , .
But he just sits there without saying a word.^ (- P) shoes. , ^. She bought pair of high-heel shoes.^ slippers.

rotten. ;^'. I got rotten

egg. — -. There's rotten smell

here.

(, ^) to die out. ,. The lamp is dying out. Put some more kerosene

in it.^ cloud., ^!^. Look at

those clouds! It's going to rain. • swarm.^. There are swarms of mosquitoes over the

lake.

Oh 5'. He's

been walking around for a whole week as if he were going

to a funeral.

(^, ^) to put out. He —,. Don't put the Ught out; I'll read for a while.& careful. -. This problem deserves careful study,

•thorough. . We made thorough cleaning in the

dormitory today.

with great care.
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care.

futile. Bee . All our

pleas were futile.

in vain. ^ .
We tried in vain to persuade him.

{, dl, i,, ^21) you.^? WTiere are you going in such a hurry?

— . We expect you tomorrow

at three. — ? Shall I give you some more

tea? — 5? Did you like this

book? — . Somebody called

you on the phone. —, . Repeat

it; he didn't understand you. — ?
What happened to you? — .
We were just talking about you. — no .
I missed you.

*BoT ! That's a fine how4lo-you-do! •! You've got a fat chance of doing that!

pumpkin.

{/is -/, ^22) thousand.. This picture is valued at

several thousand rubles. — 065. It's been written about a thousand times. —. The first

part of the book is a thousand times more interesting thpn

the second.

thousandth.

{M) seal.

— ! We saw the trained seals. How
amusing they are!

*Hy ,,! Hey, molasses, get

moving!

{P) prison, jail.

T^ra draft. 5 . There's bad draft

in this chimney.

*0h . He took to his heels.

{sh -., -6, -) heavy. .
My suitcases are heavy. — .
You shouldn't eat heavy food. —. This article is written in a heavy style.

— . I went there with
heavy heart. • hard. ,. The job of tractor driver is hard, but
I enjoy it. — . He's hard man
to get along with. • difficult. .
It was a difficult time.

heavy industrj'.

hard. . He works hard. —
Oh ^. took the

death of his friend very hard. • heavy. ^, ^. Let me help you
carry it; it's too heavy for you alone. • painful.§. It's painful for me to talk about

this.* ! It's becoming so

difficult to budge you these days.

(F) weight. ,. As matter of fact, the full weight of the

work is on him. • load. —. Be careful not to lift heavy loads.- . My head

feels kind of heavy today.

(^,) to pull. ^. The locomotive pulled fifty cars.

• to draw. Tpy6d —^ -. The chimney draws badly. We have to call in a

chimney sweep, 'to draw out. He —. Don't draw it out. Come to the point. • to put

off. Oh ? Is he still putting off his

answer? • to drag. 5,^. Oh, how he drags out that song! It's sickening

to listen to. 'to drag along. "" ",
^!" "How are you?" "Oh, so so; dragging

along", 'to sip. Ond
. She sipped cold lemonade through a straw.^ to drag along. ^. I've been dragging along there for many years.* . In the siunmer

I always long to go to the country. •*0. He's pressing me very hard.

(ISI) by. ^. Our house is right by the

river. — . Let's sit by the window. • at.^ . I'll wait for you at the entrance. —. She's staying at her brother's house.—
Oh^ . He's going to sleep at our place.

• in. ^', . I feel at home in

your house, 'from. 5?
From whom did you get this book?? What's new with you? •? Did you get your ticket yet? •. My tooth aches. • .
Ask the officer. • . I have

little matter to talk over with you. • .
She has three children. • . Everyone

to his own taste. • 5? What do

you keep in this suitcase? • ? Who's

your teacher? • 5^ . This

chair has two broken legs. •^ ^!
How intelligent that girl of yours is!

{dur of) to run off. . Every

morning he hurriedly gulps a glass of milk and runs off to

school, 'to run away.,,. Now, children, don't run too far away

from the house.^ See.
{/pr SI not used/,; ppp; pet of) to convince. ;! You've

convinced me; I give up. — .
I'm convinced of his innocence, 'to persuade.
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^. Persuade him to come along with' us.

- to realize. ,. Now he himself realizes he was wrong.

(^,, §£7; -pd of) to run off.,? Where did she run off to? —? Why did he run off so early

today?& {dur of) to urge.. They urged me to stay.^ See.
{dur of) to kill. ,. kills her at the end of the third act. —! The very thought of

it simply kills me!

murder.. was charged with pre-

meditated murder. • manslaughter. 9^. It was manslaughter.^^ (, F) murderer. . The
murderer was caught.& {dur of &) to clean (a room). ^? Who'll clean our room? •to
harvest.. the kolkhozes in our region are harvesting grain

now.

{/ppp of/) killed. .
was killed in the war.. She's grief-stricken. • ond? Why is she so depressed? •. didn't say word all

evening. •*, . I slept like log.

(,; inw; ) to kill.? . What are you afraid of?

He won't kill you. 'to murder.. The night watchman was found murdered., . I can't remember for the life of me.

cleaning. . We're

having general cleaning today.& harvesting.^. We're hurrying with the harvesting.

{AF) dressing room. ,,5. Take the flowers to

this actress's dressing room. • toilet. ?
Where's the toilet? •men's (ladies') room.

—, —. The men's room
is on the right and the ladies' room on the left.

maid. . There

aren't enough maids in this hotel.& (^, -; p; ppp;^, sh F;
pet of) to take away.. Take your books away from here, •to bring in.. It'll be

necessary to bring the harvest in quickly and without loss,

•to store. . The hay hasn't been

stored yet. •to decorate. ;^ .
The hall is already decorated for the festival.

J^pUTb CO to clear the table.,,. Please clear the table,

yiTOK (-) damage. .
The fire caused great damage. • loss.

. They're all ready to sell their

furniture, even at a loss.& {prpp of]&).! Dear Mr. Babal. •-! Dear comrade!

{dur) to respect. Bee ,. Everyone respected him, but no one liked him.. Respectfully yours.

respect. ^
Such an act deserves the greatest respect. — !. Everybody respects him. • appreci-

ation. -. was forgiven out of appreciation for his past acts.. Respectfully yours.. . had
good reason for not coming.

{pd, of) to inform.. You'll be informed

of the day of his arrival in due time, •to notify.^.
You should have notified us ahead of time about your plans.

{dur of) to give notice.. According to

law they have to give you two weeks' notice before dismissal.

(^, -; p,, -, ; pd of) to

take (by conveyance). ^ .
took his wife to the country. —. They've already taken your things to

the station.

{dur of) to increase.. You can

gradually increase the dose of this medicine.- to increase. -. The demand for school supplies

has been increasing every year. • to grow. -. The number
of students in our school is growing all the time.

{pd of) to enlarge.? Can you enlarge this snapshot?

•to increase. .
You'll have to take on an increased amount of work.

to double. 3a . Our factory

doubled its production during the past year.- to grow. . The population of this town

has grown considerably in recent years, •to increase..
The interest in America increased very much during the war.(,; pd of) to see.&, . rushed to

meet us as soon as he saw us. — ,,. Probably I'll see him tonight.- to get together. ,. I'll tell you about it when we get together.

See.
See.
(dwr/).- to be fascinated. . We

are all fascinated by his singing.
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enthusiast?

(^,; ,, -6, -; pet of&) .

- to be carried away. ,. was so carried away with his story

that he missed his dinner. • to be absorbed., . I was so absorbed in my
work that I was late to the theater. • to fall in love.. He's fallen very much in love with her.

(^,; dvr of) to take away (by

conveyance). He .^, .
Don't take your sen away; let him stay with us. —? Where are you taking my
bicycle?

{-pet of; to fire. -. was fired for absenteeism. • to di.scharge.. He's been discharged from the army,

•to spare, {no dur) ,! Spare me that,

please.

to put on the reserve list.

Fe , . He's longer in the army;

he's been put on the reserve list.

(dur of) to fire. 3a ?
Why are they being fired?

{pet of) to guess.,. Guess who this letter is from!

(dur of) to guess. '^,
^. always guesses what I want.

charcoal gas. Tj't- . There's a

smell of charcoal gas here.

comer. ^ . They live in

the comer house. — ^-. We can rent you the comer room.

^, . I rent part of this

room.

{dur of) to urge.§. has been urging me to

take this job for a long time.

(pet of) to persuade.. We persuaded him to stay

till Sunday.

(pet of; to please. ^4 !
It's impossible to please him. — Ha ! You
can't please everybody. • to hit. {no dur). threw the ball and hit me
right in the eye. •to run into, {no dur)! He. Careful! Don't into the ditch.

(*w dur) ^^? How
come you became a slacker?.

anjTvhere. ,. I'm ready to live anywhere but here.

at any time. ^. I meet you at any time.

rro anybody. ,. I'll agree to work with anybody except

him.

anjrthirg. —. I would give anything to stay with you.? What ( an I do for you? • -

. You can sit where you want to.

• . You'll

find just as many women teachers as you want.

{dur of) to please. He. Don't try to please everybody.^ See.^ (-/ ^, ^/) angle. 5. The roads meet at this spot

at a right angle. — -
Stot . It never occurred

to me to look at the question from that angle, •corner., ^. Careful, don't

hurt yourself on the corner of the table. —, . Their house is just around the corner. —. Turn that corner

there and then go straight. —^ ^?. Why did you stick yourself in the

corner? Come on over and join us. — Ond ,,, ^. She dreamed of

finally having her own little corner.^ to corner. ^. They had me cornered with their question., <'? Why are

you pacing up and down all evening? •

;^. I never expiected to

find a radio in such a godforsaken place.•- — . It isn't my nature to

be underhanded.

criminal. . It's a criminal

case.

(-.) corner.

red comer club.. I'll meet him to-

night in the "Red Comer Club."! What cozy room
you have here!^ (, P frna, ^, ^, or^,-) coal,

charcoal. ^^ .? Do you have

supply of coal for the winter. —^ ,^. has coal-black eyes.

charcoal.

coal.

*0, . was sitting on pins and
need'es.

coal. 9to—^ ^-. It's large coal center.

(pet of) to treat.. We were treated to a good dinner.

{dur of) to treat.! There was nothing she didn't treat us to!^ See,
to threaten. ^ . He's

threatened with tuberculosis.

threat.. These were, only idle threats on their part. —. We don't want to live under constant threat of

invasion any more.

morose. , . He's

an unpleasant, morose man.

sullenly.? Why are you looking at so sullenly?
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dur of) .

{'pct of) to get rid of., . Try to get

rid of him; I have to talk to you. • to send away.^ . You'll have to send the

children away from here, 'to extract. vifmao. You have to have this tooth ex-

tracted immediately.- to go out. . The court went

out for consultation.

{dur of) .& blow. Oh . drove the

nail in with one blow. —. Another heavy blow was inflicted on the

enemy. — .
The news was terrible blow to them. — Ond. She

lost son, and hasn't gotten over the blow yet. • stroke.

TOM^ . had stroke

year ago.

sunstroke.

thunderclap.

*0,, . Evidently he's not at

his best today. •*!. Wonderful! That way you'll

kill two birds with one stone.

accent. 5? Where is the

accent on this word? — He .
Don't forget to put the accents on. • stress.^. We have

to put the main stress on the quality of our products.& (pd of) to hit. ?
Did he really hit you? 'to strike.- . The lightning struck somewhere

near by. ! We're having quite a cold snap.

•,, ^ . The wine apparently

went to his head. • ,. didn't even raise finger to help us.

•*, . Be sure to put

your best foot forward.- to hurt oneself. . I hurt my-
self on the frame of the door. • to hit. ,. The stone hit the wall.. You're going to

extremes again.& shock-worker. ^. group of shock-

workers from this factory were sent as delegates to the con-

vention in Moscow.& shock-worker F.. the women in our factory are shock-workers.&.&& shock brigade.. The shock brigade

of the kolkhoz filled the quota ahead of time.

percussion instnunent.. Our
orchestra consists of wind and percussion instruments., .
This work has to be done at the highest speed.

(dur of) to hit.

{pr by %27; p,, -, -; pet of) to be successful. .
The dinner was very successful. • to succeed, {impersonal), . I'm
sure we'll succeed in finishing the work in time.— {impersonal), ?
Well, did you finally succeed in seein i him?. Your pie is

especially good today.

luck. ? ! You got the

tickets, eh? What luck! — ! Good luck!

— . They're

very lucky it turned out that way.

successful. -. This was the most successful number of the

program. • right.. always knows how to put in the right word.
• good. . I made a good buy.

well. .
translated these proverbs very well. — ,? Don't you think it turned out

very well?

(^,; pd of) to hold., ^ §. Would
you help me? I can't hold all these packages, •to keep.

Oh , ^. wasn't well yet, but I couldn't keep him in bed.

— .
We'll try to keep him on our staff. • to hold back. -, a TO OH . Hold him back or

he'll do something foolish. —, .
There's no holding him back now.^ . His

name just won't stick in my mind.- to stay. Oh nordx.

slipped and barely stayed on his feet. —

. Our team stayed in first place even after the last two
games, 'to keep (oneself). -. I couldn't keep from laughing

then.

{dur of) to withhold.. They don't withhold

anything from our pay. • to hold back.. I could hardly hold back nrv ^-•rs.- to hold. Oh pa66i .
never held job long. • to keep (oneself).. I had hard time keeping from

laughing.

amazing. ,! It's such an amazing case that it's hard to believe.

• marvelous. . It was a

marvelous sight,

no wonder., ^!
It's wonder you caught cold in such weather! —? 5 . Did
he get mad? No wonder!

amazing., &! It's amazing that you didn't

think of doing it without being told. — -
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, -. It's amazing

how well you speak Russian, •wonderfully. -. She behaved

wonderfully at the funeral.,. They say she was stunning when she was young.

(pet of) to surprise. ,,! I guess nothing surprises you! — ,-, ^. I must say I was surprised

at your answer.- to be amazed. , . I

was very much amazed to find him here.

surprise. , ond-. everj'body's surprise, she came on time.

• amazement. . was

beside himself with amazement. • astonishment.. His astonishment

struck me as being put on.. The pie timied out won-

derfully.] (dur of) to astonish.^5? Why does that astonish you so?- to be astonished. . I'm

astonished at your patience. • to be amazed. ,. I'm amazed you

told me nothing about it.

(^, ^;^) to fish.. They went fishing.

comfortable. . This

is very comfortable apartment.— ?
Is your bed comfortable? •convenient.. We have to choose a conveni-

ent time for the trip.

more comfortable. -. Take more comfortable armchair.

opportunity. ^. Come
to Moscow to see us at your first opportvmity.

convenient. ,. I'll come to see you tomorrow night

if it's convenient for you. —? Is it convenient for you to meet me
there at that tinie? •comfortable. ,. Thank you, I'm very comfortable here.

• all right. ^,? Do you think it's all right to ask him about it?

fertiUzer. -? Do you use artificial fertiUzer? • fertihzation..
The groimd is rocky, and without fertihzation nothing will

grow here.

satisfaction.

satisfactory.. His explanation is completely

satisfactory.

G satisfactorily., . The work •

wasn't done brilUantly, but quite satisfactorily.. I got

passing grade in history.

(pet of) to satisfy. -! You can't satisfy him with

promises! — ,^ -? Well, is your cvuiosity satisfied now?
(dur of) to satisfy. 9.

This useless occupation doesn't satisfy me at all. —? Are you satisfied with his

answer?

pleasure.,. Thank you, it'll be a pleasure to come to

see you. — 4.
I've already had the pleasure of meeting you. —

— . Spending

whole evening with them is not exactly a pleasure.! We en-

joyed our trip tremendously.

certificate. -. You'll have to show your certifi-

cate from your place of work.

Q identification.? Have you some identifica-

tion with you?

fishing rod. ). I'll give you

my fishing rod.

to fish around. * -, . What are you
fishing around for? Nothing'll come of it.& to fall for bait. *? How did you fall for such bait?

See.& (dur of) to leave. ? When
are you leaving? •to go away.. never went away for

such a long time before.— .
They always go away for the whole summer.

(, -; imv supplied as; pet of)
to go away, to leave. , -? Is it possible that he went away without saying

good-by?

See.^ fright. ^. She was shaking with

fright. • dismay. ^^, ,. dismay, I found I

didn't have a penny left. • terror. -. You could see the terror in her eyes.^ terribly. fm&c&. He's terribly

stupid.

Oh <', . He'll be

horrified when he hears about it. • ,
^! Look at the hat she has! What a horrible

sight!

awful. 1. They

lived under awful conditions.— !
What an awful flirt you are! — ! It's

simply awful! • terrible. !
What terrible weather today! — . He's a

terrible har. — . The

children raised a terrible racket.

awfully.. This sentence is awfully hard to translate

into English. • terribly. -,! Give me something to eat. I'm

terribly hungry.
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yet. ? Is he back yet? • already.. I've already been here a long time.

any more. ,! Let him do what he wants; he's not a child any

more.

3a !
Where haven't I been during my long life! '^, ! I never thought I'd meet

you here. • ,5 . After

all, it isn't so important. • ! It's

really a shame. • ,, . Evidently

he's not coming. • ,,. We had tough time finding you.

fxeSeefsKHU.^ supper, "^. Supper's ready. —^ . Buy some bologna for supper.

— ^'! Come over for supper.

— ^. I've been invited out for supper.

to have supper. ^.
We had supper last night in a restaurant.

(P^) bridle.^ () knot. ^. Tie the knot

tighter. — . We
made twelve knots today. • bundle. .

;^. bundle of your dirty laundry,

•junction. -
^. We came to big railway junction.^ {sh /-, -/; .^) narrow.^. We wandered around the narrow streets.

• tight. ^ . This coat is too

tight for me in the shoulders. • limited. ^. knows great

deal about his limited specialty. • narrow-minded.^, ;^ . He's narrow-

minded person and won't understand it.(,; imv; prger; dur of) to recognize. .
I always recognized him by his walk. — ,? What's this, don't you recog-

nize old friends any more? • to get news. .-. He's always the last one to get the

news. • to find out. , —. I always said you find out who your friends are

when you're in trouble.

ippp, sh F; pet of) to

recognize. , .
He's gotten so fat you just can't recognize him any more. —, . Excuse me, I didn't recognize

you. 'to find out. .
We found out about that only yesterday. —,? How can I find out his address? —,

. Find out whether he's at home. • to know., -. I

only got to know him real well after living with him.. I could tell im-

mediately, you're an American. • {no dur), ! Let him just try. I'll fix him!^ See.^ load, ^! We have loads of work!
• piles. Oh ^. spent piles-

of money for it.

(^,; p,, -, -; ; pet

of) to leave. -. Our train left after a great delay. —! just left. — ? Has my
letter already left? • to get away. He,! Don't worry; that won't get away from you!

•to go. cuxapy ? How much
sugar went into the jam? •to escape.! You can't escape your fate.

{no dur) ^ .
You won't get far with your indecisiveness. •. was ngrossed in his reading. •,5 . See that the milk doesn't boil over.

• Oh . He became a seaman. •

^^. My watch is twenty

minutes fast.^ See.
decree. . Look it up in the decrees of the presi-

dium of the Supreme Soviet.

Oh ^ — .
Don't regard him as an example. His set-up is entirely

different.

(^,1; pet of) to show. -
Havf,, ? Will you kindly

show us how to get there? • to point out.,-, . Please point out the village

on the map. •to tell. ,. We did as we were told. • to recommend., .
was recommended to me as the best teacher in town.? Do you know
of a good doctor?

{dur of) .

{pet of) to rock.-. She was finally able to rock the baby to

sleep. • to get {or be) seasick, to get {or be) airsick., : . She got seasick and went down
to her cabin.

{dur of).
{dur of) to pack.? Did you start packing your things yet?

• to store. . They were

storing firewood all day.- to pack. nopd. . It's time for

you to begin packing.

{dur of:) to go to bed.. Go to bed quickly.

oarlock.

(5^, -; p ^; ppp; pet of) to steal. . His

suitcase was stolen while he was traveling.

^Kcyc {/g -y/) vinegar.

(^,; pet) to bite. He,. Don't be afraid of the dog; he won't bite you."" M^^'xa ? What got into you

today?

{pet of) to settle. He;. Don't worry; everything is settled, •to

fix up. ^^ ;^, . Be pal and fix

it up.

{dur of) to settle.. She always settles their arguments.
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See.^ (^) beehive.

(dur of) to fly.^. In an hour, I'll be flying to Moscow. • to fly

away. . These birds

fly away from here in the fall.(,; pd of) to fly.

. flew to yesterday., —,. She's not listening; evidently her thoughts are far

away.^ See.(,; , &, -,
-; pet of&) to go to bed., . The tele-

phone rang as soon as we went to bed. 'to blow over.

(no dvr) ^ ^, . The

storm has blown over and now we can be on our way. • to

calm down, {no dur). Now that we've calmed down
we can speak in a more businesslike manner.^ street. Ha ^ ? What street do

you live on? — ^ . Our street is

very noisy. — ;^? How do you

get to street?^ outside. 5' ?
Is it very cold outside today?

*;^ ^. Every dog has

his day.

{dur of) to catch.. I've often caught him lying.

{pet of) to prove. .
They proved that he was a thief.^ street." . The

street noise kept me from sleeping.^ street traffic.

(^',; pet of) to pack.§ . all these books into

a box. 'to put to bed.. She went to put the children to bed and

will return immediately.- to pack. . I haven't had time

to pack yet. • to fit. ,. I'm afraid my material

can't be fitted into a newspaper article. — Bee. All my things fitted

into the suitcase perfectly.

{dur of) to smile.? Why are you smiling so ironically? —. just smiled

shyly in reply.

Bdme . Your offer

appeals to me very much.

smile. ? Have you

noticed his sly smile? • grin.. always walks around with a foolish grin.

D . grinned

from ear to ear.

{pet of) to smile. ,,! Come on, why don't you smile? —-
To . Finally Lady Luck smiled

See.
{-&.) mind. )1 &. has

brilliant mind. — —! What was I going to say? It slipped my mind
completely. — 6- ! has some-

thing else on his mind. —. went out of his mind
and was taken to a psychiatric hospital. — ,? What? Are you out of your mind? —. My mind can hardly conceive

of it. • intelligence. .
doesn't show much intelligence. • head.5. I figured the cost out in my

head. — . It's way over my head.

• sense. *y . He has a lot of sense.

to drive oneself mad.. I was driving myself mad with worry.

*BoT , i ! I just don't

know what to do in this case. •*. I don't know if I'm coming or going.•* ^-! They'll make you toe the

mark there. •* — . It's easy

for a Monday morning quarterback to talk. •*0 ndpenb! He knows what side his bread is buttered on.

• . Everybody went mad over

her there. • . He's crazy about

her.

skillful. 5
,. You can immediately sense a skillful hand in this

work, •experienced. . He's

very experienced surgeon.

skillfully. .
handled the car skillfully.

{dur of) to lessen.^. This doesn't lessen your guilt at

all.

{ppp; pet of) to cut

down. ().
You can cut down the dose now. — .
Cut down on the speed.

{/ppp of/) moderate.. We're driving at a moderate rate

of speed. • reasonable. . The prices

are reasonable here.

temperate climate.

moderately. , . Yes,

he drinks, but very moderately.

(^,; p ^,, ^, -;; pet of) to die. ^. died of pneumonia. — ^? What
did he die from?

(pet of; to moderate.

{dur of) .

([-sn-]) proper.. I consider his criticism absolutely proper.

to know how. '.
doesn't know how to drive a car. —. knows how to make everybody like

him. — —, . I hope you

don't mind; I did the best I knew how. —. She doesn't know how to

handle children. • to be able. ^ !
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! How can he make a speech

when he can't even put two words together?* . It's all in knowing how.

(dur o/) to die. , .
They knew what they were dying for. —. I'm dying of thirst. — 6.
We died laughing.

to starve. . I'm

simply starving.

— ! We have wonder-

ful life; couldn't be better.^ {M, F) bright girl. ^ ^, -. She's bright girl to think of calling

us up. • intelligent man. ^. He's a

very intelligent man.^ {sh, /-<3, -/; adv) intelligent.. I didn't expect

that from such an intelligent woman. • smart.^ . This was smart move on

your part, •clever.! The boy is very clever for his age.

wisely. . You acted

very wisely.^ See.
washstand. — .

The washstand is at the end of the hall.

(dur of) to wash (someone)., . No matter how
many times I wash him, he's always dirty.- to wash (oneself). . You can

wash (yourself) in the bathroom.

yaiUTb,; pet of; to wash (someone).,. Wash the children, please.- to wash up (oneself). ?
Have you had time to wash up and comb your hair?

(^, »; p,, -, -; pet of) to

take with. ^.
took my notebook with him. • to carry away.. The wind carried my hat away.

*0h . was just about able

to get himself away from there.() department store.

wide. .
has wide knowledge.

D «See.
college, university.. He's the dean

of the Law School at Moscow University. —. college education is now
within everyone's reach.

(dur of) to humiliate. -? Why do you insist upon humiliating

people you argue with?

See.
(pet of; to. humiliate. 9. You won't be humilating

yourself by doing this,

(dur of) to ruin. -. This order ruins all

the work we've done. • to exterminate.. Exterminate the rats and mice.

(pet of) to destroy. -

. The fire destroyed several

blocks of houses, 'to kill.. They managed to kill the infection at the
start, 'to smash.. We received the order to smash the enemy.
• to cut out.. We have to cut out absenteeism in our factory.-. The revolution had as its aim the sup-
pression of social inequality. • ^. The box of chocolates

was eaten up in a couple of minutes.

(5>^,; dur of) to take away. He, .^ . Don't take
the samovar away; we may still drink some more tea.^ «See.

gloomy. . They
started to sing a gloomy song.

dejectedly. .
shook his head dejectedly. ? Why are

you walking around with such a long face?^ «See.
(pet of and) to pack.. I've already packed all my

things.

packing. , -. The packing was bad and the .salt got wet..
Goods are packed on the ground floor.

(dur of) to pack. He -, . There's use pack-

ing today; we'll have enough time tomorrow. • to wrap.. Packages are

wrapped poorly in this store.(, -; p; pet of) to fall.;, . It's very slippery

today; see that you don't fall. —. fell from the horse and broke his leg. —
Oh . He fell flat on his back, 'to drop.. The price of meat

dropped recently. — — -. was better today; his temperature

dropp)ed. • to sink. , 5. My heart sank when I heard of it.

to faint. , ,. She'll faint when she hears it., ,. After what you tok! me, he went down a great

deal in my eyes.

(.^,; p; pap; pger or; or; ; pet of) . . Beach the boat, bow first.

- to put against.. Put your oar against the rock and shove the boat

off. • to get stubborn. , .
He's become stubborn and you can't make him change his

mind.

to stare, (no dur)? Why arc you staring at her?
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(dur of) .- to be stubborn. , ^! Don't be

stubborn!

payment. . He's demand-

ing payment of the debt. —. The union insists

on regular payment of membership dues. —
., .
Received from I. Ivanov, fifty rubles in payment for the

apartment.

(^,; pet of; to pay. 3a. The apartment is

paid for a month in advance.—. You have to pay this bill.

{dur o/).
(pd of;., .

They put more roomers in our flat and we're very crowded.

(dur o/).
representative. -
^'. The plant sent its representative

to Moscow.

(dur of) to mention.. mentioned you more

than once in his letters.

(-^, -; pd of) to mention.

He Mor^ ;^ —-. I can't help mentioning the others who are

working with us also.

G afore-mentioned.

to mention in passing. -. happened to mention it in

passing.

(pd of) to use. .. used the time profitably. — ,,. Well, if he doesn't agree wilUngly, we'll have to use

force.

use. Bee5. these things are for my personal use

only. — . For internal use.

— -. The dictionary is completely worn out from long

use. — Oh. put his knowledge of foreign

languages to good use.

(dur of) to use.? What kind of soap do you use? —. likes to use

foreign words.- to be used. ^) . This

word isn't used anymore.— A ?
What is it used for?

See .
management. ,-, . With management

like that it's no wonder the plant is running at a deficit. —, . Your manage-

ment leaves much to be desired; that's what the trouble is.

• government. -
^. After the revolution the gov-

ernment fell into new hands. • controls.

. The plane didn't respond to the

controls. • direction.. The symphony was performed under
the direction of the composer. • board.. works on the

board of architectural affairs,

(See, Appendix 4).( -) Central Board for the Coal Industry.( -) Central Board for the Chemical Industry.

administrative office.. Get the information from the

administrative office.

to manage. ^. He's not capable of managing such a

big factory. • to govern. —. Governing country is not a simple thing. • to

drive. ? Do you know
how to drive a car?

(AM) manager.. The manager is out of town now. —. You must go to the

house manager about that.

office manager.,. The office manager will see to it that

you're put on the list of employees.

trust manager. .
Only fifteen years ago the trust manager was a factory

worker.

exercise.

nrpdcT . The neighbor's daughter

plaj^s piano exercises every evening. — -? What physical exer-

cises were prescribed for you? —. Do the exercises in Lesson Five..- to practice. . She spends few hours each

day practicing the piano. —. dancer has to practice

every day,

reproach. .
Do you mind? This is a friendly reproach. — Ha. We were showered with re-

proaches.

reproachfully.. looked at us reproachfully.

(dur of; to reproach. He ,. Don't reproach him! It's not his fault,

•to blame., , . See

that you don't blame me later on.

(pd of&) to accuse. ^. You can never accuse me of that.

elastic.^ stubborn. He . Don't be

so stubborn. — . I'm just stub-

born enough to get what I go after. — , .
He's as stubborn as a mule. • headstrong.§ . It's
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difficult for the teacher to control this headstrong boy.

•willful. . She

was very willful even as a child.

(dur of) to miss. He. Be sure not to miss your

chance to talk to him. —. He'd never miss chance to remind me of that.

(^,; pd of) to let go. -, . Be careful! Don't let the oar go.)1 to overlook.. You've overlooked one

important factor.^ See.
hurrah. ! ! Hurrah! Our people

arrived!

*0h . went to take

the exam on his nerve alone.

ugly. Oh . He's unbeUeva-

bly ugly.

Ond . She re-

ceived the wrong kind of bringing up.

harvest.. We'll figure out our profits after the

harvest, 'crop. 5^ .
There's large apple crop this year.& (F) yield. -. The wheat yield is high in this area.

• crops. ^,. I think we can increase our crops still more.

f-).
— . I was born and bre<i here.. . My wife was born

in New York.

lesson.? Would you agree to give English lessons? —. I'd

like to take Russian lessons twice a week. — ^
— ! This will be

good lesson for you; mind your own business! — -. makes his living giving

lessons. • homework.. They give them too much homework in

school. • class. -. read newspaper during class and was caught.(,; ppp; pel of) to

drop. . I dropped

the watch and it stopped. • to shed.. She didn't shed single tear.. He's

always afraid of losing his dignity.

yc (P, /S forms rarely used/) mustache. 3u. grew mustache during the summer."" ^! caused plenty

of trouble, but he doesn't give a damn.& {gp or -) privately used plot of farmland.

{dur of) to take seats.. The audience were slowly taking

their seats, "to sit down. .
Sit down in that armchair.

G ! Make yourself comfortable!& {dur of) to master. -

. He's gradually mastering

Russian pronunciation.

{pet of) to acquire.. acquired lot of bad habits.. I still

haven't completely digested the last lesson.(,-; p; pel of) to

sit down. Oh ,. There was phone call for him as soon as he sat

down to work. • to be seated. Bee? Is everybody

seated?

{/ppp o//) increased.. Our work is going on at increased

speed. • strong. .
Even the strongest pleading didn't help.

intensively.. He's working intensively for the

final examination. . You absolutely

must have a nourishing diet. •. She's making every effort to be sent

on that assignment.

{dur of).
-. ;^. It's raining

harder now; we'd better go back.

effort. 5. an effort and swallow this medicine. —5.
make every effort to arrange this appointment for you.

{pet of) to reinforce.. We've reinforced our

ranks with experienced specialists, 'to increase.. You'll have to in-

crease your watchfulness over the children. • to strengthen.

Ha . The army was

strengthened in this sector. ? you turn

up the radio?- to grow stronger. .
His pains grew stronger during the night.

{pet of) to quicken. !
Quicken your pace! "to speed up. -. We're trying to speed up our har-

vesting.

Oh . had to

move up his day of departure.

{dur of) to speed up., . We're speeding up our

work to meet our deadline.

arrangement. ,. According to the arrangements, I have to

pay for the room in advance, •condition. -. They agreed to all our con-

ditions. — ,^ ^. I agree to start work on

condition that I can send for my family. —? How're working conditions there?

{pet of,) to agree.' . We agreed to meet

at the ticket office. — § .
Let's do it the way we agreed.
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Cor) (dur/;.
favor. . Do me favor,

•service. ^' — ^. I'll be

at your service in a moment. —9 ,5^ . This is the price for

the room alone. You'll have to pay extra for service..
Payment for gas, electricity, water, etc. is collected by the

house manager. •*0 .
meant well, but it turned out wrong. •

^)'! I appreciate what you've done for me very much.

(-, -; pd of) to hear. -. You'll

hear one of our best speakers today. — ^,5. I was horrified when I heard

about it.

(pet) to fall asleep. ,
^'. I tossed for long time and

couldn't fall asleep.

Bee . All your goldfish

died.

{pet of) to pterfect.. We've

perfected the methods of steel processing.

{dur of) to find time.? When do you find time for so much
reading? • to manage. 5?
How does she manage to do all this?. The boy is slow

at arithmetic.

(pet of) to have time.. I didn't even have time to read

the paper today, 'to manage. , ^. I'll drop in to see you tonight, if I can manage

it. 'to be successful. .
He's been highly successful in his field. . I won't

be able to see him before I leave. • ?
Will we make the train? • He ,. Before you know it, it's time to go

home.

success. ! From the bottom

of my heart I wish you every success. — -. His concert was great success. —. . She

was great success in her younger days. —, . I tried to convince her,

but without success. . It'll be all

the same if you go there tomorrow.

(dur of) to console., . No matter

how I tried to console her, she still cried 'to reassure.

6to . That ex-

planation doesn't reassure me.- to calm down. . He's

already started to calm down.

(pet of) to quiet. .
Quiet the child, 'to comfort. Bdme. Yoiu" letter comforted her very much. • to

dull. . The powder

dulled my pain a bit.

- to calm down. ^ . The sea

calmed down towards morning. —, -. Calm down. There's no reason

to be so worried! — ,^. didn't calm down until the job came to an
end. 'to quiet down. ,, —
nopd . Now kids, quiet down;
it's time to start yoiu" homework.

charter. ^ ? Did you
read the charter of our society? • set of rules. -^. We framed new
set of rules for our club. • rules. *B. You've got to play the game
according to local rules.(,; imv; prger; dur of) to get tired. . I

get very tired on this job.

(dur of).
(F) weariness.& tired. . She looks very

tired. — . I'm very tired today.

wearily. .
answered my questions wearily.

(dur of) to install.. They're installing phone

at our place today.-, -; pet of) to

install. . The new
machines are already installed. • to make.5? Who made these rules? 'to establish.^ . First of all, we
have to establish the facts, 'to determine.. It's still too difficult to

determine the damage.

obsolete.

(pet of) to be outdated.. These working methods are already outdated.(, -; pet of) to get tired.. We got tired from walking.

([-sn-]) oral. 4, , -. We have both oral and written exams.(,; pet of) to manage to keep

one's balance. nonix. just about

managed to stay on his feet. • to resist.

^^. I couldn't resist the

temptation and made a go for the caviar.& (dur of) to arrange... We are arranging a show, 'to make. He5! Don't make a tragedy

out of it. 'to suit. 5?
Does this offer suit you?

(pet of) to remove. ^. managed to remove all

obstacles, "to do away with. §. I'd like

to do away with any outside interference in this matter.

(dur of) to eliminate.. began

to eliminate flaws in the work of our office.

oyster.

(pet of) to arrange. *
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— ;^. When I arrange my

affairs, I'll take a trip to Moscow. — -. I'll arrange an appointment for you

with the editor.

— ? Will tomorrow

at four be convenient for you? •. He'll be able to get you work. • -. We'll try to

get you a seat on a fast train.

{dur of) to give in. ^, . If you always

give in to him he'll take advantage of you. • to give up., -. I give up; do as you like

in this matter.(,; pet of) to give in., §. Give in this once. • to let have.

^". Let the old man have your seat.

to hold one's own., ^! He'll hold his own in anything with his

brother.,,. If they'll let me have

it for less, I may buy it.

concession. .
wouldn't make any concessions.^ (gp) mouth of a river, estuary.

See,
affirmative.. gave an affirmative answer.

affirmatively.. nodded affirmatively.{; pd of) to

approve. ? When was

this project approved?

(dur of) to insist. ,
5'' . insists that he's known

it for a long time.

leak. . We have

gasoline leak here.

(dur of) to comfort.. That doesn't comfort me at all.

(pet of; to console. ,! Go over and console him. 'to cheer (someone) up.. We're trying to cheer her up!

(M) waste material. .
The children are steadily collecting waste materials.

"" .. He's ready for the scrap heap.& (dur of) to subside.. The epidemic is already beginning to

subside.

(p,; pet of) to quiet down.. Everything in the house quieted down.
• to subside. . The snowstorm subsided.^ duck.

(pet of) to quench. ^,. . Give him some more; one

glass won't quench his thirst. • to satisfy. 9. That

small job couldn't satisfy his desire for activity.

(dur of) to quench. ,. Drink some kvass; it will

quench your thirst.

(pet of) to tire out.

. This trip tired me out. • to tire.! How tired you look!

(dur of) to make tired.§. This noise makes me tired, 'to strain. He, . Don't strain your

eyes; sit nearer the light.

(-,-; pet of) to drown.^ § . Last year man
drowned in this lake.

(dur of) to be swamped.. I'm swamped with work. . The actress's

dressing room was a mass of flowers.

(prap o/; drowning person.. got medal for

rescuing drowning person.

(-,-; pet /*) to drown (someone)., . Don't

grab me around the neck; you'll drown me.

Utopian.

Utopia.

morning. .
I'll go by the first morning train. —
^ . The best work is done in the

morning.

breakfast.. We drink tea with milk at break-

fast.^ (P^,,^/ some phrases gs, ds ^/)
morning. ! What a nice morning it is!

— ,. The train will

arrive at ten o'clock in the morning. —. The work goes on at full speed

from early morning to late at night.

toward morning. ^,,. The patient finally fell asleep toward morning.^ early in the morning.

^. It wasn't till early in the morning that they

broke up and went home.

no mornings. . It's still

cold mornings.

dancing until morning.^ (/is of^/) in the morning. ;^ ^-
^. Better come some time in the morning.

• morning. . We'll

leave early tomorrow morning.

(-d) iron. , a. It's shame I don't have an iron, or I'd do your

shirt for you.

(/pet: -, no-/) to iron.? Do you know how to iron your pants yourself?

fish soup.

to look after. ?
Who looks after the flowers at your place? • to take care.

Ond . She takes good

care of the patients, •to court. 3a -. Many men are courting her.

^xo (P fmn,,) ear. ^. He's

deaf in one ear. — , ;^. Put on ear-muffs so you won't get your ears

frostbitten. — 6to . I heard it

with my own ears. — , -
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. I noticed that he whispered something in her ear. —. I can't beheve my own ears.

—*^ , ;^,. Whatever you say to him goes in one ear

and out the other. —*^ . I was all ears.

— Ond. ^.
She's talked my ears off about that American. — 5

^xo. That expression grates on my ears.

—*1<', ^. Stop

it! My ears can't take any more of that kind of talk. —*, ^. Careful! Walls have ears.

to watch your step. *C

^xo! You've got to watch your step with

that guy.

fmu to perk up one's ears. *, ^. When I heard your name,

I perked up my ears.

*0h . He's head over heels in love.

• ^. She blushed to the roots of her

hair. • Oh ,. He's hard of hearing. • Ha. has on cap with earlaps. •*, . They warned him,

but he's paying no attention. •*T6? , . How
can you say they didn't like the dinner? They ate like pigs!

•*He , . You'll never

see the day that you get a decoration! • - 5^. I heard about it in a half-baked sort

of way.

leaving (on foot). & ?
What did he say to you before leaving? • quitting.

;^ . His quitting

the job will be a great blow to us. • care.. He'll receive good care in the

hospital.

(-^, -; dur of) to leave. nopd. It's time for me to leave. —. The steamer leaves at three o'clock. • to go away.- . Go away while there's

still no trouble. • to pass. , a! Time is passing and we've done so little.: . Hurry, time flies.

See.
{dur of) to make worse. -. Your butting in is only

making matters worse.- to get worse. .
My health gets worse by the day.

(pet of) to make worse.. The excitement

of the last few days made his condition worse.- to become worse, to worsen.. Lately our relationship has be-

come worse.

(-pet) to get out safely. ,, . We had fire, but fortunately

everybody got out safely. • to escape destruction.. Only this building escaped destruction.

Oh^. By some miracle he came out of it

in one piece.

(/dur/) to participate.

Stom. Our factory is participating in this

contest. • to take part. .
We all took part in the elections. — -. She refused to take part in the concert.

• to share. .
I also want to share the expenses for the party. • to get

involved.. never Uked to get involved in our discussions,

•to be a party to. 5. I refuse to be party to this fraud.

part.. took an active part in this work. • partici-

pation. .
Your participation in the work is absolutely necessary.

— .
Noted artists will participate in the program. • sympathy.

Oh . showed us lot

of sympathy.

to show interest.. They showed deep interest in us.

f-) strip of land. .5 . This

is my strip of land. • land. Ha. Fifteen people work on

the land assigned to our brigade. • part. Ha . We
need very experienced people for this important part of our

work.

election district.

{AM/refl prap of/) student.

textbook. ^.
Here's good Russian textbook. • manual. —. He's the author of

several airplane manuals.

teaching.. This doesn't contradict the teachings of Christianity

• doctrine. ? Do you know the

doctrine of Lenin? • drill. .
The soldiers are now at drill. • learning.. has aptitude for book learning.

homework.. Doing my homework takes up a

lot of my time. . School starts in August.

(-U) student. .
He's the best student in our class. • pupil.. He's pupil of a famous pianist.

student, pupil F.

learned. . That's

subject for learned discussion. —. She's talking

about her cooking with such a learned air.

(AM) scholar. . He's

very famous scholar.*, . There's no sense in

trying to teach a man his own job.

inventory.. We take inventory of all the goods at the end of

the year. • register. . They took his

name off the register. • accounting.. There's no accounting for such things.

school. . I was still

going to school then.

vocational school.
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(/ -, -/) teacher. -. We're looking for an English teacher.

Oh . He's already been

teaching here for two years.

teacher.. My sister is a high-school teacher.

(^,^) to teach. ^?
Who taught you the Russian language? —, . When you are as old as I

am, then you can teach others, 'to instruct., . No matter how
you instruct him, he'll still do it his own way. • to learn.

Em^ . It's easy for him to learn by
heart., , — .
When you finish doing your homework, we'll go for a walk.- to study. Oh^ bo ^. He's studying at the

technological institute, 'to learn. Ond. .
She's learning how to fly.

office. -. The chief of our office receivf-s

visitors from three to five. —

. All government offices are closed

today, •institute. 6-. works in some kind of scientific institute.

cap with earlaps.

See,^ See ^xo.

bruise. . My whole body is

covered with bruises, •injury.. Put some lotion on the injury.

{dur of) .- to hit oneself. 5^.
I always hit myself on this corner of the table.

(^, -; p, -; ;
pet of&) .- to hurt oneself. & . I fell and hurt

myself.

gorge, ravine.

cozy. . What cozy

apartment you have!

yioTHo nicely. ! How
nicely you have everything arranged here!

{See also) factory committee.

factory. . I work in a

factory.

textile factory, textile mill.-^ wholesale kitchen and restaurant.

chocolate factory.

factory. .
This is factory-made furniture. • trade.? Is this their trade mark?

fact. . This is a historical fact.

— Tot, , . The
fact that he didn't agree is significant. — He. Don't twist the facts.

forged. . The
signature on the check is forged, •counterfeit. -,- ? Have you
ever come across a counterfeit ruble? •false. He
;^, . Don't trust him; he's a very
false person.

false. ,! sings so many false notes you just can't stand it.- . She found
herself in an awkward predicament.

last or family name. ^. Sign your first and last name.& fantasy.& headlight. .
The automobile rode with its headlights out.& apron. ,
5^. Put an apron on when you wash the dishes.

chinaware

{/ of&/) stuffed.} . Her
mother fixes wonderful stuffed fish. — A

. Give me some stuffed pepper

as an entree.

to stuff.

(F) kidney bean.

Fascism.

Fascist.

Fascist.

(- ) February.. 10 February Revolution..() RSFSR (Russian

Sociahst Federative Soviet Republic).

federation.

fireworks.

{/P -,, -/) medical assistant.

feature newspaper article.

farm.. It's worth while for you to see the live-

stock farm of this kolkhoz. —
5*^, ^. They have chickens and ducks on

their poultry farm.

felt. ?
Have you seen my gray felt hat?

figure. ,^. She has a

beautiful figure.

setting-up exercises.

physical. -. Physical sta^ngth alone won't do it.

institute of physical

culture.

physics laboratory.

manual labor.. You shouldn't do manual labor.
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physical training.. should take more physical

training. • athletics. -^'. We pay lot of attention to athletics.

athlete, sportsman.

fictitious. -. He's always inventing fic-

titious missions.

annex.. This play is now being given in the annex of the

Mally Theater. • branch.. You can cash this

check at the local branch of the state bank.

philosopher.

philosophy.

film. ? Have you seen this

film?

financial.

(-HCOB P).

state finance.() finance department (of a

local soviet).

violet, purple.

firm. . worked

with this firm for three years. • business house.. We
received an order from a big American business house.

flag. no. The flags are out everywhere because of the holiday.

— . We sailed under

the American flag. —. The signalman at the crossing was
waving a red flag.

(F) flannel.? Will two meters of flannel be enough for

a shirt?

flute. . plays the

flute well.

navy.

(inded N) lobby. .
We'll meet in the lobby during the intermission.

background. ,
5'. I want to photograph you against

a light background; the picture will turn out better.

(- ) lantern. He. Don't forget to take a lantern with you.—-. We can always

use an electric lantern. • light.? When do they put the street lights on
here?

flashlight.. Will you lend me your flashlight?

fountain.. This is the most beautiful fountain in the USSR.. The blood gushed

out of the wound.

forward.? Who was your left forward in the

soccer game yesterday?

shape. , -. She always wears hats of the most peculiar shape.
• mold. §. Steel is

shaped in these molds. — . I

need mold for cake. • uniform. -. This is the trade-school uniform. —. came to his former school in full-dress uniform.
• form. ? What form of

government do they have there?—
Piece rates are the basic form of

wages here. —? Do you know in what form these applications

are written? —. asked advice only as matter of form. 'way.,. You could have said the same thing in a more
polite way.

uniform.. I got new uniform coat yesterday. • downright.! This is a downright shame!

Ond. . She's really a hystmcal

woman.
formula.

vent (small hinged pane in a window).. Open the vent in the window.

photographer. ?
Do you happen to know a good photographer?

{/pet: c-/)

photographic.. You can buy

photographic supplies at this store.

photo.. You have

to attach three photos to the application.

camera.. You don't need

permit to bring cameras in here.

photography. .
Photography is his hobby. • photograph.. I like to look

through old photographs.. I don't photograph

well.

sentence. . Avoid long

sentences. • phrase. . This is a com-

monplace phrase.

6to . It's all just big talk.

Frenchman. , a* .
He's Frenchman, but his wife's American.

French. ?
Where's my French textbook?

safety pins.. Give me dozen safety pins.

French (language).. They teach French in our

school.- French. -?
Do you speak French?

front. . We've

saved all his letters from the front. — -. We've beeh very

successful on the industrial front. —. We had to fight on two

fronts at that time.
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people's front.. The children were

lined up shoulder to shoulder. **. suddenly changed his

attitude and agreed with us.

fruit. .
We brought basket of fruit from the country.

*Hy , ;^! He's rotten apple,

I can tell you that!

foundation. .
This house has a concrete foundation.

to function.

function. ?
What are his functions here?

pound. ^, -. We weigh by kilograms now, not by pounds.

*BoT ! That's a fine how-do-you-do! •*, . I know what trouble tastes like.

(-a M) fodder.

cap.. Your uniform cap is a little like ours. — He. Don't forget to wear your cap.

furuncle, boil.. furuncle suddenly developed on my neck.

foot. ? Do you still measure

by feet?

soccer.

soccer player.

soccer.

undershirt.. I need two woolen and three cotton

undershirts.

X

halfback.

robe. ^^ .
brought me beautiful silk robe. • housecoat. Ond. She threw

housecoat over her shoulders and ran to the telephone,

•coat. ,. Put on white coat or else they won't let you into

the ward.

bathrobe.. Take your bathrobe and

trunks and let's go swimming..
carelessness.. Such

carelessness toward things absolutely cannot be allowed.

pot-boiler. ! That

film is just a pot-boiler. • trash.. It's shame for

gifted writer to turn out such trash.

chaos.

disposition.. man with his disposition can

even get along with the devil. • temper.! ? What temper! How
can you get along with him? • nature.. This work is of a purely

scientific nature.

to be firm. A ,
I ? Do you think she'll

be firm and reveal this to no one?

— . We
didn't get along, that's all. • —. I'm not the kind to spread gossip. •

— Sto . He'll get

what he goes after; he's a determined man. •,^ .
Just minute; your remarks are becoming insulting.

(See also) hut, cottage. Ha. In the Ukraine we often

stopped overnight in peasant huts.

* ( ). It's not my busi-

ness. (,) to praise.). Everybody, one after the other, praised her

cooking. — {no pd)* ^,.
Every cook praises his own broth. • to commend.! I commend you for this!

to boast. ,, !
There's nothing to boast about!

- to boast. -
. Their brigade likes to boast about their achievements.

boastful.! I can't stand such boastful people.

{dur of and) to grab. He
6to ! Don't grab it out of my hands. • to

snatch. Bo . During the

bombing we snatched whatever we could and ran to the

shelter, 'to have enough. ? Do
you have enough to live on?

See.? How is he able to do all

that?

- to reach.* !
drowning man reaches for a straw.

Oh , . Sometimes

he tries his hand at one thing, sometimes at another.

(,; pet of) to have enough., ! Thanks, I've had enough! • to

last. . These

supplies will last us for a whole month. —*, . won't last long doing

that kind of work.

See.
1. He's as healthy as

they come. • (no dur) ! Stop gabbing!

• {no dur)! When you told me the news, it hit me like a

thunderbolt! • {no dur) ! That's
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going too far! • (no dur) *Hy, !
Well, now he's exaggerating a bit!

-.
to come to one's senses.

, . came to his senses a bit too

late.

(no dur) ,. When I got home I went to get the money and foimd

it was gone. • (no dur) —. You thought of it a bit late! He left

half an hour ago.^ See.
See.
coniferous.& to get sick, to be sick. ? Do you

get sick often?— . was sick off and

on all winter long.

(-d) tail. ){1 —! The

dog's so happy he's wagging his tail. • rear.. His car is at the rear of the train. • hne.

5" . I stood in line

all morning for tickets.' — .
You have to work harder; you're alwi.ys behind. •. She has whole flock of

admirers. •*^, a .
He's made a mess and now he's walking around like a

whipped puppy. •* ! We
have to go at the enemy hammer and tongs.

little tail.,§. Look what funny httle tail this dog has.. The girl's

braids stuck up Uke. pigtails. •. She's at the tail end of her thirties.

(sh -.) sickly. ^ .
always was sickly as a child. • feeble.. became feeble old man.

chemist.

chemical. -. works in the chemical laboratory

all day long.

Q chemical industry.

dry cleaner. 5. Give this suit to the dry cleaner's.

indelible pencil. ^. Write the address

on the package in indelible pencil.

chemistry.

quinine.

surgeon.

(F) ruse. .
We had to use a ruse.

(sh, -/ -, -/) sly. ^. He's

as sly as a fox. • shrewd. ^ .
They practice shrewd poUtics. • compUcated., . This work isn't so

complicated; you'll learn it in no time.* . Necessity is the mother of

invention.

cold-blooded., . He's certainly

cold-blooded, but even he couldn't stand it.

calmly.5? How can you look on an
outrage like that so calmly?

i/P -d, - in the meaning "grain"/) bread.? Would you like some bread and butter?—* . I have intention

of taking your bread and butter away from you. —. Buy kilogram of rye bread.

• loaf of bread. . The
housewife put the loaves of bread in the oven. • grain.. All the grain has been taken in already.. I'll always be able to

make my own Uving. '* ! Good appetite!•* . They have

tough time of it trying to keep body and soul together.

•* — . can't get along

without books.

bread.) ^! Try

our bread kvass!

grain products.

bread ration.' grain export.. is our granary.( )
bread-baking plant.() collection for state grain

stock pile. (&) grain deUvery.{1. Their kolkhoz

was the first to meet the quota for grain deUverj'.

hospitality.

(/P -d, /).
cowshed.

sheephouse.

pigsty, hogpen.

i/pd: - and/) to slam. He! Don't slam the doors! 'to applaud.

1) ^. We applauded the, singer for

a long time.1 to bUnk. On. He blinked in confasion.

*0h, a ^. spoke

way over our heads.

ipd of) to slap. On. slapped his friend on the shoulder. • to bang.

OhA : .!
She banged the table with her hand and said, "That's

enough!"

cotton.

(-^,-) to go to trouble., . He's going to this trouble not

for himself but for a friend. • to try hard.

,, . I tried hard to

get a visa for a long time and finally got it. • to go to bother.?, .
Why are you going to all that bother? Sit down and let's

talk a bit.(, P) trouble.,! Forgive me for causing you so

much trouble.

*y . I've got my hands

full without him.
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See.
cotton.

(/; -/) to whimper.? Wby are you always whimpering?

See.
(/P -bi, or -A, -6b; g -y; ^, ^/) way out.. There's no way out of here. • passage.. They had secret passage here.

• way. .
Find way for me to see the chairman of the city council.

• move. . That's clever

move on his part. — ! It's your move. • develop-

ment. . We
watched the development of the affair with interest.^ in demand.

5^. Russian-language

textbooks for foreigners are in great demand nowadays.

to give the chance to get ahead. ,. I don't think they'll give him
the chance to get ahead.

HE^ moving. ^.
jumped aboard the moving trolley. • on the run.^ . was putting on his tie on
the run. • in operation. ^, -. The factory is

already in operation although some of the units are not

ready.

full speed. .
The work is going on at full speed.

to get started. ^. I just can't get the car started. • to use., . even

used threats, but nothing helped.

ins and outs.. I know all the ins and outs here.

rear entrance. ,-. Go through the rear entrance; the front door

is locked. ! Step on the gas!

• . The driver backed up the car.

• . The mud on
the road slowed the car down. • . He beat it

out of there.

(^,; iter of) to walk. § ,? Who's that walking in the hall?

— Em^ . has to walk
far to get to work. • to go. ?
Do you like to go to the movies? —. Both trolleys and buses go there. —. My children still don't go to

school, 'to make the rounds.. We made the rounds of the museums
all day. • to go out. He !-! Don't go out without a coat! You'll catch a cold!

• to run., —. Better go soon while the boats are still running;

the river will be icebound soon. —,. The trains are already running on
the summer schedule, 'to pace.. paced the floor all night, •to spread

around. ^. Various rumors
are spreading around the town, 'to mind, ( iter)

. She was hired to mind the
children. • to take care of. {no iter) Ond. She takes good care of the sick.

to beat around the bush, (no

iter) *4to ? !
Why are you beating around the bush? Get to the point.

no to wander.. I got lost and wandered about the woods all

night.

to play (a card). He ! Don't play
the ace!

(no iter) ^ —. We need some repairs around here; the boards are

loose in the floor. • (no iter) -. worked as pilot on boat. **{ iter)

— . They're

having such good time there; they're raising the roof.

• (no iter) . She always wears

black. **(no iter) ,,. No one's asking him to lick the manager's

boots, but he doesn't have to be rude. •. This book is being read

by everybody in our dormitory.

(sh -; cp) common.. This is a rather common expression.' 1. This item is in very

great demand here.

walk. .
Your factory is ten-minute walk from here. • walking.. My feet are tired from walk-

ing.^ See.() system of business ac-

countability.

(P,,) owner.? Who's the owner of this apartment?
• host. .
They drank toast to their host. • master.. felt that he was the master

of the situation., — . I see

your chairman is a good manager. •,!? Say, mister!

Can I get glass of milk from you?

landlady. .
Ask the landlady for a clean towel. • hostess. ,! No, we won't sit down at the

table without the hostess. • housekeeper.! She's an excellent housekeeper.

housewife., . I don't work in

the factory any more. I'm a housewife now..
— . It's your affair.

You decide! •. looked around the factory yard as if he owned

the place.

official in charge of economic functions of

government.

economic. -. The data about
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the econcmic development of our oblast is gathered here.

• housefumishings.. You can get an iron in the house-

furnishings department.

national agencies running the

economj' of the country.

economic organ.

— -. The chairman of our kolkhoz is a goojl business

man.

economy. . This report gives clear

picture of the condition of the national economy. • house-

hold. . I. acquired

everything needed for the household. • house. ;^- . I have to buy few things

for the house. • housekeeping. Ond. She's kept busy with housekeeping all day

long.

collective farm.-. The
abbreviation for collective farm is "kolkhoz."

world economy.

dairy farming. -. Our kolkhoz is famous for

its dairy farming.

agriculture.

cholera.

{-&) hill. , . Our house is on

the hill over there. — ! .
How can you call those mountains? They're just hills.

(P -d, -6/ -; /) cold., . It's bitter cold out; dress

warmly. — , -. Shut the door. Don't let the cold in. —! Now it's real cold! —. They suffered from cold and hunger.

— . Put the butter in a cold place.

refrigerator.

(sh,,, -) cold.? Do you want some

cold borscht for your first course? —, ? The samo-

var is quite cold already; can you add a couple of hot coals?—
Oh . He's cold, reserved

person. — .
The cavalry attacked with cold steel. — ;^, .
felt as though someone had poured a bucket of cold water

down his back. — ^. I like this cold, healthy cUmate.

•cool. . Keep in a cool

place.

finger wave.

cold. , -? It's terribly cold here; can't you start the

stove? — ? Don't you feel cold? • coolly.

Oh . spoke very coolly

to me.1 {sh, -,, -) bachelor.

^. My brother is

bachelor and stays with us. • blank. Sto -

. This rifle is loaded with

blank cartridges.

(P -) chorus. . She sings in the chorus.

in chorus. ^^ -. They started to sing in chorus an old

soldier song. • together. Bee .
They all tried to persuade her together.

(-,-/ pd: -, -/) to bury.? Who's being buried?, ^! I'm not

dead yet, you know. I'll show you what I can do.

pretty. KaKd,H ond! Isn't she

pretty! • fine. ! !
fine mess! That's all you can say.! You can get too much of

a good thing, you know!

completely. §
I didn't understand it completely myself.

• good and proper. !^? Bawl him out good and proper for not writing.

(sh -, -6, -; cp^; ;^) good.

.. I've saved good seat

for you near the window. — !
Thank you for the good advice. —. He's in good mood today. —. We're on very good terms. —

oHd ! She's real good in that part!

— . You
have to take a good dose of laxative. • nice. Becnd Ston^ .. Spring is especially nice this year.

— . The weather is nice today.

• beautiful. Ond 5 .
She was especially beautiful that evening.

better. ;^. My room

is better than yours. —^, .
Better late than never. — ;^? Do you feel better

now? — ^. So much the better. —^. You'd better not ask. • best. ^. Spring is the best season of all here.

• rather. — ^^ -. Call him on the phone rather than going over.^ best. ^ .
It's best to go there by bus.

best. . It's all for the best. —
^'^, . It's

the best that can be done under the circumstances.

best. . We'll have

to equal the best. — . He's

the best tailor in town.- nicely. -,. Speak to him nicely and he'll do it.

good-looking. Ond xopomd.
She'g very good-looking.

friend.. I have friend in this office.

nice. . It's nice

out today. — cedc -! It would be nice to have something hot to drink.

• good., ! It's good if

it's only a cold. • well. Ond . She sings well.

— ^'. The patient

feels well today. — , yd
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RUSSIAN-ENGLISH. You did very well not to go there. —? Did they feed you well? —? Did they press your suit well? —
Oh . knows the city very

well. — , . All's well

that ends well. • very well. , ;^.
Very well, I'll come in the evening. • all right.,! ? It's all right if he

keeps his word, but what if he doesn't? — —
&TO! right; you'll see, I'll show you! •

okay. , . Okay, I'll agree. • easy.! It's easy for you to talk! • safely.. We arrived safely.. I've heard many
pleasant things about you. • ,! Where would I V if I agreed? •? What's new? • ,! That's some friend for you. • -! Best of luck! • .
I had nice little snack before leaving. • Ha; — . You can rely on

him; he's a loyal fellow. • .^ ^'^. It'll

be for your own good.

(^,, §^7) to want. :? What do you want, tea or coffee? —? Do you want a cigarette? — ;^,? I want drink. Where is the water around here?

— He ! I wouldn't

want to be in his boots! — ? What
did you want to say? —,,, ,! Yes, buddy, you have to go whether you want

to or not! — , , ,-. Well, call it tactlessness if you want to, but

he's still right, •to wish. " ". "!" "Let's go to the park." "As you wish." —, a ond, ! As you wish, but I like her!

• to to. Oh . He'd like to

please everybody. — .
I'd like to see him today. • to please., ,
— .. Do as you please; I don't care.? What do you mean by
this? • . I hate to bother

you. •,^, ! Tell

that to .somebody who'll believe it, not me.- (impersonal) to want. . I want to eat.

— . I wouldn't want to

make him feel bad. • to like.. I would like to meet him. • to be anxious. ^. was very anxious

to go to the theater with us.

though. , .
Though I don't drink as a rule, I'll have one with you.

• even. ^. I'm even

ready to go now if it's necessary. • at least.- . I'd like to

find out at least something about my close relatives. • just.! . If I

could only sleep for just an hour! I didn't sleep all night!

• just as well. ,. His work has been so bad lately that I might just as

well fire him. • for example. Stot.
Take this case, for example.

I wish. ! I wish he'd come,

•the least. 1, ! The least they

could do is give us a cup of tea!

although. ,, . Although he's married man, he

behaves Uke a school boy."", , . I still

can't remember for the life of me where I put it. •, ! won't

listen to me. Maybe you should talk to him. •, . His shirt is wringing wet. •, — . day or tomorrow
— it's all the same to me. • , .
Ask anybody about it. Try him. •",", ?" " !" "Did you
really say it?" "What if I did?" • *A !
Nothing bothers him. • ,. tries hard

enough but he hasn't the real training for the job. •! The only thing I want

is to get home as soon as possible.

although. , ^^, 5. Although I don't know exactly, I think that's so.

even if. Stot,. Be sure to visit the kolkhoz even if

it's only for three days.

although. ,. Although he speaks with an accent, he speaks

very fluently. — , ^. Although he's nice fellow, you still have

to be very careful with him.

A ! Well, so what!(,) to roar. ;^ ?? What's the roaring about? What's so funny?, . His stories had

us rolling on thi loor.

See.
See,

(F) courage.& {sh, -) brave. Ond,. She's brave; she's afraid of no one. —,! Well, he's not one of the brave few!

temple.

safekeeping. Mor^? I give you my papers

and valuables for safekeeping?

to check.. We checked our things at the station.

to keep.. I advise you to keep your valuables in

the hotel safe.

to keep secret.. promised to keep it secret.

- to be kept. \^^. Our important documents are kept

in the safe. • to keep. ! We keep the

negatives!

(-, &/1: -/) to snore. .
snores in his sleep. • to wheeze, (no pet)^? Why is your horse wheezing?

(-) mountain range.
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RUSSIAN-ENGLISH &. We've topped the Ural Mountain
Range.

mountain range-

spine.

horse radish. )6. You just have to try sturgeon with horse radish.

Ax, ! Why, you old bat!

(sh, -) husky.. She has low, husky voice. • hoarse.^^. His voice is hoarse because

he has a cold. • scratchy.. Your phonograph has a scratchy sound.

xpoM&Tb to Ump. Oh. He limps.* . His EngUsh
leaves a lot to be desired.

{sh, xpoMU, -) lame. ^^ aoi^

has to order special shoe for his lame 1^. —, He's lame, but he can take

a lot. , — ^. Our furniture consists entirely of a broken chair

and a broken table.

chronic. .
She has chronic Uver trouble. —? Is there division here for chronic

cases?

to get thin.? Why have you been getting so thin lately?

art. .
finished art school.

Q MXAT( [-]&) Moscow (academic) Art Theater.

9to >1 . This
is real art.

artist.. Russian artists interest me most of aU.

• painter. ,-. Among those invited were writers,

painters, and actors. • writer.,. Of course, Tolstoy is a great writer.

{sh,, ^, -; ^,;^)
lean. , ' . He's lean but strong.

• thin. , . He's as thin as a rail. • bad.. The bad news reached us.

• torn. :. My boots are

torn and water seeps in. • wrong. §?
What is wrong with it?^ unhappily. ^ x^o. He's Uving

there unhappUy. • bad. ^ . She

felt bad from tbe heat. • sad. , § x^o. You'll see, it'll have a sad ending.

He , . With-

out saying word, he packed his things and left.

See.^ See.
ruffian.

to scratch. ! This pen

scratches terribly, 'to scrawl. , a.
He doesn't write. He just scrawls.- to scratch. He! .
Don't be afraid; my cat doesn't scratch.

scratch. § —. Oh, it's

nothing — just a scratch.

to prevail. .
terrible state of chaos prevailed in the house.& to reign.

(- ) czar.. Lord, our Gk>d. ••. It sure looks as though he doesn't know whether

he's coming or going. ••, ,1. Those dresses look as though they

came out of the Ark.

See.
(^, -; ,, -, -; )

to bloom. ^? Are the apple trees

blooming already? — —! It's pleasure to look at you; you're

actually blooming!' (P -, -) color. ^.
I Uke the color of your eyes. — ?
What's the color of her hair?* (/ ^/; 5 only) bloom.

Q BO in the prime of life.

died in the prime of life.^ in bloom. Bee ^. All the trees

are in bloom.& complexion. ^
She has very clear complexion.

.'^ -. The

cream of Europe's youth died in this war.

colored.1«. I'll make myself one white and one colored

dress for the summer.

G cauhflower. ^? Do you want some cauliflower with your meat?&& color photography.& non-ferrous md^als.

(-Ki; P and) flower.. I*ut this flower in your buttonhole.
—

• ^,. I'll press these three flowers; put the rest of them

in water. — . Don't pick the

flowers.^ See,
medicinal. &.

The kids are gathering medicinal herbs.

Q ^ . We have

many mineral springs in our district.

expedient. cuuoe&
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of labor.

to aim. ! Aim straight for the

center.- to aim. , . I fired without aiming.

([c»l-]) to kiss. ^ .
I alwaj'S kiss the children when they go to sleep.

- to kiss. , , .
Enough kissing; the train is beginning to move.

(sh -) whole.. The two of us drank a whole bottle of wine. —. I was sick whole week. —^. I've got whole lot

to tell you. • unbroken.. There isn't one unbroken plate here. • safe.

He, . Don't worry, all

your things are safe. • ii tact. ,. It was good to know that my
library was left intact. • good., I don't have single good pair

of socks left.

on the whole. ,. On the whole, I agree with him.

safe and sound.. returned safe and sound.

unit. . The Soviet Union with

its many nationalities is still one unit.

a great many, a lot.. We have to discuss a great many
questions.

loaf of bread.? Did you really eat a whole loaf of

bread by yourself during dinner?

no . The

boy doesn't do a thing for days on end.

(P -,- F) target. .
Let's go do some target shooting. • objective..

* Our factory was the main objective of the enemy's bombing.

• purpose. -. I had definite purpose in mind for this.

— . For the

purpose of economy, they cut down on personnel. —? What was

his purpose in coming to the Soviet Union? • goal..
set goal for himself of at least doubling his daily quota,

aim. , ;^ .
Yes, it's hard to work without a definite aim in view.

aimlessly.. I strolled aimlessly around town all day.

(sh -.) one.. these curtains out of one piece.

well-adjusted person.^ . You rarely meet such

a well-adjusted person.

whole milk.

cement.

(P) price. He Sto ?
Isn't this price too high?— ^. They have right to

sell at prices above the official ones. —, £. Buy it if the price is right. • value.

;^. knows the value of money. —. I don't put much
value on what he says.

wholesale price.& retail price.

Oh ^. He knows what he's worth. •1! That guy's priceless. •*^
— ! He's not worth his salt. •. She learned about people the

hard way.

to value. Bo ? How
much is this picture valued at? • to rate. ,. is rated good worker there,

•to appreciate. . They didn't

appreciate him during his lifetime, 'to regard.. I regard your friendship very highly.

valuable. .
gave us some valuable information. —. He's

very valuable worker; I'd hate to let him go.

insured parcel. ^. I want to send this package

as an insured parcel.

center. . We live

in the very center of the city. —. She found herself the center of

attention. —? Which of the large industrial centers

did you have time to visit? • capital.. Our town is far away from the capital. • central

office. Bee 5 . these

questions are decided in the central office.

center of gravity.

centraUzation.

central.. came from Central Europe. • main. ,-, . This, in my opinion, is

the main question.

central heating.. We don't have central

heating in our house.

Central Committee of the

Party.

to hold on. ^. We had to hold on

to crags all the way while we were cUmbing this mountain.

chain. ^ — ^. Give him watch and chain; he'll be very

pleased.

(P -, -// F) chain. ,,. I wonder whether the chain

will stand the strain. — ,. It's very slippery here; put chains on your

wheels.

mountain range.

on a chain. He, ! Don't be

afraid; the dog is on a chain.& to break loose. .
The dog broke loose.
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* ? What's

he all worked up about today?(, i, P,,
F) church.

(/P -d, -6b; ^/) factory workshop.

blacksmith shop.

machine shop.

assembly shop.

civihzation.

circus.

(M) compass Cfor drawing).

(gp) figure. ^;^. For the sake of simphcity let's work
with round figures.

Arabic numerals.

Roman numerals.

(6) ([ce-K^ve-Ka-pe];indecZAr).1-() Central Committee of the

Communist Party of the Soviet Union.

(-, P,,) spring

chicken. ? Have you seen

our spring chickens?* no . Don't count your chickens

before they're hatched.

See.

() tips. . They don't pve
tips here.

(P/ -, /) tea.? Do you want lemo'' or milk with your tea? —)6! the tea very stro g!

tip. ? Is it the

custom here to give tips?

{AF) tfaroom. -. You can always get §nack

and a drink of vodka in this tearoom.

teakettle, teapot. He. Don't forget to take a teake':tle w th you
on the trip. — . Put the

teapot on the samovar.

tea. ? Do you have a

teaspoon? — .
I like this tea set very much.

bologna.? Shall I make you bologna sandwich?

(P -bi/gs after numbers; g -y; ^/j time. Ko-? What time is it? — ^? What time are you coming?— ,? Until what time is the museum
cpen today? — e . We're expect-

ing him any time now. • one o'clock.. Be there at one clock. —
We have dinner at one o'clock sharp. • o'clock.. It will soon be five o'clock. • hour.? When are his office hours? —. I've been waiting for you a

whole hour. —,. Hurry; the train is leaving in a quarter of an hour.

an hour. .
You still have an hour left., ! Well, good luck! •, . The (Uttle) boy is shooting

up as fast as a beanstalk. • *Hy nopd. , . Well, it's time to go
back to work. Business before pleasure. • 6! Things are getting worse every mi ute. •*6, - — ?

There's chance that something might, hapoen to him
what'll we do then?' hour. . My
hour hand broke. • watch.? What's the best watch-repair shop

around here? — .
My father was watchmaker.^ {AM) sentry. , ? When do
they change the sentry here?

(-U) watchmaker..
partly.. Our work is only partly finished.& ([-sn-]) private.. Factories and plants in our

country can't be private property. —. I've come to you on private business. • personal.. I don't interfere in

his personal affairs.

privately. &. I'll tell you about this privately.

(sh -CTU; cp) frequent. .
He's frequent guest at our house.

fine-tooth comb.? Where can I buy a fine-tooth comb?& more often., .
Please write me more often.

often. ? Do you go to

the theater often? — .
I meet him rather often. • frequently. -. During these hours the streetcars run

frequently.

i/P -, -; /) part.. The greater

part of our workers live not far from the factory. —? Do you

have enough spare parts for this machine? —. That's described in the second

part of the novel. • field. /' —--. This is not my field; ask some-

body else.
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most of the time.. comes late most of the time.

outfit. ()? What outfit are you in?

supplies. -? Who's in charge of the supplies?

part of speech. ? What
part of speech is this?

part of the world. A .4? What part of the world is this island in?. He's very much in de-

mand there.

(- P of) watch. 9 ? Is this your

watch? — . Your watch is slow. —. My watch is fast. — -. My watch stopped. — ^, . Better buy
wrist watch; it's much more convenient than a pocket watch.

clock. Ha. It's quarter to one by the wall clock.

consvunption.

([-§n-]) consumptive.& cup. . Come over

and have a cup of tea with us. — ,-,. Hand me a cup, please.

See.
(§J5) whose. ? Whose ticket is this? —§? Whose dog is this? —? Whose article were you talking

about? • anyone's, someone's.;, . If there's anyone's opinion I

respect it's yours.

check. ? May I pay by check?

• sales check. . Merchandise

will not be given out without a sales check.

(gp/ except for the gp after numbers, the P
is supplied by /) human being., ! After all I'm human being, not a

machine. • people.. We have fifteen people in our

dramatic group. • person. .
He's person of excellent character. — &. She's the nicest sort of person. —? What kind of a person is he? • man.. He's still a young man. —1&1. I consider him an out-

standing man. — ? Do you
know this man? . I'^m waiting for somebody.
• . You're new around here.

• ! What pest he is! •. Give him chance to say

something.

human. ^ -
;^. It seems as if they haven't any human

feehngs left. —. Human bones were found here during excavations.

Q- humanely. - --! We on our part treated prisoners

humanely.

— -!
I don't understand thing you're saying. Talk like a man.

• -. Yesterday there was big fire in our

neighborhood; there were many casualties. •

^! This heat's

just unbearable.

(/P, -/^^") jaw. ,,. It looks as though he's sprained his jaw.

set of false teeth.^;. You'll have to have a set of

false teeth made.

(/compare /) than. ^, .
Better late than never. — § ^, .
He'll do it better than you. • rather than.,;^^. Let's stay here rather

than travel at night. • instead. ,^ . Instead of

laughing you'd better help us pull the car out.

. . . the . . . the. ,^. The earlier you come the better.

suitcase. , .
Let me help you carry your suitcase. —: ^. Your suitcase is

too full and won't close. —,,,. Open your suitcases, please. • bag. -,, . Send

my bags up to my room, please.

champion. . He's

the chess champion of the USSR.
(-) chervonets {See Appendix 2).

(-U) worm.& (-U) attic. . lives in an

attic. • loft. . The hay is

piled in the loft.&.- to take turns.. She and 1 take turns staying with this patient.

{/with a/) across. . We
cut across the park. • by way of. ^.
We go by way of Moscow, "through.. climbed through the window.—. We spoke through an interpreter.

• in. . I'll be back in half an

hour. — . I'll give

you an answer in a few days. —. I'll be back again in a year.. Be careful

how you cross the road. • . I'm on

duty every other day.

(P -d, -) skull.

turtle. ^ -. My Uttle boy just adores his turtle. • snail., ? Why are you moving at a

snail's pace?

too. ^ . You work

too hard. • too far. ,, Sto ^! Well,

that's going a bit too far.

huckleberry.(- P) ink.
^

inkstand.

{/g -y/) prunes. -? Should I stew some prunes for you?

{sh -, -6, -u) black. .
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Give me some black bread.— .
My son has black hair. — . She

was dressed in black from head to toe. • gloomy.^? How do you get such gloomy

ideas?

back entrance. ?
Where is the back entrance?* 5th . Put this

money away for a rainy day. •. I myself read it in black and white.

(sh -/-<5, -/) stale. ^? Why is the bread so stale? • hardhearted. He, — . Don't

expect any help from him; he's a hardhearted man.& hne. ^. Draw a line here. —. We're already beyond

the city line now. • trait. -. has one very unpleasant trait.

G & in generalities.§ . told me about it in gen-

eralities.& feature. ^.
She has irregular features.

{-S. M) blueprint. .
blueprint of the machine is ready.

draftsman.

(^, /pd: -/) to make a blueprint.. He's noiw

making blueprint for a candy factory.^ See.& (^, j to comb. ).
She's combing the child's hair, 'to scratch.

— . Just don't

scratch and the rash will go away quickly.- to itch. . I itch all over. • to

scratch oneself. . The dog is

scratching himself again.

C-d/gr -f/) garhc.

to celebrate in honor.. Today we're celebrating in honor of

the heroes of labor.

(-) honest.. Any honest man would do the same thing.

honestly. .
honestly admitted that he was guilty.! On my word of honor!

(/ /F) honor. — §. I'll do it myself; it's a question of

honor for me. — ()?
Whom do I have the honor of addressing? • credit.

nocTimoK ^. Such an act does him credit.

in honor.^ . They're giving ban-

quet tpday in honor of our foreign guests.

to salute. ^? Who did you just salute?

Q §. She got

out of a tight situation neatly. • —! It's getting late; time to go home. •

—! You'd better leave now if you know
what's good for you. • . We don't have

high regard for him.

(-) Thursday. ^ . I'll

come to your place Thursday.

*Hy, ! !
said he'd ring her up? I know him; she'll hear from him
when hell freezes over.

number four. " ?""". "What number trolley goes there?" "Num-
ber four." 'four. 5^. All four of us joined this brigade.

(%22) four. . They have four

children.

foiuth.

(P-,- F) quarter. 5. This clock strikes every quarter hour. —. We
have to leave the house a quarter after seven. —. It's quarter to two now. —. It's now a quarter to six. — ,, . Give me quarter of

kilogram of butter, please. • term.. had good marks for the

first term.

{sh -TKU) clear. . You
have very clear handwriting.

clearly. . Try
to write more clearly.

even. Ha§ . The
even numbers are on this side of the street.

(f/Z -ppx, d-, i-, %22) four.

{\22) four hundred.

four-hundredth.

fourteenth.

{gdl -, - %22) fourteen.^ See&.
See.(, //: -, -/; to mend. -? Do they mend at your laundry?

*to sharjien. .
I sharpened my pencil with a razor blade.{ numeral.

(P) number. ^. The number of members in our club is

growing rapidly. • date. ? What's

today's date? • day. ^. We're leaving the last few days in Augu-t.& innumerable. £.
There were innumerable people there.

including. ,
. We're all going there, including him.

among. .
There were many musicians among the guests.

singular {gr).

plural [gr). ^.
I'll be back in Moscow the first week of September.

to clean. ^ ?
Do you clean your teeth with paste or |wder? —. We were all cleaning

berries for jam today. • to shine.. I have nothing to shine my shoes with.

cleaning. .
The cleaning of the back yard took me all day. • cleaner's.
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• purge.. We made complete purge of our organi-

zation.

{sh -CTU; cp) clean.? Could I have a clean towel? —? Have
you clean sheet of paper and an envelope? • fresh.!
It's so pleasant to breathe this fresh air after the city. • clear.,. ^. The
sky is clear and cloudless today. It won't rain. • pure.

9to , . It's pure

alcohol. You have to dilute it with water. • sheer. ^-
, 5 ! Listen, that's sheer

nonsense! & naked truth. , Sto! I assure you, this is the naked truth.

net profit.. The beehives give

the kolkhoz more than a ten-thousand-ruble net profit.

net weight. —. Net weight of the package— five kilos.

clean. 5 . It's very

clean in this hotel. • neatly. Ond .
She sews very neatly. • mere.. made this discovery by mere accident.- spotlessly clean.-. She swept the room spotlessly clean.-. You speak

Russian without an accent. • , 5. Believe me, I am doing this with the best

intentions. • . This

box is made of sterhng silver. •9 (). It is misunderstanding pure and simple.

• ! I have devil

of time with this child!

{gp -) reading room.

(M) reader. , ?
Who are the readers of your? —. I'm faithful reader of hjs articles. — §. This room
easily accommodates a hundred readers.& (/pet:- and/; to read.? Did you read his letter? — (no pd) pdno. He learned how to read early.— (no pd)-? Do you read French?
— (no pet) ? What are you reading

now?

to read aloud.. reads aloud wonderfully well.

to teach a course.. teaches course in Russian

History at the university.& to give a lecture. -. He's giving public lecture today.

to read between the Unes. ^, .
I read between the Unes of his letters and I see that he's

not satisfied.& to lecture (someone). ^

^? Why do you keep lecturing

him so?

to recite. .
recites well., ! You must be

mind reader! • . He's voracious reader.

(/pet:/).
(pet of) to sneeze. ,: ";^!" sneezed and we all said

"God bless you!" together.

See.
See.
member. ;^? How many

members have you in your club? — (-)? Is she a member of the (Communist)

Party? — Oh . He's a mem-
ber of the bar..

membership card. -. You have to show a membership

card.

membership fee.

(P,, /gs phrasal.^vi /) devil., ^. The devil

only knows what he's talking about; and you fall for it. —! 5 ^. The

devil with it! I don't want to hear any more about it.

• damn. ! 5! Damn it! But

that's real good work! — ! Damn it all! —! Damn him! —. This whole job isn't worth a damn. —. I don't understand damn thing.

— ! Now that's going too

damn far! • damn it. , ! Damn it,

late again! • hell. , ! Who the hell

knows where he is now? — Ha ^?
What in hell do you need this for? —*,! ! Do you think he'll write a letter? The

hell he will! — ! He — ! hell

with him! If he doesn't want it, he doesn't want it. —! Why the hell did I go there! —! Why the hell did I ever

come to this city!

to hell. ! Go to hell!

damn it. !, -. Damn it! It looks as if all the bulbs are

burned out.

*Em^ . He's the cock of the

walk now. •"'Hy ! ,. What kind of man is he anyway? He's neither

good, bad, nor indifferent! • *He ,. Things are never as black as they're painted.

• ,, ? What've you done

here, you bums? • . There's

still hell of a lot of work around here. •*^. They Uve in godforsaken place.

•* ^ — .
It'll just be our luck to run into him again! •*, . They made such mess here

it could turn your stomach. •* ,. I don't understand thing; I

can't make head or tail of it.
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extra. Stom -. We had some extra expenses this month.
• special. -. We have to call a special meeting of the

Presidium, •tremendous.. The play was a tremendous success.

extremely. !
This is extremely interesting! • most.^ . It's most imix)r-

tant to write this letter immediately.

reading. ^ .
I think that reading aloud is good practice for you. —? Have you anything to read

here?

([sto]; g [civ6]; d ^, , I , §fO) what.

Sto? What is that? — ? What's the

matter with you? — ? What do you want? —^ ? What are you so happy about? —? What does this suit cost? —! What's the use of talking to

him! — A, ? And what if he doesn't

come? • who. Sto tot,. He's the guy who showed us the cowbam
yesterday. • anything. ,. He'll do anything you ask him. —
—! In case anjlhing happens, wire me. —, . See whether you forgot

anything. • how. ,? How
is your hand? Is it getting better? • how much., ? How much will he

charge to take us to town?

Da ? why? "?" "A ?" "You're

leaving?" "Why do you ask?"

HOT the following. : ....
You have to do the following: ....

don't mention it. "!" "He ".
"Thank you." "Don't mention it."

not for anjiihing. He!^. Don't even ask me; I wouldn't go there for any-

thing. • for nothing. He —! Don't do it; you'll be sticking your neck out for

nothing., for reason at all., . bawled me out for no
reason at all!

of no use. ^.
This umbrella is of no use to me at all.

well. , ? WeU, did

you get the permit?

where. 5? Where did you get

that idea?

why. ^ ?
I wonder why he became so ill.

what more. -
— ! I read

about this in an American technical handbook. What can

you find more reliable than that?! why. ! .
Why! Your luggage left long ago.

as far as I'm concerned. ,. As far as I'm concerned, I agree.

well. ! . Well, I don't

object! 'why. ?
Why did you stay so short a time with us? —? Why don't you say something?

what kind. ^? What kind

of nonsense is that?

where it belongs. ^, -. Tell him to put the things just where they belong? maybe. , ? Maybe shot

cf vodka will do it?- (§^) something. -, . If there's something worthwhile,

I'll buy it.- (§^5) something. -, . Give me something to cat; I'm

very hungrj'. — , -. I hope something will come of it.- il^S) something. -. There's

something missing here. — - ,. said something about

going away, but I don't remember what exactly. • some-

where. - . This

cost me somewhere around forty rubles., -. I would

rather take this than anything else. •-. I have nothing to do w th it. • .! . Her father is sick but

it doesn't mean a thing to her — she goes out dancing.

• ^«, . He's as

clever as they come, but even he made a mistake. • 3a? What's in the way now? •,! There isn't thing they haven't got. •-^ — , ^.
The instructions are so confusing I can't make head or tail

out of them. • " !" " -!" ' quitting my job." "You don't mean it, do

you?" • ^! Drive Uke all hell. •

^! Life is full of surprises.

• , . gets offended at the

slightest thing. •*0 .
was cursing to beat the band. • A ?
What's wrong with him as a future husband •5! . What's the use talking

about it? He fooled us! • . I was

left out in the cold. • ? How did

he rub you the wrong way? • .? I won't go; there's nothing there for me.* that. , .
I hope that we'll meet again. — ,

^. We had such good time

that We didn't part till morning.

as though. - —. speaks EngUsh as though he were a

native American.

. . . whether ... or.

— , . I don't whether we go

today or tomorrow., . There

isn't woman worker of ours who isn't a hero of labor,

• , . can't open his

mouth without being insulting.

or so that. , &. We're hurrying so that we won't miss the train.
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• in order to. ,. I had to wait for an hour in

order to see the doctor.

^, . I wish you'd

tell me all about it. •, , ,. Please tell the clerk to give me my
bill. • , ! Why must you

always try to be funny? •, ^. I doubt whether you'll be able to do it. •! I never want to hear that

age in!- (See,- (See,- (See, §;?5).

([-ustv-]) feeling. &- <. I was left with

an unpleasant feeling after that conversation. —^ , ;^. Her fedings

toward him didn't cocl in spite of their being apart. • sense.. has good sense of

humor.

to faint.. was so weak he frinted.

prty.. did it only out of pity.

Oh . has soft spot in

his heart or her. • -. It took us an hour to brirg her to.

([custv]) to feel. ^, (-. I feel that they are hiding eometh ng

from me. —, ?
Well, how do you feel in your new place? — -. I feel terrible. — ,^-? Do you feel draft coming under

the door?, ? Don't you
smell something burning? • ^. I have lot of faith in him.^ (-d) cast iron, pig iron.

cast iron, pig iron.

See ^.
beautiful.,! Look at the beautiful view we have from

our windows!

beautifully. . ! She sings

beautifully, •fine. ?! Does he

agree? Fine!

(sh, -, -, -).,,!^ -? Aren't you strange! Why don't you trust me?
(sh -) wonderful. ,. It's easy to get along with her; she has

a wonderful disposition. • beautiful. Ax,! What beautiful flowers!

G^ grand. ^ . We had a
grand time.^ (P ., ,) miracle. 9^ . This village by some
miracle remained intact during the war.—9 —^. This bridge is a technical miracle.

n*BoT ;^^!, ! Well, I'll be
darned! Look who's coming! • ^ !
It's just wonderful there!

someone else's. ^.
I took someone else's hat by mistake. • stranger.5 . Don't speak of this in

front of strangers, pteaee^ —. My brother and I are almost like strangers.

•foreign. ) .
I'd like to see some foreign countries.. I know this only

second hand.& closet. . Put the suitcase

in the closet. • pantry. .
The potatoes and onions are in the pantry.

(-, gp) stocking. ^-
—. Better put some woolen stockings

on; it's cold!

plague.

(sh -TKd) light. . I'm

very light sleeper. • sympathetic.. She's an unusually sympathetic person.

hardly. . They sang so low

that we could hardly hear. • almost. .
almost cried. — . I

almost spilled the beans. • nearly. ^^. I nearly died there of boredom.- very nearly. - ^. I very

nearly fell.*- . A miss is as good as a mile.

• ! It seems to me
that you told me yourself. • ,. She runs to the doctor with

every Uttle thing.

sense. ;^ :. I always listen to

his opinion; he has a wonderful artistic sense.. This dog picks up

the scent wondf rfuUy well.^ (;^, ^) to smell. — ^.
You see, the cat smells the mouse.^ —. My heart tells me that nothing good will come of it.

•*^, . looks like the cat who
swallowed the canary.

(/ N of /).
See.
(/nFo//).

trite. '! Don't

make such trite remarks!

(P -/gs after numbers mard; g -y; ^, mar^/)step.

. Move one step back. —- . I heard someone's step

at the door. — .
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The patient didn't let the nurse move a step from him.
— mdry! Not a step farther! —, ! You
can't take step here without his making some remark.
• pace.-,! Step up the pace,

boys! • move. nidry. You can't make move there without knowing
the language. • stride.. They're making great strides in the

reconstruction of the city. • advance. ^^; ^, . I won't

make the first advance; I think he's more at fault than I am.
beginning. ,. It was very difficult

at the beginning, but now everything is running smoothly.

step by step.. disproved my arguments step by step.

mardx. The park is a stone's

throw from here. •

^. There are contradictions in almost every line in his

article.& {/is of/; at a walk. . The
horses moved along at a walk.&' gang. ,. used to run around with a

gang of thieves before he went into a children's home.&^ small wooden tub. ,^' . You'll get soap, washcloth, and a small

wooden tub in the bathouse.

{F) shampoo. —^? What's in the bottle, cologne or shampoo?& cap. ^.
Take my fur cap with the earlaps.* ,. If you're going to work Uke that, they'll fire you in

a hurry. •*, !. Look how red he's getting! A thief can't

hide his guilty feehng.

(P -/gs after numbers /) ball.. The ball fell off the bilhard table, •balloon.• >. This was just a trial

balloon.

balloon.

globe. ^. You couldn't find b^ter place on the

face of the globe.*, a .
The guests arrived, and there wasn't even a crust of bread
in the house.

scarf, muffler.

brown-haired man.

brow&haired woman.
shaky.! ,. Be

careful! The steps are shaky, 'weak. He. Don't sit on the chair; it's weak.
• flimsy. ,^ . Your
argiunents are very flimsy. • not secure.. My job is not very secure.&( P) chess.& mine.. We went down into the mine with the chief

engineer.

D & coal mine.

niaxrep miner.

See.
sewing. -? Does anyone here have sewin? machine.'

Q needle trade.

doorman. .
The doorman has letter for you.

See.
{ipct of) to throw. Oh -. threw his brief

case on the table and rushed to the telephone.

{/pet:^/) to throw.? Which one of them was throwing
stones in our garden? • to throw away.! How can you throw away money
hke that?

''-,-/pd: -,, -^/j.* . I wouldn't even
raise finger for it. •*^ ^ —! You always have to advise

him; he can't think for himself.

- to move. He,. Don't move, I'm
taking your picture. • to get a move on. ,, ^. Get move on; we
haven't much time left.^ (pd o/).

See.
{P -., -6s/g -; ^/) silk.. Let me have four

meters of this blue silk for a dress. —^. Her coat is silk-Uned. • silk thread.5. I won't have enough

silk thread for this embroidery.

rayon.. This is rayon.

* ^, ^. I'm up to my ears in debt.

silk.

silk stockings.

* , . I

scolded him and now he's Uke a httle lamb.

skin. « ^. I

to eat apples with the skin on. • peels.^ . Throw the jxttato peels into

this pail.

(pet of) to whisper. ^ &, ^. I whispered in his ear that I am leaving.^ 5 . Mention it to him

on the Q.T. when you get the chan?e.

(^,/pc<:- and/) to whisper.? What are you whispering to her?^ See.
(F) wool. ^ .

These sheep were raised for wool.—. I need some gray darning wool. • woolen

material. re . Send me
some woolen material for a dress.

woolen. ? Do you

have any woolen socks? 'wool.
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. The wool factories use local

raw materials.

{&) pole. ^. Attach the

flag to this pob.

procession.

number six. . Number
Six doesn't go to the faxtory. • six. ^. I don't have single card

in my hand higher than a six.

{^22) six.

sixtieth.

six-hundredth.

([-sn-]) sixteenth.

([-sn-], gdl -, -, §;?;?) sixteen.

sixth.

(gdl -, -, ^22) six.

([-zdj-], ^22) sixty.

([-SS-] or [-sts-], ^22) six hundred.

sponsor.

— . Our kolkhoz got

these machines from our sponsor, the tractor factory. {See, Appendix 4-).. The automobile factory is sponsoring this

children's home. (See Appendix 40
neck. ^ . I can't turn my neck.

— . was so happy

he threw his arms around my neck.

*^, a . I want

to work; I don't want to live off anyone. • ,. he shows up, throw him out on his ear.

tire. ,,. Put some

air in my tires. • spUnt.

^. They'll have to put your arm in a spUnt..
K^ Red Army overcoat.

(,; thorn., . Careful! There

are thorns on this branch.

sparkUng. .
Give me some good sparkling kvass.

See,
width. ? What's the

width of this carpet? ? Do you

have any material two meters wide?

screen. .
Put the screen in front of the washstand. • shield.. I don't

want to be shield for your tricks.

{sh -Kd/ -6, -/; cp ),) broad.

9to ^, .
This is broad street; the trucks will pass one another

easily. —, § .
I'm afraid that's too broad an interpretation, "wide.. The suitcoat is somewhat

wide for me. —. There are wide possibilities for a good

worker here. • big. ^' .
We have big plans for next year. • widely.. He's widely known.

wider. . I'd Uke

wider bed. • as wide as possible.. Open the window as wide as possible.

consumer's goods.-(). Our workers are now
sufficiently supplied with consumers' goods.

wide. . The doors

were open wide. — . She

opened her eyes wide. • large. -. The attendance at our theater is very large.. His books are

easily understood by the general public. •. likes to do things in a big way.

broadcasting.^) See.
(,; ; /pet: -/) to sew. Ond,. She was sewing your

shirt all day yesterday. — (no pet)? Do you know how to sew by machine?

Oh . He's

already having his second suit made by that tailor.

cone.. Let's gather some pine cones for our campfire.

• bump. ? Where did

you get that bump on your forehead?

*Ha . Everything

happens to him.

See,
(/ ^/).

bookcase (with doors).

wardrobe.

(wall) closet.

school. —. He's very excited; he's going to school

for the first time tomorrow. — ^. The meeting will take place in the school building.

• schooling. , .
She has nice voice, but she hasn't had any schooling.

college, university.

primary school.

high school.

schoolboy.

schoolgirl.

school. 9. I've known it since my school days. —. He's my schoolmate.^ skin.. brought me several sheepskins for a short

coat. — ""Ha —
^. You can't count on him; he's

much too concerned about his own skin. — *0
^. tried to save his own skin.* ,, ^^. They say

that they just fleece you over there. •*^! If you were only in my shoes!

sluice.

hat. ,. Buy straw hat; it's" hot to wear a felt one.* ! It's in the bag! • ,!
Oh, you jackass!

(; seam. . The seam
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on your sleeve is open.—*A ,,. It looks as if our affair is coming apart at the

seams. • stitch. &.
They had to put stitches in the woimd.

(Jg -y/) chocolate. <5^. I brought you few bars of chocolate.

— ? Do you want a cup of hot

chocolate?

whisper.

{inded N) highway.

driver (of a car). . Sit

next to the driver.

hairpin. -? Do
you have .' mall hairpins?

*Ohu ! She's good at need-

ling people.

spinach.

spy.

syringe.

scar. . has on his fore-

head.

type,. This book is printed in too small a type.

(-h6b P) trousers, pants.

staff. Er6 . st hasn't

received permanent status on the staff. — ^-. The staff

has been reduced in our office.

United States of

America.

civiUan. .
I've ah^ady forgotten how to wear civiUan clothes.

(M) stamp. ^? Where can I order a rubber stamp?

postmark.5? you make
out the postmark on this envelope?

(/P -, -/) socket.- ,. I have the lamp, but the

socket hasn't been installed yet. — ,. The socket is broken; you can't put the

plug in.

t<5 dam. ? Who dams
your socks?

corkscrew.

shade. , .
Draw the shades; the sun is too bright.1 fine. Er6 6«^.
was g.ven small fine.

penalty. .
They scored goal against us on penalty kick.

{/-pet: o-/).^ piece. ^.
These pencils are ten kopeks apiece. • bolt.^ . We bought bolt of linen

for bed sheets. • trick. ^.
They tried all sorts of tricks. • point.^! That's the whole point. • thing., , ^. They had
quite snack there; hors d'oeuvres, vodka, and all sorts of

things. • thingiunajig. 5 ^? What's that thingumajig you have on the table?

, 5to ^! It's all put on. • !
A ^, . What do you know!
I thought you left long ago.

{/pct- -/)-^ plaster. ^ -. The plaster fell down from the ceiling here.

( -.) bayonet.^ fur coat. ^? Do you like my
fur coat? .
My brother will give you his old bearskin coat. •*, ? What good

are excuses? The damage is already done.

(Jg -y/) noise.. You can't hear street noises here. • racket.? Do you always

have such a racket between classes? • din. -^. You could hardly hear him speak

above the din. • uproar. -. At one time that event created quite an

uproar.

(-,-/pcf: -/) to make noise.? Could we ask the neighbors

not to make so much noise?. The boys are raising the

roof in protest. • - .
At one time his name was on everybody's Ups all over the

world. •. I've still got big head from yesterday's drinking

party.^ noisy. ^. They

hve on ver\' noisy street.

Qi^HO noisy. 3 ^. The

room becanr.." gay and noisy.^ brothe -in-law (wife's brother).

(-^, -) to rustle.. Stop rustling the paper.

(^',^) to joke. ! You're joking!

— , ! Don't be angry.

I was only joking! — ^! That's no joke!

• to fool around. —. You just don't fool around with him; he's already

going to school.* ^! .
Well, I'll take my chances and play a game with you too.

• He ! Don't play with fire! • -: ! I was told that

the bitter cold in Moscow is no joke!^ joke. , 5 ^.
on, don't be angry; I said it as a joke. —, 5^ ^. I don't mind

telling you, it was a stupid joke. — ^,^. Stop fooling around; I'm in no mood for

joking.

^1^. really got angry.

•^, . Enough

kidding; let's talk seriously.• ,^ ^. Stay home. You've 1 got

cold. *^^ — !
It's scHDetbing for man & age to work so hard.•^ ? Are you kidding?'
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— ^. It's small matter for us

to spend a hundred rubles.

joking. . They

carried on a joking conversation. • funny. ^
.

See,
See. They gave him funny nickname.

made generous

(- ) sorrel, sour green.

to have mercy on. .
They didn't have mercy even on children. • to spare.

Oh . doesn't spare himself.^ «See.
to strut around.. She Ukes to strut around in a new outfit. • to

parade around.? Why are you parading around in a

spring coat on such a cold day? • to show off.. He's showing off his

knowledge of Russian.

{sh , -) generous,,
contribution to the Red Cross. —! What generous woman she is! • Uberal.. He's liberal with his promises. • lavish.

Oh . He's lavish with his praise.

G generously. .
gives out cigarettes generously.

{P,,) cheek. ^.
My cheek is swollen.* to gulp down. ^

—, ! must

cabbage soup. Look how he's gulping it down!

Oh . slapped the boy in

the face.

{/pet:/) to chatter.. His teeth are chattering from the cold. • {no

Tpd) to crack. ? Do you like to

crack nuts?

{fct of) to snap shut. ,. I heard the lock snap shut.

{P -,- F) slit.. Take board and nail up the slit in the

fence. • crevice. . They
were filling in all the crevices in the wall. • cranny.

^. There are drafts from every nook and

cranny here. • peephole. . The children were

watching the soccer game through a peephole in the fence.

• crack. . Fix the crack

in that partition.

( -/, -, -/) puppy.. Our dog had litter

of six puppies.

correct. He !
Don't be so damned correct!

scrupulously. -. I know him as scrupulously

honest man.

kindUng. . Chop
some kindUng for the samovar.

Oh, . He's as thin as a rail.

pinch. ^. Just

pinch of salt will be enough.

brush. , ., use this brush on your suit.

toothbrush. , , )^^. I forgot my toothbrush, as usual.

nailbrush. ,,. Give me your nailbrush, please.( P) schi, cabbage soup. -. We're having fresh cabbage soup for dinner today.

(- P) nutcracker. He ,. Don't crack the nuts with your teeth; here's

a nutcracker. • forceps. ,. Before he knew it, the

dentist stuck the forceps into his mouth and pulled out the

tooth.

Q ciu'Ung irons.

(-KOB P).

Q sugar tongs.

(-U) shield. 9 . This is an ancient

shield. • (display) board. He. Be sure to look at the

photograph board at the entrance to the exhibition.

Q switchboard.^ pike. ^^. I caught an enor-

mous pike.

to touch. ^5,^. When I touch this swollen spot, I feel pain., ,. There's sense taking his pulse; I can see he has a

fever.

evacuation.

{both dvr and pet) to evacuate.. The children and

the aged were the first to be evacuated.—

. We evacuated factories into the

interior.( evolution.

egoist.
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egoist F.& examination, exam, test. ?
Did you pass the exams? — ^. I'm verj' much afraid that I'll flunk the exam.

copy.§. We haven't even got one copy of this

dictionary left. —,>', ^. two copies of this document,

please. • specimen. He ,. Don't lose this stamp. It's a very rare

specimen.

{M) carriage. . That's an

old-fashioned carriage. • ship's crew.^. Most of the ship's crew went
ashore.

economics.

(/pet: c-/) to economize.. We're trying to economize every way we can.

— , . Economize

on whatever you want, but not on food. • to save.. We have to save on fuel.

economic.. gives course in economic geography.

economics.^. I'm interested in economics.

depression. ,, ? Was there

depression in your country at that time?

saving.o^. There's big saving of time by this

method.

anti-waste program. Ha. An anti-waste

program of the strictest sort was carried on in all factories.,^'. We've got to count our pennies; otherwise we
won't be able to make both ends meet until payday. •. She has to be very

thrifty.

thrifty. . She's a
thrifty housewife.

economically.. My mother runs the household very

economically.

screen. . Let's sit closer to

the screen. — . She's well

known screen star.

trip. <' .
We're going on three-day trip inthe moimtains. 'excursion.

He ?
Would you like to come on our excursion?

exploiter.

export.

extra. ,. I had some extra expenses and all my
money is gone.

extra (newspaper).. The paper put

out an extra that day.

urgently.? Why do you need him so urgently? • at

once. . I have to

leave town at once.

grain elevator.

electric.

Q electric bulb,

See&.
electric iron.

electricity. -? Does your apartment have electricity? •light.! Turn the Ught off. —. Turn the Ught oa.

power house, power station.

element.

emigration. .
Emigration from Russia to America was at its height toward

the end of the Nineteenth Century, 'exile. -. Many of the presentrday

Soviet political leaders lived in exile before the Revolution,

•emigres. . This book is widely

read by the Russian emigres in America.

energetic. . He's an

energetic person. • strong.. We had to take strong measiu^s.

vigorously.. They went at the matter vigorously.

energy.. devotes all his energy to this matter. • vigor.

Oh . He's full of vim and vigor.

electrical energy, electric power.

epidemic.

epoch, period.

platform. . The speaker

came up on the platform.

(/n F of/) .& (-d M) floor. . There are

five floors in our house. — Ha ^?
What floor is your room on? — .
I hve on the top floor.

Q groimd floor,

bookcase. . Put

the book in the bookcase. • rack. A,. You can put yovir sheet-

music rack in this comer.

i/np of/) .

label. Ha :.
There's label on the bottle with "poison" written on it.

ethical. ^.
That wasn't very ethical thing to do.

ethical. .
It's not very ethical from our point of view.' (/na N of /).* that. 4? Who's that who

greeted you?— ? Who's that who arrived?

• this. , ! What the devil is this?? Where are you boimd for?

• ? What are you so happy

about? • ?? What's the matter with you? Do you want to
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spoil all our work? • ^ !
Why did I ever let myself get mixed up in this affair?

• KUK ? How can I get to see him?

Stot (§17) this, that. Stot .
This translation is absolutely no good. —. I don't know this man. — ;^. I think I'll follow this advice. —. It's impossible to write

with this pencil. — ^ 5. They live in

this house. — . This work agrees

with me. — . I didn't read this

book. — . This dress doesn't

become you. — . This

summer we're going to the seashore. —. You haven't as yet proved anything

by this. — .
These Americans arrived only yesterday. —,. Give me these letters, please. —5 ^ . I

can't get my work done without these dictionaries. —

5 . I don't believe those rumors.

— §. You'll certainly get the job with those recommenda-

tions. — ^! That's what you think!

•this one. ^ , 5 ?
Which room are you taking, this one or the other? —. ^^^ , —. are two beds. I'll sleep on this one and my son

on that one. — , § —! Those are tired; these are

busy — there won't be any party, 'it.. I haven't heard about it. —! Nothing can be done about it. — Ha5. We decided on it then. —. It only looks like that at a distance.

Stom as well. .
Not only is he unintelligent, but he's stubborn as well.

Ox, § ! That's just like a professor!

5x0 echo.

anniversary. -. Today is his twenty-fifth

anniversary at the factory.

skirt. . It's not comfortable

to work in a skirt. — He^,. Pay attention to him; he'll chase any

skirt.

*0h . He's

tied to his mother's apron strings.

See,
south. ^ . The wind is blowing

from the south today. —. They sent him south after his illness.. This window has a southern

exposure.10 southern. . I'm

not used to the southern sun. — .
has southern accent.

iOMop humor. , .
The trouble is, he has no sense of humor. — -? Do you already understand Russian

humor?
humor. .

This is a humor magazine.

A §! Why
don't you just laugh it off?

loHoma {gp- M) young fellow. ? Who's

this young fellow?1 {sh -nd.) young.

Q young pioneers.

legal adviser.. I have to speak to our legal

adviser.

lawyer. . Let the

lawyers argue about this.

(, dl, ,, ^21) I. .
I'm leaving today. —* ^,. I'm going to get an explanation from him if

it's the last thing I do. — . I had

a tooth pulled today. — . I feel sleepy.

— . I don't feel like going there.

—^^ ? How should I know? —^. I won't be home tonight.

— . I don't Uke it at all. —. I don't feel well. —;^. I only did it out of pity. • me. Bee, , . your

friends, including me, send you their greetings. —? Have you come to see me? — He, ^. Don't bother me today; I'm not in a

good mood. — ,;^? If you aren't satisfied with me, why don't

you say so? — He . Don't worry

about me. — ! Come with me! — He. Don't speak to me about him.

I have.. I have terrible headache today. • in my house.

Oh, . was in my house yesterday.
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I have. , I have

ticket aheady.

I haven't. . I haven't

got cent.

(, ,) apple.. I left few

baked apples for you.* . It's so crowded here you

just can't get anyone else in.

apple tree. ,^. Come visit us in May, when our apple

trees are in bloom.* . He's chip

off the old block.

(pci o/) to appear. -. You must positively appear in court.

• to come. Er6 -. His arrival came as a big surprise to me.

•to show up. Oh .
showed up at the last moment. . I was struck with

a brilliant idea.^ attendance. , .
The rehearsal is at two o'clock. Attendance is compulsory.

{/dur o//) to report. Hopd, -. It's

about time you knew that you've got to report for work on

time.

evident. He, .
Don't worry; that's evidently a misunderstanding. • sheer.

5to . It's sheer carelessness. • down-
right. Oh ^. He's talking downright

nonsense. • obvious.,. Look here, this is an obvious lie.

obviously. Oh . He's obviously

avoiding us.

(-, P,,) lamb,

berry. § ? What kind of berries are

these?

dried fig. ^. Give me string of dried figs.

no to pick berries. .
The children went into the forest to pick berries."" — . Birds of

feather flock together.

poison. — . This bottle is

marked poison. • venom. !
Your words are just dripping venom.

poisonous. He, 5 .
Don't be afraid; these mushrooms aren't poisonous.

Oh . He sneered.

sarcastic. He. Don't pay any attention to his

sarcastic remarks.

(-d) tongue. ? What is your
native tongue? — . His tongue is

coated. — , . Be
careful with him; he has a long tongue. — 6-! Ox, — ! Oh, my tongue is

my worst enemy; I let something shp again. — ,? Has the cat got your tongue? • lan-

guage. ,, . You evidently

have a gift for languages. —*., . You've got to talk his language to

make him understand.

to keep things to oneself. *He, . Don't

worry. knows how to keep things to himself.

smoked tongue.? Do you like smoked tongue?

Oh .
talked to me in broken Russian. •! Enough of this idle talk! • ,. The

gossip is that your friend was fired for lack of ability.

• . I couldn't

bring myself to say it.

See,
([-§nj-]).

scrambled eggs.

fried eggs.

(P,,) egg.

hard-boiled egg.

three-minute egg.

soft-boiled egg.^ ! that isn't worth

damn!

(/ -, -/) anchor.? you drop anchor around here?

G .
Several fishing boats were anchored near by. •. The moral support of his friends helj)ed see him

through the crisis.

pit., . See that you

don't fall into the pit. • trap. *He ,. Careful you don't fall into your own trap.

(- ) January.

ish -; cp;) bright.. I don't like bright colors.

brightly. ?
W'hy is his house so brightly Hghted? •colorfully.. His latest novel

is very colorfully written.

(-U) label.,:"". See if all the bags

have this label: "Customs Inspected." —, . Give me that bottle over

there with the blue label.

fair. . I bought

this kerchief at the fair.? . What
is this, boiler factory? Cut out that noise..

spring wheat.

spring crop..
second balcony.? How much does box in the second balcony

cost?

first balcony.

See,( P) trough. ^ ? Why
isn't there hay in the trough? • day nursery.
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. They've organized day

nursery at our factory.^ {sh -CHd) clear. ^ .
What clear, cold night it is! —! How could I possibly not

understand it after such a clear explanation? —. You have very clear handwriting,

•clearly. , , . Well, it's

clearly his doing.

bright. . It's bright day

today, •clearly. .
Now I see my mistake clearly, •clear.. Now everything is clear to me.

(- M) barley. . We saw
lots of barley. ^. has sty in his eye.

drawer. —. the papers are in the lower drawer of the desk.

— . Put the

Unen in the top drawer of the chest. • case. ^. I checked through suitcase

and case of books. • box. ?
What's in this big box?

garbage can.? Where's the garbage can?

He .
I'm advising you not to put this thing off indefinitely.
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TERRITOKIAL AND ADMINISTRATIVE STRUCTURE OF THE USSR

E. COMPARATIVE TABLE OF TEMPERATURES
CenH-

grade

-50
-45
-40
-35
-34.4

-28.9
-25
-23.3

-17.8
-17
-16.7
-16
-15.6
-15
-14.4
-14
-13.3
-13
-12.2
-12
-11.1

-11
-10

Fahren-

heit

-58
-49
-40
-31
-30
-20
-13
-10

1.4

2

3.2

4

5

6

6.8

8

8.6

10

10.4

12

12.2

14

Centi-

grade

-9
-8.9
-8
-7.8
-7
-6.7
-6
-5.6
-5
-4.4
-4
-3.3

-3
-2.2
-2
-1.1

-1

1

1.1

2

2.2

3

Fahren-

heit

15.8

16

17.6

18

19.4

20

21.2

22

23

24

24.8

26

26.6

28

28.4

30

30.2

32

33.8

34

35.6

36

37.4

Centi-
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4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.-
-
^

Union Republics

Kazakh SSR
Turkmen SSR
Kirghiz SSR
Uzbek SSR
Tadzhik SSR
Georgian SSR
Azerbaidzhan SSR
Armenian SSR
KareloFinnish SSR

Capitals

Alma-Ata

Ashkhabad

Frunze

Tashkent

StaUnabad

Tiflis

Baku
Erivan

Petrozavodsk

Some of the Union RepubUcs are federations of autonomous repubUcs, autonomous provinces,

and national regions.

A.

RUSSIAN SFSR

. Sixteen Autonomous Soviet Socialist Republics (ASSR)

Republics Capitals

1. ACCP
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People's Commissariat for Agriculture.

People's Commissariat for

Foreign Affairs.

People's Commissariat

of Light Industry.

See& .
Peoples' Commissariat

of Forestry.& People's Commissariat for Defense.

People's Commissariat

of Food Industries.

People's Commissariat of

Communication. Supervises railroads and roads.& People's Commissariat of Communication

(mail, telegraph, telephone, etc.).

People's Commissariat For Sofkhozes.

People's Commissariat

for Heavy Industry.

See -.
People's Commissariat of Finances.

See .
See .

See .
See .

People's Commissar. Equivalent to a

head of a government department or to a member of the

President's Cabinet in the USA.

People's Commissariat. Government
department in the USSR.

national okrug. Territorial division

somewhat smaller than an autonomous oblast.

obkom, provincial committee of the Communist Party.

See.
See.

Oblast. Basic administrative and territorial unit in

most of the Union Jtepublics.

obUspolkom, oblast executive committee.

See.
Organizational Bureau of the Executive Committee

of AU-Union Communist Party.

Political Bureau of the Central Committee of the

Communist Party.

() See.
Presidium of the Supreme

Soviet.

district committee of the Communist Party.

rayon. Small administrative and territorial division

of an oblast.

See., town soviet, village soviet.

Council for National

Defense.

See.
Coimcil of Nationalities. One of

the two chambers of the Supreme Soviet. Representative

body of Union RepubUcs, autonomous republics, and

autonomous oblasts of the USSR.

Council of the Union. One of the two chambers

of the Supreme Soviet. Elected by the entire population of

the USSR.

Council of People's Commissars. Analogous to

the Cabinet in the United States. Includes the heads of all

people's Commissariats.

10 Union RepubUc. Constituent part of

the USSR.

Cossack village.

Finotdel; Department of finance. The same term

appUes also to financial division of any public body or

institution.

103 -() Central Committee of the All-Union

Commimist (Bolshevik) Party.

adoption system. This system is widely used to

encourage efficiency of factories and kolkhozes. An insti-

tution or a factory adopts a kolkhoz or another factory,

and encourages it to do better work by giving it all possible

assistance, and also by means of presents, Arisits, etc.

Economic Council. See also-.
Economsoviet. Division of the Soviet Govern-

ment whose functions include coordination of the activity of

the People's Commissariats in the field of national economy.

APPENDIX 5

Sunday
Monday

Names of the Days and Months

DAYS OF THE WEEK
Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday .
Friday

. Saturday
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MONTHS OF THE YEAR
January

February

March

April

May
June

^ July

August
September

October

November
December

APPENDIX 6

9-
(1905.)- -
>̂

National Holidays

New Year's Day (Jan. 1)

Joint celebration of Lenin's memory and of tbe anni-

versary of "January 9th" (Jan. 22)

Red Army and Navy Day (Feb. 23)

February revolution of 1917 (March 12)

conunemoration of the Paris commime (March 18)

May Day (May 1)

anniversary of the October Revolution (Nov. 7)

Constitution Day (Dec 5)

(),

()
^1

-̂
()()()

Buico()

APPENDIX 7

Russian Foods

1.—APPETIZERS
smoked sturgeon back

ham
mushrooms
caviar

pressed caviar

fresh caviar

red caviar

chopped eggplant

^
^
^

2.—SOUPS
Ukrainian borscht, beet soup

consomme, broth

potato soup

okroshka, cold kvas soup

barley and mushroom soup

rassolnik, kidney soup with

pickles

eeUanka, fish (meat) and
cabbage soup

3.—MEATS
hamburger

steak

beef , la stroganoff

stuffed cabbage

hamburger steak

chop

mutton chop

pork chop

veal chop

beef

boiled beef

beef stew

()̂

,

ptato salad

sausage

bologna

liverwiKst

salami

herring

smoked salmon

galantine

meat and v^etable se-

lianka

noodle soup

fish soup, chowder

shti, cabbage soup

sorrel shti

shti with sour cream

Siberian ravioli with meat

chicken cutlet

roast young pork

roast beef

meat loaf

roast pork

veal

roast veal

shaslik, broiled lamb
schnitzel

chopped veal steak
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() (-). All-Union Communist (Bolshevik) Party.. Komsomol, Leninist Young Communist
League of the Soviet Union.^ -. Voks, All-Union Society for Cultural Relations

with Foreign Countries. . acting, pro tem.. Vtuz, college

of engineering. . Vuz, college or university,-. All-Union Central Coimcil of Trade

Unions. . Government pub-
Ushing House. -. Central government building agency.

;^ ! Ready for Labor and Defense!

(slogan) . Government
power station.- .
Tenants' Cooperative Association.

(). Women's section of the

Communist Party. . Registry

office. . Chinese

Eastern Railroad. .,
Young Communist International.. Com-
mittee for the fight against illiteracy.

MKX . Moscow
pubhc utiUties. -. Government power stations system,

Moscow branch.

MTC-. Machine tractor station.

MXAT. Moscow Art Theater.

. Narkom-
vnudel. People's Commissariat for Internal Affairs.

HKBHT .
Vneshtorg, People's Commissariat for Foreign Trade..
People's Commissariat of Internal Trade.

HK3 . Narkomzem,
People's Commissariat of Agriculture.

. Narko-
mindel. People's Commissariat for Foreign Affairs.

HKJIec .
Narkomles, People's Commissariat of Forestry.. Narkom-
put, People's Commissariat of Means of Communication
(roads and railroads)

HKT . People's

Commissariat of Internal Trade.. Narkomfin,
People's Commissariat of Finance.. Union
of rural cooperatives of an oblast. . Central

Government Publishing House.

OCT . Bureau for standardization

of industrial production.-.
Board of Political Education.& . Food store.. Industrial Bank.. Association of

craftsmen. . Worker correspondent.

10 . District

union of rural cooperatives.- . Red Army.-. RSFSR, Russian Soviet

Federative SociaUst Republic.. Village correspondent.

CHK . Council of People's

Commissars. .
USSR, Union of Soviet Socialist RepubUc.. United States ofAmerica.- . Turke-

stan-Siberian railroad.. Criminal Investigation de-

partment. -. USSR Ukrainian Soviet SociaUst Republic,-. Factory committee.) -(). Central Committee of the

All-Union Commimist (Bolshevik) Party.. Central

Statistical Board.

., bookkeeper, accoimtant.

., east.

COMMON ABBREVIATIONS

.. hectare.

.. . chiefly, mainly, principally.
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IMPORTANT SIGNS

rp., gram.

.. doctor, M.D.

. . . siiigular.

.. . railroad.

8.. west.

. . and the like.

.. ^. and so on, and so forth.

.. ;^. et cetera.

., kilogram.

., kilometer.

., meter.

., millimeter.

. . . plural.

., for instance.

6-.. society, company, Co.. . colloquial.

., north.

., centimeter.

., see, refer to.

.-. ,.
culture, agricultural.

.. ton.

..-. that is.

.. ^. soHsalled.

.. . so that.

.. south.

agn-

APPENDIX 10

-̂-
()

-

-

TICKET WINDOW
RAILROAD STATION

GETTING ON OR OFF
WHILE CAR IS IN
MOTION IS STRICTLY
FORBIDDEN

ENTRANCE

NO ADMITTANCE,
KEEP OUT

EXIT

DIRT ROAD
KEEP TO THE RIGHT
(LEFT)

WOMEN
MEN
ROAD IN BAD CON-
DITION

ROAD UNDER REPAIR

RR CROSSING

CLOSED

SLOW DOWN
SHARP CURVE

SHARP SLOPE

NO SMOKING

DRIVE SLOWLY

BRIDGE

DETOUR

DANGER

Important Signs

-̂-
.

05>^

-
01

STREETCAR STOP

CAUTION

POLICE STATION

OPEN

STREET CROSSING,
ROAD CROSSING,
CROSSROADS

ROAD CROSSING

CROSS THE STREET
AT CORNERS ONLY

NO SPITTING

FIRE ESCAPE

POST OFFICE

SPEED LIMIT
MPH

ONE-WAY TRAFFIC

ROAD CLOSED

ROAD OPEN

TALKING TO CON-
DUCTOR PROHIB-
ITED

NO THOROUGHFARE

INFORMATION
BUREAU

FIRST AID STATION

STOP!
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N0 PARKING

TELEGRAPH OFFICE

HIGH TENSION LINE

DEAD END
TOILET

ALL PERSONS ARE
FORBIDDEN TO
ENTER OR CROSS
THE TRACKS

KEEP OFF THE
GRASS

GO SLOW
PAVED ROAD

APPENDIX 11

Full Names

Full Names
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